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CRYPTOGAMIA 
(Continued) 

ALGYE. 

LI'CHEN. Male ; scattered wart-like substances. 
Fem. smooth SAUCERS OI,TUBERCLES 

in which the Seeds are imbedded. See vol. i. 

o
r. 370. 

SUBDIVISIONS OP THE LICHENS. 
A. Substance like powder. 
B. (1) Crustaceous, granulated ; with BLACK LINES. 

(2.) Crustaceous, granulated; with TUBERCLES. 
(3) Crustaceous, granulated; with SAUCERS. 
(4) Crustaceous, granulated; with both TUBERCLES 

and SAUCERS. 
C. Crustaceous; tiled, spreading, flat, fixed down to the 

substance on which it grows. 
D. Somewhat crustaceous, leaf-like, tiled, loose. 
E. Somewhat crustaceous; bearing cups shaped like a 

jelly-glass. 
F. Somewhat crustaceous ; shrub-like; shooting into 

branches resembling a shrub, or branches of coral. 
G. Somehat crustaceous; THREAD-LIKE. 
H. Leafy, herbaceous. 
I. Root single; in the centre of the plant. 
K. Foliage tough, like leather. 
L. Gelatinous. Foliage whenTresh acid moist, like jelly). 	

,,
" 

A. Substance like powder. 

L. Very white; between powdery and crustaceous. 
Hoffm. enrols. 1. 3—Di11.1. 2—Fl. day. 840. 4. 

Very nearly allied to Lichen corallinus. Huns. Follows the 
figure of the plants on which it grows, giving them the appear- 
ance of having been white-washed. DILL. Crust thin, whiLo, 

Vot. IV. 

• anuSi " 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGA:. Lichen. A. Powdery. 

brittle, when on moss ; thick, soft, mealy, when on bark. snider 
the microscope appears to consist of heaps of spherical globules 
sticking together, of a greyish colour, and dusted with a white 
powder. 'When wet, it is often greenish, and when rubbed 
between the fingers has an unpleasant smell. HOFFMAN. enum. 7. 

Byssus lactea. Bot. arr. ed. ii. On old decayed mosses and 
small branches of heath. 'Wales and North of England and 
Scotland. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

inca'nus. L. IIoary, powdery ; like scattered meal. 
Dill. 1. 3.—Hofman. enum. 1. G. 

It has the appearance of a very small crustaceous Lichen. 
LINN. Even through an eye-glass it appears only as a shape-
less powder of a greyish white colour, sometimes intermixed 
with green and yellow. Dui. When magnified it appears to 
consist of particles of different figures, egg-shaped, oblong, com-
pressed, open at the top, pouring out a reddish powder. • From 
these arise other larger particles, folded at the margin, sending 
out numerous oblong corpuscles, rising up and spreading, turned 
back at the edge and throwing out a yellow meal. HOFFM. 
enum. S. 

Byssus ineana. Bot. arr. ed. ii. Gravelly soil on the sides of 
ditches, near high roads, on decayed moss and wet trunks of 
trees in very shady situations. 	 A. Oct.—June. 

cine'reus. L. Ash-coloured, powdery; covering the surface of rocks. 
It will grow upon the barest rocks and stones. Hoffman 

thinks this differs from the L. antiquitatis, in age only. It is 
,found on rocks and stones of every kind which have herb long 
exposed to the air, giving them a greyish colour through the 
whole year, but is in itself so minute as to be hardly distin-
guishable. 

Byssus saxatilis. Bot. arr. ed. ii. Limestone rocks and stones 
in Westmoreland, Cumberland, Yorkshire, and Derbyshire. 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

itnliquitaitis L. Black ; powdery. 
Hem. enum.  a. 5, right hand half— Dill. 1. IF,  cited in Linn. 

mans.  510,  and Gmelin is B. nigra, as is the B. anti7uitAtis 
of Weis.) 

Black, resembling irregular dots of ink made with n pen, 
solitary or confluent, very black when wet, greyish black ss hen 
dry. When magnified they appear like ill-formed warts, 
crowded together. HOFFMAN. 

Bysshs antiquitatis.  Bot. arr. ed. ii. Old walls, rocks, and 
large stones, common. 	 P. Jan,--Dec. 
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CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG)E.. Lichen. B. (1) Crust with 	3 
black lines. 

L. Blood-coloured, powdery, growing on stones. 	Jo'lithus. 
Mich. 89. 3—Fl. dan. 899. 1. 

It has a very strong scent of violets, especially after rain. 
LtNil. Very red when young, when old, yellowish green. 

Byssus jolithus. Bot. arr. ed. ii. Rocks and stones of quartz, 
in moist shady places. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Yellow, powdery; growing upon wood. 
HetI'm. 1.4—Dill. I. 4—Fl. data. 899. 2. 

Forming a very thin and wide spreading coat on the sub-
stances on which it grows ; yellow or brimstone coloured ; on 
rocks thicker and of a lemon colour. The microscope sheets 
it to consist of roundish or oval globules, single or in clusters, 
somewhat hairy, falling into a very fine deep yellow powder. 
Its colour sometimes changes to tawny or greenish. HOFFMAN* 
It has been observed to continue on the same spot, and apps. 
rently in the same state for several years. 

Byssus candelaris. Old pales, bark of trees, and old walls, 
in all parts of the world. 	 A. Sept.—June. 

L. Green, powdery. 
Hopi. (num. 1. 	1. 5-1.4 dan. 899. 3. 

Consists of dark green globules crowded together, the size 
of tobacco seed, appearing somewhat gelatinous in the micro-
scope. DILL. Covering the earth, or stones with an intense 
green colour, often with a cast of yellow, cracking when dry 
into irregular polygons. Globules when magnified, semi-pellu-
cid, sprinkled with a yellowish powder. When old, the whole 
crust changes to a rude gelatinous mass. HOFFMAN. 

Byssus Botgoides. Bot. arr. ed. ii. Bark of trees, on walls, 
hnd on moist and shady ground. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Fructifications unbranched black lines and dots, set rugo'sus. 
thick together; crust whitish. 

Dill. 18. 2—Hoins. enum. 2. 5. 

vat 
Craft very thin, white, with numerous black spots and lines. 

aJILL. 
Common on the bark of'trees. 	 P. Jan.--Dec. 

L. Fructifications black branching lines resembling written 
characters: crust whitish. 

Mich. 56, Licljenoides 3—Hojrm. enum. 3. 2, a. c. d Dill. 18. 
1, and 55. 9, being the ground on nwhich a Bryant is depicted. 

B 2 

scrip'tus. 

fla'vus. 

botrvoi'des. 

   
  



'CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG.I. Lichen. B. (2) Crustaceous, 
with TUBERCLES. 

Crust whitish, very thin, marked with various blacl: lines 
like Arabic characters, by which it is readily distinguished. 
DILL. 

On elms and oaks. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 
Var. 2. Fructifications large, black, in high relief, of no 

regular figure, bearing a rude resemblance to Hebrew characters. 
Hem. enum. 3. 2. f. (not e. as m;sprinted.) 

Mr. Griffith by his specimens and observations, has satisfied 
me, that the above are nothing more than a Sphmria in a young 
state, before its proper fructifications arc formed. 

B. (2) Crustaceous, with Taerc,les!, 
fagin'eus. L. Tubercles white, mealy: crust white. 

Hofm. exam. 2, 4 and 7. 5-Mich. 53. 2 and 1-Dill. 18. II. 
A. B. - 

At first powdery, when older granulated. Tubercles nearly 
flat, white, with a thin border. DILL. 

On the bark of the beech and hornbeam, &c. P. Jan.—Dec. 
Var. 2. Tubercles whitish, wrinkled: crust ash colour. 

Dill. 18.11. C. D. 
Dillenius thinks- these the same as 1 ; C. growing on the 

smoother bark of younger trees, and D. as old and growing on 
walls. 

L. fagineus. Linn. Huds. L. albescens. Gmel. syst. veg. 
and Huds. On the bark of hornbeam, beech and ash. HUDS.— 
[ And lime trees. Mr. HOLLEFEAR.] 	 P. Jan:—Dec. 

A 
betulitnus. L. Tubercle white, central : crust white. 

Crust nearly i  inch diameter, circular, thin, fibrous. Tubercle 
solitary, hemispherical, nearly of the size of a hemp seed. HUM. 

On the trunk and branches of the birch. 	A. Sept.—April. 

ac'teus. 	L. Tubercles white, not bordered, hemispherical : crus,t 
white. 

7acq. coil. iii. 4—Hojk. enum. 4. 6. 
Tubercles sometimes very pale greenish brown in the center.. 
On rocks and stones. HUDS. 520. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

atro-al'bus. L. Tubercles white, not bordered ; crust black. 
7acq. coll. ii. 14. 1. 

It is difficult to say which colour forms the crust. LINN. Crust 
wide spreading, thin, firmly adhegIng, mealy, rough, black, 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGA. Lichen. B. (2) Crustaceous, 	5 
with TUBERCLES. 

thickly set with very small sub-sphmroidal tubercles, of a grey 
white colour. JAco. Crust either blue grey, black or white, or 
rather, the proper crust is black, but this is very thin, very 
closely adhering, not always present, and then its place is some-
times supplied by the outer grey coat of the tubercles spreading 
upon the stone. Tubercles black, but before the crust which 
envelopes them breaks open they appear grey ; border none. 

On rocks. [On flints in the Isle of Wight.] P. Jan.—Dec. 
Var. 2. Tubercles both black and white; border none. 

Such is the case with specimens which Mr. Rellian and Mr. 
Dickson favoured me with. Linnwus seems, in his different 
works, to have described both these under the name afro-albur. 
I find no figure of this 2d variety. This grows upon peat earth 
as well as'upon rocks. 

L. Tubercles black, plaited and wrinkled,' of different simplex. 
shapes : crust none. 

Linn. Tr. ii. 2R. (2. 
Has no ground or crust, but consists of small tubercles which 

in the microscope appear wrinkled, and of various irregular 
forms. Not L. wirp/ex of Gmel. syst. veg. 

It grows upon a kind of grey slate, which it covers to the 
extent of many inches together. I have also found it on sand 
stone. Rev. Hugh Davies in Linn. tr. ii. 283. 

L. Tubercles black, not bordered ; crust clear white. 	calca'reus. 
Dill. 18. 8. 

Hard, stony, firmly fixed to the rocks, gritty when chewed, 
rather rough, cracked, set with minute white eminencies, white 
within, thickness of half a straw's breadth. Tubercles rarely 
found, scattered, black, not bordered. Diu—black within, which 
distinguishes it from the L. sanguinarius. 

On most of the rocks of Glyder mountain, Caernarvonshire. 
DILL. On limestone rocks in the north of England and Wales. 
HUDS. On the Pentland Hills. LIGHTF. On old walls. ReLH. 

Jan.—Dec.* 

LA  Tubercles black, immersed as it were in the stone ; hnmer'sus. 
crust white. 

Hof n. licb. i. 12. 2 to 4—E. bot. 193. 

* This species it fo peculiar to limestone rocks, that wherever that 
stone occurs among others, it may be distinguished at the first view by 
this plant growing upon it. When dried, powdered, and steeped in urine, 
it is used to dye scarlet, by the Welsh and the inhabitants of site Ork. 
:iris. The colour is said to be err) rine. 

   
  



6 	CRYPTOGAMIA: 	Lichen. 13. (2) Crustaceous, 
with TUBERCLES. 

Crust a white spot, scarcely distinguishable from a calcareous 
stone ; in some instances mealy, in others white as milk, often 
intersected by black lines ; marked with minute black hollow 
dots. 	Tubercles immersed in the substance, small, black, 
roundish, flat; at length convex, and escaping from the stone 
leaving a cavity. HOEFM. Crust sometimes greenish. WEBER. 

On pieces of chalk. Rem n. 1026. .[On ragstone and lime- 
stone long exposed to the weather.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

sanguina'- L. Tubercles black, not bordered; bright red within : 
rius, 	crust white, polished. E. lot. 

Hops.  Lich. 41. 1--E. bot. 155—Heorm.enum. 5. 4 and 5. 
WIEGEL obs. 2. 13, has been quoted as this plant, but he 

describes the tubercles as filled with a black powder; and the 
crust being of a grey green. HOFFM, enum. 5, 4 and 	called 
L. sanguinarius, has black lines upon the crust, though the 
tubercles stem nearly the same, being filled with a rust coloured 
powder. DILL 18. 3, quoted by Linn. has also black lines 
upon the crust, which is described as grey green; the contents 
of the tubercles are not mentioned, 'out had they been bright red 
within, such a circumstance would hardly have escaped him. 
The L, sanguinarius, in jAcQ. coll. iii. 5. 3, b, seems to be 
the same as Wiegel's plant. 

'I he above enquiry was excited by the just remarks of Dr. 
Smith in E. bot. p. 155, whose description, aided by an ex-
cellent figure, must for ever remove all further uncertainty re. 
specting this hitherto dubious species. 

On trees, and on granite rocks at Cromford Moor, near Mat. 
lock, Dr, J. E. SMITH. 

granifor'- L. Tubercles black, not bordered ; crust whitish, gra. 
aulated. 

Hagen. 1, 2. 
Crust stony, composed of minute granules, agglutinated in 

lines like the fibres of wood. Tubercles black, rather larger than 
the particles forming the crust. HAGEN. 

On pales, and old willows. Dim. 10. 

ocula'tus. L. Tubercles black, sitting or on pellicles : crust whitv, 
rough with fungous papilla:. lltocs. 

Dicks. 6. :3. 
Crust elevated into short papilla' set very close together,both 

simple and branched. Tubercles growing on the crust as well as 
terminating the papilla and branches, sometimes flat and depres- 
sed, sometimes convex. DICKS. 	e Rocks and stones, Scotland. • • 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGX. Lichen. B. (2) Crustaceous, 	7 
with TUBERCLES: 

L. Tubercles black, in clusters, not bordered ; crust musco'rum 
hoary, mealy. 

7acq. coll. iv. 7. l—Relh. at p. 424—F/. dan. 1003. 1. 
Crust mealy, friable, grey or greenish. ' Tubercles some-

times flattish when dry, otherwise convex, shining, black, nu-
merous, large, turban-shaped when old. WEBER. 

On Mosses. [On heaths. Mr. WOODWARD. GOgmagog 
Hills. RELHAN.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Tubercles black, globular : crust grey white. 
Liun. Tr. ii. 28. 1. 

Some of the younger fructifications are saucer-like, with 
elevated borders of the same colour; these are but few, and 
seem soon to lose that form. Tubercles black within, not bor-
dered, though sometimes there seems to be an indistinct border 
of the same colour as the tubercle. 

Found in Bowdowen Park, Anglesea, by the Rev. Hugh 
Davies. Linn. Tr. ii. p. 283. [On the summit of the Rowley 
hills.] 	• 

L. Tubercles black, globular, shining, dimpled, not gelasina'tus 
• bordered ; crust white, puckered and raised into 

nearly hemispherical portions. 
PLATE XXXI. f. 1. 

Tubercles hollow and black within, placed on the protu-
berances, as well as in the interstices of the crust. Crust white, 
tender, hollow and white under the protuberances. 

Hoffman's figure, in his Plant. lichen. T. 21. fig. 1. f. nearly 
resembles it, but the tubercles are less distinctly formed, and the 
crust yellowish. 

First found by J. Wynne Griffith, Esq. On oak trees in 
Gam Dingle, near Denbigh. 

L. Tubercles black, with whitish borders : crust grey cincras'- 
• white. 

Hops. enum. 4. 3. 
Crust rough, stony, varying much in thickness, grey white. 

Tubercles convex, black, sitting, a little raised at the edge, sur-
rounded by a white border, rather raised and scolloped when 
old. JAcQ. Outer border of the crust black. Liars. L. cine-
reus. Linn. Huds. Bot. arr. ed. ii. Mr. Griffith thinks that 
this, the rupicola, and the compositus, insensibly run into each 
other, forming in reality but one species, which he calls L. 
VOrians. 

Rocks ; large stones. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. Lichen. B. (2) Crustaceous, 
with TUBERCLES. 

Var, 2. Tubercles larger, more elevated, white within, 
border grey white, scolloped, crust grey white. 

• 7ficy. coil. ii. 14. 5. b. 
Specimens from Mr. Griffith, agreeing well with the figure 

of Jacquin, but without the leaf-like appearance represented at 
the edge of it. 

On fine grained granite. 

con!fluens. L. Tubercles very black, not bordered, distinct when 
young, confluent when old crust blue grey, pale 
brown or white. 

Web. 2—Hoffm. lick. 19. 1.• • 
Crust grey, a line or more in thickness, wide spreading, 

tracked, white when broken. Tubercles very black, coalescing, 
so as often to cover the whole of the crust. HOFFMAN. Tuber-
cles tracked on the surface, sunk in the crust ; oftener rather hol-
lowed than raised, and then obscurely bordered with a smooth 
black edge. Crust grey throughout, sometimes• growing on a 
thin-spread black ground. 

Var. 2. Surface reticulated. 
Mich. 54, ord. 37. 7. 

Rocks, England. Mess. 9.—Scotland. Dr. J. E. SMITH. 
[Garreg. wen, on limestone rocks; not common. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

Var. 3. Tubercles globular; crust grey white, 
Lich. pilularis, (which see.) 
Var..4. Crust rough, brown, much cracked : tubercles flat 

topped. 
[On stones upon Bettws mountain, Denbighsh. Mr. GRIFr 

TITH.] 
Var. .5, Fructifications saucer-like, changing to large black 

tubercles ; crust brown, granulated; granulations large, resem-
bling tubercles, 

Specimen from Mr. Griffith; growing on Schistus. The 
crust has a.pale brown outer coat, which within has a greenish 
cast, covering a white matter which forms the principal substance 
of the crust. It is granulated and cracked on the surface; the 
granulations large, somewhat elevated, and not unlike tubercl& 
The fructifications are at first like saucers with 'a brown border; 
this soon disappears, and they rise up in the form of large black 
pearly globular tubercles. 

This curious specimen seems to shew that the Lichens confluent, 
and pilularis are the same plant under somewhat different cir-
cumstances of growth. Mr. Griffith also suggests, that our 4th 
par, may be the L. tinnatus of Pials§on, which I think pro- 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. Lichen. B. (2) Crustaceous, 	9 with TuBEncLlis. 

bable, and is, as he observes, the plant in its oldest and most 
weather-beaten state. 

Var. 6. Crust brown, changing,to black. 
In this instance the black colour of the fructifications seems 

to extend itself over the otherwise brown crust. Tub, reles 
gently convex, border brown black. They are white within, 
and the crust greenish underneath, as in the 5th variety. 

Found by Mr. GR FFITH on stones and walls near Bettws 
mountain, and near Garthewin, Denbighshire. 

L. Tubercles very black, not bordered, crowded : crust cris'eens 
whitish with a glaucous tinge, spreading, rather 
leaf-like at the edge. 

Dick!. 2. 5-E. Bot. 552-Dill. 18. 17. A. 
Crust circular, 1 to 2 inches diameter, pressed to, hoary, 

wrinkled, lobed, resembling small leaves cohering together, 
sprinkled in the centre with mealy globules. Saucers small, nu. 
merous in the centre, the margin blunt, of the colour of the disk. 
Being rarely found with saucers, it has been supposed to belong 
to the L. pallescens. DICKSON. Has nothing in common with 
L. futlle;CenS. Mr. WOODWARD. Crust adhering very closely 
to the bark of trees, and the sides of walls, in circular patches 
from I to 3 inches over, ash-coloured, wrinkled, less wrinkled in 
the centre, rather leafy at the edge. DILL. 

L. incanus, Relh. n. 8-1.6. L. canescens, and L. canus of 
Gmelin Syst. veg. Under .one name described as producing 
tubercles,. under the other as bearing saucers. Mr. Dickson 
speaks of saucers, Mr. Relit= of tubercles. My specimens are 
tubercled. It may prove one of those Lichens which occasion-
ally bears the one or the other. 

Walls and trunks of trees. [Very common on old trees, but 
rarely in fructification. Mr. WOODWARD. About Garn, but 
chiefly on hawthorn. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

L. Tubercles blackish, not bordered; crust bluish. 	crenileo-
Dias. b. s..-Hoffor. lich. 32. 3-Fl. dan. 1064.1. (niu Dill. ni'gricans. 

82. 2, as in Lightf.) 
Crust fixed to the earth, or to decayed mosses, domposed of 

whitish ash-coloured granulations. Tubercles very irregular in 
shape, ash coloured when young and small, blackish when old. 

Patcllaria ,uesicularis. Hoffm. L. candidus. Weber, and Fl. 
dan. On the Highland rocks, but not common. LICHTF. $05. 
[Norfolk and Suffolk. Mr. Woonw.] 	P. Jan.—Da. 

L. Tubercles black, roundish, not bordered ; crust black. ni 'ger. 

   
  



10 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGX. Lichen. B. (2) Crustaceous, 
with TIJHERCLF.S. 

Hops. enum. 3. 6, but the tubercles represented as if white. 
Crust granulated, hard, dry, very widely spreading. Tuber-

des convex, of the size of mustard seed. HUDS. In its young 
state the crust is thin and smooth. Wfien more advanced the 
crust cracks, and the fructifications begin to appear, but at first 
not raised above the crust, and not easily to be distinguished 
from it. When older still the crust is very much cracked, the 
portions raised up, convex, granulated ; the tubercles very nume-
rous, raised above the crust, convex, smooth. The specimens 
which gave rise to these remarks were communicated by Mr. 
Griffith, also another specimen which had grown in the shade, 
wherein the crust is thin and even, not black but blackish 
brown ; the tubercles black with a smooth polished surface. 

Mr. Griffith has discovered a further change in this Lichen, 
as curious as it must be unexpected, and which is sufficient to 
shew that many discoveries yet await our enquiries , in this sin-
gular tribe of planti. I shall transcribe his own words.—s,  In 
the more advanced state of L. niger, small glaucous leaves issue 
from the dark ground, which in time form the imbricated L. 
plumbeus. The dark ground (which is now of a spongy texture,) 
becomes elevated, and forms that cork-like substance which is at. 
tached to the L. plumbeus." 

Rocks and large stones about St. Ives, Cornwall, plentifully. 
[Rocks about Kirkby Lonsdale, Westmoreland, Dr. J. E. 
SMITH. About Gam, abundantly. Mr. GRIFFITH ; on Lime- 
stone.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

fusco-a'ter.L. Tubercles black, not bordered; crust brown. 
lloirm. &h. 54. 1.-1. Tacq. coll. ii. 14. 3, as on rocks ; 

4 as on trees. 
Crust rough, mealy, thin, hardish, closely adhering, dirty 

obscure grey. Tubercles lentil shaped, convex, black, not bor-
dered with a different colour. JAcQ. Tubercles rough, black 
throughout. 

On rocks and stones. [On trees at Enville, Staffordshire. 
On the stone coping of a wall at Edgebaston. ] 

P. Jan.—Dec. RELHAN. July. 
Var. '2. Tubercles black : crust none. Scop. p. 364. We-

ber p. 191. Hagen. p. 49. 
On soking it in water some very fine branny flakes sepa. 

rated from the indurated clay on which it grew. 
[On a mud wall. Specimen from Major Velley.—On rocks 

in the north. Dr. ALEXANDER.] 

Clide'ri. 	L. Tubercles black, with an indistinct black border; partly 
imbedded in the crust: clust rusty red, rough, 

,tracked. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. Lichen. B. (9.) Crustaceous, 	11 
with TUBERCLES. 

Hof.  licb. 19. 2. 
Crust half a line thick, cracking into small partitions when 

dry, colour of rusty iron. Tubercles numerous, sometimes 
crowded, blue black, encompassed with a narrow margin, shining 
when wet, flat, but convex and perforated at the top when old. 
HOFFM. 

Rocks and stones in Scotland. [King's Park, Edinburgh. 
Mr. BROWN.] 

L. Tubercles black, not bordered ; partly sunk in the quer'neus. 
crust : crust yellowiTh, with a tinge of brown. 

E. bat. 485—Dicks. 2.:1. 
Crust growing irregularly to the bark of trees, composed of 

granules of a pale yellow. Tubercles convex, unequal, which 
from the risings of the crust sometimes seem as if immersed. 
Very much resembling a Byssus, but its fructification proves it 
to be a Lichen. Mess. Crust following the sinuosities of the 
bark, without any defined margin, composed of microscopic gra-
nules of a dirty cream colour. Tubercles rather rare, minute, 
seldom so large as the smallest pin's head ; blackish, irregular-
ly dispersed. Mr. WOODWARD. 
• On the trunks of oaks. [Frequently in patches of consider. 
able extent, seldom more than ,, or • feet from the ground. Mr. 
WOODWARD. GM Dingle, Mr. GRIFFITH.] P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Tubercles black, not bordered, crust yellowish, with geogra'phicus 
black lines and dots resembling a map. 

E. bpt. 245-1lopn. Lich. 	1—enum. 3. 1—Dill. 18. 5—Fl.. 
dim. 47.2. 

•Crust orange-coloured, brittle, marked with black. Tuber-
cles or prominent lines of the same colour. Grows on granite 
and other compound stones, and is one of the few British vegeta-
bles that can bear the keen air of Skiddaw's top. Mr. GOUGH. 
Crust very thin, irregular in shape, yellow, hardly separable 
from the stones on which it grows, marked with distinct, rising, 
black lines dividing into compartments. Tubercles black, small, 
but varying in size, not bordered. DILL. 

Rocks in the north of England ; Steiperstone, and Pcntir in 
Scotland. In the North of England in vast patches sometimes 
spreading on a smooth rock 3 or -1 feet square. Mr. W000w.] 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Tubercles brn‘‘ n black, N cry small, irregular; crust sulphereu, 
brimstone colour, cracked, uneven. 

   
  



'CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIB. Lichen. B. (2) Crustaceous, 
with TUBERCLES. 

Hofm. enum. 4. 1 ; and lich. 11.3. 
Crust like tartar, unequal, thickish, raised, cracked and tes-

sellated, pale sulphur colour, white at the edge when broken. 
Tubercles at first numerous cloudy spots, at length rising out of 
the crust, not readily distinguishable from it but by the blackish 
or dirty reddish colour. HOFEMAN. Crust and tubercles soft 
and almost gelatinous. 

Rocks in Scotland. [Covers the walls and tiles of Cat-
lidge house, near Newmarket. RELH AN.] 

favo-viree'-14. Tubercles black, rough : crust green yellow, mealy, 
DICKS. 

Dicks. S. 9. 
Crust scarcely cohering, composed of farinaceous globules, 

of a fine yellow with a greenish cast. Tubercles few, thinly 
scattered, of a middling size. Drcx.s. fasc. iii. 13. Not L. 
fiavo-virescens of Gmel. syst. veg. 

On Sandy soil. , 
Var. 2. Tubercles black, very minute ; crust fine yellow 

green, granulated. 
Specimens from the top of Gamedd Llewellin by Mr. Griffith. 

The tubercles are smaller than in Mr. Dickson's plant, the gra, 
nulations of the crust much larger, but equally soft and farinace-
ous. The colour of the crust varies from green to yellow green. 

atro-vi'rensL. Tubercles black : crust fine green : border black. 
Hqfm. lich. 17. 4-7acq. coll. ii. 14. 2. 	, 

Tubercles small, of a yellow-greenish colour, crowded, so that 
the whole surface appears of a yellowish green, bordered by a 
black margin. LINN. Crust hardly discernible on a slight in-
spection, inseparable, blackish, set with innumerable minute yel-
lowish dots. When magnified a blackish wart is found attached 
to each of the yellow particles, and other warts scattered on the 
crust. The smallness of the granulations and the absence of 
distinct lines distinguishes it from the L. geographicus. HOFF.. 
MAN. Crust very' thin, truly mealy black. Tubercles sitting, 
lentil-shaped, very small, yellowish watery green, smooth, with-
out'any rising or different coloured border. JA€Q. coil. ii. 186. 

On rocks, Yorkshire. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

ropi'cola. L. Tubercles brown, border whitish : crust white. 
Hem. enum. G. 3.—Hofm. &h. 22. 1 to 4. 

Crust very , thin. Tubercles sometimes somewhat convex, 
greenish, giving to the plant a different appearance. LINN. Crust, 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. Lichen. 13.(2) Crotaceous, 	la 
with TUBERCLES. 

if aoy, very thin, white or greyish. Tubercles numerous, some 
with a thick border and a small cavity in the middle, others near-
ly flat, irregular and angular, from their compressing one an-
other ; liVid in the centre, others again raised, surrounded spiral-
ly twice or. thrice with a white or grey border, and hardly any 
central part. HOFFMAN. Tubercles the same pale brown colour 

-within and without. Crust not remarkably thin; thicker than 
the shell of an egg ; much cracked. In a more advanced state 
approaching to decay, the tubercles become darker on the sur_ 
face, the crust loosens, swells into large granulations and some-
times changes to green, Our plant does not well accord with 
the descriptions of Linnxus' nor of Hoffman. 

On limestone rocks. [About Garthmeilio, abundantly. Mr. 
GRIFFITH ; on Whinstone, and on the summit of Rowley hill.] 

L. Tubercles black brown, imbedded; nearly flat, com- compositua 
pound, very irregular in shape ; not bordered : crust 	. 
white, tessellated. 

PLATE XXXI. P. 2. 
Tubercles white within; flatted at the top, not bordered 

. otherwise than by the cracking of the crust; from 3 to 10 or 
more, often crowded together so as to form 1 large irregular 
mass. Crust near 1-10th of an inch in thickness. 

• [Specimen from Mr. GRIFFITH of Garn. On Granite.] 

L. Tubercles brown, flat, on pedicles : crust grey green. fangifolinis. 
. 	. 	Dill. 14. 4. 

Crust very thin, wrinkled. DILL. 
On rocks near Bishop's Castle, Shropsh. Littl. Brown. 

L.'Thbercles brown, flattish; mostly on fruit-stalks : crust rugfus. 
greenish. 
.7acq. coll. iv. 7. 	enum. 8. 4—Dill. 14. 2. 

No proper crust for its base, but numerous, small, whitish 
leaflts, from whence arise grey green pedicles, supporting largish• 
pale brown tubercles. DILL. 

Heaths and ditch banks. Hampstead Heath. DILL. 
A. Oct.—March. 

L. Tubercles flesh-coloured, convex, on pedicles : crust ericeto'rum 
whitish. 

E. lot. 374-Fl. dan. 1003.2-Hops. enum. 8: 3-Dill. 14. 1.-
Mich. 59 ord. 35. 

Tubercles convex, on foot-stalks, resembling minute Agarics. 

   
  



- 14 	CRYPTOGAMIX. ALGtE. Lichen. B. (2) Crustaceous)  
with TUBERCLES. 

Lim/. Sitting, and on foot-stalks. HUDS. Crust granulated, 
rough, spread wide, grey green, in moist,•white in dry situa-
tions and seasons. DILL. 

Turfy heaths, sides of peat bogs, gravel pits and on banks. 
P. Jan.—Dec. 

cal'vus. 	L. Tubercles tawny red ; scattered, smooth, shining : 
crust whitish, with'fine black perforations. 

Dicks. 6. 4. 
Crust thinish, extended, smoothish, dotted with numerous 

fine pores of different sizes. Tubercles conspicuous, rather loosely 
scattered, of the size of mustard seeds. Dim. 

Rocks in mountainous parts of Scotland. 

vernalis. L. Tubercles rust-coloured, roundish: crust grey white. 
Hofm. lich. 35. 1; and enum. 5. 1—E. hot. S45—Dill. 18. 4, 

and the central part of 55. S. 
Ground ash-coloured white. Tubercles nearly globular, jelly-

like, crowded, sitting, without a cup-like brim. LINN. Crust 
very thin, grey white. Tubercles of various sizes, not bordered. 
DILL. 

L. ferrugineus. Huds. L. ferruginous. Gmclin. Bark of 
trees, old pales, and sometimes walls and rocks. P. Jan.—Dec. 

Var. 2. Tubercles more numerous, of a browner colour and 
softer consistence. LIGHTF. Tubercles often clustered together, 
several smaller ones forming a larger ,:te. Mr. Woodward sup-
poses this distinct. 

On Stones. Mr. GRIFFITH. 

iimado'phila L. Tubercles flesh-coloured, sitting, flat, angular : crust 
greyish. 

E. hot. 372—Eet/n. enum. 8. 1—Fl. dan. 472. 4—lacy. "lustr. 
275. 

Crust thinner, more compact, with smaller granulations. 
Tubercles perfectly sitting and in some measure immersed in the 

• crust. Mr. WOODWARD. 
L. 'b.:mbar'. Weber 186. Mr. WOODWAV24 

sphxroitles L. Tubercles flesh-coloured, globular: crust greenish ash-
coloured. 

Dicks. 2. 2. 
• Crust between mealy and wrinkled, greenish, with a tinge of 

sea-green. Tubercles small, spheroidal, dirty yellow or brown, 
heaped up into little clusters. Dior. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALWE. Lichen. B. (2) Crustaceous, 	15 
with TUBERCLES. 

Heaths and woods. [Garn Dingle. Mr. GRI FFITH.) June. 

L. Tubercles orange red : crust greenish ash colour. 
Fl. dan. 955. 1. 

Crust sometimes yellow when moistened.. 
.L. aurantiacus. LIGHTF; 810. Trunks of trees, rocks and 

stones. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Tubercles grey green, smooth, set chequer-wise, and pertu'sus. 
pierced with 1 or 2 cylindrical holes : crust pale 
brown. 

Dill. 18. 9-E. bot. 677-7 acq. coll. ii. 13. 3-Fl. dan. 766-. 
Bolt. 12C-Hoffm. enum. 3. 3-Wieg. 2. 15-Mich. 52. 
ord. 32, and 56. 1. 2, Lichenoides : in its earliest stage. 
-Hag. 1.3. 

Ground leprous, white, thin, but where it produces fructifi-
cations thick, cloven into angular warts. LINN. Crust thin. 
Tubercles innumerable, unequal, wrinkled, but smooth to the 
touch, grey green, hollow within, opening at the top with one 
or more apertures, corresponding with the number of cavities in 
the substance. DILL. 

L. verrucosus. Huds. ed. i. 445. Bark of trees, rocks, and 
walls. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Tubercles red : crust yellow. 	 ventoisus. 
Dicks. h. s.-Weber. 1-Hoffm. Lich. ii. 27. 1. 

Tubercles large and irregularly shaped, at first very convex ; 
through age flatter, and with a whitish margin from being sur-
rounded by the crust, at length putting on the appearance of 
margined targets. The line between tubercled and saucer-like 
Lichens remains yet to be drawn ; or rather it is more probable 
that future observations will entirely remove the artificial one at 
present formed. Mr. WOODWARD. Tubercles bordered by the 
crust, varying in colour from liver colour to pale pink. Crust 
granulated, generally cracked, deeper or paler yellow, changing 
to grey or brown white. 

L. gelidur. Huds. 528. Dr. J. E. SMITH. On rocks. Pentir 
rocks in Wales. DILL. And in the North of England, York-
shire, and both the Lowlands and Highlands. [Above Bowness 
on the banks of Winandermere, and on Casterton Fell near 
Kirkby Lonsdale. Dr. J. E. SMITH. Upon rocks on the sides 
and tops of hills in Dartmoor, Devonshire. Mr. NEWBERRY.) 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Tubercles very red, sunk in the crust: crust greenish cocciiiieus. 
brimstone colour ; mealy. 

flavo-ru- 
besicens. 

   
  



16 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGAE. Lichen. B. (2) Crustaceous, 
with TUBERCLES. 

Dicks. h. s—floffin. lit& 11.1—E. bat. 223—Dicks. 2. 1. 
Differs from L..ventosus in the crust being mealy, not warty, 

hard and smooth, and in the tubercles being immersed ; of a 
very bright red with mealy edges. DICKS. The greenish brim-
stone colour of the crust is not permanent. 

On the stones of Stone Henge, Wiltshire. [On sandstone 
in aoslin wood. Mr. BROWN.] 

B. (3) Crustaceous, with SAUCERS. 

corallinus. L. Saucers white, very minute : -crust forming cylindrical 
level-topped bundles ; the extreme edge rather leaf-
like. 

Hops.  enum. 4. 2-7acq. toll. ii. 13. 2. 
Similar to L. calcareus. Crust very thick, and when broken 

appearing composed of threads resembling coral ; the ends round-
ed, without tubercles. LINN. Crust thick, white, broad spread. 
ing on the rocks, appearing as if composed of small branches, 
and when broken the branches appear distinctly, their tops form. 
ing the surface of the crust. Tubercles only on the old speci-
mens, hardly visible to the naked eye, a little hollowed. Besides 
these tubercles there are minute convex black dots on the crust. 
WEBER. Crust a line in• thickness, .snow white, greyish with 
age, bearing on its surface little pillars like coraltne, i  a line 
high, convex at the ends. Jite Q. coll. ii. 180. 

Rocks, stony places, and mountainous heaths in Wales, the 
north of England, and in Scotland. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

PerePlua. L. Saucers white, mealy, with yellowish white, thick, 
blunt borders : crust yellow white. 

Dicks. b. 	enum. (i. 2 Dill. 18. 1C—Hoftn. Lich. i. 
12.:5—E. bot. 727—Pet. muse. f. 79. 

Crust thick, warty, white in its fracture, reddish when wet 
and rubbed to powder. Saucers numerous, whiter than the warts, 
globular but dopressed in the centre, larger and flatter with age. 
IlosrmAx. Crust wrinkled, granulated, stony to appearance, 
not gritty, when chewed, but rather tough; y ellowish when cut. 
Saucers like crab's eyes, whitish. DILL. 	• 	 e, 

Rocks, walls, stones, trunks of trees. [Malvern Bills, Wor- 
cestershire, ST. On the smooth bark of a beech in Hertford. 
shire. Mr. WOODWARD. Saltash Ferry near Plymouth, on slate, 
in great quantity.) 	 P. Jan.—Dec. * 

4  Litmus is prepared from this species. For this purpose it is ga-
thered from the rocks in the north of Eggland, and sent to London in 
casks. 	 • 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. Lichen. B. (3) Cmstaceous, 
with SAUCERS. 

Spcers grey; border whitiih, broad, scolloped : crust crenuldtus. 
black, rough. 

Dills. 9.1. 
Crust thin, wrinkled, black : Saucers numerous, scattered, 

small : border very broad. 
On rocks in Yorkshire. DICKS. iii. 14. 

L. Saucers brown black, with a white border; rather con- can'dicans. 
vex : crust white, shining, somewhat lobed. 

Dicks. 9. 5. 
Crust roundish, closely fixed down, even, white, rather 

shining, the edge lobed and somewhat leaf-like. Saucers nume-
rous, near together, brown black, convex when fully grown. 

On rocks in Yorkshire. DICKS. ill. 15. 

L. Saucers black, shining, border white : crust'white. 	var'ians. 
• 

Hens. Leh. 52. 1. 3, Ei 53. 4. 6-Linn. tr. ii. 28. 3. 
When in perfection the crust is of a fine polished white, and 

the fructification a bright shining black, with a white margin. 
In time it loses the glossy black, then becomes paler, and in 
decay assumes an ochrous buff colour. 

Found on the S. W. side of Anglesea by the Rev. Hugh 
Davies. 

L. Saucers black, border white, scolloped : crust whitish, eter. 
wrinkled. 

Dill. 18.1 15. A ; and 55. 8, the parts next the fore edge of 
the stone on which the Biyum grows.-Hojr. enum. 4. 4. 

Saucers sometimes very entire. Huns. Crust, when on 
trees, thin, ash -coloured, hardly separable from the bark ; on 
stones, whiter, thicker, more wrinkled and more stony. Shields 
black, at first small, without a border, as they grow larger, ate 
nearly flat, and have a thin white border. DILL. 

L. melanoiticlos. Gmel. syst. vcg. Common on walls, rocks, 
an barks of trees. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

Var. 2. Crust thicker and whiter: saucers, borders wrinkled 
and bent in. LICIITF. 

On walls. 
• Var. 3. Saucers very much crowded, border and crust brown 
grey. 

On the highest rock of Rowley hills, Stafforlhire. 

Vol.. IV. 

   
  



10 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG)E. Lichen. B. (3) Crustaceous, 
with SAUCERS. 

. sub-imbri-L. Saucers black, crowded : border white: crust ash- 
ca'tus. 	coloured, somewhat tiled at the edge. 

• Hem. 1kb. 59.1, & 60. 3-Relh. at p. 427. 
Crust circular, thick, somewhat tiled at the edge, 1 to 4 

inches in diameter. Saucers very numerous. RUH. Has a ten-
ilency like the centrifugur to lose its central part, which falling 
off with the old saucers, leaves only the somewhat tiled leaves. 
WOODW. 

Stones and walls. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

coneen'tricus. L. Saucers black, confluent, placed in concentric circles, 
imbedded in the crust: crust greyish white. 

Hop:. lick. 50. 1. 2-E. bot. 	 6.2. a.a.a. 
Saucers generally with a white border, somewhat raised 

above the crust. 
Found by the Rev. Hugh Davies on Whinstone rocks in 

the parish .of Whitford, Fhntshire. See E. bot. and Trans. 
Linn. sec. ii. p. 284. [On a wall between Bettws mountain 
and Garthewin, the seat of Robert Wynne, Esq. Denbighshire. 
Mr. GRIFFITH ; on Schistus.] 

puncta'tus. L. Saucers black, very numerous, small, roundish : crust 
grey, cracked. 

E. hot. 450-Fl. dan. 468. 2. 
On rocks in Scotland. Dim. iii. 15. 

scrupo'sus. L. Saucers black, sunk in the crust; scolloped at the 
edge: crust ash-coloured, granulated. 

Hoffm. &h. 11. 2-E. bot. 266-7acf.- coll. ii. 13. 3-Hall. 
enum. 2. 6, at ft. 91-hist. 47. 6, at iii. p. 	18. 
15. B.-Hoff. (i. 1-Mich. 52. ord. 33. 

Crust when moist greenish-ash-coloured, when dry greyish. 
Mr. WOODW. Crusty)  thick, cracked, warty, grey; whitish 
when thinner, brittle when dry. Saucers sunk in the crust, 
hollow, lead coloured. HOFFM. 	 C 

L. pertusus. jacq.. coll. on the authority ,of Dr. Smith. L. 
excavators. Relh. p. 420. Walls and dry heaths, Gogmagog 
Hill, Newmarket Heath. [On walls, frequent, . Norfolk and 
Suffolk.. Mr. WOODWARD.) 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

Var. 2. Crust widely expanded, thicker. RELH. 
On walls. [On the ground on, banks of Leith Water, 

Edinburgh. Mr. Baowx.] 	• 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG/B. Lichen. B. (3) Crustaceous, 	ig 
with SAUCERS. 

L. Saiacers brown black: crust black and white vane- frustulo'sus. 
gated. Dims. 

Dicks. 8. 10. 
Crust composed of 2 layers, the under one wrinkled, black, 

spreading widest; the upper white, even, occupying the central 
part, cracked into irregular pieces.. Saucers numerous, on the 
pieces of white crust; very pale brown and flat when young and 
bordered with whites when older darker coloured and swollen 
into tubercles; when old black and rather confluent. DICKS. 
iii. 13. 

Rocks in Scotland, and in Yorkshire. 

L. Saucers black, much crowded, flat, border grey : crust atro-tinerrent 
black. 

Dicks. 9. 2. 
Crust rather thick, black. Saucers elevated, in clusters, when 

young encompassed by a remarkable grey border, when old, re. 
sembling tubercles, and without a border. 

On stones. DICKS. ill. 14. 

L. Saucers black, bordered by the crust and sunk into it: gibbo'sus. 
crust warty, brown. 

Dicks. 6. 5. 
Crust thickish, unequal, hunched, with warts. Saucers 

shining, as if clammy, the border thick, and in reality nothing 
snore than a projeetion of the crust. Thom 

On alpine rocks. •On the summit of Ben Lawers. 

L. Saucers blue-black, raised, bluntly bordered : crust Dickso'ni. 
rusty ochre colour. 

Dicks. 6. 6. 
Crust equal, between wrinkled and tubercled, cracked. Sau-

cers small, numerous, scattered, black, covered with a sea green 
bluish bloom, the bottom -depressed, the margin convex and 
thick. DICKS. 

c.sias. Dicxs. fast. ii. and Bot. arr. ed. ii. On slate 
rocks in the mountains of Scotland. 

L. Saucers blue-black, rather convex, of various shapes : pruinalus. 
crust rust-coloured, very thin. 

Dicks. 9. 4. 
Crust red rust.colour, extremely thin. Saucers generally 

scattered, sometimes in clusters, rather large, flat, cr a little 
c2 

   
  



20 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGiE. Lichen. B. (3) Crustaceous, 
with SAUCERS. 

convex; somewhat cracked, very black within but as ifeovered 
with a blue glaucous moisture; border of the same colour, or 
brackish. 

Stones on the Scotch mountains. Dicxs. iii. 15. 

cortneus. L. Saucers brown, pale, semi-transparent : border the 
same : crust white, farinaceous. 

PLATE XXXI. f. 3. 
Saucers small, scattered, in look and texture like brown 

horn. Differs from the L. sub-fuscus and from L. pallidus in 
having a smooth and even border of the same colour and texture 
as the saucers. • 

Found by Mr. GRIFFITH upon oaks in the dingle at Garn 
near Denbigh. 

allidus. 	L. Saucers brown, rough, flat, elevated; the border 
waved, white : crust whitish, hoary. 
Dicks. b. s.—Hojirm. enum. 5. 2—Hoffm. lich. 17. 2. 

Crust unequal in thickness ; very white, greyish with age. 
Saucers when young, whitish grains, with a very small aperture; 
when open, pale flesh or reddish colour, HOFFMAN. 

On the clefts.  of the bark of trees, and on dry wood. 

sub-fus'cus.L. Saucers tawny, brown, with ash-coloured borders, 
somewhat scolloped : crust whitish. LINN. 

Dill. ;8. 16. A. A. in two compartments of fig. 3 and 4 of 
the upper row.—Hojpn. enum., 5. 3, the compartment' 
numbered 3, 3, 3, 3—Dill. 18. 16. B, the borders sal 
loped. 

On the bark of trees, and walls. 	P. Jan.—Deco  

lacus'tris. L. Saucers reddish brown, sunk in the crust : crust pale 
yellow brown, thin, wide-spreading, much cracked. 

PLATE XXXI. f. 4. 
This non-descript Lichen was sent to me by J. WYNNE GRIP 

rt-rii, Esq. of Gam near Denbigh, who first found it on the ihors 
of Llyn Aled Lake, growing on stones of granite, which art 
covered with water in the winter. 

palles'cens. L. Saucers pale brown, very much crowded : crustbrowe 
white. 

Holm. enum. 10. 2. l-7acq. toll. iii. 5. f. 3. a. a. 
Can -scarcely be said to have any crust, being usually no' 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGA. Lichen. B. (3) Crustaceous, 	21 
with SAUCERS. 

'thing more than a congeries of saucers, frequently so crowded as 
to form a convex surface, the inner ones being pressed upwards 
.by the outer. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Rocks, walls,•and trunks of trees. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Saucers yellow brown, border glaucous, serrated : pezizoi'des. 
crust glaucous, fugactous. 	• 

Dicks. 2. 4—Hofpn. aux. 7 . 6. 
Crust sea-green, blackish when old, not always to be found. 

Saucers yellow when young, brownish afterwards, at length 
quite brown ; shining, flattish but sometimes convex, border 
raised, scolloped, sea-green. WEBER. Nearly allied to the 
L. tenuissimus. Mr. GRIFFITH. 

Sandy banks. 

L. Saucers red brown, scolloped crust greenish, corn-Hypno'rum 
posed of roundish scales. 

E. bot. 74C—Fl. dan. 956—Hoilm. 1kb. 30. 3. 
Barren heaths, on moss, and on the ground.•thcas. iii. 14. 
[Foot of Pentland hills. On mud walls near Dundee, and 

Taymouth. Mr. BROWN.] '"° 	 Aug. 

L. Saucers tile-coloured, fiat, border white ; crust white, fri'gidus. 
shrub-like; branches very short, crowded. 

Linn. fil. must. 2. 4. 
-The crust forms upon bits of grass, moss, &c. whence it 

rains something of a shrub-like appearance. In its oldest state 
it changes to a true shrub-like Lichen. Mr. BROWN. 

Common on the tops of all the Highland mountains. (On 
the Pentland hills, and on' the Links of Aberdeen. Mr. 
BROWN.] 

L. Saucers pale brick colour, nearly flat; border pale cupula'ris. 
brown : crust pale greenish brown, with black dots. 

Hedzu. st;rp. ii. 20. B. 
On trees. On slate rocks in Scotland. 

L. Saucers red rust-coloured, border the same, very finely crenola'rius: 
scolloped ; crust grey. 

PLATE XXXI. f. 5.—Hoffm. lids. N. 1. 
Saucers varying in size and in shape, the border, especially 

in the larger ones, finely plaited. Crust roughish. 
On rocks and trees. [Rocks near Llanufydd, Denbigh, 

   
  



SS 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG/E. Lichen. B. (3) Crustaceous,'  
with SAUCERS. 

shire. Mr. GRIFFITH. On flints on the highest parts of thee 
Isle of Wight.] 

• 
exanthe. L. Saucers flesh-coloured, very minute, sunk in the white 
ma'ticus. 

	

	dots of the crust ; crust ash-coloured, sprinkled 
with white dots. 

Linn. tr. i. 4. 1. 
Crust very thin, scarcely palpable : grey, sprinkled with 

white dots consisting of small cavities closed by a white 
wrinkled substance, which opening in the centre discover the 
saucer. These dots separate when old, and leave a cavity in 
the stone. Dr. Smith. Linn. tr. i. p. 81. 

On calcareous rocks in Scotland. DICLSOX. iii. 14. 

marrpo'reus L. Saucers flesh-coloured within, concave : border whit- 
• ish and hairy : crust pale greyish brown. 

Hem. enum. 6. 4. 
On the bark of trees, and on the bare ground covered with 

decayed moss, in Yorkshire, Derbyshire, and Scotland. 

tricolor. L. Saucers orange-coloured, border pale brown : crust 
dull green. 

PLATE XXXI. 1. 6. 
Saucers very minute, deeply hollowed, like the cup of a Pc. 

ziza. 
On half decayed oak bark, Mr. GRIFFITH, who first disco-

vered it, and favoured me with specimens. He has lately met 
with it on calcareous sand stone, the saucers considerably raised 
above the crust. Garreg-wen rocks, near Garn. Also on the 
bark of birch trees, and then the saucers are whiter. 

When it grows old the saucers become black, and their op. 
posite edges turn inwards, so that the whole assumes an oblong 
figure with a groove extending its whole lengths. In this state 
it is the Sphxna sulcata of Holton, the Lichen prdicarir of Hoff. 
man, the Lichen scriptus A. pulicaris of Lightfoot, and is 
figured in 

jichen marmoreus, E. bot. 739—Bolt. 124—Mich. 54. Drat. 
37. 2—Hcfm. muss:. 3. 2. e. 

About the size of a flea, with a deep furrow extending from 
end to end. BOLT. 	 • 

On decayed branches of ash trees. BOLT. In Norfolk and 
Suffolk, Mr. WOODWARD ; but we are indebted to the accurate 
researches of Mr. GRIFFITH, for the discovery of its curious trans. 
formation. This singular plant possesses the crust of a Lichen, 
the cup of a Peziza, and the capsule of a Sphxria, 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGJ. Lichen. B. (3) Crustaceous, 	93 
with SAUCERS. 

L. Snucers yellow, with a white border : crust whitish. 	tarta'reus. 
E. sot. 156—Dill. 18. 13-7acy. coll. iv. 8. 2. 

Substance tough, not gritty ; acrid. Crust thickish, wide 
spreading, greatly wrinkled, reticulated underneath, growing on 
other decayed mosses. Saucers large, deeply concave, borders 
sometimes scolloped. DILL. It assumes various appearances. 
Sometimes has a thinner and more uniform crust than usual; 
thickly covered with white tubercle-like excrescences, and free 
from shields except in the centre, where they are so thickly 
crowded as to be confluent. Sometimes it grows on moss, the 
branches of which are surrounded with it exactly like the in. 
crustations formed by springs abounding in a calcareous earth 
running over a bed of moss. Mr. Woonw. Crust sometimes 
with a greenish cast. 

Rocks and large stones. North of England, Devonshire 
and Wales. Bingley, Yorkshire, Caernarvon, Highlands and 
Lowlands. [Stierperstone, Shropshire. DILL. Malvern Hills. 
Mr. BALLARD. On Schistus in Wales. Mr. GRIFFITH.1 

P. Jan.—Dec. • 

L. Saucers dirty yellow, flat, imperfectly bordered : c►ustfusco_lu'teus. 
whitish, granulated. 

Dicks. h. s. and fast. 6. 2. 
Crust cohering, covering mosses and other dead plants on 

which it grows, so that it has the appearance of having leaves 
and branches. Saucers of middling size, covered with a yellow 
meal, which being rubbed off they appear black, whence their 
general dirty hue. Border visible by means of a magnifying 
glass. DICKS. Unless in fruit it cannot be distinguished from 
L. frigidus. Mr. BROWN. 

On Ben Lawers and other mountains of Scotland. [On 
Craig Cailleach at great heights, and always on the ground 
amongst moss and grass. Mr. BROWN. j 	 Aug. 

L. Saucers pale yellow, smooth ; border and under side ceri'nus. 
whitish; crust grey white. 

Hedw. stirp. ii. 21. B. 
The saucers frequently swell out so much in the middle as 

to assume the form of tubercles, covering the whole surface of 
the crust. They change to dirty brown yellow when dry, but 
when macerated regain their former colour, like that of bees 
wax. 

11  It is common in Derbyshire on litnetone, and incrusts most of the 
stones at Urswic Mere. It is gathered for the dyers, by peasants v. ho 
sell it for a penny a pound. They can collect zo or 3o pounds a day. It 
gives a purple colour. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGJ. Lichen. B. (3) Crustaceous)  
with SAUCERS. 

On the bark of trees, Melts. iii. 14. [On elm anci ash, 
frequent. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

quadri'colorL. Saucers brown yellow, changingrto black; flat crust 
powdery, grey white. 

Dicks. 9. 3. 
Crust powdery, thin, greyish, covered with white, mealy, 

globular particles. Saucers numerous, yellowish and rather con-
cave when young, with a white border ; black and convex 
when older. 

- Mountains in Scotland, on the ground. DICKS. iii. 15. 

Upsalien'sis L. Saucers cream colour border white ; crust white, 
composed of awl-shaped masses ; scored, brittle. 

Dicke. 2.7—Hops. enum.7. 1—H fm. lick. 21. 2. 
Of the size of L. saxatihs, ash-coloured, white, composed 

of bristles; bristles straight, white, shrivelling, prostrate, une. 
qual, confused, very simple, as long as the nail, very brittle, 
frequently several united at the base, Saucers white, with a 
blunt border, rather large ; from the root, not placed on the 
bristles. LINN. Crust of a milky whiteness, very brittle, in-
vesting slender leaves of grass or moss. Saucers globular, 
dimpled, crowded, cream coloured. HoFFm. 

Heaths near Norwich. 

byss'inus. • L. Saucers yellow, with a white border; flat, very small : 
crust powdery, blackish. 

Hem. enum. 4.7—E. bat. 432. 
Trees and stones, Scotland. 

fla'vicans. L. Saucers brownish yellow : crust yellow with a greenish 
cast. 

Dill. 18. 18. A. C. 
Habit that of L. candelarius, but the crust circular, wrinkled, 

greenish ; and the saucers of a brownish yellow hue, or earthy 
yellow ; convex. Huns. Crust rather inclined to assume a 
leaf-like appearance at the edge. 

L. flavescens. Huds. and Bot. arr. See L. candelarists. 
Bark of trees, walls, rocks, and stones. • 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

• 
lu'teus. 	L. Saucers yellow, with a yellow border : crust grey green. 

Dicks. 2. 6. 
Crust a hoary meal, oftenr scarcely discernible, finely 

sprink4led
,
over a stratum of moss, or merely tinging it of a 
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CRYPTOGAMIA. 'ALG2E. Lichen. 13. (4) Crustaceous, 	93 
with both TUBERCLES,  and SAUCERS. 

whitish hue. Saucers deep yellow, numerous, of a middling 
size, 'Tat, sometimes 2 or 3 together, the rest scattered. DICKS. 

Trunks of trees. ' 

L. Saucers sea green, with a white border; crust whitish, .rimo'sus. 
cracked into roundish angular piects. 

Fl. clan. 46$. 3. 
Rocks and stones in Yorkshire. Dress. 12. 

B. (4) Crustaceous, with loth TUBERCLES and SAUCERS. 

L. Saucers blackish, border and outer side whitish : tu-' Pso'ra. 
. bercles blue black : foliage grey white, leaves slight- 

ly many-cleft. 
Hem. lick. S. I : and enum. 12. I. 

• Crust in circular patches ; 1 or 2 inches over. Fructifica- 
tions numerous, in the centre. HOFFM. 

Stones, roofs, and on moss. 

L. Tubercles tile-coloured, in the centre : saucers con- geli'dus. 
cave, the same colour, in the circumference; bor- 
der brown white ; crust brown white. 

Dicks. b. s.-E. bot. 699-Fl. dan. 470. 2. 
Crust leafy, circular, so closely growing to the rocks as not 

to be separated from them ; whitish, longitudinally wrinkled. 
Tubercles occupying the centre of the crust, reddish tile-co-
loured, convex, considerably elevated, with ray-like plaits, with-
out any border. LINN. The redness of the saucers disappears 
when the plant is dry. DICKS. It forms a circular crust about 
the size of a shilling, so thin as hardly to beat separation from 
the rocks. The fructification generally consists of one solitary 
tubercle, near the centre of the plant, considerably elevated 
above the crust. Have only twice found it with saucers. Mr. 
GRIFFITH. 

L. becla. CEder 11. dan. viii. 8, as CEder very rightly con-
jectured. As Linmeus had not observed any saucers, he only 
mentioned a tubercle in the centre. L. gehdur. Huds. 528, is 
a very different plant. DICKS.—See L. ventosus. 
C. Rocks in the Highland mountains, and on large stones, ge-
nerally near water. Mr. BROWN. [Between Llanberris and Pen 
y Gorphwysfa ; also at Gallt y dd'al garn, between Pencraig and 
Cappel cerrig. On stones in Cwm Idwell, Caernarvonshire, 
particularly near Twll du. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

L. Saucers tile-colour, tubercles black, both with white decip'iens. 
stcllated borders ; foliage brownish, shining, lobed, 
tiled, tawny ; white underneath and at the edge. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGX. Lichen. B. (4) Crustaceous, 
with both TUBERCLES and SAUCERS. 

Hem; Itch. 43. 1. 3-Hedw. stist. ii. 1. P,yacif. coll. 
3. 3. 

Very beautiful. Saucers the edges silvery white. RELHAN. 
Saucers very numerous, bright brownish colour, the margins 
scolloped, white, shining, the younger flat, the older irregular 
and deformed, in ale black. Mr. Wool:ow. Flat, expanded, 
rather thick ; roundish when young, oblong when old, rather 
concave, smooth, brick colour, paler when dry. HFDWIC. 

L. stellatus. Relh. .430. On the ground on heaths, dry pas-
tures, and barren places. Gogmagog Hills, Newmarket Heath, 
in Surry and Scotland. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

1enti'gerus. L. Saucers tawny, crowded, border white; when old 
changing to tubercles and becoming- more yellow : 
crust whitish, leaf-like, lobed, scolloped, and tiled 
at the edge. 

Fl. dan. 1185. 2-Relh. at t. 430:-Weber 3-Hem. 9.4. 

Crust pure white, shining, divided into lobes so as to ap_ 
pear of the leafy kind, expanding into fiat circular tufts. Sau-
cers, small, concave, at first of the same colour with the crust. 
LINN. the SON, from Weber.—C rust leafy. Saucers, at length 
becoming convex tubercles. WEBIR. 192.—Saucers the younger 
very small. Raul. Leaves cream-coloured, closely tiled. 
Saucers tawny. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Heaths and dry pastures. Gogmagog Hills, Newmarket, 
and a heath near Newmarket. [Sometimes on stone walls.] 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

candela'- L. Saucers orange yellow when young: crust yellow, 
rius. 	powdery : when old, tubercles yellow; crust yel- 

low, somewhat leafy at the edge. 	 • 
Hem. Itch. 17, 3. and enum. 9. 3.-lacy. doll. iii. G. 1.-

Dill. 18. 18. B. 
Crust Spreading wide, often to a hand's breadth, moderately 

thick, yellow. Leaves wrinkled, cloven, firmly fixed, lobes 
blunt, pulpy, with age uniting and becoming powdery. Sanceri 
very numerous, yellow to orange, greenish when whet. HOFF. 
MAN. Fructifications when young slightly concave, or flat, of 
an orange yellow, bordered with a pal/ lemon yellow the co-
lour of the crust. When older the fructifications swell into the 
form of tubercles, the border disappears, and the crust changes 
to brown yellow. L. fiavicans seems to be only a variety of 
this. Mr. Griffith, whose extensive knowledge of this genus, 
aided by long continued observation, stamps a high authority 
upon his opinions, tells me he has long observed that the Lichens 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMTA. ALG/E. Lichen. C. Crustaceous, 	27 
tiled, spreading, fixed. 

with farinaceous crusts become foliaceous, and that probably 
the L. candelarius, concolor, parietinus, and flavicans may be 
all the same plant under different circumstances. 

Rocks, walls, trunks of trees, old boards, and old pales. 
P. Jan.—Dec. 

C. Crustaceous, tiled, spreading, fixed. 
L. Tubercles brown black, with whitish borders whenleucophre'us 

young : crust brownish ash-coloured, tiled, rather 
granulated than leafy. 

Fl. da;s. 955. 2-Dill. 82. 2. ' 
Composed entirely of granulated particles of a greyish blue 

colour, out of which rise a few tubercles, flat, flay, light 
reddish colour when fresh, blackish when dry. The under side 
of the crust is black, spongy, and like as if it had been burnt. 
DILL. The plant of the Fl. dan. and that of Dillenius are here 
given as the same, on the authority of Mr. Dickson, but the 
characters as given by Vahl and Dill, do not quite coincide. 

On rocks thinly covered with soil, in the Highlands. [Sum-
mit of Carnedd Llewelyn. Mr. GRIFFITH. Stone fences in 
Cornwall, frequent.] 

L. Saucers brown black ; border pale brown; leaves obscu'rus. 
darker brown, strap-shaped, many-cleft, the ends 
bent down. 

Dicks. h. 	24. 69-Hops. licb. 32. 2-Mich. 51. 6. 
Saucers very numerous, and frequently so crowded as to de-

form one another, borders thick. Tubercles besides, of the 
same colour as the leaves. Mr. WOODWARD. Leaves cut Into 
very narrow segments, smooth, with numerous black fibres un-
derneath. DILL. 

L. talus. Lightf. S25. L. ftfrcus. Huds. 533. Rocks and 
larger stones near Bangor and other places in Wales, Westmore-
land, and Scotland. [Rocks in Pengwern Frith, above the road 
leading from Llansannan to Llanufydd, in Denbighshire. Mr. 
GRIFFITH.] 

e. Tubercles black: leaves brownish green, white under- lu'ridus.. 
neath, minute, thick, indented. 

dan. 1064. 2-Mich. 54, ord. 36. 4-Dill. 30. 134. 
Tubercles rather hollowed at the top. Leaves thick, fleshy, 

concave, tiled ; sometimes lobed. Dillenius had not seen this 
plant; his figure is taken from that of Micheli, the fructifica-
tion in which is very imperfectly expressed. I am indebted to 

   
  



28' 	CRYPTOG4MIA. ALGE. LiChen. C. Crustaceous, 
tiled, spreading, fixed. 

Mr. GRIFFITH for fine specimens in fruit which he gathered in 
North Wales. Mr. Dickson found it on rocks 'in the .moun- , tains of Scotland.. 

multif'idus. L. Saucers- brown, scattered : foliage yellowish, semi- 
cylindrical, indistinctly many-cleft. 	• 

' 	- 	Dicks. 9. 7. 
Plant widely spreading, nearly circular, firmly adhering to 

the stone on which it grows ; many-cleft ; segments semi-
cylindrical, waved, somewhat adhering to each other; blue 
black in the centre, with black dots; yellowish towards the 
extremities. Powde'ry male chisters scattered on the surface. 
Saucers scattered, small, concave, brown within, the border 
and the outside yellowish. 

On stones, in Scotland. DICKS. iii. 16. [On stones near 
Llyn Aled. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

cartilagini- L. Saucers, flat, tawny : leaves greenish, rounded, scol- 
eus. 	loped,, gristly. 

Dicks. h. 	dan. 1006-Mich. 51.ord. 30.1-Ho/m. enum. 
19. 1-Dill. 24. 74. 

Leaves small, roundish, somewhat notched, very thick, of a 
yellow herbaceous hue. Huns.—Fleshy. Saucers, the young 

-ones concave and regular, the old ones flat and irregular. 
W oopw 

L. crassus. Huds. 530. and Gmel. rya.  veg. Rocks thinly 
covered with earth, and mountainous heaths. Near Newbo-
rough, on Llandwellyn Rocks; on Glyder Hill ; about Malham, 
Yorkshire, Westmoreland, and King's Park, near Edinburgh. 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

murallis. L. Saucers green yellow, changing to full yellow ; border 
paler : crust greenish with a tinge of fellow; some-
what tiled. 

Hem. lick. 16. 1-yacy. coil. ii. 13. 4. a-Mich. 51. 4.-
Heim. enum. ii. 1, (not 9.1, as cited in the description.) 

Dry, friable, circular, leafy f t the edge, leaves crowded:, 
pressed and firmly fixed to the stole or wood on which it grows, 
narrow, cut into segments, scolloped, and cloven at the end. 
Saucers in the central part, very numerous, almost covering it, 
varying in colour, flattish, grey green, yellowish, tawny, 
reddish or brown, paler at the edge. Whole plant greenish 
when young and wet, dirty grey or yellow brown when old and 
dry. HOFFMAN. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGYE.'Lichen. D. Somewhat truss 	29 
taceous, leaf-like, tiled, loose.. 

(.Not L. pallesrens under which Reichard has inserted it as a 
synonym. No one who had examined both could possibly sup-
pose them the same. It much more nearly resembles L.cartila-
Kittens. Mr. WOODWARD.) 

Rocks and old walls. [Not uncommon, Mr. WOODWARD.] 
P. Jan.—Dec. 

D. Somewhat crustaceous, leaf-like, tiled, loose. 
L. Saucers black : leaves strap-shaped, forked, flattish, fahlunen'sis 

pointed. 
Hein. lick. 36. 2-E. bat. 653..-F1. dan. '958-7acq. misc. 

ii. 10. 2-Dill. 21. 81-Hqffm. enum. 17. 2. 
Circular, leathery, thin, both surfaces shining, brown chang-

ing to black, curled at the edge, lobes blunt, white within. Sau-
cers very numerous and crowded on the upper surface, concave, 
black, shining. JACQUIN. 

Rocks and large stones. Near Langdale, Lancashire. HUDS. 
[On stones near the summit of Carnedd Llewelyn. Mr. Gain.. 
rim. About Invercauld, Aberdeensh. and Katelow, a moun. , 
tam in Angus-shire.. Mr. BROWN.] 

L. Saucers black, rough, rather convex, imperfectly bor- squama'tus. 
dered : leaves green, rather glaucous, minute, thick- 

rounded, but indented and angular. 
Dicks. h. s.-Dill. 30. 135. 

Leaves small, thick, leathery, with shallow segments, whitish 
underneath. DILL. In some plants the saucers are rather dark 
brown than black. 

On the ground in turfy places,Scotland. Rocks in Cumber-
land. DICKSON.—[On a wall about a mile from Cerig y Drui-
dion; road side leading to Denbigh. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

L. Saucers brown black, fringed : foliage dark green, cilia'tus. 
leaves slightly many-cleft, fringed. 

Hop. enum. 14. 1. 
Leafits strap-shaped, divisions slender, dull dirty green, 

',glaucous grey when dry; blackish when old, fixed firm to the 
bark of trees by numerous tendrils on the under side. HOFFMAN. 

On rocks and stones. DICKS. iii. 16. • 

L. Saucers brown black, numerous, circular, border sty'gius. 
broad, scolloped ; foliage brown black to purplish 
and quite black; leaves hand-shaped, tiled, bent at 
the end, 

   
  



80 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGAE. Lichen. D. Somewhat" eras-
taceous, leaf-like, tiled, loose. 

He 	lick. 25. 2 ; enum. 14. 2. 
Distinguished from the L. fahlunensis and omphalodes by 

the leafits being strap-shaped, with repeated forked divisions ; 
and forming an irregular circle. Saucers very large when old. 
HOFFMAN. 

On the highest mountains,in Scotland. Them. iii. 1G. 

stella'ris. L. Saucers blackish brown: leaves ash-coloured, oblong, 
narrow, jagged. 
Hem. enum. 1:3. 2.—Dill. 24. 70—Fl. clan. 957. 1. 

Of a greenish hue when moist, when dry ash-Coloured. HUDS. 
Saucers when young white or grey, being covered with a thin 
mealy pellicle, but as they enlarge and grow older the pellicle 
disappears, becoming black, with a border of the same colour as 
the leaves. Specimens sometimes found with only tubercles and 
no saucers. LIGHT?. Ash-coloured when fresh, whiter when 
dry. Leaves with narrow, oblong segments, diverging from a 
centre, smooth. Saucers on the central part, black, with a grey 

' border; sometimes intermixed with mealy tubercles. DILL. 
Trunks of trees, walls, and stones.—More frequent on the 

smaller branches than on the trunks of trees. DILL. 
Var. 2. Saucers larger. 	 • 
Fl. clan. 957. 2—Hofm. enum. 13. 1—Dill. 24. 71-7acq. coll. 

ii. 15. 2. a. 6—Mich. 43. 2. 
In circles of 4 inches or more in diameter. Leaves when 

fresh rue-coloured, after being kept some years turning to rus-
set-grey; segments stiffer, and not so closely united at their 
extremities. Saucers larger. LIGHTs. Deep glaucous green 
when wet, grey when dry, even whilst growing. Leaves stiff, 
segments blunt. Roots black fibres. Saucers numerous in the 
centre, of different sizes intermixed, glaucous when young, 
black when old ; border the colour of the leaves. DILL. 

Oak, beach, elm, and other rough trees. DILL. 

Var. 3. Saucer; with curled brims. R. Syn. p. 75. n. 75—
The saucers of variety 2 when becoming old, have their out-
sides and brims covered with minute leaves, so as to appear 
curled. LIGHT. 

Var. 4. Saucers large, purplish black; border white, regu-
lar. L. stellarifirmis. Hoffm. enum. p. 73. Specimen from 
Mr. Griffith, who gathered it on stone, about Garn, and ob. 
serves that it seems to connect the stellaris with the ciliaris. 

Some specimens of the L. stellaris come so near to the L. 
obseurus that I doubt whether the only difference is not from 
local circumstances. Mr. GRIFFITH. 

   
  



cRytroGAMIA.ALGIE. Lichen. D. Somewhat crus- 	81 
taceous; leaf-like, tiled, loose. 

L. Saucers brown, border white: foliage sea-green, with tilia'ceus. 
' dots of the same colour; leaves tiled, lobes rounded. 

Hem. enum. 16. 2-E. ht. 7Q0. 
Leavis in a circular form, wide-spreading, lobes jagged and 

indented. Saucers greenish when wet. HOFFMAN. 
On the bark of trees. Dicks. iii. 16. 

L. Saucers rusty, brown, circular, flattish, raised; border diffu'sus. 
whitish, scolloped foliage glaucous, pale, tiled ; 
leaves with many strap-shaped clefts, blunt, curled, 
powdery. 

Dicks. 9. 6-E. bot. 858. 
, 	L. aleurites. E. bot.-On old pales in Croft castle Park, 
Herefordsh. DICKS. ill. 17. 

L. Saucers red brown; on pedicles : leaves whitish above, physo'des. 
black underneath, hollow as if inflated : segments 
jagged, blunt. 

E. hot. 126-Fl. dan. 1186. 2.-Hedwig. theor. 31. 183. 
184. 185-Dill. 20.49-Hoff.  enum. 15. 2-Mich. 50. ord. 
25. 1. 2-7acq. coll. iii. 8-Pet. gaz. 14. 6. 

Grows half upright, variously cut and divided, the.shorter 
plants most cut, and assuming a circular figure. Segments blunt, 
as if lopped at the ends, and with 2, 3, or 4 clefts. Leaves 
smooth, grey white or glaucous green, and convex above, hol-
lowed, black, and rough underneath; formed of 2 layers with 
a hollow between them, which is peculiar to this species. The 
vhole plant more or less mealy. Saucers on short foot-stalks, 

concave, brown green, or reddish or yellowish brown within, 
the outside colour of the plant. In my specimens those plants 
only are mealy which have no saucers. DILL. Dr. Smith ob-
serves, that it is rarely found with saucers, but that he has 
found the mealy protuberances in the same plant with the sau-
cers. See E. bot. p. 126. 

Trunks of trees, stones, stems of heaths. P. Jan.-Dec. 

L. Saucers red brown: leaves pale yellow green, smooth, centrirugus 
jagged, pointed from a centre. 

Holm. enum. 10. 3-Dill. 24. 75-Hofm. Lich. 16. 2-Fl. 
lam. 11. 2-Buxb. ii. 7. 3. 

Distinguishable at first sight by spreading from a centre to 
the circumference and gradually decaying in the middle. LINN. 
Circular, fiat, outer leaves largest, tiled, neatly scolloped and 
curled, with many clefts. Colour greenish, glaucous, or yel. 

   
  



32 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGA. Lichen. to. Somewhat.  crus-
tacous,. leaf-like, tiled, loose. 

lowish when growing on wood. Surface minutely dotted with 
black, or rough with very minute cylindrical substances. S-aueers 
in the centre, crowded, large, irregular, red' brown or black. 
HOFFMAN. Weis's and Lightfoot's descriptions good. Leaves 
usually covered with numerous granulations like L. physodes, 
and others of this.division. Saucers, the small ones cup-shaped, 
and regular, the large 'ones much and variously deformed, in 
age the brown part dropping.  out, leaving the exterior cup which 
is then of the same colour with the leaves, except that the inside 
is rather greener. Mr. WOODWARD. Leaves disposed in a cir-
cular form, the outer ones the largest, elegantly scolloped, laid 
like tiles one over another,; yellow green, black on the under 
side. Saucers reddish brown, edgedwith.yellow green. DILL. 

Rocks, walls, large Stones, and trunks of trees. 
• P. Jan.—Dec. 

carno'sus. L. Saucers reddish brown, raised, thick : leaves brown 
green, mealy at the edge, rounded, ragged, greatly 
crowded, nearly upright. 

Dicks. 6. 7. 
Leaves,  minute, brownish green, curling when dry. Saucers 

Father rimote, some connected, rising from between and some-
what higher than the leaves,. fleshy, smooth, paler underneath. 
DICKS. • 

Rocks on the mountains of Scotland. [Rocks on the side of 
the hill about 50 yards above Garthmeilio, the seat of R. W. 
Wynne, Esq. Denbighsh. Mr, GRIFFITH.] 

saxa'tilis. L. Saucers Chesnut colours leaves glaucous, indented, 
pitted, rough. 

E. bet. 603—Hoffen. enum. 16. 1-7acy. coll. iv. 20. 2—Dill. 
24. 83—Faill. 21. 1-11. ox. xv.  . 7. ro'w. 4. 6. 

Lightfoot's description good. The mealy inherent found on 
the old and sauces-bearing plants as well as on the younger. 
Mr. WOODWARD. Circular when young, and from 4- to 1 inch 

. diameter. Leaves short, segments broad, blunt, scolloped and 
indented at the ends ; pitted on the upper surface, glaucous 
green; black and fibrous underneath; sometimes smooth thougi 
pitted; sometimes rough with flat mealy eminences. Saucers 
seldom found, reddish or blackish, the boiler the colour of the 
leaves. DILL. 	 • 

Stones, rocks, and trunks of trees. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 
It is used by the inhabitants of the North to dye purple. 
Var. 2. Leaves sometimes in the winter acquiring a reddish 

tinge, in every other respect resembling the preceding. DILL. 
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taceous, leaf-like, tiled, loose. 

L. Saucers tawny red, bordered : foliage tawny red; leavesful'vus. 
tiled, many-cleft, distorted. 

DN. 24. 68. 
Plant very small ; saucers very small. DILL. 
On rocks in Cornwall and Scotland. Dims. iii. 16. 

L. Saucers dull purple: leaves hoary, smooth, blunt, ma-omphalo'- 
ny-cleft, sprinkled with rising dots. 	 des. 

E. bot. 604—Dill. 24. 80-17a;//. 20. 10—Hofm. !Male 12. 
2—Mich. 49. 2. 

Colour dull purple, shining, smooth, with numerous black 
fibres underneath. Lea 7,•es interwoven, about an inch long. Sau. 
tees dull purple, and smooth within, grey on the outside and 
hairy, cracked at the edge. DILL. 

Cork, Corker, or Areal. Kenkerig Welsh. On rocks. 
Jan.—Dec. * 

L. Saucers tawny yellow : leaves full yellow, curled. 	paricti'nus. 
E. bot. 194—Fl. dan. 1005—Dill. 24. 76—Col. ecphr.i. 331. 

enum. 18. 1. 

Agrees with L. candelarius and juniperinus in colour, but 
the former consists merely of branny scales, the latter of loose 
leaves. The parietinus is an intermediate species. LINN. Crust 
indented, wrinkled, margin leafy. Leaves cut, and ending in 
blunt segments. Saucers on the foliage as well as on the central 
crust, small, yellow, with a border of the same or a paler colour. 
Varies in colour from greenish to deep golden yellow. Grey 
underneath. DILL. In age frequently losing its central leaves 
and targets, like the centrifugus. Mr. WOODWARD. Very 
common. 

Trunks of trees, walls, tiles, wood, and stones. 
P. Jan.—Dec. 

Var. 2. Leaves green. 
E. bet. 194. 

Moisture and shade render it more lax, leafy, and of a 
greenish or pale olive hue; so it commonly appears on trees and 

* It dies wool of a brown reddish colour, or a dull but durable Crim-
son or purple, paler but more lasting than that of Orchal. It is pre-
pared by the country people in Ireland by steeping it in stale urine, add- 
ing a little salt to it, and making it up into ball.: with lime. 	Wool 
dyed with it and then dipped in the blue vat becomes of a beautifu} pur-
ple. With rotten oak it makes a geed dark brown fri7e. Wri..ol dyed 
with red wood, or sanders, and afterwards in corker, becomes Of a dark 
reddish brown. RUTTY. It has been used as a sr ptic. 

VOL. IV. 

   
  



34 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG/E. Lichen. E. Somewhat crus- 
taceous, CuP-BEARING. 

bushes; in which state it is the L. juniperinus of our 3ritish 
writers. E. bot. Mr. Dickson also assures'ine that the real L. 
juniperinus has never been found in this-island. 

rnarginalis. L. Saucers brown green, flattish, on the edge of the leaf: 
leaves blackish green, many-cleft, tooth-scolloped. 

Dill..19.25—jacq. coll. iii. 12. 1. 
Leaves lying on the ground, brown green, black when dry, 

their ends frequently cut and curled. Saucers numerous, small, 
concave, bordered, brown green when fresh, reddish when dry. 
DILL. Borders. raised. 

Rocks, and stones in the Northern parts of Britain, and in 
Caernarvonshire. Near Lucton, Herefordshire. DILL. [Walls 
about Settle and Kirkby Lonsdale. Dr. J. E. SMITH. Fir plan-
tatipn near Cefw House, Denbighsh. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

A. Oct.—June. 

oliveceus. 

folia'ceus. 

L. Saucers brown green ; scolloped : leaves lobed, shin-
ing, brown green. 

apt. enum. 13. 5-Dill. 24. 78-Vaill. 20. 8. 
Olive green, black underneath. Saucers green within, grey 

on the outside, sitting, flat or concave, border scolloped, granu-
lated. DILL. 

Rocks, stones, and trunks of trees. In the wood on Shooter's 
Hill, Kent. Slinford, Sussex, and Bagley Wood near Oxford. 

P. Jan.—Dec. 
Var. 2. Saucers 'smooth. DILL. 182. 
Holm. 13. 3. and 4—Dill. 24. 77.—Mich. 51. ord. 19. 

Generally grows in a circular form ; thin, crustaceous, closely 
adhering. Leaves smooth, rather shining, brown green, seg- 
ments blunt. 	Saucers rarely found, but where they do exist, 
the leaves are more cut and scolloped. The !Slants without 
saucers have numerous granulations in their substance. DILL. 

On the bark of trees. 
• Var. 3. Segments broader, more wrinkled, the middle ele-

vated into wrinkles, sprinkled with numerous small grain4ike 
warts. Saucers none. DILL. 183. 

On birch trees. DILL. 

E. Somewhat crustaceous, CUP-BEARING. 
L. Cups conical, very short, with black tubercles on the 

edge: leas es grey or yellow green, ascending, cloven 
mto many segments, pure white underneath. 
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taceous, CUP-BEARING. 

Dill. 14. 12. A, B, 	21. 3-Mich. 42. ord. 8. 1.• 
and 2-H. ox. xv. 7. raw 3. 3. at p. 632. 

Leaves nearly upright, jagged, curled, bearing cups. Cups 
very short, conical. Huos. Leaves large, half upright, even, 
cartilaginous, flat, branches like an Elk's horn, edges rather 
turned in, grey or yellow green`above, white underneath. Cups 
from the disc and the edges of the leaves, very small, slightly 
hollowed, rounded or angular, edges often very minutely tOoth-
ed. Such is its state in winter, but in summer the edges of the 
leaves are wasted, only the middle parts remaining, the cups 
become more or less proliferous, larger, and edged with small 
black tubercles. DILL. 

L. foliaceus. Huds. ed. I-L. alcicornis. Lightf. 87'2. Relh. 
n. 1083. On dry barren commons ; on Black Heath ; on 
Snowdon. DILL. 

Var. 2. Stem branched ; branches running into leaves. Leaves 
upright, with winged clefts. Dill. lb. e. f. D. 

Trowbridge, Wiltshire. DILL. 

L. Tubercles brown : cup grey green, simple, somewhat pyxida'tus. 
scolloped at the edge. • 

21. 	14. 6-Walt. No. 9.f 2-Mich. 41. ord.8. 
1, K, the first L. Z-Tourn. 325. 2 ; D.-Ger. em. 1560. 
6-Park. 1308. 11-17aW. 21. 7, is thought by Dill. to be 
an old plant. 

Crust at first granulated, in time forming leaves which are 
of no certain figure, small, cut at the edge, greenish above, 
*bite underneath. Tubes to 1 inch high, springing from the 
base of the leaves, thickset upwards, and expanding at the sum-
mit like a drinking glass; scolloped at the edge, the hollow of 
the upper expanded part separated by a partition'from the hol-
low of the tubular part below. These tubes are of a light grey 
colour; sometimes mealy. DILL. 

Var. 2. Cups proliferous from the centre. 
Dill, 14. 6. D. to H.-Vaill. 21. 5-Walt. f 3. 

oCups sometimes rising one out of the other to .5 stages, and 
sometimes with small sitting brown or blackish tubercles. 
LIGHTS'. 

Var. 3. Cups proliferous from the edge. 
Vail!. 21. 9-Dill. 14. 6. 	4-H. e% 15.7 . 4, p. 

634-Mich. 41. 7 and 8. 
Cups rising sometimes to 4 stages. Stalks sometimes leafy. 

L1GHTF. Frequently covered with much greenish meal, and a 
D 2 

   
  



36 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGJE. Lichen. E. Somewhat crus- 
taceous, CUP-BEARING. 

leafy crust, but the base is only a greenish crust, not leafy. 
DILL. 

Var. 4. Cups proliferous, with tubercles. 
Fail/. 21. 11-Dill. 14. 6, C, K, L, M. 

L. tuberculatus. Relh. n. 879. Heaths and such like dry 
places, on stones and trunks of trees covered with a thin coat of 
soil. DILL. Woods and walls. RELH. Heaths, woods, banks, 

	

and rocks, and about the roots of old trees. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

fimbria'tus. L., Tubercles brown, small, fixed to the indented edge of 
the cup : stem cylindrical. 

Dill. 1.1. 8, 4, B.-Hap. iii. Lichen 2, a and c.-Mich. 41. 

	

ord. F. 5 and 	21. 6-Mich. 	41. ord. 8. 4. 
Stems slender. Tubercles and cups small, the latter finely 

serrated at the edge. Leaves lying on the ground, small, vari. 
ously cut, grey green, less grey than the cups. Tubercles small, 
brown fixed to the little teeth of the cup, not commonly occur-
ring. DILL. 

Var. 2. Proliferous from the serrated edge of the cup: 
sometimes to 3 stages. 

Dill. 14. 8. C. and Hap. iii. Lichen 2-Vaill. 21. 9. 

	

Moors, heaths, dry pastures, common. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 
It is generally suspected that this is only another variety of 

the L. pyxidatus. 
Var. 3. 

gra'cilis. 

Dill. 15. 20. 
Leaves at the base small, scolloped, rather hoary. Stems { 

to 12 inch high, slender, greyish, smooth, or with a leafy 
greenish crust. Tubercles terminating, generally on a broad base, 
somewhat resembling a cup, small, roundish, brown; black 
when dried. DILL. 

Woolwich Heath. DILL. 

L. Tubercles reddish brown, cups finely serrated, stems 
grey, changing to brown, forked, branched. 

Dill. 14. 13.-H. ox. xv. 7. row 3. 6,p. 632.-Mich. 41. %̀ord. 
7.5. 

in
•  

Stem in some plants tapering to a point, others terminated 
by a cup tipt with tubercles. LINN. Leaves at the base nu. 
merous, deeply cut, grey green, hoary underneath. Stems 1 to 
3 or 4 inches high, but the more they are branched the shorter 
they arc; at first grey, at length brownish towards the top, and 
wholly brown when in fruit; slender, hollow, smooth; top 
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taceous, CUP-BEARING. 

slender, except when bearing cups and tubercles, simple of 
branched. Cups small, serrated at the edge. Tubercles on the 
teeth, roundish, reddish brown. DILL. 

Mountainous and rocky heaths. Leath Hill, Surry. 

L. Tubercles brown: cups unequally toothed, radiated ; radia'tus., 
stems tall, cylindrical, a little branched. 

Dill. 15. 16—Fl. dan. 1188. 3.—Mich. 41. ord. 7. 3, 4., 2— 
Scbeuchz. it. 1. 5. 	. 7, said by Dill. to be ill 
done. 

Leaves at the base, sometimes also fixed to the stem, sniall, 
finely cut, hoary green above-, white underneath. Tubes greyish 
green, about two inches high, soft, hollow, simple or branched, 
thickset upwards, ending in shallow cups with oblong hollow 
horn shapedspokes on the edge. These spokes are not branch-
ed, but they sometimes terminate in smaller cups, supporting 
other smaller spokes. Tubercles on pedicles on the edges of 
the cups, or terminating the branches, reddish brown. DILL. 

Enfield Chace, Middlesex. DILL. [Top of Carnedd Llewelyn. 
' Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

L. Tubercles brown: cups toothed ; stem swollen, whole ventrieo'sus 
plant hoary and woolly. 

DWI. 15. 17. 
Stem, nearly cylindrical, expanding into a cup, which 

branches out into a number of sub-divisions, which terminate in 
their turn in other cups, divided into teeth, and tipt with brown 
tubercles. Growing in clusters. Sterns upright, stiff, thinnest 
at bottom, swelling at top into a cup, which branches out into 
numerous rays or spokes bearing other cups. Plant about 2 
inches high, covered with a hoary wool. Cups on the branches 
bearing small brownish tubercles in the spring. Leaves small, 
scolloped, hoary. DILL. On rotten wood, mostly in woods. 
DILL. 

L. Tubercles reddish : cups toothed : stem seldom defor'mis. 
branched, swollen. 
Fl. lapp. 11. 5—Mich. 41. ord.7 . 1—Dill. 15. 18. 

Stem upright, sometimes crooked, thick as a goose quill, 
sometimes with 1 or 2 branches, thickset upwards, ending in 
small shallow cups, edged with 4, 5 or more teeth. Colour 
dirty grey green. Surface mealy and woolly, often incrusted 
with crisp foliage. Tubercles small, reddish. Leaves small, 
cut, hoary, grey, on the lower part of the stem. DILL. 

On rotten wood mostly in woods, DILL.—and heaths. Rats. 
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taceous, CuP-BEAraeb. 

filiforimis. L. Tubercles small, red ; stem pale, grey, simple,, slen.; 
der: leaves fine green, white underneath. 

Dill. 14. 10—Mich. 41. 6—Vail. 26. 10. 
Leaves compact, spread on the ground, variously cut, seg-

ments rather raised, fine green above, white underneath, rather 
thick, stiffish, large for the size of the plant and numerous, by 
which and by the smallness of the cups it may be readily distin-
guished. Cups in the winter grey white, in the spring brown. 
Tubercles not common, very small, scarlet, on short foot-stalks, 
the cups now splitting into segments forming stalks to the tuber. 
des. DILL. 

L. tubifirmis. Lightf. 871. Black Heath, near Greenwich, 
and other similar situations. DILL. Woods, at the roots of old 
trees, LIGHTF.—and walls. RELH. 

Var. 2. Cups very small, brown within : stems very short. 
Dill. 14.11. 

Leaves numerous, small, glaucous green above, white under. 
neath,_ smaller, shorter, broader, less cut and less upright than 
the preceding. Cups shorter, brown within, very small. DILL. 

Heaths near Charlton and Woolwich. 	Jan.—Feb. DILL. 

cocciPerus.L. Tubercles scarlet: cup simple, greenish grey, very 
entire, stem cylindrical. 

Fl. dan. 1188. 1—Rapp. iii. Lichen 5. 1—Dill. 14. 
21. 4—Mich. 41. ord. 8. 3. 

Cups greenish grey, sometimes springing one out of another. 
Tubes slender, cups at first but little hollowed, edged with beau' 
tiful scarlet tubercles. DILL. 

Common on heaths. 	 Oct.—April.  

cornu'tus. L. Tubercles scarlet : cups entire : stem simple, rather 
distended. 	 o. 

Dill. 15, 14—Hofm. lich. 25. 1—Barr. 1277. 1. 
Crust on the ground, supporting curled leaves, and these pro. 

ducing tubular fructifications, upright or bending, smooth or 
rough with a mealy crust, greenish or greying, hollow, ent,re at 
the top, pointed or forked, with or without tubercles, sometimes 
branched at the base. Tubercles on the,pdge of the tubes which 
then appear as if cut across. DILL. 	• 

On moist heaths and moors. [On oak pales in Edgbaston 
Park.] 

digita'tus. L. Tubercles scarlet : cup entire, knotted ; stems very 
much branched ; branches cylindrical. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG)E. Lichen. F. Somewhat crus-
taceous, SHRUB-LIKE. 

Dill. 15. 19-Fl. dam. 1188.2. 
Tubercles numerous, scarlet. In doubt whether to reckon 

this as bearing cups. 	 hen without tubercles the, stems termi- 
nate in blunt unequal finger like horns, forming a kind of cavity 
but not a proper cup. Stems-hollow, 1 or 12 inch high, hoary 
grey, mostly branched, of unequal thickness, rough with greyish 
or brownish eminences. Tubercles terminating, numerous, fine 
scarlet. Leaves small, hoary, slightly cut. DILL. 

Barren heaths and woods at the decayed roots of trees. DILL. 
Feb. 

L. Tubercles scarlet: cup grev green, shorter than thecornueo- 
leaves ; edged with a leafy fringe. 	 pioi'des. 

Dill. 14.9. 
Crust leafy, greenish. Cups grey, edged with a leafy fringe, 

tipped with small brown tubercles, often proliferous. DILL. 
Moors and heaths, with L. cocciferus. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 
Many think this only a var. of the L. cocciferus. 

F. Somewhat crustaceous, SHRUB-LIKE. 
L. Saucers grey white, lateral : plant solid, compressed, siliquo'sus. 

somewhat branched. 
Dill. 17. :38-H. ox. xv. 7. revs 3. 4. 

. 	Stem many, from a chalky base, upright, stiff, swollen but 
compressed, filled with a white fungous substance, 1 to 2 inches 
high, simple or with 2 or :3 forks ; at first even, but with age 
furrowed lengthwise and divided across like a pod containing 
seeds. In time these inequalities project like small warts, of a 
grey white colour, whilst the rest of the plant is grey green, be. 
coming yellowish with age. DILL. When full grown they form 
concave saucers. 

On the large stones called Grey blethers scattered over 
Marlborough Downs, Wiltsh. and on rocks in Wales. DILL. 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Tubercles black within, globular, terminating- ; plant globirerus. 
► • brownish, polished, solid, much branched; -branches 

cylindrical. 
Haim. &h. 31. 2-Dill. 17. 3L-E. bat. 11.5-Fl. daft. 96C- • 

Mich. . 
Similar to L. paschalis, but smoother, leafless, and the bran-

ches terminated by globular tubercles, hollow with a small 
mouth, gaping spherically, black within LINN. Slender, very 
much branched, glaucous grey, 1 to 2 inches high, cylindrical, 

   
  



40 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGAE. Lichen. P. Somewhat crus- 
taceous, SHRUB—LIKE. 

soft when fresh, stiff when dry, smooth. Tubercles terminating, 
numerous, globular, containing a black powder, the outer coat 
thick, cracking in 3 or 4 places. DILL. 

L, globifer. Gmel. syst. veg.. Rocks at Tunbridge. On 
the Stieperstones, Shropshire. Snowdon, and in the Highlands 
and Lowlands. [Rocks in the mountainous parts of Dartmoor, 
Devonshire. Mr. NEWBERRY. Rocks in the north of Eng-
land. Mr. Woonwoo.] 

fregilis.L; Saucers filled with black powder, terminating : plant 
solid, branches nearly cylindrical, blunt. 

E, bot, 114—DWI. 17. 34-Holm. Lich. 33. 3-Fl. latp. 11. 4- 
7acq, misc. ii. 9. 6. c. 

It cannot be gathered without breaking, except when moist, 
as it is more brittle than a Coralline, which it also much resetn-
bles. LINN. Stem and branches short, cylindrical, solid, brittle, 
blunt, rather shining, dirty white, often reddish at the ends; 
white within. JACQUIN. Grows compacted together, shrub-
like, 1 or it inch high. Roots woody, brown black, penetrat. 
ing the fissures of schistus rocks. Stems stiff; like ivory. 
Brauchrs numerous, cylindrical, smooth, blunt at the end, 
forked or entire. Fruit-bearing plants thicker, broader, com-
pressed, pitted and unequal. Tubercles hard, solid, globular, 
filled with sooty powder. DILL. 

On rocks and stones on mountains and high heaths. 
P. Jan.—Dec, 

vermicu- L. Tubercles dark brown, very small, few, lateral, glo- 

	

la'ris. 	bular ; branches white, nearly cylindrical, awl- 
shaped, spreading from one central point. 

7acq. coll. ii. 12. 2-Iloffm. lich. 29, -1, 3-Dicks. 6. 10. 
In tufts. Issuing and diverging from one central point. 

Awl-shaped, 2 to .3 inches long; soft, hollow, snowy white, 
reclining, very rarely branched, sometimes here and there a 
little tooth is found, but no leaves. JACQ. Stems awl-shaped, 
tapering to a point, irregularly matted together, variously bend. 
ing, rarely forked, here and there a short lateral branch, not 
unlike tubercles, hollow within, tough and pliable when moist, 
brittle when dry. HOrFMAN. 

L. vermicellaris, and also L. subdiformir of Gmel. syst, 
veg.—Among moss on the higher mountains of Scotland: [at 
or near their summits : also on moors between Forfar and Cor. 
racily. Mr. BitowN.] 

rangiferi'-L. Tubercles brown: plant hoary, hollow, very much 

	

nus. 	branched; term 11 at ing branches mostly turned 
downwards. 

   
  



41. CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG}E. Lichen. F. Somewhat crus-
taceous, SHRUB-LIKE. 

pill. 16. 29—Fl. dan. 180—E. Lot. 173LMich. 40. 1—Ger. 
1380. 5—Ger. em. 1572. 5—Park. 1310. 8—Knipb. 6. 

Branches perforated in the forks. LINN. Light, brittle, 
hoary when dry ; grey green or whitish, tender and soft when 
fresh. Surface covered with mealy particles. Has neither leaf 
nor leafy crust. Roots not easy to find; it adheres slightly to 
the earth and to mosses, from which it readily separates. Bur 
many species of Lichen seem destitute of roots, and to be nou-
rished by the leaves, or by a mucous matter at the base. About 
2 inches high, divided and subdivided into branches all the 
way up, the ends turning down. Tubercles small, roundish, red-
dish, shining, black when dry, on, the terminations of the 
branches. DILL. 

Var. 2. Ends of the branches reddish. 
Dill. 16.3C—F/.dan. 539. 

Smaller branches reddish, and the whole when old turning 
brown. Tubercles darker brown than those of the preceding, 
more crowded, more frequently found. Branches sometimes 
bearing small crisp leaves. DILL. 

Heaths and high exposed mountainous situations, DILL.— 
and woods. HUDS. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. * 

L. Tubercles reddish brown, small, globular, solitary :subula'tus. 
plant somewhat forked, branches undivided, awl- 
shaped. 

Dill.•16. 26—Ger. 1374. 8—Park. 1308. 	iii. 767.2. 
Stems I to 2 inches or more in height, slender, grey, or 

greenish, white when dry, smooth, not branched at bottom. 
Leaves small, scolloped, grey, hoary underneath. Tubercles 
small, globular, solitary, red brown. DILL. Stem sometimes' 
fringed with a few scattered crustaceous leaves. Tubercles small, 
brown, globular, at the ends of the branches. 

Horned Moss. Woods and heaths. 

L. Tubercles blackish brown, somewhat globular, alter- Roccel'la. 
nate: plant grey or grey brown, solid, smooth, stiff, 
cylindrical, leafless, somewhat branched. 

Dill. 17 . 39—E. lot. 211—nuk. 205. 6—Pet. gaz. 7.  
Two or 3 inches high, rising out of a chalk-like basis. 

Stems cylindrical, simple or branched, white like chalk within. 
DILL. Tubercles white within. 

* The Laplanders could not exist without this plant. It is the food 
of the rein deer, hich will grow fat upon it, and the rein deer supplies 
every necessary of life for the Lontented people of that intioqit !hie di-
gnaw. 
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taceous, SHRUB-LIKE. 

Rocks on the coast of Guernsey, Mr. Gohelin, in DICKS. 
iii. 19. On Portland Island. Lord Lewisham. B. bot. 

tris'tis.L. Saucers blackish brown ; terminating : branches solid, 
compressed, branched, blackish at the ends. 

B. bot. 72C—Dicks. h. s.—Fl. dan. 1126. 2—Hoffm.lich. 34.1—
Weber 5—Dill. 17. 37—Hall. hist. 47 .1-7acy. misc. ii. 9. 
6; and coll. ii. 13. 5. • 

Grows in dense tufts. Stems about r inch long, reclining, 
moderately broad, compressed, solid, smooth, divided into a few 
horn-shaped branches, when fresh, brown olive, when dry black-
ish ; stiff, tough, horny, pellucid when moist. Tubercles termi-
nating, piano-convex, circular or oblong, of different sizes, 
blackish brown, fleshy, fungous and white within. In some 
plants saucers are produced at the ends of the branches, flat or 
gently concave, border regular, of the same colour with the 
saucer, sometimes bearing horn-shaped branches. These sau-
cers being smaller than the tubercles, are probably changed into 
'tubercles. DILL. 

L. corniculatus. Lightfi. L. radiates. Huds. On Snowdon, 
on the top of the rocks from Cwn Brwynog towards Ardhu. 
DILL. [On Carncdd Llewelyn. Mr. GRIFFITH.] Highland 
mountains, Ross-shire, and Isle of Sky. Lictarpe and HUDS. 
[On rocks in the mountainous parts of Dartmoor, Devonshire, 
rare. Mr. NEWBERRY.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec.  

Tubercles red brown, terminating: plant solid, very 
much branched; 'branches straddling, rather corn;  
pressed, angles blunt, the ends forked, pointed. 

E. bot. 452-11em. licb. 5. 12-Dill. 17. 31—Mich. 39.7—Vaill. 
26. 8—H. ox. xv.  .7 . raw 3: 11. 

Little branches scarcely prickly, the ends forked, pointed. 
Huns. Tufted, shrubby, much branched, 1 or 12 inch high. 
Branches interwoven, compressed pitted on each side, dividing 
and subdividing in forks, ending in fine thorns ; dark brown 
when wet, almost black when dry, white within. Saucer-like 
tubercles terminating the larger branches, red brown, thorny at 
the edge, horizontal. Not often found withAaucers. HOFFMAN. 

L. islandicus. 	Muds. &c. but whatever relation it may 
bear to that species, the investigating botanist would certainly 
expect to find it in this subdivision. 

On Stieperstone, Shropshire. Heaths about London, and 
hilly parts of Cambridgeshire. DILL. [On rocks in Dartmoor, 
Devonshire. Mr. NEWBERRY.] 
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taceous, SHRUB-LIKE.' 

L. Tubercles reddish 'brown, very small : plant hollow,uncia'lis. 
perforated ; ultimate branches very short, acute. 

E. bot.174-.Di11. 16. 22. 
Quite hollow.; very brittle when dry. WOODWARD. Grows 

in dense tufts. Stems short, but little branched, longer and more 
branched with age, hardly more than an inch high, yellowish or 
greenish white, quite white and brittle when dry. Tubercles 
very small, reddish brown, disposed like stars on the horn-
shaped extremities of the branches. I have sometimes, though 
rarely, found some whitish scolloped foliage at the base. DILL. 
Perforations at the origin of the branches. 

Heaths and stony places in mountainous situations. [On dry 
heaths and rocks thinly covered with earth. In Dartmoor, 
Devonshire. Mr. NEWBERRY. On moors in the north of Eng- 
land. Mr. WOODWARD.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

Var. a. Larger and less crowded in its growth. 
• Dill. 16. 21-H. px. xv. 7, row 3. 7.. p. 63::-Mich. 40. 2. 

From 2 to 4 inches high. Stems thick, tender, smooth, 
forked again and again, but not much branched, armed at each 
division of the forks with soft thorns, open at the ends, termi-
nating in 3, 4, or 5 rays. Tubercles infrequent, small, reddish. 
Plant when fresh, pale yellowish green, or whitish; quite white 
when dry. DILL. 

High heaths. Leath Hill, Starry, and the heath between 
Lippock and Petersfield, Hampshire. DILL. 

L. Tubercles olive brown, terminating : plant solid, co-paschalis. 
vered with minute crustaceous leaves. 	 • 

Dicks. h. s.-E. bat. 	17. 33-11offnr. lich. 5. 1- 
Mich. 53. 5 to s-Fl. dan. 151-Han. ii. Lichen. 2-H. 
ox. xv. 7. 12-Scheuch. it. W. 1. at 15. 13C-Pet. gax. 
(i.5. 7. 

Stems very smooth, beautifully incrusted with leaves, espe. 
cially when viewed through a magnifying lens. Eaten by rein 
deer. LINN. Upright or decumbent, many roundish stems 
issuing from a larger stem, divided and subdivided, the extre-

mities bent, woody, flaccid when wet, pale sea-green to yellow 
or red brown. Young plants covered with a brittle crust. 
Warts very minute, numerous on the extreme branches. Tuber-
des like saucers, single or crowded, of a brown colour, are scat.. 
tered over different parts of the plant. From I to 4 inches 
high. Horrivar. Woody at the base, fixed like sea weeds to 
the rocks. Stems tough, woody, variously branched, zigzag, I 
to 2 inches high. Stems incrusted, sometimes naked, especially 
in the lower part of the older plants. Branches generally in. 

   
  



44 	CAYPTOGAMIA ALGIE. Lichen. F. Somewhat crus- 
taceous : SHRUB-LIKE. 

crusted with small granulations. Tubercles single, or in clmsters, 
round, red brown, smooth. DILL. 

Upon rocks on high mountains. [Near Ambleside, Cumber-
land. Dr. J. E. SMITH. In the mountainous parts of Dartmoor, 
Devonshire. Mr. NEWBERRY.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

spino'sus. L. Tubercles brown red, numerous, terminating : plant 
hollow, very branched, branches thorn-like. 

Dill. 16. 25—Mich. 40. 5, and 3—Hag. 2. 11—Col. erphr. 
83. 1—Park. 1310. 9. 

Stem short. Branches numerous, wide spreading, short, hol-
low cloven at the end, greenish, white within. CoL. Ecphr.Tu-
bercles numerous, terminating, brown red. Leaves none. DILL. 
•Branches like the horns of a stag. Forms the connecting link 
between the L. uncialis and L. subulatus. HUDS. 

Barren and mountainous places. DILL. 

Papilla'ria. L. Tubercles flesh-coloured, terminating : plant hollow,. 
, whitish, leafless ; branches few, very short, blunt. 

Jacq. toll. iii. 3.2—Dill. 16. 28. 
Hardly f an inch high. Stems slender, white, smooth, un-

equal, with here and there a knot, as if jointed. Branches very 
short, terminating, ending like the top of a double tooth. Crust 
cracked. DILL. 

Heaths. Near Bagshot on the road to Farnham. DILL.107. 
Spring. Winter. 

furca'tus. L. Tubercles tawny red, small : plant branched, branches,branches -
upright, forked, 

Dill. 16. 27—hag. 2. 10—H. ox. xv. 7. row 3. 1. p. 632—
Vail/. 26, 7, 7, 7—Mich. 40. 4, and D. 

Branches more numerous and shorter than in the Preceding, 
and also more leafy. Tubercles terminating, small, round, flesh 
coloured or yellowish. DILL. 

Var. 2. Leaves remarkably crisped and leafy. 
Dill. 16. 27. A 

Sometimes upright, sometimes bowed. Leaves and warts 
numerous. DILL. J 

musci'cola. L. Saucers blackish green: plant crustaceous, very much 
branched ; branches very short, interwoven, black 
green. 

D;ris. 6. 9. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG.E. Lichen. G. Somewhat eras= 	45 
taceous; THREAD-LIKE. 

Rocks, growing on moss, on the higher mountains of Scot. 
land. [About Garthmcilio, 'the seat of R. W. Wynne, Esq. 
M. P. abundantly. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

G. Sainezvhat crustaceous; THREAD-LIKE. 

L. Tubercles mealy, scattered : plant yellow white; up- ochro.  leu'- 

	

right, branches forked, straddling ; points forked, 	cus. 
black. 

Hofm. lich. 26. 2. 
Branches interwoven, subdivisions more and more slender, 

the terminating ones hair-like. Surface smooth, almost shining. 
HOFFMAN. This very remarkable species has no root, and no 
support but what it derives from its smaller extreme branches 
which entwine themselves about heath, grass, &c. Mr. BROWN. 

High mountains in Scotland. Drocs. iii. i 9. [On Ben 
Bourde, Lochaine y Gair, and on many very high moors about 
Invercauld, in abundance. Mr. BRowx.] 	 Aug. 

L. Tubercles whitish, mealy, very minute : plant pen-juba'tus. 
dent, compressed at the divisions of the branches. 

Dill. 12. 7—Happ.iii. Lichen 4. 
In greatest perfection in winter and spring; hanging down 

like the tail of a horse. Stems, the upper and thicker ones corn.. 
pressed, brown green to blackish: the slender thread-like stems 
cylindrical, smooth, not hard, greenish, not much branched, 
but sometimes twisted ; and very much matted together. 
DILL. Tubercles very minute, lateral, sitting; sometimes 
though rarely terminating and pear-shaped. 

On rocks and old trees in the Weft Riding of Yorkshire. On 
rocks in Charley Forest, Leicestershire, and on the side of the 
Derwent. Derbysh. DILL. Wales and Scotland. Huns, and 
LIGHTF. [Mr. Gough of Kendal favoured me with a fine spe-
cimen about 9 inches long, of a bright bay colour, in some 
places tending to blackness. He supposes-this colour might be 
caused by its seclusion from the light, for it grew near Orton 
in Westmoreland in the gallery of a copper mine, hanging from 

se roof and timbers at the distance of .2 or 300 yards from the 
entrance. He since informs me that he has got specimens from 
a mine near Keswick of the length of 6 feet 3 inches.] 

F. Jan.—Dec. 

I,. Tubercles mealy, scattered : plant upright, very muchhir'tus. 
branched. 

Hofm.lich, 30. 1—Ger. 1372. 5—Dill. 13. 12—Barr. 1277. 4. 

   
  



46 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. Lichen. G. Sonzezeltat crus- 
taceous; THREAD-LIKE. 

Stem •very short, woody. Branches many, sending out 
shorter lateral branches 1 to 2 inches or more in' length, grey 
green, beset with thin stiff fibres. DILL. Paler than the L. 
floridus, grey green or yellow white; branches more crowded 
and shorter. HOFFMAN. 

Woods, thickets and old hedges. Stumps of old pear trees, 
Herefordshire. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

chalybeifor' L. Plant prostrate; branches straddling, waved and mat- 
rms. 	ted together. 

Dill. 13. JP—FL dan. 262. 
Stems stiff; cylindrical, diverging, variously bending, not 

crowded, 2 or 3 inches long, but little branched, grey to brown 
green. Growing on the trunks of oaks it does not hang down 
but clings to the hark. DILL. Fructification not discovered. 

Trunks of trees, stones, and old wood. [On the south end 
of Kendal Fell, sometimes on the rocks, but more commonly 
on the dwarf Junipers, the branches of which it covers, giving 
the shrubs a grotesque appearance. Mr. Gounti.] 

exi'lis. 	L. Saucers brown black; plant black, roughish, opake; 
very much branched; matted together. 

Dill. 13. 9; resembles it ; (Lightfoot.) 
Saucers nearly as large as white Poppy seed, hemispherical, 

bordered, black, the bottom blackish.brown, the edge very en-
tire. HUM. Seems to be between a Lichen and a Conforva. 
I have examined many scores, but never found it in fruit. Mr. 
NEWBERRY. Have examined thousands of specimens, but never 
found it with saucers. Mr. GRIFFITH. 

L. scaler. Iuds.—On the most naked rocks of the High-
land mountains. LIGHT& [On rocks whose surfaces lie nearly 
even with the ground, on the sides of hills, the soil of which 
is peon earth, ill Dartmoor, Devonshire. Mr. NEWBERRY.] 

P. Ian. Dec. 

lanaqus. 	L. Plant nearly black, opake, prostrate, very much 
branched, matted together. 

7acq. misc. ii. 10. 5—Dill. 11. S. 
Resembling the L. pubescent, but much finer, nearly as fine 

as hair, less rigid, nay rather soft, very muc4t branched, decum-
bent, black green, opake. jAco. Two or :3 inohes long. 
Branches not compressed, blacker and more crowded than in the 
L.jubatus, diverging in various directions, more branched and 
sub-dividing into shorter and more numerous hair-like seg-
ments, matted together. DILL. Branches sometimes swollen 
as if jointed. Can these swelling's ever form the fructification? 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG./E. Lichen. G. Somewhat MIS:. • 	 47, 
taceous ; THREAD-LIKE. 

Mr, Griffith is satisfied that the L. lanatus and L. chalybei_ 
formis are not distinct, nor have I yet seen any specimens 
which can justify a different opinion. 

Rocks and stony places. In Cornwall. About Borth one 
mile from Bangor, North Wales. DILL.—In the Highlands 
and Lowlands. LIGHTF.—[On rocks on the sides of hills-on 
Dartmoot, Devonshire. Mr. NEWBERRY.—Rocks about Llyn 
y Cwn, Caernarvonshire, but never in fruit. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

P. Jan. Dec. 
Var. 2. Branches inosculating. 7acq. co//. ii. 13. 6: 

L. Saucers olive colour, changing to tubercles : plantpubes'cens. 
black, shining, prostrate, very much branched, 
matted together. 

7acq. misc. ii. 9. 7.—Dill. 17. 32. 
Very black, exceedingly tender, resembling very fine wool 

or rough silk. LINN. This elegant plant is not more thah 
inch high, spreading, without any proper stem ; branches very 
slender interwoven, like lace;. divisions forked. DILL. Of a 
black fuscous colour, but paler towards the extremities. Saucers 
near the centre of the plant of an olive colour ; very rarely 
found. They are at first concave with an inflected margin, 
wrinkled when magnified. They scarcely rise above The thread-
like branches, but at length the margins become reflected and 
the saucer more elevated, assuming the shape of a tubercle, 
about the size of a vetch seed. The plant has not the polished 
appearance when in fruit. Mr. GRIFFITH. From the specimens 
before me it would seem that the plant in its younger state is 
quite black and polished, brown black when older, losing its 
polish, and when very old bleaching to pale brown and even to 
white. Linnmus had given the above figure of Dillenius to his 
variety of the L. islandicus marked v, but Mr. Lightfoot after 
an examination of the original specimen of Dillenius and corn-
paring it with the figure, was decidedly of opinion that Linne 
had been mistaken, and that it was really the L. pubescens. In 
a finely fruited specimen sent by Mr. Brown the saucers are, 
sometimes edged with prickles like projections, probably the 
origin of young branches ; they are brown black on the surface, 
white and pithy within,. Mr. Brown says it always produces 
fractifications on the summit of Lochain in Breadalbane, though 
rarely elsewhere in the Highlands. 

Rocks and stony places in Westmoreland. HUDS.—On Snow-
don. DILL.—Glyder Vawr, near Snowdon. PENN.—[Summit 
of Carnedd Llewelyn, and Garn Davidd, Caernarvonshire. Mr. 
GRIFFITH.] 

L. Tubercles flesh-coloured, rigged : plant pendent,articula'tus. 
'cracked and swollen. E. tot. 

   
  



48 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGA. Lichen. G. Somewhat crus- 
taceous; THREAD-LIKE. 

E. lot. 25S—Col. ecthr. ii. 83. 2.—Park. 1312. 5—Dill. p.4—
H. ox. xv. 7. row the lasts  11—Mich. 39.1. 

Plant white ; 6 to 12 inches long. Stem thick, branches 
very long, terminating sub-divisions very fine, hanging down. 
Sometimes smooth and regular, sometimes knotted ; the smooth 
branches the finest, most flexible, and most sub-divided. DILL. 

In woods on branches of trees. Wood near Stoken-church, 
on Beech near Burnley, Lancashire, and on Hazel in Gattley 
Park, Herefordshire. DILL. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

V ar.2.16arbatus. Tubercles flesh-coloured, small, few : plant 
pendent, rather jointed; branches thread-shaped, expanding. 

Dill. 12. 6. 
Two foot or more in length, branches not much thicker than 

a sewing thread, •greenish-white. Not much branched, but 
the number of threads together form a considerable large bush or 
tail. These straight threads send out lateral fibres throughout 
their whole length, either simple or divided, standing out side-
wise, not pendent. Saucers few, rarely met with, small, flesh-
coloured. DILL. It is on the authority of Dr. Smith that we 
place this as a var. of L. articulatus. L. barbatus. Linn. &c. Ia 
both kinds the stem and branches consist of a greenish outward 
crust inclosing a white woody thread, which runs through the 
Whole plant and is surrounded by white wool like fibres which 
connect it with the crust. 

Branches of. trees. Forest of Dean, Gloucestershire, and 
near Bishop's Castle. DILL.—Pine Forests, Scotland. L/GUTF. 

.[Oldfield wood near Kendal. Mr. GouGH.] 

L. Plant lemon-coloured, upright, very much branched, 
branches nearly of a length, angultir, angles unequal. 
7acq. misc. ii. 10. 4.—Fl. elan. 226—Dill. 13. 16. 

Lemon-coloured; always upright. Stems at first smooth, 
cylindrical, almost orange ; paler with age, pitted, compressed, 
at length rough with a yellow farinaceous powder. Jaco. Grows 
in clusters round the branches of trees, chiefly oak. Shrubby; 
branches divided and sub-divided, matted together in various 
directions, not more than 1 or 11 inch long, cylindrical, thin, 
tender, soft in wet, rigid in dry seasons, paler or deeper yellwv, 
terminating in short hair-like fibres. DILL. In winter it changes 
to a dull olive green. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 	4 

Trunks and branches of trees. In a wood four miles from 
Basingstoke on the road to Salisbury. Corsley Heath, Somer-
setshire, About Slingford, Sussex. In Deu Park near Horsham, 
and Eridge Park near Tunbridge. Near Totteridge not far 
from Barney, Hertfordshire. DILL. On DArtmoor and else-
where in Devonshire, and frequent in Somersetshire. Huos.— 

vulpi'nus. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGAL. Lichen. G. Son2eu.  that crus- 	40 
tuceous; THREAD-LIKE. 

[On apple and sycamore trees in Cornwall, frequent. Mr.STAcit- 
nousE.] 	 P. Jan.-Dec.* 

L. Saucers grey green, radiated : branches pendent, plica'ttts. 
thread-shaped, waved, matted together. 

Dill. 11. 1-f. bet. 2.57-Mattb. 62-Ger. 1369, and 1156.1-
Mattb. a. C. B. 65. 1-Lob. ohs. 643. 2. 583. 1, ic. ii. 242. 
1, and 155. I-Dod. 471. Q-Ger. em. 1558 and 133P-Park. 
1312. 	B.i. 6. 8E-Trag. 940, on the right hand 
branch of the tree. 

Branches thread-like, not very thin, matted together, un-
equally divided into other branches, the slender divisions fi-
brous, rather stiff, grey. Saucers lateral and terminating, flat, or 
but little concave, thin, grey above, brownish underneath, with-
out any proper border, but the edge fringed with radiating hairs. 
The old plants are covered with a rough, whitish, warty crust. 
DILL. The secondary smaller branches go off at right angles 
from the larger ones. The plant varies in colour from grey 
green to yellowish. 

Tree Moss. Branches of trees in thick woods, but rare. 
Woodcote Wood, Hampshire. A wood near Northwim, Hert-
fordshire. [On old trees about Kendal, not unfrequent. Mr. 
GOUGH.] 	 P. Jan.-Dec. 

L. Saucers pale yellow green, radiated, plant upright;  flo'ridus. 
branched. 

Dicks. h. 1.-11offm. rich. :30. 2-Col. ecphr. 3.34. 1-Park. 1312. 
3-Ger. 1372. 6-Ger. em. 1560. 5-Park. 1312. 2-11. ox. 
xv. 7. row the last. 14-Ham. ii. Lichen 3-Dill. 13. 13. 
A.-Mich. 39. 5-K714A 6. 

Grows very like a shrub. Stem very short, blackish. Branches 
wide-spreading, numerous, grey green. Saucers large, termi-
nating, concave, smooth, fringed. DILL. Colour bluish green, 
the larger branches tawny, lave for the size of the plant ; smal-
ler branches upright, cylindrical, thickly set with horizontal 
hair-like fibres. Saucers large, terminating, slightly concave, 
pale yellowish colour, sometimes an inch in diameter ; border 
friicd with long radiating fibres, which sometimes also grow 
out of the under convex greenish side. HOFFM. 

Branches of trees, especially oaks. DILL. [Helewood near 
Plymouth. Mr. KNAPPE. On stumps of old pear trees, Here- 
fordshire. Mr. STACKHOUSE.] 	 P. Jan.-Dec. 

• In Norway they mix this plant with powdered glass, and strew it 
upon dead carcases to poison wolves. It dyes woullen6 yellow. 

VOL. IV. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG/E. Lichen. H. Herbaceous: 

H. Herbaceous. 
farina'ceus. L. Saucers mealy, on the edge of the foliage: leaves grey 

glaucous green, upright, compressed, branched. 
Vail!. 20.13.14. 15—Dill. 23. 63, A, B, C.—Walt. No. 9. 
Short and hair-like when young (A); broader when older 

(B); 1 to 3 inches high, compressed, segments sometimes fewer 
and broader (C), irregular, grey glaucous green, smooth, rigid. 
Warts on the edge of the branches, mealy, as is the whole 
plant, flat, or rising, resembling saucers. DILL. 

Trunks and branches of trees; whitest on the sloe. DILL. 
P. Jan—Dec. 

Var. 2. Leaves broader. Mealy warts smaller, more fre-
quent, so that the edges become curled. DILL. 173. 

Dill. 23. 63. D. ' 
Var. 3. Leaves broader, stiffer: Warts larger, less fre- 

quent. DILL. 173. 
Dill. 23. 63. E. 

Sec L. calicaris. 

fucifor'mis. L. Saucers white, mealy, small ; foliage grey white : 
leaves nearly straight, even, rather velvety, branched; 
segments spear-shaped. 

E. bot.72F—D;11. 22. 61. 
Leaves flat, thick, leather-like, rigid. DILL. 
,Found by M. Gosselin on rocks on the coast of Guernsey. 

Drcics. iii. 17. [and at King Arthur's Castle, at Tintagel, 
Cornwall, by DAWSON TURNER, Esq.] 

Pinas'tri. L. Leaves yellow green, ascending, lobed, edged with a 
yellow curled and powdery border. 

Hoff). lick. 7. 1, and enum. 22. 2. 
Grows in small roundish patches ; leaves f an inch high, 

rather upright, lobed, the edges swollen. Surface often sprinkled 
with black dots which under the ticroscope appear like fungous 
tubercles. No saucers have hitherto been found. HopErdiat. 

On the bark of Scotch Fir trees. DICKS. iii. 18. 

oalica'ris. L. Saucers pale green grey; lateral and terminatiirg 
foliage pale grey green, upriOt, strap-shaped, 
branched, pitted, convex, ending in sharp points. 

D111.23. 	ecpbr. i. 334 2—H. ox. xv. 7. row the last, 
5—Park. 1312. .1—Fl.dass. 939. 1—Walt. No. S—Vaill. 20.6. 

Dillenius does not think this specifically different from the 
L. farintueur, and Mr. Relhan is of the same opinion. From 

   
  



' 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGiE. Lichen: H: Herbaceous. 	51 

t to 3 inches high, or more, variously branched. Leaves (or 
rather „stems) convex on one side, hollow on the other, with 
shallow oblong pits on each side, smooth, rather shining and 
stiffish. Saucers small, lateral and terminating, concave, be. 
coming flat, the same colour as the plant, viz. pale greenish 
grey. The tops of the branches end in hooked points, either 
upright or horttontal, which is peculiar to this species and rea. 
dily distinguishes it. Dm.. 

Rocks, and on the bark of trees. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 
Var. 2. Tubercles hemispherical. 
Plant simple greenish yellow white ; solid, smooth; 1 or 

if inch high. Tubercles yellow white; white within; tenni-
flaring, though there is often a small branch sent out from the 
base of the tubercle, in nearly an horizontal direction. The 
plant though smooth to the touch is not without some minute 
rising eminences. 

On a high Common at the Land's End, Cornwall. May. 

L. Tubercles blackish, like dots in the substance of the trapeszifor-. 
plant, at length rising to the surface : leaf dark green, 
thickish, minute; the angles rounded. 

E. bor. 59;,'-.11edau. stirp. ii. 20. 4.-Mich. 54. ord. 36. :3-
Dill. 30. 133. 

L. endocarpn. Bot. Arr. Ed. iii. Endocarp?: plait:I& 
Hedwig. On the ground on barren heaths near Croydon. [Cre-
vices of rocks thinly covered with earth, King's Park, Edin-
burgh Mr. Baowx.] 

L. Saucers brown black, border like the leaf : foliage red- croca'tus. 
dish yellow with yellow granulations : segments 
indented, rounded, pitted. 

Dicks b. s.-Hojablich. 3t4. 1, 2, 	84. 12. 
Foliage yellow and powdery at the edge. LINN. Leaf some. 

what leathery, flat, somewhat wrinkled, divided into large beg. 
ments, of different shades of yellow green, olive and reddish, 
within always bright yellow, of the same colour underneath, 
but covered with a blackish wool, with yellow dots interspersed. 
rellmv bolls disposed along the edge and often over the whole 
suriace in a chain-like or net-like manner. Saucers few, the 
border thick, formed by a swelling of the leaf. Dit.ss. 

Rocks in the Highlands. 

L. Saucers brown, white on the outside, on pedicles : prunas'tri. 
foliage nearly ‘‘ hitc, quite 1\ hite and cottony under- 
matt ; pitted, rather upright. 

21. 	•20. 1I-Gar. 1577. 1--Ii."llij 
I 2 • 

   
  



52 	 CAYPTOGAMIA. ALG1E. Lichen. IL Herbaceous. 

Leaves white; warts mealy. Saucers large, white on the 
outside, red brown within, on foot-stalks, on the edges of the 
leaves. Mr. REIMAN ; who is now satisfied' that his L. cOrnicu-
latus is the same as /he L. prunastri of Linnzus. From.i to 3 
inches long, sometimes mealy, sometimes not ; leaves and seg-
ments broad, flat, like stags horns, pale bluish grey, hoary, or 
woolly underneath, by which and by its softness it is readily 
distinguishable from every other species. Saucers on plants 
which are shorter and less branched, fixed to the ends of the 
branches, rather paler and whiter than the leaves, brownish 
with age. DILL. Saucers grey white; reddish when. old. 
WETS. 

Trunks and branches of trees, on old willows it is softest, on 
blackthorn whitest. DILL. 	 P. Jan.—Dec." 

Var. 2. Narrow-leaved. 
Dill. 21. 54—Vaill. 20. 7. 

Leaves tender, divided and sub-divided into narrow, ob-
long, horned segments, smooth but not shining, upper surface 
convex, under side hollow. DILL. 

L. prunastri. ((3 Huds.) On dry half decayed branches of 
Heath, on a moor 2 miles from Lippock, Hampshire. DILL.--
Trunks of trees and on pales. [Grows common with the L. 
prunastri on trunks of trees. Staley bridge, near.  Manchester. 
Mr. BRADBURY.] 	 B. Jan.—Dec. 

glau'cus. L. Saucers brown, small : foliage pale and glaucous)  de-
pressed, lobed, smooth, curled and mealy at the 
edge. 

Dill. 25. 96— Jac). coll. iv. 19. 2—Fl. dan. 598—Hom. enum• 
20. 1—H. ox. xv. 7. row 4. 1. 

Leaves thinner than paper, of a mixture of white, ash-co-
lour, and sea-green. LINN. Leaves cut and curled like those 
of Endive, smooth and shining on both sides, pale sea-greens 
brown underneath, substance black. Edges of t he segments of 
the leaves mealy. Saucers small, brown. DILL.' 

On the ground amongst stones and rocks, and on heaths. On 
Emmot-moor near Coln, Lancashire; and on Banstead Downs; 
near Moffat, and in Breadalbane. 	 P. Jan.—Dec,  

fal'lax. 	L. Saucers red brown, terminating: foliage sea green) 
thin, jagged, white underneath, with black spots. 

Dill. 22. 58—Holm. lich. 4.611, 2, 3—Mich. 37. 
- 	Differs from L. glaucies for which it may be easily mistaken, 

as follows. Segments diffuse, not depressed, white underneath) 

* It has a remarkable property of imbibing and retaining odours, and 
is therefore the basis of rawly perfumed powders, 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. Lichen. H. Herbaceous. 	63 

never black or brown. Saucers terminating, not generally scat- 
tered over the surface of the leaves. •DIcics. 13. Leaves several 
from the same centre, a finger's length, cut into a few segments, 
elegantly fringed and finely cut at the edge ; fringe crisp, gra- 
nulated ; surface smooth, substance blackish. Saucers large, 
terminating, concave,' wrinkled, reddish within. DILL. 

Rocks in Devonshire. 

L. Saucers purplish brown, very large : leaves brown tslan dicus. 
green, ascending, the edges raised and fringed. 

lacy. coll. iv. S. 1—Dill. 28. 111—Hofm. licb. p. 1—Woodv. 
205—Fl. dan. 155—B11:ago. 599—Giseke 5C—Micb. 44. 4— 
Buxb. ii. 6. I. 

Saucers circular, very entire, placed on the leaf. Lim 
Crowded, connected, ascending, varying greatly in shape and 

. size. Leaves often several inches high, cut and divided, seg- 
ments remote, extremities ending in two short, blunt horns. 
ciu,face smooth, shining, channeled, wrinkled, brown or pale 
green; edges turned in, fringed with stiff bristles. Substance 
membranaceous, soft, not easily torn; horny and stiff when dry. 
Saucers on the ends of the broader lobes, but seldom at the ex- 
tremity of the plant or at the edges ; very large, fringed, pur- 
plish brown. Fringe sometimes wanting. HOFFMAN. 

On the top of Snowdon and Clogwyn y Garnedd in North 
Wales, and only in small quantities. DILL. On many moun- 
tains in the Lowlands and Highlands, on the Pentland Hills, on 
Scrape near New Posso, on Craig-cailleach in Breadalbane. [Be- 
tween Bwlch las and the summit of Snowdon, but not in fruit. 

'Generally attached to the Br. hypnoides. Mr. GRIerrrii.)* 
Var. 2. Leaves narrower, the edges rolled in, the ends not 

fringed. DILL. 212. 
Dill. 28. 112—Buxb. ii. 6. 2 ; 5. 3 and 4, 

Pale green, whitish underneath. Segments slender, curled. 
This is the plant in its young state when growing under heath 
OF other shrubs. HOFFMAN. 

L. Saucers red brown, mostly on the edg,cs of the foline pulmona'- 
leaves green, jagged, blunt, smooth; pitted; downy rius. 
underneath. 

 

Ilofm. &h. 1. 2—Gars. 34e—Dill. 2p. 112-111;cb. 45. ord. 
14—Fl. dan, 1007-111atth. E0:.;9—Lob. obs. ti47. 2. 

* The Icelanders boil it in broth, or dry it and make it into bread. 
They likewise make gruel of it to mix with milk ; hut the lirt deco. tam 
is always thrown away, for it is apt to purge. it has lately got a rqu- 
*anon 1i.r curing consumptive complaints. 

   
  



64 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGA.,  Lichen. H. Herbaceous, 

248. 1-Dod. 474. 1-Ger. em. 1565.1-Park 1315. I-Ger. 
1375. 1.-111atth. a C. B. 733. II.-Fuebs.637-Trt.g. 524. 
Lau. i. 219. 3-11. ox. xv. 7. rest, 4. 1. p. 631-Blacknv. 
335-Neck. meth. 1.7 , a target. 

Ta✓gets grow upon the leaves. LINN, I. suet. Flat broad, 
loose, irregularly lobed; lobes indented, about an inch broad, 
several inches long, cloven at the end, and lopped. Substance 
flexible, white and woolly within. Surface fine green, bluish 
when dried, brownish with age, spread over with an elevated 
net-work, with hollows in the interstices. Warts mealy, 
crowded, on the edges of the leaf or on the rising edges of the 
net-work. Saucers in the hollows or at the edges of ' the 
leaves, facing horizontally, circular, 2.Ioths of an inch dia-
meter, often '2 or 3 together, brown red, or dark purplish. The 
plants with saucers are not very common, but are chiefly to be 
,found on the higher branches of trees, in which situation also 
other Lichens, seldom yet found with 'saucers must be looked 
for, as the caperatus, glancus, saratilis, &c. HoFFMAN. 

Lungwort, Hazel Rag, or Hazel Cranks; North of Ire-
land. Rags, Herefordshire. On the trunks of old trees, prin-
cipally oaks, in shady woods. On heaps of stones in moist 
shady places. RAY. [Gam Dingle, Mr. GRIFFITH. On Oaks 
in the New Forest.] 	 P. Jan.-Dec4 • 

eiliatris. 	L. Saucers red brown, scolloped, on fruit-stalks : leaves 
somewhat upright, segments strap-shaped, fringed. 

Dicks. b. s.-Hsffm. itch. 3. 4-Jacq. coll. iv. 13. 1-Fl. 
711-Paill. 20. 4-Tour,,. 325. 2. C-Walt. 9-Dill. 20.4.6 
-Hedw. theor. 30. and 31. 177, 178, 179, 1.80-H. ex. 
xv.  .7. row 4. 6. fig. next but one to the margin.-Coll. 
ecphr. 1, 334. 3, the uppermost  fig.-Happ. i. Lich. i. 

Foliage strap-shaped, narrow, l or 2 inches long, variously 
cut into pointed segments, fringed with blackish pr self-coloured 
hairs, so as to give a rough and almost prickly appearance to 

. the plant. •When wet good green above, sea green underneath, 
but whitish when dry; smooth. Warts of the same or.a darker 
colour, numerous, often crowded. Saucers on the upper branches 
and on the stem, on short pedicles ; dark brown to black; bor.- 
der the colour of the leaves. HoFFMAN. 	 • 

On trees, in woods common. 
Var. 9. Warty. Large, without saucers, but thickly set 

with small warts, 

• It is reckoned very efficacious in consumptive cases; this opinio$ 
merits a further investigation. Woollen cloth boiled with it became of 
a durable orange. Iturry. The people of Herefonphire dye their stock• 

, ings with it of a durable brown. 1?ii-Li 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG)E. Lichen. H. Herbaceous. 

Dill. 20. 45. B. 
91,r. Griffith favoured me with a specimen of this which he 

says he has watched for 10 years and it remains the saute, only 
encreasing in size. Branches and segments not unlike the horns 
of a deer, and velvety like the young horns. Warts dark red-
rish brown, very minute. 

55 

L. Saucers reddish brown : foliage greyish, prostrate, as furfura'ceus. 
if sprinkled with bran; segments acute; pitted and 
black underneath. 

Hops.  lich.,9. 2—Buxb. ii. 7. 1 and 2—Dill. 21. 5.2—Mich. 
38. ord. 4. I. Barr. 1277. 3. 

Saucers the edges frequently bent back, making them ap-
pear convex. Mr. WOODWARD. I have never found a plant with 
saucers. WEIS. p. fill. LEYSER ft. 1147. Mr. NEWBERRY. Plant 
expanding from a narrow base, more or less crowded and as-
cending: branches bent back, segments numerous, terminating 
in brownish-pointed horns. Surface greyish, rough with a pow-
dery substance, often greenish ; wrinkled and blackish under-
neath. Saucers rarely seen, large, nearly hemispherical, brown 
red within, placed on the surface of. the larger branches. 
HOFFMAN. Leaves often as if thorny at the edges, not rigid. 

Trunks and branches of trees, and old pales. [Plentifully on 
Wild Tor-Rock, a large rock five miles from Chagford, Devon. 
shire, and also on many of the smaller rocks of granite. Mr. 
NEWSERRY. In great quantity on the trees in Edgbaston Park, 
but not in fruit.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Saucers dark brown, nearly sitting : leaves grey green,-  tenel'lus. 
segments blunt, nearly upright, fringed, the ends 
tubular when old. 

Hops. lich. 3. 2 and 0—Dill. 20. 46—Vail. 20. 5—Mich, 50. 
ord. e and 28. 

Variously shaped, forming at first a small flat circle, see.--
ments slender, subdivided at the ends, grey white, greenish 
when wet, more grey underneath. Surface sprinkled with mi-
nute black dots, edges hairy. Other parts of the leaves swel-
litg at the end pour forth a greenish powder, the discharge of 
which leaves an open cavity in the substance. Saucers on short 
foot-stalks, rare, found on the plants with leaves hollow at the 
ends. They are circular, brown or blackish, surrounded with a 
border the colour of the plant. This species connects the leafy 
and tiled Lichens with the leafy and upright. Common on 
stones and trees ; chiefly the Willow and Blackthorn. kiorrm. 

On most trees and sometimes on scones. 

   
  



SO' 	CRYBTOGA1171IA. ALGA. Lichen. H. Herbaceous. 

fraxin'eus. 	Saucers Pale brown, on pedicles : foliage greenish 
ash-colour ; straight, oblong, spear-shaped, .pitted, 
smooth, somewhat jagged. 

elan. 1187—Dill. 22. 5E—Hofm. lich. 18. 1. 2—Touen. 
325.4, B.—Hopp. iii. Lichen -Wale. No. 9—H. ox. 
7. raw the last, 3 and 4 ; row 3. 14—Mich. 36. 1. 

From I to 6 inches high, varying in shape, wrinkled or 
meshed, with hollows on each side. Leaves of the younger 
plants, less wrinkled, shorter, spear-shaped. Branches but few, 
rising from one common stem, divided into several segments, 
terminating in pointed horns. Flexible when moist, more rigid 
and paler when dry. Colour on both sides glaucous, or pale ash> 
yellowish with age, Saucers very common, on every part of the 
plant, circular, concave, obtaining a pedicle from the substance 
of the leaf, pale brown or flesh-colour within. HOFFMAN. Sau-
cers mostly of a pale straw_colour, but sometimes of the same 
colour with the leaf. Leaf greenish ash-colour, stiff. 

Trunks of trees, on poplar, apple, &c. but chiefly on oak 
and ash, 	• P. Jan, —Dec. 

seopulorruntL. Tubercles pale brown, glossy, on short pedicles : fo-
liage pale green, straight, flat, glossy, strap-shaped, 
a little jagged, 

E hot. 688—Fl. elan: 959, 2. 
Not L. scopulorum, of Gmel. cyst. qeg. and Dill. 22, 60; 

for that is L. fucoides, not above an inch lotT, and has a vel-
vety surface ; this is 6 or 8 inches long, its surface' quite 
smooth. 

On rocks both in England and Scotland. DIcxs. iii. 18. 
• 

Bur gcssii. L. Saucers brown, elevated ; border green, leafy, curled: 
leaves somewhat tiled, curled, green. 

E. got. 300—Lightf. 26, 1, at is. 82f—Hofm. intim. 21. 1. 
Leaves thin, pellucid, dull greed, clustered together so as to 

form a thick cushion about as broad as the hand ; smooth above, 
finely downy beneath, purplish brown when dry and the under-
side hoary. Dr. SMITH ; who discovered this rare species about 
the Devil's bridge, at Hafod in Cardiganshire, on trunks of 
trees. See E. bor. p. 30(', 

It was first discovered on trunks oc hazel and birch in Durn-
fricshire, by the Rev. Dr, BURGESS orKirkmichael. 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

glomuliferus. L. Saucers tawny : leaves glaucous, even, creeping, bear-
ing dark green branched, tufted excrescences. 

E. got. 290—Mich. 4C—Dill. 26. 9E—jacq. coll. iii. 9.2. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGZ. Lichen. 14. Herbaceous. 

Lightfoot's description very good, but the young saucer: 
have rime the appearance at first of warts than tubercles, being 
merely risings in the substance of the leaves; with a small per-
forated point in the centre. As these swell, the edges recede 
and the disk is discovered. I have always seen the shields and 
halls on the same plant, and if it be -true that these and the 
shields are distinct parts of fructification, the glomerula must be 
male and not female, as Micheli, and after him Scopoli have 
supposed : as Hedwig has clearly proved the seed-vessels and 
seeds to be situate in the shields of such species as he has exa-
mined, from whence analogy will certainly point them out to 
be so in all. Mr. WOODWARD. Spreading in a circular form to a 
large size, greyish blue, smooth and even, rough underneath 
and dirty white or brown, with numerous fibres. Leaves solid, 
tough, rather leathery, variously and elegantly cut. Saucers the 
size of a lentil, reddish, surrounded with is  blue grey granuluted 
border. DILL. 

L. laciniatus. Huds. and Bot. arr. ed. ii. L.' qucreifolitts. 
Jacq. coll. L. laciniosus. Gmtl. syst. veg. On the road be-
tween Carno and Mayne Lloin. DILL. [On trees on the great 
Island in Winandermere, and in the woods at Corby Castle, 
Cumberland. Dr. J. E. SMITH. On ash, sycamore, and oak, in 
the North West of Devonshire. Mr. NEWBERRY. About 
Cenioge House between Llanrwst and Corwen ; also between 
Llanrwst and Capel cerrig. Mr. GRLFFITH.] 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Saucers tawny, edged with green : leaves bright green, lxte.vitrens. 
bluntly lobed and scolloped ; underneath whitish, 
downy, veinless. 

Hofm. lich. i. 10. (2—Fl. clan. 1124—E. hot. 291—Dill. 25. 98 
—IL ex. xv .7 . row •1. :3. 

Large as one's hand, leaves tiled, roundish, variously cut, 
broad, blunt, scolloped. Substance flexible, soft and herbaceous 
when moist, but rather tough. Surface even, of a pleasant green, 
deeper coloured when dry, and changing to grey, glaucous, or• 
brown. Underneath wrinkled, brown, whitish towards the 
margin fibrous. Saucers numerous, large, mostly towards the 
central parts of the plant, red brown. On stones as well as on 
trunks and roots of trees. HoFFm. 
• L. herbaceus. Huds. &c. On ash trees in Ireland, on stones 

at Coomb Floyd near Bishop's Castle, and on oaks between 
Carno and Mayne Lloin in Merionethshire. What seems to be 
a variety of it near Wal:ehurst, Sussex. DILL. Near Ivy 
Bridge, Devonshire, and in Yorkshire and Cumberland. Huos. 
—and Scotland, not uncommon. LICHTF. [On trees between 
Kendal and Bowness, and in many other parts of Westmoreland. 
Dr. J. E. Shunt. On ash, sycamore, and oak in the North 
West part of Devonshire. Mr. Na/BERRY.] 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

   
  



F38 	• • CRYPTOGAMIA. ALO.E. Lichen. N. Herbacaus. 

caperatus.1. Saucers • red brown : foliage pale green, wrinkled, 
waved at the edge, creeping. 	• 	• 

2S. 97—Hem. lich. 38.1; 39.1; 42. 1—Jac?. coll. iv. 
20. 1—Hefirms. enum. 19. 2, and 20. 1—E. bat. 654—Mich. 
48. 1—H. ox. xv. 7. row 4. 1. 

Not very leafy, sea green yellow. Saucers seldom found. 
LIMN. Circular in its growth, from 1 inch to 1 foot in diame-
ter, the small ones like a rose, the larger ones less regular. 
Leaves oblong, cut, terminating segments broadest, yellow glau-
cous green ; surface not pitted, but marked with oblong or ob-
lique unequal wrinkles, as well on the leaves as on the central 
crust. Saucers on the larger plants, either pale flesh colour, or 
the same colour as the leaves. The whole plant sometimes 

'mealy, and bearing mealy warts. DILL. 
On stones, rocks, trees, pales. 	 Jana—Dec. • 

scrobicula'tus L. Saucers tawny, very minute : warts mealy : foliage 
dull grey green, depressed, roundish, pitted, slightly 
lobed and scolloped. 

E. hot. 497—Hem. &A l. 1—Dill. 29. 114—Mich. 49. or4'. 
• 21—lacy. toll. iv. 18. 2. 

Leaves broad, flat, variously lobed. Lobes indented ; seg-
ments rounded, blunt, sometimes scolloped. Substance not very 
thick, flexible. Upper side sea-green, greyish in the hollows, grey 
or whitish when dry, yellowish when old ; every part pitted or 
hollowed. Warn mealy, on the borders of the pits, the edge 
of the leaf or the end of the lobes, solitary, scattered or crowded, 
the size of a pin's head, brownish with age, often perforated. 
Saucers rarely to be found, seated in the hollows, concave, bor-
der entire, brownish, centre yellowish or reddish brown. 
}form Saucers hemispherical, hollow, yellowish, tawny at 
the bottom. Huos. Segments broad, blunt, moderately thick, 
rather stiff; with circular hollows, blue grey. Saucers mealy, 
granulated, partly on the leaves, partly on their edges. DILL. 

Lichen verrucosus. Huds. L. verrucarius. Gmel. syst. veg. 
Trunks and roots of trees, on large stones, and at the foot of 
rocks. Among the pebbles at Cockbush on the coast of Sussex. 
Roson.—On large stones near Dolgelle, Merionethshire. DILL. 
On rocks just above Great Malvern, Worcestershire. ST. 
't Near Keswick, Cumberland. Dr. J. E. SMITH. On ash, sy. 

• 
* The people in the north of Ireland and Ible of Man, dye wool 

with it of an orange colour. Serge dyed with it became of a lemon. 
colour, but if previously infused and burled in urine, of a russet brown. 

probahly what the people in the north of Ireland call Stone-crottla, 
and which there and in the Isle of Man, is used to dye wool of an orange. 
colour. It is also called Arall, from the reseinblancil it has to the cresol 
in its use in dying. RUTTY. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGA. Lichen. II.' Herbaceous. 

camore, and oak in the N. NV. of Devonshire. Frequently. 
growing on the same trunk with L. herbaceous, lescinatus, and 
nigrestens. Mr. NEWBERRY. Garn Dingle, and woods about 
Garthewin, Denbighshire. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Saucers brown red, bordered : leaves lead-coloured, Iiiumibetis. 
bluntly lobed ; blue and spongy underneath. 

Dicks. h. s.—E. bat. 3.53—Lightf: 26, at p. S26—Hofm. MUM. 
21. 2—Dill. 24. 73—Mich. 43, ord. 23. 1. 

Leaves, the edges and woollinefs on the under-surface blue. 
Roos. Leaver when dry ash-coloured or yellowish white, and 
in long preservation the blue spongy hairs turn white : they fre-
quently extend beyond the edge of the leaves. Shields brownish 
red, small, scolloped when old, their brims of the colour of 
the leaves. LICHTF. 

L. cerruleseens. Huds. p. 531. Trunks of trees. Near Pen. 
tir and Bangor. DILL. About Bradford, Yorkshire. About 
Drumlanrig, and in Barntimpenn Linn, about five mile from 
Moffat, Dr. Buttons in Fl. Scot. [On the great island in 
Winandermere. Dr. J. E. SMITH. On trunks of oak, ash, and 
elm, Devonshire, very common. Mr. NEWBERRY. Gam Din. 
.gle, and about Llannvst, common. Mr. GRIFFITH.1 

P. Jan..—Dec. 

L. Saucers dark brown red; foliage black green, mem- satumi'nus. 
branaceous, lobes rounded, woolly and ash-coloured 
underneath. 

• Dicks. 6. P. 
Leaf depresstxT, somewhat plaited, slightly wrinkled above, 

of a bluish or brownish blackish hue, very woolly underneath, 
Saucers scattered, reddish or brown; border of the same colour, 
DICKS. 

Trunks i)r. trees, Scotland. [At Craigy Half, near Edin. 
burgh. Mr. Bitowtr.] 

L. Saucers pale flesh-colour, terminating ; foliage white, niva'lis. 
ascending, jagged, curled, pitted, smooth the 
edges raised. 

El. dem  227—Fl, /app. 11. 
Rarely found in fruit. Linnrus describes the saucers as 

mentioned above, but they are not expressed in his figure, nor in 
that of the Fl. danica. Dillenius examined great quantities of 
this Lichen, and found only minute dots like tubercles on the 
extreme edges of the segments, of a light reddish colour. These 
may be the rudiments of the saucers mentioned by Linnwus. 

Rocks in Scotland. On Ben Lawers. Dicks. iii. 17. [On 
many mountains near Invercauld, not uncommon. Mr. BRowN.] 
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Bo 	CRYPTCidAICHA: 	 ichen. H. Herbaceous. 

Endivifoilius L. Tubercles reddish, on the edge of the leaves: foliage 
yellow gree', whitish underneath, twistcd and 
curled,. 

Micb. 42. 3. 
Barren heaths in Surry, and in Scotland ; growing on the 

ground. Dim. iii. 17. 

L. Saucers dark purple within, globular, inflated : foliage 
rather flat, lobed, scolloped. 

Dill. 24. 82-3'acq. coll. 1. 4. 3. c.—Hofm. licb. 13. 2. 
Segments, broad, short, finely scolloped, smooth on both 

sides; brownish, or purplish black. Saucers at the base or.at  
the edge of the leaves, very large, not hairy, like an inflated 
bladder, perforated at the top, wrinkled, greyish, within dark 
purple. DILL. 

This very singular plant does not seem to have been found 
since the time of Dillenius. The only known specimen was in 
his Herbarium at Oxford, but by something like slight of hand, 
it was transported to Germany, where it was purchased by Pro. 
fessor Jacquin, and in whose possession it was seen by the late 
Dr. Sibthorpe, to whom it was restored by the Professor, so that 
it may now be seen again in the Herbarium. It was drawn 
under Jacquin's direction, and this drawing has been copied-by 
Hoffman. 

On Emot Pasture near Coln, Lancashire. AICHARDSON)  who 
sent a specimen of it to Dillenius. 	P. Sept.—Nov. HUDS, 

tenuisiimus. L. Saucers dirty red, sunk in the leaf, border broad, fo-
liage brownish green, tiled, finger-like, with many 
clefts. 

Dicks. 2. 8. 
Minute, and elegant. Leaves minute, brown when dry, of 

a tender membranaceous jelly-like substance, with many clefts 
at the ends ; segments strap-shaped, unequal, expanding, some-
what fringed. Saucers proportionably large, with imperfect 
borders, the younger hollow, pitcher-shaped, on the surface of 
the leaves and of the same colour, the 'older flat, sometimes 
convex, of a dirty red. Dim. 

[On sand-banks, near Norwich. On dry sand banks usua'ly 
amongst moss. Norfolk, not unfrequenti  WOODWARD. Crib 
y Ddescil, and Clogwyn y Garnald, 

membratiai..L. Saucers pale yellow: foliage brimstone colour, mealy, 
plaited and wrinkled, depressed. 

Dick 6. 1. 
Leaf membranaceous, very thin, widely spread out, grow. 

ing closely to the ground, whitish, covered with a thin yel. 

cdus. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAIVIIA, ALGE. Lichen. I. Root central. 	01 

lowish , mealiness, black underneath. Saucers. few, minute.. 
. 

On rocks thinly covered with soil in the Highlands of Scot-
land. 

L. Saucers reddish yellow i foliage yellow, leaves minute, concolor. 
upright, crowded, curled. 	- 

Dias. 9. 8. 
Saucers few, scattered, slightly concave. Leaves 1 or 2 

. lines long, paler yellow when young, darker with age. 
On trees, and on old wood. DICKS. iii. 18. 
Mr. Griffith is satisfied that this plant is nothing but the in-

termediate state between the L. candelarius and parietinus, 
which he believes are the same species. 

I. Root central. 
L. Tubercles black : foliage blue black, roundish, plaited, Jacqui'ni. 

curled, smooth ; brown and pimpled underneath. 
Jacq. mist. ii. 9. 3. 

Black underneath. DICKS. Leaves thin, tough, leathery, 
circular, fixed to a central root, pimpled, lobed, curled. Tuber-
cles like targets, roundish, protuberating, sitting, marked with 
serpentine or concentric lines. JAcQ. misc. ii. 83. 

L. talus. Dicks. 1. and Bot. arr. ed. ii. Rocks on the 
mountains of Scotland. 

L. Tubercles black : foliage brown black, wrinkled, reti- torrefac'tus. 
culated and fibrous underneath. 
Hoffm. lick. 2. 1.2—Dill. 30. 118—Fl. dan. 471. 3. 

Plant expanded, circular, 2 or 3 inches over ; thick, rigid, 
brittle when dry ; edge indented, segments short, irregularly 
scolloped, and ragged. Surface black, brownish towards the 
centre, texture like leather, rough, tubercles black semi-globular 
grains. Under side smooth, grey brown, reticulated with veins, 
no root but in the centre., HOFFMAN, Targets black, oval, like 
protuberating warts, wrinkled, DILL. or rather marked with 
nearly concentric lines. 

When Lichens consist of only I leaf, they must appear dif-
feibent from those that are complicated, hut unless they inva-
riably are so, or differ in some more material respect, there can 
be no good reason for considering them distinct. 	 have seen 
such repeated instances of the imbricated Lichens being found 
with a single leaf, and the umbilicated Lkhins with many 
leaves, and those so complicated that they In.ry well be said to 
be imbricated, that I am convinced nature is not limited by any 
such considerations. On these grounds I am decidedly of opi- 

   
  



621 	 dRYPTOGA.MIA: ALGIE. Lichen. I. ,Root:central. 

nion that L. palms of Dickson, and L. deustus of Hudson arc 
the same plant, and neither of them other than the L. termeacrui 
of Lightfoot, consisting of one leaf. Mr. GRIFFITH. 
• L. polyrhizos. Huds. Found in the same j)laces with L. 
corneas. DILL. On rocks and stones. On St. Vincent's Rocks. 
near Bristol. Huns. About Llanberris. Mr. DAVIES in Fl. Anl. 
On the Highland Rocks frequent. LIGHTF. (On rocks in the 
mountainous parts of, Dartmoor, Devonshire, rare. Mr. NEW- 
BERRY.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

deus'tus. L. Tubercles black : foliage grey brown, smooth on both 
sides. 

Pail/. 21. 14—jacy. coll. iii. 1. 3. 
So brittle, that unless when moist, it cannot be separated 

from the rocks without being torn. Lim 
Dr. Smith thinks that the plant of Dillenius, 30. 117, is the 

L. polyrhizos, and that Vaillant's figure represents the true L. 
deustus of Linnzus. See Smith's tour. i. 104. but read Dill. 
tab. 30, instead of 20. It seems to be very like the less tiled 
and leafy specimens of the L. miniatus, except in the colour of 
the tubercles. Mr. Griffith is of opinion that the L. deustus and 
L. proboscideus are the same plant, the former with a single leaf, 
the latter either single or complicated, and has favoured me 
with the sight of an instructive set of specimens which seem 
fully to support this idea. See his observations under L. torre-
factus. 

anthra'cinusL.. Foliage black brown, smooth on both surfaces; edge 
lobed, rounded. 

lacy. misc. ii. 9. 4. 
Root single ; central. Foliage leather-like, but thin and 

. silky; brown black, naked and smooth on both surfaces; io 
shape like a lettuce; towards the edge plaited and curled. WoL-
FEN in Jacq. misc. 

On rocks in Scotland. DICKS. iii. 

Dilleinii. L. Tubercles black, small : foliage ash-coloured, bluntly 
lobed, soft, pliable, thick, underneath brown black, 
roughish. 

Dill. 30. 117. 
Rco/ single, short, like stone. Leaf circular, 1 to if inch 

diameter, bluntly lobed, leather-like, thick, pliable, soft to the 
touch on the upper side, neither polished nor hairy, ash-coloured; 
underneath more or less rough, and grey, brown or blackish. 
Tubercles small, black, a little raised above the leaf. DILL. 
This had been considered the same as the L. deustus of Lin-
nmus, but that species is brittle and smooth on both sides. 
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St. Vincent's Rocks near Bristol. DARE. in Dill.—About 
Llanbersis. Mr. DAVIES. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Tubercles black, numerous: foliage grey, consistingpolyrhi'zos. 
of several leaves with an even surface on both sides, 
but with numerous black fibres underneath'. 

Holm. tick. 3 and 4—Hall. enum. 2. 4, at p. 91 ; hist. 47. 
4, at iii. p. 88—Dill. 30. 130, and 82. 5, a very large 
plant—FL d an. 597. I. 

Foliage more rigid and more upright than in the L. poly_ 
phyllus, the edge less regularly scolloped, more black under-
neath, and thick set with short black tendrils. In other re-
spects resembling that, and has like that dots upon the leaves, 
but more distinct. DILL. Plant circular, expanded, thick, 
some incbes over, edge curled, irregularly nicked and scolloped. 
Surface wrinkled or plaited, grey white, sprinkled with minute 
dots, sometimes cracked, sometimes powdery, sometimes smooth. 
Under side very black, closely set with short forked tendrils; 
root central. HOFFMAN. Fructifications numerous, black, and 
as Dillenius describes them, ,g surrounded with a margin and 
tubercled in--the centre." Mr. RELHAN. Besides the black 
fibres underneath, it has a central root, which being broken off' 
leaves the bare place figured by Hoffman. 

This last author doubts whether his be the plant of Linnzus, 
but I think without much reason. Dr. Smith says that L. po. 
lyrhizos and L. velleus are one and the same plant. 

L. Telleus. Huds. In the 'same places with L. polobillus. 
DILL. On rocks in the Highlands, LIGHTF. and Lowlands. 
Dr. BURGESS. Clark's park and paradise near Money Musk, 
Aberdeenshire. [Carnedd Llewellyn, near the summit. On the 
top of a high hill called Mod Shabbd near Capel Cerrig ; Caer-
narvonshire. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

L. Saucers black, flattish : foliage grey brown, consisting pustula'tus. 
of a sinde leaf, circular, slightly lobed, sprinkled 
with a brack bran-like powder ; pitted underneath. 

Hops.  lick. 28. 1. 2-19. 4—Dill. 30. 131—Fl. dams. 597. 2—
Mich. 47—Vail!. 20. g. 

* Root single, central, of a stony consistence. Leaf single, 
concave, circular, 2 to 5 inches over, thin, membranaceous, lobes 
broad, shallow, deeper in the old plant, covered with numerous 
pustules, round or oblong, hollow, opening under the leaf. Plant 
when wet brown green at the edge, leaden grey in the centre, 
dirty yellow to blackish underneath. Substance white. DILL. 
Saucers very rare, only found on the very largest plants, amongst 
the pustules, circular, black, flattish : border thin, of the same 
colour. Plant flexible when wet, brittle when dry. HorFm. 
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- 	On rocks with assouth exposure under Keven Lees Castle, 
Radnorshire, and on a large mass of rock on the right, of. the 
road from Penmorvay to Dolbelmen, Caernarvonshire. DILL. 
-Near Halifax, Yorkshire. BOLT. in Buds. —in Scotland. 
LIGHTF.-•. [Malvern Hills, Worcestershire. ST.] 

P. Jan.—Dec. * 

probosci- L. Tubercles black, perforated : foliage dull grey green, 
de'us. 	lobes fringed. 

Hofm. lich. 44. I. 9-E. bet. 522-Hecbw. stir". ii. I. A-
jacq. nusc. ii. 9. 2-Dill. 29. 116-F/. dan. 471-Hall. 
hist. 47. 4. 

Leaves an inch diameter, roundish, circular, unequally and 
bluntly lobed at the edge, with a root from the centre, smooth, 
underneath here and there throwing out a fibrous root, above 
flattish, or somewhat twisted, ash-coloured, roughened with 
brown elevated points. Targets scattered over the surface, 
black, very small, pierced with a pore down to the leaf, with a 
broad flat edge. LINN. Flat, extending every way from a cen-
tral root. Deeply divided into lobes ; irregular and curled at 
the edge. HEDWrG. Root stony. Leaves not more than an inch 
long ; loose, broad, concave, segments fringed, smooth on both 
sides, not shining, when wet pellucid like horn, dull grey green. 
DILL. Targets sitting, or on pedicles, convex, often marked 
with concentric circular lines. J ACQ. 

L. crinitm. LIGHTF. On the rocks called Llyn Llydaw, 
and near Llyn Cwm y Ffynnon las ; also on the tops of the 
mountains from Cwm Brwynog, towards Ardhu, near Llanber,  
ris ; and on the highest rocks of Berwyn mountain, Derby-
shire. DILL. [On rocks in the mountainous parts of Dartmoor, 
Devonshire, rare. Mr. NEWBERRY. Surpmit of Carnedd Llew-
ellin. Mr. GRIFFITH. Common in the Highlands. Mr. BROWN.] 

P. Jan.—Dec. 
Var. 2. Foliage complicated. 	- 
Specimen from J. W. GRIFFITH, Esq. 

polyphyl'lusL. Tubercles black, very minute: foliage greenish black, 
composed of several leaves, even on both sides, 
scolloped. 

Dill. 30. 129.1  
Leaves growing from a single stony root, lying in a circle, 

tiled, inner ones the smallest, thin, smooth on both sides, neatly 
scolloped, russet brown above, darker underneath. DILL. 

• A beautiful red colour may be prepared from it. LINK.--And it 
may be converted into an exceeding black paint. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG)E. Lichen. I. Root central. 
• 

On rocks and stones. On Snowdon, at Llyn Llydaw rocks; 
about L•lyn Cwm y Ffynnon las, and on the tops of the moun-
tain Cwm Brwynog towards Ardhu, near Llanberris, Caernar. 
vonshire. DILL. Rocks on the Highland mountains. LIOHTF. 
[ST.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Tubercles red, small, globular, immersed in the sub-miniaqui. 
stance of the leaf : foliage pale yellow brown, 
tough, leather-like, tawny underneath. 

E. bot. 593—Jacq. coll. ii. 16. 1, and iii. 2. 4—Jatq. misc. 
ii. 10. 3—Bolt. 131. C—Dill. 30. 127—Hall. enum. 2. 2. 
at p. 91, hist. 47. 2, at iii. p. 88—Fl. clan. 532. 1—Mich. 
54. ord. 36. 1. 

Leathery, thick, tough, strong; firmly fixed to rocks by a 
central root, irregular in shape, generally lobed, colour that of 
coffee with plenty of cream added to it ; apparently scaly on the 
surface, but they are small brown dots, turning blackish, under-
neath ochrey red. Shrinks and twists much in drying. JAcoutx. 
Leaves many together, outer ones by far the largest, waved at 
the edge. Inner leaves crowded, edges turned down and in. 
dented so as to have a wrinkled or curled appearance. DILL. 
Dots of the colour of red lead. Mr. WOODWARD. The red dots 
are gelatinous tubercles. Mr. GRIFFITH. 

On rocks and large stones. [A.rock at Ilam, Derbyshire, 
is covered with it for several yards. Mr. WOODWARD. In a 
tower of Denbigh Castle, above the Goblin Well, also on 
Garreg-wen rocks, near Gam. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

L. Leaves covered with numerous minute dots ; bright amphib'ius. 
green, changing to dusky olive ; coiled up like hol- 
low cylinders. 

FL dan. 532. 2—Mich. 54. ord. 36. I. 
This plant in its first state consists of a number of fine ten-

der membranaceous pellucid green leaves, with waved margins 
which are elevated and bluntly indented. These leaves soon ac-
quire a firmer texture, become opake, the upper surface changes 
to a bright green and the under to a buff-colour ; lastly they 
turn to a dusky olive ; the elevated margins are bent back, and 
the leaves are coiled like hollow cylinders, and covered with nu. 
merous minute dots, which are the only fructification hitherto 
observed. When moist it has a peculiar smell, not very unlike 
that of fresh peeled oak bark. Mr. GRIFFITH. 

L. min;atus, var. 0. Lightf. Huds. and Bor. arr. ed. ii. [On 
rocks at Ilam, Derbyshire, mixed with L. miniatus. Wouosv, 
On stones near the lake called Llyn Idwell, Caernarvonsh. and 

VoL. IV. 

65 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

   
  



66 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGAE. Lichen. K. Foliage LEA* 
THER-LIKE. 

, • 	on many of the stones under the water hr the lake. M. GRIF-
FITH.] 

aquat'icus. L. Tubercles brown, small, globular, immersed in the 
substance of the leaf: foliage brownish green, lobes 
blunt, tiled, . puckered and corrugated ; underneath 
reddish brown, deeply pitted and strongly veined. 

E. hot. 59.1—Hoffm. lid,. 45—Dill. 30. 128—Weber. 4. 
• Dull dark green above, and smooth. Ash-coloured, clouded/ 

wrinkled and pitted when dry. Sprinkled with brown wart-like 
dots, in clusters. Saucers rarely found, few, circular, sitting' 
reddish brown; border thick, the colour of the leaf. It has ad 
urinous smell. HOFFM. The saucers mentioned and figured bi 
.Hoffman, seem to be only the tubercles in their most expanded 
state of growth. 

L. Am/att./is. Hot. arr. ed. iii. Platisma aquaticum. Hoff& 
l;eh. ii. p. 69. Lichen aquaticus. Weis ; Crypt. p. 77. 
fuviatilis. Huds. and Weber spicileg p. 265. The fig. 1 
Dill. has been cited as the var. of L. miniatus. On stones id 
rivulets. Near Perfeddgoed House, Bangor; and at Funnel' 
Comb y Goff, Radnorsh. DILL. muse. p. 225. [Found b)

,  
Mr. Griffith on stones, often under water in Llyn Idwell,  
Caernarvonshire, who favoured me with specimens, observing 
that though by most authors made a var. of L. miniatus, h5  
thinks it perfectly distinct.] 

fucoi'des. 
K. Foliage LEATHER-LIKE. 

L. Tubercles white, mealy, lateral : plant whitish, hoar'',  
porous, much branched; branches in bundles, cyliry 
drical ; subdivisions awl-shaped, bluntish, short./ 
nearly of the same height. 

Dill. 22. GO. 
Has much affinity with L. fuciform;s, in its tough leather 

like texture, but it is distinguishable by many marks. Di" 
lenius's figure was taken from imperfect specimens. Dicge' 
Narrow at the base, branching, branches the breadth of a straw/ 

to 2 inches long, greyish. Tubercles small, flat, mealy, oA 
the edges and sometimes on the sjrface of the leaves, white(  
than the rest of the plant. DILL. Barren segments acute'  
the fruit-bearing blunt. Saucers concave when young, wiled 
old convex, shining, on short pedicles. RETZ. 

L. seopulortim. Retz. iv. 103, and Gmel. syst. veg. Roc0 
in the Island of Jersey. DILL.—On rocks and wood on the se/  
shore near Gosport. Dim. 
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THER-LIKE. 

L. Salters blackish j  sunk in deep pits in the leaf: foliage Saccattus. 
fine pale green, creeping, circular. 

E. 'hot. 288-Mich. 52. ord. 31-F1. dan. 532. 3-Dill. 
30. 121. 

Readily distinguishable from its having in place of a target 
.a sack hanging down from the lower surface. LINN. Leaves 
at first disposed in a circular figure, but little cut, when older 
divided into bluntly scolloped lobes, thin, tender, smooth, fine 
glaucous green. Roots from the under surface, fibrous, Targets 
in a hollow sack in the leaf. DILL. 

Chedder rocks not far from a subterranean river. On Snowdon, 
at the rocks of Llyn Cwn y Ffvnnon Velen, and about Clogwyn 
y Gamedh, DILL.--[About the mouth of Yordas Cave, near 
Ingleborough Hill. Dr. J. E. SMITH.—Garreg-wen-rocks near 
Garn, Denbighsh, Crib y Ddescil, Caernarvon. MI.GRiFFITH.] 

L, Tubercles brown, on the surface of the leaf; foliage cro teens. 
greyish green, flat, zrecping, circular, veined and 
satiron coloured underneath. 

E. hot. 498—Hojim. Itch, 4/. 	5, and 41. 2, 4-lacq. 
iv. 11. ‘2. 3—Linn. lapp. i 1. 3-Dill. 30. 12C-Fl. dan. 
263. 

Leaves nearly flat, lying on the ground, roundish, narrower 
 towards the base, about an inch over, cut at the edge, lobes 

blunt, 'sometimes entire, scolloped, 3 or 4 leaves forming a 
circle, but not regular, colour grey green, deep yellow under-
neath, which circumstance alone is sufficient to distinguish it. 
Targets flat, brown, few, 1 to 2 lines diameter, LINN. in DILL. 

On a rock near the top of Benteskemey, Breadalbane, Mr. 
STUART in Fl. Scot. [On the very summit of Ben Lavers. 
Mr. Baowx. On Ben Glow in Athol. Mr. DoN.] 

P. Jan, - Dec. 

L. Saucers brown, somewhat scolloped, on fruitstalks perla'tus. 
foliage grey green, creeping, lobed, smooth mealy at 
the edge ; black underneath. 

E. hot. 341—jarq. coil. iv. 1C—Dill. 20. 	21. 
Mich. 50. ord. 24. 1—Barr. 1271.1. 3. 

I have examined thousands of plants without finding one 
with saucers. Mr. WOODWARD. Blue grey, pitted, fringed. 
Saucers large, glass-shaped, on short pedieles, brown and smooth 
within ; border when old, cracked. Very common, particu-
larly about Oxford, on the trunks of oaks, but seldom found 
with saucers. Diu. 

F 2 

   
  



68 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG.X. Lichen. K. Foliage LEA- 
THER-LIKE. 

Trunks of trees and stones. [Scarce in Norfolk, but ex-
tremely common in Hertfordshire, particularly on the smooth 
bark of Beech, on which it grows with great regularity and 
beauty. Mr. WOODWARD.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

Caninus. L. Tubercles reddish brown, oblong, terminating, foliage 
ash-coloured, mealy, creeping, lobes blunt, woolly 
and veined underneath. 

Black'w. 3:36— lacy. coll. iv. 14. 1—Dill. 27. 102—Woodv. 
271—H. ox. xv. 7, row 2. 1—Fl. dan. 767. 
21. 16. 

Targets brown, underneath smooth and flesh-coloured. LINN. 
Leaves covered with a kind of ash-coloured mealiness. Grows 
on the ground. Leaves a span long, I or 2 inches broad, widen-
ing as they grow out, lobes short, blunt, single or in strata, 
membranaceous, grey dull dirty green ; woolly and veined un-
derneath, roots white fibres. Targets terminating, hard, solid, 
oblong, but rounded, tawny, reddish brown. DILL. 

Ash-coloured ground Liver-wort. 	Woods, heaths, stony 
places, and hedges. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

polvdac'ty- L. Tubercles red brown, . egg-shaped, terminating, on 
los. 	 pedicles : foliage dull green, smooth, fiat, lobed ; 

divisions finger-like; underneath woolly and veined. 
7acq. coll. iv. 14, 2. Hofman Lich. 4. 1—Dill. 28. 107. 
Growing in tufts, divided into lobes 1 or 1-1 inch in length, 

broadest at the end, the extreme lobes ending in numerous con-
voluted red brown finger-shaped targets, seated on pedicles. 
Surface smooth, dull green, changing to greyish or red brown 
when dry. Underneath veinous, downy, brownish. HOFFMAN, 

L. castings v Huds. &c. About Perfeddgoed House not far 
from Bangor, Wales. DILL. 

Var. 2. Shorter, thinner, more variegated. 
Dill. .28. 108. 

Veiny and woolly underneath. DILL. 207. Shorter, thinner, 
whiter underneath, more transparent and more variegated in ,its 
colours than the preceding. lioFvmAN. 

L. caninus. a Huds. &c. Ori Rumbits Mear, near Helwick, 
Yorkshire. DILL. 

veno'sus. L. Tubercles and saucers purplish brown, horizontal, ter-
minating: foliage dirty dull green, egg-shaped, flat; 
veined and woolly underneath. 
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THER-LIKE. 

s.—Dill. 28. 109—Holm. lich. 6. 2—FL dance 1125. 
1—Mich. 44. 3. 5—Dill. 28. 110. 

At first small, circular, flat on the ground ; when older 
raised up ; 1 or it irtch over, oblong or egg-shaped, border 
divided into a few segments, but irregularly and obliquely. Sur-
face greenish, grey or brown when dry ; white and brown 
variegated underneath, with large veins, thick, woolly, brown, 
dividing at the extremities. Root at the base of the leaf, 
wedge-shaped, short. Targets at the end of the lobes, sitting, 
concave or convex, circular, horizontal, dark brown purple. 
IISTFMAN. 

Moist rocks under shady brows in several parts of Glenkill 
Linn, and Glenkill Burn, in the parish of Kirkmichael, Dum-
friesshire. Dr. BURGESS in Fl. Scot. 844. Moistish stones and 
rocks about Dunkeld, Scotland. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

L. Tubercles purple, or red brown, terminating : foliage aptho'sus. 
green, changing to brown, sprinkled with warts, 
lobes blunt, not yeinZd underneath. 

Hem. lick. 6. 1—Dill. 28. 106—N. dan. 767. 1-7acg. 
iv. 17. 

Broader, shorter, thinner, and less brittle than the L. ca. 
?limns. Segments large, flattish, bluntly notched. 	Surface 
smooth, fine green when young, grey brown when old. Warts 
numerous, scattered, blackish. 	Tubercles terminating, fine 
purple, or red brown, egg-shaped, crooked, warty, on short 
pedicles. Roots very long. HOFFMAN. Black brown underneath, 
woolly, not veined, whitening when exposed to the air; with-
out radical fibres. DILL. 

Shady, stony, mossy places, and on rocks. Dartmoor, De-
vonshire. Ingleborough, Yorkshire; elsewhere in Yorkshire 
and Westmoreland. Hum, At the foot of the Pentland Hills, 
Scotland. Mr. Y ALDEN in the Fl. Scot. 847. 	P. Jan.—Dec.* 

L. Tubercles reddish brown, terminating : foliage dull rufe:Icens. 
green, deeply lobed ; lobes blunt, the edges bent 
inwards, underneath woolly and with black fibres. 

ie Jacq. coll. iv, 15—Dill. 27. 103—Mich. 44. Ord. 12. 2. 
Leaves thicker, stiffer, smaller, narrower, and deeper cut 

than in the L. caninus ; the edges curled, the colour darker, not 
veined underneath, or very superficially so. DILL. In the 

* The country people make an .infusion of it in milk, and give it 
to children that have the Thrush. In large doses it operams by pursing 
and vomiting, and destroys worms. 

   
  



70 	CIWITOGAMTA. ALGA?. Lichen, K. Foliage LEA. 
TREK-LIKE. 

same places with L. canines, and more common. DILL, 2O4, L. 
caninus var, /3 Huds, Scc. 

fuligino'sus L. Saucers rust coloured, flat, borders pale : foliage grey 
green, creeping, indented, lobed, rough underneath, 
pitted, and cover9d with a spongy down. 

Dill. 26, WO, 
Ash-coloured sea-green, tinged of a lurid colour, yellowish 

underneath, with white hollows. DICKS. 13. Leaves soft, ten-
der, wrinkled and pitted above, and strewed tvith a sooty-like 
powder; woolly and spongy underneath, with here and there a 
white hollow, but no fibrous roots. Saucers few, small flat, rust. 
coloured, with a thin pale border, DILL. 

Growing always upon moss, and pot directly attached 'to 
the substance on which it appears to grow. At the foot of 
Mount Cader Idris, near Dolgelle, in August. DILL. [In 
woods on the branches of trees. Dicxs. On trees near Amble/ 
side. Dr, J. E, SMITH. On Crib y Ddescil, Mr, GRIFFITH.] 

L. Saucers rust-coloured, large, facing downwards: foli,  
brown green, creeping, lobed, 

'4!s, 	bot, 305-41, daft, 764.rgieb, 41, ord. 134 
to11. iv, 12. 1, 

Readily distinguishable from L. caahlus from the targets 
arising from the side of the leaf next the ground, and their 
being smaller, LINN, Substance thin. Lobes bluntly scol-
loped, brown lead-colour, grey and whitish underneath, neither 
woolly nor fibrous. Targets numerous, varying in size, , rustq 
coloured, fixed to the lower side of the leaf. DILL, 

Trunks of trees, rocks, stones, on pebbles on the sea shore, 
and on the ground in stony places. [Garn Dingle. Mr. GRIP 
FITH.] 	 Jan,--Dec, 

Var. 2, Substance yellow when broken. 
This variety was found by Mr. Griffith on dry rocks about 

Garthewin, who observes that it only differs from the preceding 
in its yellow colour when broken, 

scuta'tus. L. Tubercles reddish, at the edge 9f the leaves; foliage 
grcy green, creeping ; lobes •many,eleft, curled)  
naked and veinlcss underneath. 

jacc. coll. iv. 18. 1, 
.Leaves leather-like, tough; lobes curled like endive. JAN ,  
On the bark of trees in Scotland. DICKS. iii, 18, 

resupinaC 
Ws, 
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L. Tubercles brown red, oblong, small, terminating : fo- sylvat'icus. 
Iiage dull brown green, warty, creeping, pitted, 
jagged. 

Dill. 27. 101.—Hqffm. lick. 4. 2—lacy. coll. iv. 12. 2—Mich. 
43. ord. 11, too broad, the ends of some represented as 
fringed. 

Large, lying on the ground, margki raised, irregularly di-
vided into segments, which are lopped and angular at the ends. 
Surface dull brown green, red brown when old and dry, blackish 
at the ends, pitted, rough in the rising parts with minute black 
warts. Underneath spongy and woolly. Substance tough, 
flexible, greenish or dirty white. Targets few, at the end of 
the narrowest segments, small; oblong, or roundish, brown red. 
HOFFMAN. 

In shady woods at the roots of trees. In the wood called 
Enfield Chace, near Southgate, Middlesex, near Dolgelle, Me-
rionethshire, Lucton Vallet, Herefordshire. DILL. Glen 
Eawood and other places about Kirkmichael, Dumfriesshire. 
BURGESS in FI. Scot. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

Var. 2. Above of a fine green, the edges a little curled, and 
powdered with a bright yellow meal. Mr. NEWBERRY. 

[On ash, sycamore, and oak in the North West of Devonsh. 
Mr. NEWBERRY.] 

L, Tnhercleti tawny red, horizontal, terminating fuliagehorizonta- 
brown  green, flat, creeping, edges white i  tinder- (is. 
tie:1th brown, not veined. 

jacg. coll. iv. 16—Dill. 28. 104—Mich. 44. ord. 12. 1 and 
—Fl. don. 533 a distorted, and 765 a decaying specimen. 

Leaves variously divided into lobes, thin, not rigid, dull 
brownish green, brown underneath, but white at the edge, 
fibrous roots blackish. Targets egg-shaped, flat, on the edge of 
the leaves, yellow red. DILL, 

Enfield Forest. DILL. Moist rocks and stones, and at the 
roots of trees. Huns. 	 P. Jan.—Dec.  

L. Gelatinous. 
L. Saucers red brown, numerous, minute: leaves dark Trenicl'Ia. 

green, somewhat transparent, curled, slender, jag- 
ged. 

Dill. 19. 31—lacy. coil. iii. 11. 1.—H. ox. xv. 7. row i. 
4—Mich. 38. ord. 3 ; too large. 

So brittle that it can scarcely be separated from the plants 
to which it adheres. LINN. When dry becoming of a slate 
colour. Saucers very minute; numerous, reddish, LIc.HTF. 

   
  



72 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG/E. Lichen. L. Gelatinous. 

Saucers of the size of turnip-seeds, circular ; border sea-green/ 
nearly entire; the disc flat, tawny. HUDS. Adhering to moss 
and fine grass on heaths. Leaves to 1 inch, flattish, variously 
cut into segments, fringed and curled at the edges ; thin, pellu' 
cid, glaucous brown green. Drtt. 

Trernella Lichenoides. LiNte. Shady places on stones and 
trunks of trees, intermixed with Mosses. [On moist shadY 
banks and thatched houses frequent, but seldom with saucers,  
Mr. NEWBERRY. Garn Dingle. Mr. GRIFFITH.] P. Jan.—Dec. 

Var. 2. LIGHT?. Dill. 1.9.32. 
More blue than the preceding, less jagged, but the divisions 

deeper, bearing small tubercles of a flesh or reddish brown 
colour. Diu. 

Var. 3. LIGHF. D111.19. 34. 
Saucers extremely numerous, sitting on the sides of. the 

leaves, scarcely distinguishable by the naked eye, reddish; bor,  
ders regular, of the same colour with the leaf, Mr. WoonwAtiv. 
Grows densely crowded, but rather upright ; the outer leaves 
less so, thin at the ends, larger than the central ones, deep 
green with a purplish cast; segments broadish, thin, flat, rather 
gelatinous, the ends very finely scolloped. DILL. 

Footscray Wood, Kent. [Sandy banks, but not common/) 
found with saucers. Mr. WOODWARD.] 

Var. 4. LIGHTF. Dill. 19. 35. 
In little dense 'tufts, upright, rather gelatinous, darker than 

.the preceding, almost black. Leaves very short, very fine, seg' 
ments capillary. Diu. 

Footscray Wood and Darking. [Summit of Carnedd Lle' 
welyn : Mr. GRIFFITH, who doubts whether it be not more pro' 
perly a Byssus. Much more branched than the Byssus nigra' 
Dill. 1. IF.] 

sepin'cola. L. Saucers chesnut colour, mostly terminating: foliagc 
brown ehesnut : leaves tiled, smooth, jagged, as' 
tending. 

Hem. enum. 17. 1-Herkv. stirp. ii. 2. 
Tough and gelatinous when moist, brittle when dry ; paler  

underneath; white within. HEDWIG. 
Mountains in Scotland, on stones. DICKS. iii. 18. 

granula'tus. L. Saucers tawny, concave : le.4es dark green, tiled/ 
roundish, scolloped, roughish. 
Fl. dan. 462. 	1:). 21.-7acq. coil.  iii. 10. 2. 

Grows in a circular form. Leaves variously jagged, lobe,: 
blunt, ear-shaped in the middle part, with numerous fleshy shining 
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globules in the hollow part, of the colour and substance of the 
leaves. DILL. 

Clogely adhering to the gravel and pebbles of the walks of 
Oxford Physic Garden. DILL. [On a wall near Kirkby Lons.' 
dale. Dr. J. E. SMITH. Garregwen rocks. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

P. Jan.—Dec, 

L. Saucers brown red : foliage dark green, mernbrana.:  cochlea'tus.  
ceous, plaited, lobed. 

Dicks. Q. 9. 
Leaves concave, the edge bluntly lobed, plaited when dry, 

between ash and lead-coloured, when moist dark green. Differs 
from L. Vespertilio in the edges of the leaves being elevated and 
concave, in being of an ash-lead colour when dry, the saucers 
being larger and not crowded. Dims. The young saucers 
have a border of the colour of the leaves, and are sunk into the 
foliage. The plant has the gelatinous texture of the L. granu. 
latus, and is not distinct from it. The L. granulatus varies 
without end: when it grows on moss it is a very large thick. 
leaved gelatinous plant. I have found specimens 4 or 5 inches 
in diameter and 1-10th of an inch thick. In this state it bears 
only shining fleshy globules, as described by Dillenius, which 
are the rudiments of young plants, and when separated from the 
/mother plant take root, and being removed into a flower pot 
placed in a moist place they become perfect plants. Mr. GRIF. 
FITH. 
. Woods at the roots of trees, Devonshire. Mr. SLATFR. 

_Yorkshire. Mr. CURTIS. [About Garn .very common. Mr. 
GRIFFITH.] 

L. SauCers tawny : foliage purplish sea-green, pellucid, paltna'tus. 
rather gelatinous, tender, somewhat hand'-shaped 
and scolloped. 

Dill. 	30—Vaill..21. 15. 
Grows closely crowded and tiled. Leaves very tender, pel. 

lucid, rather gelatinous, very much cut, segments ending in '2, 3, 
or 4 horn-shaped teeth, dull brown, or purplish green, convex 
above, concave underneath. DILL. Black and very brittle when 
dry. Dillenius has neither figured nor described the saucers, 
nor have I seen any plant in fruit. The colour of the saucers is 
therefore mentioned upon the authority of Hudson, but Mr. 
Griffith thinks that his plant was only a crowded variety of L. 
cristatus with palmated leaves, not uncommon in North Wales. 

Heaths and trunks of trees among moss. 	A. Sept.—June. 

L. Saucers tawny red, crowded, wrinkled: leaves blackish nigreecens. 
green, roundish, lobed, m rinkled. 
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Dicks. b. s.—E. hot. 345—Fl. duo. 1125. 2—Hoffm. &b. 37► •e• 
3—Dill. 19. 20—lacy. coll. iii. 10. 3—Brixb. i. 61,3. 

Leaves jelly-like, expanded in a circle, resembling a bat's 
wing; sometimes destitute of saucers, and covered with nume-
rous small tubercles : lobes very blunt. Saucers near the centre 
of the leaves. LIGHTF. Leaves broad, flat, between scolloped 
and lobed, in substance as well as colour much resembling 
bat's wing, sometimes covered in the place of saucers, with 
granulations of the same colour as the leaf. Saucers very nume-
rous, minute, at first appearing like tubercles, of the same 
colour with the leaves, with a slight hollow at the top; after-
wards expanding, and at length flat border of the same 
colour with the leaf. The progress from tubercles to saucers shews 
that there exists no absolute distinction between theM. Mr. 
WOODWARD. 

L. Vespertine. Lightf. R40. Trunks of trees, rocks, stones 
and walls. [Jn two or three places near Bungay, in fruit, on old 
willows and elms. Mr. WOODWARD. About the bodies of old 
oak, ash, and sycamore trees near Holsworthy, Devonshire, 
abundantly with innumerable shields. Mr. NEWBERRY.) 

A. Oct.—June. 

cristalus. L. Saucers red, larger than the leaves : leaves tiled, fringed 
with teeth. 

Dill. 19, 26-7acy. coll. iii. 12. 1. 
Leaves, their crested appearance best observed in the young 

plants. Saucers sometimes very large and confluent. Mr. WOOD.' 
WARD. Leaves glaucous green, crowded, tiled, thick, flat, cut 
at the edges into many shallow segments. Saucers at the base 
of the leaves, very broad, scarcely concave, brown or reddish 
brown in the centre, border the colour of the leaves. DILL. 

Rocks, stones, walls, and shady stony places. [On the ground 
Mr. WOODWARD. Near Garn. Mr, GRIFFITH.] A, Oct.—July,  

sinuaitus, L. Saucers fine green, brown when dry,% very small: 
foliage fine sea green, pellucid, somewhat gelati' 
nous, rounded, indented, scolloped. 

E. bot. 772,..—M11. 19. 33. 
Much crowded in its growth. Leaves short, broadish, flat, 

spreading, thin, pellucid, somewhat gelatinous, cut into seg.-
ments, finely scolloped at the ends ; per leaves the largest. 
Saucers small, fine sea-green like the leaves, more conspicuous 
in the dry plant because changing to brown. DILL. Saucers or' 
the disk of the leaves; borders blunt. Mr. GRIFFITH. 

Rocks, stony and shady places. Near Wigmore, Hercfordsh. 
and Ashburton, Devonshire. [On the rock at Dumbarton Castle. 
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Scotland, Dr. J. E. SMITH. On a stone wall at Chagford, De, 
vonshire,,between the town and parsonage, but without shields. 
Mr. NswaEtuty. Rocks about Garn, common. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

A. Sept.—July. 

L. Saucers dirty green and concave when young, reddish fascicula'ris. 
And turban-shaped when old ; terminating : leaves 
black green, hand-shaped, nearly upright. 
Fl. dem. 462, 2.—.7acq. coll. iii. 11. 2—Dill. 19. 27. 

Root.leaves minute, and like the whole of the plant of a 
glossy jelly-like appearance, resembling a Tremella. Tubercles 
In clusters, large in proportion to the leaf, numerous, mostly on 
fruit-stalks, lopped at the end, surrounded with a blunt border. 
LINN. Observable in October and November, forming roundish 
raised substances, with numerous tubercles rising from fleshy 
leaves interlaced and connected. Leaves examined separately, 
pellucid, dirty green, not of an inch long. Tubercles at first 
small, convex, the colour of the leaves; when larger, flat, or a 
little hollowed, DILL. 

Woods and garden walks. DILL. Trunks of trees and stones. 
Hues. Shady places on the North side of trees, particularly 
ash. Dr. BURGESS. [Ash trees in bleak situations, about Nant 
Glyn. Denbighshire. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

Dillenius remarks that it exists at all seasons of the year, but 
dries up like a Trelnella so as only to be found in wet weather, 

L. Saucers blackish green, changing to red brown ; scot? 
loped : leaves tiled, lobed, lopped, scolloped. 

Dill. 19. 23—Jacq. toll. iii. 10, 1—E, bog. 834. 
Distinguishable from L. cr;statris by its being more curled 

and less jelly-like, the lobes of the leaves being round, blunt, 
and not divided as in L. cr;status, Mr, WOODWARD. Leaves 
dark green, rather thick, divided into broad shallow lobes, in-
nermost leaves smallest, curled, Lobes blunt, scolloped in the 
summer, hardly perceptibly so in the spring. Saucers dark 
green, lying flat on the leaves; border granulated. DILL. 

Shady places on stones and at the bottom of walls. 

L, Tubercles blackish green, roundish : foliage dark green, rupes'tris, 
gelatinous; lobes oblong, thick, blunt. 

Dill. I9. 2?. 
Gelatinous, dark green, somewhat transparent, prostrate, 

wide-spreading, rather slippery, without roots hut adhering to 
the soil. Tubercles routidtsh, gelatinous, dart. &reel', Blackish 
and shrinking when dry, so as hardly to be found, but swel-
ling again when wet, JACQUIN. Gelatinous, brown green; 

75 

eris'pus. 
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rigid. Segments lobed, blunt, oblong, thick, surface not 
wrinkled. Tubercles rare, dull brown green, .globular or flat ; 
in the extremities, or on the disc. DILL. L. submarginal's. 
Jac. coll. iii. 132. 

Marston near Oxford. 

iluviat'ilis. L. Saucers globular, hollowed at - the top, blackish green 
foliage blackish, gelatinous, convex, lobed, some-
what scolloped. 

Dill. 19. 28. 
Fix by the centre. Leases or shoots variously divided, con-

vex above, concave below, the ends with small indentations ; 
hardish, gelatinous and pellucid when viewed against the light, 
dirty green, black above when dry and grey underneath. The 
leaves are prolifcrous, but not jointed. DILL. Lot L.J1uviasi• 
lis. Gmel. yst. veg. 

On stones under water in alpine rivulets. In a stream coming 
out of Malham Cove, Yorkshire, and• in the rivulets on Snow-
don. DILL. [On stones in the river Elwy, about half way front 
the ford opposite the cave to Pont-newydd, four miles from Den-
bigh. Have but lately found it in fruit. Mr. GRIFFITH. On 
atones under water in the River Isla, Angus-shire. Mr.BrtowN.) 

P. Jan.--Dec. 

TREMELIA: Substance gelatinous, transparent, 
uniform, lobed. 

Seeds dispersed through the jelly-like sub-
stance. 

OBS. it differs from the Gelatinous LICHENS in having neither 
Tubercles nor Saucers. 

arbida. TR. Whitish; sitting, jelly-like, of various shapes. Huns. 
565. 

Bull. 386. 
Sometimes with a tinge of sea-green, and yellowish, some- 

what wrinkled, solid, semi-transparent. Huns. 
On the half rotten, fallen branches of trees, in thick woods, 

and on moss. 	 A. Sept.—May. 
• 

TR. Grey; white within ; sitting, inembranaceous, laby- 
rinth-like. Dicks. 14. 

Act. nay. Helm. dan. p. 28G. f. 1. 
Becomes hard when dry. Drcxs. 
On rotten roots of Alliunt Cepa ; 1. fialitosum, &c. 
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TR. Livid ; round, tiled. 
Adheres closely by its whole substance to rocks ; has the 

appearance of the Agarics which grow on trees, but is nearly 
membranaceous. LINN. suer. n. 114:3. 

Rocks and stones on the sea-shore at low water. 
P. Jan.—Dec. 

77 

adna'ta. 

TR. Black brown ; sitting, roundish, waved. Huns. 
Bull. 420—Dill. 10. 15—Dem. crypt. 1. 8. 1-7acq. call. iii. 12. 

2—Fl. dan. 885. 3. 
When fresh nearly transparent, with a blackish hue, which 

increases as it decays. It is very much wrinkled ; the wrinkles 
when in a state of perfection fringed with fine whitish hairs. 
Mr. WOODW. A membranaceous gelatinous substance, dull 
brown or reddish black, quite black when dry. Flat under-
neath; above raised irregularly into veins, and set with black 
tubercle-like dots. DILL. .34.—Waved and plaited, thick, pulpy, 
jelly-like after rains, never membranaceous; destitute of hairs. 
HALL. hist. '203. 

Var. 2. fusca. Semi-transparent, brown. 
Bull. 406. B. 

The plant occupies an irregular circular form, from 1 to 2 
inches diameter. Substance like a stiff jelly of a dirty brown 
colour, divided down to the root. Lobes waved, plaited, 
8.i the of an inch broad, about 1-:.2Cth of an inch in thickness. 
When soaked in water it gives out freely to the water a colour 
like that of the deepest Madeira wine. 

On the broken branch of a Hornbeam, on the pool dam, 
Edgbaston Park. 	 26th June, 1792. 

Witches Butter. Trunks of trees. [Common on fallen wood 
and dead sticks, in woods. Mr. WOODWARD.] 

A. May. Sept.--Jan. 

TR. Red purple, either lobed, plaited and curled ; or sarcoi'des. 
hemispherical, or club-shaped, or approaching to 
funnel-shaped. 

Bolt. 101. 2—Schaff. 323 and 324-3`acy. misc. ii. 22—
Batrrh. 53. 

Grows in clusters. Stem sometimes very distinct, I of an 
Inch high, supporting a kind of convex pileus 3-8ths of an inch 
laN diameter, with a dimple in the centre. Whole plant of a fine 
reddish purple; gelatinous and semi-transparent. • 

On rotten wood. 	 Nov.—April. 

TR. Dark pinky red : gelatinous, stiff; globular but corn- cinnabari'na 
pressed : surface roughish, 

arbo'rea. 
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Bull. 455.2. 
Very small, growing in clusters, otherwise a single plant 

would hardly be distinguished by the naked eye. First men-
tioned as a native by Mr. Rclhan, who found it on Hinton 
Moor, growing on mosses, and other herbaceous plants. Bulliard 
says it particularly affects to grow upon the Hypnum sericeum. 

Sabi`nm. TR. Tawny, velvet-like, irregularly tooth-shaped. 
Schmid. 66—Hofm. ctypt. 1. 7. 2—E. bot. 710—Mich. 88. 5" 

Gird. 1. Clavaria f. 6. 
Growing in clusters. Substance when fresh, jelly-like, 

strap-shaped, lopped, more than an inch long. Dims. An inch 
high, orange-coloured or tawny, gelatinous, pulpy, in clusters, 
simple, awl-shaped, but compressed, rather pyramidal, or with 
t1 horns; sometimes with blunt teeth at the sides. When dried 
leathery but brittle, opake, darker coloured, recovering its for-
mer appearance when soaked in water. Seeds an orange-coloured 
dust which it throws out as it dries. _Taco. coll. ii. 174. 

T. juniperina according to Web. 277, but it does not accord 
with the description in the Fl. lapp. 

On lining branches of Savine. 
In a rainy season abundant on Savine bushes in the garden 

at the Larches. 
Var. 2. Of a deeper orange colour, firmer substance, and 

more regular dog-tooth shape than the above. This variety is 
undoubtedly the T. juniperina of Linnxus. I found it growing 
plentifully on the living main stem of the Juniperus communis 
an the same wet season as the above. Dr. Smith in E. but, 
justly observes that most parasitical cryptogamous plants are 
found either upon totally dead trunks or branches, which is the 
case with Fungi or Tremellw in general ; or they are rooted, 
like the crustaceous Lichens, in decayed external layers of the 
bark. On the contrary, the T. Sabina and T. juniperina spring 
from the live wood, under the bark of vigorous branches. 
From these circumstances Dr. Smith infers these plants " to he 
mere gummy exudations, and that the powdery surface was 
owing to resinous particles, insoluble in water, accompanying 
them." But I have been so fortunate as to find both these 
kinds of Tremella in perfection at the same time, have proved 
them to be totally insoluble in water, and that their substance 
is no more of a gummy nature than that•of many other of the 
same Genus, particularly the T. mesentelica., 

Common on the Junipers at the Larches. 	 April. 

deliques'- TR. Deliquescent : yellow, changing to orange red ; sit- 
cells. 	ting, lobed : lobes Few, blunt. 

Bill. -155. 3. 
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In clusters; each plant about 1-10th of an inch over. 
On timber. 	 Nov.—Feb.• 

TR. Golden yellow ; sitting : twisted into manifold plaits. mesenter'ica 
E. bot. 709—Bull. 406—Hofm. crypt. 1. 7. 3—Sterb. 26, the 

four figures in the right loaner corner--Vaill. 14. 4—Schaf. 
168. 1, 	3-7acy. min-. 1. 13. 

On the dead branches of trees. Gelatinous, tremulous, pel-
lucid, smeared with a viscid moisture : white when young, 
changing to yellow. Horny when dry ; growing in irregular 
patches. JACQ. Golden yellow, changing to tawny when old; 
variously plaited and wreathed. SCHAFFER. iv. p. 108. 

T. jumperina. Huds. 562, according to Mr. Dickson, p.14. 
--not the T. junip. of Linn. Mr. WOOWARD. 

On the Common Yuniper,_ Ulex Europe:eh and Spartiutn see- 
parium. 	 A. Sept.—May. HODS. 

On rotten wood. 	 Autumn. DICKS. 

TR. Olive coloured ; plaited and waved. 
Bull. 174, and 184-1-4.fm. crypt. 1. 8.,3—E. bot. 

10. 14—Mich. 67. 1—Fl. dan. 885. 1—Garr. 393. C. 
Greenish or yellowish. Sub-gelatinous, consisting of seve-

ral leaves variously lobed and waved, slightly adhering to the 
'ground by a central root ; the substance very thin. It varies in 
colour, but .is usually some shade of olive. Mr. WOODWARD. 
Thin, skinny, dark brown and brittle when dry. DILL. Micheli 
describes the seeds as lying in the form of little strings of beads 
toiled up within the folds of the plant, and only to be discovered 
by the microscope. The dark green sort consists of an olive-
coloured transparent jelly between two coats, which are more 
opake and approach to blackness. The outer surface of these 
coats is studded with conical papillm, which probably contain 
the seeds.—It is supposed by the country people to be the re-
mains of a meteor or falling star. It has lately been asserted 
that this is of animal origin, but without sufficient reason. 
After very severe frost I have frequently found a gelatinous sub-
stance, which from a careless observation might pass for a Tre-
mella, but it is the remains of frozen frogs. This substance 
does not shrivel up in dry weather as the Tremella does, nor is 
It plaited and waved; and generally some of the bones of the 
frogs may be found in it. After the severe winter of 1739, I 
found great quantities of these on the edges, and in the water of 
Ponds. 

Star-dough. Meadows and pastures after rain, and gravel 
Walks. [Frequently on gravel. Mr. W000w. Found amongst 
grass at the bottom of the Rookery, Edgbaston, by Miss C. 
W ITHERING, who could not discover any thing like a root.] 

A. Jan.—Dec. 

Nos'toc, 
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granula'ta. TR. Green, spherical, clustered, containing a fluid. E. Lot. 
E. hot. 	dan. 705—Dill. 10. 17. 

From a greenish mucilaginous ground, of no determinate 
figure, arise little heads, crowded together, green, at first sit,  
ting, but when older supported on short pedicles. These heads 
are globular, hollow, filled- with a _watery fluid. When this 
fluid is wasted by the heat of the sun, or lost by the bursting 
of the heads, the top of the globe subsides, and seems hollow, 
or as if cut oft'. Skin of the heads thin, shining, when ripe 
changing to grey and then to whitish. DILL. 3.i. 

Sides of the ditches and in dried up ditches between Net' 
ington and Hackney. DILL. About Charlton, Kent. HUDS,  
Near the edges of ponds and ditches on the road to Histont 
Cambridgeshire. RELH. suppl. 1. 26.n. 1033. A. Oct.—May,  

utricula'ta. TR. Green, sitting, tubercled ; tubercles hollow. 
Ho, 	crypt. 1. 8. 2—Dill. 10. 1G—Mich. 67. 2. 

Spreading widely over rocks and stones under water, green, 
stiffish, brittle, .f to 2 inches thick, rather shining, sometimes 
smooth. Tubercles hollow within, from the size oia pea to that' 
of a ha7le nut. Huns. n. 6. Dull green, variously folded in 
the central part, dilating when immersed in water into various 
hollow bags. DILL. 54. 

On stones and rivulets about Pentir and Llanberris. Du.L 
Mountainous rivulets in Westmoreland and Cumberland. Near. 
Tideswick, Derbyshire. 	 P. Jan.—Dec,  

cris'pa. Tn. Dark green, tender, curled ; growing on the ground. 
Dill. 10. 12. 

Very thin ; of a fine green colour. Expanded on, and 
slightly adhering to the earth, but without any apparent roots. 
DILL. 52. 

Uboa Lactuca. y Huds. 567. Ulva crispo.,,Liglitf. 972; 
and Bot. arr. ed. ii. Ray Syn. p. 64. n. 12. 

At the bottom of walls and houses, in moist shady places. 
Nov.—Feb. 

verruco'sa. Tn. Bright green, tubercled, solid ; wrinkled. 
Very tender bright green. HODS. Jelly-like, dull green, 

forming a membrane composed of 2 lamina, variously contorted. 
Tubercles minute roundish grains, united together. GMELIN, 
fuc. 227. 

On stones in clear brooks and springs. 	P. Jan.—Dec‘ 

hemisplct- TR. Bright green, hemispherical; scattered. 
Wieg. obs. 2. 3. 
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This usually vegetates with a very small, but hard spherical 
excrescence; and varies in size from the minutest point to that 
of a small vetch. It sometimes covers the rocks to a consider. 
able extent. At very low water in spring tides, and upon those 
submarine rocks which at that period only, are exposed to air, 
I have very frequently found this plant (as I conceive it to be) 
in an inflated state, quite globular and more than an inch in 
diaMeter. It is then of a most beautiful transparent green co. 
lour : it afterwards collapses and dries into a h• rd sinuated crust-, 
not hemisperical, but of the same colour and texture as the Tre-
mella, and indeed the edges of it are often times rounded in a.  
manner exactly similar to the plant described. These are 
found in small masses of the Tremella, growing promiscuously 
therewith. Major VELLEY. Consists of granules fixed to the 
stones without any order ; globular, but flatted on the under 
side, so that they may be considered as hemispherical; from 
to t: line in diameter; slippery, gelatinous but tough, so as not 
to be easily broken by pressing between the fingers. Wmo. obs. 
p. 39. 

Only upon rocks ; never upon Fuci or Confervas. Mr. 
STACKHOUSE. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

T. Dull green; roundish; indotted, of various forms, diffor'mis. 
jelly like. 

Very nearly allied to T. verrucosa, but is soft and grows or[ 
Confervas. LINN. suet. n. 1140. 

OnConfervas and Fuci growing on submarine rocks. [I have 
always found it adhering to the bare rock. Mr. STACKH.] 

TR. Violet-coloured; wrinkled, smooth underneath. RAY. 
in San. 22. n. 4. 

Bull. 499. 5. 
Very much resembling the tartar of red wine. RELH. Be. 

tween leathery and gelatinous, variously wrinkled and contorted, 
flat and smooth underneath. Colour dull violet. RAY. p. 	n. 
4. Helvetia mesenterica. DICKS. p. 

Seems rather to belong to the Helvellas. RELH. suppl. L 39. 
Decayed branches of trees. [On rails, after much rain, in 

December.) 

TR. Violet-coloured, lobed; surface furrowed. 	amet,hys rtea. 
Bolt. 101. ';—Schaff. 32.3 and 324—yarq. misc. ii. 22—Bull. 

499. L—Batsch. 53. 
Gelatinous ; generally growing in clusters. Stem very short, 

solid, varying much in sbape,.purplish ; sometimes none. .Pifeus 
purple, variable, hemispherical, or funnel-shaped, or like 

VOL. IV, 

viola'cea. 
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flower; lobed, or plaited, or turled. SCH/EFPER. Stem some-
times t of an inch high, and very distinct. Upper part convex, 
with or without a dimple id the centre. Substance of a fine 
reddish purple, gelatinous and semitransparent. 

Helevella ten-rode:. Dicks. Elvela purparea. Schaff. Lichen 
tareeidet. Jacq. On rotten wood. 	 Nov.—Feb,  

FU'CUS. Fructification consisting of CAPSULE' 
LIKE globules, or of GRANULATIONS within 
the substance of the plant, with a perforation 
above them. 

Om. Our knowledge of the fructification of the plants as-
sembled under the genus Focus, is not yet sufficient to enable us 
to improve the Essential Character, though confessedly imper-
fect. The genus at present consists of a collection of marine 
plants, some of which approach in their habit and jointed struc-
ture to the Confcrvas, still more of them resemble the membra-
naceous or gelatinous Ulvas, whilst the strong and leather.likc 
sorts are sufficiently distinct from either. From what I have 
seen myself, and from the discoveries of Major Velley and Mr. 
Stackhouse, I begin to believe that the leather-like Fuci will 
form two distinct Genera, and that the others must be divided 
into three more at least.* 

SUBDIVISIONS OF FUCUS. 
A. With BLADDERS. 

B. Leaves POD-LIKE. 
C. Jointed ; NECKLACE-LIKE. 
D. (I) Flat; midribbed ; opake. 

(2) Flat; rnidribbed ; 
E. (1) Flat; riblcss; opake. 

(2) Flat; ribless ; pellucid. 
F. (1) Cylindrical; opake. 

(2) Cylindrical; pellucid. 
G. (1) Capillary; opake. 

• (2) Capillary; pellucid. 

There can he little doubt of the Fuci being the food of various 
inds of fishes. They are indiscriminately used as manure by the farmers 

on the sea-coast. 'The stalk of the F. rserdenrur may be eaten, as may 
also the F. fortbarinus when boiled ; but the more crisp and tender leaves 
of the Fucus lanreclarms, holaretarrus, and pinmatifidms, are used as a sallad• 
The Focus ye:Fallow:and terrace, are collected on many of our northern 

-shorts, and burnt to make Kelp. 
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A. With BLADDERS. 
P. Conipressed : forked : leaflts pointing two ways; very nodo'sus. 

entire : air bladders in the substance of the leaf, so- 
litary; distended. 

Stack& ii. 10-E. bot. 570-Fl. dais. 146-Baster. 11. 5-Dod. 
480. 1-Ger. em. 1.56S. 6-Park. 12b3. 6, the left hand 
lower figure-Gmel. 1. B. 1-41. ox. xv. 8. row 3. '2. 

• Bladders egg-shaped, growing in the middle of the branches, 
broader than the branches. Leafits spear-shaped, blunt, from the 
edges of the leaf. Lttor. Hard, leathery, 6 feet long, ye!. 
lowish when fresh, blackish when dry. Stem variously branched, 
flat, about f inch broad. Trailing, entire or winged, or alter-
nately winged and forked towards the ends. Leaves simple, in 
pairs, several from the same fork of the branch, none towards 
the bottom of the stem. Leaf-stalks very short. The thicker 
leaves contain granulated fructifications in a mucus fluid. Air. 
Tends both on the stem and on the leaves, large, elliptical, hol-
low. GMELIN fuc. 79. The inside of the fruit is perfectly ana-
logous to that of F. vesiculosus. Mr. STACKHOOSE. 

The forked terminations of the air bladders contain seeds 
and jointed fibres mixed with mucilage, but these cannot be, 
observed without a microscope. 

Rocks and stones in the sea. 	 P. May-Oct. 
Var. 2. Stem serrated. Lictim 920. 

Gmel. I. B. 2 

F. Plant flat, forked, midribbed, entire at the edges : blad- vesiculo'sus. 
tiers axillary, or on the sides of the midrib : tubercles 
in the ends of the leaves. 

Stack& 2 and 6-Velley. 	ii. 11. 2-Gets. el, Cord. a 
Schmid. k. lign. I. 6-H. ox. xv. 8. row the last, !"‘-Clisb 
i. 21-Lob. k. ii. 225. 1-Ger. em. 1567. 4-Park. 1293. 
11-Ger. 1378. 3. 

The bladders at the divisions of the leaf in pairs, the others 
solitary. Turns red in decay. The bladders in the substance 
of the leaf contain the fructifications. LINN. suet. n. 11-0. 
Plant about a foot high, thick, leathery. Leaves f to 1 inch in 
breadth. Bladders elliptical. STAcmoost. 

This plant is subject to considerable varieties, the chief of 
which are 
1. Bladders in pairs, axillary. F. divaricata:. Sp. pl. H. ox. 

xv. R, 5. 
2. Bladders in pairs at the sides of the midrib, the axillary ones 

solitary. 
2 
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CRYPTOdAMIA. ALG1E. Fucus. A. With BLADDERS. 

3. Bladders without any regular *order. 
Tubercles in the terminations of the leaves. 

5. Tubercles in a short lateral leaf. 
6. Tubercles acutely oval; leaves waved at the edge. 

Bladders almost covering the plant ; often confluent. 'IV 
fruit terminating, and purse-shaped. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
inflatus. Smith icon. plant. 75-F1. clan. 1127. 

8. Branches not broader than a straw. Bladders few or none. 
9. Branches proliferous, the shoots inversely egg-shaped. 
10. Ends of the branches twisted. F. wo/abifis of RAY ad 

HUDS. not of LINN. 

All these varieties are found common enough in our sea') 
except the first sort which is mentioned by LInnmus, but I V' 
lieve has not been found on our coast. 

The structure of the fructifications much resembles that 0(  
the F. serratus, and the mid-rib dies away where the granulatio0  
begin. 

Both this and the F. serratus when fully grown, are fore/  
continually by the flux of the tides against the rocks,, and l'); 
the constant collision lose the membranaceous part of their lo'1  
leaves, while the main stems, which are exceedingly toue 
acquire a smooth roundish form, and the forked ribs which peri; 
vade the-  upper leaves wear away to sharp thorny points.r!,, 
this st'ate both these plants have a shrub-like appearance, whdri  
the short leaves and inflated vessels at the summit of the branch!, 
are frequently entire. If the F. vesiculosus receive an injurY:i  
fracture, in any part of the leaf, provided it be in a healtP'i  
vegetating state, it constantly throws out abundance of yot 
leaves from the injured part. If even a small aperture be nWie  
in the middle of it, a new leaf on either side will be found .0  
shoot out. I have rarely discovered this proliferous tendency 0  
the F. serratus. Major VELLEY. The terminating bladder, 
when broken off are also replaced by a number o smaller et 
Mr. TURNER. 

Rocks and stones in the sea, common. 	P. Jan.—De  

na'tans. F. Stem thread-shaped, branched : leaves spear-shaped' 
serrated : fructifications globular, on fruit-stallo• 

Pet. fil.xix. 11. 10. 12-Lob. ohs. 653. 3, ic. ii. 256. (2-61  
em. 1615. 2-Park. 1281, right•fhand figure. f5  Fructifications sometimes ending in an awn ; in some plan  

very short pods composed of minute warts are found in the t.c, 
som of the leaves. LINN. Fructifications like juniper beill'o% 
but always hollow. Leaves sitting, oblong. spear-shaped, vatY,'11 
in breadth, serratures alternate. Gut,. fuc. 93. Plant dolw 
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CRYPTOGAMIA. 	Fucus. A. With BLADDERS. 

winged: leafits mid-ribbed, varying much in breadth, rather 
toothed ,than serrated. Besides the larger external globules called -
fructifications, there are other minute granulations within the 
substance of the leaves. 

Sea shores. Isle of Sheppey : Northumberland : and thrown 
• on the shore near Falmouth. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

F. Thread-shaped, very much branched ; branches alter- seta'ceus. 
nate, two-rowed : bladders elliptical, in the sub- 
stance of the leaf: leaves bristle-shaped. Hops-575. 

Bocc. Brat. G. 5. 
Branches nearly upright, zigzag. Leafits alternate, upright, 

tiled towards the ends of the branches. Vesicles growing in the 
substance of the stem and branches, about the size of a vetch. 
HUDS. n. 8.— Gmelin describes his plant thus. Substance car-
tilaginous, (i inches high, brownish green. Stem flat, twisted at 
bottom, = of an inch over, short. Branches numerous, alter-
nate, divided and subdivided in various directions, and ulti-
mately ending in a fork. Amongst the smaller branches and 
on the stem, are numerous teeth, simple or forked, various in 
theirsize, so as to give a fringed appearance to the plant. The 
swelling of these teeth leads one to think that they perform the 
office of fructification. GmEtin fuc. i60. 

The above reference to Boccone is given on the authority of 
Mr. Hudson, for I have not seen the book. Mr. Hudson also 
cites Gmel. 18. 2, but adds a mark of doubt, and from Gmelin's 
description, I think it is evident that Mr, Hudson's must be a 
different plant. 

Rocks and stones in the sea, but rather scarce. P. Jan.—Dcc. 

P. Thread-shaped, much branched; branches alternate : tamarisei-
bladder• roundish, imbedded : leaves alternate in folios. 
pairs, awl-shaped, with tubercles at the base. 

Stackh.ii. 13—Gm./. 11. 2. 
The imbedded air-bladders contain filaments stretched across, 

analogous to the bladders in other Fuci. Fructification very visi-
ble in a slice cut out from the end of the branches. Whole plant 
horny to the touch, 'and almost prickly. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

This Fucus is found on submarine rocks at very low water, 
and is readily discovered by the bright glaucous tints which art 
reflected from it. It dries black, but if well preserved will re-
tain on its upper branches, a mixture of muddy green colour, 
from whence those beautiful tints originate in its natural state. 
Major VELLEY. From 2 to 4 inches high ; bushy or rather 
tree-like in its growth. Mr. Hudson quotes the F. selaginoides 
of Linnaeus as a synonym, but we believe that plant has never 
yet been found on our coasts. The synonyms are the same as 

   
  



Si 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. Fucus. R. Leaves like a POD. 

those of the F. !etqcoides of Linn. so that we must suppose then; 
not to be different. 

Sea rocks and stones near Marketjew, and elsewhere in 
Cornwall, Devonshire, and Yorkshire. [Bill of Portland. Mr. 
STACKHOUSE.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

fibro'sus. F. Thread-shaped, very much branched : bladders oval, 
- • 	• 	in the substance of the plant: leafits thread-shaped 

and strap-shaped. Runs. 57.5; 	• 
Staekh. ii. 13-H. ox. xv. 8. roan the last. 17-Grne/. 3. 2. 
From 6 to 18 inches high. Stem knotty, rather strong;  

much branched. Bladders oval, rather pointed at each end ; 
from the upper end of each proceeds numerous capillary cylin-
drical branches,which extend several inches beyond the bladders 
-and terminate he plant. Mr. STACKHOUSB. 

Sea shore. Yorkshire, Lancashire, and .Hampshire. (Cor- 
nish coast, common : and Yarmouth. DAWSON TURNER, Esq.] 

Jan.--Dec. 

fzniculakeus.F.,  Thread-shaped ; very much branched : bladders egg-
shaped ; terminated with leafits divided into many 
blunt segments, granulated at the ends. 

Fl. dan. 709-Lob. ob. 652, and it. ii. 254. 2-Ger. es,  
1573.7...Park. 1290. 6.-7. B. iii. 798. 1-Ger, 1380.6. 
Cent. ap. Conf. a Schmid, ie. lign. 1. 2. 

Rather woody, 4 to 6 inches high ; growing in a compact 
bundle ; livid, yellowish; black when dried. Brattebet nu. 
merous, divided and subdivided, their extremities forked. 
Lower branches always rounded, upper ones sometimes flatted, 
and ending in long pods with a fork at the extremity. Gmsurt 
fuc. 	Linn. in Sy's. Nat. includes the F. barhatta of Sp. ii. 
as a variety of this. In our specimens, as in Gmelin's figure, 
the thread-shaped branches swell out into pod-like substances, 
principally towards their extremities. These pods have generally 
more or less length of the thread.shaped branch continued be-
yond them, but without any leafits, divided intoblunt segments. 
It is evident therefore that the Linnican specific character does 
not apply well to the plant we have been accustomed to call F. 
fmniculaceus. 

Rocks and stones in the sea on the coast of Devonshire. 
I 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

Leaves like a Pon. 

siliquo'sus. F. Compressed; branched : branches pointing two ways 3 
alternate; very entire : fructihcations on fruit.-
stalks ; oblong ; beaked. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. FuctiS.:13. Leaves like a POD.' 
Omel. 2. B-Stackh. .5-E. hot. 474-Fl. dan. 1 06-Giseke 75-

Dod. 480. 2-Ger. em. 1569. 7-Park. 1293. 6, c. of the 
three figurer that on the right hand. 

Thread-shaped, compressed, zigzag, each side toothed, with 
rudiments of leaf-stalks or fructifications. Fructifications spin-
dle-shaped, beaked at the end, alternate on fruit.stalks. Leaves 
spear-shaped, smaller than the pods. LINN. 'Pods very nu-
merous, oblong-egg-shaped, scored across, filled with slime con-
taining numerous granules. Substance leathery, 4 feet long, 
dark olive, black when dried. GMELIN fuc. 81. Sometimes 4 
feet long ; the stalk compressed, zigzag or waved, nearly of 
the same thickness throughout. Pods varying much in size as 
well as in the length of the foot-stalk and in that of the beak. 
STACKHOUSE. The secondary branches which proceed from the 
main stem resemble a long strap-shaped cartilaginous leaf, from 
whence originate in a lateral direction the pods, and at the ex. 
tremity of the pod is frequently found a continuation of that 
cartilaginous leaf, which appea-ante seems to favour the opinion 
of Gmelin that the pods are only the leaves in a state of fructi-
fication; but in examining this plant the pods may be found 
upon short foot-stalks in a very minute form with the appearance 
of the transverse partitions, and this in a very young state, before 
they become turgid. Major 'VaLl.nv. Leaves and pods not 
distinct ; the leaves in the more advanced state of growth as-
sume the appearance of pods, from ;1;.% of an inch to 1 or 2 inches 
long, and from Ta to of an inch broad, but though separated 
by partitions they contain nothing like seeds. Mr. StIckhouse 
suspects thai the seeds may be found in the beaklike termina-
tions of the pods. 

Rocks and stones in the sea. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

47 

F. Compressed, much branched, zigzag : leavei pod- siliculo'sus.  
like, oblong, sharp-pointed. 

Stackh. ii. 11. 
This species is not uncommon. About 6 or 9 inches high ; 

branches with knobs and hollows at the edge, the marks of 
leaves torn off as happens in the F. siliquosus. The fruit or 
pods though roundish are sharp pointed, have no cavities nor 
fibres stretched lengthwise, nor transverse furrows on the out. 
side as in F. siliquosus, but they have a tubercled app earance.i 
The meshes as well as the seeds and globular masses arc smaller 
than in any species I have seen. As the F. siliquosus 'has never 
been found in fruit may not it be this plant after having dis-
charged its seeds, its pods then becoming air-bladders ? Mr. 
STACxHOUSE. 

On the coast of Cornwall. 
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CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. rucus..D. Jointed; ;Like $1  
Necklace. • 

C. Jointed, like &Necklace. 
concatena'. F. Thread-'shaped, greatly branched, 'forked -.blanches 

tus. 	swollen out like the beads of a necklace by the dis,  
tended vesicles placed at intervals within them. 

Pelle) 2. 1. 
Thread-shaped ; branches very numerous, opposite or alter-• 

nate, often ending in forks. Bladders egg-shaped, in the sub.' 
stance of the stem and the branches, distant, an awl-shaped 
leaf at the side of each. LINN. Six or inches long, cartilage; 
nous, tawny olive. Bladder: oblong, placed at a little distance, 
3 or 4 one above another, each with one or two little thorns. 
When in fruit, the ends of the•branches also swell, and are co-
vered with numerous wart-like substances, each with a puncture 
in the centre and within full of seeds. LIGHTF..I.!.4. The seeds 
are not in the cavity, but seem to be placed beneath' the outet 
coat of the branches, rather in an annular form. VELLEY*. The 
granulations placed under the outer coat of the branches are 
dark coloured and have a pore or hole opening. externally,  
There arc other protuberances in the branches, not dark colour,  
ed, more like blisters than granulations, and these also have s 
pore opening outwardly. 

Sea rocks and stones, Sussex and Cornwall. HGDS.—About 
Leith and New.  Haven. Mr. YALDEN.—At Weymouth. 

P. June—July,  

kalifoemis. F.' Stems obscurely jointed : branches in whirls, 3 or 4 
at a joint : secondary branches either oppositq.or,io 
whirls. 

E. bot. 640. 
Approaches nearto the F. verticillatus of Lightfoot, but the 

branches twice as long, and their terminations not so much di,  
vided into capillary segments. It differs also in the position of 
its fructifications. Substance almost gelatinous : colour yellow 
gccen, sometimes purplish ; height from 4 to 6 inches ; whirls 
near f  an inch asunder ; branches near inches long. Frueti,  
(cation red, globules scattered on the surface and edges of the 
secondary branches. 

Discovered by .Mr. Woonwaao on the beach at Yarmouth, 
and by him first ascertained to be a nondescript species. Also 
found by Mr. STACKHOUSE on the western oasts. [At Scarbo. 
rough. Sir T. FRANKLANG.] 	 • 

• For a magnified view ot the fructification, and many other parti.' 
eulars of this and some other species of Fuci and Confervw, eee coloured,  
figures of marine plants, with descriptions and observationS by Thomas 
Yelicy, Esq. D. C. L. 1795. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE: Vatiq. C. jointed: like 
Necklace. 

8g 

F. Sterns obscurely jointed : -branches in whirls, awl:vertieillastus 
shaped, or bristle-strap-shaped. LIGHTP. 962. 

Lightf. 31. at p. 962. 
Pale or whitish green, membranaceous. Stems about f 

inches high ; about the size of a small goose quill, so obscurely 
jointed as to be almost cylindrical. Branches :1 to .5 in a whirl, 
an inch or more long, gradually shorter towards the end of the 
stem, beset with bristle-shaped leaves alternate or without order. 
Fructifications red, visible with a microscope at the ends of the. 
branches. LIGHTP. Colour olive green, sometimes yellow. 
Stem hollow, with inflated knots. Secondary branches in whirls, 
with 4 or ., oblong hollow leaves. In these branches the fruc,. 
tification is clearly discernible. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

On the rocks of the little isles of Jura. LIGHTP. 	July. 

F. Jointed, very much branched : joints egg-cylindrical,articulakus. 
tubular : branches opposite or in whirls. 

Stackb. e. a. b.—H. ox. xv. 8. row 2. 14. 
One to 3 inches high, pale red purple. Seeds in the termi-

nating joints and in others growing in whirls at the ends of the 
branches. LIGHTFOOT. Stem short, slenderer than the branches, 
joints egg.cylindrical. Branches opposite, jointed, swelling in 
the middle; leafits only 2, or -1 in a whirl, which distinguishes-
it from the F. verticillatus. The branches resemble strings of 
oval beads, sharp at each end, resembling some of the jointed 
conferva, and still more some of the corallines. The colours 
pink, pale purple, or yellowish green; beautifully transpa-
rent. Frue4tat;oos minute blood reddots, imbedded in the 
upper joints. It varies in the flatness or roundness of the joints; • 
the round jointed sort is tubular, but many of the compressed 
kinds appear to be solid. S-raciatoosz. p. 29. who since informs 
me that he has found a sort with the fructifications prominent, 
not imbedded, which will probably prove a distinct species. 

Uhva articulate:. Huns. Rocks and stones in the sea, about 
low-water mark, Cornwall, Devonshire, .Dorsetshire, Sussex. 
Huns. Jura, Cransay, Skye, &c. LIGHTP. 

A. March— Nov. Huns.—Aug. LIGHTP. 

F. Gristly, creeping, branched, jointed : joints oblonwe'pens. 
flat. 

Stems narrow, matted togethef, set with narrow straps. 
Shoots numerous, crowded, it an inch high, broadest upwards, va-
riously and irregularly divided into segments, and sometimes. 
appearing jointed. flat, (not hollow) ) pellucid, tender, dull pur-
ple below, dirty green above. DILL., I. It. has many fine 
runners entangled together, and emitting small claw-like liga. 
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CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE, Fucus. 	 ,mid  , 	• 

ribtcd, ggANE. 

nients. From these runners, short branched shoots ate Koch:iced! 
without order; slender at the base, but broader upwards, jointed 
and much matted togethei. Substance cartilaginous : colour 
fine red purple or green. Stem oblong and flatted, consisting 
sometimes of only a single joint ; in others there is a succession 
of 2 or 3 of these oblong joints resembling a necklace with 
oblong flatted beads, and in others again other joints are sent off 
from the sides of these, and sometimes e2 from the end. Its 
colour fine pinky purple; some of the joints now and then arc 
of a bright green. Seeds in the substance of some of the ex-
treme joints, like grains of fine purple powder. Licirrsoar. 
962. 

Lava art;culata ,63 Huns. Furies verticillatus. var. rotas. 
Rot. arr. ed. ii. Sea rocks washed by the waves, in Prestholnl 
Island. DILL.—and near Musselburgh. LicaTre [On the 
stems of the F. digitatus, frequent. On the naked rocks at St. 
Michael's Mount Pier. Mr. STACKHOUSF.} 	August. 

D. (1) Flat, 4midribbed, OPAKE. 
F. Plant, flat, forked, mid-ribbed, serrated with teeth : 

fructifications at the ends of the branches, tu-
bercled. 

Stackh. 	1—H. ox. xv. 9. 1—Bast. ii. 11. 3. 
Two feet high or more, but it varies much in size. Sub-

stance hard, leathery. Colour green to yellowish, or olive)  
blackish when dried, but still in some measure pellucid: Stein 
flat, pervading the whole length of the leaves, which are ob' 
long, flat, edges set with teeth of varitrus sizes. It has no air 
vestdes, but little pencils are often found on both surfaces, and 
tubercles bearing seeds, filled with woolly matter, in the sub-
stance of the leaf, either scattered, or more collected at the ex-
tremities. GMELIN fuc. 57. When in fruit the extremities 
are pale yellow, and the tubercles brown. Mr. STACKHOVSE,  
This Fucus has two kinds of fructification sufficiently obvious 
by the aid of a common eye-glass. As far as the mid-rib per-
vades the leaves you may see globular granulations scattered 
within the substance of the plant sending out pencils of threads 
upon the surface. Where the mid-rib ends, towards the termi-
nation of the leaves, the surface is set thick with tubercles, each 
tubercle the section of a sphere, with an opening at the top 
through which issues a mucilaginous fluikl containing oblong 
substances, probably the seeds ; but so small as to require a, 
pretty high magnifier to be distinctly seen. 

Rocks and stones in the sea. 	 P. J an. —Dec• 
Var. 2. Leaf without serratures, or only a few at the base. 

HuOs. 576. A foot long, at least an inch broad. Edge une-
qual, less remarkably serrated. DOODY us R. Sys. 42: I bon 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. FuenS. D. (1) Flat, midi 
ribbed, OPAKE. 

seen this var. of not more than the usual breadth, but in these 
specimens the mid-rib extended only to a short distance from 
the stem. 

12) 

P. Plant flat ; forked ; very entire : dotted; strap-shaped spiralis. 
and channeled towards the base : fructifications in 
pairs; tubercled. 

Stackh. 5—Fl. dan. 286—H. ox. xv. a. 10—Bast. ii. 
Dod. 479. 1—Ger. em. 1567. 4, on Me right band side.-• 
Gesn. ap. Cord. Schmiel•it. 1Jgu. 1'. 5. 

Twisted spirally whilst growing ; membranaceous, flat, nar-
rower below, channeled. Fructifications terminating, oblong, 
thickish, in pairs, on fruit-stalks. LINN. A foot or more in 
length. RAY. Syn. 41. It has np air-bladders. Fructifications 
masses of granulations at the ends of the leaves, which are most. 
ly forked, but sometimes, S-cleft, These masses are oblong, 
filled with mucilage, and ere of the colour pf a Spanish olive, 
Punctures in the leaves. in a regular series, garnished with pencils 
of fibres. I have not seen the stalk channeled. STACKHOUSE, 
In some specimens the dots, or globules within the substance of 
the leaf on each side the mid-rib, are not disposed in a regular 
series, but scattered, and much more numerous than represented 
in the fig. of Mr. Stackhouse. 

Stones and rocks in the sea, Kent, Sussex, and Essex. On 
the ,coast of Devon and Cornwall, on rocks below high water 
mark. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 	 P. Jan.—Deco 

F. Strap-shaped, forked, very entire, smooth, with nit_ angustifolius 
nute dots or punctures : fruit slender, pointed. 

Lately discovered by Mr. STACKHOUSE at Portreath near St. 
Ives, Cornwall. It resembles the F. spiralis but is not at all 
twisted in its growth, the breadth of the leaf is much less thin 
in the kindred plants ; the fruit is very narrow, pointed ; often 
2 horned. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

F. Strap-shaped, mid-ribbed, flat, forked, very entire, the dis'tichus, 
ends tubercled, sharp-pointed. 

Gmel. foe. 1. .4. 1.  
Between gristly and leathery, 6 inches high, olive green, • 

changing to black when dry. Root circular, more than A an 
inch diameter, cemented to stones. Stems thick, flat, branched. 
Branches uniform, forked, pervaded by a mid-rib, leaf narrow. 
Fructifications on the ends of the branches, containing granules. 
GMELIN fuc. 72. Differs from the F. canaliculatus in the leaf 
Not being at all channeled, and the pod-like vesicles being long 

   
  



- 	42 	aRYPTOGAMIA: ALG./E. Fuctii..D. (2)',  
ribbed, ,PELLUCID. 

and tapering to a point. Karim." With a inid-rib. The' tex-
ture herbaceous. LINN. FL dan. 351, cited by Linnmus ex-
actly resembles it, except in wanting the mid-rib. If this plant 
had air bladders it would scarcely be distinguishable from the 
F..vesiculosus. • 	 , 	• 	. 	• 	• , 	' 

F. linearis. Huds. 578. F. filifbrmis. Gmelin. Rocks 
and stones in the sea. [At Christ-church, Hants.] 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

D. (2) Flat, mid-ribbed PELLUCIb. 
membranai- F. Membranacebusi pellucid, forked, mid-ribbed : with 

ceus. 	a' few lateral branches. 	• 	' 
• 

• Sta:ckh. pl. 6.. 
About.5 inches:high, flat; expanding horizontally for 6 or 

7 inches, pale brown yellow. Stem 4ire-like, cartilaginous, di, 
\Tiding into forks and perVading the foliage in form of a mid-
rib. The leafy part thin, near f •an inch broad, transparent, 
with scattered clusters of regulai dots. .These. dots are the filler 
tification. 

• First discovered by Mr. STACEHOUSE at Sidmouth, Devon_ 
shire, near the western promontory, and figured in his admirable 
work on the Fuci.• 

osculen'tus. F. Simple, undivided, Sword-shaped: stern 4-bornered?  
running through the whole length of the leaf 
winged at the base. 
dana 417-Lightf: 28, at p. 9.3E-(Gmel. 29. 1, wants

//  

the wings at the base of the stem.) 
Stem thick, broad, 4-sided, winged at. the base with flat 

sword-shaped leafits ; leaf very large, penetrated through its 
xyhole length by the stem which is visible on both its surfaces. • 
rn these circumstances it differs from the F. , seci-harinus. LINN. 
Sometimes from 5 to 10 yards long, or more, olive coloured. 
Stems solid, round, upright, pervading the whole length of 
the leaf. Leaf extremely long, rounded at the base, nar-
rower towards the end, diaphanous, wonderfully plaited and., 
curled. GMELIN fuc. .200. In Hudson's. Synonym for F1. Ian. 
read Gmelin. 

Sea rocks and' stones. Cumberland and Scotland. ,[Wey_ 
mouth and the Cornish coast. In deep water at Acton Castle, 
Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOUSE.] 	 P'. Jan.—Dec. 

aanguidetts. F. Leaves mernbranaceous ; egg-oblong ; waved at the 
edge but very entire; on leaf-stalks : stern cylin-
drical, branched. 

   
  



.CRYPTOGAM1A, !ALGA: Fu'cits. D.7.(2) Flat; 
ribbed;.,PRILUCID. 

'Staiih. 7—Gmel. 24: 2—Fl. dan..349—Gies. i. 24—H. ox.xf. 
S. row. ►I. u. 

Resembling the leaves of the. Rumex sanguineus, in size as 
,well as form. R. Syn. 49. Stem very short; ending in oblong 
spear-shaped leaves, very entire, waved at the.edge, rounded at , 
the end, furnished with a mid-ribwhiCh sends offlateral alternate 
veins ; from 3 inches to a foot in length. and from . to 2 inches 
in breadth ; pellucid, pale red purple. GMELIN fuc. 185. Fruc-
tifications roundish, on fruit-stalks, blackish red, on the sides of 
,the branches and ribs, of the . size of 'rape seed. Huns. n.,3. 
Stem very short, woody, bratiched. Leaves midAibbed, ob-
long, blunt, about 6 inches long ,and 11 inch broad, pellucid 
and thin as gold-beaters skin ; red, often with cross bars or 
stripes of a dull pinky yellow. STACKHOUSE *. 

Rocki and stones in the sea. Yarmouth. Mount's bay. 
Falmouth. 	 T. Jan.—Dec.. 

r." Leaves membranaceous, oblong, waved,:indented ruibens. 
stalk cylindrical, branched. 

• Stack& 7—E. hot. 822—Fl. elan. 652—Gmelin 24. 1. 
• Stem cylindrical, Woody, branched, garnished with leaves of 
various sizes. Leave; on leaf-stalks, mid-ribbed, veined, sail; 
loped and indented, often fringed ; thin, pellucid ; colour pale 
pink,. with tints of green and olive. The mid-rib of the larger 
leaves sends out smaller .  *ayes. STACKHOUSE. Fructifrations, 
small red oblong substances, tapering down into fruit-stalks, 
placed on the stem or on the edges of the leaves. Within these 
substances, which in the microscope appear like processes issuing 
from the leaves, small red granulations may be seen. 
• F. sinuosus. E. bot.-1.1or. dan. 652 has been quoted as this 
plant, but the leaves are much broader than in any specimens 
which I have, seen, and Gmelin 24; 1. is very different, the 
branches are winged with oval leafits and terminated by an odd 
One. 	 • 	• 
. 	Common on our sea coasts. 	 Dec: Jan. 

F. 	
• 

•Mid-ribbed,, much branched ; leaves strap-spear- Hypoglos'- 
Shaped, very entire.: mid-rib proliferous. 	sum. 

Linn. Jr. ii. t. 7. 
'1 . 	I. • 

About 2 or 3 inches high, triembranaceous, extremely thin, 
bright red. Fructification, MALE, vesicles the size of mustard 
seed, dark red, placed, on the nerve near the extremity of the 

* For more particulars of this and several other 'species to be noticed 
hereafter, sea Naazis Ilatmloribk, or a botannical description of the Bri-
tish marine plants, with coloured drawings from.naturn by John Stack- 
house, Esq. F. L. S. 1795. 
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leaves.:—Ftwas numerous, very minute grains scattered near 
the nerve on each side of the leaf. However it is possible that 
these red vesicles are real capsules, and that the granulated ap-
pearance proceeds from the capsules having burst and discharged 
their seeds. WOODWARD. Linn. tr. ii. 30. One single globu-
lar vesicle in which minute grains may sometimes be found, 
appears to be the complement to each leaf, arising from the nerve 
'which passes through the centre of these globules. Major 
VELLEY. 

Found by Mr. Wigg on the beach at Yarmouth, by Mr. 
Crowe at Cromer, and by Dr. Goodenough on the southern 
coast. 

ala'tus. 	F. Membranaceous ; somewhat forked ; mid-ribbed ; 
segments alternate, decurrent, cloven. .I.ANN. 
Leaves very entire coloured. Huns. ed. i. 473. ed. 
ii. 578. 

Fl. don. 352—Gmel. 25. 1 ; 2, its its younger state ; 3, a 
variety 'with broader leaves. 

Leaves branched, purple, diaphanous, strap-shaped, ends 
somewhat toothed, mid-rib rather thick. LINN. Three inches 
long or more, mcmbranaceous, thin.—Stem flatted, line broad, 
very much branched. Branches alternate, edged with a thin 
leafy substance. GMELIN fuc. 137. Rose colour or pink ; 
forked; consisting of a mid-rib garnished on each side with a 
transparent and very narrow membrane. Mr. ST4cutotyse. 
When the leafy membranaceous substance which edges the rib 
of the branches decays or rubs off; the plant assumes a very dif-
ferent appearance, seeming then to be composed of thread-shaped 
branches. 

Sea rocks and stones. [And on the large stalks of F. poly- 
schidcs and digitatus. Mr. STAcKnouss.) 	P. May—Oct. 

E. (1) Flat, ribless, oPAKE. 
lo'reus. 	F. Strap-shaped, forked, tubercled all over. 

E. sot. .569—Fl. dan. 710—Sib looser in Gent. Mag. 17.56, 
p. 641f. 1 to 4—Ger. em. 1568, 5—Park. 1293. 6. 

Tall, forked, strap-shaped, compressed : set with- raised, 
blunt tubercles. Ltrna. This plant at its first appearance so 
much resembles a Fungus, that some authors hale mistaken it 
for one. Ray seems to have described it as a distinct species 
under the name of " Fucus Fungis affinis." Syn. p. 43. n. 15. 
From the centre of the little Fungus-like substance 3 or 4 shoots 
arise, and extending by degrees, into branches, constitute the 
perfect plant. The little Fwigus still continues and forms a kind 
of cup at the base of the stem. 
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Grows to •a great length, and is more regularly forked than 
any plant I know. It grows fixed to the rocks by a most tena-
cious gluten. Major VaLLEY. A short stem supports a kind of 
cup full f. an inch diameter. • Out of this arise one or two strap.. 
shaped leaves, several feet in length, nearly as broad as a straw, 
dividing into forks at distant intervals. The whole plant is 
opake, ribless, dark coloured, and in every part beset with Cu.. 
bercles filled with a slimy fluid, and open at the top. A pencil 
of hairs issues from some of them, but the fluid they pour out 
contains nothing like seeds ; the others without hairs pour out 
a mucilage filled with seeds of an oblong shape, but so small as 
to elude the naked eye. This apparatus of fructification seems 
nearly the same as that in the F. serratus, except that in this 
plant the male and female organs are indiscriminately dispersed 
over the whole plant, whilst in that the male flowers are on the 
lower, the female on the upper part of the branches. Dr. Bor-
lase, in his.Nat. hist. of Cornwall, tells us that he measured a 
plant 22 feet long. 

Sea Thongs. Rocks and stones in the sea. Mount's-bay, 
Cornwall. 	 P. June—Sept. 

P. Without a mid-rib ; simple ; sword-shaped; stalk cy_saccharitnus. 
lindrical ; very short. 

Gunn. ii. 7. 2—Fl, days. 416--Gme/. 27 and 28. 
Oval or oblong, leathery, often 4 feet long and 2 broad, 

waved, narrow at the base, adhering to stones as if by means of 
fingers. LINN. suec. a. 11„51.—Stem from 2 to 12•inches high. 
Leaf single, tapering at each end, fiat, sometimes 2 yards long, 
puckered, the wrinkles containing a jelly like mucus, in which 
the fructiferous granules are lodged. GMFLIN Inc. 19.5. Fruc-
tification, thin, inflated pellicles like tho4e of F. digitatus con-
taining a network of tubes in a thin mucus, and similar tubes 
are found in the stiff pellucid jelly between the skins. I never 
observed the seeds exposed in the marginal sinusses as mentioned 
by Gmelin. Seeds not yet observed. Mr. Si-Am-mum 

Rocks and stones in the sea. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 
Washed in spring water and then hung up in a warm place, 

a substance like sugar exudes from it. Some people eat it fresh 
out of the sea. Smaller leaves and clusters eaten by the poor as 
F. &Imams. RUTTY. 

F. Ihnd-shaped, without a mid-rib :.segments sword- polyschi'des 
shaped : root tuberous, hollow : stalk flat, plaited 
at the edge. 

Staab. 4—Gmel. 30. 
Root large. Stem flat, spirally twisted, snore than a foot 

high, its top expanding into a roundish leaf which is divided 
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into several very long segments, broad at the base, tapering to 
a point, sometimes forked without a mid-rib. The substance 
of the plant is cartilaginous; it is sometimes 1.5 feet in extent; 
its colour greenish, changing to olive or to yellowish. Glauti 
fuc. 203. 

From a large hollow bulb arises generally one, sometimes 
or even 3 compressed stalks, 4 inches or more wide, thick in 
the middle, thinner at the edges, where it is strangely furbelow,  

sed and contorted. This stem, which is upwards of 2 feet long, 
suddenly expands into a very wide head, which divides into 
sword-shaped segments. Its substance is leather-like, totally 
free from veins or fibres; colour deep brown, and appearing as 
if varnished.' The bulb sends out numerous strong horny roots 
which strike deep into the ooze, or lay hold of the stones in the 
larger crevices of the rocks. Stackhouse. Ner. Britan. The 
roots are conical, serpentine, and well represented in the fig. of 
Mr. Stackhouse. Great masses of these roots are frequently 
thrown upon the shore, and Mr. Stackhouse informs me that 
the plant sometimes weighs 20 or 30 pounds, or more. The 
fructification, it is said, has not yet been observed, but there are 
many dots or globules dispersed through the whole of the fo-
liage, within its substance. Since the above was written, Mr. 
Stackhouse informs me that he has found vesicles under the sur-
face containing reticulated jelly like those in the F. digitatus. 

F. bulbosus. buds. ;79. Rocks and stones in the sea ; on 
the coast of Cornwall, frequent. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

digitaqus. F. Without a mid-rib; hand-shaped; segments sword-
shaped: stalk cylindrical. 

Staab. 	dan. 392—Gane. i. 3. 
Stem as thick as a walking stick. LINN. Stem cylindrical, 

compressed, I to 2 yards high. GUNNER; Norv. i. 34. It ta,  
Fe rs pretty much towards the top, and then suddenly expand' 
into a leaf of a foot or more in breadth. This leaf is divideLl 
into a number of segments, from 4 to 12, each of which is some-
times a yard long, and tapers to a point. The substance thick, 
leather-like, ribless, with a fructification of thin inflated pel,  
licles produced without order on the surface, containing a mu,  
cilaginous fluid, but without apparent granules. The plant 
when fresh has a rich brown yellow colour, and appears smooth 
and shining as if varnished. STACIEHOUSE. iNereis Britannita,  
I). G. 

The pellicles are not on the surface, but imbedded. They 
grow close together, are often confluent, or• as it were quilted,  prow 

jelly they contain, under high magnifiers appears reticu,  
lated. Communicated by Mr. STACKHOUSE)  since the publica-
tion of his lust fasciculus of marine plants. When thG whop 
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plant is Olken out of the water and held by the stem, it nor un-
aptly resembles a'flag-staff and flag;. the latter cut horizontally 
into strips. 

Sea girdles and hangers. Stones and rocks in the sea. On 
the coasts of Cornwall, plentiful. STACXHOUSE. P. Jan.—Dec. 

Boiled tender and eaten with butter, pepper, and vinegar, is 
said by Gerrard to be a good food. , 

P. Flat, spearefihaped, dotted, forked, very entire : the cerarloi'des. 
ends cloven and ttibercled. .Syst . nat. 	• 

H. ox. xv. S. row 1. 1:1. 
This is a good representation, but the leaves are too broad 

upwards and their points too sharp. Allied to the F. inflatus 
but narrower, more branched, and impressed with scattered dots 
on both surfaces. Ltsx. The figure of Morison in H. ox. xv. 
8. row 	13, cited above, has its surface covered with wart-like 
excrescences, as is also the case with many plants which I have 
seen corresponding with the figure in all points, but it seems ex-
t•aordinary that Linnmus should not have noticed a circum-
stance. so  remarkable. Plant cartilaginous; stiff and horny 
when dry. 

F. canaliculatui. r. Huds. 383. On rocks and stones in the 
sea. On the coast of Cornwall. 	 Sept. 

F. Cartilaginous, forked, greatly widening upwards ; stir- stella'tus. 
face thick set with excrescences bearing fructifica= 
tions on their elt.tretnities. 

' Plant 4 inches high, beautifully hedge-hogged with excre-
scences, sometimes on one, sometimes on both surfaces. They 
ire upright, partly cylindrical, fleshy, bearing the fructifications 
imbedded in their tops. Its colour is brown, purple or bright 
green. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Mr. Lightfoot. tells us that the upper segments are nu-
merous, often crowded, not properly forked, but grow ing eithei 
In a stellated or finger-like form. 

F. ceranoides. o. Huds. p. Lightf. Fucus ceranoides albidns, 
ramulorum apcibus stellate. Ray Syn. 44. 

P, Flat, forked, very entire, strap-shaped, grooved : frue-eanaliculai-
tifications terminating, tubereled, divided into 2 tus. 
parts, blunt. LINN. syst. nest. ed. xii. 71(3. syst. veg. 
ed. xiii. and xiv.  

E. hot. 8'23—Gmcl. 1. B. 2 and 	dan. Q14—H. ox. xv. 
8, row 2. 11. 1 and row the last, 12—Felley .151. 1 
fructification. 

VOL. IV. 
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Many times forked, smooth, narrow, one side convex, the 
other channeled. Fructifications terminating, dividing into 2, 
or in pairs, sitting, sprinkled with perforated tubercles. LINN. 
Grooved, or cut into longitudinal hollows on one surface.. 
Stems and leaves ribless. Gmetmr.foc. 73. Seldom exceeds 3 
or 4 inches in length, but covers the surface of the rocks for 
many yards square. It has fruit-bearing and barren branches 
at the same time, the former appearing to be 2 years old or 
more. The ends are almost'or quite yellow. when ripe, and 
much tubercled. The. fructification is precisely. analogous to 
that of F. vesiculosus, but the seeds are larger. Mr. Sracr- 
HS/USE. 

F. xeisur. Linnl  sp. p1. 1627. syst. nat. ed. xii. 715. Huds. 
ed. i. 468. 

• Rocks and stones in the sea. 	 P: Jane—Aug.  

pygmm'us. F. Gristly, compressed,, ribless, hand-shaped : fruCtifica-
tions terminating, roundish; perforated at the. end. 

Light!. 32. I, at p. 948. 
Gristly, black; dark green when held against the light; 

seldom more than a  of an inch high. LIOHTF.. It, hai the ap-
pearance of a moss in its crowded growth, entirely covering 
the surface of the rocks, in patches; is hard and brittle like a 
Lichen, and may he considered as amphibious, being, under 
water only at the time of high tide. 

F. ',mils's. Huds..584, but not F. pumilus of Flora Danica. 
Rocks in the little isles of Jura washed by the tides, on the 
coast of Jona, and ill the Frith of Forth, .and, several other 
places. LIGHTF. Rocks and stones in the, sea between high 
and low water mark. Huns. [Coasts of Cornwall. Mr. STACKI 
HOUSE.] 	 P. June—Oct. • 

p us illus. F. Creeping:
' 
 brandhed, matted together : leaves ribless, 

spatura-shaped, either entire and rounded at the 
end, or cloven or 3-cleft. 

Staab. p1. 6. 
Npt = of an inch high. It grows in tufts like a Lichen, 

black in' the mass, but pale red when held against the light: 
Substance rigid, horny. It is branched frogs the root, the lower 
part of the 'branches garnished with a strap-shaped fringe. 
The spatula-shaped leaves appear at the end of these branches. 
Fructification not yet discovered. The Fucus pygmzus grows 
upright, this is a creeping plant. Nereis Britasmica. 

First discovered by Mr. STACKHOUSE on the red, sand stone 
rocks at Sidmouth. 
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i (9.) Flat, riblesso,rmLucip. 
F. Membranaceous, without a. mid-rib, simple, transpa-pli Wtis, 

rent, sWord'-sflaped, bbrdtr plaited and waved: stalk 
cylindrical, very short. 

Stackh. fast. H. pl. 9. 
t About a foot long and an inch broad. Fructification, ve-

steles immersed as in F. saccharinus. Thought by Huds. and. 
Eightf. to hive been a var. of that plant, but the leaf is never 
wrinkled in the middle part, and its texture is thin and mem.. 
branaceous like an Ultra. It further differs from the F. sac. 
charihus in growing in dusters, though each plant has its proper 
rpot. The F. saccharinus is dense and hOrny in its texture, 
even when young. 

F. stncharinus var. d` Huds. var. G Lightf. p. 9-4L, but not 
hfs reference to Baubine. Fucus Phyllitidis folio. Ray. Syn. 40. 
At Weymotith, and Tenby; not uncommon on the South coast. 
Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

F Flat wedge-shaped, ribless, thkk, very succulent. 
Leaves arising many in succession, of different sizes, from a 

discoid base. It is as thick as leather, large, veinless, trans-
parent. From a flat discoid base arise t.), 3 to S or more leaves 
of different sizes, and of different ages, the largest are from 6 
to 9 inches high, on a thick compressed, or nearly cylindrical 
stem. This stem suddenly dilates into a very wide, smooth, 
leather-like leaf, sometimes 4 or 5 inches over pear the top, in 
shape like the lateral section of a wedge. When in fruit, the 
middle of the leaf, betwixt the '2 coats is a vascular jelly, the 
vessels are annular tubes chained together. The surface at this 
time rises into conical protuberances perforated at the top. 

The above has been sometimes supposed to be the F. pal-
matus. It is very common in Cornwall, and is probably the 
true Scotch Dulse, the Flans scoticus, latissimus, edulis, dulcis. 
Ray Syn. 4(i. n. at. This is eatable when raw, which is hardly 
the case with the F. palmatus, proffer, laciniatus, and ciliatus; 
all of which, though thin and transparent are extremely tough. 
It is also eaten after being pinched with hot irons, and then 
tastes like roasted oysters. Mr. STACKHOUSE4 

F. Membranaccons, forked, segments broad, strap- punctetus. 
shaped : fructifications in oblong spots. 

Substance thin as gold-beater's skin ; colour brownish, but 
perfectly pellucid. It arises from a flat knobby base, of a con-
siderable size, extending to the height of u inches. It is forked 
in its mode of growth, the segments from t to it inch broad, 
of the same breadth from one subdivision to another. The 
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ends are subdivided into several strap-shaped segmenta about 
the breadth of a straw, an inch long, and blunt or notched at 
the extremities,  

The fructifications appear in every part of the plant, ex-
cept, the terminating segments. They assume the shape of ob-
long spots, placed at pretty regular intervals, of a darker co-
lour than the rest of the plant. These spots under the micro-
scope, are found to consist of dark red granules, or globules; 
smooth and without any fruit-stalk. 	. 	- 

First discovered by Mr. 'STACKHOUSEj on the sands at 
Weymouth, very near the pier, at linv water mark. 

Mr. Stackhouse observes, that a plant, of this size and 
singularity must have attracted notice if common. b.e there-
fore conjectures that,it must be an inhabitant of deep waters, 
fortuitously thrown ashore in a state of perfection. Sept. 1792. 

ligula'tus. F. Flat, membranaceous, ribless, strap-shaped, doubly 
winged : wings sword -shaped, fringed. 

Light': 29, at p. 946. 
Leaf If to 2 feet long, about 2 lines broad, egg-shaped, 

herbac'eous ; serratures sometimes bristle-shaped. HUDS. n.,32. 
There is a bulbous excrescence at the root, above which it ge-
nerally breaks off. Fructifications on the stem, near the set-
ting on of the leaves, resembling the saucers of a Lichen. Mr. 
STACKH. Plant green, thin and transparent. The main stern 
about the breadth of a straw. The younger plants much like 
the feathered part of a large quill. 

F. herbaceus. Huds. 58'2. Frith of Forth, about Nevi 
Haven and other places, LIGHTF.—Rocks and stones in the 
sea. Thrown on the shore near Hastings, Sussex, and in Nor-
thumberland. Huns.—[Yarmouth shore. Mr. WOODWARD.---" 
Cornish coast, common. STACKHOUSE.] 	P. Jan.L-Dec. 

denta'tus. F. Membranaceous, ribless : leaves wing-cleft segments 
alternate, bluntly toothed. 

Fl. dem. 354—Cmel. 	ox. xv. 8. row 1. 5—Buxb. 
65. 4. 

Red; diaphanous; hollows of the clefts rounded. Seg-
ments toothed at the end. LtNN. A very elegant plant. Steel 
often a foot high or more, scarcely a line In breadth, strap-
shaped, flat, forked. Substance leatheri, not elastic, dark 
brick colour, opake, thickest in the middle. Branches nar-
rower towards the end, lying down, but the wings uprights 
alternate, upper ones most numen us and most divided, some-
times proliferous. Friatifications on the ends of the segments 
which are divided into an infinity of little teeth, supportingnu-
Inerous globules, which are opake, black, deciduous. Graffiti 
fuc. 124. 
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Rocks and stones in the sea, Devonshire and Yoikshire. 
A. May—Oct. 

P. Nearly stemless: leaves flat, membranaceous, without laciniatus. 
a mid-rib; branched : branched widenimz, hand- 
shaped.

Membranaceous, firm, pellucid, of a fine red colour. 	Leaf 
without a mid-rib, branched, branches mostly forked. Three 
to 4 inches long, 4 or 5 broad, but a single division about t 
inch broad. Sides and ends of the branches fringed and tooth-
ed. Secondary leaves only about a line in breadth. GMELIN. 

Var. 1. Edges fringed. 
Gmel. 21. 4—Fl. dan. 353. 

F. lac-era/as. Gmel. F. eihatus. Hurls. excluding his re-
ferences to Gmelin. This is the plant in its most perfect state; 
the fructifications forming the fringe at the edges of the foliage. 
Neither this nor the next var. can properly be said to have any 
stem, there being only a small knob serving the purpose of a 
root. Both of them are -occasionally prolifcrous, sending out 
rows of young leaves from the edges of the old ones; though 
possibly only when some injury has been sustained. Gmelin 
says his plant was of a dirty yellow colour, whence I conclude 
his specimens had been exposed to the weather. 

Var. 2. "Edges entire. 

Fl. dan. 1125—Gunn. 6. 4—Gmelin. 21. 1. 
This is its appearance when it has no fructifications. 
F. laciniatus. Huds. F. ciliate's. Gmelin. Both these va-

rieties grow upon rocks and stones on our sea coasts, and are 
very conspicuous in the summer months, on account of their 
beautiful red colour, which sometimes approaches to scarlet. 

F. Leaves membranaccous, flat, ribless, widening, cloven. blridus. 
HODS. 581. 

E. bot. 773. 

Root branched, flatted, creeping. Leaf 1 to 11 inch long, 
membranaceous, once and sometimes twice cloven, wedge-
shaped or widening towards the end, purple, semi-transparent. 
Huns. or. 28. I have never seen this plant, but whatever the 
specimens may prove, there is nothing in the specific character 
or description of Mr. Hudson to mark it as distinct from the 
F. laciniatus, of which it is perhaps only a small variety. Fucus 
61fidat of Gmelin is a different plant. 

Stones and rocks in the sea, Hampshire. 	A. May—Oct. 

54628 
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F. Leaves flat, memhranaceous, ribless, nearly strappshap-
- ed, much branched, curled. IIuDs. '580. 

Fl. dan. 826. 
Leaf a palm long, very.  tender, rosy red, somewhat waved, 

blunt, the segments bearing fruit. Fructification; roundish, 
small, dark red. Huos. n. 2; : Very tender. Blood red. LINN. 
Resembles the F. laciniatus in texture, but in the blunt termi-
nations of the teeth is more like the F..pinnatifidus in• its 
younger state. 	If the fig. of Wulfen in Jacq. coll. iii. 16. 2, 
be the true Linnzan plant, our specimens are not so, but the 
figures in Fl. dan. arc the same as ours. Wulfen's figure repre. 
bents the edges of the leaves very much crisped and curled. 

Ulva ramosa. Huds. ed, 1. -176. Rocks and stones in the 
sea, Cornwall, Devonshire, and Hampshire, • A. May—Oct, 

endivizefoC F. Alembranaceous, jagged ; segments dilated, waved ; 
'bus. 	edges curled and set with wart-like dots. LIGHTF. 

948. 
Lightf. 32. f. g. at is. W. 

Two or 3 inches in length and breadth; pale, red, thin, 
membranaccous, without rib or nerve. Branchings irregular, 
segments broadest towards the ends, waved, curled and fringed: 
Frtietifications small, red, elevated, wartlike dots ; at the base 
of the fringe; each containing 10 or 12 seeds. LIGH/T. This 
appears to be a smaller plant than the F. laciniatus, but unless 
the greater size of its fructifications will distinguish it, nothing 
hitherto mentioned is sufficient to do it. 

F. erispattes. Huns. Frith of Forth, and coast of Jona, 
[Scarborough. Sir T. FatontLAND.] 	 Aug. 

fanceolaqus F. Stem strap-shaped leaves membranaceous, without a 
mid-rib, strap-spear-shaped, simple, mostly on leaf - 

• stalks, edged with processes of various lengths. 
Stara ii. 13-Gruel. 21. 3. 

Plant, about 4 inches high. Stem near 1; inch. Leaves flat, 
rnembranaceous, pinky red, strap or strap-spear-shaped, 1' inch 
long, frOm the breadth of a straw to t that size; fringed, or 
rather winged with appendages of very various lengths, the lar. 
ger ones ' inch long and these sometimes toothed at the edge, 
but without any appearance of fructificatign. This has been 
considered by Mr. Hudson and others as a variety of his eili-
atus, but it differs in having a stem, in shewing no granulations 
on the fringe of the leaves, and also in their shape. It is nearer 
to the F. holosetaceus, but has no appearance 4• bristles on its 
surface, 

crista'tus. 
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Pur.her observations are wanting to determine whether it be 
really a distinct species. I suspect that the processes from the 
edge of the leaves may be other leaves in an unfinished 'state of 
growth. 

F. It:dates. Gmelin. But that name having been given by 
Mr. Lightfoot to another well established species, it could not 
be retained. 

Specimens from Mr. STACKHOUSE, gathered on the coast of 
Cornwall. 

F. Stem short : leaves membranaccous, without a mid- holoceta-
rib, edged with prickle-shaped teeth and producing ceus. 
similar prickles on both surfaces. 

Gmelin 21. 2. 
Membranaceous, firth, diaphanous, without a mid-rib, 

branched, ti inches over, branches alternate, somewhat winged. 
Primary leaf 1 inch broad, secondary 2. lines; edges fringed 
with distant, upright bristles differing in size, simple or fork-ed. 
both surfaces have some of these bristles which are stiffer and 
sometimes hooked. Gmelin. 	of an inch high ; whole 
plant from 6 to 5 inches high; blood red. Leaves from 	to 
near an inch broad, the former not branched, but all of them 
edged with prickle-shaped substances the same as those on the 
surface. These vary much in size, are sometimes compound, 
but have never the appearance of fructification like the fringe 
Jr) the F. laciniatus. 

F. holosetateus. Gmelin. 
Var. 2. Leaf simple, 1 to 14. inch long. 
Mr. Lightfoot arranged this as a variety of his F. aims, 

but the existence of the prickles and the length of the stem in-
duce me to consider it as a young plant of the F. holosetaceus. 

On rocks and stones in the sea ; chiefly in the Summer and 
Autumb. f On the Cornish coast. Mr. Smexitooss.] 

P. Leaves flat, rnembranaceous, without a mid-rib; chain- prolifee. 
like-proliferous, cloven at the end. 

Lzghlf. 30, at p. 	elan. 70S. 
Membranaceous, red, without a mid-rib, 4 or 5 inches long, 

*single leaf about 71 of an inch broad. Proliferous from the 
surface, not from the edge : shoots forked. Fructifi'c oions red 
spherical warts scattered on the surface of the leaves, smaller than 

pin's head. Licirr. 
A singular variety of this may be expected in Mr. Stack_ 

h.  °use's second fasciculus of British marine plants. He tells me 
4t is proliferous only at the edges and at the lacerations, and 

   
  



104 	CRYPTPGAMIA. ALGA. Films. E. (2) Hat, 
,PELLUCID. 

that its habit' is 'perfectly distinct from the plant of LightfoOri 
approaching to the F. palrnatus, but possibly a pew species. 

Western coast. 

'hill: rialtos. F. Stem compressed,. pearly simple t leaves pointing front 
two Apposite hugs, strap-shaped, fringed : fructifi• 
-cations along the edge, oblong, Huns. 374, 

G;nel. fnc, 20, 2. 
A foot high, or more; membranaceous, diaphanous, fine red, 

paler by places. • Leaf winged. Leaf:: on very short leaf-
stalks, lower ones the shortest, upper ones -as' much as '4 Inches 
Jong; oblong-spear-shaped, sometimes proliferous, alternate or 
opposite, edges fringed with wedge-shaped substances. GmE-
IAN fuc, 173. Who observes that it is a native of the Indian 
ocean. 

The figure of Gmelin quoted as above by Mr, Hudson for 
this plant, if it had a mid-rib would be a much better represen-
tation of the F. rubens of the English botanists than 24. 1, of 
the same author; I have never seen a' specimen of Mr. Hud-
son's F. fimbriate, but suspect that he may have only had 
before him a large and perfect plant of the F. rubens. 

Op the sea shore in Portland Island;  but rare. 
P. Jan --,Dee,  

rris'pus, 	F, Membranaceous, forked; segments broader at titC 
ends. LINN. 

• H, ox, xv. S. row 2.6, 
Between cartilaginous arid membranaceous; purple orwhitish; 

broader upwards; at the ends bluntly toothed, Limit. From l 
to 6 inches high, the smaller specimens the broadest and the 
most membranaceous, the taller ones narrower and more carti• 
laginoust  Not F, crispers of Hudson. 

plembrani- F, Cartilaginous, flat, forked, narrow at the base, wider 
fo'lius, 	upwards ; fructifications oval, horny imbedded ttif 

bereles, containing numerous seeds, 
Gmel, 7, 1. 2 and 3, 

This plant is subject to great variations, as is evident frot0  
the figures. It is green, purple, or browqjsh yellow. Cartila* 
ginous in the narrower, membranaceouf and pellucid in the 
firoader parts. 	Branches rihless, all of one height; from 2 t° 
4 inches high. It has been considered by our botanists a4 1110  
F. ceranoides of Linnaeus, but besides other differences, its want 
of terminating tuhercloo or mimic:A of rtercl-vssmilo will alway° 
distinguish it. 

   
  



	

CRYPTCTGAIMIA, ALG.,E. Fucus. E. leY Flat; alai's, 	fos 
nEL•LUCI D. 

F. etranoides. Buds. and Gmel. not of Linn. On the 
Sussex and Cornish coasts. 

Var. 2. The ends membranaceous, widened, torn. R. S.pt. 
44, it. 19. 

&ankh. 	i1—Ctnel. 	.'7—attd 
Four inches high ;•nie-rnbranaceouq, pellucid, fine red. Stem 

flat, nervous, enlarged on each side with membranaceous rudi-
ments, which expand into broad leaves; these leaves are hand-
shaped with many clefts, waved, scolloped, ribless, irregularly 
divided, clefts differing in depth, generally three at the end, 
which is rounded GMELIN fuc. 18.1. 

F. la-eras. LINN. F. Palmetta. Gmelin. 	Sea shores, 
common. 

Var, 3. Fructifications on fruit-stalks. 

tFound by Mr. Stackhouse on the Cornish coast, at Fowey. 
Sept. 

• 
F. Leaves gristly flat, ribless, branched; toothed with pinnatif'- 

Winged dais : teeth callous, blunt. 	 idus. 
Staab. i. 11--Gmel. 16. 2 and .1—H. ox. xv. 8. row 2. 2. 
Substance cartilaginous, pellucid. 	Stems roundish, many 

together, springing from a roundish base or fixed to the stones. 
Leaves winged, leafits opposite or alternate, blunt. GMELIN 
fuc. 155. Leaf 3 to 6 inches long, strap-shaped, below nar-
rower and thicker, brownish red, towards the end paler and yel- 
lowish; segments blunt. Huos. x. 3t. 	It is found either 
very much divided into blunt segments, in branches rising from 
the root with a naked stern at first wide at bottom and tapering 
like a fern leaf; or else divided alternately and distantly into 
short blunt segments, not at all, or rarely subdivided ; or lastly 
it forms a matted covering to the rock as thick tufted as a moss 
and not more than I+ inch high. Its colour variable from olive 
to deep red, of a tender structure, and pellucid. These plants 
fructify in the segments, the seeds may be seen imbedded, and 
with high magnifiers perforations become visible. On cutting 
these parts the seeds are discharged in the field of the micro-
scope. This is the only marine plant I know which has a 
strong odour of a peculiar kind. It has improperly been called 
Pepper Dulse, for it does not in the least resemble that spice 
though it has a biting and disagreeably aromatic flavour. Mr. 
STAcKtiousR. It varies very much in size, from i to 6 inches 
high, and the leaves from nearly the breadth of a straw to the 
slenderness of a small pin. 

fiomatifitlitt and F. multi 'firm I-Inds 	Rocks and stones 
{n the urN 	Devonshiie and Hill 01 l'ortlan I. 
Mr. SIACKNOU1E, cornWililt Sir T. l'aANKLANI).) 
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ORAICE. 

F. (I) Cylindrical, °Pato. • 
lycopodioi'- F. Cylindrical, somewhat branched, entirely c overed.  with 

des. ' 	short bristle-like leaves. 
Fl. dan. 357. 

Grows upright, hardly a foot high: but little branched; 
covered on every side like a Lycopodium with bristle-like 
leaves about an inch long. Lim 

About 9 inches ht,h, as thick as a quill ; branches few, 
thinner : colour dark reddish purple, the whole entirely covered 
•with short bristle-like leaves. Fructification not yet disco,  
vered. 

tomento'susF. Thread-shaped hut compressed; repeatedly forked; 
velvety ; angles at the forks rounded ; the ends 
blunt. 

Stackhowe. pt. 7—E. bot. 71, IE ox. xv. 8. mew 2. 7—Pei. 
- 	gaz. 4. 12. 
Plant about 6 inches high, of a fine grass-green, sometimes 

,inclining to olive. Stem short, roundish, hollow. 	Branches 
nearly all of a size, which is that of a small quill. When taken 
fresh from the sea and viewed in a hason of water, it has •tlte 
appearance of a sponge; when a little drained it has a most 
beautiful soft, velvety appearance. When examined with a 
powerful microscope it appears to be a collection of tubes set in 
a stiff, solid membrane, without the least resemblance to the 
fructification of a Fucus, so that I expect it must ford a new 
genus. STACKHOUSE. 

On the Devon and Cornish coasts. On the long rock be-
tween Marazion and Penzance, plentiful. Mr. WENMAN. And 
at St. Ives; also at Menabilly near Fowey. Mr. STACKHOUSE, 

F. Plant thread-shaped; tough, somewhat
• 
twisted; 

opake. 
Stackh. 	Jan. g21—Pet. gaz. 91. .,. 

Leaves not swimming on the surface of the water but just 
below it. LINN. Met. a. 1 15:i. Thread-shaped, thinnest at 
both ends, about a line in diameter, undivided, smooth, filled 
with mucus, separated internally into joints, cartilaginous/ 
brittle, often matted together, twisting sperally when dry. Co-
lour green, blackish brown when dry, Ileaching on the shore 
to straw colour or white. Cwt.. fuc. 132. Besides the 
twist of the plant there is generally a spiral seam to be ob-
served. The cross partitions are not at such regular intervals 
as in a Conferva. They consist of reticulated membranes with 
here and there shining glassy threads, beaded with air bubblos 

Fi'lum. 
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as in the, air bladder of F. nodosus, ,and no doubt for flie pur-
pose of inflation!  The fructification is principally towards the 
top of the plant, and consists of clusters of seeds ,infinitely 
smaller than those of the F. vesiculcous, adhering to the inside 
coat or swimming in its fructifcrops jelly which is not formed 
into net-work, though evidently vascular. 	There are no vi- 
sible openings to allow the escape of the seeds, but the plant. 
(decays at top when ripe, and the scarp opens. I have seen it 
17 feet long, or more; it is only brittle when•dry. Mr. 
itousg. The bleached specimens sometimes @hew the•joints 
extremely distinctt  as is the case with ope now hefsm me sent 
'by Major Yelley, who observes with Mr. Lightfoot that the 
transverse septa almost reduce it to the genus Conferva. 

The 'transverse partitions are about o in every inch of the 
plant, but not very regular. 

Sea Laces. Rocks and stones in the sea, common. 
P. Jan.—Dec. 

P. Gristly, thread-shaped, compressed, forked, pointed. filifor'mis. 
ITUDs. 385. 

Leaf = a foot long, semi-transparent, reddish. Huns. n. 39. 
Mr. Hudson refers to no figure and I have seen no specimen, 

so that this species rests entirely upon his authority. 
Rocks and stones in the sea near the Isle of \Valney, Lan.;  

cashire. 	 P. May—Oct. 

P. Cylindrical, somewhat forked : brunches parallel, blunt, bifurca'tus. 
tubereled; the di% isions of the forks oval, not an-
gular. 

PLATE XVII. f. 1.—E. lot. 72G. 
From 5 to .L inches high. Root compact, cavilaginous, ad-

h ering strongly to the rocks. Stems undivided for the space of 
.3   or -1- inches from the root, when they become forked, and pro-
ceeding 3 or 4. inches higher strike out into a continued series of 
very short forked branches clustered together. All the stems 
are perfectly cylindrical, nearly of an equal size throughout, 
seldom larger than a crow-quill, her in general thicker than the 
F. fastigiatus and F. furcellatus, and are more regularly forked 
than any I have met with, the F. loreus excepted. It differs 
from the other' forked Fuci in invariably maintaining an oval 
mode of growth instead of an angular one at the forks, and 
also in the rounded blunt termination of the branches. Ar the 
latter end of summer, on examining the fork d tops of the plant, 
several of them appeared replete with opake substances. On 

i n:d incision into these, I clearly discov.ered, 
making a longitudi 	i  
ley the help of a moderate mapifier, the fork and direction oF 

which  proceded from a points 	 ind of runetutte 
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• 
in the inner side of the membrane. They evidently grew in 
a conical shape, and resembled a Peziza. The. tops of these 
Peziza-form vessels were regularly dilated and somewhat pro-
minent, covered with small dark globular grains. Differs from 
the F. fastigiatus and furcellatut, in being less branched than 
either of them, but particularly in the forked extremities of the 
latter constantly originating in acute angles. It differs- also 
from the F. rottendus of Gmelin ; for besides the forks being 
acute in the sotundus, the fructifications grow in excrescences 
on 'Various parts of the stem ; and for this last reason among 
others, it cannot be the F. angulatus of that author. Mr. 
Hudsoti has named this plant the F. tuberculous, but as several 
other Fuci put on tuberculated appearances in maturity, I have 
in conformity to its character, and.  mode of growth, called it 
,F. bifurcatus. Major VELLEY. Stem single, long; twice or 
thrice forked near the top. Whole plant cylindrical, semi-
transparent. Fr:tog/cations perfectly transparent and beautiful; 
consisting of red brown orbicular masses. The ends of the 
plant were tubercled, and on cutting off a slice the reticulated 
jelly and the masses of pear-shaped seeds were very visible. Ito 
fruit is ripe in November. Mr. Smarsiousx. 

Flans tuberculatas. Huns. Fucus Kali geniculato similis, no% 
tame,, geniculatus. Ray Syn. 43. 1:3. F. tuberculatus. E. bor. 
( F. tuberculatus. Light. 99(.c is F. purpurascens.) On rocks 
and stones in the sea near Sr. lye's, Cornwall. [Acton. castle, 
Cornwall, in pools left by the tide, plentifuL Mr.STACKHOUSE.J 

P. June—Oct. 

rotun'dus. F. 'Cylindrical, forked; angles of the forks acute : fruc-
tifications wart-like, on the stern and branches. 

Stackb. pl. C—Gntel. C. 3. 
Substance soft, colour yellow green, or purplish : height 

about 9 inches: thickness that of packthread. GMELIN. Root 
solid. Its habit that of F. hifurcatus, but ready distinguish-
able from that by the fructifications being lateral, not ter-
minating, and the angles at the forks being acute, not rounded. 

On the Southern coasts. At Cromer, Norfolk. Mr. Wouow. 

fastigia'tus. F. Thread-shaped, forked, branched : branches nearly of 
the same length ; the terminations either blunt or 
spear-shaped. 	 • • 

Stackh. pl. 	p1. 1—E. Sot. 824—Fl. don. 39:3—H. ox• 
xv. 9. ro'w 	—Ginel. 6. 1, the end of a branch. 

Varying in height from 3 to 12 inches, and in colour irons 

creen to olive, brown, red, and purple. Mr. S-racicnousr• 
artilaginous,,, rather thick, it inches high, or more, colour yel- 
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lowish or .olive brown. Stem cylindrical,-  thickness of a small 
packthread, upright, ,branched. Brturays rising to an equal 
height, forked, shorter than iu the F.; fareellatus, Fructifications 
on•the ends of all the branches, egg-spear-shaped flatted vesicles, 
bordered by a furrow, opening at the top when ripe; and pouring 
out a prolific mucus. GMEL. fuc. 10(i. Bleaches to the colour 
of isinglass, and has then a horny appearance when dry. 

F. lumbritalis. E. bot. Rocks and stones in the sea. 
• P. June—Oct: 

Var. (2. Ends of the branches short, blunt. 
Var 3. Uppermost branches longer and more tapering to a 

point. 
Fl. dan.411-H. ox. xv. 9. rout I. 4—Gmel. 6. 2. 

Six inches high; cartilaginous, opake, brown turning black;-
the young plants reddish brown or greenish. Stein single, split-
ting at about an inch from the root, or else rising in two or more 
separate stems from its origin. Branches shaped like a worm; 
filled with slime containing granulations. GAEL. 108. Ap-
proaches very nearly to F. fastigiatus, but longer, and the 
branches thicker. Lunt. F. fastigiatus and furcellatur are one 
and the same species. I have a specimen in my possession, in 
which they both grow from one root, and one branch is divided 
with furtellatus on one part, and fastigiatus on the other. F. 
fastigiatus I am inclined to think will be found to be the male, 
and Arty/brut the female plant. Mr. WOODWARD. The 
admirable figures of Mr. Stackhouse and Major Velley fully,  
illustrate Mr. Woodward's observation. If we may suppose 
that Gmelin and Lightfoot have been mistaken about the blunt 
ends of the branches pouring out a prolific mucus, then it will 
follow that these are shoots which have not yet put forth the 
stiap.spear-shaped fructification : but if they are right, Mr. Wood. 
ward's conjecture will be confirmed. 

F. furcellatus. Huds. ed. ii. p. 569. Rocks and stones in 
the sea, and on the sea beach. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

Major Velley informs us that Dr. Smith thinks the real F% 
furcellarus of Linn. has not been found on our coasts. See VEL-
LRY'S M trine Plants ; but this supposition is irreconcileable with 
the opinion of Linnaus himself in Sp. pl. 

F. Cartilaginous; thread-shaped but compressed; forked : gigarti'nus, 
fructifications globular, on fruit-stalks; those at the 
end with a thorn-shaped segment beyond them. 

Lints. Tr. III. 17. 4. 
A hand's breadth in height. Stiff, upright, pellucid, thread-

shaped but compressed, coloured ; branches but few from the 
sides in proportion to the fructifications. Fructifications globu. 

   
  



F. (2) Cylindrical, PELLUCID. 

dasvphyl'- F. Cartilaginous, much brancliM ; branches thread-shaped, 
rarely subdivided : leaves cylindrical, blunt,- slender 
at the base, scattered. 

E. bbt. 847—Linn. Tr. ii. 23. 1`2. at fr. 241. 
From 4 to 6 inches high ; bright red, pellucid, rather tender 

and gelatinous. Branches from the root very numerous, thick as 
a small packthread, more leafy upwards. Leaves from 1 to 
lines long, about a line broad. Fructifications minute dark 

,11 1-01 	CR9151:60A1VAA t ALOItE. FUCUg. P. (1)' Cytnciriede 
OPAKE.4  

abtut  'the site 'of i6t5 see'd, sitting oti a's'holk branch re' 
sembling' a frtuit.sti,lk,wThich•sends out a Hide bianth ander the 
globule, and" longer•t-han% it: bri,k1 ' Globules• of frucrificatioo 
dimpled•alt the point';• vniich-ih probably the paik 'destined for 
the eseapecift the *eds. • Seas egg-shitped ; 
mucus the'colotte of the pulp' of a poniegrabate. 

On the coast of' Cornwall. 

nodicau'lis. F. 8onicAtit compressed, much branched : bulbs im-
mersed but projectting.  front the: lnktFefiart of:  the 
stem.. 

Staab. ii. 11. 
Abont 6 inches high. Root' diicold,- shbotiqout irnmedi-

ately into numerous principal branches which' have sometimes 
the fleshy bulb•imbedded, atothertimcs therearesmaller conical' 
roots at each side which'send out,brfinches. Lprer)parii of the 
plant math branched. Olive. coloured when young,. n2ddish 
when fully' grown. The bulbs-are evidently intended) for one 
mode of propagation. When torn off by the wares, a branch 
from the- principal stem often resembles an onion sprouting or.. 
It is of a• spongy soft texture, which added to the convenience 
of its• imbricated bark for receiving seeds, causes it to be 0 
infested- With• other Fuci; Confervz, &c. as to. be quite 'over-
whelmed,land ie is also the favourite residence of many Zoo-
phites. STA CKEOUSE. 

On,the•coasts of Cornwall: at Penzance and at Acton Castle. 

difru'sus. 	P. Gristly, thread-shaped, -forked, straddling, spreading. 
Iltttisr 589. 

Plant' inches long, or the thickness of shop packthread, 
yellowish or purplish,,' semiltransparent, very much straddling, 
the ends pointed. Huns. n. 	At present I believe unknown. 

Rocks irithe sea. Cornwall, Devonshire, and foreland Island. 
P. Jan.—Oct. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. 	Fucus. 	Capillary, 	HI 
MAIM 

red tuberciesit sitting on the rower part.or the larger branches, 
rarely on the leaves. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Found by, Mrt Wico, at Cromer on the coast of Norfolk, 
also on the beach at Yarmouth.. 	 June. 

F. Compressed, branched: leaves oval, very entire: HUM. 
stem .thread'-gliaped • branches. forked :. leaves ob-
long, round, on.leal-stalks. LIGHTF. 

E. tot. 711—Gme/. fat. 18.4. 
Soft, but cartilaginous, pellucid, white, about 2 inches high. 

Stems numerous, full 2 inches high, cylindrical, branched on 
every side. Branches like the•stems; Leaves somewhat winged, 
leaflts alternate. Fructifications. terminating, swelling with 
seed-bearing granules. GMti.IN fuc. 1(z2. Leaves oblong-egg-
shaped, distended, not flat.. 

F. ovatus. Huds. ed. i. 46. F. vermicularis. Lightf. 9.58., 
Gmt.c. Sea rocks and stohes near Scarborough,. Yorkshire, and 
Christ Church, Hampshire. I-funs. In basons.of water on the 
sea-rocks on the little isles of, Jura. LIGHTP. 	A. May—Oct. 

G. (1) Capillary, opake. 
Thread,shaped, compressed ; very much branched ; aculeaqus. 

branches set with awl-shaped, alternate, upright 
priekles. 

&ankh; F—Fl. dan. 355—H. ox. xv. P. row 1. 4—Gmd. 12. 
One to 2 feet long. Root thick, in some degree globular, 

frbm whence 2 or 3 principal stems proceed, which throw^ out 
branches on each side in an alternate series, 2 or sometimes 
snore growing from the same knot or joint ; and these also are 
subdivided into long slender thread-shaped but flattened leaves, 
each of which, as well as the second branches, are armed with 
short sharp-pointed prickles, Stems thread-shaped. Plant olive 
green. Major VELLEY. Stem crooked, twisted, wiry, the size 
of a small quill, solid, shining, smooth. Branches set with soft 
prickles pointing upwards. Fructification  in the forks of the 
lower branches, wart-like, irregular, granulated, yellowish, 
studded with brown. STACKHOUSE. Nereis Britann. p. 25. We 
are indebted to this gentleman for the discovery of the fructifica-
tion, which he found in winter, and he suspects that many other 
species are only to be found in fruit during the winter months. 

Rocks and stones in the sea, Devonshire, Cornwall, and Nor- 
thumberland. 	 P. May—Oct. 

Var. 2. muscoides. Buds. .19P. Thread-shaped : branches 
very numerous, diverging, zigzag. 

Rocks in the sea. Yikilcshire, Northumberland, but not corn- 
/non. 	 F. May—Oct. 
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Var. 3. eandatta. Stalks cylindrical, branchei mote subdi• 
vided. LIGHTFOOT 92(i. 

This has been well compared by Gmelin to the tail of a sor-
rel horse, which in its recent state It much resembles, the green 
hue arising from its decay. It is much more glutinous than F. 
aculeatus. : 	• 	J 

Rocks off clip BUJ of Portland. Mr. STACkHOUSE. 

. 1 r 
purpiiras'- F. Thread-shaped, Intich branched : , branches alternate; 

cens. 	little branchesefrowded, hair-like ;., tubercles  egg- 
shaped, dif4tara, within the giibstatice of the bianchei..- 

Velley y1.,2; (13'  Lit leis branched 4nd the ultimate branches 
less hair-like than in my specimens. The figuth.scems 
to have been drawn from 4 young plant.) 

The tubercles, (which are yellow and oval when ipe;) `when 
held between the eye and the light,- rappear transparent, and 
when nearly ripe. have a red spot in the centre, which we sup-
pose to be a cluster of minute seeds. LIGHTFOOT. '1(0W fibrous-
From b to I Y inches -high ; rather- gristly, but tender ; green 
when young, purplish in maturity, in the former case nearly 
opake, in the latter more transparent. F. tilbertulatus. Lictrr. 

Rocks and stones in the sea; not uncommon. P. Jhne-u-Oct- 

plica'tus. F. Gristly, semi-transparent, hair-like, branched, matte(' 
together. 
Staikb. -Clad. 14. 2—Pink. 184. 2-Fl. dan. 408. 

About 6 inches high ; horny, lough; orange red, rigid and 
brittle when dry. Skins very numerous, crowded together at the 
root, cylindrical, serpentine, little branches from the sides, and 
forked at the end. GMEI.. fac. 14P?. Sometimes only 3 or 4 
inches high; fine dark pinky purple, readily bleaching to a folt 
colour, transparent in its bleached state, scarcely so when in full 
colour. Ends of the branches either forked or entire. Gmelin 
calls his plant orange red, and Plukcnet's is said to be gold colour 
ours is like isinglass in the bleached state, in which it usually 
presents itself. Fructifications small, globular, lateral, solitary, 
or in clusters. 	 • 

Rocks and stones in the sea. 	 A. May—Nov,  

confervoi'des.F. Gristly, thread-shaped, brancheal: branches very long: 
fructifications lateral, globular, sitting. 

Stara. F—Fl. dan. 65c-Gmel. 13. 
Two feet high, or more ; cartilaginous, yellowish green or 

brownish purple. Stem upright, thickness of thin packthread. 
Branches very long, often pointing 2 *ways, often alternate, 
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often without any regular order. Small scattered globules on 
the sides of the branches. GMELIN. Tender, transparent, rose 
or olive colour, or both. From 6 to '24 inches long. Branches 
of the same thickness throughout. Fructifications scarlet semi-
globules sitting on the sides of the branches without any regular 
order. The branches are often much entangled by the action 
of the waves, but it may be easily distinguished from F. plica.. 
tus, even in its entangled state, fur that plant is very horny and 
stiff, acid appears to be matte' and entangled, not by the waves, 
but by its peculiar mode of growth. STAcitHooss. Nereis 
Britann. p. 97. igructifications sometimes in clusters, rather 
conical than semi-globular, with an aperture at the apex, out 
of which may be pressed a thick pulpy fluid, replete with ex-
tremely minute seeds. 

F. jagel4formis. Lightf. 92$. F. a errucosus. Huds. Stack. 
and Bott. arr. ed. ii. Rocks and stones in the sea. Sussex, 
Hampsh. Devonshire and Cornwall. [ At Nlenabilly and 
Fowey. Mr. STacitHouss.] 	 P. June—Oct. 

P. Thread-shaped, very much branched : branches alter-c 11).11ra /rig. 
nate : hale branches mostly pointing one way, awl- 
shaped, short. Huns. 591. 

Leaf nearly I a foot long, blackish purple. Branches alter.. 
nate, hair-like, long. Little Branches semi-transparent, very 
short. Hues. n. 63. I believe it is yet a doubt what plant Mr. 
Hudson means: 

Stones in the sea near Sheerness, Isle of Sheppey, Devonshire 
and Cornwall. 	 P. April—Oct. 

P. Thread-shaped, very winch branched; branches crowded ineurivus. 
with shoots ; the ends rolled in : ultimate branches 
awl-shaped. 

Cm/. 11. 1. 
Root spongy, irregular. Branches crowded with shoots, but 

not tiled. Colour blackish purple. Mr. STAcKnouss. Stem a 
foot high, or more, branched. Branches set on every side with 
crooked sharp bristles, all pointing upwards, of different sizes, 
sometimes !.. an inch long. Fructification consists of globules 
sitting, or on foot-stalks, on the sides or in the forks of the 
branches. GMELIN fuc. u2.7. Our specimens not more than k 
Or (1 inches high ; rigid, opake, black, but when viewed ag'ainst 
a strong light the younger branches appear of a brownish red. 

Rocks and stones in the sett.. Susscx. [Thrown in thit.k 
lumps on the shore at Weymouth after a storm, and also on the 
coa'.ts of Cornwall. Mr. ti.;TAcxitousa.] 	P. Jan.—Do . 
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subfus'cus. P. Very much branched ; branches and their subdivisions 
thread-shaped, scattered : leaved awl-shaped, nearly 
alternate : fructifications in bunches r capsules with 
8 seeds. Mr. WOOD WARD. 

Lim:. tr. 1. 12. at p. 134. 
About 6 inches high, the size of small twine. Root solid. 

Branches numerous, irregular, crowded upwards, nearly as large 
as the stem. Capsules in the bosom of the leaves, on short 
fruit-stalks, about the size of a small pin's head; pale, semi-
transparent. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Cromer on the coast of Norfolk. Mr. Wilco. A. Winter,  

anybiblus. r. Thread-shaped, much branched : branches alternate, 
rolled in : little branches very short, many-cleft: 
fructifications oblong, on fruit-stalks. HODS. 590. 

Ray. Syn. 2.6, at p. 60. 
About an inch high, woody, livid or greenish, to blackish• 

Stem soon becoming branched. Branches dividing and subdy 
viding, alternate, the ultimate branches extremely fine. On the 
sides of the branches there are short teeth, which swell and coil 
up; they contain slime, and seem to perform the office of fruc-
tification. GMEL. fuc. 135. 

F. scorpioides. Huds. ed. i. 471. Rocks and stones in the 
sea, and in salt water ditches and salt marshes. P. July—Sept. 

varia'bilis. F. Thread-shaped, much branched, rough: branches tiled/ 
hair-like : little branches very short, bundled, find)! 
toothed. }Rms. 591. 

Leaf foot long, stiffish, opake, black. Branches very nu-
merous. Little branches with many clefts, toothed, teeth blunt. 
Huns. n. 62. The terminating pencil-like bundles of fibres 
are very characteristic. 

F. confirnmides. Huds. Not F. comfervoiclis. Gmel. syst. nail• 
and Jacq. coll. iii. 14. 1. Stones and rocks in the sea, ill 
Yorkshire and Cornwall. 	 P. May—Oct• 

lauo'sus. F. Hair-like, forked, much branched, rough. Lim• 
Fructification:, tubercled, lateral. Huns. 590. 

A span high, resembling black wool. Rough with dote 
placed nearly in whirls and only vgible when magnified. LINN• 
This plant does not appear to have been found lately, it stands 
thelefore solely on the authority of Mr. Hudson. 

Rocks and stones in the sea. Isle of Walncy, Lancashire. 
P. July_Oct. 
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G. (2) Capillary, PELLUCID. 

F. Hair-like, tubular, unbranched ; many threads from Thrix. 
the same base. 

Stackb. ii. 12. 
From 2 to 6 inches high, not thicker than a pin, smallest at 

bottom with a spiral scam. Its top is frequently found decay-
ing and then ends in filaments which are continued through the 
plant. These filaments are pellucid, with transverse partitions 
and dark granules,' which may be the seeds. I think from its 
fructification that it is not properly a Fucus. Mr. STACKHOUSE j 
Who first found it at Penzance, and at Acton Castle. 

F.Thread-§fi aped, pale, pellucid, much branched : branchestenuis 'simus 
hair-like : fructifications lateral sitting globules. 

Linn. Tr. iii. 19. 
About .l  inches high; very slender and hair-like. Branches 

2 or 3 rising together from the same point. Fructifications 1, 
2 or 3 together, frequently 2, and on opposite sides of the 
branch. 

Ma cap/brit. HUDS. On the Southern coasts, near 
Christ-church, Hants. At Weymouth. Near Margate. 

Summer. 

Stem thread-shaped, much branched: leaves like bris-asparagoi'- 
ties : fructifications globular, alternate, on fruit- des. 
stalks opposite the leaves. 

Linn. tr. ii. t. 6, at p. 29—E. bot. 571. 
About 6 inches high, bright red, extremely tender. Leaves 

red, or greenish, scarcely thicker than a hair. Globules of fruc-
tifications the size of poppy seed, on short. fruit-stalks equal in 
length to the capsule, and the whole 1-3d the length of the 
leaves. WOODWARD in Linn. tr. ii. 29. 

Found by Mr. WIGG on the beach at North Yarmouth. 

V. Gristly, thread-shaped, compressed, much branched :cor'neus. 
branches alternate, from 2 opposite lines ; winged : 
segments opposite, bristle-shaped : fructifications 
roundish, on fruit-stalks. 

Gunn. ii. 2. 8. 

From 3 to 7 inches in height; dark red, sometimes green, 
semi-transparent. Segments horizontal, very short, rather strap 
than bristle-shaped. 

Var.:. Plant smaller, branches less regular and broader iz 
proportion to their length. 

t 2 
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Gine11. 15. 3. 
Grows in matted clusters. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
F. sericeus. Gmclin p. 14-!). F. nereideus. Lightf. Both 

sorts found on our Southern and Western coasts. 	May—Oct• 

.fililcinus. F. Leaves gristly, compressed, blunt, mostly triply winged; 
segments horizontal, blunt. Huns. ed. u. 586. 

( F. filicintts. Lightf. 9.55, is F. pinnatifidus.) Rocks and 
stories near Walney, Lancashire. 	 A. May—Oct, 

I believe it is not certainly known, what plant Mr. Hudson 
here intended. Mr. Lightfoot thinks it must be a var. of the 
F. pinnatifidus, the plant being larger and the segments wider; 
but Dr. Goodenough has lately informed me that it is a var. of 
the F. corneus. 

pinna'tus. F. Gristly, thread-shaped, compressed, generally triply' 
winged ; segments awl-shaped, nearly upright. 
Huns. 596. 

Leaf 3 inches long, red, sometimes doubly winged, point' 
ed; segments opposite, very short. HUDS. This stands en' 
tirely on the authority of Mr. Hudson. Dr. Goodenough 
thinks it can be nothing but the F. comeus. 

Rocks and stones in the sea, Cornwall, Devonshire, Sussex, 
and Scarborough. 	 A. May—Oct. 

allidus. F. Gristly, thread-shaped, somewhat forked : brancheo 
bristle-shaped, distant, mostly pointing one way: 
fructifications lateral, roundish, sitting. HUDS. 589,  

7acg. coll.. iii. 14. 1—Gmel. 14. 1. 
From 	to 12 inches high or more. Stem cylindrical, car' 

tilaginous, but tender, very pellucid, set with numerous small 
dots with a perforated appearance; branches from near the root; 
resembling the stem, nearly as thick, but very short; division,  
and sub-divisions of the branches finer and finer. Branches 
often on one side, sometimes on both ; sometimes forked, gene,  
rally solitary. If/arts or capsules, lateral, sitting, frequent/ 
pellucid, solitary, or in pairs, distant or crowded, varying it: 
size, open at the top. GNIELIN 

Rocks and stones in the sea. [At Cromer. Mr. TURNER•/ 
P. June—Oct,  

cartilagi'. F. Gristly; compressed; more than doubly compound 
neus. 	winged : segments strap-Shaped. 
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Milli illustr.—Gisek. 25—Gmel. fitc. 17. 2, the very cad is 
the only part which gives any tolerable idea of the rami-
fications. 

Stem depressed; very mueh branched. Branches alternate, 
very long, alternately winged, wi••• an odd one at the end. 
Wings cut into winged clefts; segments thick, awl shaped and 
fructifying at the ends. This plant is often :t feet high, its 
substance gristly, its colours very elegant, but variable, reddish 
green, brownish red, yellowish, and all these often existing in 
the same individual plant. GMriIN fuc. 

Rocks and stones. Cornwall. STEVENS in R. Syn. 58C. 
P. Jan.—Dec. 

F. Gristly, thread-shaped, compressed,. bran el 	, (101.11)1V ObtU/S1.1S. 
winged; segments club-shaped, with tubercles at 
the end. 

Felley pl. :1. 
From 3 to 5 inches high; the stem as thick as packthread, 

of the colour of isinglass, but the outer coat of the branches 
and their segments have a beautiful pink colour. Fructification 
consists of oblong egg-shaped grains or seeds within the sub-
stance of the terminating tubercles. The plant has a strong 
smell of violets. It frequently grows upon the edge of the 
Fucus filum. VELLEY'S marine plants. 

Stones and rocks in the sea, near Hastings, Sussex, and on 
the Devonshire coast. 	 May—Oct. 

F. Gristly, compressed, much branched : little brancheseoccin'eus. 
alternately pointing one w ay : fructifications glo- 
bular, lateral. HUDS. .586. 

Stackh. ii. 13—Clus. ii. 2.50. I—Ger. eat. 1573. 9—Park. 
1289. 2—Gmel. 1C. i—Pluk. 4S. 

Substance membranaceous, gristly, fine red, often with some 
white or yellow intermixed, very rarely green; about 4 inches 
high; (sometimes much less.) Stem half a line in diameter, 
cylindrical but depressed, upright, soft, flexible, soon becoming 
flat. Branches the large ones alternate, long, exactly similar 
to the stem. Secondary branches winged. Wings composed 
of thick awl-shaped segments, somewhat crooked, from :I to 
lines long. Fructifications globular, black, sitting on the sides 
of the stem or branches; now and then one appears with a 
short fruit-stalk. GMELIN. 

F. cartilaginous. Buds. ed. i. 47r. F. plocamium. Gmelin 
and Lightf. Rocks and stones in the sea, very common. 

P. ,one,—Oct. 
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plumo'sus. F. Rather membranaceous than gristly: spear-shaped; 
doubly winged; feather-like: stem threadi-shaped; 
compressed; branched. LINN.- Fructifications on 
fruit-stalks, globular, radiated. HuDs. 5S7. 

Stackb. p1. 13—Gunn. ii. 2. 15%=F1. dam. 35C—R. Syn. 2. bs 
at p. iio. 

About 5 inches high, purple red. Stem depressed, very 
much branched, branches irregular, tiled ; leafits doubly winged, 
with soft, undivided, crooked threads, thickest at the end and 
with something of a jointed appearance. GMELIN fuc. p. t5;. 

Resembles F. abrotanifilitts, but is winged like a Itypnumi 
and small. LINN. In its beautiful colour, its delicate texture 
and its. transparency it agrees with the F. coccincus, but differs 
from it in the ultimate leafits being placed regularly on each 
side the branches, whilst in the former they are only on one 
side, and generally 3 together. 

Rocks and stones in the sea, very common. T. Aug.--Oct. 

peduncula'-F. Gristly, thread-shaped, branched : branches bristle- 
tus. 

	

	 shaped, bearing fruit, scattered: fructifications scat- 
tered, on fruit-stalks, oblong. Huns. 587. 

E. bot. 
Leaf 9 inches long, semi-transparent, yellowish. Branches 

very simple, long, Fructification.; numerous, small, brownish. 
Frair-srail., long, buns. n. 49. 

Rocks and stones in the sea. Portland island. [Yarmouth. 
Mr. Wien,] 	 A. July—Sept,  

UL'VA. FRUCTIFICATIONS small globules dis-
persed through a pellucid membranaceous 
substance. 

pisifoemis.U. Globular, solitary, spongy, brownish. Iluns. 379. 
Plant from the size of rape seed to that of a pea, spherical, 

with an interwoven net work, pulpy, brownish green. Huns. 
n. 23. 

Ditches between Greenwich and Woolwich. 
A, March—Aug. 

prunifolinis U. Nearly globular, solitary : green; succulent within. 
Wieg. obs, '. 4. 

Of the size and shape of a plumb, sometimes rather flatted 
on one or other of the sides; the rind of the thickness of the 
rind of a plumb; within full of a viscid pulp, containing either 
in the middle or a little on one side some grains just visible. 
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Mostly loose, but sometimes adhering to jointed Confervas. 
LINN. :Arc. n. 1159. Of the size of a sloe or hullace. HUD& 
572. Mr. Stackhouse observes, and I think with justice, that 
neither this nor the preceding fall properly under the genus 
Ulva. 

Ditches and pools, and the alpine lakes of Westmoreland. 
A. May—Oct. 

U. Gelatinous, pale yellowish, pellucid, somewhat cylin-dia'phana. 
drical, with numerous branches of various sizes. 
WOODWARD in E. Lot. f2 6 3 . 

E. hot. 263. 
Very fleshy and juicy, the surface smooth ; colour varying 

from a very pale brown almost like that of wet sea sand, to a 
clear yellow ; and then looking just like barley sugar. The 
whole substance abounds with innumerable minute seeds. On 
the sea coast in various places. Mr. WOODWARD in E. bot. 

Viva flavemens. Buds. Isles of Anglesea, and Walnev. 
Iions. Near Sheerness. [Drawn out of the sea by a Trawle 
Net at Lowestoffe. Mr. WOODWARD.] 

U. Flat; circular; sitting; target-shaped; 
Dill. 8. ;1—Loh. ir. ii. 24.7. 2-7. I?. iii. 813. 4. 

Somewhat hollow. Border indented; fixed only by a point 
In the middle to the substance on which it grows; of a dark 
sooty colour, shining. Uniform, membranaceotis, pellucid, 
Very tender, often gelatinous. Leaf flat, varying much in 
breadth. GMELIN. 214. Circular, concave, fixed by the centre 
as by a root, and firmly adhering to the rocks. From 4 to 12 
inches broad; smooth, shining, often torn or perforated by the 
agitation of the sea ; dull brown, changing to dull purple when 
dry. DILL. 45. This is eatable, but it requires baking for 
some hours to make it tender. 

On low sea beaches, as near Sheerness. DILL. On rocks and 
stones at low water. HODS. 307. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

. U. Flat; kidney-shaped; 	; scored crosswisc. 	pavo'nia. 
ox. xv. 8. row 1. 7—Ellis. cor. 3.i. c. 

Edges of the leaf and of the bands fringed with very fine 
hairs. MUDS. a. 1. Seldom 4 inches high ; whitish dull green. 
Expanding upwards like a fan. Kidney-sh-ped. Surface barred 
With cross lines filled with corpuscles resembling seeds. GMELIN. 
file. 170. Fructifications at the thin outer edges; first ob-
served by Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Rocks and stones in the sea. Rocks at low water mark at 
the Look-out, Weymouth. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 
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montaina.LT. Flat, scarlet, growing on the ground, blood-coloured. 
LIGHTF. 973. 

Leaves without visible roots, many together supporting each 
other, about `.2 or 3 inches high and as much in breadth, variously 
sinuated, leathery,' but friable, LIGIITE. 	Although Mr. 
Lightfoot has arranged this as an Ulva, I have some doubt if 
properly so. I have not seen it, but hope the botanists in Scot-
land will give it their attention, and assure us of its proper place 
in the system. 

Among grass and moss on the sides of mountains. 	Aug. 

lanceola'ta.U. Egg-spear-shaped, flat. 
Al/. 9. 5. 

Leaves a palm in length or more ; very thin, smooth, pale 
green. Dm.. 4(i, 

On rocks near Llanfa eddy in the Isle of Man. Diu. 
P, Jan.—Dec. 

Lin'za. IT. Plant oblonr,  ; blistered. 
F4 dan. S8f—Dill. 9. C. 

Bright green, thin, she folded edge even, the open edges in, 
dented and curled. Dm.. in R. ,S.:yn. (v.?, n. :', and must. 46. 
Five or ti italics long, about an inch wide, doubled lengthwise. 
Licit r. ()7: . 

On large stones and rocks in the sea; and in ditches near 
Sheerness, 	 I', Jan.—Dec. 

latis'sima. U. Oblong ; flat, waved ; mernbranaccous; green. LXNN. 
Somewhat sword-shaped, brown. Huns. 567. 

A very long and very broad membrane. LINN. suet. n. 1156. 
Leaf 1 to 3 feet long, '2. to s inches wide, thin, shining. HUDS. 
Of no regular shape, extremely thin. Mr, WoonwARD. 

U. fiesta. Huds. 	. Rocks and stones in the sea near Sheer- 
ness, in the Isle of Sheppey, (Yarmouth Haven. Mr. Woouw.3 

A. May—Oct. 

lacinia'ta. U. Leaves flat, purple 3 the extremities widenin,jagged, 
and waved. LIGHTF. 974. 

Liebtf: 3.1, at fi. 97.1, 
Seeds minute, numerous, like rains of a red powder, lodged 

in various parts of the substance.. Greatly resembles the Fucus 
laciniatus, but the fructifications are different. LIGHTF. 

Sea shore, on the coast of Jura, 	 Aug. 

Lactuica.T.I. Hand-shaped; proliferous ; membranaceous ; seg- 
ments narrower towards the babe. 
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Dill. 8. 1—Lob. as. 647. 1, and ic. 	247 .1—Dod. 477. 2 
=Ger. em. 	'.:—Park. 1293. S-7. B. iii. 801— 
Mattb. 1136—Ger. 1377. 

Leaves incorporated, pale, hand-shaped, each segment grow-
ing out again into hand-shaped leaves ; segments waved, in-
versely egg-shaped, blunt, transparent. LINK. A foot high or 
more; thin, pellucid, fine green, upright or reclining. DILL. 42. 

Oyster-green. Green Stoke. Scotland. On rocks, stones, 
and shells in the sea, and salt water ditches. In the Avon be-
low Bristol, very large and perfect. 

Var. 	Tender, slippery. 
Dill. 8. 2. 

Fresh-anther Laver. Ditches and pools in the meadows 
about Newington, near London. DILL. 

U. Stemless, hand-shaped, flat; without a mid-rib. 	palma'ta. 
Light! 27, at p. 93: —Kmph. 	 xv. S.1. 
Stem cylindrical, very short. Leaf very smooth, waved 

at the edge, often proliferous, variously cut into segments to-
wards the top like an expanded hand ; •inembranaceous, thin, 
pellucid, green or redt:ish, near a foot broad. GMELIN fuc. Ili!). 

Dullesh, Irish. Dills, Scotch. Dulls; Dulse; In Nor- - 
thumberland. RAY. Fucus palmatus. 

Rocks and stones in the sea. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 
After being soaked in fresh water, it is eaten either boiled, 

or dried, and in the latter state has something of a violet fla.. 
your. It is sold in the streets of Dublin, being dried, and is 
said to sweeten the breath and kill worms. 'I he poor in the 
North of Ireland eat it boiled. RuTrv. 

U. Stiffish, harm], growing on the gound. 
Dill. ie. 1:?. 

Three or 4 inches long, irregularly divided into horn-shared 
Vranches; surface various, furrowed and scored, otherwise 
smooth, flatted, pale green. DILL. .1'2. Is it not a variety of 

1u
*aosermanoin pingros? Bops. 652. Certainly not an Ulva, 
t until it shall be found again it is better not to risk further 

error by a hasty removal. I am inclined to think that Dillenius 
Was right in considering it as a Tremellit. 

On the ground in Enfield Chace, near Southgate. Nu. On 
the ground in a  moist sandy soil near Leith. Mr. YALDEN in 
Fl Scot. 	 March, April. 

U. Flat, ;11(1(1;1.rd-toothed, green, the edge thicker.inerassarta. 
57'2, 

cornu't4. 
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Dill. 10. 10—Vaill. 10. 3. 
Gelatinous, slippery, green ; grows in the water and on the 

edges of small ditches. Crowded, irregularly divided, swollen, 
but not round, the segments being flattish. DILL. 51. 

In the ditches of a field near Chichester
' 
 Sussex, without the 

East gate. DILL. Selsey Island, Sussex, between Greenwich 
, and Woolwich, near Doncaster, about Spalding and elsewhere 

jn Lincolnshire. Huns. On the stalks of Horsetail in a ditch 
pn Sheep's Green. RELH. n. 1037. 	A: March—Oct. 

dichot'oma.p. flat, forked, green. 

E. Got. 774—Lightf. 34, at". 975. 
Leaf about 3 inches long, flat, greatly dilating upwards and 

forking into branches. Branches an eighth or a tenth of an 
inch broad; cloven at the ends. Colour pale green, substance 
mernbranaceous, very thin, pellucid, in the microscope reticu-
lated. Seeds small, brown, scattered through the substance of 
the leaf. LIGHTF. 

Rocks and stones on the sea shore at low water. Isle of 
Walney, Devonshire. Cornwall and Sussex. Basons of water 
among the sea rocks, about Leith and New Haven. 

P. Jan.—Dec. 
Var. 2. Brown; segments narrower. 
This sort also is common in Cornwall. It grows in very 

large masses. The segments arc long and numerous, but not 
half so broad as those of the preceding. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

defrac'ta. U. Thread-shaped, unbranched, diaphanous, viscid. 
PLATE XVIII. 

Is found in masses, the stems simple, but variously coiled 
'up, being very elastic as well as glutinous ; from 8 to 12 inches 
long, cylindrical, nearly the eighth of an inch in diameter, ter-
minating obtusely. It consists of a diaphanous membrane re- 
plete with a clear gelatinous substance. 	Inner surface of this 
membrane interspersed on every part with innumerable minute 
specks, which at first give the whole plant the beautiful hue of 
the almond blossom ; but as the gelatinous substance diminishes, 
these granulated substances attain a kind of orange colour, and 
from the outer fine membrane collapsing upon them they become 
more distinct, appearing almost asp.  fixed on the outer surface. 

Found not unfrequently at lowswater, on the beach at Wey-
mouth ; but I never could discover any root upon the various 
specimens I have examined. As they adhere closely together, 
and are very tender, they are probably broken by the flu
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the sea, and torn off from their base. Specimen and descrip-
tion from Major VaLLEY. 
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U. Thread-shaped, entire, or but little branched, opake, elminthoiC 
slippery, end bluntish. 	 des. 

PLATE XVII. j: 2. 
Resembles a worm in its writhing form, size, and mucilagi_ 

nous riture. It rises from a thick, blunted base, like 
fixed in the interstices of the seeks. It is generally simple, 
sometimes a little branched ,toward the middle of the plant, 
sometimes or ti grow togdher, in which case they are pro. 
portionally reduced in size, which in the largest seldom exceeds 
that of a goose quill ; from i to 7 inches long-

°
blunt at the end. 

Colour resembling, but sometimes lighter titan that of glue. 
It is soft, and consists of a fine membrane which on its internal 
surface seems crowded with extremely minute, opake, granulated 
bodies. If cut horizontally into very thin lamina, these grains 
appear fixed in a clear gelatinous substance which constitutes 
the interior body of the plant, and they seem to occupy about 
one third part of its surface in a circular direction, leaving the 
middle part perfectly clear, through the centre of which a dark 
parenchyn-ous line passes, rom one extremity to the other. 

Grows in abundance upon the rocks off the Beal, at the ex-
tremity of Portland, at very low water. June, July. I could, 
not find it in October, so that I suppose from its mucilaginous 
texture it soon perishes. Major VELLEY. Focus elminthoides. 
sot. arr. ed. 

U. Tubular, simple, equal, membranaccous, green. 	intestina'hs. 
Dill. V. 7—Buscb. v. 23. 1. 

Varying greatly in size ; simple or branched, from the 
thickness of a quill to that of a walking-stick, and an ell or 
two in length; hollow; very unequal on the surface, yellowish 
when young, changing to a fine green. DILL. 47. 

Mostly in ditches near the sea, but sometimes in fresh 
water ditches. Very common in Cornwall, and of all sizes. 
The inside often filled with sand so as to represent a pig's pud- 
ding. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 	 A. March—Oct. 

U. Tubular, uniform, simple, Huns. .569. 
E. bot. (it2. 

Root creeping. Leaves numerous, pipe-like, closed at the 
end, krownish, inches long, of the thickness of shop pack-
thread. Seeds numerous, small, round, brown. Huns. n. 1,3. 

Stones in the sea, anti on Fucuses. 	A. May—Sept. 

1i. Tubular, branched, compressed. 	 compreesa. 
Dill. !). 8. and 10. 3—P. t. gaz. 	6, allowed by Dill. to re.. 

semble it, but be asserts it to be a different plant, though 

fistulo'sa, 

   
  



124 	 CRYPTOGAIVIIA. ALGiE. Ulva. 

it certainly corresponds with the plant when not 5ranchrip 
as Di/let:ins himself allows it sometimes to be: 

Pretty solid, unequal, winding, 'with cells of unequal di. 
mensions communicating one with another. Branches scattered, 
but little branched. LINN. Tubular, sometimes branched, coin• 
presFed, straight or bent, smooth, even. DILL. 44,. 

Rocks, stones in the sea, and in salt water ditches. 
A. Jan.—Dec. 

purpurast- U. Tubular, very much branched; nearly round: branches 
ccns. 	opposite, pointed. Hu DS. 569. 

E. sot. 6-11—F1. dan. 653. 
Stem 6 inches high, of the thickness of packthread, purplish, 

semi-transparent. 	Branches opposite, mostly pointing two 
ways, round, pointed. Hons. a. 1 i . Not uncommon in Corn-
wall. It is a beautiful transparent, tubular and almost gelati-
nous substance, of a pale purple or pinky colour; not much 
branched, but the branches %cry long and tapering. Mr. ST ACK' 
HOUSE. 

Near Christ-church, Hampshire. BUDS. A. March—Oct. 

ru'bra. U. Thread-shaped, forked, red. lions. 571. 
Leaf i Z  inch long, blunt. Branches long. BUDS. a. 19. 
Stones in the se,, near Christ-church, Hampshire. 

A. May— Sept. 

plumossa. U. Thread-A aped, branched : branches strap-spear-shap-
ed, winged, shining. Huns..571. 

Stem a finger's length, flatted, of a brownish reddish hue. 
Branches flatted, closely winged, reddish green, wings jelly-
like, hair-like, very green. .. IUDs. a. 

Rocks and stones in the sea, near Exmouth, Devonshire. 
P. April—Oct. 

ru'bens. 

filifoemis. 

I 

U. Thread-shaped, very much branched, reddish : branch-
es scattered, horizontal, blunt. Hons. 571. 

Leaf 4 inches long, nearly the thickness of shop packthread. 
Branches short. Huns. a. 1$. 

Rocks and stones in Portland Island, and near Pool, Dor- 
setsh. 	 A. May—Oct. 

U. Thread-shaped, very much branched, purplish 
branches scattered, distant, very long. Hoes. .570. 

Leaf 6 inches long, nearly of the thickness of shop pack-
thread. Branches blunt, Hues. n. lt . 

   
  



CRYPT'OdAMIA. ALGIE. Conferva. • (1) Threads 
simple, equal. 

shire. 	
Near Christ-church, flamp- 

i 
Rocks and stones in the sea. 

A. April—Sept. 

1-1. Stern and primary branches of equal thickness,verticilla'ta. 
broadest at the origin of the branches : ultimate 
branches very numerous, of equal thickness, filled 
with close sat whirls of fructifications. 

So very slippery that when first taken up it glides through 
the fingers. 

This non-descript Ulva was sent me by Major Volley, with 
the following description. It is a large plant; the lower part 
of the main stem consists of a lubricous skin which in the se-
condary branches becomes gradually finer till those branches ter-
minate in minute ramifications composed of granulated vessels 
pointing two ways. It is not improbable that the globules in 
these branches may be the source of proliferous vegetation, for 
numerous slender shoots may be observed to pullulatc from them. 
Major VELLEY. The fructifications are more regularly dis-
posed than is usual in this genus, and its fine branches and pink 
colour give it a good deal of the appearance of the Conferva co-
rallina. 

Sea coast. 

CONFER'VA. Fibres hair-like ; uniform or 
jointed : branched or unbranched : con- 

• taming globular granules. 
Ons. Mr. Stackhouse, whose situation near the coast of 

Cornwall is highly favourable for the examination of the Yuci, 
Ulva, and Confervw, in all their states of growth, assures me 
that all the latter are tubular, and the tubes divided by septa or 
partitions, but those more obviously jointed are contracted at 
the septa, while the others are uniformly cylindrical. 

(1) Threals unbranched, equal, without joints. 
C. Threads very long. 	 rivul a'ris. 

Di11.‘2.1—Micb. 89.7—Lob. ohs. 6:51. 1—Ger. cm. 1570. 11—
Park. 1261. 2. 

Entirely formed of threads, from 1 to 2 cubits or more in 
1Fngth, extremely slender, floating, not branched, green, shining 
like silk, DILL. /2. 

Crow_ri/k. Slowly flawing brooks and rivers. 
P. Jan.—Dec. 

Var. 2. Shorter and thicker. 
Dill. 2. :2—Mich. S9. C. 

12.5 

   
  



126 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGIE. Conferva. (2) Threads 
branched, not jointed. 

Wide spreading, 1 to 2 feet long : thick as a hail, rarely 
matted, pale green, shining. DILL. 13. 

In ditches in fields near Mitcham, Surry. DILL. 

fontina'lis. C. Threads shorter than a finger. 
FL dan.-651. 3—Dill. 2.3—Mich. 89. 8. 10. 11. 

Consisting of very fine, short, unbranched, hair-like threads, 
crowded together. Varies in colour, in aerated waters ochrey 
and harder, in common springs brownish or dark coloured, in 
rivulets dark green. DILL. 14.—Threads an inch long, col-• 
lected about a centre, which is yellowish, the extremities dark 
green. LINN. 

On stones in rivulets and springs. In the New River near 
Hornsey. DILL. 	 A. March—June. 

confrago'sa.C. Threads slimy, violet-coloured, not a finger's length. 
HUD& 592. LIGHTF. 976. 

Dill. 2. 4. 
The whole forms a slippery mucous substance. Thread' 

short, so fine and so densely crowded together that no eye can 
distinguish whether they are entire or branched ; shining when 
dry, and of a fine violet colour. It adheres to the paper with-
out gum. DILL. 

Near Llanberris, Wales. DILL. On rocks in the waterfalls 
on Goatfield, in the Isle of Arran. LIGHTF. 	A. May—Oct. 

(2) Threads kanched, not jointed. 
furca'ta. C.' Threads branched at the ends: branches simple. 

liuDs. 592. 
Dill. 2. 6. 

Extremities 2 or 3 forked ; pale, not shining, nearly white 
when dry. DILL. 

1  Gently flowing brooks. 	 A. Oct.—May.  
Var. 2. Threads shorter ; thicker ; and more branched. 

DILL. 
Dill. 3. 10. 

Threads 2 to 4 inches long, irregularly dispersed, not tak-
ing any determinate figure in the water, about as thick as a hair; 
green,' greyish and not shining then dry. In spring and sum-
mer it is of muddy dull green ; in autumn it seems reno-
vated and changes to a more lively green. DILL. 

Ditches. tRivulet west of Marazion. Mr. STACKHOUSE.] 

dichot'oma. C. Threads forked. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGAE. Conferva. (2) Threads 
branched, not jointed. 

127 

Dill. 3. 9. 
Grows upright, crowded together ; dull green. Threads 

smooth, from 4 to 12 inches high, or more, forked divisions 
beginning about the middle, and these again repeatedly divided 
and subdivided into other forks. DILL. 

Below Charlton, Kent, in the marsh ditches near the 
Thames. MERIt. 28. Salt water ditches between Greenwich 
and Woolwich. DILL. Near Gravesend. Htws. 

P. Jan.—Dec. DILL. 

C. Threads matted together, inclosing air bubbles. 	bullo'sa. 
Dill. 3.11. 

Threads slender, 3 inches to a foot or more in length, green, 
or dull yellowish green, soft, rather silky, sending out from the 
sides other finer and shorter threads. The threads are so much 
matted together, as to retain bubbles of air under the water. 
DILL. 

Ditches, pools, and the sides of cisterns. 
A. March—June. HUDS. 

Spring, summer, and autumn, and in cisterns all the year. 
DILL. In salt marsh pools at Weymouth. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

C. Threads more branched towards the base; brancheicanalicule- 
long. 	 ris. 

Dill. 4. 15. 
Densely crowded, deep green, soft .and spongy or velvety 

to the touch. Threads and branches slender, very much 
branched downwards, but little so towards the ends, 1 to 2 
inches high ; soft and herbaceous when taken out of the water, 
but when dry it acquires an almost stony hardness, from the 
mud adhering to it. DILL. 

Clear brooks and mill pond troughs. DILL. P. Jan.—Dec. 

C. Threads when dry uniting into stiff sharp points. 	ampliih'ia. 
Dill. 4. 17. 

Fibres innumerable, densely matted together, extremely fine, 
so that it is difficult to say whether it be branched or not : green. 
In streams it grows 2 or 3 inches long, and thrown on the 
shore the threads unite in bundles at the top, and adhere so as to 
have a thorn-like appearance. In other situations it forms a 
kind of skin on the ground. Di LL. 

Banks of rivers, ditches, damp walls, Autumn and Winter ; 
and in Summer in moist shady places. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

C. Threads very much branched, stiffish; lesser branches lig'ida. 
alternate, very short. 

   
  



128 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG.E. Conferva. (2) Threads 
branched, not jointed. 

Dill. t. -t(z. 
Several stems arise from one common base, fixed to a stone. 

Dull green, tending to brownish : moderately stiff; somewhat 
hairy. Stems branched on every side, and divided, particularly 
towards the ends, into fine fibres. DILL. 

Clear water and where the stream is most rapid. In a 
stream on Hounslow Heath, and in the Lug near Mortimer's 
Cross; Herefordshire. DILL. 	 P. Jan.—Oct. 

feeniculil- 'C. Threads very much branched ; branches and subdivi- 
cea. 	sions of the branches very long, scattered. 

Dill. 2. F—Barr. 11'2:3. 1. 4. 
Threads irregularly divided like the leaves of fennel ; soft 

and greenish when young, brownish and stiffer when old. DILL. 
Isle of Man on rocks covered by the tide. DILL. Cornwall. 

HUDS. 	 A. June—Oct. 

littorals. C. Threads soft, very much branched, proliferous, 
roughish. 

Dill. 4. tr. 
From 4 to 1'2 inches long, yellowish green, with very nu-

merous slender, hair-like divisions ; very soft and tender, but 
not gelatinous. DILL. The figure of Dillenius is erroneous, as 
giving an idea of a principal stem and branches, which is not 
the case. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

C. plicata. Huds. ed. i. 4S-1. Rocks and stones in the sea. 
Very common in the pools left by the tide at low water. Mr. 
STACKHOIJSE. 	 Summer. 

Aomentotsa. C. Threads very fine, very much branched : branches 
undivided, long, crowded, brown. 

Dill. :3. 1:'. 
Brownish red, especially when dry. Threads dbvered with 

a downy chat which it is difficult to remove; but this and its 
colour readily distinguish it. DILL. Threads almost infinitely 
divisible. 

The figure of Dillenius does not express the habit of the 
plant, which is loose, straggling, and interwoven like a lock of 
WOOL Mr. STACKI4OUSE. 

Rocks, stones, and on Fuci. 	1 	A. May—Oct. 

C. Thread; very fine, Very much branched : branches un- 
divided, bundled, whiti41. 

Dill. :!. 1 . 
7 treads Learly an inch long, whitish. Branches alternate. 

Little Branches bundled, simple, whitish, rising nearly to the 

aVbida. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALG.t£. Conferva. (c7)) Threads' 	1429. 
branched, not jointed. 

same height. Huns. Pale green. Threads so fine as hardly to 
-be discernible by the naked eye. Substance soft, both fresh and • 
also when dry, like cotton. DILL. 

Ditches, bogs, and pools,--Island of Sclsey, Sussex. DILL. 
[Rivulet to the west of Marazion. Mr. STACKHOUSE•] 

A. Oct.—May. 

2P. 
Colour an elegant c-xrulcan green, which it retains when 

dry, so that this -alone distinguishes it. Threads short, nume-
rous, very fine, shining and silky when dry. DILL. 

On Fucuses, but not very common. 	A. June—Oct. 

C. Threads branched, very long: branches alternate, ni'gra. -
many-cleft, cry short. Hops. 595. 

Threads 3 inches long, stiffish, black. Branches bundled. 
MIDS. n. 

Yorkshire coast. 	 A. May—Oct.  

C. Threads proliferous, of the same length, rough with scopa'ria. 
hair. 

22-7. B. iii. 811. 2—Lob. obi.. 648. 2, and it. ii. 
• 219. 2--Ded. 47:i. '2—Ger. cm. 1371. 2—Park. 1 2y6.:?. 
Branches woolly and hairy, spreading in all directions ; 

smaller branches nearly of equal length, finely toothed ; dull 
green ; reddish brown when old and dry. DILL. 

Sea shores, common. 	 A. May—Oct. 

C. Threads branched : branches alternate, short, with cancella'ta. 
many finger-like divisions. 

Dill. 4. 2!.  
Colour pale, dirty. Stems gis ing out many crooked 

branches near .e inches long, which arc set with hair-like threads 
or tendrils, giving a roundish figure to the branch, with an ap-
pearance of hollowness within. DILL. The lateral filaments re-
tain air as if in so many vesicles. LINN. 

Stones and rocks in the sea, common. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

C. Threads very much branched : little branches oppo- multifida. 
site, very short, many-cleft. Huus. 596. 

Threads I incises long, somewhat jelly-like, red. Branches 
opposite, very long. Little Branches very fine, remote, and ap-
searing whirled. Hops. 

VoL. IV. 

C. Threads branched, soft, shorter than one's finger, very mrugino'sa. 
green. 

   
  



130 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGJE. Conferva. (3) Threads 

	

inosculating. 	' 

Stones and rocks in the sea on the coasts of Han.pshire and 
Dorsetshire. 	 A. May—Oct. 

(3) Threads growing into one another. 
rcticula'ta. C. Threads uniting so as to form a sort of net-work. 

4.14—Pluk. 24. 2—H. ox. xv. 4. row 3. 4—Pet. gem. 
51. 3. 

Whole plant resembling a net, green, the meshes 4 to 60 
cornered. REL.H. Silky, shining, green. Threads solid, nearly 
as thick as a hair, connected so as to form a net, with meshes 
of 4, 5, or 6 sides. DILL. 

	

Ditches and pools about Hounslow. 	A. May—Oct. 

(4) Threads hairy. 
intertex'ta. C. But little branched ; branches short, of equal thick-

ness ; substance a closely interwoven texture with-
out a mid-rib. 

Specimens sent by Major Velley from Weymouth, and by 
Mr. Stackhouse from the Cornish coast. Hardly an inch high, 
branches few, about •the thickness of common packthread, the 
fibres closely matted together so as to form a dtnse substance 
like the felt of a man's hat. I am doubtful if it be not proper- 

. ly a sponge. 	 • t' 

spongio'sa. C. Little branches very short, undivided, tiled on'all sides. 
IIUDS. 596. 

H. ox. xv. 9. row 2. 6. 
Shoots 4 inches long, growing in a circular form. Branches 

few, tough, black, wholly covered with greenish short fibres. 
H. ox. p 650. 	Rises from a single stem, 2 or 3 inches high ; 
branches and their subdivisions all of one size. When first 
taken up it is like a wet sponge, which is caused by very fine 
filaments on every part of its surface, which point upwards and 
retain the water. Colour very dark brown, inclining to black. 
Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Rocks and stones in the sea. [Sandy crevices at low water 
mark, near Fowey, in Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOUSE.] 

P. Jan.—Dec. 
• 

equisetifo'- C. Jointed, branched : branches awl-shaped, forked, in 
whirls. 
4 	H. ox: xv. 9. row 2. 7. 

Size of a packthread, 3 or 4 inches long ; red. Stem branch. 
di. 	Branches generally alternate, taper, lower ones the longest; 
shoe and their subdivisions closely covered with whirls of short 
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hairy. 
forked hairs, lying one over another. Stems, branches, and 
joints red, the other parts diaphanous. LIGHT?. 985. 

C. imbricata. Huds. Rocks, stones, and Fucuses in the 
Sea. [At Penzance, and at Menabilly, in December. Mr. 
STACKH.] 

C. Threads branched, jointed : little branches in whirls, verticillaqa. 
forked, bowed in. LIGHTF. 984. Huns. 653. 

Stems many from the same root. Bratiehes irregular, the 
whole covered with close whirls of fine, short, elastic, forked 
hairs, curving inwards. LIGHT?. Grows matted together. 
Substance tough and horny. Has the habit of the Lycopodium 
clavatum. Mr. STAcKHousr. 

Among sea rocks in basons of water.left by the tides. 
LIGHTFOOT. [At Polkerris near Fowey, Cornwall. Mr. STACK- 
Roust.] 	 • 

OBS. The first 4 species in this subdivision may be readily 
distinguished by the following circumstances. 
C. intertexta. Has no mid-rib, hardly an inch long, has the co. 

lour of a sponge and the texture of macerated wash-leather. 
It is much more entitled to the name spongiosa than the 
following. 

C. spongiosa. This is 2 or 3 inches high, of a dark brown green, 
has a strong mid-rib tiled on every side with short, stiff, 

. brisile-like threads, so that it much resembles the tail of 
a hound. 

C. equisetifolia. This has been named from its mode of growth 
resembling some of the Equisetums. It is from 3 to 5 
inches high, of a red clay colour. The jointed mid-rib 
is surrounded by whirls of short filaments, but these being 
longer than the joints it is entirely covered by them. 

C. yes:kit/atm From 3 to G inches high, dark green, branches 
few, forked, mid-rib jointed, whirls of filaments not 
longer than the joints, and nor so thick set as in the pre-
ceding, so that the mid-rib is sufficiently visible. In the 
older plants these filaments become white and opake. 

(5) Threads beaded like a necklace. 
C. Threads undivided, bristle-shaped, straight ; knots fluviat'ilis. 

thicker than the threads, angular. 
Dill. 7. 47—Vail. 4. —PM'. 193- 7 , cop. :n Pet. 106.6. 
Stems several from one common origin, 3 or 4 inches long, 

thickest below, with few or no branches ; spaces between the 
knots, oblong. Smooth, dull brown purple. 

a 2 

   
  



132. 	CRYPTOGAMIA. ALOE. Conferva. (5) Threads 
beaded. • • 

Rivers. Near Bangor. BREWER in Dill. 39.— Yorkshire, 
Cumberland, and Westmoreland. HUM. .5g7. 	P. Jan.—Dee- 

Var. 2. Green, contracted at the joints. 
Dili. 7. 4s. 

Resembling the above, but dull green, not slippery, rather 
stiff, contracted at the joints. DILL. 

Near Ludlow, Shropshire, at the New Bridge. DILL. 39. 
[Rivulet in Gam Dingle. Mr. GRIFFITH.] 

C. Threads bristle-shaped, very much branched, brown-
' ish black : joints globular, almost jelly-like. }IUDs. 

597. 
E. hot. 69C—Dill. 7. 46. • 

Spreading. Threads very slender, 2 inches long; knots 
very numerous, smaller towards the ends. DILL. 

Springs and brooks. In the Isle of Man. BREWER in Dill. 
3r). Near Martin, Surry. HIIDS. 	 P: May-Dec. 

gelatino'sa. C. Threads branched ; joints globular, jelly-like. 
Weis. at is. 33. t. 1—Dill. 7. 42. 

One to 3 inches long, dull reddish brown or blackish, pellu. 
cid, gelatinous, very slippery. Branches divided and subdi-
vided, formed of globules strung together like a necklace. 
DILL. 

In springs and rivulets of pure and limpid water. In a large 
clear spring in Gpdalmin near the high road, and near Chiches-
ter, Sussex. DILL. Between Greenwich and Woolwich. Huos. 
[Clear springs at Lansdown, near Bath.. It does not resemble a 
vegetable. It is more like some kind of spawn. Mr. STACKH.] 

• A. Jan.—Dec. 
Var. 2. Green. 

E. hot. 68E—Dill. 7. 43. s  
Smaller than var. 1, and thinner; 1- to 1f inch long ; -green- 

ish. DILL. 
In a brook on Enfield Chace. DILL. Spring and Summer. 
Var. 3. Pale green. 

Dill. 7 . 44.. 
Grows on dead fibres of Fontiyalis, and on the veins and 

nerves of dead leaves. Globules less closely set, very tender, 
pellucid, pale pleasant green. DILL. 

In the same rivulet with var. 2, but in places where the 
stream ran more rapidly. DILL. In stagnant waters near Man-
chester.,autaisoa in Dill. 

Var. 4. Blue. 

a'tra. 
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jointed. 

Dill. 7. 45. 
Grows on several aquatic plants, and sometimes on stones ; 

branched, slender, globules nearly equal in size, blue. DILL. 
Small lakes or piols at the fdot of the mountains near Llan. 

berris, and in ditches in difton Moss, J miles from Manchester. 
DILL. 

(6) Threads jointed. 
C. Threads not branched ; joints alternately compressed. 

Fl. dan. 771. 2—Dill. 5.23. A. 
Threads very long, winding, entangled, not branched ; 

joints numerous ; floating in the middle of the water. Dark 
yellowish green ; when dried whitish with dark green joints. 
DILL. 

These figures of Dillenius are unnaturally folded ; it is 
rigid, and always grows in straight lines, in a mass together; 
very long. It decays at the top, becoming pellucid and colour-
less, and the ripe seeds appear like little dots clustered together. 
Mr. STACKH. 

Pools and shallows where the sea water is left on the ebb-
ing of the tide. Kent, Sussex, and Isle of Man. DILL. 

A. March—Oct. 

capilIa'ris. 

Var. 2. Smaller and shorter. 
Dill. 5. 25. B—H. ox. xv. 4. row 3. r..—Pluck. 84. 9. 

'Finer, and shorter than var. 1; 12 to IS inches long ; not 
branched. DILL. 

In fresh water. In Hackney river. DILL. 

C. Threads not branched, very fine, jointed, very short, fuci'cola. 
crowded together. 

Vellty it. fist. 
Consists of numerous filaments hardly f  inch in length, 

closely matted together at the base from whence they diNerge 
sometimes in a circular direction. Joiots very numerous. Co-
lour muddy yellow or brown. VELLEY'S Marine plants. The 
filaments of nearly equal thickness, diaphanous, not properly 
jointed but with numerous partitions across them. 

In the sea in the spring, upon the Focus nodosus and F. vesi-
culosus, first found described and figured by Major VaLLEY. 

[On the Yorkshire coast. Sir T. FRANKLAND.] 

C. Threads forked, white ; joints purplish, thicker at the cot...Mina. 
end ; branches acute. 
Ellis in Ph. tr. lviii. f. F. at P. •12C—Dill. 6. 36. 

   
  



134 	CRITTOGAMIA.•ALG/E: Conferva. (6)' Threads I 
. 	jointed. 

Of a fine scarlet when fresh. Fructifications in whirls at 
the ends of the joints. ELLis. Slippery, very tender, whitish, 
or fine red ; always dividing and subdividing into forks ; al-
most vanishes in the attempt to dry it. DILL. Consists of 
many branches, equal in size, and breaking into sub-divisions. 
somtimes 5 or 6.inches high. Mien young it is composed of 
very pale green transparent fibres; as it approaches towards 
maturity the septa appear more distinct, the joints become more 
rounded, and replete with a scarlet liquor which in a short time 
oozes through the tender skin, but it shews its joints very dis-
tinctly even after the discharge of this liquor. A very sine,  
lar instance of irritability appeared in this plant upon immersing 
it when quite fresh, into fresh water. After it had been in the 
water a few minutes, several fibres were observed to move in an 
horizontal direction with a quick convulsive twitch, then to 
stop suddenly. This they continued to do for some length of 
time. I repeated this experiment several times, and the same 
effect was produced, provided the plant was fresh. At first I 
attributed it to a separation of air from between the joints of 
the Conferva, but this ought to have been seen when rising up 
to the surface of the water. I tried the experiment in sal: 
water, but did not observe the same effect. Major VaLLEY. 

CoOrrier geniculata. Ellis ib. p. 4,.!3. Stones and rocks iii 
the sea. On stones at Cockbush, on the Sussex coast, and on 
the Isle of Inys y much, near Bangor. DILL—Near Bright,  
helmstone, Sussex. ELLis.—[Very frequent near Weymouth. 
Mr. STACKHOVSE.] 	 A May—Ocr. 

tubuloisa. C. Thread-shaped, jointed ; joints alternately com-
pressed : LINN. Very much branched; joints 
oval. Huns. 

Dill. 6. 39. 
From 2 to 4 inches ions, irregularly divided and subdi-

vided into branches, yellowish green. Branches knotted or 
jointed, hollow. 	ILL. 34. 

Conferva  osbulosa. Huds. 600. Ulva confirvoides. LINN ,  
In Gmelin's Syst. veg. it is entered, by oiersighty both as a 
Conferva and as an Ulva. 

Rocks and stones in the sea ; and on Fuci. 	A. Summer. 

aetecea. C. Threads forked : branches ',cry long, bristle-shaped : 
joints cylindrical. Huns. 599. 

Dill. 6. 37. 
Sometimes forked, sometimes irregularly divided, divisions 

more or less frequent, but I have never observed it entire. Co. 
lour reddish purple, or greenish red. DILL. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. ALGiB., Conferva. (6) Threads 	135 
jointed. 

The figure of Dillenius is by no means characteristic. This 
is evidently distinct from Conf corallina, the joints much more 
slender and not thick at the ends. It differs also from that 
in producing short lateral thorn-like substances. Fructifications 
in globular clusters on short lateral pedicles ; rarely found., It 
may readily be known by ;he intolerable odour which it imparts 
when recent. Major VELLyv. Its colour resembles that of the 
Phallus impudicus. Its beautiful crimson colour is owing to a 
liquid in the cavity of the joints which may be pushed to either 
end of the joint but not beyond the septum. On cutting 
through a joint and pressing out the .liquor, the plant remains 
colourless, and the liquor under the microscope appears to be i 
mucilage containing a great number of very minute seeds. 

Stones and rocks in the sea. 	 A. May—Ocr, 

C. Branches forked, long, bristle-shaped : joints very 
short. Huns. ed. 1. 484. td. ii. 599. 

Threads .9 inches to a foot long, of the thickness of fine 
packthread, smooth, brownish purple, branched at the base. 
Branches very long. Huns. a. 27. Conf  elongata of Gmcl. 
cyst. veg. is Hudson's C. rubra. 

Stones and rocks in the sea on the coast of Devonshire, 
Cornwall, Sussex, and Isle of Man. 	 A. April— Oct. 

C. Threads forked, the points approaching like forceps : cilia'ta. 
joints fringed. HUDS. 599. 

Ellis in Phil. Trans. vol. 57. p. 425. t. 18—H. 6. 
On the finer kinds of Fuci. 	 A. May—Sept. 

C. Branches in bundles, nearly of the same length. 
Ellis Phil. trans. vol. 57. t. 18. a. A. and b. B. at p. 42(i-

Dill. 6. 35—Barr. 1301—Pet. fur. 1. '15—Flak. 47. w—
e t?. dan. 39.5—Barr. 1290. and 2. 

Not so long as the other species but more bearded ; with nu-
merous branches rising from the base which are very much 
-branched. Male and Female on distinct plants. LINN. Cap-
sules transparent. Seed readily observable if examined in water 
with a microscope. Male Flowers in catkins. The capsules 
containing the seeds are placed in the forks at the termination 
of the branches. They are almost transparent, and when magni-
fied the seeds are visible within them if the plant is kept moist 
with water. The male flowers are collected into catkins, 
which stand on the terminations of the branches, not in the 
forks. Etnns. i b. In some specimens the seeds are fixed in the 
vesicular distended points of the branches; in others there are 
globular substances in the forks of the branches. Major VEL' 

• 

elonga`ta. 
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• 
LET. Mr. Stackhouse also doubts the accuracy of Mr, Ellis's. 
observations. 	 .  
" On Fuci, especially on F. nodosus and vesiculosus. 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

ruibra. 	C. Very much branched ; branches distant, acute ; 
joints cylindrical, short. );Tuns. 

	

Ellis in Phil. Trans. vol. 57. t. 1F. e. 	6.3F. 
Fructifications resembling a strawberry or raspberry, bur,  

rounded with a leafy calyx, ELLIs. Fructifications nearly sit. 
ting, solitary, roundish, with an awl-shaped thread beneath 
each. Huns. About 4 inehes high, divided and subdivided 
into numerous branches : colour reddish. DILL, The leafy ca-
lyx mentioned by Mr. Ellis is only the young shoots breaking 
out at the knots. The fructification is globular, with the seeds 
immersed, as in many other species. Mr. STACKHCoUSE, 

C. notiulosa. LIGHTE. 994. C. elongata. GMEL. syst. 'reg. 
Rocks, Stones and Fucuses in the sea. 	A, May—Oct. 

purpurasf-
cens. 

nodulo'sa. 

C. Very much branched ; branches crowded : joints cy. 
lindrical, long. IluDs. 

Dill. 7. 41, 
Divided like a shrub ; slippery, red, Divisions and sub-

divisions innumerable, hair-like, short, slender, composed of mi-
nute globules. It retains water like-wool. PILL. 

Stones and Fuci in the sea, 	 A, May—Oct. 

C, Very much branched : joints oblong, those of the 
lesser branches roundish, bead-like. HUDS, 

• R. Sys. 9.?  3, at pt  6C-Dill, 7, 4C, 
Fructifications lateral, sitting, roundish, clustered. Huns. 

A very elegant plant, Adheres to stones er to small Fuci. 
Spreading ; variously branched ;  globules exactly spherical, 
gradually smaller towards the ends of the branches ; gelatinous, 
slippery, pellucid, red, or red purple, DILL. Often attached 
to other sea plants. Branches not in any apparently regular or-
der, but throwing out ramifications of an equal size, so that it 
is not easy to trace out any primary stern. It varies in size, 
is very much branched towards the extremities, which termi-
nate in forks, The septa of the jimts towards the summit of 
the branches are deeply tinged with red, and appear beautiful. 
Joints swollen in the lower part of the stem. The extreme 
branches triply forked, Major VELLFY. 

On the Sussex coast hetween Brucklesham and Cockhush, 
and in the Isle of Man. DILL. 	 A, May--0c:. 
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. „ 	Var. 9. Threads finer ; joints hardly protuberating. latcarP. 
995.—[Menabilly near Fowey, Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOUSE.1 

C. Very much branched ; branches forked, like forceps diaph'ana. 
at the end ; the partitions very red ; the joints semi-
transparent. LIGirrF. DOG. 

dan. 951. 
The whole plant seems to the naked eye to consist only of a 

branched series of small red dots. LIGHTF.. 996. Thread-like 
and almost evanescent. Mr. STACKHO.USE. 

Rocky stones in basons of water left by the tides, and often 
adhering to Fuci. LICHT. On the shore at Cramond. 

C. Very much branched • branches opposite : joints cy- pelluicida. 
lindrical, very long. Huns. 

Threads nearly 6 inches long, shining, transparent, greenish 
purple. Branches mostly 3 forked, joints equal. HUDS. ii.•, I. 

Rocks and stones in the sea on the coast of Devonshire, 
Cornwall, Hampshire, and Sussex. 	 A. May—Oct. ' 

C. Threads winding; branches and divisions of thcvagabun'da. 
branches rather short. 

Dill. 5. 32. 
Very much branched, the ultimate branches divided into 

extremely minute divisions and sub-divisions; pale green; 
joints so small towards the extremities as hardly to be seen with 
a common eye-glass. DILL. Not rooted. LINN. 

Salt water marshes and ditches. 	A. April—Oct. 

C. Very much branched, green. LINN. Branches and 
little branches rather short, crowded. lions. 

Fl. dati.14F-Dill. .5. 2.9-Pluk. 18'26. 
Intersecticns of the joints hardly visible to the naked eye. 

R.Y. Syn. tit), n, 19. The juice is green, but the interstices are 
colourless. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Rocks and stones in the sea, plentifully. 	P. Jan.-,—Dee. 
Var. 2. Finer and less rigid. 

Dill. 5. 28. 
. Two or three inches long, dull green ; threads so fine as to 

require an eye-glass to observe the joints. Divisions principal-
ly towards the ends, which terminate in short and extremely 
slender hairs. DILL. This is very soft, and different in its ha. 
bit from the preceding, which is more rigid and of a fuller 
darker green. The joints are not swollen. Mr. STACKHOVISS. 
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On the keels of boats at Godstow. BOBART in Dill. 27. 

treri'cea. C. Very much branched, . pretty long ; green : little 
branches crowded, as it were from a centre ; very 
fine. 

Dill. 5. 33—Fl. dan. 651. 1. 
Four to 8 inches high, divided into very numerous crowded 

short branches, fine green in fresh, pale green in sea water. 
DILL. 

Rocks and stones in the sea. Isle of Sheppey. In the New 
River near London. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

glomera'ta. C. Little branches rather short, many-cleft. 
Dill. 5. 31—H. ox. xv. 4. row. 3. 2—Fl. dan. 651. 2—Park. 

1261. 1. 
From 4 to 12" inches long, or more ; green. Branches nu-

merous, divided and subdivided, the mid-rib still thicker than 
the other parts, but the extremities ending in numerous, hair-
like, short, and very fine 'divisions, so as to have a bushy ap-
pearance. DILL. 

Brooks and springs. 	 A. April—Oct. 

ful'va. C. Branches and lesser branches alternate, very short : 
tawny. 

Much branched upwards ; generally forked at the top; co-
lour tawny, or yellowish brown : pellucid joints not swollen. 
Fructifications urn-shaped, on the. sides of the branches and in 
the forks. 

[On Fuci and Sertularim in Mount's Bav, Cornwall. Mr. 
STAcurousE.] On stones and Fucuses on the Yorkshire coast. 

A. May—Sept. 

itigreecens. C. Very much branched, branches Ally long : lesser 
branches somewhat bundled, very short, awl-shap-
ed. HUDS. 

Threads 6 inches long, forming a turf, of a slight tinge of 
blackish hue, black when dry, smooth. Branches alternate. 
Mum. >..40. About 4 inches high; texture hard, woody: 
branches very fine, twisted, not diverging, nodules of fructifi-
cations small, lateral. Colour broln black. Mr. STACKHOUSR. 

Rocks and stones in the sea. Near St. lye's, Cornwall, and 
Exmouth, Devonshire. [Polkerris near Fowey, and at Pen-
zance. Mr. STAcKtiouss.) 

tetragdna. C. Red : much branched ; branches 4-sided. 
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Found by Major Vac.),  and Mr. Stackhouse at .the Bill or. 
Portland, growing parasitically on the larger Fuci, principally 
on their stems. Colour bright pink, one to two inches long. 
When magnified the stem and branches appear' 4-sided, the 
sides hollowed. Mr. S l'ACKHOUSE. 

C. Very much branched; little branches alternate, undi- fueca, 
vided. Huns. 

Threads 3 to 4 inches long, blackish brown or reddish, 
smooth. L ranches alternate, long. Little branches short, 
distant. Fructifications terminating and lateral, sitting, small, 
roundish, .clustered. Hues. 

Stones and rocks in the sea. 	 A. June—Oct. 

C. Very much branched ; lesser branches many-cleft, fucoi'des. 
the lowermost bundled, bearing fruit. Huns. 

Threads a foot long, smooth, of a blackish reddish hue. 
Branches alternate; little branches somewhat forked. Fructi-
fications terminating, radiated, small. Huos. n. 42. 

'Rocks, stones, and focuses in the sea. 	P. Jan.—Dec. 

C. Joints woolly : branches mostly undivided, distant: villo'sa. 
HUDS. 

E. bot. 546. 
' 	Threads 6 inches long, green, semi-transparent. Branches 
long, bristle-shaped; joints woolly, or beset with very short 
very fine little branches in whirls. Huns. 

Stones and rocks in the sea, Cornwall, but rather rare. 
A. May—Sept. 

C. Very much branched, compressed ; branches more coccinta, 
than doubly compound, alternatcly.wingcd : 
tifications on distinct plants. 

Ellis in Phil. Trans. vol. 5i .1)l. 18. c. C. d. D—Plui. 48. 
From 3 to 6 inches high, bright red, or purple. Conical 

like a fir tree in its general shape. Stamens and. capsules on 
distinct plants ; the former growing on short pedicles fixed to 
the minute segments of the branches ; the latter sitting, egg. 
shaped, on the sides of the extreme ramifications. 

C. 'Irmo:a. Lightf. Rocks, stones, and Fuci in the sea. 
P. Jan.—Dec. 

C. Branches crowded, trebly winged, segments awl-shap. penneta. 
ed. Huns. 
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Bushy like the tail of a fox. RAY Syn. 5r. Olive green, 
with age changing to brown. The knotted joints only visible 
on the primary branches.' Major VFLLEYi- 

Mr. Hudson has emoted this Synon. from Ray on the autho-
rity of Petiver's Herbarium, but Mr. Stackhouse remarks that 
Ray's species stands amongst the kinds without knotted joints. 
This however may easily happen, the joints being hardly visible 
without a Lens. 

Stones and rocks in the sea, between Dover and Margate, 
and the Isle of Walney, Lancashire. [Penzance. Mr. STACK- 
HOUSE.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec, 

C. _Branches doubly winged. Htins. 
Threads an inch long, brown. Branches nearly an inch long ; 

little wings pointed. HUDS. n.47. 
On Fuct on the coasts of Yorkshire, Cornwall, and Dor-

setshire, not very common. 

mgagro'pila. C. Very much branched; branches extremely crowded, 
proceeding from a centre and forming a round ball. 

Green; of the size of a walnut, exactly spherical, loose, not 
adhering to stones. Threads knotted, green, the knots brown, 
growing as close as the balls found in the stomachs of animals, 
no solid body in the centre from whence they might be supposed 
to shoot. LINN. Bright green, in balls of an irregularly sphe-
rical figure, from if to 3 inches diameter, and from their exter-
nal to the internal surface about f inch, most compact nearest 
the surface, covered on the outside with short villi. WATSON in 
Phil. Trans. vol. 47. p.499. 

In mountainous lakes. Wallingfcn Moor, Yorkshire. In 
a lake 12 miles west of Hull, the water of which is sometimes 
rendered a little brackish at high tides from the Humber with 
which it communicates. In many places the bottom of the lake 
is covered with these balls like a pavement, And many are left 
dry on the shores every summer. Mr. DIXON in Ph. trans. i6. 
[In a large pool called the White Sich, on a common between 
Shiffnall and Newport, Shropshire.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

BYS'SUS. SUBSTANCE like fine down or velvet, 
simple or feathered. • 

(1) Threattlike. 
Flos-aititix • B. Threads feathered, swimming upon water. 

In the middle of summer it rises and mixes with the water 
which in consequence becomes greenish and turbid, hardly 
drinkable for several da} s, but every night it subsides towards 

parasitica. 
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the bottom. BERGIUS in Linn. wee. n. 1182. Weis says it is 
only a matter formed of the particles of aquatic plants dissolved 
by putrefaction, which being light rise to the surface of the 
water. But I have reason to believe that it will prove to be a 
Conferva, perhaps the C. bullosa. Observing a pond in the 
state of flowering, as the country people term ic, I examined 
some of the water, but the particles floating in it were so mi-
nute that even with the assistance of a very good microscope, 

could not satisfy myself as to their figure or structure. Two 
or:; weeks later in the spring I found threads, not jointed, not 
branched, either straight or coiled up like a cork-screw. Some 
of this water kept in a glass jar, after 2 or 3 weeks more let its 
contents subside, and then it began to appear like a Conferva. 
'l'he threads soon became much larger, and assumed a jointed 
appearance. 

Stagnant waters. 	 A. May—Aug. 

B. Downy, violet coloured, growing on wood. 	 phospho'rea.  
Mich. 90. 	1. (—Mich. 90. F. 

Colour vivid, very beautiful and delicate, much finer than 
the finest wool. 

On the bark of trees and rotting wood. [On the stump of 
an ash tree which had been cut down ; very fine. Mr. GREGOR.) 

• Oct.—May; 

B. Threads simple, very simple, of a verdigris colour. 	xrugino'sa. 
Dill. 1. 7. 

Consists of an extremely fine woolly substance cohering to. 
ether, but so fine that it is not tasy to distinguish the fibres. 
ILL. Its colour distinguishes it. Forms au extremely thin 

crust, consisting of powdery filaments extremely minute, col-
lected into little heaps. WEis. 

On the stems of dead fern, COLE in Dill.—and rotten wood. 
Huns. [On the pillars in Roslyn Chapel, near Edinburgh. 	It 
bad not been found before, since the time of Dillenius. Dr. J.. 
E. SMITH.] 	 A. Aug.—April. 

B. Hair-like ; gran : threads branched. 	 veluti rna. 
Mich. 89..'—Dill. 1. 14. 

Spread upon the ground like a fine green carpet. 'Consists 
bf filaments so fine as not to be distinguished by the naked eye, 
crowded and matted together, branched and not branched, ex-
tremely short but mostly upright like the pile of velvet. DILL. 

On the ground in the shade,and the moist bark of trees. 
A. Oct.—June. 

B. Filame.lits simple or branched, very short, upright. 	purpuirea. 

• 
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E. hot. 19'2. 

Very 'like a piece of crimson plush or velvet. 
Ilyssus rubra. Huns. Stones and rocks, especially on such 

as are near the sea. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

ni'gra. B. Threads branched, rigid, black ; 'adhering to stones. 
Dill. 1. 1E-E. hot. 701:-Mich. 90. 5-Gled. I. 1, llyssus 2. 
Threads short, very ' black, crowded together. DILLi 

Threads short, stiff, either simple or with 1 or 2 short lateral 
branches. 

Rocks and- larger stones in the North of England and 
Wales. 

Var. 1. Threads still shorter, not at all branched. 
[On fallen sticks in the woods at Woodhall, near Edin- 

burgh. Mr. BROWN.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

au'rea. B. Hair-like, powdery; orange-coloured : fructifications 
scattered : threads simple and branched. 

E. bet. 212-Dill. 1.1(-Mich. 	2-Glcd. 1. Bysstis f. 1- 
FL dan. 71$. 1-Pet. gaz. 15. 3. 

Grows in raised tufts. Threads very fine, very short, 
branched or entire, soft, crowded and matted together like a 
fleece; saffron coloured, changing to greyish when dry. DILL. 

On the sides of caverns. [On the walls of Lilleshall 
Abbey, Shropsh.] 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

ful'va. B. Threads upright, finely feathered ; tawny : fructifica-
tions terminating. 

PLATE XVIII. f. 5. a. b.-E. bot. 701-Dill. 1. 17. 
Of a rich tawny yellow, which colour it retains when dried. 

When fully grown about 2 inches high, growing in tufts. Each 
fibre is divisible into other fibres, but they ate all finely feather-
ed from the base upwards. The ends appeal,  more solid, of a 
chesnut colour, 'and not unlike anthers. When examined in the 
microscope these chesnut coloured tips all resemble one another, 
and appear very different from the rest of the plant. They are 
filled with granules, and are hispid with bristle-shaped tubes 
pointing upwards. See Pl. lt.. f..,. b, a single tip magnified. 
This is the whcle that I have yet been able to discover of.  
the fructification. We may eithequppose the tip to be a cap-
sule, the granules it contains the seeds, and the bristle-shaped 
tubes the pistils ; or else that the Granules are Germcns, and 
each of the tubes a case of Anthers. 

This plant, whose perfect state' of growth seems to open 
the way to a discovery of the fructification of the Genus was 
observed by the Right Hon. Lady Elizabeth Noel, growing 
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upon an old elm chair which received the drippings from a 
water ci-tern; and I am indebted to the kind attentions of her 
Ladyship for fine specimens. in the highest state of perfection. 

The Byssus barbata when fully grown resembles this species 
in colour and in height, but that is marked by transverse lines 
shewing the growth of each year, similar to what we see in 
the tubes of the perennial Boleti, and the stems split at the 
ends into a number of capillary fibres. 

Dr. Smith in E. bot. is of opinion that this plant is the 
same as B. barbata. 

Moist rotting wood, and tubs used to catch rain water. 
A. July—Aug. 

B. Threads tawny, nearly upright, and of the same barbaita, 
length ; the ends branched. 

Dill. 1. 1—Mich. 90. 1. 
When young yellow, short, densely compacted, spreading 

wide, resembling a fleece of wool. When older it attains the 
height of 2 inches, grows upright, but closely crowded toge. 
ther, the top of each filament dividing into numerous very 
fine fibres so as to appear downy. It is then tawny or saffron 
coluured. The growth of each year is marked by a transverse 
line. DILL. 

Rotten wood and rotten trunks of trees. ' A. Jan.—Dee. 

13. Threads very much branched : little branches bundled, can'dida., 
whitish. 

D,11. 1. 1.15—R. Syn. 2S, at p. 477. 
Substance tender, woolly, closely pressed to the surface on 

which it grows; white, or livid, or yellowish. From a broad-
ish woolly and mucilaginous base arise many slender branches, 
spreading more in width than in height ; elegantly divided and,  subdivided, the extremities ending in capillary fibres or an ex-
panded surface. DILL. 

On rotten leaves, rotten wood, and half rotten leather. 
A. Sept.—April. 

B. Hair-like, very soft, parallel, very brittle, pale. LINN. sep'tica. 
threads very long, very fine, branching*, matted. 
Huns. 607. 

Dill. I. 9—Mich. 89. 9. 

• Michell, cited by Linnaeus, and Hudson; and Dillenius referred to 
by Hudson, describe them as not bramthed. Hudson gives two synonyms 
from Ray. The first appears to he the plant of Mich. and Dill. the qe-
cond, which is des, rilhat as remr4/..simits seems to be what fell under Mr. 
Hudson's immediate inspection. Mr. Woonweal. 
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Threads like cotton, finer than those of a cobweb, grey 
white, not viscid; burns like touchwood. LINN. So te,oder and 
light that the breath will disperse it, pure white, like very fine 
wool, threads not branched; when handled seems to dissolve 
into water from the moisture affixed to it. Though so very 
tender it remains long in its native situation. DILL. It grows 
most luxuriantly on bins and wooden shelves in cellars where 
wine has been spilt, hanging down in form of a jelly bag, or of 
a cylinder with a globe at the end, to the length of a foot or 
more; It is easily crushed, and then seems principally to con-
sist of water, adhering to the fingers. 

Damp cellars and vaults. 	 P. May—Dec. 
It dissolves and destroys the hardest wood. LINN. 

Var. 2. Fibres short, matted. 
Dill. 1. 1.2. 

Pale yellowish or reddish, changing to glaucous green, then 
red brown and at length blackish, in colour, substance and soft-
ness somewhat resembling the skin of a mouse. At first it is 
flat, but one layer growing upon another, it is gradually raised. 
It consists of fibres, too fine to be observed by the naked eye, 
at first upright,'afterwards matted‘together. It generally grows 
in a circular form. DILL. Fibres either simple or branched ; 
the bran hes few, short, generally standing at right angles, either 
opposite or irregular. 

On wine casks. 

crypta'rnm 13. hiair-like; perennial; ash-coloured, tough. 
Dill. 1. 20. 

Threads an inch long, thick as a hair, dirty white, brittle, 
not branched, crowded, diverging from a centre. DILL. 

On the sides of caverns in limestone rocks, and on plaistered 
walls in vaults. 	 P. Jan.—Dec. 

FUNGI. 

MERUTIUS. PILEUS with Gills or veins under-
neath, of the same substance with the rest 
of the plant. 

. 	(i) 1Vilh a stem, aid Gills underneath. 
M. Gills white, broad at the base-, few, 2 or 4 in a set: 

erns. 

	

	 pileus white, convex, a little bossed, elegantly plait- 
ed at the sides; stein white, slender. 

Mich. SO. 11-.Pull. 519. 1. 	39. A—Mich. 74. 7 
Illorb. 4. 3i. 3. 
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GILLS fixed, white, mostly in pairs in the small, in fours 'in 
the larger plants, Ilong ones about 18. 	 • 

Plums white, convex, a little bossed, sides plaited, very thin 
and semi-transparent, to I of an inch over. 

STEM hollow, whitish, smooth, 1  to 2f inches high, not thicker 
than a horse-hair in the smaller plants, nearly as thick as 
a crow quill in the larger. 

Ag. stipitatus, pileo plicato membranaceo, lamellis basi lati-
oribus. Fl. suet. 1192. Ray Syn. p. U. n. 4t. 

The delicate structure of this plant causes it to tremble 
when held in the hand, as Haller has observed. The pileus has 
sometimes a little mouse-colour in its centre, and so has the stem • 
in the larger plants towards the bottom. It dries when old, 
and then turns wholly of a brownish colour. Mr. Stackhouse 
once found, and figured one specimen with a ring on the stem.— 

It is sometimes very minute. Stem not -f inch high, and a 
pileus not larger than the head of a pin. Baron Haller, Miche-
lius, and others, are inaccurate in describing this species as stri-
(tied. That character, strictly speaking, ought to imply cer-
tain streaks or marks inherent in the pileus, whereas the stria; 
which they allude to, are nothing more than the edges of the 
gills appearing plainly through. 

Ag. stipitatus, pileo plicato membranaceo, lamellis basi la- 
tioribus. LINN. and Hons. 	 candidus. HUDS. 620. • 
Ag. umbellifiTus. LINN. but the gills being of the same sub-
stance as the pileus, and therefore, like the Chanterelle, not pro-
perly an Agaric. Mr. WOODWARD. Ag. corticalis. Bull. Ag. 
umbelliferus. Bolt. 

Common in hedge bottoms and amongst moss, attached to 
dead leaves and half rotten sticks. 	 Oct.—Nov. 

Ray Syn. I. 1. f. 2. a. a. can hardly be shewn to be different 
from this. 

M. Gills white, decurrent : pileus white, convex, centreandrosa'ccus 
depressed : stein red brown below, shining. 

xi. 21. 2]. 22. 4:3—(Rocs.. muse. 143. F. 104; is also 
quoted by Linmans.)--Bull. 369. 2. 

Gills extremely thin. Pileus membranaceous, plaited. Stem 
black, very slender. Litttl.—Vaillant observes that his figures 
represent the largest sized specimens ; that the gills are few, 
white, very distant from one another; the pileus white, and st) 
thin that the gills seem to pass through it; the stems solid, 
smooth, rather shining, dark coloured. VA ILL. par. p. 69. 
GILLS somewhat decurrent, white, few, mostly in pairs. 
PII.EUS brownish white, flat, the edge turned down, the centre 

depressed; very thin and semi-transparent, nearly f; inch 
diameter. 

STEM solid, white at the top, shining and purplish brown below, 
Vat. IV. 
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almost black at the base; about 3 inches high, not thicker 
than a large pin. 

Ag; androsaceus. 	Ag. efriphyllus. BULL. 
Packington Park, amongst moss. 	 Autumn. 

collaria'tus. M. Gills white, uniform, fixed to a collar surrounding the 
stem : pileus white, skinny, dimpled: stem white 
above, black below. 	• 

Bull. 64—Bolt. 32—Fl. dan.1134.1—Schajf. 239—Mich.74.5, 
Guls loose, from the stem, but fixed to a band or collar sur' 

rounding the top of the stem, but at some distance front 
it; white, yellowish brown with Age, uniform, from 19 
to 20. 

PILEus white, convex, dimpled, ribbed at the sides, thin)  
skinny, 1 -8th to 3.8ths of an inch over. 

STEM hollow, scored, white above, dark mouse or almost black' 
below, 1 to 3 inches long, not thicker than a pin. 

It does not appear by Mr. Bolton's figure or description 
whether the gills are fixed to a collar, or to the steni, but be 
that as it may, ours is certainly the plant of M. Bulliardy 
quoted above, though he says the stem is solid, and calls it the 
Ag. androsaceus of Linnaeus, but that is a very different plant, 
and had he given a dissected drawing, he would not have found 
the stem solid. The gills are carelessly done both by Schaeffer 
and Bolton, and in the latter the dimple in the centre of the 
pileus is not expressed. The plant at first is entirely whiter 
but it dries, remains a long time, and gradually changes its co,  
lour to a yellow brown, the stem becoming quite black. 

Ag. collariatus. Bot. arr. ed. ii. Ag. androsaceus of Schiffer 
Hudson, Lightfoot, Relhan, Bolton, &c. but not of Linnaeus 
Scopoli, or Haller. Ray Syn. 9. 49. 

Growing upon dry sticks in hedge bottoms; not uncommon,  
August,  

huccinalis. M. Gills white, decurrent; pileus white, funnel-shaped 
stem white, very short. 

Bauch. 214. 
Gills decurrent, white, few,,,4 in a set, but irregular; larger, 

ones about 12. Pileus whitef thin, leather-like, waved and 
cracking at the edge, hollow in the centre, scarcely 	an inch 
diameter. Stem solid, white, crooked, I of an inch highs 
thick as a large pin, but gradually thicker upwards until it is ut' 
sensibly lost in the pileus. Ag. buccinalis. Batsch. 

In the garden and amongst grass, at Packington, Warwick' 
shire, the scat of the Right Honourable the Earl of Aylesford. 
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M. Gills few, light brown: pileus light brown, centre fus'cus. 
depressed : stcfn light brown, stiff. 

GILLS fixed, light brown, few,- in pairs. 
PILEUS light brown, slightly convex, centre rather darker, and 

depressed, scored from the gills appearing through, tear. 
ing at the edge, full of an inch diameter. 

STEM solid, light brown, stiff, I to 	inch high, not thicker 
than a pin. 

In clusters, in the Earl of Aylesford's Park, Packington, 
Warwickshire. 	 Autumn. 

M. Stem solid, often compressed: gills decurrent, branch- Cantharcl'- 
- cd, anastomosing. 	 lus. 

Bull. 62-Bolt. 62-13atsth. 120-Schaf. 82. 206-1. B. iii. 
dan. 	xi. 9. 10. 11. 14. 15-Battar. 

14. A. 1?. C.-Batsch. 37-Ger. 1384. 2-Trag. 94C- 
• Clus. ii. 27(,. 2, the bottom of the page. 

Grus &current, fleshy, branched, anastomosing. Substance 
the same as that of the stein and the pileus; very different 
from the gills of Agarics. in the microscope they appear 
covered with very minute granulated particles. 

PiLeus concave, curled at the edge, often very irregular, 1 to 3 
inches over. Flesh spongy, whitish. 

Srem solid, tapering downwards, often compressed, and then 
rarely central; 1 to 2 inches high, 	to I of an inch •in 

• diameter. 	• 
Ons. Whole plant yellow as the yolk of an egg. It does 

not soon rot and decay as the Agarics do, nor is it much liable 
to the attacks of insects. It is very apt to.  be sportive and 
monstrous in its growth, as may be seen in the following 
figures, Batach. :34, fan-shaped, Vaill. 12. 13, very much 
curled, &c. 

Pileus turban-shaped, flattish, edge mostly bent in. Gills 
deep yellow, short, naked. LINT;.—Colour mostly pale yellow, 
sometimes deep yellow, and even saffron coloured. RAY Syn. 2. 

is remarkable that this plant, which universally takes 
the lead in the genus Agaricus, most certainly does not belong 
to that genus; having no regular gills, but only projecting veins 
variously branched and anasromosing, but of the same substance 
as the pileus ; they much resemble the veins of the Peziza cor. 
nucopioides and P. acetabuluin. The mode in which this plant 
discharges its seed does not appear to be known. It seems to 
approach nearer to an Helvella than to an Agaric. Perhaps this 
plart, the Ag. infundibuliformis of Bolton, (which seems to be 
Ag. cornucopioides of Bulliard,) Ag. candidus of Hudson, and 
the ,? Peziza; above mentioned, ought to form a new genus. Mr. 
WooDwARD.—Pileui hollow, undulated and fringed at the 

1. 2 
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edge ; stem short, solid ; gills thick, branching. It is remark• 
able in every respect ; its bright yellows colour, venose gills, 
and particularly for its grateful.  smell, like ripe apricots, which 
it preserve's in decay. Mr. Si-Act:Room—The reticulation of 
the gills not represent .d in Scharff. 8.2 and 200, to which plates 
our authors refer. Major VELLEY.—Let me observe here once 
for all, that the plates of Schaeffer seldom give an accurate re,  
presentation of the gills. 

Agaricus Cantharellus. Linn. Ray. Syn. p. 2. n. 5. if lg. 
chantarellus and alectorolophodes. Sehmlf. dg. cantharellus. Bull. 
Ag. chantarellus. Bolt. Ag. luteolus. Batsch. Ag. cantharellus. 
Fl. dan. 

[Earsham Wood, Suffolk. Mr. WoonwaRD.—Woolhope 
Woods, and Caplar Hill, Herefordshire. Mr. Srncxxouse. 
Single or in clusters: Red Rock plantation, and on the south-
west side of the large pool, Edgbaston, in dry soil towards 
the outside of the woods or where the trees are thin.] 

July—Sept. 
Var. 2. Gills branched, but not anastomosing: pileus nearly 

flat. 
Ball. 505. 1—Batsch. 37. 

Crows with the preceding. the whole plant more regular in 
the growth. Al r. Bulliard has figured another variety with a 
black stem, pl. 103. f.:, but I have not yet heard of its being 
found here. Ag. pseudo uncluosus. Batsch. 

The lovers of mushrooms may eat this with safety, but it is 
more tough and less highly flavoured than either the Ag. orcades, 
or Ag. campcstris. 

M. Stein cylindrical : pileus funnel-shaped. 
Bolt. 106. 

Stem cylindrical, j  inch high, thickness of a pin, yellow. 
Pileus funnel-shaped, yellow, 1-10th to 1-8th of an inch over. 
Gills but little branched. Mr. Bolton %-lys so little about this 
in his description, that I have been obliged to give the preceding 
circumstances chiefly from his figures, but the appearance of the 
middlemost of the larger drawings makes me doubtful, whether 
what I have taken for veins, be not only intended as shading. 
If so, the plant is really a Peziza. 

Peziza tuba. BOLTON. Moist places, and near rills of water, 
fixed to the putrid stems of deciyed plants. 

• 
fce'tidus. M. Gills yellow ; pilcus brown, convelt, scored : stem 

dark brown. 
Soauerby 21. 

Grus in pairs, shallow. 
PILEUS nearly semi-globular, about of an inch over. 

tubmfori- 
nus. 
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STEM hollow, cylindrical, hairy; 1 inch high, thick as a swal- 
low's quill. 

First found by Mr. Relhan, in Madingly Wood, Cambridge. 
• Aug. 

M. Stern bristle-shaped : pileus whitish, gently convex : squam'ula. 
gills a few plaits. 

Batsch. 84. 
Stem reddish brown, slender as a bristle, very tender. Piltus 

dirty yellow white, gently convex. Gills a few imperfea plaits. 
Hardly 1-loth of an inch in height, and slender in proportion. 
BATscii. From f to 1 inch high. Gills 4 or 5. RELHAN. Ag. 
tguatnula. Batsch. 

Found by Batsch in the Autumn, affixed to the dead leaf of a 
poplar. Communicated to me by Mr. Relhan, who found it in 
Madingly Wood. On decayed leaves, in February. Mr. BROWN. 

M. (BOLT.) Stern twisted : pileus lobed : gills decurrent, cornuco- 
distant, 3 or 4 in a set. 	 pioi'des.  

Bob. 8. ( Not &half. 9, nor yet 243, though that teems to be 
a Merulius. • Not Ba(tar 18. H. nor 20. B.) 

About 5 or 6 inches high; stems 4 or 5 from the same root, 
near I. inch diameter. Pileus :3 inches over, thin, tough, split 
into segments, waved and curled at the edge. The whole plant 
tough, elastic, leathery, of a dead buffy brown or cinnamon 
colour. BOLT. 

Mr. Bulliard has figured what he has called Agaricus cornu-
copioides, see p1. 208, different from the abtne though of a 
dead brown colour, but the gills are branched, and the hollow 
of the pileus extends down to the root, so that there is properly 
no stem, or if you had rather, say no pileus, the expansion of 
the hollow stem at its top supplying the place of a pileus, and 
bearing the gill-like veins on its outer side. This plant seems 
decidedly a Merulius. Ag. cornutopioides. Bolt. 

Shady woods about Halifax, not plentiful. In a little wood 
near Brakenbed farm, in Ovenden. 	 Sept. 3d. 17 b7.  

(2) With a stem, and veins underneath. 
M. undulatut. See Peziza undulata. 

M. Stem funnel-shaped, hollow, expanding at the top like purpu'retts. 
a hollow pileus : gill-like veins branched, purple. 

Fl. dan. 384—Schaff. 165. 166—Bolt. 103—Bull. 1St—Vail!. 
xiii. 2. 3. 

Plant hollow, gradually enlarging upwards, greatly expanded 
at the top; border scolloped, turned back, 2 to 3 inches high, 
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11 diameter at the top. Inner surface dark dirty brow, 
smooth like vellum. Outer surface decorated with rising branch' 
veins, covered with a bloomy down or powder. Substance tough 
and elastic. BOLT. 

Peziza cornucopioides. Bolton: Bulliard. Oeder.—EAuella cor-
nucopia and punctata. Schaffer. Ray Syn. p. 20. n. 17. 

Grows single or in clusters, in dry woods. 

infundibuli- M. (BOLT.) Stem futmel-shaped, hollow, expanding at 
for'mis. 	the top like a hollow pileus: gill-like veins branched, 

silvery grey. 
Bolt. 34—Bull. 208. 465. 2, differ but little—( Not Bull. 473, 

nor Battar. 23. 	xi. 10, is M. Caniharellus.).. 
Abbot. Fl. Bed. p. 324. 

Stem about 2 inches from the root to the gills, often hatted/ 
or fluted; hollow quite from the root, and running insensibly 
into the pileus, as the tube of a Convolvulus does into its border. 
Gills branched like nerves, of the same substance with the plant,  
The whole plant is tough, elastic, of a greyish mouse-colour• 
BOLT. 

Ag. infundibulif,rmis. BOLT.-Ig. cornucopioides. BULLIARIN 
In Lee-bank-Shroggs near Halifax, and several other places. 

BOLT. 	 October, 1786. 

museiee- M. Stern lateral, thick, short; pileus ,semi-cireular, pale 
nus. 	brown; gills branched. 

Bull. 28S, and 49S. 1. 
STEM solid, pale brown, tapering downwards, neat I of an inch 

high, and about half as thick: 
PILEUS nearly semi-circular, smooth, pale grey brown, hollowed 

and uneven, sometimes marked with concentric lines, 
an inch over. 

GILLS or Veins, branched, anastomosingt  resembling those of 
the M. cornucopioides. 

4g. muscigenus. Bulliard 288.—Helvella dimidiata. ib. 49$. 
2.—See M. meinbranaceus. 

This plant is found in great plenty in the months of August 
and September, growing on the Hypnum sericeum, and I never 
found it on any other moss. BULLIARD. 

Var. 2. Stemless, circular, yehite. 
About i  an inch diameter ; 'substance very. thin. 
On moss in Packington Park. 	 Autumn. 

(3) Stemless. 
membiana'-M. Sitting, membranaceous, smooth, lobed, curled at the 

ceus. 	edge; veins on the under side branched. 
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Bolt. 177—Bull. 495. 1—Fl. elan. 1077. 1. 
Root longish, slender, fibrous. Plant Z  to 1 inch over; flat, 

thin, flexible, tough, red brown above, yellow brown beneath; 
veins branched and anastomosing. Lobes broad, deep. BOLT. 

Helvella membranacea, of Mr. Dickson, who refers to Acta 
danica, 1. p. 286. f. 1, a work not within my reach, but in his 
second fasciculus he cites Bulliard pl. 288, which has a thick 
lateral stem, sufficiently long in proportion to the size of the 
plant, but Mr. Dickson has described his plant as being without 
a stem ; I should therefore suppose that his and Mr. Bolton's 
plant cited above are the same, and that Mr. Bulliard's, p1.288, 
is a different species. 

Helvella retiraga. Bulliard. Helvella membranacea. Bolt. 
Dicks. 

Mossy soil ; thatched houses ; bogs. 

M. sitting, concave, shaggy, scolloped and waved at the carvciphyl-
edge : veins on the under side branched. 

&hal. 32:i—Bolt. 173—Bat ;ch. 121. 
Upper surface flocky or shaggy, dark clove colour, marked 

with concentric lines of a darker shade; border curled and scol-
loped, the edge fringed. Under side paler, veins branched; 
seems dusted over with a brown bloom, or down. Substance, 
soft, tough, soon turning black and perishing ;, 1 to 1 f inch 
over. Bovr. 

Helvella caryophylleea. Dicks. Elvela caryophilla.a. Schaff. 
Ag. tristis. Batsch. Helvella earyophyllaw. Bolt. 

On the ground, in pine plantations near Bungay, Suffolk. 
Mr. WOODWARD. 

AGA'RICUS. 
Ess. CHAR. PILEUS with gills underneath. 

GILLS differing in substance from the rest 
of the plant; composed of two lamina. 

SEEDS in the gills. 

A. STEM central. 

I. SOLID and DECURRENT. 

(1) GILLs white. 
AG. Gills white, 4 in a set: pilcus brownish white, con- ramealis. 

vex, concave when old : stem white. 
Bull. 276, and 336—Bolt. 39. D. 

CILIA decurrent, white. 
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current. WHITE. 

PILEUS white brown, gently convex, turned up when old, about 
to 1 inch diameter. 

STEM solid, white, i, inch high, the thickness of a pin. 
In Bolton's figure it•does not appear that the gills are dear,  

rent ; Sibthorpe expressly tells us they are not, and yet he refers 
to the fig. of Bull. in which they are distinctly so. I suspect it 
will be found that two distinct species grow in a similar manner 
on the fallen branches of trees. 

Ag. Pseudo-androsaceus and Ag. ramealis. Bull. Ag. candi-
dus. Bolt. 
. 	On sticks, and on the fallen branches of trees. 	Oct. 

ebur'neus. AG. (BOLT.) Gills white, few, very short, in pairs : pileus 
white, convex : stern white, cylindrical. 

Bull. 188 and 118.--Sozverhy 32—Jacq. misc. ii. 15.1—Bolt. 
4, the lower figures ; very small—Mich. 73. 6. 
white, decurrent, not numerous, in pairs. 

l'uLtus white, smooth, from i to 1 + inch diameter, or more, 
convex, or a little conical, edges turning up when old. 

STEM solid, white, from -I to 1 inch high, from the thickness of 
a small Crow, to that of a swan's quill. 

This Agaric varies very much in its size, but it has in every 
state the appearance and the feel of ivory. In damp weather 
rather viscid, and in wet seasons semi-transparent. When very 
young some woolly fibres connect the pileus to the stem in place 
of a curtain. 

Ag. virgineus. Jacq. and Sowerhy. Ag.eburneus, anclericeus. 
Bull. Ag. denticulatus. Bolt. 

Amongst short grass ; often near trees, Edgbaston. 	Oct.  

gigante'us. AG. Gills white, broad, 4 in a set, but irregular : pileus 
dirty white, funnel-shaped, the edge reflected ; stein 
white, rather tapering upwards). 

Buxb. 4. 1. 
GILLS decurrent ; very numerous. 
Pn.eus from 4 to 14 inches diameter, turned up when old so as 

to assume the shape of a funnel. 
STEM solid, 2 to 4 inches high, 1 inch diameter, nearly cylin-

drical, rounded at the bar. 
Found by Dr. Sibthorpe on 8hotovcr Hill, near Oxford. Oct. 

[And by Mr. Dickenson in a meadow at Blymhill, where it 
formed a fiery ring 17 yards in diameter.] 

eyathifor'.. AG. (BULL.) Gills white, 4 or 8 in a set: pileus white: 
glass-shaped : stew white, nearly cylindrical. 
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current. WRITE. 

Bull., 248. A.—Bolt. 17—Schej: 207, ill coloured; f. 3, the 
best.--fb: 39, more fleshy than our specimens. 

Gills white, narrow, very decurrent; 4 in a set in the younger, 
but 8 in the older specimens, from the greater extension 
of every other long one down the stem. 

PILEUS white, satiny, 1 to 2 inches over, irregular at its edge, 
often tearing as it expands; flattish when young, and not 
always hollow as BULLIARD says. Edges arc at first 
turned down, even though the central part be much hol-
lowed, but at length they turn up, the whole plant in 
that state greatly resembling a drinking glass. 

STEM solid, white, I to 2 inches high, thick as a swan's quill, 
rather thickest upwards

, 
seldom quite central. 

Ag. cyathifirmis. Bull. Agumbilicatus, Bolt, and Schxff. 
Pastures, Edgbaston. 	 Aug. 

Var. 2. Pileus and stem buff colour. 
Bull. 248. B. 

Pilcus without flesh, deeply hollowed. Stem 21 inches high. 
Woolhope; Beckbury Hill, Herefordshire, not uncommon. 

Aug. Mr. STACKHOUSE. Bulliard in his pl. 575 has figured 
several other varieties which I have not seen. 

AG. Gills white : pilcus white, bossed, centre yellowish: niitens. 
stem whitish buff, very long. 

Schaff, 23S, pot good. 
GILLS decurrent, white, few, short, in pairs. 
Pri.eus white, boss yellowish, at first conical, then flat, lastly 

inverted ; 2 inches diameter. 
STEM solid, whitish buff; bending, inches high or more, full 

inch diameter. 
Whole plant very viscid, but drying immediately when ga-

thered. Notwithstanding its size and the great length of its 
stem I suspect it to be only an unusually large plant of the Ag. 
eburneus. 

Ag. niters. Schxff not of Fl. dan. In Packington Park, 
Warwickshire. 	 Autumn. 

AG. (BULL.) Gills u atery* white, pellucid, narrow, 4 infundib'u-
or 8 in a set : pileus funnel-shaped, brownish-buff: lifuemis. 
stem brownish-butr. 

28C—Bolt. 61—Sterbeck 15. B. B. very like it, but the 
stem too short and too thick. 

* By water) whim, is meant, that kind of appearance which is given 
to white linen or paper by wetting it ; the wetting diminishing the inten-
sity of the whitene,s, but in‘rcasing the transparonLy. The term w ill  
like O ise ben, codunally used to express a similar ellect on other colours. 
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current. %WHITE. 	• 

GILLS very decurrent, white, numerous, narrow, thkl, tender, 
brittle, the long ones often forked. 

PILEus brown buff; thin, pellucid, tender, smooth, hollow in the 
centre, convex and turned down at the edge ; 11 to 

' inches over : in the small plants the edge is even, but 
in the larger ones very much plaited or curled. 

STEM solid, brown buff, striated, disposed to twist, nearly 
cylindrical, white within, 11 to 2 I inches high, front 
the thickness of a crow's, to that of a swan's quill. 

Ag. infundihuYbrmis. Bull. Ag. fimbriatus. Bolt. Planta- 
tions, Edgbaston, after much rain. 	 July. 

Var. 2. Gills but little decurrent, turning to a watery jelly 
when bruised. Pileus dead white, thin, funnel-shaped : stern 
white, smooth, tough, pellucid. 

Bolt. 61. 
In the Park at Packington. 

obe'sus. AG. (BATSCH.) Gills white, greatly decurrent, branching 
and inosculating : pileus white, nearly,  flat: stem 
white, very thick, short, inversely conical. 

Batsch.216—Schaf 307 ; too much coloured. 
GILLS white, numerous ; very narrow, so decurrent as to units 

the pileus and the stem into one uniform substance. In 
general there is a short and a long gill alternately, some-
times there are 4 in a set, but the long ones frequently 
divide into two as they approach the edge of the pileus, 
and moreover the branches unite one to another so as to 
form a kind of net-work. 

Pn.istrs white, turning brown, smooth ; at first a button, then 
growing flat, at length the edges rise so as to form a 
shallow concavity at the top, but the extreme edges still 
turned down. Diameter t I to 1 I inch. 

STEM solid, white, widening so much ypwards as to be nearly 
equal to the breadth of the pileus; often flatted; about 
1 t inch high. Root none but the rounded end of the 
stem. 

Ag. clavoformis. Schmff. Ag. ohesus. Basch. Pastures 
amongst moss. Edgbaston. 	 Aug. 1790. 

*Var. 2. Pileus pale dead brown, violet coloured at the edge,  
Bole 146., 

On stumps of trees, Northowram. 	Aug. 1791. Botr. 

pistilIa'ris. AG. Gills white, in pairs, very .  short : pileus whitish, 
stem • s ein whitish, conical, crooked. 

Bauch 62, Oat a little different in the colour of the  

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and De- 
s . 	current. WHITE. 

13S 

GILLS white, decurrent, in pairs, hardly exceeding the 20th of 
an inch in length. 

PILEUS whitish, uniformly convex, about 1 of an inch over, 
the edges curled inwards towards the stem. 

STEM solid, whitish, + inch long and a  diameter, thickest at 
bottom, bent in one or two directions. 

I have never found it in any other state than that just now 
described, 	• 

Ag. risigallitrus. Batsch. Amongst grass and moss. Edg- 
hasten. 	 2tith Aug. 1791. 

A.G. Gills yellowish or greyish white, 4 in a set : pile& ti'grinus. 
whitish, tufted, convex, centre depressed : stem 
slanting, more or less spotted. 

Bull. 70. 
GILLS slightly decurrent, grey white, 4 in a set. 

whitish, penciled with reddish brown hairy scales, 
gently convex, rather bossed, hollow when old, full 2 
inches over. 

STEM solid, white, more or less tufted like the pilcus, 1 to 2 
inches high,  thick as a raven, or a swan's quill, tapering 
downwards. 

Substance of the plant leather-like. It varies very much as 
to the quantity of its tufted spots. 

tigrinus. Bull. On decayed trunks Of trees, particu-
larly on the elm. [Powick near Worcester. Pendarvis, Corn-
wall. Mr. STACKHOUSE. Packington Park, amongst moss.] 

AG. Gills white, 4 in a set : pilcus ,pale mouse, gently ca'seus. 
convex, edge turned in : sleet cylindrical, upright. 

Bolt. 4C—Bull. 400, the same, but more coloured.-Scha.j. 18. 
Giccs decurrent, dead white or yellowish white, thin, numerous, 

narrow, dry, 4 in a set. 
Pittos pale mouse, clothy, smooth, gently convex with the edge 

turned in, J inches over. 
Flesh dry, brittle, not fibrous, resembles cream cheese. 

STEM solid, white, cylindrical, upright, bulbous at the base. 
This taken from Mr. Bolton, but his trivial name m/4s,. 

must be rejected, as it has before been applied to a different 
species, and particularly to one of Schaffer's, which is also a 
British plant. 

Schaffer's name (albellus) is also pre-occupied by a different 
species. ride Scop. n. 1762. 

Ag. pihdarius. Bull. Ag. molls's. Bolt. Dry woods and 
pastures about Halifax. Mr. BOLTON. [Pendarvis, Cornwall, 
In Oct. Mr. STACKHOUSE.] 
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c-larva.  WHITE. 

*Var. 2. Gills snow white:. stem very large, with a large 
ring. Mr. STACKHOUSE. -  

Of a very soft and pulpy consistence. Near Bath. Mr. 
STACKHOUSE. 

Liste'ri. AG. Gills whitish, numerous arid narrow : pileus smooth, 
irregular, flattish,' depressed in the centre: stem 
white, eccentric : jtuce like milk. 

Fl. Ian. 1132—Bull. 200—Bolt. 21. 
GILLS decurrent, white, or yellowish white, numerous, uniform, 

or in pairs, very fine, close set like the teeth of an ivory 
comb, not 1-10th of an inch broad. 

PILEUS white, smooth, irregular, flattish, but more or less de-
pressed ; edge turned down ; from 3 to 7 inches over ; 
generally set sloping on the stem. 

STEM solid, whitish, 2 inches high and I in diameter, generally 
eccentric, blunt and rounded at the bottom. Sometimes 
3 or 4 grow together, very large, even 10 inches dia-
meter, remaining a long time in dry seasons. Milky 
juice very biting, with a bitterish taste. 

Haughwood, Capler Hill, Woolhope, Herefordshire. Sped-
men and observations from Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

This, and its varieties, have very generally been supposed 
by the English botanists to be the Ag. piperatus. LINN.---who 
led them into the error, by quoting Haller and Bauhine for 
synonyms to his piperatus ; synonyms which undoubtedly belong 
to the species described by Dr. Lister, but by no means accord-
ing with the Swedish plant. To avoid perpetuating this con-
fusion, I have rejected the trivial name piperatus ; though 
applied to it by J. Bauhinc, who seems first to have given a good 
description of it. 7. B. hist. iii. p. 823. cap. 6. Dr. Lister 
seems first to have found it in England. His description, partly 
copied from J. Bauhinc, may be found in Ray cat. p. 123, and 
also in Ray hist. p. 88. c. 9. The doctor observes that the juice 
is mostly poured out by the external parts of the plant, that it 
did not change the surface of polished steel, that it became 
green when dried, but still retaining its acrid biting quality. 

lie observed too that the plant was much eaten by insects and 
snails. RAY Syn. 4•. 14. 

Ag. lactiflaus acris. Bull. A. piperatus. Bolt. 
Var. ‘2. Gills connected b}etransverse threads : pileus light 

drab colour, very viscid : stem tapering downwards. 
Guts decurrent, white, yellowish with age, irregular, much 

broader than in the preceding. 
PILEUS light brown or drab colour, hollowed in the centre, 4 

or 5 inches over. 
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STEM solid, white, inversely conical, 1 f inch long, to f inch 
diameter ; generally eccentric. 

The juice white like milk, hot and acrid, but not properly 
peppery. 

Under large beach trees, plantations, Edgbaston. 	Oct. 
Var. 3. Gills yellow white, numerous, and narrow : pileus 

white, oblique. 
Battar. 17. A—Schaf. S3—Batsch. 59. 

Ag. piperatus. Batsch. In woods, Woolhope, Herefordshire. 
Mr. STAcxHouss. 

Var. 4. Gills white: pileus buff, with yellow brown con. 
centric circles. 

Bull. 104. 
Gills decurrent, white, very numerous, mostly 4'in a set. 

Pileus hollow in the centre, edge turned down ; 3 to 4 inches 
over. Stem white, tapering downwards, rounded at the end, 1 
to 1f inch high, and the same in diameter. Juice milky, 
abundant, very acrid. Buctittan. Gills white, in age turning 
faintly yellow. Pileus when young cushion-shaped, and the 
margin rolled in, but even then it is always depressed in the 
centre; surface somewhat velvety, strongly marked with con. 
centric lines of a fulvous colour. Mr. WOODWARD. 

In groves, or amongst bushes on a clayey soil near Bungay. 
Mr. WOODWARD. 

Var. 5. Pilcus greenish brown, flecked and gluey. 
GILLS a little decurrent, white, 4 in a set. 
Puutus flat, rather depressed, edge turned in, greenish brown, 

flecked and gluey, 2 I inches over. 
STEM solid, white, about 2 inches high, near I an inch diameter, 

cylindrical, not quite central. Milk white. 
In Lord Aylesford's Park at Packing-ton. 	Autumn. 
Very like the Ag. prasinus of Schaeffer, but differs in the 

colour of the gills and in having a milky juice. Bulliard's plate 
591, called Ag. orcella, may possibly be other varieties. 

Besides the above, I shall introduce to the acquaintance of 
the reader several other Agarics with milky juice, some mild, 
some acrid, which inadvertently; or as it would seem merely 
from the resemblance of the juice, have been supposed to belong 
to one or other of the two lactescent species of Linnaius. 

A.G. Gills pure white, 4 in a set : pileus brown white, the adlimsi'vus., 
centre darker : stem white, gently tapering up- 
wards. 

Cum moderately decurrent, very white, not crowded, 4 in a 
set. 
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PILEUS brown white, darker in the centre, flat, but a little 
bossed ; edge turned down; I i  to 2 inches over, very 
viscid. F&sh white, pithy. 

STEM solid,. pithy, white within and without, 3 inches high, 
nearly I inch diameter, thickest downwards, seldom 
quite straight. 

The pure milk whiteness of the ills remains unchanged dur-
ing the life of the plant. The viscidity of the pileus increases 
by keeping, so as to become uncommonly adhesive. Growing 
single, or in clusters. 

Red Rock Plantation, Edgbaston. 	 Sept. 

fra'grans. AG. Gills white, 4 in a set: pileus brownish white)  semi- 
transparent : stem brown white. 

Sazuerby. 10. 
This Agaric is by no means uncommon with us, and if it 

grow in other parts, it is matter of surprise that it should limit 
remained unnoticed so long. It imparts a fragrant odour like 
that of new mown hay. Its colour approaches nearly to our 
general notion of a stone colour, and does not vary throughout 
the different parts of the plant. The transparency of the pileus 
shewing the form of the Gills through its surface, it might be 
called striated, as well as other fleshless Agarics ; but this dis-
tinction, when it does not arise from colour, or some peculiar 
structure of the pileus itself, is with more propriety omitted. 
Major VELLEY. 

GILLS slightly decurrent, not very numerous, 2 or 4 in a set. 
PILEUS dead brown white, smooth, gently convex but rather 

dimpled in the centre, becoming hollow with age but not 
turning up at the edge. 

STEM solid, fibrous, cylindrical, dead brown white, 2 to 21 
inches high, thick as a crow or a goose quill. 

The Pileus is not always so transparent as to shew the Gills 
through it. The cupping of the pileus as the plant grows old 
tears the gills near the place of their attachment to the stem. It 
smells like Hawthorn in blossom, and its scent is so strong that 
it may be perceived at a considerable distance, even before you 
see the plant. 

[Among the firs on Claverton Downs near Bath. Maj. VEL,  
LE v.—Edgbaston Park, under Spanish Chesnut Trees.] 	Oct. 

timbrac'u- AG. (BATSCH.) Gills dirty white, 4 in a set : pileus cool 
lulu. , 

	

	brown, conical, scored : stem cool brown, cylin- 
drical, cottony at the bottom. 

Bauch. 4. 
GILLS a little decurrent, dirty white, 4 in a set, not numerous. 
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Puns pale brown, conical, scored, cracking at the edge, but 
otherwise tough and strong; 1 inch from the edge to the 
apex, and as much in diameter at the base. 

SUM solid, pale brown, cylindrical, 31 inches high, thick as a 
thin goose quill, covered with a white cottony substance 
at the base. 

This is an elegant plant and with us a rare one. 
Az. tanguineus. Batsch. In the hollow of a stump ; Church 

Lane, Edgbaston. 	 25th September, 1791. 

AG. Gills brownish white, irregular, but mostly 4 in a agres/tia. 
set pileus pale brown, darkest in the centre, con- 
vex : stem pale brown, smooth, cylindrical. 

Guts decurrent, brownish white, rather numerous, mostly 4 in 
a set, but the long Gills are sometimes in pairs, and 
united towards the stem, in which case the smaller Gills 
are either excluded, or else they open wide towards the 
rim, and then some small ones are irregularly placed 
between them. 

PILEUS pale brown, darker in the centre, smooth, very thin ; 
regularly convex, but the edge a little expanding, and 
extending rather beyond the Gills, 1 inch over. 

STEM solid, pale brown, cylindrical, smooth, from 2 to 3 inches 
high ; thick as a crow quill. 

Whole plant watery, and semitransparent in wet weather. 
Pastures. Edgbaston Park. 	 7th Nov. 1790. 

AG. Gills white, 4 in a set, long ones about 17 : pileus umbona'tus 
brownish, gently convex, central boss dark brown, 
much elevated : stem pale brown, cylindrical, firm, 
crooked. 

GILLS a little decurrent, white, brittle, 4 in a set, long ones about 
17, extending beyond the edge of the pileus. 

PILEUS semi-transparent, yellowish brown, with a darker coloured 
knob or boss raised high in the center; ; inch diameter. 

STEM solid, semi-transparent yellowish brown, slimy, firm, 1-;-, 
inch high, cylindrical, thick as a crow quill, crooked. 

Edgbaston Park. 	 7th Nov. 1790. 

AG. (VAm..) Gills brownish white, 4 in a set, the shorttpembr'ana:-
Gills unusually long : pileus pale chesnut, hollow, ceus. 
but bossed in the centre: stein pale brown; root 
bulbous. 

Fl. dan.1012. 
GILLS decurrent, brownish white, 4 in a set, the smaller series 

unusually long. 
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PILEUS pale reddish brown ; glass-shaped, but with a small rising 
in the centre ; thin and skinny, irregular, with one or 
more large notches in the edge, 2 to ./ inches over. 

STEM solid, spongy, pale brown, nearly cylindrical, 2 to 4 inches 
high, from I to i inch diameter; flesh, or rather. pith, 
with several irregular perforations. 

Root an oval bulb formed by an enlargement of the stem. 
Ag. membranaceus. Fl. dan. 
In fir plantations, Edgbaston. 	 Oct. 1790. 
Var. 2. Pileus yellowish white, flat, bossed: stein white. 

GILLS decnrrent, brownish white, 4 iir a set. 
PILEUS yellowish white, nearly flat, with a permanent boss in 

the centre, 6 or 7 inches over. 
STEM solid, spongy, white, 4 inches high, full inch diameter, 

cylindrical, but rather bulbous at the base. 
This plant is at first sight very unlike the inverted funnel-

shaped plant of the Flora danica, though on a strict examina-
tion there does not appear sufficient reason to consider it as dis-
tinct ; but this is certainly the most perfect state of the plant. 

In Lord Aylesford's Park, Packmgton, Warwickshire. 
Autumn. 

limadnus. AG. Gills dirty watery white, not numerous, 4 in a set : 
pileus pinky brown, nearly flat, edge turned down: 
Stern cylindrical, buf, with brown scales. 

schaf. 36. 5. 6. 7. 
GILLS decurrent, brownish watery white, strong and fleshy, not 

numerous, four in a set. 
P1LEUS pale pinky brown, from 21  to 4 inches over, nearly flat, 

but a little bossed in the centre,- and the edge turned 
down. When full grown quite flat, the central projec-
tion disappearing; and when old quite funnel-shaped. 
Surface clammy when wet, satin] when dry. Flesh 
brownish white. 

eurtain in the young plants composed of whitish cob-
web-like, straight threads, stretched from the stein over 
the edge of the pileus, and leaving a permanent dark-
coloured mark on the stem. 

STEM solid, buff; yellow at the top, flecked with brown scurfy 
scales below, 3 to 4 inches high, -1 to 1 inch diameter, 
nearly cylindrical, seldor quite straight. 

This plant ought to have retained Sclixfier's trivial name of 
glutinosus, as he first figured and described it, but Mr. Curtis 
having given that name to another more common English spe-
cies, which he has well figured and described, I thought it bet-
ter to take the name of Scopoli which has been adopted by Mr. 
Dickson. 
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ilg.v`Watus. Rot. arr. ed. ii. Fir plantations at Barr, Staf- 
fordshire. 	 Sept. 1791. 

• 
AG. Gills grey white, much branched : pileus convex, vela'tus. 

entirely covered by the membranaceous curtain, 
Sowerby 7—Schaf..16. 1. ‘2. 3. 4. 

Glus somewhat decurrent, whitish, with a mixture of' ash-
colour, twice and sometimes oftener branched, so that the 
number counted at the margin is at least four times the 
number counted at ,the stem. 

PILEUS varies from ash-coloured to brown or yellowish white. 
Curtain at first clear and transparent, resembling a 

thin bladder, entirely covering the pileus and connected with 
the stein, on which it leas es a purious t ins. Ir remains 
in shreds round the edge of the pileus, and at length 
entirely disappears. This curious kind of curtain seems 
peculiar to tins spe. ics. 

STEM solid, brown, paler upwards, largest at the bottom. 
glutinmus. Schzeff. and Sowerby. Pine Groves at Ear-

sham Broome, and Kirby, Norfolk. Mr. WOODWARD.—Planta. 
nons at Packington, Warwickshire. 

AG. Gills white, 4 in a set : pileus reddish brown, woolly cumulaqus. 
and tufted : stem yellow brown or olive, bulbous at 
the 	; 	 pennancnt, 

Bolt. 	 J77, but more of a red east than our speci.. 
mens.—Bolt. 1.11`, in a less advanced state of growth. 

Cats deeurrenr, white, edges reddish brown when the seeds 
be,sin to be discharged ; not very numerous, I. in a set, 
shortest series very short. 

PILEUS reddish brown, darkest in the center, convex, from :I to 
6 inches over, woolly and tufted, edges turned in, but 
cracking with age and turning up. Flesh spongy, white 
thin at the edge. 

STEM solid, olive brown below, reddish brown above the ring, 
with whitish streaks ; 4 to ti inches hig,h, -"d to inch 
diameter, seldom straight ; thickest downwards, bul. 
bous at the base. 

Ring permanent, tough, woolly, yellowish white, 
turned down on the stem. 

Should this in its younger state appear to be veiled by the 
curtain like the pre‘eding, it may rank only as a variety of that, 
but I have never found it with such an appearance. 

an:sularius. Bull. .4g. cougregatus and melleus. Bolt. 
qrove, EdLbaston, on the stumps of trees which had been cut 
Comm rather below the level of the ground. It grew in pro-

Vol.,. 1 V. 
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digious quantities ; in some places as many together•as would 
have filled half A bushel. 	 Oct. 
• Var.02. Gills 4 or 8 in a set, by their.decurrenee streaking 
the top of the stem quite down to the ring : pileus wrinkled of 
plaited at the edge. 

• Fl. elan. 1013—Schaff. 74. 
This differs very little from the preceding, but from being 

less crowded in its growth assumes a more perfect form. I31 
the more full expansion of the pileus some of the long gills sepa' 
rate from the stem, which causes the appearance of s in a set if) 
those parts ; and indeed in this species the extent of the decut' 
rence of the long gills is very variable. The discharge of the 
seeds which tinges the edges of the gills, the ring, and the tol' 
Of the stem of a rich red brown, seems always to begin in thsl, 
part of the gill next to the stem. In the young and unexpandea 
plants or buttons the pileus is covered with a knap or frize.of 
brown glutinous wool, and the colour is that of an olive. 

Ag. obscurus. 	Ag. melleus. Fl. dan. Edgbastoll 
lanes, on sandy hedge banks. 	 Oct. 

Var. 3. Very large; stem full 1 inch diameter, both it and 
the curtains tinged with bright yellow. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

coralloides. *AG. (Stop.) Gills whitish, small, few : pileus taws}' 
red, convex, smooth : stern whitish, thickest in the 
middle. 

Battar. 9. F—Scop. subt. 35. 
GILLS decurrent, thinly set. 
PiLsus brownish, of an inch over. 
STEM solid, dirty white, 2 to 3 inches high, It of an inch disc 

meter. One root sends out several stems, and also seve' 
ral jagged substances, the imperfect rudiments of othct  
stems. SCOP. BATTAIL. DICKSON fast. 1. 16. 

In hollow trees. 	 , 	 Oct' 

au 'reus. AG. Gills white, very short : pileus orange buff, tufted, 
semi-globular : stem buff. 

Bull. 92. 
GILLS decurrent, white, very short, 4 in a set. 
PILEUS orange buff; globular when young, semi-globular whet', 

expanded, '2 inches  diameter, thinly sprinkled with small 
tufts of dark hair. Flesh uncommonly thick, buff coloured. 
Curtain white. 

• This mark is prefixed to such species and varieties as have not 
fallen under my own observation, 
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STEM solid, buff; 2 to 3 inches high, rather tapering downwards , 	•  
near i  inch diameter, crooked at the root. 	 . 	, 	• 

	

Ag. aureus. Bull. Inserted on• the authority of Dr. Sib- 	 1
thorpe, who found it in Shotover plantations, Oxfordsh. Sept. ' 

Ng - 
A. Gills yellow white, changing to dark red brown: pileus versiZoior: 

greenish buff, scurfy, convex, edge turned in: stem 
white, to brown : ring permanent. 

GILLS decurrent, yellowish white, changing when old to dark 
hrown, 2 or 4 in a set. 

Puzus greenish buff; scurfy, most so in the centre, convex be. 
coming fiat with age, but the edge much curled in; 1 to 
4 inches over. 

&rat solid, but spongy, white, changing to brown, thickest 
downward, 2 inches high, thicker than a swan's quill. 
Ring permanent. Root bulbous. 

This is a rare species. I found it only once, and then hear 
the bridge in Edgbaston Park which goes over the stream that 
feeds the large pool. 	 July, 1792. 

AG. Gills white, 8 in a set; pilcus glaucous green, nearly odo'rus. 
flat: stem white, cylindrical. 

Buil. 176, 
GILLS decurrent, white, 8 in a set; numerous, narrow. 
•Pitrus pale green, sometimes nearly white, sometimes bluish ; 

nearly flat, but sometimes bossed; from 2 to 4 inches 
diameter. 

STEM solid, white, cylindrical, 1 to 1 inch high, as thick as a 
goose quill. 

Bulliard informs us that it has a strong smell, approaching to 
that of a Gilliflower ; that it dries well, but soon loses its odour. 

Moist woods, amongst decayed leaves. Found by Dr. Sib. 
thorpe in Shotover plantations, Oxfordshire. 	 Sept.  

(2) GILLS brown. 

AG. Gills yellow brown, 4 in a gut, but often irregular casta'neus. 
and branched : pilcus concave, satiny : stem rich 
yellow brown. 

Bolt. 22. 
GILLS decurrent, rich yellow brown, numerous, 4 in a set, those 

of the first and second series sometimes branched. 
DILEUS rich yellow brown, clammy when fresh, satiny when 

dry, 2 to 7 inches in diameter, concave, but bossed in the 
centre; edge turned down, but when large and fully 

NI 2 
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expanded the whole turned up and quite funricl-shaped; 
Flesh spongy, yellowish white. 

STEM rich yellow brown, cylindrical or tapering, I i to 3 inches 
high, and half inch diameter. 

Gills rather paler than the pileus. Stem yellowish at the 
-base, the colour of the gills upwards. Mr. WOODWARD. Pilaus 
varying from deep chocolate to Chesnut; darkest in the centre, 

,with sometimes a few scales. Stem generally tapering. 
This is a  very common species, growing in numerous circular 

patches under shady trees. 
einnamoment. Bolt. Woods near Bath. Powick, Worces-

tershire Mr. STACKFIOUE.—Hedge banks, Castle-bromwich,  
Mr. WOODWARD.—Pine Grove, Kirby, Norfolk. Edgbaston• 
under large oaks and beeches. 	 Aug.—Dee,  

Var 2. Gills 4. to 8 in a set: pileus concave, dotted. 
Schaff. .25'2. 

• GILL$ decurrent, from cinnamon to chesnut, paler than the stem, 
numerous, '2 long gills often united near the stem, and 
then they include only one intermediate gill, with a little 
tooth on each side. 

Pu.Eus from full cinnamon to chesnut, dotted with little pits, 
the central part concave, and the edge turning up with 
age. 

STEM solid, brown cinnamon, crooked, thinnest downwards, 
, to inches high, 3-;)ths diameter. 	, 

Fl. dan. JOU, (cyathiformh ) is by Mr. Vahl referred to 
the above species of Schaffer, but the Danish.plant is described 
as having a woolly pileus, and is figured with a hollow stem, 
s hereas Schaffer expressly says that his plant has a solid stem. 

cyatbtformts. Schx1f. Pastures, Edgbaston. 	Oct,  

rubes'cens. AG. (Scii/EFFEn.) Gills reddish brown, S in a set : pileui 
reddish brown, with darker concentric circles. 

Fl. dan. 1069. 2—Schoeff. 73. 
GILLs &current, reddish brown, narrow, 8 in a set. 
PILEus reddish brown, marked with concentric circles of 0 

darker shade; in general flat, but hollow in the centre, 
and waved and bent down at the edge, clothy to the 
touch, If to 3 inches diameter ; sloping. 

STEM solicit reddish brown, whitish within, 1 to 3 inches long; 
near f inch diameter, nearly cylindrical, but rather thin- 
ner downwards, generally eccentric. 

Juice white like milk, hot and acrid like that of Mezereofi 
or Cuckowpint. 

rubescons. Scharff. Plantations, and pool dam, Edgbas- 
ton, in a clayey soil. 	 Sept. 
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AG. Gills pale brown, nunicrouq, 4 in a set : pileus cin- sero'sus. 
namon colour, flecked, gently convex but sinking in 
the middle : stern cinnamon, smooth, crooked : 
juice like whey. 

Bull. 54. nearly resembles it, but the pileus does not fink ire 
the middle. 

Gicts a little decurrent, brown, numerous, in fours, regular. 
PILEUS cinnamon colour, fleckered with darker shades . gently 

convex but a little hollowed in the middle, darkest in the 
hollow ; from 1 to 2 inches diameter. 

STEM solid, smooth, cinnamon coloured, central, crooked, cylin. 
drical, 	inches high, and :t-sths diameter. 

Juice dilutely milky, not acrid. 
Pastures, Edgbaston. 	 Oct. 1 790. 

AG. (LENS.) Gills red brown : pileus dark red brown : Ictif 
stem bully : juice white, milky, mild. 

Schaf. .5. 
Grt.t.s decurrent, red brown, but paler than the pileus. 
Puttos rich red brown, nearly flat, 4 inches over. 
STEM solid, reddish buff; 	1. inches high, o  inch diameter. 

Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
Ag. stipitatus. Pileo piano carneo lactescente, lanellis rufis, 

stipite longo cameo. LINN. Sp. Pl. 
STEM 1 to 4 inches high, reddish, somewhat thickest and brown 

at the base., paler and smaller upwards. 
`PtLtus of a deeper colour, from 1 to 4 inches broad, generally 

smooth, flattish but depressed in the centre, and bent in 
at the margin ; sometimes marked with one or two cir-
cles near the edge. 

GILLS paler than the pileus; long ones sometimes branched at 
11 	the base. The juice white, at first mild, but leaving a 

pungent taste on the tongue. Mr. WOoDWAR.D. 

lac/Onus. Schxtf. Sent from Woolhope, Herefordshire, 
by Mr. STA on-mum—Pine groves, near Bungay, Suflblk. Mr. 
WooDwArto. 

Var. 2. Pileus funnel-shaped : stem rich red brown, thinner 
downwards, with yellow bristly hairs at the base. 
GILLS decurrent, red brown, numerous, 	in a set, long ones 

sometimes cloven, paler than the pileus; brittle. 
Pit,Eus red brown, funnel shaped, 2 to :; it. inches over. Flesh 

spon.4y, thin, reddish white. 
STEM solid, rich red brown, redder than the pileus, tapering 

downwards, redder at the base, and set with bristly hairs, 
often crooked and eccentric, 2 inches high, 3-10ths 
diameter. 
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The whole plant, but especially the gills, abounding with 
white milky juice, at first mild, but at length leaving a slight 
pungency in the throat. 

Edgbaston Park, under the large clump of beeches. 	July. 

AG. (Sul-JEFF.) Gills brown, 4 in a set : pileus and stem 
yellowish, tufted with darker hair. 

&het,. 	dan. 491. 
thus decurrent, brownish, numerous, broad. 
PiLsus yellowish, convex, flattish, or bossed, tufted with hairs. 

Flesh tough. 
STLM solid, cylindrical, twisted, tapering at bottom, yellow, but 

less so than the pileus, rough with dark hairs, 1 to 4 
inches long, thick as a finger, firm, white within, above 
the ring naked. Ring permanent. Curtain fugacious. 
Root closely compressed and tapering. In those clusters 
which I gathered, though the stems were large, yet they 
tapered so much that the junction of them all was not 
equal to the the size of a single stem. The young ones 
come out straw coloured, 

Specimens, drawing and description, from Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
Ag. pilosus. Scharff. 
On stumps of pear and oak. (Vide Ag. floccolus.) 
Var. 2. Pileus tawny, uniformly shaggy with hair : steal 

white : curtain white : ring permanent. 
Bolt. 42. 

I am indebted to Mr. Stackhouse for a specimen of this, and 
also for the following remarks : it is a fasciculated Agaric grow-
ing on trees. The part of the stem above the ring quite smooth. 
Pilesrs clothy and hairy, or regularly woolly all over. I think 
it a variety of Ag. pilosus. 

Ag. villosus. Bolt. • Woolhope, Herefordshire. 	• 
Sept. 1791. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Var. 3. Gills paler than the pileul; pileus tufted: steal 
smooth, bulbous at the base. 

At Pendarvis, Cornwall. Mr. STAcimouss. 	Oct. 
• 

delicat'ulus....(G. Gills brown oinnamon, claws white; 4 or 8 in a set 
• pileus bully yellow, flattish ; stem cylindrical, 

yellow, • - 
Fl. dan, 1008, 2. quill give somesome idea of it, putting out of tht 

question the hollortu stem, and the too great regularity of 
the gills. 

Cats a little decurrent, rich cinnamon, white where fixed to 
the stem, 4 in a set, 8 in the larger plants; the long gill' 
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vevy broad, tearing from the stem when the pileus is 
expanded. 

P1LEUS buffy yellow, thin at the edge, nearly flat, but concave 
• in the centre when old. 

STEM solid, yellow, shining. 3 inches high, thick as a raven or 
goose quill, cylindrical.,  

Ring turned down on the stem, fugacious. 
The whole plant very brittle, tender, and juicy, a very small 

pressure destroying the colours, and giving them a watery dark 
appearance. 

Edgbaston, by the stews, rare. 	20th May, 1792. 
Var. 2. Gills brown, mottled, edges and claws white; 4 in 

a set : pileus buff: stem yellowish white. 
Gius decurrent, brown, mottled, not very numerous, 4 in a set. 

The edge of the gills, and the portion of the long ones 
next to and decurrent on the stem, white. 

PILEUs buff-colour, flattish, with a small pointed central boss, 
edge turned down, surface leathery, 1 to 1 1 inch over. 
Flesh white. 

STEM solid, bully white, glossy, variously bent, cylindrical, 3 
inches high, thick as a raven quill, suddenly thickening 
at the top at its connection with the pileus. Fled, yd. 
lowish ; but quite white in the centre. 

Curtain whitish, fugacious, sometimes leaving fragments on 
the edge of the pileus and on the stem. 

Pastures, Edgbaston. 	 20th May, 1792. 

• (3) GILLS red. 

AG. Gills salmon-coloured, not numerous, 2 or 4 in a set :carneo-al'- 
pileus and stem white. 	 bus. 

GILLS decurrent, salmon-coloured, mostly in pairs, narrow, not 
crowded. 

Pants white, polished, centre rather depressed, edge turned 
down, about 1 inch over. 

STEM solid, white, cylindrical, about 1 inch high, thick as a crow 
quill. 

Drawing and description from Mr. STACRHOUSE. 

Ao. (BATSCH.) Gills pinky red, few, 4 to 8 in a set : rosellus. 
pileus brown red flesh red : stem pinky red. 

Batuh. 99. 
decurrent deep pinky red, not numerous, 4 in a set, but 
sometimes s from the intervention of other little teeth. 

P/LEUS brown red, rather scurfy, convex, but a little hollowed 
in the centre; 	to lt inch diameter. Flesh thin, red. 
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-168 	CRYPtOGANIIA. FUNGI. Agaricus.Solidawl Decur- 
rent. RED. 

STEM solid, pinky red, cylindrical, but thickening at. the tops 
thick as a crow quill, i ;. to 2 inches long. In a section 
of it, the central part is less compact and paler than the 
outside. 

This elegant little Agaric is seldom found in full perfec-
tion, as it soon shrivels and loses its brilliant colours, but it does 
not rot. 

Ag. rosellos. Barsch. Amongst old alder stumps, in the 
alder.plantation, Edgbaston. 	 2d Oct. 1791. 

jecori'nus. AG. Gills pinky liver colour, numerous, in pairs : pilcus 
pinky brown, satiny, flat : stern pinky above, yel- 
lowish- 	below, tapering downwards. 

GILLS decurrent, rich pinky liver colour, with age blacker at 
the edges, and deep tan-leather colour at the sides • in 
pairs; the small gill varying in size, but very small in 
proportion to the large one; the large gill sometimes 
forked 

Paws pinky brown, convex and bossed when young, flat and 
more liver coloured when older, but the edge always turned 
in ; surface smooih, shining, satiny, from 3 to 3 inches 
over. Flesh pinky white. 

STEM solid, spongy, pinky brown upwards, yellow brown below) 
tapering downwards, rarely straight, 2 to 3 inches high, 
-4 to 1 inch diameter, Flesh fine rhubarb yellow. 

From some appearances which took place in the pickle in 
which it was preserved, I suspect that in favourable circumstan-
ces it will be found to contain a milky juice. 

Pine plantations at Barr, near Walsall, Staffordshire.. 
2L.th July, 179C- 

flelicio'sus, AG. (LtNr..) Gills flarnc-coloured, narrow, regularly 
branched : pileus rich red brown, flesh orange co,  
lour : stem orange, tapering downwards. 

Fl.dan. 11:3 i'. 
Ag. stipitatus, Oleo testaceo, succo lutescente. 

GILLS decuirent, bright aurora or flame coloured, very narrow, 
regularly branched in this manner—at some distance from 
the stem each long gill divides into 	each of these divi• 
sions)again divides into ;, and lastly each of these subdi-
visions before reaching the edge of the pilcus divides 
again; the ends of the last branchings next to 'the edge 
of the pileus thicker than the ocher parts. 

FILM rich rc8 brown, nearly flat, but the centre a little hol-
lowed, and the edge turned in; from lt to 3 inches OVqr. 
Herb pale orange. 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGA3.4I-i. FUNGI. AgaiTcus. Solid and Derur 	169 
rent. RED. 

STEM solia, orange coloured, tapering downwards, 1 to 2 inches 
high, and to :;-hths inch diameter; hollow with age. 

Juice rich yellow. It soon shrivels and feels remirka'ily 
light. The specimens from which the above description was 
taken having been carried some miles in an open basket, gives 
me reason to apprehend that it is n,,t so exact as I could w'sli. 
I find no figure exactly corresponding with this beauliftil and 
remarkable plant, but on the authority of Mr. Hudson, and Mr. 
Relhan, the ddiciosus of Schrager must be inserted as a variety. 
Mr. Stackhouse observes that the yellow juice soon turns 
green, and that the stem becomes hollow from the shrinking of: 
the central substance, the cavity being wider above and below. 

Fir plantations in Scotland. Rivelstone Wood, near Edin-
burgh. [In fit plantations on barren hills at Barr, Staffordshire.] 

1( th Sept. Oct. 
It is much esteemed in Italy, and is exposed in the markets. 

See Ag. crasareus. 
*Var. 	Gills brick red, branched : pileus brick red, mark.. 

ed with darker and paler concentric circles: stem spotted 
juice saffron colour. 

Schaff. 11. 
Generally solitary, fleshy, juice saffron coloured. Pileus he.. 

mispherical, depressed in the centre, raised and arched towards 
the edge, colour of brick, with concentric circles alternately 
paler. Gills brick red, branched. Stem cylindrical, spotted, 
short, thick, somewhat hollow; without curtain or ring. SCH/EF. 

At. 	Sehraff. Woods near Guildford. Aug.—Oct. 
Mr. HonsoN.—Dry pastures. Gogmagog Hills. Mr. RELHAN. 

Var. 	Gill; pale brick colour, four in a set; pileus a pale 
brick colour: Juice golden yellow. 

Bolt. 144. 

Stem cylindrical, solid, hollow with age. No curtain. C Ltt 
narrow, brittle. Pihus at first convex, becoming horizontal, 
and lastly funnel-shaped, marked with darker concentric cir-
cles, but these are not always equally diginct, and in some 
plants hardly perceptible. Every part of it when ‘4 oundcd 
affirds a copious discharge of yellow acrid juice. Bot.T. p 144-. 

Sim solid, cylindrical, brown olive, blotched, '2 inches long, 
to 1 inch diameter. Pilens always more or less liollowed to 

the middle, a little woolly, from :1 to 5 inches over. Specimen 
from Mr. STACKHOUSE• 

AG. (TANN.) Gills pale, pinky red, numerous, in pairs: piperaftus. 
pilciti dirty NtAll(m. %% bite, woolly, dcpn..ssed in the 
entre ; spilt 	) Alow. 

   
  



170 ' 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Deco. 
rent. RED. 

Fl. dan. 1068—Bull. Ag. necator, quid; no nunshi'r to tht 
plate, is a variety in which the pileus is more red tbsso 
our plant, and the gills a less pleasant colour. 

Gm's decurrent, a beautiful blush colour, numerous, in pairs) 
broader than those of the Ag. Listed. 

Pturus dirty brownish red, or yellowish white, woolly, flattish, 
but the edge turned down, and the centre depressed; 
inches over. Flesh white. 

STEM solid, pale yellow, not central, nearly cylindrical, I i  to 
inches high, and f an inch diameter. Juice white, milky, 
very.  hot and biting. 

Ag. stipitatus, pilco planiusculo lactescente, margine . de-
flex°, lamellts incarnato pallidis. p Pileus convexo-depressus, 
tarnosus, lactescens, margine inflexo, tomentoso. Lamellm pal-

Stipes nudus, fistulosus, pallidus. Fl. Suec. 1195.--Shzff. 
12. seems a variety with aiellow juice; and Bull 529. 2. an-
oilier variety. 

Specimen, drawing, and description, sent to me by Mr. 
STACKHOUSE, who rightly conjectured it to be the real Ag. pi-
peratus of LINK. 

Ag. torminosus. Scharff. Haughwood, near Woolhope, He-
refordshire. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

(4) GILLS buff. 
eric'eus. AG. Gills buff, mostly in pairs : pileus White, smooths 

nearly flat : stern white. 
Bull. 188. 

Cit.i.s decurrent, buff, in pairs. 
PILEUS white, smooth, gently convex, the edge turned down, 1 

to if inch diameter. 
STEM solid, white, cylindrical, 1 to 2 inches high, nearly' as 

thick as a swan's quill. 
Nearly allied to the Ag. eburneus' from which it differs 

principally in the colour of the gills. 
Ag. ericeus. Bull.. In Lord Aylesford's Park at Packington. 

In Edgbaston Park, amongst grass. 	 Oct. 

dul'cis. AG. (Huns.) Gills buff, numerous, 8 in a set : pileus 
dark buff: stem buff: juice milky, mild. 

Bull. 2t4—Bolt. 3. 
GILLS decurrent, buff, numerous, 8 in a set, the little teeth or 

smallest gills very irregular in size. 
PILEUS concave, dark huff approaching to orange, if to 2 and 

sometimes inches over. (Our specimens not bossed in 
the centre as in some of Bulliard's figures.) Flesh white. 

   
  



GRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Decur- 	31I 
rent. BUFF. 

STEM sold, irregularly hollow with'age, buff colour, 2 inches 
high, rather thicker than a swan's quill. 

Juice white, milky, not acrid, or peppery. Ray Syn. 4. 15. 
Ag. lactffluus dulcis. Bull. Ag. laetifluus. Bolt. Planta- 

tions, Edgbaston. 	 Oct. 

AG. Gills huffy: pileus deep chesnut, hollow, the edges cimica'riuF. 
turned under; stem chcsnut, darker below : flesh ' 
red brown. 

Batsch. 6p. 
GILLS decurrent, buff, numerous. 
PILEUS deep chesnut, hollow, but the edges waved and reflected, 

3 inches diameter, or more. 
STEM hollow, the sides of the hollow porous ; 2 inches high, 

an inch diameter, dark chcsnut, crooked. 
At first sight it much resembles the Ag. dulcis, but the holy 

low stem, the want of milky juice and the brown flesh wilt 
readily distinguish them. 

Batsch tells us that his plant had a whey-like juice, and 
when broken smelt like a bug. 

cimicarius. Batsch. In the Park at Packington. 
Autunin. 

Var. 2. Gills in fours, or eights, connected by short trans-
verse white ligaments. 

Edgbaston, in woods. 	 Nov. 
Var. 3. Gills in pairs : stem short, eccentric. Milk white, 

changing to a brimstone colour. 
GaAs in pairs, very little decurrent, fleshy, broad. 
Puzus concave, reddish brown, marked obscurely with concen- 

tric circles. Flesh white. 
STEM solid, short, thick, not central. 

Milk white, mild, changing to a pale yellow when exposed 
to the air. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Woods near Woolhope, Herefordshire. 

AG. Gills buff, slightly decurrent pileus deep buff; 
gently convex: stern yellow white, serpentine. 

pull. 308. is like it, except in the stem being straight and 
scurf:y, and the gills loose. 

CC a little dccurrent, buff, very thick, few. 
Pates deep buff, paler in the centre, 1.1 inch over, the edge 

turned in. 
STEM solid, yellow white, of equal thickness, serpentine, 21 in. 

ches high, and full 4  inch diameter. 
Lord Aylesford's Park at Packington. 

flexuo'sus. 

   
  



172 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Decor• 
rent. BUFF. 

• 
liVid0-11.1.. AG. (BATSCH.) Gills buff, numerous, 4 in a set : rilcu' 

bes'cens. 	mouse colour, concave,*edges turned down : stout 
white, thick. 

Bull. 282—Balsch. 202. 
Gm's somewhat decurrent, buff colour, semi-transparent, thick 

set, 4 in a set, sprinkled over with a substance like bro%% 0  
sugar; probably the inspissated juice. 

FILMS mouse colour, dotted, concave, irregular at the edge, anti 
more or less turned down and plaited. Three to 4 m60 
diameter. 

Flesh white,, changing to a reddish tinge by exposure to the 
air. 	- 
STEM solid, white, smooth, but not even, 2 inches long, more 

than an inch diameter, gently tapering downwards. 
Juice milky, somewhat acrid, but not peppery. 
Ag. lactefluut plumbems. Bull. Ag. li•vido-rubescens. Bats'ch. 

Edgbaston plantations. 	 Aug. 1791. 

a'cris.AG. (BOLT.) Gills reddish buff, 4 in a set, branching ; 
pileus cool brown, viscid, shining, sloping : stew 
whitish, shining, eccentric. 

Bolt. Go. 
Glus decurrent, more so on one side the stem than on the 

other, pale brown buff; with a reddish tinge, very thick-
set, the long ones often inosculating. 

PILEU8 cool brown, viscid, shining, irregular, concave, 2 to 31 
inches diameter, set sloping on the stem. Flesh white. 

STEM solid, tapering downwards, flatted at the top, nearly white, 
shining, crooked, eccentric, 1 to 11  inch long. 

From the crooked stem and the sloping pileus it lies very 
close to the ground amongst the grass, and is much eaten by the 
large black snail. It' abounds with white milky juice, very 
acrid to the taste. This species is nearly allied to var. ‘2. Ag. 
Listeri, and I have felt much inclined10 connect it with that, 
but the differences are such that I think the investigation will 
be facilitated by the present disposition, and further observation 
may determine more exactly whether that should he arranged as 
a variety under this species, or where it now stands. 

Ag. acris. Bolt. 

elavwfor'inisAa. Gills pinky huff, vergirregular: pileus brown hill; 
cracking: stern whitish. 

Schajjr. 307—Bull. 551. 1. 
Gifts decurrent, pinky buff; very irregular, not very numerous, 

the ends of the long one frequently splitting; sometim.5 
connected by cross ligaments. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Decter- 	173 
rent. YELLow. 

PIcEUS bdffy brown, irregularly convex, turning up and becom-
ing flat and sometimes concave with age, cracking, fleshy, 
1 to '2 inches over. 

STEM solid, whitish, thick as a goose quill, 1 to 1-4- inch high. 
Flesh pale buff. 

In other specimens the pileus and stem run into one another, 
the latter being very thick upwards and gradually tapering 
downwards as in the Ag. obesus. 
. Ag. clavalormis. Schxff. Ag. tricorns. Bull. Garden 

field, Edgbaston. 	 if2th Oct. 1793. 

AG. Gills buff: pileus orange or yellow brown, centre fib'ula. 
hollow : stein yellow. 

Bid!. 18G. 
GILLS decurrent, full buff colour. 
Pakus orange or yellow brown,,centre depressed, edges turned 

in, scarcely o  inch diameter. 
STEM solid, yellow, 1 to 	inch high, thick as a large pin. 

Ag. fibula. Bull. In Packington Park, amongst moss. 

(5) GILLS yellow. 

AG. (Hans.) Gills brown yellow, 4 in a set: pileus deep testiceus. 
bossed in the centre: stem yellow, scored, 

thickset downwards. 
El. dash 119e:—Schaff. 65.. 

Gtusdecurrent, deep brownish yellow, 4 in a set. 
Ptieus bright full yellow, with deeper yellow streaks centre 

bossed, edge turning up, inches diameter. Fled yellow. 
STEM solid, yellow, silky, thickset downwards, 3-1.1ths of an 

inch diameter, 3 to 4 inches long, often crooked. 
Gills of the same colour with the Pilcus ; somewhat running 

down the stem. Curtain none. (Ag. leoninus of Haller is a 
different species.) Mr. WOODWARD. 

This is undoubtedly the plant of Schaeffer, which Mr. Hud-
son cites as his Ag. testaceus, but he also quotes as a synon. 
Haller 2431, which is a very different plant, as appears from 
the references and description of the latter author, who seems to 
have misled Mr. Hudson by quoting Schleffer's 6.5. 

Ag. incurvus. Scharff. Plantations, Edgbaston. 	Sept. 

AG. Gills pale yellow, mostly uniform, forked : pileus adus'tus. 
yellov, brown, edge greatly turned in: stein yellow 
brew, 	with reddish stains. 

Schaff. 72 and 71. 

   
  



174 	CRYPTOGAMIA: FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Decur• 
rent. YELLOW. 

GILLS greatly decurrent, pale yellow when full grown, nume-
rous, nearly of the same length, most of them dividing 
at some distance from the stem. 

PILEUS yellowish brown, with stains of dark red towards the 
edge; gently convex, but the edge turned down and bent 
in so as to approach the stem; 3i to 5 inches diameter; 
clammy when wet, satiny when dry. Flesh pale dirty 
yellow. 

STEM solid, irregularly hollow with age, yellowish brown, with 
a few reddish stains; near 2 inches long, and more than 
1 in diameter, rather eccentric. 

This is a very different plant from the Ag. elephantinus of 
Bolton, with which it has been confounded, perhaps because the 
pileus in both becomes overspread with dark stains, giving the 
appearance of their having been parched or burnt. • 
. Ag. laterali:. Schiff. Edgbaston Park, under oak trees. 

4th Aug. 1791- 

tubmfoemis *AG. (ScniEFF.) Gills pale golden yellow : pilcus funnel-
shaped, golden yellow : stem very long, crooked. 

Schaff. 248 and 249. 
Gills decurrent, pale golden yellow. Pileus hollow like 

funnel, varying in shape, golden yellow, 11 inch over. Sure 
solid, woody, cylindrical, long, crooked, scaly, scored and 
pitted, golden yellow, 6 inches long, 3-Sths diameter. SCHAP. 

Ag. tubalormis. Scharff. Trunks of old trees. June. Dicic• 
sox. fasc. I. 13. 

contig'uus.AG. (BULL.) Gills yellow, very numerous, mostly branch-
ed, and inosculating where they join the stent 
pileus cinnamon, nearly flat, edge woolly, greatly 
turned in: stem brown, streaked. 

Bauch. 61—Bull. 240. 
GILLS a little decurrent, yellow, changing to watery brown, 

very numerous, most of them branched, and where they 
join the stem, reticulated. 

PILEUS cinnamon colour, nearly fiat, but a small rising in the 
centre ; the edge very much rolled in and cloathed. with a 
ccnsiderable quantity if pale brown woolly substance; 
diameter 4 or a inches. Firih yellowish white, changing 
when cut, to a reddish brown. 

STEM solid, pale brown, with dark bloody streaks, nearly cylin-
drical, 2+ incites high, I an inch diameter. 

The flesh of the stem changes like that of the pileus, when 
exposed to the air. Our plant exactly agrees with the excellent 
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CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Decur- 
rent. YELLOW. 

175 

plate of 1Jlr. Bulliard, except that our stems are longer and less 
uniformly coloured. 

Ag. contiguus. Bull. Ag. it:vat:aut. Batsch. Fir planta- 
tions at Barr, Staffordshire. 	 12th Sept. 1791. 

Pine Groves, Norfolk. Mr. WOODWARD. 

°Var. .2. Gills pale brown, numerous, 4. in a set: pileus 
red brown, convex, edge rolled in, a velvety belt above it: stern 
crooked. 

Bolt. 55. 
I think this must belong to this place notwithstanding the 

gills are said to be pale brown. 
• Ag. admendent. Bolt. In the Burks, and other woods about 
Halifax. 	 Sept. Oct. Mr. BOLTON. 

AG. (Bum—) Gills pale yellow, mostly in pairs ; pileus necattor. 
buff, flattish, centre hollow and deeper coloured; 
edge rolled in, woolly : stern inversely conical: 
milky juice extremely burning and acrid. 

Bull. 529. 
Gn.t.s decurrent, pale yellow, mostly in pairs ; the long ones 

frequently forked. 
Partys buff, flat, but concave and deeper coloured in the centre, 

edge turned down, rolled inwards towards the stem, and 
densely covered with a large quantity of cottony or woolly 
substance, so as nearly to obscure the gills, some of these 
curled fibres when stretched out being near 1-:1c1 of an inch 
long. Flesh pithy, white. 

STEM solid, pale buff, inversely conical, eccentric, crooked, 1,t,
inch long, full 

	

	 , an inch diameter in the middle, with age 
becoming irregularly hollow. 

Mr. STACKHOUSR, who sent me this specimen, says, cc the 
" whole of the exterior of this plant, which was of a dirty yel-
" lowish hue, appeared composed of woolly fibres filled with a 
" glutinous dew." 

Ag. necator. Bull. Near Woolhope, Herefordshire. 
1 i th Aug. 1791. 

Var. 2. Gills much branched and inosculating : pileus 
brown buff : stern very short and thick. 
Gnus decurrent, numerous, pale yellow, short for the size of the 

plant, the edge of the pileus turning in so as greatly to 
lessen the usual distance between it and the stem. These 
gills are more irregular than those of any other Agaric I 
have examined, for they are much branched at both 
ends, and these branches inosculate with one another so as 
to form a net-work, not only upon the stem, but also 
under the edge of the pileus. 
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7 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus, 	Decur- 
• ' rent. YELLOW. 

PILEUS brown, or reddish buff, clanuily or satiny, nearly flat, 
but the edge at all times much turned in, and woolly ; 
diameter to 4 inches. Flesh yellowish. 

STEM solid, huff in the middle, brown below, yellow at the 
top, nearly cylindrical, 	inch long, 1 inch diameter : 
somewhat eccentric. 

The general habit of this plant induces me to place it here, 
but the want of milky juice would rank it as a variety of the 
Ag. eontiguus ; knowing  however that those plants most 
abounding with milk are sometimes without it, as I have parti- .  
cularly found in the _ig. xerampelinus, I think it very possible 
that a more favourable concurrence of circumstances may teach 
us that it is really a milky species. 

Under large Spanish chcsnut trees, in the Park at Edgbas- 
ton. 	 6th Aug. 1791. 

	

ful'vus. 	AG. (BOLT.) Gills pale yellow, not numerous, 4 in a 
set : pileus red buff, conical, changing to convex 
and bossed, the edge at length turning up : stun. 
whitish, cylindrical. 

Bali. 5C—Seb,zif. 50 and .54. • 
Gtu.s pale yellow, decurrent, not numerous, 4 in a set, but the 

small teeth often excluded, and the larger ones branch. 
ing and inosculatingmear the edge of the pilcus. 

PILEUS red buff, most red in the centre, paler with age, at first 
bluntly conical, the edge turned in, then nearly flat, but 
bossed in the centre, at length the edge turns up a..d 
tears. Flesh white, thin, semi transparent. 

STEM solid, cylindrical, but taper and bent towards the root, 
white or very pale buff, or very dilute yellow, 11 to 3 
inches high, s  to ',. an inch diameter. 

Ag. pallidus & ochroleucus. Schaff. Ag. fuls:us. Bolt. On 
the bank by the long stew, Edgbaston Park. 	 Oct. 

(6) GILLS purple. 

tnethys'ti- AG. (Huns.) Gills purple, '2 3, or 4 in a set : pileus pur- 

	

nus. 	p1,2, convex : stein pale purple, cylindrical. 
Bull. 198 and 570—(but Schaff. 13, .which he quotes, is a 

different plant.) 
GILLS but slightly decurrent, beautiful violet purple, not nume... 

rous, 2 in a set in the smaller, 3 and 1 in the larger 
plants. 

PILEUS purple, smooth, convex, with age the middle a little 
hollowed, 1 to 2 inches diameter. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agalicus. Solid and 13E1W.. 	177 
rent, PURPLE. 

STEM solid, irregularly hollow when old, pale purple, cylin. 
drical, smooth, 2 to 3 inches long, thick as a raven or 
goose quill. 

Stem often crooked. Pileus sometimes bossed. Differs et-
sentially from the A. violater,: in habit as well as colour. Mr. 
STACKHOUSE. Our plant perfectly agrees with Mr. Hudson's 
character, an& also with the more explicit description by Vail_ 
!ant. p. 67. 

Ag. ametkystests. Bull. Woods near Bath. Mr. STACK.. 
HOUSE. Plantations, Edgbaston. 	 July—Oct. 

*AG. (SeitiE.rF.) Gills reddish purple, leathery, few, in ru'tiluF.. 
pairs : pileus reddish purple, fleshy : stem reddish 
purple, cylindrical. 

Schaff: 5.51 
Ctus decurrent, moderately numerous, leathery, thick, reddish 

purple, turning of a blue mouldy colour in decay. 
PrtEus flat, fleshy, thick, smooth, centre somewhat depressed, 

edge turned down, not changing colour as Schxffer men, 
tions. 

STEM solid, reddish purple, cylindrical, insensibly swelling at" 
the top into the pileus, tough, 2 inches high or more, 
3-`qhs diameter. Major VELLEY and Mr. STACK.. 
HOUSE. 

,Ag. ratiltit. &kelt Woods near Bath. Under fir trees a 
Pendarvis, Cornwall ; often distorted when fully grown, and 
Wrinkled into grotesque shapes. Mr. STACKHOUSE. Abounds 
on Claverton t:owns, and from its leathery gexture continues 
much longer undecayed than any other species. Major VELLEY. 

AG. (LINN.) Gills purple, 4 in a set ! pileus rick visicidus. 
brown, convex : stem paler brown, cylindrical. 

Ag. stipitatus, pileo purpurascente fusco viscido : Lamellis 
fusco purpurascentibus. LINN. 

Gills somewhat decurrent, distinct, remote, purple to brown, 
the short ones tapering to a point, sides woolly, powdery. Pi-
les,: convex, hemispherical, and the edge turned in when old, 
at length turban-shaped and viscid. Stern cylindrical, brown 
Yellow, especially in its horizontal section. Fl. suet. 
Ctu,s decurrent, not numerous. 
l'Itaos convex, edge thin, rather turned down, about 2 inches 

over. 
STENt solid, cylindrical, paler brown than the pileus, 11 inch 

high, thick as a goose-quill. Taken from a beautiful 
dra wing and dissection sent me by Mr. STAcictiousr. 

Plantations near Bath. Mr. STActutousE, 
Vol.. IV. 

   
  



178 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Fixed. 
WHIT& 

II. SOLID and FIXED. 
(1) GILL's white. 

graveolens. AG. Gills white, very numerous, irregular, 4 in a set 
pileus white: stein white, tapering. 

Bull. 5S5. 
GILLS fixed by a small claw, white, very numerous, irregular, 

mostly 4 in a set. 
PiLsus dead white, convex, yellowish in the centre, 3 to 4 

inches over. Flesh thick, white, spongy. 
STEM solid, white, fibrous, splitting, crooked, compressed, ta-

pering downwards, 2 inches high, near 1 inch diameter, 
spongy and white within : sometimes rather bulbous at 
the base. 

The want of a Wrapper and Curtain distinguishes this front 
the Ag. haboms. The Gills are disposed to separate from the 
pileus as the tubes of some of the Boleti do. It is very strong 
and unpleasant in its smell, so that it is not an agreeable task to 
go through the examination of it. Ag. grammopode. Bull. 

Red Rock plantation, Edgbaston. In rings under trees in 
the garden at Packington. 	 '20th May, 1792. 

timbria'tus. AG. (BOLT.) Gills watery white, 4 in a set, nearly ge-
latinous : pileus watery white, funnel-shaped, curl-
ed at the edge : stem dusky watery white. See 
Ag. infundibulybrmis. 

dcpres'stis. AG. Gills white, 4 in a set : pileus pinky or brownish 
white, centre much depressed, edge turned down : 
stem pinky white : juice milky. 

Bull. 573 near?),  resembles it. 
Gills fixed to the top of the stem, but not extending down it ; 

white, yellowish with age, numerols, 4 in a set. 
PH-EVE pinky or brownish white, much hollowed in the centre, 

but the edge generally turned down ; glutinous, 4 or 3 
inches diameter. Flesh spongy, white, or pinky. 

STEM solid, white, with a pinky tinge ; to 4 inches high, 
inch diameter, thickest downwards. 

Juice dilutcly milky, that of the Gills more milky than 
that of the other parts ; very acrd. 

Edgbaston Park. 	• 	 14th Oct. 1790.  

marit'imus. AG. Gills pinky white, 2 or 4 in a set, pileus pinky white, 
convex,: stem white, pellucid. 

GILLS fixed, white, with or without a faint rosy tinge ;  not 
crowded, or 4 in a set. 
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PILEvs convex, spongy, •white with a very slight rosy tinge, 
near I inch diameter. 

STEM solid, white, semi-transparent, with a whiter opake cen-
tral pith ; rather more than an inch long, thick as a 
swallow's quill. 

In considerable quantities, but not in clusters, amongst the 
grass called the Den, on the sea shore at Tcignmouth. 

7th Oct. 1792. 

AG. Gills watery white, claws pure white : .pileus cream resti'vus. 
colour : stem whitish : ring permanent. 

GILLS slightly fixed to the stem, watery white, changing to 
reddish brown when dry, numerous, 4 or S in a set, 
but the claws by which the long Gills are fixed to the 
stem pure white, not turning brown when dry. 

?MELTS cream-coloured, deepest in the centre, gently convex, 
edge turned down, 2 inches over, the skin cracking 

4, 	with age. Flesh white. 
S•rEst solid, brownish, flesh white, whitest and pith-like in the 

centre, 2 inches high, thick as a swan's quill, thickest 
upwards. 

Curtain white, when torn turned down on the stem p per. 
manent. 

Edgbaston, on turf lately mown. 	16th June, 1792. 

(ScHirse.) Gills white, fleshy, irregular, connected la cer. 
by transVerse ligaments : pileus livid, watery white,
bossed, tearing at the edge; stein white, crooked. 

Schaff.  257.  
GILLS fixed, pure white, fleshy, not numerous, 2, 3, or 4 in a 

set, hut mostly .1, the long ones sometimes forked ; they 
arc connected by white threads to the pileus and to each 

' 	other. 
?MEM livid watery white, edge first turned in towards the 

stem, then turning up, irregular, cracking and tearing, 
centre bossed, surface scored, I to 2 inches over. Flesh 
white. 

STEM solid, white, crooked, nearly cylindrical, often compressed, 
rarely quite central, '2 inches high, full ; inch diameter. 

This has very much the habit of the Ag. auratitius, but the 
solid stem, aniii the want of slimy surface' distinguish it. The 
drawings of Schaffer 237, arc very characteristic, but the co-
louring not very exact. 

Ag. lacer. Schxff. Edgbaston, after much gentle rain, b7 

	

the long stew. 	 12th Oct. 179 • 

it 2 

AG. 
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opa'cus. 	AG. Gills white, numerous, 9 of 4 in a set : pileus dead 
white, nearly flat : stern white, pith brown. 

Gri.r.s fixed, white, very thick set, and very fine, in pairs or in 
fours. 

P/LEUS white, opake, smooth, nearly flat when expanded, but a 
little turned down at the edge, and a very small protube-
rance in the centre, cracking when old, and the skin 
readily peeling off, diameter I I- to 2 inches. 

STEM solid, white, cylindrical, 2 inches high, -1 inch diameter) 
filled with a watery, and, when old, with a brownish 
pith. 

Edgbaston Park. 	14th April 1792.-9th Sept. 1791. 

furfuro'sus. AG. Gills watery white, 9, or 4 in a set, but irregular: 
pileus yellow brown, scaly; stem yellow brown, 
crooked, scored. 

GILLS fixed, watery white, turning to a brownish cast with age, 
, not numerous, 2 or 4 in a set, but very irregular. 

PILEUS yellow brown, scaly, conical when young, turning up 
and cracking at the edge with age ; very uneven, not 
fleshy, i  to I inch over. 

STEM solid, yellowish brown, splitting, crooked, scored or rather 
fluted with longitudinal furrows, thick as a raven's quill, 

to t inch high. Root a roundish knob. 
From the turning up of the pileus and the grooves on the 

stem, the gills get rather a decurrent appearance. 
Filbert hedge, Edgbaston gardens. 	lsth June, 1792. 

eras'. 'pos. AG. Gills white;  brownish at the edges, fleshy, distant, 4 
in a set : pileus reddish brown, bossed, cracking : 
stern greatly tapering downwards, ribbed. 	• 

Schaff. 88. 1—Bull. 106, and 516, 2, but the boss not suffi-
ciently marked, particularly in the ,  latter plate--Schaff 
87.f. 16. 2. 3, only; the loaner figures belag a diferent 
plant. 

Gnu white, thinner and rusty brown at the edges ; in the 
larger specimens near an inch broad. 

PILEUS, surface very uneven with large hollows and large pro. 
ruberances ; ground dill, white tinged and blotched 
with reddish brown; deeper at the central boss, some-
times set very sloping on the stem so as tts be nearly pa-
rallel with it ; diameter 4 to (i inches. Flesh spongy. 

STEM blotched, compressed, 	inch diameter at the top, deeply 
ribbed or furrowed, and tapering downwards to a point ; 
4 to 5 inches high. 
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Ag. trassifies. Schaff. Ag. fucipes. Bull. Growing in a 
large duster, apparently from one root, at the foot of an oak 
tree, in contact with the wood, near the gate of the red rock 
plantation, Edgbaston. 	 25th Aug. 1792. 

Foot of trees, Woolbope, Herefordshire. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
At the base of decaying trips, frequent. Mr. WOODWARD. 

AG. (LINN.) Gills white, short ones solitary : pilens musca'rius. 
brownish or reddish, convex : stein scaly : ring 
broad, turned down. 	 • 

Pileus large, rather flat, generally red, sprinkled with 
downy angular warts. Gills flat, inversely spear-shaped, mostly 
entire, the few shorter ones very blunt, and without other 
smaller ones on each side them, which is peculiar to this species. 
Stem cylindrical, a cavity within it, * base bulbous, warty, top 
expanded. Ring on the•middle of the stem, loose, pendent. 

Varies with the pileus, white or red, or crimson, and rtuarty.f 
GI/AA fixed, white, yellowish with age, numerous, mostly uni-

form, but a shorter one sometimes intervening. These 
shorter gills vary very much in length, but are rarely less 
than i-:,rd the length of the long ones. 

?SLEDS varying much in colour, very fleshy, convex, turning 
up with'age, 2 to 7 inches over. Flesh white, reddish 
in decay. Warts raised, compact and angular ; or thin, 
flat, and ragged. 

STEM solid, the internal substance shrivelling with age, leaves 
irregular hollows ; scaly, bulbous at the base, 3 to 5 
inches high, I to t diameter. 

Ring broad, permanent, turned down upon the stem. 
Ag. stipitatus, lamellis dimidiatis solitariis ; stipite volvato, 

apiee dilatato, basi ovato. Fl. Suer. 1'231. 
This plant rises out of the ground inclosed within its brown 

studded wrapper (liolva of some authors, but not of LINN.) A 
section made vertically shews all the parts in their original posi-
tion, and also the curtain ; the real Yokes of LINN.) which re. 
mains long after, forming, when torn by the expansion of the 
pileus, the broad ring upon the stem described above. The 
Warts upon the pileus ate fragments of the wrapper, a fact which 
I was for a time indisposed to credit, because they often adhere 

"so strongly to the pileus as not to separate without tearing up its 
Skin. Mr. Stackhouse justly &serves that the warts being un-
doubtedly the remains of the wrapper, the same species mAy be 

* Only hollow when old. 
t Milt..d with milk it kills flies. The expressed juice rubbed on 

walls and bedsteads expels bags. LINN . 
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sometimes smooth and sometimes warty, and that th;s circum- 
stance cannot constitute even permanent varieties. 

Var. 2. Pileus white, warts yellowish : stem white. 
In this variety a short gill, or a gill of a third series, some-

times appears. Pileus but 2 inches diameter ; stem 2 inches 
high. 

Edgbaston. 	 16th Sept. 1791. 
Var. 3. Pileus blood red, without warts. 

Bolt. 27—Schaff. 28. 
Stem brownish white. 
Ag. muscarii var. Schiff. Dry woods abobt Halifax, York. 

shire. Mr. BOLTON. 

Var. 4. Pileus blood red, with white warts. 
Bull. 1V—Schaff. 	dan. 1129—Clus. ii. 280—Ger. em. 

1581.3—j. B. iii. 84.1. 2—Park. 1321. 8—Sterb. 22. A. 
Stem white. 
Ag. muscarius. SchmfE Ag. Pseudo aurantiacus. Bull. 

[Plantation, on the south bank of the upper pool, at Hatton, 
• near Shiffhal, Shropshire. Under birch trees at -Edgbaston.] 

June—Sept. 
* Var. 5. Pileus pale red, with reddish warts. 

Bull. 31C—Schaf. 261—Bolt. 139. 
Mr. Bulliard says the gills are loose, but Mr. Bolton ob-

serves that they adhere by a small claw to the top of the stem. 
The latter says it has no wrapper, but the'former observes that it 
has an imperfect one which disappears in the progress of the 
growth of the plant ; and this also is the opinion of Schiffer. 
Stem white above

, 
pinky below. 

Ag. ni,ories.Schoefr. Ag. verrucosus. Bull. Ag. myodes. 
Bolt.—In a dry gravelly soil near Leebridge. 

12th June, 1790. Mr. BOLTON. 
* Var. 6. Pileus pinky brown, with whiiish, flat, thin, rag-

ged warts. 
Schaff. 90. f. 1. 3—But the drawing of the gills does not 

agree 'with the description. 
Warts irregular in shape, in clusters, light brownish colour 

and wrinkled, adhering slightly to the pilcus, and may be rub- 
be I off. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 	• 

Ag. maculatus. Schmff. 
Var. 7. Pileus pinky biown, satiny, with small, angular, 

hard, greyish warts : stem brownish white. 
Curt. 312—Schaf. 90. 2. 4, and 91 ; (but the drawing of 
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the gills does not accord with our plant, nor .with the au-
thor's own description.) Mich. 78. I. 

Stem pinky brown, or brownish white. Ring reddish buff. 
Flesh white, getting a pinky tinge after being some time ex-
posed to the air. 

The 6th and 7th varieties constitute the ruefrucosus of Mr. 
Hudson, who refers also to Haller 2317, which is a different 
Plant, te same as Bauh. hist. iii. 826. Sterb. 90. K. and Ray 
Syn. 7. 31. 

Ag. verrucosus. Huds. Ray Syn. p. 3. n. 12. Ag. macula-
tus and pustulatus. Schiff, Edgbaston Park, where grass had 
been mown. 	• 	 May. Aug.—Nov. 

* Var. 8. Pileus dirty yellow, with dull red clouds. 
Curt. 319. 

Pileus smooth, glutinous. Warts light-coloured, thin,
Crumpled. Stem slightly tinged with red. Ring beautiful, 
standing aloof from the stem in a wavy line, and finely striated. 

Pendarvis, Cornwall. 	 28th July, 1790, 
Var. 9. Pileus olive brown : warts black. 

Pileus in colour not unlike the bark of a young ash tree. • 
Warts irregular, large, blackish. Mr. Smciotoxiss. 

Pasture land, Woolhope, Herefordshire. 
Var. 10., Pileus olive brown, without warts : gills 4 in a 

set. 
This turns up with age, not in the usual mode at the edge, 

but the whole pileus doubled together. 
Fir Plantations, Barr, Staffordshire. 	 Sept. 
I have been the more particular in the display of this species 

and its different varieties, on .account of the great confusion 
caused by the latter, the various times it has been figured under 
different names, and the authority of Mr. Hudson, who has 
nude two species out of one, and has inadvertently quoted as 
a synonym still another, and really a different plant. 

AG. (ScH2EFF.) Gills white, numerous, S in a set: pileus ter'rcus. 
brown, shaded, convex, irregular, cracking ; stein 
white, conical, eccentric. 

Schaff. 64. 1. 2. 3. 
CULLS fixed, watery white, numerous, S in a set; the smaller . 

gills varying much in length. 
PILEUS light watery brown, with various shades, scored, convex, 

rather bossed, edge turned down, and the sides with 1 
or 2 large irregular depressions, cracking with age, 91 to 
4 inches diameter. 1,7.-/h white, spongy. 

Is: 
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STEM solid, white, smooth, rather crooked, tapering to the root, 
rarely central, '2 inches long, f inch diameter. Ray 
Syn. 5. 21, which Mr. Curtis would not have assigned 
to the Ag. ovatus, bad tc sufficiently considered the de-
scription of Ray. 

Ag. terreus. Scharff.' In clusters. Edgbaston, under the 
large oak by the bolt of the square stew. 	4th Sept. 1791. 

Var. 2. Gills white, 4 in a set, wide apart : stem kapering 
upwards. 

Schaff: 64. 4—Fl. dan. 832. 3, seems to be the same plant, 
of a dwarfish growth, and a rough pileus. 

GILLS fixed, very white, fleshy, broad, wide asunder, 4 in a set. 
FILMS reddish mouse, satiny, convex but uneven, 3 inches 

diameter, oblique. 
STEM solid, very white, crooked, tapering upwards, many 

united together at the base, 2 inches long, inch die.. 
meter. 

Coplar Wood, Herefordshire. 	 Sept. 1791. 
Specimen, description, and a drawing from Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
Var. :3, Gills 8 in a set: pileus scaly; stern thinnest in the 

middle : root bulbous. 
Ag. terreus. Schzfr. Ag. scaber. Fl. dan. In the garden 

at Edgbaston. 	 18th June, 1792. 
* Var. 4. Pileus livid, conical, bossed : gills dirty white ; 

stem crooked. 
Schaff. 14, 

Stem irregularly Hollow when old, and often so much curved 
that the pileus is bent down to the ground. Palest; very variable, 
somewhat hairy, paler when old, and the border frequently split. 
Mr. WoonwAxn. The death likepaleness of the giUs distin-
guishes this plant. The hue of the pileus variable, but most 
frequently of a dove-colour. Schxffer's 7.414, the gills ill, 
coloured. This Agaric frequently comes up in waved lines of 
a considerable extent, or in great circles, lu or 13 yards in dia-
meter. Major VELLEY. 

Ag. li'vidus. Huds. 616. Relh. 937. Ag. multiform;s. 
Schzffi Woods and hedges. [Pine grove, Kirby. Mr. 
WOODWAID.] 	 • 	 Oct.—April. 

* Var. 5. Gills extremely iiihite pileus mouse-colour, 
• shaded with brown : stern cylindrical, thick, dirty white, 

straight. 	 • 
Gilts not reaching the stem, but leaving a channel round it. 

Pileus fiat, 2:- inches over. Stem 2 inches high, f inch dia-
meter, splitting. Drawing and desuiption from Mr. STACK-
HOUSE. 
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Grows in long extended lines ; in woods scar Bath. Mr. 
STACKHOUSE. 

Var. 6. Gills pinky white&  mostly 8 in a set : pileus semi-
transparent. 

Edgbaston lanes. 	 May. 

A.G. (BULL.) Gills white, 4 in a set : pileus convex, cen- leucoceph'-
tre mouse, border white or pinky : stem. white, ey- alas. 
lindrical, crooked, brittle. 

Bull. 5:3G—Bull. 425. I. more bossed than our specimens. 
CILLs fixed, white, brittle, -i in a set. 	 • 
PILEUS convex,' silky, centre dilute mouse, lightly shaded off; 

border white, when young sometimes tinged with pink, 
cracking with age, I ; to inches diameter. 

STEM solid, white, cylindrical, but often compressed, crooked, 
silky, I to 2 inches high, I to ;. inch diameter. Cen-
tral when young, not always so in a more advanced age. 

Ag. leucocephalus. Bull. Grows in clusters; pasture land, 
Edgbaston, particularly by the long stet. 	2, th Oct. 1790. 

* AG. (BOLT.) Gills white,. 4 in a set : pileus convex, plumo'sus. 
mouse-coloured, tufted : stem mouse-colour, tuft- 
ed, cylindrical, crooked. 

• Bolt. 3.3. 
GILLS fixed, white, broad, numerous, dry and light. 
PILEUS thickly covered like the stem with mouse-coloured 

downy matter, thin, light, dry, flexible, t inch over. 
&um solid, hard, thick as a duck's quill, 4 inches high. Cur. 

fain white, evanescent. BOLTON. 
dg. plumaras. Bolt. In a steep wood near Halifax. 	Aug. 

AG. Gills pure white, strong, not crowded, 8 in a set gra'eilis. 
pileus pure light brown, fiat, thin, bossed f stein 
tall, slender brownish. 

GILLS fixed, very white, rather distant, fleshy, regularly dis. 
posed S in a set. 

Pam cool brown, shining with moisture but not viscid, thin, 
nearly flat, but a gentle rising in the centre and radiated 
round the boss, diameter :3 to 4. inches. 	• 

STEM solid, smooth, satiny, white at the top and bottom, pale 
mouse in the middle, 5 inches high, t inch diameter, 
Perently tapering upwards, splitting. Fle,h brown, white 
in the centre. 

Var. I. Gills very much branched : stem entirely white. 
Edgbaston, red rock plantation. 	Aug. Sept. 1791. 
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elas'ticus. AG. Gills white, 4 in. a' set : pileus.ehesnut, semi-globu-
lar : stem bully white, tapering. 

Schaj: 87. 4. 5—(stem too red and too much ribbed.) Bull. 
516. 2, resembles it, but this plate is so far unfinished 
that I cannot quite decide until the text be published. 
The author calls it fusipes, ;which he figured before in 
plate 106, but if it be only a variety of that, his °nun 
obserVations at the foot of the plate must prove unfounded. 
The smaller figures give a pretty exact idea of our plant, 
but the stems have too much colour. 

Guts fixed, whitish, 4 in a set. 
PILEUS chesnut colour, semi-globular, uniform, clothy. 

Flesh white, moderately thick. 
STEM solid, buff, with a few small red brown blotches, smooth, 

1-1 to 2 inches high, i  inch diameter, tapering upwards 
from -1- inch above the ground, and from the same part 
rapidly tapering downwards so as to end in a slender 
root ; sometimes ;miter ribbed. 

This Agaric is very tough and strong, with a considerable 
share of elasticity. Mr. Stackhouse observes that the edge of 
the pileus coops in like the button of a common mushroom, that 
the gills are numerous, stiff, and white, that it is often found not 
in clusters, and that in many instances it approaches the Ag. 
trassipes. To this opinion I perfectly agree, and further remark, 
that the tendency to a ribbed stem in some of the specimens still 
increases the affinity ; but until the Ag. crassipes shall be better 
known, especially in its yonnger and smaller forms, I think the 
difficulties will sooner be cleared up by keeping them apart. 
The want of a boss on the pileus, the absence of cracks in its 
skin, the want of strongly marked ribs on the stem, and more 
than all, the tough elastic substance of the plant, prevent me at 
present from arranging it as a variety of the crass/per. 

Not Ag. elasticus. BOLT. 
erassipes. Scharff. Under oak trees in Edgbaston Park. 

31st Aug. 1791. 
Var. 2. Gills brown witite, shallow, 4 in a set: pileus 

brown, convex, satiny, stem white. 
Guts fixed very strongly to the stem, brownish white, very nar-

row, 4 in a sot, the smallep series often laid under the 
• edge of the pileus, which tams inwards over them. 

PiLcus brown, satiny, shining, convex, '2 inches over. 
Flesh very thick, white. 

STEM solid, white, satiny, cylindrical, rarely straight, 2 inches 
high, ; an inch diameter. 

I have not been able to find either a curtain or a ring. 
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The A hole substance very strong and elastic. It grows sin- 
gle or in clusters. 

Under the large oak by the bolt of the square stew, Edghas. 
ton Park. 	 iSth Sept. " 

Var. 3. Pileus rather conical, brown chesnut, very viscid : 
stem whitish, cylindrical : curtain white, fugacious. 
CILIA fixed, white, 4 in a set. 
films sedge turned in, 2 inches over, entirely covered with a 

viscid matter, which drying preserves its brightness like 
varnish. Flesh white. 

STEM cylindrical, above where the curtain was attached white 
and scurfy, below stained with the colour and the var-
nish of the pileus ; 2 to 21 inches high, t of an inch 
or more in diameter. 

Partakes the toughness and elasticity of the other varieties, 
which seems owing to its outer coat, which is both tough and 
elastic, readily stripping from the flesh which is rather tender 
and brittle. 

In clusters, on the roots of fallen firs, in dry plantations at 
Edgbaston. 	 Oct. 

AG. Gills white, 4 in a set : pileus dull pink, convex :obsoles'ceas 
stern pinky brown, cylindrical. 

Bauch. 102. 
Guts slightly fixed, whitish, large ones about 36. 
PILEUS dull brown pink, convex, but flatted and somewhat de.. 

pressed when old, 1 to 11 inch over. 
STEM solid, but pithy ; pinky brown, cylindrical, Ito 11 inch 

high, thick as a goose quit 
Ag. cbsokscens. Batsch. In the Park at Packington, War. 

wickshire. 

AG. Gills brown white, 4 in a set : pileus cool brown, stip'itis. 
darker and woolly in the centre : stem pale brown 
with a huffy tinge, thicker and bulbous at the base: 
ring white, permanent. 

Bolt. 136—Mich. 81. 2. 
GILLS fixed, quite white, narrow, thin, pliable. 
Pitsys at first bluntly conical, then nearly flat, almost white at 

the edge, cracking very much through the whole sub- 
stance, but not turning up, ... to E inches over. 

STEM cool brown, to inches high, an inch diameter. Cur. 
this, thick, tough, cottony, white. 

Ag. filsco-pallaus. Bolt. Edgbaston Grove, where large 
trees had been fallen four or five years before. 	Oct. 1791. 

Var. .2. Gills brown white, 4 in a set : pileus rich brown: stern 
pinky or brownish white, tapering at the base : ring yellowish. 
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Fl. Ian. 1013—Srb.e. 74. 
GILLS strong, white, changing to buff),  brown. 
PILEUS at first bluntly conical, dark reddish brown and woolly at 

the apex, the edge olive brown ; afterwards a morc uni-
form rich brown. 

STEM cylindrical, rarely straight, tapering greatly downwards 
at the root. 

Fl. dan. In similar situations with the pre- 
ceding. 	 Oct. 

Var. 3. Gills white, fleshy, 8 in a set : pileus dark brown 
and olive : stem nearly white, cylindrical : curtain and ring 
yellow. 
FILMS dark and woolly in the centre, border rich yellow 

olive, 1 to 11 inch diameter, cracking and turning up 
when old. 

STEM white, with a pinky or brownish tinge, cylindrical 
throughout, 2 to :3 inches high. Curtain cottony, pale 
yellow. Ring deeper yellow. A much smaller plant 
than the preceding varieties. 

On a hedge bank in the Edgbaston old road. 	25th Sept. 
Var. 4. Gills white, 4 or 8 in a set : pileus convex, diffe. 

rent shades of brown : stem nearly cylindrical, brownish, cur-
tain woolly : ring broad, turned down on the stem, permanent. 
GILLS fixed, white, 4 or S in a set. 
PILEUS various shades of yellow, red, or olive, to cool pale 

brown, darker in the centre, convex, slightly bossed, 
edge turned down, cracking when fully expanded, 	to 
4 inches over. Flesh kvh te. 

STEM solid, spongy, smooth, from rich red brown to nearly 
white, cylindrical, seldom straight, silky, shining, 	to 
7 inches high, i an inch diameter. 

Ring permanent, formed by the curtain, which is thick, 
tough, and woolly, turning down upon the stem. The curtain 
in the young state of the plant extends up the stem quite to the 
gills, and then stretches downwards to the cdgc of the pileus, 
forming stria; or rising scores upon the top of the stem, to which 
the gills are not connected, but which on a careless examination 
gives them an appearance of a decurrcncy, not really existing. 

Ag. °breams. Schiff. Grows in large clusters in the hol- 
lows left by the felling of trees. 	 Sept. Oct. 

Gills dusky white, fleshy, tough, distant, a in a set ; 
pileus convex, rust-coloured : stem, rust coloured, tapering up-
wards : ring white, tough, permatInt. 

Bolt. 1C. 
Cuts adhering to the stem by a narrow claw. 
Puns 1 inch diameter, feeling like harsh woollen cloth. Herb 

white, 
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STEM solid, firm, elastic. 
The whole plant of a tough leathery substance, and in decay 

dries and withers. 
Ag. elasticus. Bolt. •Fixby P?rk, under oak trees. 

Oct. 1786. t OLTON. 
Var 6. Pileus smooth, rich red chesnut : stem cylindrical, 

silky, pinky. 
GaAs white, numerous, fleshy, very narrow where fixed to the 

stem. 
Patus convex, 2 inches over. 
&au solid, '21-  inches high. Flesh pinky, rather crooked, near 

an inch diameter. Curtain leaving a permanent ring 
on the stem. 

The pileus not woolly in the centre, but patched with rem-
nants of a shrivelled wrapper, hence it is probable that the 
woolliness mentioned in the preceding varieties is owing to rem-
nants from the same origin. 

Under Chesnut trees, Edgbaston Park. 	 Oct. 

AG. Gills white, in pairs : pileus fox colour, convex: lari'cinus, 
stem brownish: ring white, permanent. 

Bolt. lf;—Battar. 11. F. 
GILLS fixed, few, narrow, brittle, in pairs. 
FUEL/5 fox colour, slightly•convex, edgi turned in, 1 to 11 inch 

over. 
STEM solid, pale brown, near 2 inches high, 	of an inch dia- 
• meter at top, tapering downwards; several clustered to-

gether and united near the root. 
Curtain narrow, dead white, soft, cottony. Substance dry, 

light, spongy, compressible, elastic. 
Takes root under the hark of decaying larch trees. In a 

small plantation at Lee Bridge, dear Halifax. [Packington 
Park.] 	 Autumn. 

*AG. (BOLT.) Gills white, 4 in a set, chaning to brown- cyathades• 
ish white: pileus umber brown, flat,-but soon turn- 
ing up : stem grey IN kite, with whiter reticulated 
veins. 

Bolt. 145; (bit none of the references ) 
C 	fixed. 
PILAUS thin, smooth, silky, 2 or 3 inches over, soon turning 

completely up so as to form a funnel-like cup, which some. 
times contracts partially so as almost to form distinct cups. 

STEM solid, con,,isting of a stering rind, filled with 	white 
spongy 'pith. Surface dusky white, marked with 
tudinal reticulations of a w hiter colour. BUI,10N. 

   
  



199 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agarieus. Solid and Fixed. 
WRITE'. 

Ag. cyathoides. Bolt. Grew under an old melon frame. 
.Feb. 

2ona'rius. Ac. (BULL.) Gills huffy white, 4 in a set, but irregular 
and variously branched: pileus pale brown, with 
darker circles, gently convex, edge turned in : stem 
nearly cylindrical, buffy white. 

Schaff. 235, (very exact to our specimens.)—Bull. 104, 'the 
plant, but paler than ours. 

Gnu fixed, white, with a very pale buffy tinge, numerous, 4 in 
a set when regular, but the long ones often splitting, and 
then the smaller ones are excluded. 

Ptttos pale brown, with concentric circles of a reddish brown, 
smooth, flattish at the top or rather a little depre'sed, sides 
bent down and a little turned in, 11- to 3 inches over. 
Flesh white, thin. 

STEM solid, white, with a slight buffy or pinky tinge, cylindri-
cal, or a little tapering downwards, rarely quite straight, 
or quite central, 	inch high, 1-:  an inch diameter. 

Milk in the gills and cortical part of the pileus abundant, 
white, very acrid. 

Ag. fuscus. Schaff. Ag. lactifluus zonaritss. Bull. Dam of 
the great pool in Edgbaston Park, plentifully, but I have not 
found it elsewhere. 	 , 	a 	 4th Aug. 

Var. 2. Pileus pale grey brown, White at the edge. 
Farther plantations, Edgbaston. 	 Sept. 

in'teger. AG. (LINN.) Gills white, mostly uniform : pileus of vari-
ous tints: stern v, lite. 

Guts fixed, white, mostly uniform, fleshy, moderately thick set, 
yellowish with age. 

PILEUS crimson, pink, lilac, or tawny brown, changing to dirty 
yellow, or to lead colour; often glutinous, regularly con-
vex, often scored at the edge, which turns up when old; 
from 1 to 4 inches over. Flesh white.' 

'STEM solid, white, cylindrical, 11 to 21 inches high, 4- to I of 
an inch diameter. 

Ag. stipitatus, lamellis omnibus magnitudine xqualibus. 
Suec. 	.—Ray Syn. p. 4. a. 11 

This is a very common Agaric, and one of the most beauti-
ful of the tribe, but its evanescent and varying tints, as well as 
the great differences in its size, are ;itt to puzzle the youn3er bo. 
tanists. The skin of the pileus is very ready to strip off. Snails 
are very fond of this species. 4 

Var. '2. Gills uniform, connected by cross threads: pileus 
pink. to'lilac. 

   
  



CAYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Fixed. 	Iqt 
"W HITE. 

Bolt. 1—Schajr. 54-75-92, are all representations, of this 
plant, in general pretty quell done.*—Battar. 15. C. E. 
—Fl. dan. 1009. 1, a young plante:-Batsch. 13—Sterb. 
22. F. 

Pilau plano_convexus, vix carnosus, pallidus aut sanguineus, 
margine supra sulcato punctisque striato, a lamellis versus margi-
nem interiorem capituli ab undo denticulato connexis. Lamella-
pallida et notanter omnes integra s. equales. Stipes magnus, 
albus. Fl. Suec. 1230. 1. Ray Syn. 3. n. 7. and a. 9. 

Ag. russola, roseus & ruber. Schaff. Ag. integer. Bolt. Ag. 
aurantius. Batsch. Ag. integer. Fl. dan. Pastures, particularly 
under trees. 	 Aug.—Nov. 

Var. 3. Gills mostly uniform, yet with a shorter one some-
times intervening; ccnnected by cross threads: pileus crimson. 

Schaff. 15-16. 
This the most common Bile, is found in similar situations 

and seasons with the former. The threads of ligaments connect 
the gills with each other and with the pilcus. They are white, 
and are mostly found pretty close to the inside of the pilcus.—
Ray Syn. p. n. 7. probably this plant. 

Ag. emeticat. Schaff. 
Var. 4. Gills often forked, sometimes at both ends, and 

inosculating with those on each side: pilcus blood red. 
Bull. Ag. sanguineus. 	 0 

Stem a kind of horny coat filled with a spongy matter. This 
circumstance is more obvious in this than in the other varieties, 
but I can find no other difference. 

Pastures, particularly under large oaks, Edgbaston. 
oth Aug. 

Var. 5. Pileus delicate grey, changing to lead colour. 
Herefordshire. Pendarvis, Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOUSE. Dam 

of square 'stew, Edgbaston. 17th Oct.—Tettenhall Plantations. 
July. 

Var. 6. Pileus clammy, dirty yellow, rather convex : 
yellowish, uniform. 
GILLS fixed, perfectly uniform, yellow or yellowish white. 

* The gills in most of St.h.t trees plates of this plant, are erroneously 
drawn, 1 say erroneously, became his own descriptions often claret from 
the drawing'. Thu, in pl. yt, 92, he plait-Wally d.•scuhe. Ow gills nv 

but in tl.c ti. , thel . re nl two ditierent lengths, c.si.cpt only in pl. 
92. t. z. The same MA) be said c f pl. 93, 94, where they are describ'd 
as equal, but ligumd of two or even three different lengths. I don't 
know ?bat these varkties, siz. ti'Lli.1.11i 93, 94, have yet been seen in 

• England. 

   
  



19S 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Fixed. 

	

WRITE. 	• 

PILEUS convex, centre hollow when fully expanded, A iscid, yel-
lbw ; in some specimens quite yellow in the centre, buffy 
on the sides, and with still more of a reddish tinge at the 
edge;. 4 inches over. 

STEM solid, but spongy; white, or yellowish white, tapering 
upwards, 2 inches high, and 1 inch diameter. 

There is little doubt but Mr. Hudson's linens, rejecting the 
Synon. of Vail!. is a variety of integer. Mr. WOODWARD. 

.4.1trteus. BUDS. 
Mr. Hudson remarks the affinity of this to the Ag. inte-

ger, and I suspect that its differences arise from growing in 
the shade of trees. 

Meadows and pastures under trees and in groves. Aug. Oct. 
—Under a large oak in Edgbaston Park. loth July, I (!n.—
At Woolhope, Herefordshire. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Var. 7. Pilcus dirty yellowish or reddish:, gills very white, 
unequal: juice milky, mild. Drawing and description Irons 
Mr. STACKHOUSE, who found it on Coplar Hill, near Hereford. 

Var. 8. Pileus and stem of a fine uniform purple blue. , 
[At the foot of St. Vincent's rocks, Bristol. Oct.] 
Var. 9. Pileus greenish, rather reddish in the centre. • 

	

Packington Park, Warwickshire. 	 Autumn. 

prxtext'us. AG. Gills watery white, numerous, 4 in a set : pileils 
red chesnut, edged with white, convex : stein white 
above, brown yellow below. 

us fixed, watery white, numerous, narrow, 4 in a set; the 
• Iong ones sometimes appearing a little decurrent from 

being broader at the shoulder than elsewhere. 
PiLtus convex, colour nearly that of a very red horse-chesnut, 

bordered by a white edge; 2:1 inches over. Flesh thick, 
yellowish white. 

STEM solid, but spongy, the substance often shrinking so as to 
leave an irregular hollow : cylindrical, white upwards, 
dirty yellow brown below; 2 to 3 inches high ; 4 inch 
diameter, often compressed at the base because growing 
in clusters. 

Curtain numerous white cobweb-like threads. extending 
from the edge of the pileus to the stem, and breaking as the 
former expands; not leaving any permanent ring or mark upon 
the stem. 

This new agaric was found ,on cleayed oak timber in a 
damp situation at Edgbaston. 

punic'eus. AG. Gills white, 4 in a set: pileus pinky, convex: stun 
white. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Fixed: 
\VR ITE. 

GILLS fixed, while, rather numerous, 4 in a set, 
PILEUS convex, dull pinky red, clothy, sometimes a little bossed; 

nearly flat when fully expanded, I to I of an inch over. 
STEM solid, white, often crooked, about 1 inch high, and thick 

as a crow,quill. 
In clusters on grass plats, adjoining to the house of Thomas 

Pearson, Esq. at Tettenhall, Staffordshire, and at Edgbaston. 
July, 2Sth Aug. 1792. 

AG. (ScHAFF.) Gills dirty white, in pairs : piletis brick truncaltus. 
red, conical but flat at top when young : stern 
whitish, cylindrical, swollen at the root. 

Schaff. 251. 
Gills fixed. Pilau conical but flat at the top when young, 

changing to convex, and nearly flat when old; 2 inches over. 
Stem solid, 11 inch high, 1 of an inch diameter, swollen and 
brown at the base. SCIIIEFFER. 

viscidus. BUDS 1.4. IS. 
This is introduced front Schaffer on the authority of Mr. 

Hudson, who refers to it as a synonym 'to the Ag. viscidus of 
Linn. which is a very different plant to this of Schxffer; but as 
the character Linnmus gives to his viscidus could never lead 
Mr. Hudson to this plant of Schmffer, I must suppose that he 
had found the latter to be the plant before him, and only erred 
in referring it to the species of Linnaeus. Mr. Hudson likewise 
refers to Scop. 1477, but Scopoli refers his species, which he 
calls purpuraseent, to El. Suec. 12;;2, and these seem also to be 
Sehmffer's plant. The real Ag. viscidus of Linnxus has lately 
been found in England, and will therefore be introduced in its 
Proper place. 

Woods and groves. 	 Sept. Oct. 

/AG. (I30LT.) Gills white, 4 in a set: piletis rather co- cro'ceus. 
nical, knappy, yellow : stern white, in part covered 
with yellow knap. 

So.werby 19—Bolt. 51.2, too small.—Bull. 362, larger and more 
of a brouon east.—Baesch. 97. . 

Gills fixed, numerous. 	nets at first conical. Stem cylin. 
drical, solid, 3 inches high, thick as a swan's quill; white, but 
pore than half its length covered with a woolly knap of a yel. 
`Ow colour. Curtain fugacious, fixed to the stem where the 
woolliness ends. BOLT. 

1.11-Ls numerous, unequal, pure white. 
11.ttls golden brown, velvety, convex. 
Ent colour of the pileus as high as the ring. Curtain delicate, 

Vol— IV. 	 0 
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104 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus, Solid and Fixed. 
WHITE. 

brown, separating in fringes on the edge of the pileus 
and on the stem. Mr. STACICHOUSE. 

Ag. ochratetes. Bull. Ag. eroceus..Bolt. Ag.fla o-floccosut. 
Batsch. In the Burks, and other woods about Halifax. Comb 
Woods, near Bath. Mr. STAcxxouss. 

sordido-fla'-.AG. Gills white, fleshy, g or 4 in a set : pileus dirty 
vus. 	brown yellow, much hollowed : stem white. 

Grus fixed, white, fleshy, in fours or in pairs; narrow. 
PILEUS dirty brown yellow, very hollow in the centre, but the 

edge curled in, crumpled and very irregular, 3 inches 
over. Flab white, in thickness twice the breadth of the 
gills. 

STEM solid, white, about 1 inch high, nearly as much in dia-
meter, tapering and rather rounded at the bottom. 

Notwithstanding the difference in the composition of the 
gills I am inclined to believe that this and the 2 following arc 
not specifically different. 

L nder trees in Edgbaston Park. 	 Aug. Sept.  

elephantiC AG. (13m,T.) Gills yellowish white, fleshy, wide apart, 4 
nus. 

	

	• in A set: pileus brown yellow, changing to black, 
and cracking : stem white. 

Bolt. 28—So'werby 36—Battar. 9. A. 
GILLS fixed, yellowish white, very fleshy, wide asunder, 4 in a 

set. 
Pusus brown yellow viscid, changing to almost black, and 

cracking like burnt clay ; semi-globular, but with irregu. 
lar depressions. Flesh white. 

&rust solid, white, contracted at the bottom, 2 to 3 inches high, 
and 2 in diameter. 

This and the following species require further attention to 
determine whether they really are or are not distinct. I am dis,  
posed, from their general habits, to believe they are not, but yet 
I am staggered by the remarkable differences in the structure 1)1 
the gills. 

Ag. elephantiems. Bolt. Edgbaston Park, in various places,  
but always under oak or Spanish Chesnut trees. 13th Aug. 1791. 

aura'tus. AG. Gills yellow white, uniform, often splitting, con' 
neeted by threads: pileus golden yellow, viscid, flat;  
the sides turned downy stem white. 

GILLS fixed, yellowish white, in one series only, often splitting 
connected and strengthened by transverse threads or lip 
ments extending from one gill to another near the lilac! 
surface of the pileus. 

   
  



	

'CR'ITTOGAMIA. t'LLNiGt. Agarieus. Solid and lix'ed. 	1,9; 
BitovirN. 

Plum deep goldcti.yellow, changing *hen old to dark blotches 
as if the effect of fire; viscid, flattish at the top, 5 inches 
over, about an inch of the border turned down nearly 
square with the flat top, and parallel to the sides of the 
stem. Flesh white. 

STEM solid, white, tapering upwards so as to be far thinner at the 
top, 2 inches high, 1. inch diameter, 

When an unexpended button, the whole plant is entirely 
white, or entirely yellowish. This species, though so large and 
so remarkable, seems to have been overlooked, Probably the 
dark burnt blotches upon the pileus may have caused it to be 
confounded with the Ag. ashrams, before mentioned, or with the 
Ag. elepbantinus. The ditlerence however of structure has sa-
tisfied me that it is not the former species. Major Velley very 
justly remarked to me, that the viscid Agarics are much disposed 
to get dark tints. This plant cannot be the Ag. viscidus of 
Mr. Hudson, for he cites, though doubtfully, Vaill. 	n. 14, 
Which is a plant of no uncommon bulk or solidity. The gills 
too in his are yellow. 

Ag. quinguepartitus. LINN. 
Under a large oak, near the second stew, Edgbaston Park. 

21st Aug. 1793. 

st  AG. (RAY.) Gills white, fleshy, brittle, 4 in a set: pilcus vir'idio. 
blue green : stern cylindrical, whitish. 

Bolt. 12—Sterh. 3. C. (Schaff. 1, is Ag. asrugissosus.) 
GILLS fixed, narrow. 
PI Leus hemispherical, '2 or 3 inches diameter, greyish blue, dry, 

feels like coarse cloth. Flesh thick, firm, hard, brittle, 
white. 

STEM solid, dusky white. cylindrical, hard, 3 inches high, thick 
,as a swan quill. BOLTON. 

Fungus magnus ,viridis. RAY Syn. p. 2. h. 3. Ag. c.eruleus. 
p. 12. 

Var. 2. Gills whitish: stem greenish. 
Ag. 	Huds. 614. 16. excluding the references to 

1laller and Schxffer. 
In woods. 	 Aug.—Oct. 

(2) GILLS brown, 

-AG. Gills brown, in pairs: p;letis yellow brown, bluntly constriclus 
conical: stein brown, anurly: curtain permanent. 

9ti.t.s fixed, watery brown, tender, in p.tirs. 
t'ILEUS yellow brown, bluntly conical approaching to globular, 

the ed:,e being turned in, and hell down by the curtain; 
* 2 

   
  



196 	CRYPTOGAAIIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Fixed. 
BROWN. 

less than I of 'an ittch high. Gudrun brown white, tough, 
permanent. 

STEM solid but pithy, brown, paler upwards, scurfy, thick as a 
thin crow quill, near of an inch high. 

On rotten wood; plantations, Edgbaston. 	 Sept. 

muco'sus. AG. Gills light brown, 4.in a set: pileus rich yellow, 
brown, flat but rather boS3ed : stem white above, 
yellow brown and woolly below : ring permanent. 
Schey1131:—Bull. 549, very sqlf and unnatural. 

GILLS fixed, light brown, 4 in a set. 
Pmsus yellow brown, flattish, darker and rather bossed in the 

centre, about 2 inches diameter. 
STEM solid, above the ring white, below it brown and woolly, 3 

inches high, ..3.8ths of an inch diameter. Ring permanent. 
Flesh brown white. 

The pileus and stem are remarkably viscid. 
Ag. tintacimus. Schaff. Ag. ntricosus. Bull. In the Earl of 

Aylcsford's Park at Packington, Warwickshire. 	Autumn.. 

vaccinus. AG. (ScitIEFF.) Gills pale brown, 4 or 8 in a set: pileus 
brown, scurfy, convex, gently bossed : stem cylin-
drical, pale brown. 

&ker.,: 2.5; very good. 
GILLS fixed, pale, changing to reddish brown, white at the edge 

when young, $ in a set. 
Ptteus brown, convex, slightly bossed, scurfy with scales of 

various shades of brown, 1,1 to 3 inches over. 
STEM solid, cylindrical, brown, scored, 3 to 4 inches high, 4 to 

; inch diameter, often crooked. 
Flesh of the whole plant white, attaining a reddish tinge 

when exposed to the air. 
Ag. vaccinul. Schxti. Plantations in Edgbaston Park. 

13th Sept. 1791. 
Var. 2. Pileus yellow brown with dark blotches: stem yel-

lowish, scored. 
In Packington Park. 	 Autumn. 

sorididus.AG. (DICKS.) Gills brown, 8 in a set: pilcus darker 
brown, hollow: stem cylindrical, brown, bulbous. 

Bolt. 59—Dicks. it. 3. f. 1. 
GILLS fixed, dead brown, 4 or 8 in a set, moderately numerous. 
PILEUS brown, darker than the gills or stem, and still darker in 

the centre; funnel-shaped, 1.1 to 21 inches over. 
STEM solid, brown cylindrical, but a little swollen at the base to 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Fixed. 
'BROWN. 

form the root, 2 to 4 inches high, -1-Sth to Loth dia-
meter. 

Ag. stipitatus, pileo et lamellis livido-fuscis, ccntro umbili-
eato, margine deflex9, stipite basi crassiore.—Obs. Pileus totus 
fuliginosus. D tam fax. cryp. p, 16. 

Ag. soreluius. Bolt. and DICK,. Pastures, Edgbaston. Nov. 
Pastures and commons near Bungay. Mr. WOODWARD.—

Woods near Bath. Mr. STACEHOCISE. 

197 

AG. Gills cool brown, serrated: pileus chocolate colour,spongio'sus. 
widely conical : stem cool brown : ring permanent. 

GILLS fixed, tearing from the stem; light brown, 4 in a set. 
?nuns bluntly conical, dark chocolate colour, edged with white 

spots the remains of the curtain; It to 2 inches over. 
STEM solid, but very spongy in the central part; light brown, 

scored, 2 to 21 inches high, near inch diameter, thicker 
downwards. 

Packington Park, Warwickshire. 	 Autumn. 

AG. Gills pale brown : pileus dark brown, flat, the edge clava'tus. 
turned in : stern light grey, reticulated, club-shaped. 

Gn.ts fixed, brown, few, in pairs, very small. 
Pam's dirty dark brown, flat, ut a little depressed, the edge 

turned in, I inch diameter. 
STEM solid, light grey, reticulated with darker scores, club- 

shaped, 2 or '.!4 inches high, thick as a goose quill at the 
• top, but more than twice that size towards the bottom. 
In the Earl of Aylesford's Park, Packington, Warwick. 

shire. 	 Autumn. 

A.G. Gills brown, numerous, 4 in a set : pileus pale 3-el- umbra'tus. 
low, centre brown, edge white : stein white. 

Bull. 57-1. 2. 
GILLS fixed, brown, crowded, 4 in a set, partly tearing from 

the stem as the pileus attains its full size. 
PiLEUS pale yellow, brown in the centre, insensibly changing to 

white towards the edge ; convex, irregular, bossed, edge 
turned in, I Z  to inches over. Flesh white, pithy. 

STEM solid, but pithy; white, generey crooked, 11 inch high, 
not quite so thick as a goose quill. 

Ag. parasitieus. Bull. Red rock plantation, Edgbaston. 
Sept. 

AG. Gills pale brown, narrow, 4 in a set: pileus uniform coria teeus. 
cool brown, somew hat glo:sy, nearly (iv: stein 
pale blown. 

   
  



196 	CRYPTOGAmiA. FUNGI. .Agaricus. 'Solid and Fixed,  
BROWN. 

Bauch: 199. 
GILLS fixed, pale dead brown, narrow, not crowded, 4 in a set. 
PILEUS pale cool uniform brown, rather glossy, flat, the edge 

turned down and very thin ; 11 to 2 inches over. Fled, 
hardly any. 

STEM solid, whitish brown, straight, 14-.  to 2 inches high, 3  inch 
diameter, thickest adjoining to the pileus. 

The whole plant has a tough leathery texture. The name 
given by Batsch has likewise been applied by Bolton and Bul-
liard to the Ag. alneus and Ag betulinus, but improperly. AU 
the specimens we found had their stems perfectly flat, and the 
gills readily separating from the top of the stem but not with-
out taking with them its outer skin. 

Ag. coriaceus, Batsch. Plantations at Edgbaston, on rotten 
sticks. 	 Sept. 

racuminac AG. Gills deep yellow brown, 4 in a set: pileus pale yel- 
tus, 	 low brown: sharply peaked : stem pale brown. 

Gn.r.s fixed, deep yellow brown, 4 in a set, moderately nume-
rous, 

pii.Etis pale yellow brown, convex, sharply peaked in the centre, 
dry and sometimes rather satiny, about 1 inch over, when 
fully grown subject to crack at the edge. 

Flesh dull pale brown, 
STEM solid, pale brown, size of a crow quill, near 2 inches high. 

The central part of the stem filled with a whitish pith, 
and when this shrivels it has much the appearance of a 
hollow stem. 

The conical pointed boss in the centre of the pileus is the 
most striking feature in this plant. 

Red rock plantation, Edgbaston, 	 30th Sept, 

aranco'sus, AG. (BOLL.) Gills red brown, broad and short, 4 in a 
set : pileus brown, conical, cracked: stem brown, 
tapering upwards: curtain pale brown. 

Bull. 431. 4 ; araneosus riiposus. 
GILLS fixed, reddish brown, 4 in a set, large gills nearly as broad 

as long, and fixed by a claw to the stein. 
PILEUS convex, rather conical, brown, satiny, with cracks of a 

paler colour from the centre to the edge, 1 inch over. 
Flesh very thin, pale yellow. 

STEM solid, brown, satiny, cylindiical, but rather thickening 
towards the bottom, 2 to Anches high, ...2-8ths to 3-bths 
diameter. 

Curtain pale brown, cobweb-like, evanescent. 
Edgbaston Park, 	 17th Sept. ;791. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. 	Agaricus. Solid and Fixed. 	199 
1!) Row N 

Var. '2. Pileus with black brown, and chocolate stripes, 
penetrating through the skin. 

At.Pendarvis, Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
Var. 3. Pileus satiny, sometimes edged with white: stem 

white above and below. 
. GILLS rather fleshy, brown, Tin a set, in the older plants rather 

decurrent. 
PILEUS brown, edge turned down, centre peaked, 	to 11 inch 

diameter. Flesh brown. 
STEM satiny, crooked, 2 inches high, thick as a raven quill, 

marked with the vestige of a curtain; irregularly hollow 
with age. 

Red rock plantation, Edgbason. 	7th Sept. 1793. 

AG. Gills light brown: pilcus dark brown, convex : stem hippopi'- 
light brown. 	 nus. 

Guts fixed, light brown. 
PILEUS dark brown, paler at the edge, nearly semi-globular, 

scarcely t of an inch diameter. 
STEM solid, brown, I of an inch high, mostly crooked, thick- 

neis of a pin. 
On the cones of the Scotch fir, in the Earl of Aylesford's 

Park at Packington, Warwickshire. 	 Autumn. 

AG. (BULL.) Gills olive brown, 2 or 4 in a set: pileus rituo'sus 
striped, reddish brown and yellow, conical, bos- 

• sed : stern yellowish white, cylindrical. 
Bull. 388; also 599. 

thus fixed, olive brown, 2 or 4 in a set. 
PILEUS conical, bossed, striped red brown and yellow, by cracks 

extending from the edge to the base of the boss ; border 
uneven, 2 inches over; tearing with age. 

STEM solid, yellowish white, cylindrical, but thickened just 
under the pileus, crooked, smooth, 2 to 2 inches high, 
thick as a goose or a swan quill. 
rimesus. Bull. [Under trees at Fendarvis. Mr. S-racut. 

Pastures, Edgbaston.] 	Early in Aug. to the end of Sept. 

Ao. (BATCH.) Gills dark cinnamon, not numerous, 4 or orichal'. 
8 in a set : pilcus gently convex, pale cinnamon, ceus. 
edge rather turned down : stem whitish, nearly 
cylindrical. 

Bosch 184—Bull. 596. l . 
Gilts fixed to the stem by a claw, very broad, dark cinnamon, 

not very numerous, 4 in a set in the smaller, 8 in the 
larger specimens. 

   
  



MCP 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Fixed. 
BnowN.. 

PILtus regularly and gently convex, light cinnamon, sometimes 
darker in the centre, edge a little turned in, viscid in 
moist, satiny in dry weather; .1 to 3 inches over. Flesh 
white,.not thick. Curtain evanescent, leaving a stain on 
the stem. 

STEM solid, whitish, with a few brown scales, often stained by 
the fall of the seeds from the gills, which are of a Spa-
nish snuff colour, cylindrical, but rather thickest up-
wards ; 2 to 4 inches high, to = inch diameter. Root 
a small bulb. 

A large quantity of seeds fall from the gills of this Agaric, 
,staining the fingers as well as the stein of a Spanish snuff colour. 
Stem solid, but it has a central pith different in colour from the 
surrounding flesh. 

4. ortchakeus. Batsch. llg, aimatochele. Bull. if the dissec. 
Lion should agree. Plantations at Edgbaston, and at Barr. Sept. 

lacticatilis. AG. Gills brown, numerous, 2 or 4 in a set: pileus con-
vex, light brown buff, border whitish : stem white, 
bending, splitting. 

(One of the taller fig. in the plate of Bull. 102, if properly 
coloured, would give a tolerable idea of this plant in its 
fully expanded state.) 

Cuts fixed, brown, very numerous, 2 but mostly 4 in a set. 
PILEUS gently convex, nearly flat, when fully expanded, crack-

ing in the centre, brownish buff in the middle, paler and 
almost white towards the edge, 2 to 2 1 inches over. 
Flesh '  ery thin, white. 

STEM solid, white, cylindrical, tender, splitting, mostly crooked, 
4 or 5 inches long, thick as a goose quill, 

juice of the stem dilutely milky, the milk not acrid. The 
whole plant very tender, 

Plantations, Edgbaston, amongst old leaves and deep grass; 
several together. 	11th Oct. 17yo.-25th Sept. 1791. 

Var. 2. Gills light reddish brown : pileus dark red brown, 
centre depreSsed : stem short. 
Git.t.s fixed, lighter colour than the pileus, numerous, unequal. 
PILEUS deep red brown, smooth, circular, depressed in the cen, 

ere, edge turned down, inch over, 
STEM solid, short, thick, the siz

i  M
.' a reed. juice milky, mild. 

Specimen nd description froZy Mr. STAcimousx. 
• 

obsole'tus. AG. (BATscx.) Gills light retldish brown, 4 in a Set : 
pileus brown buff, whitish at the edge : stem yel-
low white. 

Batsch, 103-Bell, 37ti, 1. 
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BROWN. 

• 
Cir.r.s fixed, pale reddish brown, broad, 4 in a set. 
Pusus convex, very irregular, sometimes peaked; brown buff, 

more or less white at the edge, 1 to q inch over. Flesh 
thin. 

SrEwt solid, pithy, yellowish white, rarely straight, often eccen-
tric, i to 12 inch high, thick as a small goose quill. In 
clusters, often united both at top and bottom, the pileus 
seldom regular from this cause. The plant has a sweetish 
hawthorn-like, but nauseous and fainty smell. In its 
very young state the gills seem loose, but as the stern 
advances in growth, part of the central flesh of the pileus 
seems to elongate to form the upper part, of the stem, 
and then they are evidently fixed to the stem. ' 

Slope of the Boat-house field, Edgbaston. lUth Sept. 1793. 

AG. (BArscn.) sills cool brown, numerous, 4 or 8 in a nu'dus. 
set : pileus brown, gently convex, concave with 
age; satiny when dry: stem brown. 

Bull. 439, the loaner figures. 
GILLS fixed, cool brown, numerous, tender, 4 or R in a set. 
Pintos cool brown, convex, regular, sinking in the centre when 

old, viscid when moist, satiny when dry, 	to 3 inches 
over. Flesh spongy, white. 

S'rEm solid, cool brown; 11 inch high, thick as a raven quill. 
Mr. Bulliard has figured several varieties in the plate refer-

red to above, but I think the upper figures ought to rank under 
the Ag. viclaceus, notwithstanding the want of a curtain, 

Plantations, Edgbaston, 	 13th Sept. 

AG. Gills reddish brown : pileus brown, purplish at the subpitrpu-
edge : stem Niolct coloured, scurfy, bulbous at the rascens. 
base. 

Bawl,. 74. 
Qmr.s fixed, reddish brown, numerous, 4 or S in a set, the 

surface when abraded assuming a purplish tinge. 
PILEUS brown, of a faint leaden purple towards the edge, con-

vex ; 2 2 inches over. Flesh white, changing to purple 
when exposed to the air. 

STEM solid, of a leaden purple, more or less streaked with brown, 
2 inches high, :;-Stlis diameter, swelling at the base 
into an oblong bulb. Curtain fugacious ; leaving a stain 
on the stem. 

Ag. ohsoletur. l3atsch. its.inarbaceishaus. Bull. Pastures, 
l':dgbaston, 	 Sept.—Oct. 
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PURPLISH. 

S 

uni'color. AG: Gills cool brown, numerous, 4 or 8 in a set ; pilafs 
brown, gently convex, concave with age, satiny 
when dry : stein brown. • 

Gus fixed, cool brown,'numerous, tender, 4 or S in a set. 
-Pu.sus cool brown, gently convex, regular, sinking .in the 

centre when old ; satiny when dry, 2 to 3 inches over. 
Flesh spongy, white. 

STEM solid, cool brown, cylindrical, i f inch high, thick as a 
raven's quill. 

Solitary and in clusters. 
Plantations, Edgbaston. 	 13th Sept. 

(3) GILLS purplish. 

glauco'pus. AG. (ScHIEFr.) Gills brown, changing with age to a 
pinky or lilac tinge, 4 to S in a sex pileus chesnut, 
semi-globular, rather flatted at top, edge rolled iu : 
stem thick, white or pinky : curtain cobweb-like. 

Bull 96 ; the habit excellent—Sch.ply. 53. 
GILLS fixed, brown; when old changing to a pinky or a lilac 

colour, small for the size of the plant, 4 in a set in the 
younger, 8 in the older specimens. 

PILEUS uniform, pale chesnut, covered with a very glutinous 
varnish ; semi-globular, but a little flatted at the top, 
and the, edge considerably turned in; 4-inches over. 
Flesh white, with a pinky tinge. 

STEM solid, whitish, with a pinky or lilac tinge, 2 inches long, 
1 inch diameter. Root very large, bulbous. 

Curteris like a fine cobweb, whose threads extend from the 
stem to the edge of the pipets. 

Ray Syn. p. 3. n. 	has been referred to for this plant, and 
also for the Ag. liiolneens of Linn. but though the general de-
scription perfectly accords with this species, yet the white gills, 
which are repeatedly mentioned, satisfy me that it is a plant 
different from this as well as from the .violacens, which it in no 
respect resembles, except merely in the colour of the stem. 
Major Velley justly remarks, that this plant of Dillcnius agrees 
with 2.198 of Haller, who refers to Schxff. :38 ; a plant not 
now known to exist in England, but probably it will not much 
longer escape the observation of our botanists. 

Ag. buaosur, fl. Angl. is I believe the plant before me. Mr. 
Hudson has been censured for making this a species different 
from the 'violaters of Linn. but Jam satisfied that he has done 
right, and that his character is sufficient to discriminate them. 
He does not say, " lamellis eartileit," but " earnlescentibut, by 
which I imagine that he means they attain this colour in the 
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progress of growth only, and are not originally so. His " stipes 
hrevis," is very expressive, and his character of the pileus is 
pretty exact. Had he referred to Scltxff 33, instead of 34, 
which is the violaceus, his readers. would have understood him 
better, and his reference to Ray has Only served to increase the 
Misunderstanding. This is one of the Agarics which, as well 
as some of the Boleti, are much disposed when in pickle, to run 
into the vinous fermentation. 

glaucopus. 8chxff. Avg. araneosus. Bull. Plantations, 
Edgbaston; rare. 

• 
5th Sept. 

Var. 2. Gills browngreen: stem greenish white. 

• Schaff. 42: 
4g. varius. Schzff. In Packington Park, Warwickshire.. 

AG. •fIaNx.) Gills purple, numerous, 8 in a set: pileusviola'ceus. 
purple to brown, convex, edge turned down: stein 	-
purple, cylindrical. 

Ag. stipitatus, pilci margine violaceo tomentoso, stipite 
cmrulescente lana ferruginea. 11. suer. 1226. 

Schaff. 3.A. 1. 5. 6, monstrous but not uncommon varieties.- 
Ball. 250. and 598. 	5%4 tints very deep-St-bal. 
56, monstrous varieties-Mich. 74. 1. Bull,. 4. 22, nor 
at all characteristic-Buxb. 4. 11, a monster, but the 
description agrees-(Buxb. 4. 9, certainly not our.  plant; 
Batsch. V, very unlike it.) 	 • 

tt.t.s fixed ; from pale lilac to deep violet; numerous, 8 in a 
set ; ong gills sometimes cloven, and a few of them 
rather de-current. 

Pit,sos purple, or reddish brown, or purple only at the edge, 
soft, smooth, firm, convex, but centrally depressed with 
age, and cracking at the edge, which is always rather 
turned down ; from i inch to ., inches over. 

Srrst solid, cylindrical, purple, bulbous at the base, from I to 
4 inches high, and from ,', to 1 inch diameter. Curtain 
like a cobweb, its fragments sometimes left hanging to 
the edge of the pilcus. 

This species differs very much in size, as well as in its tints. 
In an advanced state the pileus loses its lilac colour and assumes 
a russet hue, yet the gills continue with little or no change of 
colour. Here I must remark, that a more permanent criterion, 
as to colour, may be looked for in the gills, than in any other 
part of the Agarics in general. Major VELLEY. 

Pileur large, circular, slightly convex, colour various, from 
the deepest purple to a rusty brown. Gills of a beautiful pale 
purple, unequal lengths. Stem short, thick, solid, swelling at 
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the base. Bulliard remarks a circumstance which I have ob-
served, that in maturity it emits a plentiful powder of the colour 
of Spanish snuff. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Ag. ntiolaceta and amothyttinus. Schaff. Ag. araneotut vio- 
,laeeut. Bull. Ag. violaceus. Bolt. Edgbaston and Barr planta-
tions, not uncommon. Oct.—Dec. Woods near Bath. Major 
VELLey.—Powick near Worcester. Mr. STActutouss. 

cya'neus. 

Var. 2. vadat. Without a curtain : gills very irregular. 
Bolt. 147—Bull. 439. fl—Stlhej: 34—Fl. dan. 1133. 

Cats violet coloured, irregular In disposition, 2, 3, or 4 in a 
set, turning brown with age. 

PILEUS pale brown with more or less of a violet tinge, smooth, 
convex and bossed, when fully expanded concave, 	to 
2 or 3 inches diameter. 

STEM solid, pale brown with a violet tinge, scored, cylindrical 
upwards, but thickening into a bulb at the base, it to 
2 ji inches high, and ;',- to Z  inch diameter. 

This plant varies very much in size, and the violet tints are 
very evanescent. 

Ag. bul60111S• Huds. Ag. ca.rulescent. Schiff  Ag. nudes. Bull. 
Barr, Staffordshire. Edgbaston, pastures. 	 Oct. 

It is often found with us in similar situations with the pre-
ceding; nor can I consider with Mr. Bulliard that the absence 
of the curtain ought alone to constitute a different species. 

AG. (Bum—) Gills brown lilac, numerous, 8 in a set : 
pilcus bluishgreen, gently conxcx, edge a little 
turned down : stein bluish green, scored, crooked ; 
curtain white. 

Ball. I71'. and 53e—Bolt. o. 
GILLs fixed, brown lilac, white within, generally 8 in a set, 

but in some large specimens the •t longer series of gills 
divide towards the edge of the pilcus, and then the small 
gills are not to be found. 

PiLaus conical when young, at full growtit nearly flat, but a 
little turned down at the edge: cracking in the centre 
with age; bluish green, viscid, 2 to 9 inches over. Flesh 
white. 

STEM solid, bluish green, whitish with scurf when young, 
crooked, scored, to 3 inches high, to t inch diame-
ter. Root bulbous. Curtain white, cottony. 

It is remarkable that when se green viscid mucilage is 
scraped off the pilcus, or wears off in its more advanced age, 
the rc d colour appears, which is nearly that of copper. Also 
that the gills are white when their cover of purple paint is re. 
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BUFF. 

moved. The whole skin of the pileus easily strips off and 
shews the white flesh underneath. 

Ag. ganeus. Bull. Ag. politer. Bolt. Rookery, in Edgbas. 
ton Park. 	 Oct. Nov. 

*AG. Gills brown, changing to purplish flesh-colour, tor'tilis. 
few, 4 in a set : pileus red brown, convex, turn- 
ing up with age : stern brownish or dusky flesh- 
colour. 

Bolt. 41. A. 
GILLS fixed, brown sometimes with a purplish cast. 
?mays dark reddish brown, convex, turned up with age, the 

edge crumpled and distorted in various modes, 2-:,ths to 
3.$ths of an inch over. 

STEM solid, brownish, of an inch high, thinner than a swal. 
low's quill. 

Ag. toras. Bolt. Rich garden mould, about the roots of 
Umbrageous plants. 

(4) Giu.s buff. 
A.G. Gills reddish buff : pileus pale yellow, bossed : stem fla'vidus. 

pale yellow. 
Schaff.  35. 

GILLS fixed, deep buff, numerous, 4 in a set. 
PitEus pale yellow, bluntly conical, bossed, full 2 inches over. 
STEM solid, pale yellow, dark brownish at bottom, 2 inches 

' 	high, thick as a swan's quill. Flesh yellowish. 
In the Earl of Aylesford's Park at Packington. 
Var. 2. Gills brown buff, pileus light buff: stem white, 

flesh white. 
Possibly distinct. Gills broad, crumpled, waved at the edge. 

?dells very convex, 4 inches over, edge turned in., Stem 4 or 
5 inches high, near = inch diameter, bulbous at the base. Flesh 
Very thick, whitish. 

In Packington Park. 

AG. Gills tawny, irregular : pileus bright tawny, glossy : haus. 
' stern red brown. 
Bull. 526 ; the upper figures, but the pileus darker than in 

our specimens. 
GILLS fixed, fox-coloured, not numerous, 2, 3 or 4 in a set, but 

mostly 4. 
r'ItEus bright fox-colour, very glossy and satiny, bossed, the 

edge turned in; 1 to 2 inches diameter. Flesh yel-
lowish. 
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&ram-solid, dead reddish brown, darkening and becoming irre-
gularly hollow with age ; generally crooked, 2 to 3 
inches high, thick as a swan's quill. 

Ag. serierus. Bull. but that name had been given before by 
Schmffer and Batsch to another plant. Plantations at Edgbas- 
ton, in clusters.. 	 • 	 Sept. 

ealyeifor'..AG. Gills buff, very numerous, 4 or 8 in a set : pileus 

	

mis. 	brown buff, entirely inverted : stem pale brownish 
buff. 

Bawl,. 118, (represents our plant, but the Gills in ours are 
not split, nor have they the least degree of decurrence.) 

Guts fixed, buff, changing to snuff-coloured brown ; very nu-
merous, 4 or t in a set. 

PILEUS brownish buff, deepest in the center, broad, thin, soon 
turning entirely up, 1 to 2 inches over. 

S-rest solid, but becoming hollow with age, pale brownish buff; 
2 inches high; thick as a raven's quill. 

The whole pileus soon turns up so that the plant appears like 
a rummer glass. It is rare to detect it with the pileus other-

wise than turned up, so that its convex or•flat state is 
probably of short continuance. 

	

Plantations in Edgbaston Park. 	 5th Nov. 1790. 

il'litus. AG. Gills buff, narrow, few, 4 in a set: pileus nearly 
fiat, leathery, livid tawny : stein buff, rather thick. 

GILLS fixed, light buff; 4  in a set, but irregular, very narrow, 
very thinly set, curling up in drying, and adhering so 
closely to the under surface of the pileus, by means of a 
gelatinous matter with which the plant abounds, that 
each gill assumes the appearance of a hollow tube. 

PILEUS tawny, inclining to a leaden hue, smooth, of a thick 
leathery texture, but not fleshy, 11 inch diameter. 

S•rtm solid, light buff, thick for the size of the plant. Major 
V B LLEY. 

In a pine grove by the sham castle on Claverton Down, near 
Bath, but rare. Major VELLEY. In Packington Park, War.. 

wickshire. 

	

ru'bcr. 	AG. Gills buff, 4 in a set: pileus orange red, flat, border 
turned down : stein reddish, cylindrical : juice 

• milky, mild. 	• 
GILLS fixed, pale buff, numerous, 4 in a set. 
Piteus full brick red, to clicsnut, fin ; but the centre depressed, 

and the edge turned down; i to inches over. 
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YELLOW. 

STEM solid, red, cylindrical, strong, 2 inches high, .2.8ths 
diameter. 

Specimen, drawing, and description, from Mr. STAcatousE, 
who found it in woods near Bath ; Comb Green. Oct. 1788. 

*Var. 9. Stem much paler than the pileus: juice yellow. 
Bolt. 	567. 2. 

Ag. tbeiogale. Bull. Woods about Halifax. Oct. Mr. BoE- 
TON. 

• 
(5) GILLS yellow. 

AG. Gills brown yellow : pileus pale yellow, centre darker connatus. 
stein yellow brown. 

CILIA fixed, brown yellow, 4 in a set. 
PILEUs yellow, convex, rather bossed; centre darker, 1 to 11 

inch over. 
STEM solid, yellow upwards, browner and darker below, 2 

inches high ; thick as a goose quill. 
Grows in clusters, in Lord Aylesford's Park, Packington. 

Autumn. 
*Var. 2. Gills pale yellow ; pileus pale yellow, centre 

tawny : stem dirty buff. 
Bolt. 14S—(Mich. 79. 4, it a vet),  different  plant ; and Sterb. 

25, more like Ag. fatricularis.) 
Varies much in size. It is a rare species. 

Cats fixed, arched, narrow, pale yellow, 4 in a set. 
PILEUS convex, thin, i  to 2 inches over. Curtain pale yellow, 

fugacious. 
STEM solid, readily splitting, 3 inches high, -14- inch diameter; 

several from one root, which is long, taper, fibrous. 
BOLTON. 

44g. ramoto-radiratut. BOLT. 148. Plantations, Fixby Hall. 
and near Darlington. 

AG. Gills yellow, 4 in a set : pileus and stem golden fregilis. 
brown. 

Ag. stipitatus, pileo convex° viscido pellucido, lamellisque 
luteis, stipite nudo. 

Vail/. par. xi. 16. 17. 18—Schaf. 230. 
Guts fixed, pale yellow, 2, 4 or 6 in a set ; long ones 16 or 18. 
PILEUS rich brown yellow, convex, at first pointed then dimpled 

in the centre, sides sometimes scored, 2 to 3-sths of an 
inch over.. 	 • STEM solid, pile or rich brown yellow, paler upwards, tender, 
watery, viscid; I- inch high, not thicker than a large 
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pin. VAILL. SCHAFF. Stem tall in proportion, gene-
rally curved, smooth. Pileus thin, without flesh, thence 
transparent; and from the gills being visible through it, 
striated. Gills narrowing at each end. Mr. WOOD. 
WARD. 

Ag. fragilis..Schaeff. Ray Syn. p. 8. n. 3S. Woods and 
hedges amongst moss and fallen leaves. (Pine Grove at Kirby, 
Norfolk, on moss. Mr. WOODWARD.—Pool dam, Edgbaston.) 

Aug.—Oct. 

squamo'sus.*Ao. (SegAvr.) Gills yellowish, toothed, 4 in a set : 
pileus brown yellow, convex but irregular, ragged 
with scales : stem brown yellow, scaly. 

Schaff. 29 and 30. 
GILLS fixed, whitish yellow, toothed or notched at the edge. 
Pitsus brown or greyish yellow, scaly, convex but very irre- 

gular in shape, sometimes hollow in the centre, 3 inches 
over. 

Surd solid, brown yellow, scaly, irregular in shape, 1 I to 3 
inches high, inch or more in diameter. SCHAFFER. 
The hard scaly texture of the pileus and stem, together 
with the indented gills, well characterised in Schieffer's 
figures. Major VELLEY. 

Ag. squanzosus. Scha4f. Hons. 614. 17, Old trees in Ditch-
ingham. RELHAN. Fl. Cantab.—On decayed trees, particularly 
on old willows. 	 Aug.—Nov. 

eitri'nus. *AG. Gills pale or dirty yellow, nearly white at the edae: 
pileus rich brown, golden yellow and waved at the 
edge when fully grown : stem pale greenish yellow. 

Sowerby 8—Schaf. 1.1. 
GILLS fixed, 4 in a set. 
Putt's brown, darker with age and becoming yellow at the 

edge ; convex, but when old, ifverted. '2 to 4 inches 
over. 

STEM solid, cylindrical, but rather thickest in the middle; near 
3 inches high, = inch diameter. 

Mr. Sowcrby informs us that the plant is enveloped in a veil 
of gluten when young. 

Ag. limacinus. Sowerby ; not of SelixfFer. Found by Mr. 
Sowcrby abundantly in fir plantations at Cossey, near Norwich. 

October. 

perona'tus. 4'AG. (Bout.) Gills pale watery straw colour, 4 in a set : 
pileus brown, hemispherical, semi-pellucid : stein, 
its lower half cloathed with yellow wool. 
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Sonverhy 37—Bolt 58. 
GILLS fixed, few, thin, narrow, pellucid, 4 in a set. 
?mays like a mixture of brown and white wool, thin, without 

flesh. 
STEM solid, firm,tough pile straw colour, upper part cylindrical, 

smooth, lower half surrounded with a cottony or woolly 
substance of a bright yellow colour ; 3 inches high, thick 
as a raven quill. BOL ON. 
perronatus. Bolt. A rare species. In the deep and 

moist parts of woods near Halifax. BOLT.—[In the Abbey 
Wood, at Flixton, Suffolk, and Earsham wood, Norfolk . Mr. 
WoonwAand 

* Var. 2. Gills pale brownish yellow; pileus and stem pale 
yellow. 

Schgf. 77. 
Gtt.t.s numerous, narrow. 
PiLsus whitish, flat, thin, edge turned down, 1 or f- inch over. 
STEM solid, cylindrical, whitish yellow, near 2 inches high, 

thick as a faven's quill. Smells like hawthorn. De.. 
scription and drawing from Mr. STACtsHOUSE. 

Ag. caryopyllgus. Schzff. Woods near Bath. 
* Var. ,,. Gills pale whitish yellow : pileus yellowish , 

white, flat : stem tapering upwards, rust coloured and woolly 
below. 

Bull. 158 and 524. I. 
GILLS unequal. 
Pitsus flat, 1 inch over, Often depressed in the middle and 

waved at the edge. 
STEM solid, 3 or 4 inches high, thick as a duck's quill, and 

covered with rust-coloured wool below, tapering and 
thinner upwards. It has a strong smell of garlic. Mr. 
STACKHOUSE. 

Woods near Bath. Mr. STACKHOUSE.—Bagley Wood, Ox. 
fordshire, the Hon. Mr. WENMAN. 

* AG. (SCII2EFP.) Gills pale brownish yellow, few, fleshy, cedernato'- 

	

in pairs : pileus reddish brown, conical, edge turned 	pus. 
in : stem dirty brown, thickest in the middle. 

Bolt. 43—Schaff. 259; colours richer.—(Not Bull. 76 ; nor 
Batscb: 1.f.-11. don. 8 ):). 1, is Ag. aurantius.) 

GILLS fixed, pale yellow, narrower, brittle, crumpled. 
PILE Us dusky reddish brown, conical, edge turned in, crumpled, 

waved, splitting, , inches from the edge to the top of the 
cone. Flesh thick, dry, white. 

Vot. IV, 
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STEM solid, brown grey, hard, dry, brittle, thickest in the mid. 
dle, 5 or 6 inches high, and 1 inch or more in diameter 
in the thickest part. Bourox. . 

Ag. redematopus. Schmff. Ag. rigidus. Bolt. 'Plantations 
and wood grounds about Fixby Hall . 	 July, Atigust. 

rheoi'des. AG. Gills yellow, very irregular: pileus rich orange: 
stem yellow. 

Gius fixed, yellow, numerous, very short, 2 or 4 in a set, but 
very irregular. 

PI LEUS orange yellow, convex, scurfy or scaly, sloping; edge 
very much turned in, 4 inches over. Flesh yellow. 

STEM solid, yellow, fibrous, often crooked and tapering at the 
bottom, compressed, hunched, and variously distorted, 21, 
inches high, 11 diameter. 

Curtain yellow, tough, permanent. Growing in clusters, 
in which many of the plants are much smaller, and the heads 
nearly globular, but 3 or 4 attain the sizes mentioned above. 
The whole plant both within and without is nearly the colour 
of Rhubarb. 

On the stumps of old Hawthorns, and rotten Alders, Edg. 
baston Park, and in the road from Birches Green to Curdworth. 

Sept. Oct. 1793. 

xerampelis- AG. (SctuErr.) Gills golden yellow, 4 in a set : pileus 
nu;. 

	

	fine lake red, to rich orange buff, convex, bossed : 
stein buff and rose, tapering upwards. 

Sowerby 31—Schaff: 247—Battar. 4. C. just broke forth 
from its attrapper.—Mieb.77.1—Clus. hist. 272. 273. 

Giuts fixed, bright golden yellow, just under the edge of the 
pileus nearly orange, very regularly disposed 4 in a set ; 
none of them branched, fleshy, brittle, serrated at the 
edge with a paler cottony matter. 

P IL EUS fine lake red, changing with age to a rich orange and 
buff, and every intermediate shade of these colours 
which render it strikingly beautiful: convex, centre 
bossed, edge turned down, 3 to 4 inches diameter, clothy 
to the touch. Flesh pale buff. 

STEM solid, nearly cylindrical, but gradually tapering upwards, 
rich buff, shaded with fine rose red ; 	to inches high, 

inch diameter. Herb pale, bully, spongy, elastic. 
The most splendid of all thelAgarics. It is said to be 

common in 1 taly, and to be brought to the markets for sale. 
That the ancient Romans esteemed it one of the greatest luxuries 
of the table. Having been made the vehicle for poison to Clau-
dius Cxsar, by his wife Agrippina, it has been celebrated by the 
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satiric pen'of Juvenal, and the epigrammatic muse of Martial. 
See Schaffer, p. 65; chiefly taken from Clus. hist. 273, where 
the reader will find several other curious circumstances respect. 
ing it. But I am pretty well satisfied that these authors have 
mistaken the species, and that the above accounts ought to be 
transferred to the Ag. deliciosus, which is still as highly esteem.. 
ed in modern Italy as it was in ancient Rome. The Ag. 
xerampelinus is eatable, but it has a strong heavy earthy taste, 
and is not at all agreeable. 

This plant must be very rare in this country, as it is unno-
ticed by any of our botanists. It was first found by my daugh-
ter in the Red Rock plantations at Edgbason, several growing 
together of different ages and sizes, in a dry soil, where either a 
larch or a fir tree had been cut down 4 years before. A few 
days afterwards we found it again in company with Mr. Stack.. 
house, but none of our specimens were found with either cur.. 
fain or ring. The specimens first gathered afforded a milky 
juice in greater abundance than I had ever seen in any other 
species, but these the next day shewed no signs of milk, neither 
Were those gathered a few days afterwards on the same spot, at 
all lactescent. This first taught me that that circumstance could 
not be relied on as a specific distinction. It is described and 
figured by Clusius as being involved in a wrapper or volva, 
When young and about the size and shape of an egg. The cur.. 
tain, and its remains on the stem in form of a broad permanent 
ring, arc also noticed by the authors referred to above, so that 
notwithstanding the defect of these parts in our specimens, there 
Can be no doubt of their existence in others. 

Ag. casarius. SCH/EFFER, and Bot. arr. ed. ii. Red Rock 
Plantations, Edgbaston. 6th July, 1791 ; and in Sept. 1793. 
Vir plantations, Tettenhall, Staffordshire, amongst moss. 

July, 1792. 
* Var. ?. Pileus rich dark reddish brown ; stein brown red. 

Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
* Var. 3. Pileus and stem golden brown. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
* Var. 4. Pileus rich red purple ; stem dusky gold colour. 

Bolt. 14. 
* Var. 5. Pileus rich red brown, stem pinky. 
Schal. 214. 213, a pro4ferous variation.—Schaff. 219, and 

234, are other varieties of this species, but I have no 
evidence that they havc )'et been found in this island. 

DILLS fixed, not crowded, strong, fleshy, brittle, serrated on 
the edge with a brownish colour. 

PI!, sus globular, bloomy purple, clothy to the touch, 3 inches 
diameter. Flash thkk, brittle, white. 

r 
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STEM solid, but spongy, 3 inches long, 1 inch diameter, dusky 
gold colour, brittle, pale yellow within. BOLTON. 

Var. 6. Gills pale buff: pileus peach bloom colour, convex 
when young, dimpled when full grown: stem pale yellow with 
a pinky tinge. 
GILLS fixed, numerous, pale buff, 8 in a set. 
PILEUS regularly convex, paler and turned down at the edge, 

from 22 to a inches over, hollowed a little when old. 
Flesh white. Curtain yellowish white, tough, leaving a 

permanent broad ring on the stem. 
STEM solid, but pithy, yellowish white or pinky, cylindrical, 3 

to 3 inches high, inch or more in diameter. 
On the stump of a fir or a larch, in the Red Rock planta- 

tion, Edgbaston ; in clusters. 	 25th Sept. 1795. 
Maggots very soon excavate the pithy central part of the 

stem, forming an irregular hollow. 
The above arc the most remarkable varieties of this very 

beautiful and splendid Agaric. Mr. Woodward has noticed that 
when discharging their seeds the edges of the gills have rather a 
fringed than a serrated appearance. Mr. Stackhouse always 
found the gills of a bright gold colour. Pileus of various tints, 
from reddish purple to rich brownish yellow ; flat, often de-
pressed in the centre, edge turned down ; clothy. Stem thick, 
large, clothy to the feel, purple. Often found in clusters. This 
gentleman discovered and sent me three beautiful drawings of 
the plant prior to its appearance in any English publication. Pi-
lees from 2 to 5 inches over, deep saffron colour, blended with 
purple tints, but often of a red brown and purplish. Gills con-
stantly yellow, rather broad and full. Stem thick, from 1 to 4 
inches long. Major VELLEY. 

Ag. xerampelinus. Schzeff. [Fir plantations near Bath ; fir 
woods at Clowance, Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOUSE. — Major 
VELLEY.—Pine grove, Ditchingham. Mr. WOODWARD.] Aug. 

oliva'ceus. * AG. Gills yellow : pileus olive green, dotted, convex : 
stem pale rose colour. 

Schaff. 204. 
GILLS fixed, golden yellow, in pairs, fleshy, long one sometime' 

splitting. 
PILEUS olive green, dotted, convex, 3 to 4 inches over, edge 

turned up when old. 
STEM wild, pale rose red, cyligdrical, 2 inches high, + inch 

diameter. Flesh white. 4ScurcFrEa. 
Ag. olivaceus. Scharff. Found by Dr. Sibthorpc in Shotovet 

plantations, Oxfordshire. 	 Oct,  
Possibly another variety of the Ag. xerampelinus. 
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(6) GILLS grey. 
AG. Gills reddish grey : pileus yellow brown : stem littore'us. 

white. 
Git.ts fixed, reddish grey, fleshy, 4 in a set. - 
?HAUS yellow brown, convex, edge rather turned in, 11 inch 

over. 
STEM solid white, 1 inch long, thick as a goose quill. Ring 

permanent. 
On the green sward adjoining to the sea shore at Teign- 

mouth. 	 6th Oct. 179':.. 

AG. Gills light grey brown, broad : pileus very dark semiluna'-
brown, convex, the edge turned downwards and in- tus. 
wards : stem black. 

GILLS fixed, light grey brown, 4 in a set, broad, crumpled. 
PILEITS dark blackish brown, convex, but the edges arched in-

wards so that a section presents the shape of a crescent, 
near J- an inch in diameter. 

STEM solid ; z(but the drawing which I have seen of the plant 
not quite decisive on that point,) black, very light grey 
within, 1 to 1= inch high, thinner than a swallow's 
quill. 	 • 

In the Earl of Aylesford's Park, at Packington, Warwicksh. 
Autumn. 

III. SOLID and LOOSE. 

(1) GILLS white. 
A.G. (ScHAFF.) Gills white, irregular : pileus convex, bulbo'sus. 

white : stem cylindrical, white. 
Bull. 364—Schaff. 24I—Bch. 48—Batt ar. 6. A. 

GILLS loose, white, or watery white, very numerous, irregular, 
but mostly in pairs, the short ones very unequal in 
length, and sometimes not present. 

PILES'S white, at first nearly semiglobular, cracking across as it 
expands further ; sometimes fringed at the edge with 
the remains of the curtain ; smooth, 4 or 5 inches over. 
Flab white, spongy, very thick. 

STEM solid, irregularly hollow with age, white, cylindrical, 
smooth, rarely quite straight, 4 inches high, 	inch or 
more in diameter. Ring permanent, broad, white. 

This is one of those Agarics which possesses all the parts 
belonging to the Genus, and being on a larger scale, is well fit-
ted for instructin,r5  the learner to understand them. In its em-
bryo state it is inclosed in a wrapper, and is equal in size to 
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large pullet's egg. If this be cut through vertically, the section 
brings to view the gills, the pileus, the stem as yet imperfectly 
formed, and the curtain extending from•the stem to the edge of 
the pileus, the remnants of which in a more advanced state of 
growth, are sometimes observably fringing the edge of the pi-
lens, and always fcrming a broad ring round the upper part of 
the stem. A good drawing of it in its egg-state may be seen 
in Bulliard, p1,30-1. A.—Also see our plate 19. 

It is subject to several other trifling variations : 
I.—Centre bossed surface very viscid, changing to pale ash-

colour. This happens principally in the autumn. 
2.—Proliferous; another smaller one of the same growing on 

the pileus of a larger plant. This I have seen happen 
when growing in the rank soil of a hot-bed in the middle 
of summer. 

Ag. babotur. Schaff. Ag. amides albus. Bull. Ag. Tema. 
lir. Bolt. It may be found from spring to the end of autumn 
in rich soil. Not unfrequent in gardens, particularly on the 
sides and the base of hot-beds. I have seen it on a mushroom 
bed u ith the Ag. campestris. There are still other varieties 
figured in plate J77 of Bulliard's Agarics, and also in plate 597, 

" Var. 2. Pileus dusky mouse, set with warts of rather a 
paler colour. 

Bull. 593, also the elate without a number, named Ag. soli. 
farius—Bolt. 47. 

Gills t in a set. but irregular. Stem 4 or 5 inches high 
the curtain remaining on it. BOLT. 

Ag. merrueosus. BOLT. but none of his synonyms. 
In woods about the roots of trees, but rare. In the Shroggs 

opposite Birks Hall. BOLT. 

*Var. 3. Pileus scarlet, with white blotches, the fragments 
of the inner wrapper.• 

Bolt. 46. 
Gills loose, 4 in a set, Pileus convex, smooth. Flesh 

thick, white, brittle. Stem firm, solid, brittle, cylindrical, 
white. Curtain white, forming a permanent ring. BOLTON. 

Ag. 	Bolt. In a plantation at Mill's Bridge, near 
I Iuddersfield. 

Var. 4. Pileus scurfy : seem hardly 2 inches high, 
In pastures. 	 Autumn.  

conteetus, AG. (BOLT.) Gills brownish w bite, thin, uniform ; pi-
lens white, conical, cottony : stein white, tapering 
upwards, 
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Bolt. 173—(Not. Bull. Ag. diea4formis, for that has a hol-
low stem.) 

GILLS loose, uniform, numerous, thin and delicate, white, with 
a faint tinge of pale brown. 

PILEvs conical, pointed, white, yellowish brown at the apex, 
smooth, light, cottony; withers in decay, from to 1 
inch in diameter at bottom, and as much in height. 

&rest solid, white, gently tapering upwards, 2 inches high, 
thick as a swallow's quill. Curtain white, very evanes-
cent. BOLTON. 

Ag. confertus. Bolt. Amongst bark in hot-houses. 
Nov. 1785. 

AG. Gills white, pileus white, convex or widely conical, creta'ceus. 
tufted : stern white, club-shaped downwards. 

Soquerby 2, right hand and lower figures—Bull. 374. 
GILLS loose and distant from the stem, white, 4 in a set. 
PILEITS chalky white, tufted with cottony hairs, 3 to 4 inches over. 
STEM white, pithy, club-shaped, 3 to 4 inches high, a  inch dia- 

meter upwards, near f inch below. Ring permanent. 
Ag. cepastifies. Sowerby, see Ag. luteus ; but it seems much 

!tore closely allied to the Ag. confertus of Bolton, and I think 
they will prove to be the same species. 

On the bark beds of hot houses. 

*AG. (Boras.) Gills white, numerous, 4 in a set : pileus 
' 	white, bluntly conical, brown at the top; stein 

white, tapering upwards. 
Bolt. 153—(Schaff. 2'56, is a variety 'with gills in 'airs and 

pileus flat at the lop.) 
GILLS loose, thin, pliable. 
PILEus smooth like vellum, milk white, 	inch to the apex of 

the cone. Flesh hite, thin. 
STEM solid, pure white within and without, largest at the bottom, 

decreasing gradually upwards, splits into fibres; 5 inches 
high, inch diameter at the bottom, . at the top. BOLT. 

Ag. albus. Schiff. and Bolt. Sheep croft at Stannary near 
Halifax, and elsewhere in sheep pastures. 	 Aug. 

* Var. 2. Gills few : pileus wholly white. 
Bull. 256—Bolt. 155. 

GILLs loose, white, soft, few, 4 in a set. 
PiLaus convex, or rather bluntly conical, white, thin, i  to 1 

inch over. 
STM solid, white, thick as a crow quill, but much thicker 

downwards, where it is sometimes tinged with red; 
11 to 2; inches high. Bovrts. 
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.4g. alumnus. Bolt. .4g. tuberosur. Bull.. On old plants of 

Ag. integer and other species of Fungi, but rare. 

splen'dens. AG. Gills pure white, numerous, 2 or 4 in a set : pileus 
like tarnished copper, glossy, bluntly conical: 
stem brownish white, tapering upwards. 

GILLS loose, very white, very numerous, thin, and tender, throw. 
ing out an abundance of dust colouredseeds from the 
edges, and then changing to a pinky white. 

PILEIM colour of tarnished copper, with a metallic lustre, beau. 
tifully glossy, scarcely viscid, apparently streaked, or 
fibrous like smoothly combed hair, smooth to the touch, 
bluntly conical, edge parallel to the stem, from to I 
inches over. Flesh very white, tender and spongy, crack. 
ing when fully expanded. 

STEM solid, white, with longitudinal pale brown rising lines, 
regularly tapering upwards, 4 to (I inches high, near an 
inch diameter at bottom and half as much at top. Flesh 
tender, juicy, spongy. 

This must be a very rare species, as its size and the metallic 
splendour of its pileus cannot fail to attract the eyed and yet 
there does not appear to be any figure of it. 

On a rotten alder stump by the side of the pool in Edgbas.. 
ton Park. Also close to the bottom of an oak stump, at a dis. 
tance from water. 	 20th July, 1792. 

radica'tus. *AG. (RELII.) Gills white, few, 4 in a set : pileus brown-
ish, bluntly conical : stem brown, tapering up-
wards : root very long. 

Bull. 232 and 515. 
Gttxs loose, white,Tew, distant, 4 in a set. 
?MELTS brownish, or dirty white, rather bell-shaped, not fleshy, 

almost pellucid, edge rather bent in, but with age turn. 
ing up, .3 to 4 inches over, or more. 

STEM solid, rather woody, I. tot inches high, thick as a goose 
quill, gradually thickening from the pileus down to the 
ground, then penetrating the earth in form of a long 
root tapering downwards. RELHAN n. 1040. Stem co. 
vered with a thick down, of a reddish brown colour ; 5 
or , inches high, gradually increasing in thickness to 
the ground, and then tapering to a spindle shaped root 
which penetrates d •ep into the earth. 1 raised it to more 
than the length of the gel, above ground without ob. 
taming the whole root. Piles: about 4 inches over, 
pale brown or dirty white, almost transparent, being 
absoluse.y without flesh ; the edge rather bent in. Gills 
few, white, broad, ♦ in a set, none of them reaching 
the stem. Upon comparing the description of Mr. 
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Relhan with the above, which was drawn up some time 
before the publication of his supplement, it cannot be• 
doubted but the plants are the same. Bulliard's plate 
2:' 7 agrees, except that the pileus is described as downy, 
and the stem is longitudinally striated ; bat as from its 
woody substance it shrinks and somewhat twists in dry-
ing, this appearance in the figure may be occasioned by 
that circumstance. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Ag. longipes. Bull. Soliiary ; in the margins of cornfields, 
at Mettingham, and Homersfield, Suffolk; on a strong clayey 
soil. Mr. AV000tvAitn. Also a good drawing and description 
sent me by Mr. Stackhouse, but without a place of growth. 

* Var. 2. Stem not 2 inches high, swelling out to the size of 
a finger ; root 14 inches long, and large in proportion. RELHAN. 
suppl. ii. p. 25. 

Pastures and plantations. 	 Sept.  

AG. (BoLT.) Gills brownish watery white, 2  or 4 in a oricades. 
set : pileus pale brown, convex, irregular : stem 
whitish, browner with age, very tough, tardy cen- 
tral. 

Bull. 144 ; but the plate has too much appearance of a. 
finished smoothness, and is too h:gh(y and too unifirm& co. 
loured. There is no characteristic drawing extant.—
Batton 21. E. gives a good idea of it in its more ad-
vanced state; but I know that to be 'a vety different 
plant, and as such, shall refer to it in its proper place. 

GILLS loose, (but the part attached to the pileus juts up very 
close to the stem, so as to give them almost the appear-
ance of being fixed) watery brownish white, 2 or 4 in 
a set, the small ones often very minute, and the large ones 
sometimes splitting at the outer end ; not numerous, ra-
ther bioad for the size of the plant ; frequently connect-
ed to the pileus by ligaments. 

Purus pale buffy brown, convex, irregular, a sudden depression 
of the border at some distance from the centre, often giv. 
ing the appearance of a large rounded boss in the middle; 
central colour generally deeper, 1 inch to 1 over ; edge 
turning up with age. 

STEM solid, white, changing to watery brown, cylindrical, but 
thicker and flattened just under the pileus, very tough, 
mostly crooked, twisted when dry, rarely central, 1} 
inch high, thick as a crow quill. 

RAY Syn. (i..27. Ag. firatensis. 2r. HUDS. Ag. coriaceus. 12. 
LIGHTFuot. Ag. pseuelosnouceron. Bull. But neither of these 
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names could be preserved, having been, and not improperly, pre-
viously applied to other species. 

Edgbaston, hedge banks, pastures, in small or large patches, 
particularly in fairy rings. Abounds in upland pastures, and 
sheep commons. Mr. STscsnoust. 	 June—Oct. 

Var. 2. Gills cream colour: pileus buff: stem mealy. 
Pastures, Edgbaston. 	 20th May, 1792. 
Sometimes the pileus is as much as 3 inches in diameter. 
In fairy rings on the ground sloping down to Hockley Pool, 

and on a piece of grass land sloping to the South in the pleasure 
ground of Mr. Boulton, at Soho. 	 2d June, 1792. 

*Var. 3. Pileus yellow brown, more fleshy, more regularly 
convex. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Bolt. 151. 
Mr. Woodward observes that this variety is found in groves; 

that the stem retains its usual colour and toughness. He says 
also that this species has a much higher flavour than the common 
mushroom, but probably from its leathery nature is indigestible, 
except in the form of powder, in which it is admirable. I have 
seen the pileus and gills of this Agaric very brittle and tender 
when fully saturated with moisture in rainy seasons, and in that 
state it is sufficiently digestible. It is not, as Mr. Lightfoot has 
supposed, the • Mouceron of the French, though often used in 
France instead of that. Mr. Bulliard informs us that it is used 
in ragouts, that its flavour is equal to that of the true Mouce-
ron, but that it is more tough. 

I am satisfied that the bare and brown, or highly cloathed 
and verdant circles, in pasture fields, called Fairy Rings, are 
caused by the growth ,of this Agaric. We have many of them 
in Edgbaston Park, on the side of a field sloping to the South 
West, of various sizes ; but the largest, which is 1 ti feet di-
ameter, and about as many inches broad in the periphery where 
the Agarics grow, has existed for some years on the slope of an 
adjoining pasture field, facing the South. The soil is thin, on 
a gravelly bottom. The larger circles are seldom compleat. The 
large one just now described is more than a semi-circle, but this 
phenomenon is not strictly limited to a circular figure. Where 
the ring is brown and almost bare, upon digging up the soil to 
the deprif of about '2 inches, the spawn of the Fungus will be 
found, of a greyish white colour, but where the grass has again 
grown green and rank, I never found any of the spawn existing. 
A similar mode of growth takes place in some of the crustaceous 
Lichens, particularly in the L. era -fugal. • 

As this Agaric may be procured plentifully, and as its fine 
flavour will probably soon introduce it to our tables, particularly 
in catsups and in powder, forms in which its toughness is no 
objection to its use ; I imagine it may be of some consequence 
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to guard against errors in those who gather it, or in those Who 
direct it gathered; and as much confusion and many mistakes 
have hitherto existed amongst authors on the subject of this , 
very common plant, I shall now, in addition to the particular 
description given of it above, subjoin a list of the figures erro-' 
neously quoted as representing it, pointing out wherein they 
differ from it. 
4g. mouceron. Bull. 142. This is very unlike our plant, it has 

a very thick and fleshy pileus, its gills are extremely 
narrow and numerous, and its stem is thick and short. 
Not to mention that the gills too are fixed to the stein. 

Ag. lucocephalus. Bu11.428. 1. This is a much larger plant, 
has a fixed gill, a much thicker, and a brittle stem, but 
the toughness of the stem in our plant is such as is nearly 
alone sufficient to distinguish it. 

Itattar. 2•2. C. Not to mention other marks of difference, this 
has a holiatv stem. 

4g. melleus. Schaff. 4.5. This has a fixed gill, and a hollow 
stem. 

4g. pallidur. Schaff 50. This is indeed very unlike ourplant; 
it has a thick fleshy pileus, a thick stem, and decurrent 
gills. 

farmulentus. Scharff.  205. This has a hollow stem, a pow.. 
dercd pileus, and a dirty brown gill. 

4g, collinus. Sch:rff. 2:20. This has a hollow stem, otherwise 
it is not much unlike it; but the stem is too thick for 
our plant, and the boss upon the pileus is very peculiar. 

Ag. niveus. Schaff.  .!32. Differs very widely indeed, having a 
pileus concave in the centre, a hollow stem, and a very 
decurrent gill. 

Ag. 'meatus. Fl. dan. 830. I. This figure has some general 
resemblance, and the dccurrent gills may be only ap- 
parently so from the turning up of the pileus in the ad. 
vanced age of the plant. The author however refers to 
Rattar. p. 46. t. 21. fig. F. and we here find that this is a 
very large species indeed, well agreeing with the trivial 
name pnealrus, but the figure gives no such idea. 

I have referred to Ray Syn. p. 6. n. 27, for our plant, but a 
very respectable authority has lately given this species of Ray 
to the Ag. sore-Wits. I confess that the short character given 
by Mr. Ray is so imperfect as to admit of various applications, 
though his usual sagacity did not desert him when he mention-
ed its leathery texture. But this alone would not have been suf-
ficient. Fortunately lie subjoins an English name, Scotch bon. 
Ives, from which, those who are intimately acquainted with 
the habit of the fairy-ring Agaric, will immediately acknow. 
ledge it. 
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pulvina'tus. *AG. (BOLT.) Gills greyish white, 4 in a set : pileus con-

vex, brown mouse : stern dark grey, tapering up- .  
wards: wrapper permanent. 

Bolt. 49; but n'ne of his synonyms.) 
GILLS loose, the 2 smaller series lopped. 
P1LEUS when fully expanded flatted at the top like a cushion; 

edge strongly scored :. 3 or 4 inches over. Flesh white, 
spongy. 

STEM solid, dark grey, nearly cylindrical but thicker at the 
bottom, which is inclosed in a permanent wrapper; 3 
to 4 inches high, ne;Ir } an inch diameter. BOLTON. 
The colour of the gills not mentioned in the descrip-
tion, but if grey white as represented in the figure, it 
cannot be the same plant as Mr. Bulliard's Ag. volva-
ceus, pl. 262, which has white gills when young, 
changing to salmon colour when in maturity. 

Ag. atulvinattes. Bolt. Woods and moist shady places about 
Halifax, but rare. 	 Sept. 

horizontailis*Ao. (BULL.) Gills yellowish white, 4 in a set: pileus 
yellowish brown, convex, not fully circular : stein 
bent horizontally. 

Bull. 324. 
GILLS loose, contiguous to the stem but not fixed to it, yellow-

ish white, few, rounded at the edge, 4 in a set, the 
smaller series very minute. 

Y1LEU5 convex, yellowish brown, almost semi-orbicular, smooth, 
shining, 1 inch broad. 

STEM solid, little more than t  an inch long, central, but imme- 

diately into the 
so as to be parallel to the pileus, and in- 

serted 	the crevices of the bark on which it grows ; 
in thickness equal to a swallow's quill. I have fre-
quently been deceived in gathering this plant, the stem 
from its mode of growth, not being easily seen, I have 
supposed it to be a dimidiated Agaric until it was pulled. 
Mr. WOODWARD. 

Ag. horizontalit. Bull. On old trees at Mettingham, and 
elsewhere, near Bungay. Mr. WooDwaan. 

eldvus, AG. (LINN.) Gills white, in pairs: pileus with a dimple 
in the centre: stein very long and slender : root 
very long. 

Schaf. 59. very good, hut ra4er large.—Bull. 14S, B. C. 
D.-4. is another species.—T'aill. xi. 19. 19. 20.—Bolt. 
39. B. 

GILLS loose, in pairs, white, about 20 of each sort. 
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PILEUS pale orange, convex, with a dimple in the centre, from 
th to 3-1t,ihs of an inch over. 

STEM solid, pale orange, semi-transparent, from + to 1 inch high, 
not thicker than a pin. Root very long. 

This is a Linnman species, but I omit the character in the 
Fl: Suec. as it is evident that the author had confounded two 
different plants together. In the Sp. pl. ed. 3. the erroneous 
part of the reference to Vail/. Par. is thrown out, but the whole 
of the error is not yet removed. 

Ray Syg. 9. 4•l, has been supposed to be this plant, but the 
conical pileus does not justify that opinion. 

claws. Scharff. Bull. Bolt. Common amongst moss and 
old leaves. 	 July. 

Var. 2. Pileus and stem pinky white. 
Bull. 569. 2. 

GILLS loose, white, in pairs. 
PILEUS flat, pinky white, near J, an inch diameter. 
STEM solid, pinky towards the bottom, 2 inches high or more, 

not thicker than a strong bristle. Root very long. 
epiphylkus. Bull. On dead leaves in Lord Aylesford's 

Park at Packington. 	 Autumn. 

AG. Gills white, numerous, irre!Tular : pileus rich reddish avella'neus. 
yellow, gently eons', x: stem brown yellow. 

GILLS loose, white, with something of a yellowish cast; thin, 
numerous, 3 or 4 in a set, and often several long ones toge-
ther. 

1311,Eus the colour of a freFh gathered ripe hazel nut; gently 
cc nvex, rather bossed, thin at the edge, 2.} inches over. 
Flesh whitish, with a tinge of the nut colour. 

STEM solid, gently tapering upwards, brown yellow, flecked 
with a scurf of a redder colour; 4 inches high, near Z  an 
inch diameter. 

This species I believe was first found in England about 3 
years ago, by Mr. Knapp, who then sent me an account of it, 
observing that it gave a greasy appearance to the paper in which 
he had preserved it. On making further enquiries concerning 
it, he favoured me in March last with a drawing made from 
his dried specimen, and also the following observations—Cillr 
white. Alerts nearly flat, of a nut colour, with an extremely 
fine woolliness. Stem tawny, rather scored, not holl ->w. Mr. 
KNAPP.-I imagine it is a rare plant, as Mr. Knapp has not 
found it since, though its size and the length of its stem, as well 
as the elegance of its appearance, render it sufficiently observable. 
A single specimen was gathered in this neighbourhood, and 
brought to me this morning. 

   
  



ass 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Loose. 
BROWN. 

Shenlcy, Bucks. Mr. KNAPP. On the West side of Mosely 
Common, near Birmingham. 	 Gth July, 1792. 

Geor'gii. *AG. (LINN.) Gills yellowish white pileus yellow, con-
vex, hollow in the centre : stern yellow, thickish, 
smooth; juice yellow. 

Ag. stipitatus, pilco flavo convexo, lamellis albis. Fl. suet. 
ii. 264.9.-3. B. iii. S24. 2—Park. 1317. 4—Sterb. 4. 

C. (not 11. 3.) 
Gills loose. Pilens brimstone coloured, 4 inches over. Stem 

solid, irregularly hollow with age. LINN. CLUE. HALLER. Pileus 
striated and hairy ai the edge, white, changing to yellowish, 
and reddish yellow when old; but the gills do not lose their 
whiteness. Stem short, thick, woolly. GLEDITSCH. If wound-
ed bleeds plentifully with a yellow juice. 

This species is introduced on the authority of Mr. Hudson 
and Mr. Relhan. I cannot collect the exact description of the 
gills from any of the authors who have mentioned it, but from 
the general structure of the plant it is probable that they are 
loose. Ray Syn. p. 2. n.2. 

Woods and pastures. 	 Sept. 
* Var. 2. 
Mr. Stackhouse had repeatedly mentioned to me a large es-

culent Agaric found on the sea-coast in Cornwall, which is, I 
believe, a monstrous variety of this species. Its whole habit is 
very large, the button as big as a potatoe, the expanded pileus 
18 inches over, the stem as thick as a man's wrist, the gills 
very pale; the curtain as tough and as thick as a piece of lea-
ther, the juice yellowish; the flavour inferior to that of the 
Ag. campestris. And he has very lately informed me that it 
corresponds with the description of J. B. hist. iii. p. 824, cited 
by Linnwus under Ag. Georgii. It was probably a plant of 
this kind, which was mentioned to me by a gentleman of un-
doubted veracity, as having been gathered some years ago on 
an old hot-bed in a garden in Birminghani, and weighed 14 
pounds. 

On the sea coast or commons, Weymouth, Devonshire, and 
West of Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

(2) GILLS brown. 

luteo-fus'- AG. Gills yellow brown : pileus dark yellow brown, 
cus. 	widely conical, bossed : sin brown. 

GILLS loose, yellow brown, 4 in a set. 
rums dark yellow brown, convex but peaked in the. centre, 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Loose. 	923 
$RowN. 

full 1 inch over, rather powdered, cracked at the edge 
when old. 

STEM solid, brown, paler in the middle, cylindrical, 1 to 11 inch 
high. 

In the Earl of Aylesford's' Park at Packington. 	Autumn. 

*.AG. Gills rich ochrey brown : pileus rich yellow brown: collini'tus. 
stem dirty white : ring permanent. 

Socsierby 9. 
GILLS loose, the colour of rusty iron, 4 in a set. 
PiLeus tawny brown, rather conical, 4 or 5 inches over. 
STEM solid, whitish, nearly cylindrical, 3 to .i inches high, i  an 

inch diameter. Ring turned down on the stem. 
When young it is enveloped in a veil of gluten, which is du.. 

table on the dried specimen, and has a beautiful transparent ap- 
Pearance like isinglass. Sowerby. Peckham Wood. 	Oct. 

*AG. Gills red brown : pileus greenish grey, nearly flat vOlva'eens. 
when most expanded. • Stem whitish. 

Sowerby 1—Bull. 262. 
Guas loose, numerous, red brown, 2 or 4 in a set. 
PiLsus greenish, or greyish, convex or widely conical, nearly 

flat and cracking when fully expanded; 4 or 5 inches' 
over. Flesh thin, white. 

STEM solid, whitish, nearly cylindrical, 3 to 4 inches high, 
inch diameter. 

• Wrapper at the root, grey or greenish. In the bark beds 
of hot-houses. Mr. RELHAN; and since by Mr. Sowerby on a 
Very rotten stump of a lime tree. 	 Aug. 

*AG. (Scux.yr.) Gills pale brown, uniform: pileus ba'dius. 
orange brown, rather bossed : stem pale cinnamon, 
with a permanent wrapper at the root. 

Schaff. 24.3—Boll. 38. ..2—(Mr. Bolton refers to Schaf. 95, 
"which possibly may be the same, and also to Sclue,ff. 211, 
which insist be a mistake.) 

GILLS loose, uniform, broad, distant, pale cinnamon brown. 
P/LEUS bright brown inclining to orange, smooth, streaked near 

the edge, inches over. 
STEM solid, hollow with age, pale cinnamon, smooth, tapering 

upwards, 4 inches high, i  of an inch diameter, surround-
ed at its base by a permanent wrapper which splits into 
3 lobes. BOLTON. 

Ag trilobus. BOLTON. Ag. badiur. Schiff: Dry woods about 
Aug. 

   
  



224 	CRITTOGANITA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Loose. 
BROWN. 

canalicula'-AG. Gills nearly uniform, blackish brown : pileus cylin- 
tus. 	drical, channeled, mouse coloured, reddish at top: 

stem white. 	 • 
GILLS loose, dirty blackish brown, not all of a length, but 

without any short ones. • 
PILEUS mouse colour, smooth, reddish at the top, cylindrical, 

blunt, channeled, 3-8ths of an inch high, not quite so 
much in diameter. 

STEM solid, white, tender and pulpy, f of an inch high, thick 
as a swallow's quill. 

Drawing and description from Mr. Stackhouse, who attend-
ed the progress of the growth in two of these plants, which 
sprang up in a pot containing an orange tree, in the window of 
a parlour in Bath. 	 June, I79'2. 

I have since met with the same plant, growing in the soil in 
an unfinished house in Birmingham. A parlour floor had been 
loosely laid with oak planks the preceding year, and on taking 
them up this plant made its appearance. 	 July. 

glandi'ea:- AG. Gills pale yellowish brown, 4 in a set: pileus dirty 
lyx. 

	

	mealy white on a pale ground, spreading, peaked : 
stern pale yellowish brown. 

GILLS loose, pale yellowish brown, 4 in a set. 
PILEUS widely conical, pointed, dirty mealy white on a pale 

brown yellow ground, with a peak in the centre, about l-
a an inch high, much resembling the cup of an acorn. 

STEM solid, cylindrical, pale yellowish brown, seldom straight, 
f to 1 inch high, thick as a swallow's quill. 

Plantations at Edgbaston, on the ground. 

cor'neus. AG. Gills pale buffy brown, 2 or 4 in a set : pileus pale 
brown : stern brown, crooked. 

GILLS fixed to a fleshy ring in the pileus, and close adjoining, 
but not united to the stem ; pale brown or butfy, not 
thick set, strong and rather tough; in pairs or in fours. 

PILEUS pale brown, convex, flatted, edge turned in, thin ; from 
the size of a pin's head to i-‘411 of an inch over. 

STEM solid, brown, very much crooked, 4  to of an inch high, 
sometimes rather scurfy, thick as a small needle, tough, 
horny when dry. 

On the stump of a fir tree which had been fallen, in the Red 
Rock Plantation, Edgbaston. 	• 	 11 Aug. 1793. 

• 
lycoperdo- *AG. Gills blackish brown: pileus dirty white; globular: 

noi'des. 	stem white, short. 
Bull. 166. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Loose. 	2'25 
RED. 

Gus loose, brown changing to blackish, few, thick, uniform 
Pitsos white 'changing to dirty brown yellow, globular, from 

the size of a pea to .1 an inch diameter. 
STEM solid, white, cylindrical, i to I an inch high; thick as a 

crow or a swallow's quill. 
Ag. 1.yeoperdanoides. Bull. Grows on the pileus and gills of 

other Agarics in a state of decay. Found by Mr. Dickson and 
Dr. Sibthorpe. 	 Oct. 

(3) GILLS red. 

*AG. (BoLT.) Gills ruby red, 4 in a set: pilcus dark red, ru'bens. 
gently conical: stein bright 'red. 

doll. 713. 
GILLS loose, thin, transparent; when held between the eye and 

the light, of a glowing ruby colour, regularly 4 in a set. 
?MELTS gently conical, fine dark red, cottony to the touch, I 4,- 

inch over. 
STEM solid, strong bright red, hard, seldom straight, 4 to 5 

inches high, thick as a goose quill. BOLTON. 
Ag. coccineui. Bulliard, but not Schxffer 30!. M. Bulliard's 

name is rejected because previously appropriated by Scopoli to 
another species. Indeed the same reason exists against Mr. 
Bolton's name, but that the species which Scopoli has called 
ntbens, is a variety of Ag. muscarius. 

Ag. rubens. Bolt. Ag. Kermisinui. Fl. dan. In a wood 
belonging to Shibden Hall, near Halifax, and not elsewhere. 

Oct. 

*AG. Gills reddish brown, irregular; pilcus dead yellow angula'tui. 
brown, widely conical, very glossy : stem darker. 

GILLS loose, reddish brown, angular, irregular, :3 or 4 in a set. 
PILEUS dead leaf colour, ver, glossy and satiny, widely coni- 

cal, sometimes bossed, 1 inch over in the largest speci- 
mens. 

trem solid; dark brown, inclining to black; 2 inches high, 
thick as a swallow's quill. 

Found by Mr. Stackhouse at Pendarvis. 	 Aug. 

AG. Gills loo;e, pinky flesh-colour, 4 in a set : pileus auran'tius. 
pale pink: stem pinky white. 

Ag. aurantius. Var. 3. See HOLLOW and FIXED. 

At. (Us. v.', Gills pinky, changing to dark liver colour, campeS'trit;„ 
crowded, irregular : pilcus convex, white to brown; 
stein white, cylindrical : cuitain 

VOL. IV. 

   
  



226 	CRYPTOGAIVIIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Loose, 
RED. , 

Var. 1. Pileus smooth, or only a little scaly when old. 
Bull. 514—Bull. 134—Fl. dan. 714—Bolt. 45—Mill. W. I. 

106—Lob. ic. 271—y. B. bist. iii:824—Gars. 279.1—Ster6. 
1—Schalf 310. 311. 

GILLS loose, pinky red, changing to liver colour, in contact 
but not united with the stem ; very thick set, irregular 
in disposition, some forked next the stem, some next the 
edge of the pileus, some at both ends, and generally in 
that case excluding the intermediate smaller gills. 

FILMS white, changing to brown when old, and becoming 
scurfy; re4ularly convex, fleshy, flatter with age, 2 to 
.4 inches diameter, liquefying in decay. Flesh white.  

STEM solid, white, cylindrical, 2 to 3 inches high, 	inch dia- 
meter. Curtain white, delicate. 

Such is the more common kind, in this part of England, 
which is so much in request for the table. They differ very 
much in size ; I gathered one, whose pileus measured 9 inches 

• over. The field plants are better for eating than those raised on 
artificial beds, the flesh of the latter being far less tender. 

Ag. stipitatus, pileo convexo squamato albido, lamellis rufis. 
Fl. Succ. 1.20:3.—Ray Syn. p. 2. n. 1. and p. 3. n. S. 

Common Mushroom. Ag. arvensis. Schaff. 	dulls. Boll. 
Ag. campestris. Bolt. Ag. campestris. Fl. dan. In parks, and 
other pastures where the turf has not been ploughed up for many 
years. 	 Aug. Sept. 

Var. 2. Pileus rough and scurfy, or hairy. 
Schaff. 33—Battar. 7. 4—Mich. 75. 1—Clus. 268. 

Ag. campestris. Schiff. This seems the more common sort 
in some parts of Europe. 

Var. 3. Pilcus beautifully tufted with pencils of brown hair: 
stem tapering downwards. 

Schaf. 33. f..5. 6. 
dives a good idea of this, which with us never expands fur-

ther; consequently the curtain is very durable. 
Ag. campestris. Schaff. Woolhope, Herefordshire. Sept. from 

Mr. STACKHOUSE.—Rookery, Edgbaston, a single plant. Oct. 
Var. 4. Gills whitish, slowly changing to liver colour. 

Gius loose, 4 in a set, numerous, whitish, changing to liver 
colour. 

Plum cream colour, 2 to 4 incites." over, rather scurfy, nearly 
semi-globular. 

STEM solid, 2 inches high, i  inch diameter, yellowish white. 
Ring permanent, tough, white. 

Edgbaston Park, under large lime trees. 12th Nov. 1794. 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Loose. 	221 
RED. 

Oss. In the more common Mushroom, even in its button 
state before the rupture of the curtain the gills appear of a pinky 
red soon changing to a darker liver colour, but in this they were 
nearly white even for some time after the tearing of the curtain 
so as to make me doubtful of its species, but at length they ' 
changed to the usual colour. This delay was probably occasioned 
by the slow ripening of the seeds so late in the year. 

AG. (BOLT.) Gills pale flesh-colour, 8 in a set, but irre- la'tus. 
gular: pileus brown mouse, convex, rather bossed : 
stem white, cylindrical. 

Bull. 382, Gills too highly coloured-Bolt. 2, hut the colouring 
in my copy neither agreeing with our specimens, nor yet 
with his own description, which is sujiciently exact. 

Giu.s loose, white when young, changing to a pale flesh colour, 
numerous mostly 8 in a set, but the smaller series often 
absent, and often standing nearer to the edge of the 
pileus, than the extent of the large ones. 

PILEUS brown mouse colour, convex, fleshy, a little bossed, sa- 
, 

	

	tiny, smooth when young, when fully expanded much 
wrinkled about the boss, to 5 inches over. 

STEM solid white, cylindrical, rather scurfy towards the bottom, 
spongy and juicy, 2 to 3 inches high, 3-tths diameter. " 

Ag. lividus. Bull. Ag. law. Bolt. Edgbaston, on turf. Soli- 
tary. 	 July—Sept. 

Var. 2. Plant when young inclosed in a wrapper. 
Bull. 262. 

The presence of the wrapper or Volva and some variation in 
the tint of the pileus, seem the only circumstances wherein it 
differs from Bull. pl. 31t2. p1. 330, of the same author seems 
only a dwarf plant of the same kind. 

Ag. velveteens. Bull. Found by Mr. Rclhan in the tan.pit 
in Professor Harwood's hot house, at Cambridge. 

*AG. Gills brown red : pileus red buff, whitish at the crustulini- 
edge,. convex : stem white, scurfy. 	 for'mis. 

Bull. 308 and 546. 
Ctus loose, brown red, 4 in a set. 
Pmsus red buff; edges whitish, scolloped and waved when full 

grown, convex, 2 to 4 inches over. Flesh white. 
Srtst solid, white, cylindrical, scurfy, 24-, inches high, 1 -third 

of an inch diameter. BULLT ARO. 
Ag. crustuliniftrmis. Bull. On the authority of Dr. Sib. 

thorpe, who found it in a copse under Shotover hills, Oxford- 
Sept. 

Q 

   
  



1.311 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus." Solid and Loose. 
BUFF. 

(4) GILLs buff. 
hinnuleus. a.Ac. Gills buff, very broad, 4 in a set: pileus fawn-

coloured, convex, mealy :.stem chesnut. 
Bull. 574.1, may be the plant, but it is much larger than ours. 

GILLS loose, buff, very broad, 4 in a set. 
P1LEUS bright fawn-colour, surface covered with a line fari-

naceous substance, which appears under the microscope 
as mealy tubercles ; 1 to 2 inches over. 	• 

Suat solid, spongy, dark chcsnut colour, striated when old, 1 to 
3 inches high, thick as a swan's quill. Curtain, its 
fragments attached to the edge of the pileus and to the 
stem. 

This is an elegant species ; the colour of the pileus has fur-
nished its name, although strictly speaking, it is too bright to 
be called a fawn colour. Major VELLEY. 

Ag. fauve. Bull. Pine plantations on Claverton. Major 
VELLEY. 

lanugino'- tAo. Gills brown buff, narrow : pileus nut brown, con- 
sus. 	vex, scurfy : stem nut brown, scored. 

Bull. 370. 
Gu.Ls loose, brown buff, narrow, in pairs. 
PILEUS full nut brown, convex, rough and scurfy, most so when 

young so as to appear almost hispid ; with age turning 
ep ; I to if inch over. 

STEM solid, nearly the colour of the pileus, 1 f inch high, 
thick as a raven quill. 

Possibly only a variety of Ag. hinnuleus. 
.elg. lanuginosus. Bull. In Lord Aylesford's Park at Pack- 

ington. 	 Autumn* 

(5) GILLS yellow. 
Ao. Gills yellow, 4 in a set, larger ones grooved along 

the edge : pileus orange, convex, but depressed in 
the middle : stem solid, yellow, rich brown below. 

Bolt. 133—Bull. 519. Q. 
GILLS loose, yellow, moderately numerous, in contact with the 

stem but not attached to it, 4 in a set, the larger Gills 
thick, and grooved along the edge. 

P1LEUS orange in the middle, yellow towards the edge, convex, 
but depressed, of an incb to 3 f inches over. Flesh 
white. 	 • 

Si EM solid, cylindrical, yellow, velvety, paler upwards, dark 
rich brown below, lf to 2 inches high, 1-th to S.Sths 
diameter. 

buleaqus. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Loose. 	I i,tig 
YELLOW. 

Ag. nigripes. Bull. . Ag. nu/utiles. Bolt. In clusters affixed 
• to rotten wood. Edgbaston. 	 15th Nov. 1790. 

*AG. (BOLT.) Gills yellow, numerous, uniform : pileus 
yellow, conical, tufted : stem tapering upwards. 

Bolt. 50.—Sonverb., 2, the left band figures. 
Gnu loose, thin, tender, delicate. 

PILEUS a blunt cone, bearing the remains of its wrapper on its 
surface, in form of little, soft, cottony tufts; edge 
waved, scolloped, scored when old ; 1 f  inch from the 
edge to the top. 

STEM solid, yellow, tapering upwards, 2 t inches high, dia-
meter at the ring, which is permanent. BOLTON. 

A1. eepestiles. Sowerby. Amongst the bark in a pine 
, stove. 	 Aug. 

Var. 2. Colour of the whole plant a chalky white. 
Sonverby 2—Bull. 37 t. 

The general external appearances have induced Mr.Sowerby 
to consider this as a variety of the Ag. luteus

' 
 but though it 

stands here in conformity to his opinion, I think it must be a 
distinct plant, and on account of the different colour of the Gills 
I have entered it more fully in its proper place. See Ag. creta, 
ceus, p. 219. 

*AG. (ScHAFF.) Gills yellowish, few, uniform : pileus mintftulus. 
brown yellow, scored, nearly cylindrical : stem 

• white. 
Scharff. 30F.. 

Gii.t.s loose, light brown yellow. 
PILEUS bell-shaped, 1-loth of an inch high, scored, brown 

yellow. 
Smt solid, white, or brownish, cylindrical, rather bent, very 

slender, 	to 1 inch high. 
Grows in patches on the ground, but the plants grow singly. 

In that and in its general aspect, it is extremely like the var.:?. 
of Ag. turbinatus ; and I know that plant has repeatedly been 
referred to Schwi :x)$, but it differs in having " Gills white, 
in pairs ; stem solid." 

Ag. minutulsts. Schaff. In pastures, in autumn. DicicsoN. 
fasc. 1. p. 16. [ In Lord Aylesford's park at Packington.] 

AG. Gills loose, yellow, 2, 3, or 4 in a set : pileus and auran'tius. 
stem pinky. 

Ag. aurantius. Var. 4. See Hot.Low and FriF O. 

   
  



130 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Solid and Loose. 
. GREY. 

(6) GILLS grey. • 

*AG. (BOLT.) Gills loose, pale grey, very numerous, 4 
in a fet : pileus pale dusky buff, convex : stem pale 
whitish buff. 

Bull. 428. 2—Bolt. 67. 1. 
GILLS loose, very numerous, thin, broad. 
PitEus pale dusky yellow, feels like vellum, 2 to 4 inches over. 
STEM solid, cylindrical, 	to 3 inches high, 2...8ths to 3.t.ths 

diameter. Curtain white, evanescent. The substance 
of the whole plant very hard and brittle. BOLTON. 

Ag. cinerercens. Bull. fig. darns. Bolt. Sometimes solitary, 
generally in clusters; in woods. Autumn. BULL1ARD. 

*AG. (LINK.) Gills yellow grey, 4 in a set: pileus con- , 
vex, pointed in the centre, grey brown : stem grey 
brown, cylindrical. 

Boll. bS—Buxb. cent. 4. t. 21.f. 1. 2. 
Gills loose, yellow grey, convex, scolloped. Pike: grey or 

brownish, convex, pointed. Stem scored, very long, cylindri-
cal, naked. LINN. 
Gtus loose, pale dusky grey with a tinge of flesh colour; very 

broad, waved, and the long ones scolloped at the edge. 
P1LEUS dusky grey with a tinge of reddish brown, surface clothYs 

3 inches over, central projection like a nipple. 
STEM solid, grey brown, paler below, hard firm, cylindrical, 

.5 orinches high, I inch diameter. BOLT. 
Ag. ?tipitatus, pileo convexo acuminato grise.o, lemellis con,  

vexis griseis crenatis. LINN. 
Ag. MaNntallIfe Bolt. In woods. 	 Sept. 

lu'ridus. *AG. (BOLT.) Gills blue grey, numerous, uniform : 
pileus dirty olive brown, slimy, bluntly conical, 
edge irregularly lobed : stem dirty olive brown, 
bent. 

Bolt. 2.5. 
Gnu not touching the stem, sordid greyish blue, uniform, very 

numerous, close set, broad, deliquescent. 
PILEUS dusky greyish hue with a cast of dirty olive,quire smooth, 

covered with a thick slime ; edge with very unequal 
lobes and gashes, 2f inches across the base, and as much 
in height. 

STEM solid, hard, dirty yellowish brown, bent in various direc-
tions, 4 inches high, f inch diameter. BOLTON, who in 
a letter to me remarks, that it is slow of growth, and of 

dtifrus. 

mammo'-
sus. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. PUNGL Agaricus. Hollow end De- 	t.3k 
current. W HITE. 

much longer duration than any of the deliquescent species 
which had fallen under his observation. 

Ag. luridur. Bolt. On Gibbet Hill, and other places near 
Halifax. 

IV. HOLLOW and DECURRENT. 
(I) GILLS white. 

*AG. (Scxxrr.) Gills white, in pairs: pileus white,. niv'eus. 
vkcid, flattish: stein white, cylindrical. 

Scher," 232, not good. (Description at Ind. p. 57, Imo. 
good.) 

Gtrzs decurrent, glossy white, few in pairs. 
PILEUS at first convex, afterwards flattened, and often depressed 

in the centre; viscid, brittle, not fleshy. 
Suit hollow, white, t to 21 inches high, thick as a goose quill. 

Major VPLLEY. I am obliged to the gentleman just 
mentioned for the knowledge of this plant being indige-
nous, for most of the preceding characters, and for the 
following observations:—The pileus is so little fleshy, 
that when dry, it is sufficiently transparentdo exhibit the 
form of the gills. The decurrence of the longer gills, 
which is invariable, separates it from the Ag. coriaceus 
of Lightfoot, (Ag. orcades) the gills of which, as he 
observes, do not touch the stem. It is much less fleshy 
than the Ag. eburneus. It cannot be Ray Syn. p. i. 
n. 31, as Sibthorpe supposes, because Ray's reference to 
J. B. iii. 826, clearly shews that his plant is the Ag. 
plumbeus. Not Sowerby 31. 

tath
I
.
n a small clump of firs, near the middle of Claverton Down; 

AG. Gills watery white, few, broad: pileus very light cespito'sus. 
brown: convex : stem white. 

Bolt. 4 / . C. 

GILLS slightly decurrent, watery white, 2 or 4 in a set, few, 
broad. 

PILEUS light brown with a yellowish tinge, convex, flat and 
sometimes turning up with age; k to 14 inch over; ex-
tremely thin, and with the appearance of streaks from 
the gills being seen through it. 

Stmt hollow, white, front I to I# inch high, thick as a crow, 
quill. 

Whole plant semitransparent. 
Ag. asiitosur. Bolt. In Packington Park. 

   
  



232 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI: Agarieus, 16llow and De,  
.current. RED. 

(2) GILLS red. 
farina'ceus. AG. (Hubs.) Gills dilute pink, edges scolloped, 4 in a 

set: pileus pinky brown, bossed : Stern very pale 
pinky brown, thick at the top. 

Sebayl; 13—Batseh. 100. 
Guts a little decurrent in the young and smaller plants, greatly 

so in the older and larger ones, few, thick, very dilute 
pink, or as if powdered with dull white upon a pia 
ground, scolloped at the edge, regularly 4 in a set.. 

PrI.EUS pale pinky brown, deeper coloured and bossed in the 
centre ; 	to 1 inch over. 

STEM hollow, very pale brown", with a Pinky tinge, shining, 
thickest at the top, 4 inches high, size of a crow quill. 

This plant is always distinguishable by the small number of 
Gills, which are sprinkled with a mealy powder. Stein slen-
der, .5 or 4• inches high. PIICUS 1 to 2 inches over, varying in 
colour, but usually more or less purple, often very irregular in 
shape, and occasioning waves in the gills. Common. Mr. 
WOODWARD. 

The whole plant sometimes mealy. Dr. Silithorpe has re-
ferred Ray Syn. p. 5. n. 2:3, to this species, but Dillenius's de-
scription is Mat of a much larger plant. 

Ag. subearneus, Batsch. Ag. lneratus. Scharff. In the grass 
under pine trees at Bath, in abundance. On Comb Down. 
Major VELLEYd 

Var. 2. Gills in pairs : stem thickest at the bottom when 
young. 

about 20 long onei. 
PILEUS a  to = of an inch over, convex, turning up with age. 
STEN: thickest downwards in the young, thickest upwards in the 

old plants, 1' to 2 inches high. The whole plant inside 
and outside of a pinky red. 

Plantations at Tettenhall, Staffordshire. 	 July. 

rubeola'.. AG. Gills pale pink, deep red at the edge : pileus pale 
rius. 	pink, cylindro-conical : stern pink. 

Gru.s decurrent, pale pink with deep red edges ; broad. • 
PILEUS pale watry pink, cylindrical but rounded at the top, 

th of an inch high. 
STEM hollow, pink, weak, 1 inch high, not thicker than a strong 

bristle. 
On rotten sticks in the park ar Packington. 

irregula'ris. AG. (Bovr.) Gills pale rose, broad, tough, wide asunder, 
4 in a set : pikus pale brown, bossed, irregular, 

   
  



CRYPTOGANItA. PIING!. Aga, ricus. Holl?zu and De- 	e33 
current. YELLOW. 

sloping: 'stem whitish, cylindrical, 'flattened and 
larger at the top. - 

lidt. 13. 
CILIA decurrent, of a delicate blush colour, tough, broad, not 

numerous, 4. in a set. 
P1LEUS pale brown, or whitish, bossed, plaited, crumpled, irre-

gular, set sloping on the stem, about inches over. 
STEM hollow, nearly white, cylindrical, but larger and flattened' 

at the setting on of the pilcus, 2 inches high, i'inch dia-
meter. 

Specimen, description, and an excellent drawing from Mr. 
STACKHOUSE. 

irregularis. Bolt. Ditches under 'trees, not uncom-
mon. Beacon Hill, Bath. Woolhope, Herefordshire. Mr. 
STACKHOUSE• 

(3) GILLS yellow. 

AG. Gills orange, in pairs, about do pair: pilcus orange, par'vui. 
dimpled : stem orange. 

Bull. 519. 1. B. C. 
Gilts decurrent, deep orange, paler towards the stem, broad for 

the size of the plant, about 20 large ones and a very 
small one between each. 

Ptuus orange, centre depressed, edge turned down, 1-3rd or f 
of an inch over. 

STEM hollow, orange, s or of an inch high, not thicker than 
a pin. 

The whole plant very viscid and semitransparent. M. Bulliard 
has called this plant colic/21i,, and figured it as growing on the 
bark of a tree, but as that is not its most common situation, his 
name is not very proper. 

Pastures, Edgbaston, amongst short grass and moss, coin.. 
mon. 	 27th Aug. 1791. 

*Var. 2. Gills pale orange, 4 in a set : pileus orange, the 
Central dimple bluish purple : stem deep orange below, paler 
above. 

Battar. Cq. l'-‘very like Bull. IS6, but that has a solid stens. 
GiLts decurrent, whitish orange, not numerous, broad, 4 in 

a set. 
PILEUS 1 line to 2  inch over; in the small ones bell-shaped, with 

plane margins; in larger convex, always dimpled in the 
centre; the dimple bluish purple, which colour runs down 
part of the stem, and may be seen through the gills if 
held up to a strong light ; the. margin waved and plaited 

   
  



234 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and De- 
current. YELLOW. 
• 

with great elegance, extended, thin, varying, of a pale or 
deep orange colour. 

STEM long, slender, hollow, the lower half deep orange as the 
pileus, upper pale as the gills; smooth and shining, cot- 
tony at the base. The whole plant shining and some- 
what transparent, shaped like a trumpet. 

Pine Grove at Kirby, on moss. Mr. WOODWARD. 

nmbilicai- AG. (BULL.) Gills deep buff, 4 in a set, large ones very 
tus.. 

	

	broad : pileus buff, hollow in the centre : stem red- 
dish buff; cylindrical. 

Bull. 411. 2, (paler than our specimens.) 
GILLS a little decurrent, deep red buff, 4 in a set, large ones 

about 25, much broader than the other, often cloven, 
smallest series very imperfect, sometimes wanting. 

PiLzus buff; hollow in the centre, tearing with age, 1 to S 
inches over. 

STEM hollow, cylindrical, reddish buff, 2 inches high, thick as 
a goose or swan's quill. 

Sometimes the pileus is of an orange, and the stem of a bright 
yellow colour. The flesh yellow, but Mr. Stackhouse has ob-
served it to turn green when exposed to the air. 

Ag. umbilicatut. Bull. Pastures, Edgbaston, and in Pack- 
ington Park. 	 11th Oct. 1790. 

AG. Gills primrose-colour,.4 in a set : pileus, centre brown 
red, border yellow : stem yellow, tapering down-
wards. 

GILLS decurrent, pale yellow with a greenish cast, 4 in a set, 
regular. 

Pasus convex, uneven, darkish brown red in the centre, yellow 
at the edges, I  of an inch over. 

STEM hollow, yellow, scurfy, often crooked, greatly tapering 
downwards, 4 inches long, thick as a goose quill in the 
middle part. 

I never found this singular Agaric but once, and then it 
grew in clusters. 

Plantations, Edgbaston. 	 15th Oct. 1790. 

V. HOLLOW and FIXED. 

(1) GILLS white. • 
nemoralis. An. Gills white, numerous, `4 in a set : pileus white, 

smooth, convex, huffy in the centre : stem white, 
thickest downwards. 

pri'mula. 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus'. Hollow and 	235 
Fixed. WHITE. 

Bull. 535.2. 	 • 
GILLS fixed, white, numerous, the upper part only attached to 

the stem, very thin and delicate, but not brittle; regu. 
lady 4 in a set; brownish and mottled when the seeds 
are ripe. 

Paws white, smooth, convex, pointed and buffy in the centre, 
to ;1 inch over. 

STEM hollow, white, thickest at the bottom, which is covered 
with a white cottony substance, 2 to 3 inches high, 
thick as a raven's quill. 

efg. der dels;us. Bull. In woods; Edgbaston. 	Oct. 31st. 
Var. ?. Pilcus, centre concave : stem cylindrical. 
Var. 3. Pilcus conical, uneven at the edge : stem cylindri-

cal. 
Guts fixed, white, numerous, 4 in a set. 
PILEUS white, smooth, conical, very thin and therefore trans-

parent, uneven at the edge, cone I inch high, and as 
much across at the base. 

Curtain sometimes hanging in fragments to the edge of the 
pileus. 
STEM hollow, white, cylindrical, smooth, splitting, not straight 

but forming a serpentine line, if inch high, thick as a 
crow quill. 

Plantations on low wet ground, amongst grass and moss, 
Edgbaston. 	 Sept. 

The white colour in this species soon tarnishes, changing to 
• a dirty pinky brown, and becoming watery at the edge of the 
pileus. The outer coat of the stem frequently splits and sepa. 
rates, the inner remaining entire. 

Var. 4. Gills yellow white: stem light orange ; splitting. 
GILLS broad near the stem, fixed only by a claw, and crumpled 

when fully grown. Flesh so little that the gills are 
marked on the pileus. 

In Packington Park. 
Fur other varieties of it see pl. 580 of Bulliard's Agarics 

called Ag. ovinur. 

*AG. (BOLT.) Gills white, numerous, broad, 4 in a set :concin'nus. 
pileus mouse brown, conical, blunt : stein white, 
cylindrical. 

Bolt. 15. 
GILLS fixed, thin, pliable, closely set. 
Prtaus conical, dark mouse brown, disolving into a sordid jelly ; 

2 inches over. 

   
  



636 	tRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Holtertv and Fixed. 
r 

STEM hollow, tender, 2 'to 3 inches high, thick as a goose quill. 
BOLTON. 

Ag. cot:annul. Bolt. Moist woods. 	23 Sept. 1786. 

'va'rius. AG. Gills white, not numerous, 2 or 4 in a set: pileus 
conical, scored : stern cylindrical, glossy, stiff, size 
of a crow 

Var. 1. Gills whitish, 4 in a set : pileus pale brown, edge 
plaited : stem whitish, crooked and cottony at the root. • 

Bull. 518. D. 
Gius fixed,' nearly white, not numerous, regularly .4 in a set. 
PIEEUS pale brown, sometimes mouse-colour, conical, scored, 

rather plaited at the border, 	to 1 inch from the edge 
to the point of the cone. Flesh white, firm. 

STEM hollow, cylindrical, stiff and elastic, nearly white, but 
sometimes only silvery white at the top, and polished 
grey below ; thicker, crooked, and cottony at the bot-
tom, 4 to 6 inches high, thick as a crow quill. 

The remarkable firm stiffness of the stem characterises this 
and most of the following varieties. 

Ag. fistulosus. Bull. Roots and stumps of a filbert hedge. 
Oct. Nov. 

• 
Var. 2. Gills white, inosculating, 2, 3, or 4 in a set : pileus 

purplish brown: stem bluish brown. 
Schajf. 52. 1-6. 

Gitts fixed, white, fleshy, firm, often very irregular and inter-
laced with ligaments connecting them together, but the 
general disposition 2 or 4 in a set. 

PILEUS brown, with more or less of a purplish tinge, edge in the 
young plants cooped in and white, conical, pointed or 
bossed, but the apex not always central, streaked, i  to I 
inch from the edge to the point of the cone. 	• 

STEM hollow, cylindrical, but more or less compressed, bluish, 
brown, to pale mouse, firm, tough, generally crooked, 
1 t inch high, thick as a crow quill, sometimes a little 
woolly towards the bottom in the larger plants. 

Ag. tankers. Huds. 620. 	galariculatus. Schiff.  Roots 
of filbert trees, with the preceding. 	 Nov. 

* Mr. Bulliard has well figured several sorts of this variable species 
in hie 518th plate, all of which have not occurred to me, but I have 
fouud several which still remain to be figured, and have no doubt but 
several others may yet be found. On Cis account, and from the ditii. 
culties which I know this variable species has occasioned, particular 
descriptions are added to each variety tor by this means only can we 
hope to get them properly arranged. 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and Fixed: 	237 
;WHITE. 

Var. 3. Gills white, 4 in a set, cotmected by threads to the 
pileus : stem ending in a pear-shaped bulb. 
GaAs fixed, white, moderately numerous, connected by white 

ligaments to the pileus, 4 in a-set, but the smaller series 
very irregular in size. 

Pettus brown, conical, but expanded, pointed, sides streaked, f. 
to 1= inch over. 

STEM hollow, mouse-colour, smooth,.  If to 3f inches high, thick 
as a crow quill, swelling suddenly at the bottom into a 
pear-shaped bulb, and then dividing into roots. 

Ag. flops. Butt. 320, the right hand figure would give a 
good idea of this plant if the stem were not so tall and slender, 
the gills not loose, and the root not hairy. 

Edgbaston Park. 	 13th Nov. 1790. 
Var. 4. Gills white, 2 or 4 in a set : pileus brownish white, 

mottled with purple dots:•  stem white. 
Bull. 518. E. expresses a mottled variety, but it is larger and 

more coloured than our specimens. 
GILLS fixed to the stem by a small claw, white, not numerous, 4 

in a set, but the smaller series often wanting. 
Pitzus brownish white, mottled with purplish dots and streaks, 

conical, cracking at top when full grown, f inch from.  the edge to the point of the cone. Flesh white. 
STEM hollow, white, glossy, splitting, often crooked, 1 to 11

inch high, thinner than a crow quill. 
At the bottom of posts and pales. 	 25th Nov. 

• Var. 5. Gills white, with purple blotches, 2 or 4 in a set : 
pileus whitish, with purplish brown blotches: stem brown. 
Gums fixed, of a dirty white with purple blotches; not nume- 

rous, 2 or 4 in a set. 
?mos whitish, irregularly blotched with purplish brown, co- 

nical, scored, wrinkled at the border, not fleshy, 	inch 
from the edge to the point of the cone. 

STEM hollow, brown, darkest at the bottom, shining, splitting, 
crooked, 2 to 3 inches high, thinner than a crow quill. 

This singular and beautiful variety has not been figured. It 
is not common with us. 

On a hedge bank in theold road, Edgbaston. 
• 27th Nov. 1791. 

Var. 6. Gills white, in pairs, long ones splitting; pileus 
Conical, peaked, brown mouse: stem .pale mouse, feeble: root 
thick, crooked. 
Guts fixed, white, in pairs, long ones often splitting at the outer 

end, or the short gill connected with the long one. 

   
  



t3S 	CRYPT° GAMIA. FUNGI. A garicus. Hollow andFixed. 
WSUTE. 

Paws conical, pointed, brown mouse, sides wrinkled, 1- to. one 
inch from the edge Ro the apex of the cone. 

STEM hollow, whitish mouse, smooth, feeble and bending before 
the decay of the pileus; '2 to 3 inches high,.notitalf the 
thickness of a crow quill. Root much thicker than the 
stem, bent horizontally and sometimes turning upwards. 

Stumps of a filbert hedge, Edgbaston. 	17th Oct. 1790. 
Var. 7. Gills white, in pairs: pileus dark brown : stem 

grey. 
Bull 518. C. 

GILLS fixed, white, alternately long and short, about 20 of each 
sort. 

Prr. Ws brown to chocolate colour, conical, blunt, border bent in 
and wrinkled, o  of an inch from the edge to the point. 

STEM hollow, silvery grey, often crooked, = to 1 inch high, not 
much thicker than a large pin. 

This is sometimes found not much above a fourth part as 
large. 

Ag. istalosur. Bull. Not uncommon in hedge banks. 
22d Oct. 

• Var. 8. Gills white, 2 or 4 in a set : pileus, upper parts 
black, lower parts white : stem black below, white upwards. 

• Bolt. 137. 
GILLS narrow, long ones attached to the stem by a pointed claw. 
Elms oblong-egg-shaped, changing to bell-shaped ; f of an inch 

high; white at the edge only when young, but as it 
grows, the white extends up to its middle. 

STEM dusky approaching to black, but when full grown the top 
is white. Near 3 inches high; thick as a raven quill. 
BOLTON. 

Ag. atrn.aMus. Bolt. 

eompres'sus AG. Gills white, fleshy, few, a to 8 in a set : pileus 
brown, irregular: stem white, compressed. 

Guts fixed, white, fleshy, broad, wide apart, very irregular, 2 
to 8 in a set, but most frequently 4 ; often forked at the 
outer end. 

Pastrs brown, centre generally darkest, very thin, bluntly co-
nical, but very irregular in shape, more or less transpa-
rent, when full grown the skin cracks and forms little 
scales; from i to gi inches over. 

STEM hollow, containing more orJess of a loose pith, white, 
brownish at the bottom, 'compressed, rarely straight, 
often irregularly crooked and twisted, sometimes so com-
pressed as to appear double, splitting, to : an inch dia- 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agariens. Hollow and 	239 
Fixed. WRITE. 

meter, 2 to 8 inches high. The whole plant very brittle 
and watery. In a great quantity of specimens I did 
not find a single otie that had not a compressed stem. Is 
not this another variety of the sportive Ag. aurantius ? 

In patches on the rising ground opposite the Stews, Edg- 
baston. 	 28th June, 1792. 

AG. Gills watery brownish white, 4 or 8 in a set, shining argen'teus. 
at the edges : pileus pale watery brown, convex but 
flatted : stein white. 

GILLS fixed, watery brownish white, 4 or 8 in a set, the small 
ones irregular and uncertain, the long ones sometimei 
splitting, all of them shining, silvery white at the edges. 

Puns pale watery brown, convex and bossed when young, 
afterwards flat topped and the centre depressed, centre 
darker, surface mealy, streaked at the sides when young, 
wrinkled and plaited when old; 1 to 2.f, inches over. 

STEM hollow, silvery white, cylindrical, but thicker downwards, 
bending, tender, splitting, 2 to 4 inches high, thick as a 
goose or a swan's quill. 

Packington Park in clusters : under elm trees in Edgbaston 
Park. 	 10th April 1792.—Aug. 

AG. (BATscR.) Gills brownish white, few, in pairs : pi-. auri'comus. 
leus golden brown, convex, bossed : stem brown, 
thick at the top. 

Bauch. 21. 
Glut fixed, brownish white, not numerous, in pairs, but some. 

times a littlegill intervening. 
PILEUS rich brown, gently convex, bossed, slightly scored, 1 an 

inch over. Flesh white. 
STEM hollow, pate brown, thicker and flattened at the top, firm, 

smooth, 11- to 2 inches high, thick as a crow quill. 
Ag. auricomus. Batsch. Roots of filbert trees, Edgbaston. 

24th Nov. 1790. 

AG. (ScarErp.) Gills white, numerous, uniform : pileus plum'beus. 
light brown with some bluish lilac tints, convex, 
border streaked : stem white ; ring permanent. 

Fl. clan. 1014-Scharff. 85. 86, (but the hollow stem not well 
expressed, though particularly mentioned in the descrip-
tion.)-Battar. 6. B.-Mich. 78. 2-7. B. iii. 826, /g. to 
the left band, good.-Stero. 20, K. 21. 8.-.Buxh, 48. 1, 
very lad. 

   
  



10 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Fixed. WHITE. 

Gras fixed, white, very numerous, shining at the edges, nearly 
uniform, a shortergill only now and then intervening. 

Ptteus convex, brown in the centre and bossed; border with 
more or less of a bluish lilac cast, streaked. In its 
younger state frosted with white shining particles; lt 
to 3 inches over. Flesh white. 

STEM hollow, a loose pith in the cavity, very white, cylindrical, 
bulbous at the bottom, 2 to 3 inches high, .f, an inch div 

. 	meter. Ring white, permanent. 
Ray Syn. p. 7. n. 31, and all the synonyms of Hudson's 

Verruca:us, except Scharff. 90. 91, which are the Musearins. 
This is one of the Agarics which possesses all the parts pro-

perly belonging to the genus, and the ftosted appearance on the 
pileus is probably the fragments of the wrapper. This species 
is undoubtedly deleterious, vide J. B. iii. SO, where it is well 
described; also Haller hist. 2397, and Battar. p. 28, whose fig. 
and description are excellent. 

Ag. gun:bens. Schmff. Ag. badins.TI. dan. Pastures, Edg- 
baston,. several together. 	 Oct. 

Var. 2. Pileus very pale bluish lilac. 
Scha..,9: 244. 

Ag. hyalinus. Schaff.  Shady situations, Edgbaston Park. 
Oct. 

ovilis. AG. Gills brownish white, 4 in a set : pileus cinnamon, 
bossed : stein brownish white, cylindrical. 

(Bull. 443, gives an idea of it, but the solid•stem precludes 
it from being the same.) 

Guts fixed, brownish white, broad, the edge shaped like a bent 
bow, not very numerous, 4. in a set, the second series 
nearly as long as the first in the young plants, but the 
difference is greater as the growth advances. 

PmEtts convex, slightly bossed, edge turned down, frequently 
oval, red brown, paler at the border, satiny, 1 to 3f in- 
ches over. Flesh white. 	• 

STEM hollow, brownish white, cylindrical, but often somewhat 
flattened, thicker towards the root, smooth, silky, nor 
quite central, 2 to 31 inches high, 	to .1 an inch dia. 
meter. Root bulbous.. 

Fir plantations at Barr, Staffordshire, and in Edgbaston Plan- 
, tations. 	 Sept. Oct. 

Var. 2. Stem rich cinnamon floured like the pileus, and 
furnished with a ring. 

Specimen and drawing  from Mr. Stackhouse. 
Coplar Wood, Herefordshire. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 	V.41 
Fixed. WHITE. s  • 

AG. Gills purplish greenish white, 4 in a set but irregular, purpuras'- 
connected by threads to the pileus : pileus, edge tens. 
purplish, boss reddish brown: stem purplish white. 

Gtus fixed strongly to the stem, purplish white with a cast of 
green, fleshy, not numerous, connected by ligaments to 
the pileus, mostly 4. in a set, but very irregular, the long 
ones sometimes splitting into 3 or 4 divisions at the 
outer end. The gills of the second order often end at a 
distance from the stem, whilst a bit of gill is found on 
the stem, seemingly intended to meet the other. 

Paws convex, bossed, very thin and semi-transparent at the 
edge, turning up with age; central boss pale reddish 
brown, border darker brown with a purple tinge; lit to 

inches over. 
STEM hollow, partly filled with a light loose pith, whitish with 

a purple tinge, smooth, 2 inches high, thick as a swan's 
quill, more or less bent, and sometimes swollen in the 
middle. 

By the long stew, Edgbaston. 	 14th July, 1792. 

AG. Gills whitish, numerous, 4 or S in a set: pileus con- sub-ca2.ru'- 
vex, centre brown, edge blue : a tem pale brown : 
root large, bulbous. 

GILLS slightly connected with the stem, nearly white, slightly 
and irregularly serrated at the edges, the serratures most 
obvious in the older plants, 4 or 8 in a set. 

'Pltsus convex, brown in the centre, bluish at the edge, else. 
where pale buff, or almost %%hite, smooth, 14 to inches 
over. 

STEM hollow, but the hollow partly filled with loose pith, pale 
brown, cylindrical, smooth, cottony at the base, 12 inches 
hieh, thick as a goose quill. hoot a large bulb, covered 
with a white cottony substance, and dead leaves adhering 
to it. 

In some plants of smaller growth the edge of the pileus is 
more turned in, giving a rounder shape to the whole of it, and 
the purple tint is more equally diffused. 

Plantations, Edgbaston. 	 31st Oct. 1790. 

AG. (BOLT.) Gills white, 4 in a set: pileus purplish, purpu'reus. 
somewhat bed : stem cylindrical, purple. 

Eat. 4 I. B.-l3atsch. 	, rveg ii4e our plant, but the stem 
thinker, and neither tht drawing nor the description speak 
sufficientfr to the structure. 

GILLS fixed, white or purplish white, 4 in a set, uneven at the 
Vol.. IV. 

   
  



!V! 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI.-Agaricus. Hollow awl 
Fixed. BROWN. 

edge, moderately numerous, smaller series very small, 
sometimes 1 wanting. 

PILEUS bluish white or purple, changing to yellow brown, gently 
convex, or nearly flat, but always more or less of a cen-
tral boss, turning up at the edge with age, smooth, to 
1 inch over. 	- 

STEM hollow, red purple, cylindrical, thick as a crow quill, lf 
to 2 inches high. Curtain purplish,-composed of threads 
like a cobweb, vanishing when the plant is yet young. 

The purple colour of the stem is the same within as without 
that of the pileus is very evanescent. Notwithstanding the 
difference of size, &c. it may possibly be only a variety of the 
preceding species. 

purpureus. Bolt. ' 4g. janthinus. Batsclk Fir Planta- 
tions at Barr. 	 June 28, 1792,  

(2) GILLS brown. 
• 

liga'tus. 

	

	AG. Gills pale brown, 4 in a set, connected to the pileus 
by ligaments : pileus pale brown, flat, bossed: stall 
pale brown. 

GILLS fixed, pale brown, 4 in a set, connected together and to 
the pileus by cross threads. 

PILEUS .pale brown, flat, bossed, thin, centre deeper brown, 11 
inch over. 

STEM hollow, pale brown, cylindrical, smooth, 4 inches highs 
thick as a crow quill. 

The whole plant semi-transparent, pale brown, white an 
opake when dry. The threads or ligaments do not seem so 
much formed for connecting the gills together as for strengthen-
ing their union with the pileus and to keep them perpendicular 
to it. 

Edgbaston Park. 	 17th Nov. 1790,  

partittus. Ao. Gills pale brown, few, 2 or 4 in a set : pileus cons- 
cal, pale brown, sides plaited : ,stem whitish brown/ 
splitting at the top. 

GILLS fixed, pale brown, not numerous, 2 or 4 in a sec 
the small series being often absent, especially in the 
smaller plants. 

Paws mouse brown, paler with age, conical, pointed, sides 
plaited, ! inch from tly base to the apex of the cone. 

STEM hollow, pale brown, cylitdrical, polished, splitting at the 
top, 3 to 4 inches high, thick as a thin crow quill. 

This is a very delicate plant, the stem uniformly splits or 
top in all the specimens I have examined. The pileus always 
retains its conical shape. 

Edgbaston plantations, amongst moss. 	 Nov, 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Apricus. Hollow and . 
Fixed. BROWN. 

Var. 2. Gills regularly in pairs : stem white above, mouse 
below ; 2 inches. high. 

Edgbaston plantations. 	 Oct. 

Act. Gills light brown, broad : pileus dark red brown, Pyramida'- 
conical : stem white. 	 tus. 

Sehal: 229., 
Gruts fixed, light brown, 4 in a set. 
PttEus dark red brown, conical, the edge expanding, wrinkled, 

near 1 inch from the base to the apex. Flesh thin, light 
brown. 

STEM hollow, whitish, If inch high, thick as a raven's quill. 
Ag. pyrassidatus. Schmff. In Lord Aylesford's park at 

Packington. 

Act. Gills pale brown, 4 in a set: pileus pale reddish fibro'sus. 
brown, conical, smooth : stem white, splitting. 

Guts fixed, pale brown, 4 in a set, regular, rather numerous. 
Ptuus pale reddish brown, smooth, conical, more red at the 

apex, to 1 inch high. 
STEM with a large hollow, white, rather tapering upwards, 

thick as a goose quill, 3 to 4 inches high, splitting into. 
4, 5, or mose fibrous shreds, compressed towards the bot-
tom, sometimes crooked. 

Perhaps only a var. of the preceding. Differs from the Ag. 
arundinaceus ofBulliard in thewhite stem and the regular shaped 
smooth and unstreaked pileus, as does also his plant from the 
Ag. collinus of Schaffer. 

Grows in clusters. Edgbaston Park. 	 Sept. 

Au. Gills pale brown, 4 in a set, but some in pairs and octogo'nus. 
much broader : pileus brown, convex octagonal. 

Giu.s fixed, 4in a set, but irregular, pale watery brown, white at 
the edges. Besides the above, there are S pair of large gills, 
thrice as broad as the common large ones, whose edges 
approach and seem united in pairs, but as their attach-
ment to the pileus is at some distance from each other, 
and the lower edges incline so as to come in contact, if 
not to grow to each other, there is necessarily a consi-
derable cavity included between them. This cavity is 
sometimes empty, but. sometimes incloses a gill of the 
common size. The external appearance of these pairs of 
large gills is not unlike a large seed of an orange. 

Pn.stis pale watery brown, convex, J-stlis of an inch over, the 
edge formed into as many projecting angles as there are 
pairs of the large gills described above. 

R 2 

44 3 

   
  



. ,'244 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricu. Hollow and 
fi.terl. BROWN. 

STEM watery brown, with a small hollow, 1.1 inch high, thinner 
than a crow quill. 

Edgbaston, by the little Pool dam. 	24th August. 

laerimalis. AG. (1.3.1TscH.) Gills deep red brown, not numerous, 4  
in a set : pileus ochrcy 'brown, scored, dimpled : 
stem red brown. 

Bauch. 8. 
GILLS fixed, deep red brown, semi-transparent, not crowded, 4 

in a set. 
PIEEus ochrey brown, scored at the sides, dimpled in the center 

edge mostly turned down, i, to 1 inch over. 
STEM hollow, reddish brown'  generally crooked, 1 to 2 

inches high, hardly so thick as a crow or a goose quill,  
lacrimah.t. Batsch. Hedge banks, Edgbaston old road. 

Packingron Park. 	 27th Nov. 
With us it grows to more than twice the size mentioned and 

figured by Batsch ; the gills are sometimes dark brown, and the 
flesh white. 

Var. 2. Pileus conical : gills hanging below the edge of 
the pileus. 

Batsch. 7. 
Ag. lacrimalis. Grass plats. 	 July,  
Var. 	Stem shorter, thick as a goose quill: juice of the 

gills like watery milk. Mr. STACKEIOUSE. 

Probably a distinct species. 

eircumsep'- A. (BATscn.) Gills reddish brown, 4 ih a set : piletI 
tus. 

	

	 whitish brown, scurfy, convex, dimpled : sten: 
whitish brown, turned up at the base. 

Batsch. VS. 
GILLS fixed, reddish brown, 4 in a set, but the short ones vest 

imperfect from the edge of the pileus rolling in. 
PILEUS gently convex, whitish brown, scurfy, dimpled, edge at 

first much bent inwards, but with age tearing and turn' 
ing up. 

STEM hollow, cavity very fine ; whitish brown, darker wit1  
age, cylindrical, 2 to 2-.17 inches high, thick as a rave 
quill. Root, the end of the stem thickened and a little 
turned up. 

Fig. of Batsch. too small, but he mentions in his descriptiotli 
which is very good, that the plant is sometimes much larger. 

circt.mseptus. Batsch. Edgbaston in pasture lands. 
1 l th Oct. 1790' 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. 	 Agaricus. Hollow, and 	e..15 
Fixed. BROWN. 

Var. 2. Gills orange brown : pilcus nearly semi-globular, • 
whitish brown, powdery ; stem whitish brown. 
Pn.tus nearly 11- inch over : stem 14- inch high. 

In Packington Park, Warwickshire. 	 Autumn.  

AG. Gills purplish brown, broad, thin : pilcus light fusCo-pur- 
brown, semi-globular : stem reddish brown. 	pu'rcus.  

GILLS fixed, purplish brown, very broad and thin, numerous. 
Pri.xus light brown, nearly semi-globular, full l inch over, 
STEM hollow, reddish brown, silky, smooth, twisting and split- 

ting : 21 inches high ; thick as a raven's quill. 
In Packington Park. Possibly a var. of the Ag. semi-glo-

batus. 

AG. (Scri_syr.) Gills nut brown, 4 in a set, extending teber. 
below the edge of the pilcus : pileus deep bull, 
bluntly conical,-  dark brown at the edge stem nut 
brown, smooth, splitting. 

Schaff. 70—Ball. 535. 1—and 40.3. B. C. (but the colours in 
the latter paler than our specimens.)—Soaverby 33 is fig. 
cobs. 

Call fixed slightly to the stem, rich nut brown, their extremi-
ties dipping below the edge of the pileus, nor numerous, 
4 in a set. 

Nuns deep buff; edge dark brown, bluntly conical, smooth, k 
inch from the base to the apex of the cone. 

STEM hollow, nut brown, cylindrical, silky, smooth, splitting, 
twisting 3;: inches high, hardly so thick as a crow quill. 

Ag. tener. Scharff. 9g. forms:am/ow:. Bull. Edgbaston, 
the farther plantation, amongst grass and moss. :31st Oct. 1790. 

AG. Gills brown, broad, 4 in a set : pilcus rich nut‘xylophil'.. 
brown, semi-globular : stem rich brown, crooked. 	Ins. 

Bull 530. '2. L. M. 
• 

Cmcs fixed, brown, 4 in a set, broad. 
PILEtrs rich nut brown, semi-globular, 

edge turned in. 
STEM hollow, rich brown, paler upwards, 

long: thick as a raven's quill. 
xylophillus. Bull. In clusters on 

tail of the great pool in Edgbaston Park, 

1 to 1.1 inch over, the 

crooked, about 11 inch 

an Alder stump at the. 
in a very wet place. 

August. 

AG, Gills rich dark brown, mottled, 4 or 8 in a set : 	eliocola/tus. 
leus pale yellow brown, corp.ex, bossed : stem pale 
brown. 

   
  



246 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Fixed. BROWN. 

GILLS fixed, rich chocolat'e colour, numerous, mottled, 4 or S ill 
a set. 

PILEUS pale yellow brown, convex, bossed, 1 to 2 inches frottl 
the edge to the apex ; smooth, fibrous. Flesh thin, 
yellow white. 

'STEM hollow, pale brown, scurfy, gently tapering upwards, 
bulbous at the base, splitting ; from 4 to G inches high, 
3-10ths to I inch diameter. 

Curtain fugacious, but leaving a stain on the stem, and 
fringing the edge of the pileus. 

In clusters amongst grass, at Edgebaston. 	 Sept, 

Gills dark cinnamon, 4 in a set : pileus brown yel-
low, convex, bossed, edge turned down : stein 
brown yellow, splitting. 

Sch,ej: 4. 
thus fixed, full cinnamon, broad but not very numerous, 4 in 2 

set, regular. 
PILEUS convex, brown yellow, satiny, a small pointed boss in 

the centre, edge dipping down, 	to 9. inches over. 
STEM hollow, brownish yellow, white below, satiny, cylindri- 

cal, tomprcssed, splitting, 2 to 4 inches high, 	inch 
diameter, or more. 

Sometimes the pileus is dimpled and scurfy, and the long 
gills are much broader than the others. These diffelences seen' 
chiefly to take place when the plants attain a larger size, viz• 
the stem from a to 5 inches high, and the pileus 3 or 4. inches 
over. 

Schaffer's name cannot properly he retained, but our plant 
exactly corresponds with his figure, which has repeatedly been 
considered as the Ag. cinnasnomeus of Linnxus. Mr. Bolton 
seems to be the first who has discovered that plant in this king-
dom, and has figured it extremely well in his appendix. 

A1. trot-ems. Scharff. Pastures, Edgbaston. 17th Oct. 1790. 
Var. 2. Pileus regularly convex : stem short, thin, with 

slender hollow. 
GILLS fixed, ochre),  brown, 4 in a set, moderately numerous. 
PILEUS regularly convex, pale buff, darker in the Centre, pi  to 

inches over. 
STEM hollow, brownish, cylindrical, splitting, 1 	inch highs 

thick as a crow quill ; the hollow very fine. 
On a flower bed in the garden, Edgbaston. 23d Aug. 1792. • 

AG, Gills red chesnut, 2 or 4 in a set : pileus chesnut, 
sn tall, liAttish„climpled : stein fox-colour. . 

ICtrits fixed, chesnut-polour, firm, 4 in a set ; long ones about 
30. 

fusen-fla'- • AG. 

vulpi'ous. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Fixed, BROWN. 
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P1LEUS chesnut, flattish, dimpled, turning up with age, -} or I 
of an inch over. 

STEM hollow, the perforation very fine, tawny or fox-colour, 
firm, fleshy, 2 to 4 inches high, thick as a swan's quill.. 

The almost uniform dead foxy.colour, the smallness, flat-
ness, and thinness of the pileus, compared with the length, the 
firmness, and the thickness of the stem, give this plant a very 
singular appearance, but I have not found any figure resem-
bling it. 

Several together, seemingly from one common root, amongst 
moss, Edgbaston. 	 11th Oct. 179o. 

Var. 2. Gills in pairs, Jong ones about 50 : pileus convex, 
not dimpled, very small : stem club-shaped, greatly tapering 
upwards. 

Edgbaston plantations. 	 Aug. — Oct. 

Ao. Gills purplish brown : pileus bluish, centre brown : ferruzinas'. 
stem pale b,lue. 

Borsch. 187. 
Guts fixed, regular, 4 in a set in the smaller, 8 in the larger 

plants, brownish with a beautiful cast of purple. 
P1LEUS bluish, browner in the centre, convex, the edge turned 

in, from 1 to :2-1: inches over. Flesh purplish. 
STEM hollow, pale blue, or whitish, from I to i  inch diameter, 

2 to 4-1 inches high, club-shaped at the base. 
Curtain cobweb-like fibres extending from the stem to the 

edge of the pileus. 
ferruginascens. Batsch. Red rock plantation, Edgbas. 

ton. 	 Sept. 

AG. (BATSCII.) Gills cinnamon, 4 in a set, long ones Hyrni. 
about 15 : pileus reddish brown, conical : stern 
cylindrical, fox-coloured, shining. 

Batsch. 96. 
GILLS fixed, cinnamon colour, 4 in a set, long ones about 15. 
FUEL'S uniform reddish brown, conical, blunt, rather scored, 

1-xth to z  of an inch over. 
STEM hollow, but pithy, cylindrical, shining, tawny or fox- 

colour, 	to 1:7  inch high, not thicker than a pin. 
Ag. Hypni. Batsch. Amongst moss. 	 Oct. 

AG. Gills brown, very broad, ragged at the edges, 4 in a lacinia'tus. 
set : pileus light brown, semi-globular ; stem white, 
tapers ng downwards,* 

   
  



(RYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. A garictts. Hollow cud 
Fixed. Bnowx. 

GILLS slightly fixed to the top of the stem, brown, ragged at 
the edges, very broad, filling up the hollow of the pi-
leus, 4 in a set. 

PILEUS light brown, semi globular, smooth, 1 to 2 inches over. 
Flesh white. 

STEM hollow, white, tapering downwards, 1+ to 2 inches high, 
thick as a goose quill. 

Edgbaston Park. 	 15th Oct. 1790. 
• 

crena itus. AG. Gills red brown, 8 in a set, the large ones broad and 
serrated : pileus cool brown, satiny, scolloped at the 
edge : stern pale brown. 

526, the hollow stemmed figures very like it, but the 
gills appear to be loose. 
thus slightly fixed, red brown, S in a set, the large ones broad, 

irregularly serrated at the edges ; the smaller ones very 
minute. 

PG.EUS cool brown, very satiny, convex, with a point in the 
centre which soon changes to a hollow from the expan-
sion and turning up of the pileus, but the very edge con-
stantly turns down. From 1 to 1 = inch diameter, and 
often cracked from the edge to the centre. Flesh very 
thin. 

STEM hollow, pale polished brown, thick as a crow or a goose 
quill, 	inch high; often flatted. 

Plantations at Edgbaston. 	 Aug. 

cl)pea'tus. AG. (LINN.) Gills greyish brown ; 4 or 8 in a set : pi-
leus pale brown, convex, bossed, viscid : stern 
white, viscid. 

Bolt. 37—Schaf. 59. f. 7. 8. 9, the stem and the hors more 
coloured than ours.—Battar. 23. E. 

GILLS fixed slightly to the stem, greyish watery brown, 4 or 8 
in a set. 

PILEUS brown, convex, bossed, border scored, very viscid, so 
that flies lighting upon it cannot escape, paler in colour 
when this viscid matter is rubbed off, I to 1 inch over. 

S-rtm hollow, white, viscid, tender, easily broken, splitting, 3 
or 4 inches high, thick as a crow quill. 

Ag. stipitatus, pileo hemisphxrico sordido : umbilicopromi-
nence, lamellis albis, stipite longo cylindraceo albo. Fl. Steec. 
1'216. 	 • 

Pileus hemispherical, generally with a pointed boss, viscid. 
Cill, white, not hollow underneath, their sides sprinkled with 
a dark coloured powder. Stem cylindrical, long, slender, white. 
LINN, 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow anti 
-Fixed. BROWN. 

There is some doubt whether we •are right in considering 
this species as the same with the clypeatus of Linnaeus. He 
says the gills are qubite, but then the circumstance of their 
being dusted with a dark-coloured powder may give them 
the colour we have described. He refers to Haller ertum. 41. 
33, where Haller describes them as very white ; in every other 
respect his description applies exactly to our plant, and he re. 
fers at '2388 of his Kist. Mehl. to the same figures which we 
have found to correspond with ours.—This in many respects.re-
sembles the Ag. •varius, but the elastic firm and wiry stem of 
that, is very different from the tender texture of this. Mr. 
STACKHOUSE. 	 • 

gakr;culatus. Schxff. 1g. c...,hvseatus. Bolt. Planta- 
tions in Edgbaston Park. 	 Sth Sept. 

Var. 2. Gills darker brown : pileus powdery. 
pileus white and powdery, but the powder easily filling off, 

chews a reddish brown ground. 
Th4 is larger than the preceding, the diameter of the pileus 

being sometimes more than 2 inches, the stem 6 inches long, 
and as thick as a goose quill. 

	

Packington Park, Warwickshire. 	 Autumn. 

AG. (BOLL.) Gills dark brown to black, 4 or 8 in a set :finii-pu'tris. 
pileus pale brown, conical, blunt, apex polished': 
stein white. 

Bull. 66. (very exact, but the stem more coloar,'d than oars.) 
.G11.1.4 fixed, dark brown changing to black and liquefying; nu. 

merous, mostly .1, but in the full expansion of the larger 
plants, 8 in a set. 

PILEUS pale dead brown, conical, blunt, apex more or less 
smooth and polished, sides a little streaked, thin, semi-
transparent, 1 to 2 inches from the edge to the top of 
the cone and as much in diameter at the base, forming 
Ln equilateral' triangle. 

STEM hollow, silvery white, splitting, cylindrical, 2 to 5 
inches high, thick as a raven's quill. Top of the pileus 
sometimes slightly ringed of a Chesnut colour. 
fimiputris. Bull. In gardens. 	 Oct. 

Var. 2. Gills 4in a set : pileus grey to black. 
B5/t. 66. 1. 

In all other respects similar to the above, but not more than 
half the size. 

Amongst rotten oak leaves on grass land. 	• 	Oct. 
Vit. 3. Gills chocolate brown to black, mottled, in pairs : 

pileus mouse.colour, conical, pointed stem mouse, 9 lindrical, 
firm 

3140 

   
  



5f4 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Fixed. BROW N: 

GILLS fixed, dark brown, mottled, turning black, in pairs. . 
PILEUS conical, pointed, mouse-coloured, sleek and satiny, i  to 

1 inch from the base to the apex of the cone. 
STEM hollow, cylindrical, firm, mouse-colour, darker below, 5 

to 6 inches high, thick as a crow quill. 
Curtain extremely delicate and fugacious, for a short time 

fringing the edge of the pileus. 
This, though one of our most common, and when in perfect

tion a beautiful species, does not appear to be figured by any one. 
In a fine summer morning it is covered with a bloom like that 
on a plumb, frequently with a glittering spangled appearance, 
which, aided by the regularity of its form and the delicate 
fringe of the curtain, make it an object which the eye contem-
plates with pleasure. When gathered, the top of the stem 15 
apt to bend ar a right angle, so that the apex of the cone points 
horizontally. The bloom soon vanishes, and the whole turns 
black in decay. In its general habit and the firmness of its 
stem, it'approaches the Ag. varius. 

Ag.warius. Bolt. Grass plats and new-mown fields. July. 
Var. 4. Gills grey to blue black, 4 or S in a set : pileus 

conical, pale brown, apex chesnut : stem dark mulberry, 
cylindrical. 

Schajr. 202. 
GILLS slightly fixed : grey to blue black, numerous, 4 or 8 in 

a set. 
PILEUS pale brown, conical, scored, apex reddish, polished, 

inch from the edge to the point of the cone. 
STEM hollow, cylindrical, dark blackish red or mulberry co,  

lour, stiff, juicy, 3 to 4 inches high, thick as a crow 
quill. 

The peculiarities of this variety were probably occasioned 
by the watery situation in which it grew. 

fig. mortis. Bot. arr. ed. ii. In wet gravel where no grass 
grows, by the side of the Horse Stew, in Edgbaston Park, um,  
der a large oak tree. 	 Oct. 1791. 

Sometimes on cow-dung, and when p-otected by long grass 
the stem is covered with a white hoariness which readily rubs 
off, and the remains of the curtain forn.a a beautiful festoon 
round the edge of the pileus. When very young the gills ars 
brown, but they soon change to dark grey and become mottled. 

meneus. AG. (ScHiErr.) Gills pale brown, 4 in a set : pileus pale 
buff, centre deeper, rather conical : stem whitish, 
crooked : curtain fugacious. 

Schaf. 45. 
Grus fixed by small claws to the stem, pale watery brown; 4 

in a set. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Fixed. RED. 

Paws buff in the centre, paler towards the edge, rather coni. 
cal, edge turned in, smooth, clammy, 2 inches over. 
Rah yellow white. 

STEM hollow, whitish, scurfv, and brown .below, cylindrical, 
crooked, to 5 inches high, thick as a small goose quill. 

Curtain white, tender, not leaving a ring. 
Grows in clusters, with a large root extending horizontally, 

and fixed to fragments of rotten wood. 
.4g. melleus. Scharff.  Edgbaston plantations. 	21st Aug. 
* Var. 2. Pileus chesnut colour. 

Bolt. 10. 
I venture to place this here, but wish the author had been 

more explicit either in his figure or in his description. 
eastaneus. Bolt. 

Var. 3. Pileus darker coloured and depressed in the centre: 
. stem light buff, crooked, varying from the thickness of a goose 

quill to that of a swallow. 
On rotten wood about Packington, Warwickshire. 

AG. Gills pinky pale brown, 8 in a set : pileus pale ma'cer. 
brown, convex, bossed : stem white, cylindrical, 
smooth. 

Bull. 518. f. F. 
Guts fixed, pinky white when young, changing when expanded 

to a brownish flesh colour, thin, numerous. 
FILMS conical when young, nearly flat when old, always bossed, 

slightly scored, uneven at the edge, very thin and semi- 
transparent, the pale dead brown when rubbed getting a 
pinky cast : from i to ::1  inches over. 

STEM hollow, white, cylindrical'', smooth, splitting, from 1.1. to 
4 inches high, from 1-bth to 3-Piths diameter. Nei- 
ther curtain nor ring. 

Growing in clusters, and like most of the clustered Aga. 
rics, varying very much in size. 

Ag. fistulotus. Bull. Edgbaston Milking bank. 
July—Sept. 

Vas. 2. Gills pinky brown, 4 or S in a set : pileus very 
pale buff, nearly flat : stem with a little loose pith in 
the hollow. 

Beitsch. 111, (but the pileus in our plants paler awl flatter.) 
GILLS fixed, fleshy brown colour, with a purplish tinge at the 

edges when shedding the seed, 4 or r in a set. 
P1LEUS nearly flat, with a gently raised boss, huffy white at 

the border, more buffy in the centre; a little cracking 
and wrinkled at the edge, 1 to If inch over. Flesh 
very thin, white. 

231 

   
  



x'32 CRYPTOGAMIA. PUNGT. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Fixed. RED. 

STEM hollow; with more or less pith, white, cylindrical, smooth, 
31 inches high, thick as a crow or raven quill. 

The stem is much taller in proportion to the size of the pi-
leus than in the preceding. 

In clusters on rotten wood. 	 Oct..—April. 
* Var. 3. Gills 4 in a set : pileus nearly white, hemispheri-

cal, transparent: stem white. 
Bolt. 11. 

GILLS fixed, white, with a faint reddish brown tinge, black in 
decay ; thin, flexible, broad, distant, 4 in a set. 

FILMS white, hemispherical, never turning up, sometimes waved 
at the edge, membranaceous, thin, I= to 2 inches over. 

§Tant hollow, white, readily splitting, 2 or 3 inches high, thick 
as a swan's quill. BOLTON.—Entirely without flesh. 
Mr. WOODWARD. 

Ag. membranaceus. Bolt. Shady woods on the decaying 
roots of fallen oak trees. [Not uncommon. Mr. WooDWARD4 

virida'rius. AG. Gills pale brown, 4 in a set, few : pileus rich buff; 
convex : stem pale buff, cylindrical. 

Scholl'. 226. 
GILLS fixed, pale brown, 4 in a set, long ones not more than 16. 
BMWS rich buff, regularly convex, smooth, inch over. Flak 

yellowish. 
STEM hollow, the cavity pretty much filled with a white pith ; 

pale buff, cylindrical, smooth, 1 inch long, thinner than 
a crow quill. Root a knob. 

" 	Has none of the powdery matter on the pileus mentioned by 
Schaeffer, but that is probably a very transitory appearance. 
The hollow in the stem is uniformly filled with a white pith, 
the surrounding flesh having a yellow cast. This pith does not 
appear in Schzffer's figure, therefore I suppose it is not always 
found so fully to occupy the hollow. 

Ag. pulverulentus. Schaff.  Grass plats, but not very com- 
mon. 	 August. 

(3) GILLS red. 
cinnamo/- AG. (LINN.) Gills deep tawny red, broad about the mid- 

rneus. 

	

	dle, 4 in a Set: pileus rich cinnamon, convex, 
somewhat bossed : stem yellow. 

Bolt. 130. not S•chajt t. 4.) • 
Gills tawny red. Pilens convex, but flatted, often with a 

central rise ; colour of leather, or of a chesnut. Stem yellow-
ish, naked, long. It is readily distinguished by its cinnamon 
colour. LINN —Not Haller. n. 2+32, nor Ray Syn. 5. n. 23, 
nor Huds. 615. n. l9.— Gills a glowing reddish yellow. Fileos 
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CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Fixed. RED. 

V.53 

yellowish snuff colour, clothy to the touch. Stem bright yel-
low, fleshy, thicker at bottom. So well described by Linnxus 
that it• is surprising it has not been since observed. These ob. 
serrations, accompanied by a beautiful drawing of the plant by 
Mr. Stackhouse. 
GILLS fixed by claws, which break as the pileus attains its 

fullest expansion, deep tawny red, broadest in the middle, 
uneven at the edge, not crowded. 

Plum rich cinnamon, convex, the edge turned down, and 
curled in; in its state of greatest expansion flat, the cen-
tral boss small, pointed ; diameter 1; to 3 i inches. 

STEM hollow, fine full yellow, cylindrical, generally crooked, 
sometimes in old plants flatted, 2 inches high, silky, 
shining, thick as a goose quill. 

eiunamomeus. • klit. Plantations belonging to Mr. 
Pearson at Tettenhall,' Staffordshire. July, 1792.—Pcnclarvis, 
Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

AG. Gills red : pileus whitish to brownish buff: stem rubigitio'sus 
white, changing to purplish brown. 

GILLS fixed, but frequently separating from the stem as the plant 
comes to maturity; rich pinky red to cinnamon; 4 in a 
set, numerous, very narrow, paler when young. 

PILEUS whitish when young, brownish buff when old and crack-
ing; bluntly conical, -2 to 1 inch diameter, thin and 
semi-transparent. 

STEM hollow, 2 to 3f  inches high, thick as a crow's quill; white 
when young, but changing to purplish brown. Root ra..,  
ther bulbous. Flesh white. 

On cowdung; Edgbaston. 	 12th Oat. 1793. 

Ao. (BULL.) Gills rose red, 2 to 4 in a set, connected by ro'scida. 
cross threads : pileus ruse red, bussed : stein pall 
rose. 

Bull. 162. 
Gru.s fixed slightly to the stem, delicate rose or peach blossom 

colour, not numerous, 4 in a set, bat the shorter series 
often wanting, large gills in the larger plants as if bitten 
at the edges ; all of them connected by cross threads or 
ligaments. 

PILEUS blossom or pale rose colour, convex, bossed, scored at the 
sides, edge ragged, turning up with age and changing to 
yellow brown, from to i inch over. 

STEM hollow, pale rose colour, Grin, splitting, 
smooth, 2 to 4 inches high, from 	to .3-ths cf an 
inch diameter. 

   
  



234 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. AgaricuL"1:1ollow and 
• Fixed. • RED. 	• 

Schaff. 303. 
Ag. rubellas. Schaff.  Bottom of stumps. 	Nov. 
Var. 3. Gills pale pink changing to grey : stem flattened, 

silvery white : root long, taper, brown, woody. 	. 
The stem is hollow, but when old the hollow is filled with a 

beautiful white pith like floss silk. Pilcus watery brown. 
Packington Park, Warwickshire. 

rubeeun'dusAo. Gills pale red, mostly 4 in a set : pileus brick red: 
stem brown red ; root a knob. 

GILLS fixed, pale red, not numerous, generally 4 in a set, but the 
short gills often wanting. 

PiLtus pinky red, or brick dust colour, sometimes powdered 
over with white; conical, flatted at top; 1 to 2 inches 
over. 

STEM hollow, brownish red, crooked, thick as a goose quill. 
Root rather bulbous. 

Farther plantations, and by the side of a gravel walk, Edg- 
baston. 	 4th Sept. 179.2. 

serugino'sus Ag. (Cum.'s.) Gills lilac, 4 or 8 in a set: pilcus blue, 
changing to brown yellow, convex, bossed: stem 
bluish. 

Curt. 309, excellent, ( but not Hudson's viridis nxhich has 
white gills, nor yet Michell 	albi et a irides, Q, suhich 
has a white stem also.,'—Schaf. 1—Bolt. 113, a very 
large specimen. 

GILLS fixed, numerous, rich lilac colour, 4 in a set in the small, 
8 in the large plants. 

Piteus convex, bossed, blue, slimy, 1 to 3 inches over; border 
turning up when old. 

STEM hollow, bluish, white at the top, nearly cylindrical, 3-.ì  to 
2-1 inches long; lower part covered with a thin bluish 
green skin. Curtain white, delicate, fringing with its 
fragments the border uc, the pileus, and forming a ring 
on the stem, but no a very permanent one. 	Root 
conical, thicker than the stem, growing to rotten wood. 

The blue colour of the pilcus seems resident in the slimy 
• In the Autumn of t7Sts in several hundred specimens, I never 

found one that had a ring  on the stein, but the tiMowing year, almost 
every one which occurred had this distinguishing mark. Major ViLLEY. 

Ag. iticarnatus. RELHAN. suppl. ii. n. 1092. Ag. rostra. 
Bull. Plantations, Edgbaston. 	 Nov. 1790. 

Var. 2. Gills fleshy : pileus brown buff inclining to rose, 
boss darker, smooth, sides ribbed: stem pale rose or yellowish, 
white at the top. 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAIVIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 	455 
Fixed. RED. 

matter upon it, and this being laid on a yellow ground, produces 
a greenish cast. 

Ray Syn. p. 6. n. 30. Ag. Tiridulas. Schmff. Ag. tyaneus. 
Bolt. Rookery, Edgbaston. Not uncommon in woods. Mr. 
Suciumuss. Earsham wood, Suffolk. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Sept. Oct. 
Var. 2. Gills 4 in a set: pileus pale blue, pointed : stem en-

tirely white. 
A small specimen, perhaps only different from having grown 

shaded by a large plant of the Ag. Listeri. Var. 1. 31st Oct. 
Var. 3. Gills regularly 4 in a set, without cross threads: 

pileus conical : stem white. 
GILLS fixed, few, regularly 4 in a set, peach blossom colour. 
PILEUS conical, pointed, blossom colour, uneven at the edge. 
STEM hollow, beautifully white, 2-1 inches high, of an inch 

diameter. 
Edgbaston, by the stews, amongst grass; rare. 

27th Oct. 1790. 
These plants are semi-transparent, tender and brittle. I 

think Mr. Bulliard mistakes in saying the gills are loose, they 
only become so when the pileus turns up as the plant approaches 
its decay, and then they are torn from the stem. 	Ills reference 
to Schaffer, t. 75, is certainly erroneous, for that is Ag. integer. 

AG. Gills pale red, broad, 4 in a set: pileus convex, fis'sus. 
scurfy : stein streaked. 

• Gru.s fixed, salmon coloured, broad, not numerous, rather 
fleshy, irregularly 4 in a set. 

PILEUS convex, or bluntly conical, buff with a pinky tinge, 
scurfy, streaked at the edge, 1 to 2z inches over. Flesh 
hardly any. 

STEM hollow, streaked, reddish brown buff, cylindrical or com-
pressed, 4 or inches high ; thick as a goose quill. 

Woods at Edgbaston. 	 Sept. 
Var. 2. pileus dusky olive, conical, brown at the top : stem 

grey. 
Bolt. 35. 

GILLS fixed, thin, flexible, of a colour between carnation and 
orange. 

PILEUS striated at the edge, bluntly conical, 1 to 2 inches over. 
STEM hollow, pale grey, but closely examined appears to have 

fine longitudinal stripes of a mouse colour and silky 
white alternately ; frequently splits throughout its whole 
length, the edges of the divided parts rolling in so as to 
give the appearance of 2 stems supporting one pileus; 4 
or 5 inches high, thick as a goose quill. BovroN. 

   
  



236 	CRYPTOG,A.MIA. FUNGI. Agar' cus. Hollow and 
Fixed. PURPLE. 

Woods about Halifax. 

.(i) GILLS purple. 
livido-pur- AG. Gills purple, few, brittle, 4 in a set: pileus purple, 

pu'reus. 	convex : stein purple, cylindrical, brittle. 
Bolt. 63; and 4. 

Giu.s fixed, fleshy, few, deep rich purple, 4 in a set. 
Pli.xus convex, waved at the edge, turning up with age and 

losing its colour • it. to 24: inches over. 
STEM hollow, purple changing to brown; 2 to 3 inches high, 

of an inch diameter, splitting. 
Ag. amethystinus. BOLT. but that name was pre-occupied. 

Mr. Bolton's name for pl. 4, he himself discovered to have ori-
ginated in a mistake. 
• *Var. 2. Whole plant of a dirty brOwnish flesh colour. 

Bolt. 64. 
Mr. Bolton thinks this the same as his pl. 6:3, and says he 

finds no distinction between them except in colour. If so, the 
dissections have been made carelessly, tbr the gills in this are 
drawn remarkably distant from the stem, whilst in'pl. 4, and pl. 
6:3, they are drawn as fixed to the stem. Perhaps however he is 
right, and the dissected figure may haVe been drawn from $ 
plant in a weak or decaying state, when the gills may have se,  
pa rated from the stem. I suspect that the whole plant was in $ 
diseased state. 

Ag. farinateus. Bolt. Moist woods, on steep rocks. Pack' 
ington Park. Red Rock Plantation, Edgbaston. Aug.—Nov,  

(3) GILLS yellow. 

auran'tius. AG. (LIGHTFOOT.) Gills yellow, fleshy, 8 in a set : pi-
Jetts conical, orange, edge uneven : stem Mellon, 
splitting. 

Curt. ..X.R...—Schaj. 	50, anti 5'24. C—Bolt. 67. t:••-• 
Tour,,. :3'27. A. B. C.—Fl. dan. 8:33—Batteb. 

Ag. stipitatus, pileo convexo, lamellis basi mucrone dentatic, 
LINN. Gills pale yellow, angular at the base. Pi/cus decy-.1 
yellow, smooth, edge bent inwards. Fl. Suec. 1 .20( . Sec Az.,  
psittacinus ; note at the bottom of the page. 
Grus fix( d slightly to the stern, paler or dceFer yellow, thick, 

fleshy, not numerous, irregular, I or in a set, long one-
about .30 or 40. 

PILEUS conical, satiny, glutinous, bright red or orange, or pale 
yellow; brownish, and even black with age; the colour 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAINIT A . FUNGI. A oarictu. Hollow and 	l37 
Mused. YE LLO W. 

remaining longest at the edge; shape irregular, some-
times bossed, edge alWays uneven, soon cracking and 
turning up, to t ;7  inch from the base to the apex of 
the cone. Flesh yellow, tender, brittle. 

STEM hollow, pithy, pale yellow to deep saffron, streaked, often 
flatted or twisted, splitting, 1 to .; inches high, I to -;!-
inch diameter. 

Ag. deimatus. LINN. Huns. But I still retain the name 
given it by Mr. Lightfoot, because we have long been accustomed 
to associate it with the plant, and it is also' more obviously cha. 
racteristic than that of Linmeus. 

Ag. conicus. &limit. Ag. crocens. Bull. Ag. auranintr. 
Bolt. A. luxuriant. Batsch. rlg. collie/tr. Fl. dan. Edgbasion 
Park, plentiful on a grassy bank sloping to the East. Bungay 
Common, frequent. Mr, WOODWAIW. Covers upland pastures 
and downs, near Bath. In woods and long grass the stein grows 
taller. Mr. STACKIJOUSE.• 	 June—Oct, 

Var. 2. Pilcus deep crimson: stein carmine colour; gills 4 
in a set. 

Bull. 570. 8chajr. '2.f. (7, nearly represents if. 
Bulliard's Ag. marlany. is larger than our specimens, which 

arc generally smaller than var. 1. Amongst short grass and 
moss. Very small, glossy, highly coloured; growing on com-
mons amongst short grass. ‘Voolhope, Herefordshire; Clow-• 
ante, Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOUSE. Bulliard's 598. 1. seems 
also to be the same. 

Var. 3. Gills few, pale green, whitish at the edges, 4 in a 
set, but irregular: pileus green, changing to yellow brown, con. 
vex, bossed, irregular: stem green above, yellow belotv. 
GILLS fixed, dilute green, pale yellowish brown, or whitish to-

wards the edges, i• in a set, but the smillcr series very 
irregular, sometimes absent, sometimes in a place; lam 
one, about : u. 	 • 

?H.S.'S convex, bossed, irregular, border scored, turning up with 
age, green when young, changing to a varying mixture 
of brownish yellow and green, I to i 41  inch over. 

STEM hollow, cylindrical, splitting, greenish upwards, yellowish 
below, 	inch high, thick as a raven quill. 

The whole plant semi-transparent, and so slippery with slime 
that it is with difficulty retained between the fingers. 

Edg-baston Park, by the stews ; not frequent. 
"1st Oct. 1790. 

Var. 1. Gills loose, pinky, fleshy, 4 in a set; pileus pale 
pink: stem pinky. 
GILLS loose, pinky, fleshy, brittle, not numerous, in contact with, 

but not fixed to the stem, 1- in a set. 
VOL. IV. 

   
  



258 	CRYPTOGAMTA. FUNGI. .Agariens.. Hollow and 
Fixed. YELLOW. 	• 

• • PiiEns pale pink, conical, pointed, edge irregular and uneven, 
almost clasping the stem when young, turning up with 
age and cracking entirely through to the very centre; 
height of the cone 1 inch. Flesh thin, inky. 

STEM hollow, white with a pinky tinge, cylindrical, but flatted, 
often cracking through its whole length on one or both 
sides, and the edges at the Cracks turning in so as to give 
the appearance of two stems united together; 1 to fl 
inches high, ./4  of an inch diameter. 

Pastures, Edgbaston, by the long stew in the Park, on land 
sloping to the North East. 	 14th Oct.  

Var. 5. Gills loose, yellow, 2, 3, or 4 in a set : pileus and 
stem pinky. 

The smallest gills are very minute, and frequently wanting. 
On the same sloping ground as the preceding. 	22c1 Jul)'' 
The Ag. aurantius is the strongest exception I have me 

with to the present mode of arranging the .genus. The last tW° 
varieties undoubtedly belong to the aurantius, any of the plate 
of which will give a good idea of them, if the colours, and the 
circumstances of the gills were changed. Perhaps the gills l° 
an earlier stage of growth may be found attached to the stern) 
and as to colour, this species is unusually sportive. To prevent 
embarrassment I shallgintroduce them as exceptions to the ge' 
neral distribution ; and what system exists without its excel,' 
Lions. On further examination I am satisfied that the gills are 
all fixed to the stem, though in some of the varieties only by ° 
slender thread-like substance which breaks as the pilcus expands' 
All these varieties turn black in decay. 

cera'ceus. AG. (WuLFEN.) Gills pale yellow, in pairs : pileus deep 
yellow, hemispherical, smooth : stem deep yellows 
cylindrical. 

Solverby 2C—Wn?fcn, Jacq. misc. 15. ii. 2. 
Ag. stipitatus ; pileo hemispherico stipiteque subfistulos° 

flavis: lamellis aquose luteolis. Wuu'sx. 
Giii.s fixed, yellow, 4 in a set, not crowded, broad. 
PILEUS convex, dry, deep yellow, a  of an inch over, flat, and 

turning up with age. 
STEM with a fine hollow, yellow, thick as a crow or raven quill! 

full one inch high, 2-,loths diameter. Flesh yellow. 
The whole plant of a tentlpr texture and semi-transparent. 
Dry pastures, Edgbastonfi 	 Sept' 

psittaci'nus. Ag. (Sctrinrr.) Gills bright yellow, 4 in a set : pileng 
line green awl rich buff; bluntly conical: stein 
green. 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 	159 
, Fixed. YELLOW. 

Saari: 301—Battar. 21. Ee 
Grus fixed slightly to the stem, full bright yellow, 4 in a set; 

long gills about 21 ; edge scolloped, but without any par-
ticular pointed tooth at the base. • 

Pettus bluntly conical, rich buff; border when young beautifully 
green, viscid, paler with age and the edge turning up, 
of an inch over. 

STEM hollow, beautifully green, smooth, slimy, tender, split-
ting, I inch high, thick as a crow quill. When old the 
green on the upper part remains, whilst the lower be-
comes yellow. 

The whole plant viscid and slimy. The green colour here 
seems, as in the Ag. an-rigatonis, to be contained in the slimy 
coating, which being laid on a golden ground acquires such an 
unusual brilliancy. It wears or washes from the central and 
projecting part of the pileui and then shcws the yellow ground, 
but it remains longest on the upper part of the stem, because 
there protected by the shelter the pileus affords. 

Ag. pillar/ems. Schaff.  Pool dam, and the Red Rock 
plantation in Edgbaston Park. 	 Aug. Sept. 

Var. 2. Pileus ruby red, centre yellowish: stem ruby red, 
yellowish at the base." 

Schaf. 302. (excellent) 
GILLS fixed, yellow, fleshy, 4 in a set. 
PILEus convex, flatted, bright ruby red, but the centre more 

tawny and with age the yellow cast spreads towards the 
edge ; 11 inch over. Flesh yellow or tawny. 

STEM the hollow very fine, but soon enlarging by the shrink. 
ing of the spongy flesh, red above, tawny or yellow 
below, splitting, nearly cylindrical, If inch high, thick 
as a large swan's quill. 

* Schxfrer, and after him, our English authors, have supposed this to 
he the Ag. &Watts of Linnwus, but it can hardly be so, as he points out 
the following  particulars in his plant which do not exist in ours :--
" Gillr with a tooth at the base, separating from the stem; their edges 

broad, sub-villose or mealy. Prieto convex, border bent in. Stem 
scored towards the top; growing in clusters."— My opinion is well 

supported by the following remarks of Major Velley :—" Schleifer is of 
opinion that his Ag. Itillachnis and Ag. coccinesa. t. 3o1—and3oa, arc 
both described by 1.innams under the trivial name dent.tur. If this is the 
fact, has not the great naturalist formed his specific character with less 
precision than usual, since there are other Agarics more obviously den-
tared than the above, particularly than the corcinear 302, which in 
4eltrtfer's table does not chew the indented character? 1 have frequently 
tound the Ag. co,eitrear of Sch;rtier, but do not recollect to have observed 
the teeth, and it they were observable, in an Agaric so remarkable in its 
colour and habit, they might have been noticed in the general descrip. 
twit of the plant, while its snore obvious distinctions should have /111.• 
111,lied its trivial muse. 

s 2 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Fixed. BUFF. 

The Gills are always yellow at first, but as the plant grows 
older the ruby tinge of the pileus pervades them, leaving the 
only yellow at the edges. 	• 	• 

Ag. dentate: of Hunsore and RELHAN. Dr. Sibthorpe refers 
RAY. Syn. 7. 31. to this plant, and it may be so, but Ray de-
scribes his Agaric as becoming inverted and forming when old $ 
funnel-shaped pileus, but the brittle texture of the plant before 
us will scarcely admit of such an inversion; it cannot even be-
come flat without cracking. 

Red Rock plantation, Edgbaston. 	3d Oct. 1791. 

crypta'ruiri. AG. Gills pale yellow, 4 or 8 in a set : pileus pale yellow: 
convex, smooth : stem yellow, slender, smooth. 

GILLS fixed, brimstone yellow, numerous, narrow, 8 in a set. 
PILEUS pale yellow, convex, rather conical, nearly flat wilco 

fully expanded, # to of an inch diameter. 
STEM hollow, the tube very slender, yellow, polished, thick as 3  

crow quill, = to 14,- inch high ; often crooked. 
The whole plant of a delicate pale yellow ; it grows in clus-

ters. Under the horizontal wooden door of a wine vaclr. 
Edgbaston. 	 Sept,  

Var. 1. Gills pale yellow, 4 in a set : pileus pale yellow, 
conical, smooth; stem dusky white. 

Bolt.71. 1. 
Grits fixed by a fine point. 
PILEUS glutinous, bell-shaped, pale dusky yellow, hardly I inch 

high. 
STEM hollow, dusky white, 1 inch high, thickness of a thin ono; 

quill. Whole plant tender, watery, pellucid, wrappo' 
in a soft downy covering when very young. BOLTON. 

Ag. aquosus, Bolton ; not Ag. aquosus of Hudson, which 15  
a variety of the Ag. congregatus. 

On rotten wood, under the sprinklings of the stream of £10 
Cram Well at Bellbank, near Bingley. 	 April' 

(6) GILLS butt 

subcar'neus AG. (BATscit.) Gills buff, broad, 4 in a set : pileus con: 
vex, buff, darker in the centre, viscid : stem burl,  
poll; lied. 

Fl. dan. 1071. i'.—Bastch. 10('--Sche.63. 
GILLS fixed, buff, 4 in a seg broad, long ones about 22. 	, 
PILEUS buff, convex, viscid, near f inch diameter; when olo 

nearly flat, but hollowed in the centre and cracking at 
the edge. Sometimes the pileus is nearly semi-globelP 
but the edge turned outwards like the brim of a hat. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. A frarictr. Hollow aid 	261 
Fixed. Burt,. 

STEM hollow, the hollow nearly filled with pith, buff', viscid, 
polished, cylindrical, about I inch high, thinner than a 
crow quill. RAY Syn. p. 	n. ;38. 

Ag. campanula/Ia. Schaff. dg. subcarneus. Ranch. Packing_ 

	

ton and Edgbaston Parks, on rotten wood. 	i th Nov. 119c. 

AG. Gills deep buff, 4 in a set: piletts convex, buff : stern scario'sus. 
whitish above, dark brown and scaly below : ring 
permanent, pale brown. 

Gnus fixed, numerous, deep buff; 4 in a set. 
Pam convex, rather bossed, pale buff; but the centre, and a 

circle round the border darker; to flinch over. Flesh 
white. 

STEM hollow, cylindrical, thick as a raven's quill,  1 „" to • s! 
inches high, nearly white above the ring, dark brown 
below it; the dark part apparently rough with short, 
brown, slender, rising scales. Rug fixed near the gills, 
forming a beautiful pale brown fringe round the stem. 
Resembles the Ag. ragripes. Bull. :44. but the gills in 
our plant are darker, and that has no ring. 

Plantations, Edgbaston. 	 :;1st Oct. 1790. 
Var. Q. Gills uneven at the edge; pileus yellow brown, 

bell-shaped, blunt : stem pale buff : ring none. 
Edge of the pileus very dark coloured, and turned up. 
On rotten wood, in Packington Park, 	 Autumn. 

AG. (ScuiEv.) Gills buff, c2 or 4 in a set: pileus con- fiocco'=u4. 
vex, bright bay, tufted %N, ith dark hair: stein brown, 
bay, tufted. 

Curt. eri!, very /due—Schaff. 61, six,  of seer ph nrs—Rn/l. 
26(' )  gills much darde r tha,r ours—Batre-b.:A --,',rot &Thu-. 
t. 8. H. for that pia/a is entiscly white.) 

GILLS fixed, buff; turning brownish, numerous, fA.' or -1 in a set, 
but irregular. 

PILEus bright -bay, set with dark triangular pencils of hair. 
convex when young, bossed in middle age, concave 
when old, edge turned down, 	to inches over. 

STEM hollow, brown, fibrous or hairy, 2 inches high, nearly as 
thick as a goose quill. Curtain fugacious. Risg per-
manent. 

This is with us a very rare species, and my opportunities of 
examining it have been insufficient to allow ow to clear up some 
difficulties which present themselves on inspecting the ligures and 
descriptions of autlum. I beg therifure to be understood as 
'Peaking with great uncertainty, and 	it ma) chit ,  Taro the 

   
  



Atli 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Fixed. YELLOW. 

attention of those botanists who have better opportunities of 
examining it. I have two sorts of shaggy Agancs now before 
me, the one just now described, gathered at Edgbaston, an-
other sort sent from Herefordshire by Mr. Stackhouse. The first 
sort has a regular fine hollow in the stem, and fixed gills, the 
second has a solid stem and decurrent gills. The habit and 
general appearance are the same in both, but these essential dif-
ferences in structure require than to be kept apart. Schmff. 61. 
is a very exact representation of the plants found here, and 
Scheeff: SO. agrees well with the Herefordshire plant. Schwifer 
was aware that they were not the same plants, and has attempted, 
though not unsuccessfully, to point out some discriminating dif-
ferences. Curtis 264, and Bull. 26(, agree with the Edgbaston 
plant in structure, but they are both much larger, and the 
colour of the gills is too dark in M. Bulliard's plate. ,The 
Herefordshire plant has been extremely well drawn by Mr. Stack-
house, it is also indifferently figured Fl. dan. 4 91 , of a small size. 
For what more I know respecting it see Ag. pilosus. 

Ag.floccosus. Schaff. Ag. squamosus. Bull. Ag. castantus• 
Batsch. 

(7) GILLS yellow. 
flat% icans. AG. Gills pure yellow: pileus yellow, nearly flat, with 

an orange boss : stem yellow. 
GILLS fixed., yellow, narrow, 4 in a set. 
Pi LEW yellow, with an orange coloured boss ; nearly flat, I inch 

diameter. 
STEM hollow, yellow, splitting, 1 to Fit inch high,• thick as 3 

raven quill. 
The pileus is nearly flat even in the younger state of the plant. 

Not much unlike Ag. scariosus, but differs in the colour and in 
the want of a ring. 

In the Earl of Aylesford's Park at Packington, Warwick- 
shire. 	 Autumn. 

(8) GILLS green. 
fascicula'ris AG. (I-Tuns.) Gills brown green, 4 in a set: pileus yel-

low and orange : stein yellow. 
Schee."... 49. 1. 2. 3—Bolt. 29-7. B. iii. 835. 

Girls fixed, pale brown with a greenish cast, changing to dark 
olive brown; very numerous. 

Paws more or less conical, yellow, clothy, brown orange in the 
centre, which is sometirtes rather bossed, 1.1 to 2 inches 
over. 

STEM hollow, yellow, crooked, sometimes compressed and ap-
pearing as if double; 2 to 4 inches high, thick as a ere 
or a goose quill. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agarieus. Hollow and 
Fixed. GREEN. 

Curtain very pale yellow, fugacious, leaving no durable 
mark on the stem. 

In the larger and more expanded plants some of the long gills' 
separate from the stem ; and then they cease to grow, for they 
appear less broad than those which remain attached to it. This 
circumstance however compels us to count 8 in a set. 

Gills very closely set and in maturity changing from a yel-
lowish green to a dusky colour, discharging a dust when shaken. 
Major VELLEY. When held against the light with the gills 
towards the eye and gently turned round, a beautiful golden 
metallic lustre seems to play upon the under surface. 

RAY Syn. p.9. n. 50. Ag.lateritius. Schxff. Ag.fasciesdaris. 
I3olt. In clusters ; sometimes apparently distant from any rot-
ten wood, but most constantly found under trees, or near the bot- 
tom of posts. 	 June—August—April. 

Var. 2. Gills yellow to greenish, S in a set, regular: stem 
with a ring. 

Bertsch 29. 
GILLS fixed, pale, yellowish, soon changing to greenish ; regu-

larly 8 in a set. 
PmEus at first conical, the edge turned in, then nearly flat, full 

buff, harsh to the touch, I f to If inch over. 
STEM hollow, pale yellow, silky, seldom quite straight, 14 to 2 

inches high, near inch diameter, marked very near the•  
top with a ring. 

Curtain woolly, pale greenish yellow, not very fugacious, 
part adhering to the edge of the pileus and part to the top of the 

• stem, forming a ring. 
Ag. spadiceus. Batsch. In clusters, Edgbaston, at the bot- 

tom of posts, or other half rotten wood. 	 Oct. 
Var. 3. Gills watery white changing to grey green : pileus 

irregularly convex, bossed. 
Fl. don. 890—Bartar. 22. D.G. N—Belt. ,—Schaff. 49. 6. 7. 

GILLS fixed slightly to the top of the stem by a minute claw, 
watery white with a faint tinge of grey, which soon at-
tains a greenish cast; numerous, 4 or :4 in a set. 

PttEus irregularly convex, bossed but flatted at the top, shies 
depressed in places, edge turned in, deep buff approaching 
to brown orange, and sometimes to red chesnut, paler at 
the sides, cracking, 2 to 5 inches over. 
Flesh yellow white. 

STEM hollow, with a loose pith, yellow white or huff above, 
brown at the bottom, smooth, crooked, cy lindrical, split- 
ting, 3 to 4 inches long, and near inch diameter. 

Curtain woolly, greenish white, fringing the edge of the 
pileus but seldom leaving a permanent ring on the stem. 

1'.63 

   
  



`-'61 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Fixed. GREY. 

Ray Syll. p. 10. n. 57. Ag. tomposus. Bolt. 4g. lateritini. 
Scharff. Ag, auratus. Fl. dan. Single or in clusters, not uncom• 
mon,' but the root always attached to rotten wood. 

Nov.—April. 
Var. 4. Gills dirty pale green covered with a purplish 

brown powder, and waved at the edge. 
GILLS fixed, numerous, 8 in a set, much waved at the edge, 

pale dull watery green, soon becoming covered by the 
seeds which are brown with a purplish cast. Reilly& 
lowish. 

PILEUS when expanded nearly flat, but waved and wrinkled at 
the edge, deep buff, red brown in the centre, 5 to / 
inches over. 

STEM hollow, tinted ,with lighter and darker shades of yelloY.  
brown, 	to t inches high, 4 inch diameter. 

	

Mostly solitary. Cherry Orchard, Edgbaston. 	Oct,  

Ac. Gills fixed, few, pale green, whitish. at the edges, 4 
in a set, but irregular : pileus green, changing to 
yellow brown, convex, bossed, irregular : sten)  
green above, yellow below. 

Ag. aurantius. Var. 3. see page 2G2. 

(8) GILI.s grey. 

cameo-fla'- AG. Gills grey, changing to dark chocolate : pileus bright 
vus. 	red orange, widely conical ; stem light brown: flesh) 

GILI.s fixed, grey, turning to very dark brown. 
PILEUS bright red orange, widely conical, bossed, 1 to a inche5 

over. 
STEM hollow, light brown, scored ; 9.1 to 1.! inches high, nearly' 

as thick as a goose quill. Curtain adhering to tilt% 
stem. 

In Lord Aylcsford's park at Packington, 

corona'ttis. Ac. CillS grey, 4 or 8 in a set : pileus brownish grey, 
bluntly conical : stein whitish brown, cylindrical. 

GILI.s fixed, grey, 4 or 8 in a set, sometimes not reaching the 
edge of the pileus. 

Punts bluntly conical, flattifh at the top, whitish brown of 
grey, darker in the centre, skin rolled the summit of the 
cone cracking in a circle, and the cracked edge turning 
up forms a kind of cap upon the pileus; 1 to 1 inch 
over. 

auranititts. 

   
  



CRITTOGANITA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Maw and 
Fixed. GREY. 

STEM hollow, whitish brown, cylindrical, crooked towards the 
root, splitting, 3 to inches high, thick as a raven quill. 
Ring white. 

Edgbaston Grove, not common. 	 April. 
Var. 2. Gills grey, edged• with white, 8 in a set: pilcus 

semiglobular, mealy, white : stem mealy, white. 
GiLLs fh:ed, grey edged with white, black when old. 
PILEUS entirely covered with a white meal, semi-globular, edge 

cooping in, ‘2, Indies over. 
STEM with a fine hollow, smooth, covered with a white pow-

der, rerfeEtly cylindrical, tt inches high, thicker than a 
raven's quill ; cottony at the base. 

When the mealy powder is rubbed off the pilcus or stem, 
the skin appears of a pile livid brown colour. Sometimes it is 
found in a glutinous state, and then it resembles the following 
species, but the want of horizontality in the edge of the gills 
distinguishes it. 

Pastures, Edgbaston, but rare. 	 July. 

AG. (BATsctE.) Gills grey, mottled, 4 or S in a set; edgesenti-glo,  
horizontal : pilcus ,recnish yellow, semi-globular ba'tus. 
stem pale bull: 

Cart. 194—Batsch. 	566. 4-.7. B. iii. t 1-7, the 
ripper ifgure good—Schaff. 	probably desig...cd for it. 

Guts fixed, when very young whitish, but always grey at the 
edges, soon becoming entirely grey, and mottled, chang-
ing to chocolate with age ; -I in a set in the smaller, S 
in the larger plmrs ; long ones about 2n or 2., their 
edges forming an horizontal line from the stem to the 
edge of the pilcus. 

PILEUS nearly semi-globular, yellow, or bufF, to brownish ; very 
glutinous, wrinkled with age, 	of an inch over. 

STEM hollow, the perforation very fine and sometimes partly 
filled with a white pith ; very pale buff, smooth, clammy, 
2 to :3 inches high, thick as a crow quill. 

Crirtain tough, l icious, leaving a rill.; near the top of the 
stem, 'which does not cen,inue 1 m2:. 

Ray Syn. p. ;. 	1-lud'on 	. 	but not Schaff: 
21n. Ray's description is very expressive. Major VELLEY. 

The whole plant is sometimes not larger than a large pin. 
Mr. Curtis had named it glutim,rec, bra that term bad before 
been applied to mwe than one s, ecicc, and the name given it 
by /Kitsch, which I have therefore prefJrred, is very expressive. 

Ag. 	 hoar . Bull. Pastures, grass 
plats, not uncommon, 	 July—Oct, 
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Loose. WHITE. 

*Var. 2. Stem livid. , 
Pastures, in cowdung. 	 Sept. Oct. Mr. Huosos,  
Var. 3. Gills brown grey, 4 in a set, long ones 16 or IS: 

pileus pale buff, smooth, viscid, semi-globular, but pointed i$ 
the centre : stem white, viscid. 

Bauch. .5—Sche. 236, (the figures agree hotter than tkt 
description.) 

Pam about 2 an inch over. 
STEM hollow, silky, nearly white, 3 inches high, thinner than $ 

crow quill. 
Az. griseus. Schaff. Edgbaston plantations. 31st Oct. 179O' 

VI. HOLLOW and LOOSE. 
(1) GILLS white. 

Ac. collariatus. see Mcrulius collariatus. 

proce'rus. AG. (Scop.) Gills white, uniform, fixed to a collar: pileus 
a broad cone, bossed, white brown, scaly : sten; 
scaly : ring loose. 

Curt. iv. 3,9—Fl. dan. 772--Schaff. 23. 22—Bull. 78—Sterb.7. 
A.—Chu. 274. 18. 

GILLS loose from the stem but fixed to a collar surrounding its 
top; white, uniform, numerous. 

Prtsys a broad blunt cone, more or less bossed, whitish, but 
covered with brown tawny scurfy scales, from 3 to I 
inches over. Flesh white, spongy. 

STEM hollow, a fine pith in the cavity; gently, tapering up-
wards, whitish brown, scaly, 6 or 6 inches high, I inch 
diameter. 

Curtain white within, brown on the outside, fixed to the 
edge of the pileus and to a loose ring upon the stem. Ring car-
tilaginous, loose, permanent. Root a pear-shaped bulb. 

A short intervening gill is sometimes found in the larger 
specimens. This plant when preserved la pickle is very liable 
to run into the vinous fermentation.—Its size and large horizon-
tal ring distinguish it. The white gills .change with age to 
straw colour and dark brown. Mr. StAcwousE. Ray Syn. p. 
3. n. 10.—p• 4. n. 	4. n. 17. 

Ag. procerus. Huds. Ag. proccrus• Schaff. 	coltebrinus ,  • 
null. Ag. procerus. Fl. dan. }le-dgi banks, and dry pastures, 
not uncommon. 	 i 	 Sept,  

Var. 2. Gills white, fixed to a collar, 2 or 4 in a set, irre-
gular : pileus conical, bossed, smooth, pale brown : stem whitish 
brass n, smooth abos c. 
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Loose. "Mum 

• 
GILLS loose from the stem, but fixed to a collar-surrounding its 

top, white, numerous, very irregular, sometimes 2 long 
ones together, sometimes a long and a short one alter-
nately, most frequently 4 in a set, long gills often split 
at the end next to the edge of the pileus. 

PILEUS convex, bossed, rich pale tawny brown, edge turned in, 
smooth and soft like glove-leather, wrinkled, the outer 
skin cracking with age, 4 to 6 inches over. 

&am hollow, the cavity loosely filled with a fine silky pith, 
nearly cylindrical, crusted below, browner and flecked 
above, 6 or 7 inches high, 1-:Id of an inch diameter. 
Curtain white. Ring loose on the stem, permanent. Root 
a pear-shaped bulb. 

By the large dump of beeches, Edgbaston Park. 23th Oct. 
Var. 3. Gills white, fixed to a collar, in pairs, irregular: 

pileus conical, bossed, tufted, pale brown : stem smooth, white. 
Bolt. 23. 

CILIA loose from the stem, but fixed to a collar surrounding its 
top, salmon-coloured whenyoung, white when full grown, 
very numerous, mostly in pairs, but sometimes 3 or 4 in 
a set. 

Plum globular when. young, then conical, lastly flat, but bos-
sed, whitish brown, covered with tufts of a darker shade, 
3 to .5 inches over. Fifth white, thin. 

STEM hollow, loosely filled with fine silky' pith, cylindrical, 
white, smooth, sometimes downy, 4 to 6 inches high, 
3-Sths of an inch diameter. Curtain white. Ring 
loose, strong, permanent. Root a bulb, becoming flat 
with age like an onion, and then the lower part of the 
stem becomes angular. 

.4g. annulatut. Bolt. In the large plantation of beeches, 
Edgbaston Park. 	 Sept. 

Var. 4. Gills white, fixed to a collar, .2 or 4 in a set : pileus 
convex, rather bossed, brown upon a white ground : stem white. 
smooth, tapering upwards : ring loose. 

Schaff. I F. 19. 
Guts loose from the stem but fixed to a collar surrounding its 

top ; white ; 4 in a ser, sometimes in pairs ; edgeg 
finely serrated with white glandular, or perhaps seminal 
substances. 

Punts convex, bossed, delicate tawny brown, the outer skin 
tearing as the plant enlarges, it shims a dead white 
ground freckled over with scurf or scales of the first 
brown colour, n  to 3 inches over. Fish white. 

SxsM hollow, with a very fine, loose, silky pith; white, taper. 
ing upwards, splitting, 3 inches high, 3-8ths diameter. 

   
  



t.".63 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Loose. WHITE. 

Curtain white, fringing the edge of the pileus when it tears. 
R;ng permanent, fixed to the stem. Root but little larger than 
the stem. 

Ag. exeoriatas. Scharff.  Ray Syn. p. 3. n. 11. 
This is a very beautiful plant, approaching in much of its 

structure so closely to the Ag. procerus that it must be consi-
dered only as a variety of it, nor do I think the smooth white 
stem, or the more tender and fixed ring sufficient to establish it 
as a species ; yet it must be confessed that its habit and its smal-
ler size impress one with a different idea. 

Edgbaston Park, under large Spanish chesnut trees. 4th Sept. 

sachara'tus. AG. Gills white, mostly uniform, narrow : pileus brown)  
flat : stem white, cylindrical. 

GILLS loose, not reaching the stem, white, not numerous, uni-
form, but sometimes 1 and very rarely 2 short gills 
intervening. 

FILM pale brown, flat, darker in the centre, border scored, 
semi-transparent, surface sprinkled with remnants of a 
white wrapper like candied sugar, most frequent about 
the centre, 2 inches over. 

STEM hollow, white, cylindrical, 3 inches long, thick as a large 
goose quill. 

Edgbaston Park, on the bank opposite the long stew. 

(LIMN.) Gills white, numerous, uniform : pileus 
white, bluntly conical : stein white. 

Bolt. 24—Bull. 437.1. 2—Battar. 27. H. 
Ag. stipitatus, pileo campaniformi albido lacero, lamellis 

stipite sub-bulboso subulato nudo. LINN. 
Gills very white. Pi/eus convex, somewhat conical but 

expanding, dead white, surface scaly and torn, apex smooth. 
Stem dead white, thickest at the base, tapering, without a ring. 

sues-. 
GILLS uniform, thin, pure white, changing to pale brown. 
PILEus shaped like an extinguisher, but blunt at the top and 

uneven at the edge, white, changing to pale brown; 
surface smooth at first, with age streaked or scaly ; 1 or 
I . inch from the edge to the apex. 

STEM hollow, with a downy cotton within, smooth, cylindrical, 
:3 to 	inches high, :3-1(iths diameter. Bot.-rox.—Gills 
uniform, snow-white changing to blackish brown. Pi,  
leus flapping down the stem, yellowish or dirty white. 
Stern long, hollow, swelling at the base. Mr. STAcK4 
itovsE, 

etincto'- 
nus. 
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Loose. WrIl ITE. 

extimetor/us. Bull. Az:  extinctorint. Bolt. Amongst 
sand in moist and 'shady situations, but rare about Halifax.—
f I found it once at Woolhope, Herefordshire. Mr. STACK.. 
HOUSE.] 

AG. Gills white pileus very thin, m lite or brownish, stercora'-
flat, bossed, edge rolling up : stem white, enlarging rius. 
downwards. 

Bull. 542, and 68. 
Gluts loose, distant from the stem, white, very narrow, generally 

in pairs, sometimes in a set. 
PIEEus white or brown white, sometimes haste in the dcntre, 

fiat, slightly bossed, extremely thin, the edge rolling 
up, from to 21 inch diameter. 

STEM hollow, white, thick as a goose or a raven quill below, 
gradually tapering upwards, 4 inches high. 

The whole plant extremely tender and brittle, of short dura-
tion. dissolving into a black liquid. 

Ag. stereararites Bull. Pastures and woods, on horse and 
cowdung. 	 Autumn. 

Var. 2. Pileus light grey brown: stem swollen above the 
bottom and capering upwards and downwards. 
Gifts loose, distant from the stem, white, narrow. 
Mum light grey brown, streaked, conical, but expanded and 

bossed in its most perfect state, t2 to .21 inches over. 
STEM hollow, white, shining, 4 or 5 inches high, hardly so 

thick as a goose quill, but for two inches above the root 
swollen out like the stem of an onion and tapering each 
way. 

In Lord Aylesford's Park at Packington. 
Var. rt. Pileus conical to hell-shaped, pellucid, watery 

white, top brownish mouse : stem white, rcllucid, tall, thin. 
Bull. :;.2(:-Bc1t.:;7. 

GILLS loose, narrow, very thin and delicate, pellucid. 
PIEEus conical changing to bell-shape 1, smoath, striated when 

it begins to decay, 4 inch to 1 inch o‘ Cr. 
STEM  hollow, white, pellucid, very tender and brittle, 6 inches 

high, thick as a small packthread. Bourcw.—Gtas few, 
thin, transparent. Pdt,7f mou.e-coloured, thin, stri-
ated. Stem very long, slender, brittle, woolly near the • 
base. Mr. STACKH.— M. Bulli.trd observes that the sum 
is often 4 inches high before the pilcus is larger than a 
pin's head. 

In dry weather the edge of the pileus is apt to roll inwards 
very much. In open pastures the stein is shorter than in %I oods. 
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Loose. WHITE. 

Ray qytt. p, 9. n. 45. Ag. tennis. Bolt. and Bot. arr. ti• 
ii. 	Amongst moss and• grass in shady woods at the roots of 
large trees. Summer and Autumn—[Woods near 'Woolhopet 
Herefordshire. Mr. STACKHOUSE. Woods and pasture grounds 
Edgbaston. On the cone of a Scotch fir in Packington Park.) 

Var. 4. Pilcus brown or bluish grey, apex nearly black 
stem grey. 

In the Park at Packington. 

clypeola- AG. Gills white, numerous, 4 in a set : pileus convex, 
bossed, pale brown, mottled : stem smooth. 

Var. I. Stem brownish, ring brownish. 
So.-we:4 14—Bull. 306, 2. 

G!Lts loose, white, very numerous, 4 in a set. 
PlLEUS convex, bossed, pale brown, mottled with dull greenish 

and a ew reddish spots, edge turned down; 1,.f.• to 
inches over. 

STEM hollow, smooth, very pale brown, 2 to 3 inches long, 
thicker than a swan's quill. Ring permanent, loose on 
the stem. Root a bulb. 

The want of a collar at the top of the stem separates this 
from the •Ag. procerus. 
• Ag. meleagris. Bot. arr. ed. ii. Edgbaston Park, not fre- 
quent. 	 I I th Oct. 1790' 

Var. 2. Stem quite white : ring white, delicate. 
Bull. 506. 2. L. 

This is a very small variety, the pileus hardly of an inch 
over, the stem 1 inch high, the size of a crow quill. 

Ag. 4y/sec/arias. Bull. Cherry orchard, Edgbaston, a sin-
gle specimen. Sept. 

Var. 3. Stem without a ring, pileus beautifully mottled. 
Bull, 405—Bolt. 7. 

Guts loose, pure white, numerous, tender and delicate, 4 in a 
set, but not very regular ; in the larger specimens run-
ning close up to the stem, though not united to it. 

PILEUS convex, expanded, centre rich red brown, white towards 
the border but beautifully mottled with red scurfy frec-
kles; 21 inches over. Flesh white, very tender. 

STEM hollow, red buff below, paler upwards, tender, splitting, 
cylindrical but rather tavring upwards, S inches high, 4 
inch diameter. 

Pileus at first sharply conical, smooth, white, mottled, 
boss darker. Stem brown, splitting into threads. Gills easi-
ly separating, fleshy, few. Curtain white, delicate, fugacious 
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Loose. WHITE. 
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but leaving some marks on the stem, and on the edge of the pi. 
leus. It has a disagreeable smell. 

Ag. clypeolarius. Bull. Woods near Bath. Powick, near 
Worcester ; pastures, . Woolhope, Herefordshire. Mr. STACK. 
House. In a pine grove, Ditchingham, Norfolk. Mr. Woo°. 
WARD ; who sent me a very accurate description of it before he 
knew that it had been found elsewhere. • Edgbaston Park, 
amongst grass, very rare.—Ag.cristatus. Bolt. 	August. 

.Var. 3. Gills white, crowded, 4. or 8 in a set : pileus con. 
vex, dirty white, with reddish blotches and centre reddish: 
stem dirty white, blotched : ring none. 

Curt. 315—Buxb. hall. row the last, marked p. 122. 
GILLS loose; very numerous, narrow, white, changing to a red. 

dish brown. 
PILEEFS convex, nearly flat with age, whitish but blotched with 

rusty red, and almost wholly red in the centre, smooth, 
1 to 3 inches over. Flesh white, firm, twice as thick 
as the gills are broad. 

STEM hollow, clumsy, often spotted with rusty red, faintly stri-
ated, cylindrical, but tapering at the root, 3 inches high 
or more, 3-Sths diameter, Flesh white, firm, in thick-
ness equal to the diameter of the hollow. Curtis Fl. 
Lond. v. 53. 

Ag. carnosus. Growing singly or in clusters, in Lord Mans. 
field's pine .  wood, Hampstead. [Pine grove, Kirby, Mi. 
W000watto.3 	 Sept. 22d. 

. AG. Gills white, irregular : pileus dark brown at top, allia'cetis. 
paler at the edge : stem almost black : root crooked, 
knotted. 

7acg. austr. 82. 
GILLS loose, pale, unequal, mostly 4 in a set, long ones some. 

times cloven : they are loose from the stem, but fixed to 
a fleshy ring underneath the pileus. 

?mem bluntly conical, dark brown at the top, paler towards the 
edge, scored, smooth, opake, 11,- inch over. 

STEM hollow, black, shining, straight, firm, 4 to U inches high. 
Root crooked, thick, knotty, sunk about an inch into the 

earth, and always attached to rotten wood. Always solitary. 
Has a strong offensive garlic smell, which it retains for days 
after it has been gathered. Linmeus supposed it to be a variety 
of his Ag. campanulatus. JAcoutx. 

Ag. Alliactus. Jacq. but not of Bulliard, for that has a stem 
hairy on the outside and solid within. 

Mr. RomAN found this plant in woods and shady places at-
tached to rotten wood, and oak leaves, particularly in Mading- 
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Loose. WIIITE. 

ley Plantations, It has lately been found also in woods abate 
Packington, Warwickshire. 	 Sept. 

ochra'ceus. AG. (8ctivEFF.) Gills white; 4 in a set : pilcus 
convex, semi-transparent : 'stem huffy white. 

Schaf. 9.53. 
Glus loose, white, 4 in a set, but the 'smaller series irregular. 
PILEUE buff, convex, semi-transparent, flat with age and uneven 

at the edge, 1 to 1 inches over. 
STEM hollow, buffo, white, semi-transparent, cylindrical but 

crooked where the root begins, 1 to 2 inches high, thid: 
as a crow quill. 

Substance tender, so as not easily - to be gathered from 
amongst the grass without breaking. In Schaffer's fig. refer,  
red to above, the gills are too highly coloured, and do not agree 
with his description. 

Edgbaston Park. 	 Sept. 1791.  
Var. 2. Gills S in a set : pileus red brown, darker at the 

edge, stem white. 
The Island, Edgbaston pool. 	 22d June, 1791. 
Var. 3. Gills yellowish watery white, 8 in a set ; piles' 

rich red brown, pale at the edge, cracking : stem as dark, or 
darker than the pileus. 

The stem so disposed to split that it is hardly possible to ga' 
ther it entire. The gills leave an impression at the top of the 
stem, as if they had been fixed to it before the expansion of the 
pileus. 

Ag. lacer. Schaff. 'Under an oak by the side of the great 
pool ; Edgbaston. 	 .2Ist June, 1792' 

Var. 4. Gills S in a set, often forked ; pilcus brown buff; 
stem red chesnut. 

4'ileus very thin, semi-transparent, much crumpled anti 
waved at the edge, from 1 to 2 inches over. Stem hollow, flat-
ted, frequently grooved or channelled on each side, so as almost 
to be divided lengthwise ;  deep red chesnut below, paler up-
wards, but sometimes darker upwards, and white at the top. 

Red Rock Plantation, Edgbaston. 	 Sept. 

dis'par. 	AG. Gills yellow white, 4 in a set : pileus yellow white/ 
convex : stem deep red brown, yellow \\ ithin. 

Bauch. 21( . • 
Guts loose, whitish, narrow, numero.:s. 
PILEUS yellow white with a slight flesh coloured tins, ccm 

edges turned in, I i inch over. 
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Loose. WHITE. 

STEM hollow, red brown, yellow in the inside, larger upwards, 
sometimes flattened, 24. inches high, nearly as thick as 
a goose quill. 
dispar. Batsch. In the Park at Packington, War. 

wickshirc. 

Ao. Gills brownish white, broad, regularly 4 in a set : fusco-al'L 
pileus semi-globular, brown, smooth : stem brown, bus. 

GILLS not reaching the stem but forming a channel round it, 
white or brown white. 

Pit.zus dark brown chesnut, hemispherical, turning up with age, 
smooth, sometimes rather bossed, without flesh, f to I 
inch over, quite black when old. 

STEM hollow, size of a straw, 2  inch high, dark brown, thicker 
at the top where it joins the pileus. Description and 
drawing from Mr. STACKHOUSE. 	 • 

In short grass, on commons in Herefordshire, not unfrequent, 
but I do not find it noticed. Mr. STACE.HOUSE. In the further 
plantations, Edgbaston. 	 Aug. 

*AG, (BULL.) Gills white, in pairs : pilcus brown, glo- pilulifor'mis 
bular : stem white. 

Ball. 11'2. 
Ctus loose, White, narrow. 
PILEUS brown, quite globular when young, rather less so when 

full grown, from the size of a large pin's head, to that of 
a large pea. 

'STEM hollow, white,. cylindrical, t6 1 inch high, thick as a 
swallow's quill. BULLIARD. 

Ag. piluhformis. Bull. At the foot of trees, and under slabs 
of wood ; some scarcely larger than a large pin. STACRHOUSE. 

AG. (RAY.) Gills yellowish white, in pairs : pileus yel- turbina 'tus. 
low brown, cylindrical, scored : stem white. 

&hal: GC, (hat larger than bar specimens. ' 
GILLS loose, * semi transparent, yellowish white, in pairs. 
Ptteus nearly cylindrical, reaching half way down the stem, 

blunt at the top, scored at the sides, uneven at the edge; 
yellow brown, deeper and richer brown at the top, white 

• But presced eh-se to the stem, and even adhering to it by their 
edges in a young state so as not to be s..paea'ed without injury to the one 
or the other, but still the)  are nei:her decumin nor fixed, the former 
Impiying an cxten>ion of the fuse of as ..ill d 'wit alone the stem, the 
latter an adhesion of the base or shoul 	toe stein. This:utile:ion of 
the  edge of the gill to the stein takes p,a r only in such as hive almost 

cylindrical pileus, and it separates as tr.e pima arrives at maturity. 
VOL. I V. 
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at the edge; when fresh gathered, beautifully frosted 
over with distinct globular pellucid particles. 

STEM hollow, white, scurfy when .young, scored at full growth, 
about 1 inch high, thick as a goose quill. 

Ag. /ignorirm. Schwa*. In clusters of slow growth. OP 
the stump of a tree sawn off horizontally. 	 Nov. 

Var. 2. Gills quite white, much smaller than the preceding 
and growing on the ground. 
Git.t.5 loose, but the• edges making impressions on the stew, 

white, semi-transparent, yellowish with age, in pairs. 
Piteus cylindrical, or rather egg-shaped, extending half way 

down the stem, brown yellow, scored, frosted, uneven at 
the edge, 2-Sths to 3-Sths of an inch high. 

STEM hollow, white, woolly, i  to 1 inch high, thinner than $ 
crow quill. 

RAY Sya. p. 10. n. 	.4.faiginostar. BUDS. 0.0. 
Schaff. 301., very much resembles it, except in having ye!' 

lowish gills and a solid stem. Bull. 94, not unlike it, but 4 
times as large, and the gills 4 in a set. 

Gill, turning black with age. Pileus oblong, never turner 
up, not described since the time of RAY. 

Several hundred growing together, on short grass under trees,  
Pear-tree Walk, Woolhope, Herefordshire. Mr. STACKHOLISI.• 
Not uncommon. Mr. WOODWARD. Among short grass, plenty 
ful, Edgbaston Park. 	 Oth Aug' 

* Var. 3. Gills white, brown when old, 4 in a set : pilaf 
rich olive : stem brown. 

Bolt. 1.54. 
GILLS loose, white, turning brown with age, tough, flexible,  

distant, 4 in a set. 
PILEUS conical, rich olive, darkest at the top, edge scored and 

turning up when old, 1-1 inch to the apex. 
STEM hollow, dusky reddish brown, tough, 2 inches high, thief'  

as a raven quill. BOLTON. 
Ag. pseudo-clypeatros. Bolt. On stumps of fallen trees. 

Oee' 
Var. -i. Gills brownish white, changing to reddish brown; 

uniform : pileus scored, light brown, yellowish and smooth $f  
top. 
GILLS loose, numerous, uniform, watery brownish white, chat-1g' 

ing to reddish brown and then to dark chocolate. 
Pam light brown, deeply, scored, smooth and yellow brow''' 

at the top, cylindrical, edge irregular, rather turned 0' 
inch lush, broad at the top. 

SIAM hollow, white, if, inch high, thick as a raven's quill. 
Pasture land, Edgbaston, in clusters. 	 Jul)' 
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Loose. WHITE, 

AG. (Bunt.) Gills white, with grey edges, .9. or 4 in a conffrega'-
set : pileus conical, brown buff; sides furrowed : tus. 
stein white, smooth. 

Bolt. 54, the small figures-Bull. 437. 2-94, too smooth and 
too ,yellous for our specimens. 

GILLS loose, white, edges grey, spangled, 2 or 4 in a set 
black with age, and deliquescent. 

rims conical, brown buff; apex a darker brown, surfacestrong. 
ly streaked, or rather furrowed, edge very uneven, bend. 
ing in towards the stem, if to 4 inches over. 

STEM hollow, white, scurfy when young, splitting, 2' to 3 
inches high, 	inch diameter. 

M. Bulliard justly observes that the edge of the •pileus 
hangs down lower on one side than on the other. 

Ag..spriatris. Bolt. In clusters, on the milking bank, Edg.: 
baston, in a hollow where an elm had been fallen, 31st. Oct. 
The crops repeated in the same season. In a similar situation 
in the Grove, 14th April. Poultry yard. 	 Aug. 

* Var. 2. Gills white, black on the edges, wholly black 
when older, 4 in a set : pileus and stem downy. 

Bolt. 156-Bull. 13$-Mich. 73. 3.- 
GILLS loose, white on the sides, but with a black powder at the 

edges, which soon extends over the whole surface. 
hums grey, downy ; but this covering, tearing as it expands, 

remains in patches on the surface, which then appears 
elsewhere white and striated ; conical, blunt, I inch 
high. 

STEM hollow, covered like the pileus with a lead-coloured 
down, cylindrical, '21 inches high, thick as a raven's 
quill. Boaror. 	 • 

Ag. tomentosus. Bolt. Amongst wet moss on a peat bog near 
Ogden Kirk. 

AG. Gills white, changing to grey black : pileus pale mica'ceuq. 
yellow brown, spanzled, conical : stein white, 

Bull. 246, and 565-Schaff. 17-Fl. dan. 1193, 
GILLS loose, white, but soon 'changing to grey and almost to 

black, very numerous. 
PILEUS pale yellow brown, more yellow at the top ; conical, 

bossed when fully expanded, streaked and glittering, as 
if strewed with minute spangles ; 1 4 inch from the edge 
to the apex. 

STEM hollow, white, cylindrical, :3 or 4 inches high, nearly as 
thick as a goose quill. 

T 2 
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Loose. BROWN. 

fla'vipes. 

The whole plant is tender and the gills dissolve into a dark• 
coloured liquid. 

Ag. tumescent. Schaff.  Ag, micaceus. Bull. Wet mes• 
doves. 	 Oct,  

*AG. Gills brown white : pileus brown white, centre 
darker, bluntly conical, streaked: stem yellow. 

Schaff. 31. 
thus loose, brown white, 4 in a set. 
PILEOS brown white, bluntly conical, scored, apex red brown' 

+ to 1 inch diameter. 
STEM hollow, bright yellow, cylindrical, 21 inches high, thick  

as a raven quill, tender and brittle. SCH/EFFER. 
Ag. plicasais. Schaff. Headington Wit.k close, OxfurJ' 

shire. Dr.SIIITHORI`E. 	 Oct' 

luteo-alibus.Ao. (BOLT.) Gills white, 4 in a set: pileus yellow, co" 
nical, scored : stem pale yellow. 

Bull. 260—Bolt. 3S. 1, (excluding the other gnonyms.) 
GILLS loose, broad. 
PII.EUS I of an inch from the edge to the top of the cone. 
STEM 1 inch high, thick as a bristle. BOLT. Gilis very the' 

broad next to the stem. Pileus bright yellow, thin, br t.  
tie, splitting, glossy. Stem hollow, delicate. Dilr.;  
STACKHOUSE. Mr. BOLTON tells me that the stem of ht' 
plant is solid, and if so it must be separated from tic  
figure of Bulliard and the description of Mr. Stackhousc,' 
and may possibly prove to be a variety of the Ag. cP 
vus. 

Ag. tuntilus. Bull. Ag. lateo.albus. Bolt. Common 
woods near Halifax. [Short grass at Powick near Worcesle 
Mr. STacalovsp.] 

(2) kills brown. 
AG. Gills red chesnut : pileus a tall slender cone, whit' 

stem white. 
Sowerby 33 : upper figure. 

Var. 2. Gills yellow white: pileus dark green : Veld  
green. 
Gum loose, yellowish white, 4 in A set. 
PILEUS dark green, scored, paler at the edge and at the top, cr 

lindro-convex, blunt, 3-Sths of an inch high. 
STEM hollow, dark green, If inch high, thick as a large pin. 

Lord Aylesford's Park at Packington ; on rotten wood. 0, 
Aututo 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricits. Hollow and 
Loose-. BROWN. 

CILIA loose ; uniform ; deep Spanish snuff colour, numerous, 
tender. 

Plum dead white, near an inch high, almost cylindrical, not 
more than of an inch diameter, except at the edge 
which Ranches out a little ; rounded at the apex. 

STEM with a fine hollow, white, cylindrical, 3 inches high, thick 
as a crow quill. 

This is a very beautiful and rare species. Its texture ten-
der, soon crushing and becoming watery when gathered. 

A single specimen on the grass plats at Tettenhall, Stafford-
shire, June ; and another in a pasture field, Edgbasron. 

• August, 1792. 
Var. 1. Pileus bully white,, expanded at the edge : stem 

bulbous at the base. 
Sowerby 33—Bull. 563.1; but the pileus not exact to the co. 

lour of our specimens. 
Gius loose, in pairs, cream coloured when young, changing to 

buffy brown or Spanish snuff colour. 
Pmeus dead buff),  white, conical, of an inch high, an inch 

diameter, blunt at the top, flanched out at the edge, and 
crumpled, but smooth at the very edge. 

STEM white, with a very fine hollow, 2 to 21- inches high ; 
bulbous at the base, thick as a raven's quill. 

Ag. conocephalus. Bull. As. tenor. Sowerby. Pastures Edg— 
baston. 	 6th Aug. 179.5. 

Ao. (ScoiEFF.) Gills reddish brown, few, 4 in a set : 
pileus dark brown, convex, centre conical : stem 
brown, cylindrical, elastic. 

Scharf. 234—Bolt. 51.1. 
CILIA loose, broad, red brown, 
PILEus conical, apex rounded, smooth, dark red brown, to 

inch high. 
STEM hollow, brown, shining, rather strong, disposed to split, 

to 11 inch high, a good deal thinner than a crow quill. 
Root rather bulbous. 

Ag. airs rujus, Bolt. Ray Syn. p. 8. n. 43. Dry barren 
Pastures, amongst moss. Grass plats at Tettenhall, Stafford- 
shire. 	 Spring—Aug. 

Var. 2. Pileus deep yellow at the edge. 
In Packington Park. 

*AO. (BOLT.) Gills pale brown, broad, thin, 4 in a set : nu'ceus. 
pileus red brown, edge lobed and turned inwards : 
stern white. 

   
  



78 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Loose. BROWN. 

corniga'- 
ins. 

Bolt. 70—Bull. 533. 1. 
GILLS loose, gently waved at the edges. 
PILEUS size and colour of a Spanish nut, dimpled at the top 

dry, pliable, smooth, silky, shining ; the margin lobol 
and very much rolled in, so as to touch the stem or etc0 

• to. pass by it, the opposite lobes pressing against, 0 
crossing each other. 

• STEM hollow, dead white, thin, tender, splitting, 4 inches high,  
thick as a crow quill. BOLTON. 

Ag. foraminulotus. Bull. Jig. vuceus. Bolt. Among you 
firs, abundantly. In dryoand barren soils amongst heath ana 
furze bushes. 	 Oct. 

Gills pale brow, 4 in a set : pileus brown, coo' 
vex, crumpled : stern white, crooked, tapering up' 
wards. 

GILLS loose, shallow, wide apart. 
PILEvs brown, clothy to the touch, skinny, crumpled and twist,  

ed, It inch over. 
STEM hollow, white, crooked, tapering upwards, several unites 

together at the bottom. Description and drawing froth 
Mr. ST ACKHOUSE. Curtain sometimes remains hanging 
on the edge of the pileus. 

Packington Park. 	 Autumn' 

rubietus, AG. Gills brown pink : pileus brown pink, conical : steui 
brown pink. 

GILLS loose, brown pink, narrow. 
PI LEvs brown pink, clothy, conical but flat topped, near if inch 

from the edge to the apex. 
STEM hollow, brown pink, clothy, cylindrical, gently waved, 

inches high, ;3-8ths of an inch in diameter, 
The whole plant is coloured as though it had been dyed with 

Madder, 
In the Earl of Aylesford's Park, at Packington. Autumn,  

cuspida'tus, Ao. (Bot.T.) Gills dusky brown, 4 in a set : pileus city 
namon colour, conical : stern brownish, cylindrical, 
smooth. 

Bolt. 66. 2. 
GILLS loose, pale dusky brownithin, pliable, 4 in a set. 
PILEUS reddish brown, acutely conical, silky, smooth, even 3C 

the edge, 1 inch to the apex. 
STEM hollow, the perforation fine ; brownish, cylindrical, 

smooth, hard, readily splits, 4 or 5 inches high. &LT' 

   
  



,CBYPTOGAMIA. FtTNGT. Agaricus. Hollow and • 
Loose. BROWN. 

1. 
turtidatut. Bolt. Where weeds or charcoal have been 

burnt. 
 

Var. 2. Gills bully brown : pileus bluntly conical, buffy 
brown ;  stem very long and slender, huffy brown. 

In Lord Aylesford's Park at Packington. 

AG. Gills brown, numerous, 4 in a set ; claws white : xylo'pes. 
pileus buff, flattish : stein long. 

ett.ts loose, dead brown, numerous, tender, watery, thin, ter-
mination next the stem not in contact with it, white. 

PtLZUS full buff, nearly flat, central part wrinkled and somewhat 
bossed, thin at the edge, turning watery on the least 
bruise ; 1 to 2 inches over. Rah thin, woolly or spongy, 
brown white. 

STEM hollow, the cavity fine, with more or less of a white pith; 
brownish white, rarely straight, cylindrical, but thicker 
and scored under the pileus, and again much thicker 
towards the root, size of a raven to that of a small 
goose quill, 4 to 5 inches high. 

Ring thin, ragged, brown white. Root a large irregular 
shaped mass, covered with white cottony substance, which ex-
tends also about an inch up the stem. 

Fir plantations at Barr. 	 2Sth June, 1792.. 

AG. 	Gill, cool brown : pileus pale yellowish brown, contin'gens. 
widely conical, apex orange brown : stem white, • 
silky, cracking. 

GILLS loose, but touching the stem, cool brown, not broad, 4 
in a set. 

PILEITS widely conical, thin, pale yellowish brown, rather bos- 
sed and orange brown at the top, about 3 inches over. 

STEM hollow, white, silky, cracking, 3 to 4 inches high, 
inch diameter, cylindrical, somewhat crooked. 

In the Earl of Aylesford's Park at Packington. 	Autumn. 

Ao. (Sen.E.) Gills tawny, 4 in a set : pileus brown mutabilis. 
orange, convex, bossed : stein red brown below, 
scurfy, white aboic the ring. 

Seh.t#: 9 ; the loaner figurer. 
Ctus loose, yellow brown, 4 in a set. 
Punts brown orange, or dull yellow, but changeable ; 1 to I 

inch over. 
Sr!M hollow, cylindrical, red brown and scaly below, the scales 

pointing upwards, whitish above the ring. 
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980 - 	CRYPTOGAMTA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Loose. RED. 

ti'tubans. 

Curtain threaddy. Ring permanent, imperfect. SCH/EFFER. 
Gills not so closely set as in the Ag. fascicularis, and also dirk,  
rent in colour. Filen:, its varying form seems effetled by the 
dose and fasciculated growth, which in their tender state ob-
trude one *upon another, as in the fascicularis. Major VELLEP 
Schwffer's tab. p, and also his description good. Pileus vet 
much varying in shape and often deformed. Mr. Woommta,  
Schmifer's t. 9, contains 2 distinct plants, one with a hollow and 
one with a solid stem : one with a permanent ring and one 
without. 

Ag. mutabilis. Scharff. On decaying wood, common. Mr' 
WooDwitao.—At Edgbaston, op rotten wood. 	 Aug,  

AG. Gills red biown, in pairs : pileus yellow, conical) 
expanding : stern yellow. 

Bull. 425. 1 ; but sty', too strongly streaked, and karst') 
coloured. p1. 595. 2, is nearer to our specimens. 

GILLS loose, reddish brown, narrow, in pairs. 
PILEtts conical, wide at the base, pale yellow, darker in the 

centre; edge striped with purplish brown, or rather mot-
tled by the gills : about 1 inch high ; flat and turned 
up with age. 

STEM hollow, yellow, 21 to 3 inches high, thick as a raven 
quill. 

 

Whole plant very weak. It has a very strong and highly 
disagreeable smell. 

tituGans. Bull. In Packington Park, Warwickshire. 
Autumn., 

(3) GILLS red. 

auranitius. AG. Gills loose, pinky, fleshy, 4 in a set : pileus and 
stern pinky. 

Var. 4. Ag. aurantius, see page 263. 

cylindri'cus.Ao. Gills pinky, uniform : pileus white, cylindrical, 
scaly : stern cylindrical, white. 

Fl. don. 834-Curt. ii. 16-Schmid. it. t. 10-Scher il: 46.41. 
8-Bolt. 44. 

Guts loose, distant from the top of the stem, numerous, white 
when very young, wilco in perfection pinky; changing 
to black and dissolving; uniform. 

PILEUS cylindrical, white, covered with scurfy scales, splitting 
at the edge, 4 inches high, 4 or 2 inches diameter,  
Flesh none. 

   
  



	

dRYPTOGAIVIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 	281 
Loose. RED. 

STEM hollow, pithy, white, cylindrical, tender, ,4 to 8 inches 
high, a inch diameter. 

Curtain small, white, connecting the pileus to the stem in 
its younger state, and leaving a Ring on the stem, loose, per-
manent. 

This beautiful but fugacious plant has been extremely well 
figured by the authors cited above, but our best English bota-
nists have fallen into an error in supposing it to be the Ag. 
fitnetarius of Linnxus, as will be evident to those who will take 
the trouble to compare the figures or the descriptions. That 
has white gills, changing to black, this fine pink or rose red ; 
that is egg-shaped, this cylindrical, that grows on dunghills, 
this in open pasture land. 

A young plant put into water and covered with a glass hell, 
grew three inches and a quarter in twelve hours. In decay it 
deliquesces in form of a dark-coloured fluid hanging in drops on 
the gills. The outer white coat of the pileus is sometimes so 
thin as to allow the inner pinky colour to appear through it, es-
pecially towards the bottom of the pileus. 

Ag. Ametarigs. Curtis. flg. porrellaneus. Sclixff. Ag. 
finotariur. Bolt. Ag. tomatur. Fl. clan. Amongst rushes, 17 th 
Sept.—In an open pasture field, 2d May. 

Var. 2. Gills fine red: pileus white and downy, soon 
changing to red : ring permanent. 

Bolt. M. 
Gins loose, uniform, carnation coloured. 
l'iLsos at first white, downy; this white down disappears and 

the surface becomes striated and of a livid carnation co-
lour ; cylindrical when young, bluntly conical and turn- 
ing up with age, 	inch from the edge to the apex. 

STEM hollow, white, splitting, tapering upwatd;, 3 inches high, 
3.8ths diameter. Ring near the bottom of the stern, 
white, permanent. BOLTON. It principally differs from 
the preceding in the abrasion of the white downy out. 
ward coat of the pileus, which may be merely accidental, 
and then from the extreme tenuity of the inner mem_ 
brane the red of the gills becomes visible. 

Ag. oblectus. Bolt. On new dunghills, but rare. In the 
garden field at Edgbaston. 	 24th July. 

•Var. 3. Gills pinky, uniform : pileus light brown, mottled,. 
conical. 

Bolt. 26—Bartar. 26. D. E. F. 
thus loose, distant from the top of the stem, pale pinky grey, 

uniform, numerous, broad, dissolving. 
PILELIS conical, very uneven at the edge, light brown, set with 

fragments of a very pale grey brown cottony wrapper, 

   
  



.1.S3 	ORYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agarieus. Hollow and 
Loose. RED. 

which i.telosed the pileus only in its young state; if 
inch from the edge to the apex. 

STEM hollow, white, shining, 3 or 4. inches high, thick as a 
goose quill, often remaining after the decay of the pi-
leus. Bovr. Common in dry vaults, poor cottages and 
under carpets on ground floors. Mr. Bolton's figure and 
description very just, but he has delineated one of the 
largest of the species. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Ag. domesticus. Bolt. In clusters on wet rotten wood in 
cellars and damp kitchens. 

appendicu- AG. ‘BtTLL.) Gills brown red to chocolate, 4 in a set: 
letus, 	pileus pale buff; conical : stein white. 

Bull. 392. B. Schaff. 237. 
GILLS loose, flesh red, liver colour or chocolate with age, nume-

rous, 4 in a set. 
Pn.sus a broad blunt cone, pale buff, centre darker; the whole 

darker with age, semi-transparent, t = inch over, cracking 
at the edge and becoming striated as it expands. 

STEM hollow, white, splitting, cylindrical, smooth, 11 to 
inches long, thick as a raven's quill. 

Curtain white, delicate, fugacious, hanging in fragments at 
the edge of the 'pileus, but soon vanishing after it is gathered. 

Growing in large patches, very much crowded together, so 
that it is rare to see the pileus uniformly expanded. 	Dissolves 
into a brown watery fluid. Bulliard's figure is a good represen-
tation of our plant, but larger, and the gills rather too much of 
a salmon colour. Schiff. '237, to which he refers, is surely a 
different species. 	 • 

Ag. a ppentliculatur. Bull. 	Ag. spadiceogr;ieus. Schx1r: 
Cherry Orchard, Edgbaston. 	 2i th Aug. 1791. 

lacrvma- AG. (BULL.) Gills dull red, broad, numerous, 9, or 4 in 3 
bun'dus. 

	

	set: pileus dirty brown, conical, woolly: stem hol- 
low, dirty white. 

Bull. 52.5. 3. and 194. 
GILLS loose, dirty brownish red, liver coloured with age, close 

set, broad, speckled with black when old, exsuding 
spontaneously a thin milky fluid, which when concreted 
forms the black specks. a  

PILEUS dirty brown, bluntly conceal, flat and bossed when old, 
woolly, without flesh except at the top, edge turned in, 

inch from the edge to the top. 
STEM hollow, dirty white, or paler brown than the pileus, 2 to 

inches high, 2.7bths to 3-8ths diameter; splitting. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Atraricus. hollow and 
Loose. BUFF': 

Curtain white, cobweb-like, many of its threads extending 
from the stem to the edge of the pileus. lake like thin milk; 
not acrid. Specimen, description, and drawing from Mr. 
STACKHOUSE. 

Age. incryistabenflus. Bull. Common in the woods in Here-
fordshire, and sometimes in the open pastures. 

AG. Gills pale flesh colour, intistly in pairs: pileus con- reticulaitus. 
vex, brown, with net-work on the centre : stem 
watery white. 

CILLs loose, in contact but not connected with the stem, pale 
whitish flesh colour, moderately numerous, in pairs, with 
sometimes one of a third series intervening. 

Pli.xus brown, centre darker, convex, nearly flat when full 
grown, its central part covered with a kind of net-work 
rising considerably above the surface, to of an inch 
over.. 

STEM hollow, watery white, scored, t inch high, thinner than a 
crow quill. 

The net-work is of a firm cartilaginous texture, rather a 
darker brown than the rest of the pileus, and remaining perfect 
after the other parts of the plant are decayed and dissolved. 

Edgbaston Pool Dam, very scarce. 	t)th Aug. 1791. 

(4) GILLS buff. 

AG. Gills buff, few, narrow, 4 in a set : pileus buff, co- marginalti1 
nical, edge thin, turned in : stem bull: 

Batch. 207 ; (but as is usual with his figures smaller than 
o* plants.) 

9ILts loose, few, narrow, light buff. 
eueus buff, leather-like, smooth, skinny or membranaceous at 

the edge, which is very much turned in, conical, bossed, 
the boss darker coloured; I; inch high. Flesh thick, 
white. 

STEM hollow, buff; darker downwards, 4 inches high, thick as a 
goose quill. Rigs, when present, cottony, brown buff. 
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at Packington. 

AG. (Bum—) Gills pale brow. n huff, broad, few, 4 in adryophyllths 
set: pileus dead whitish colour, nearly flat : stem 
white, gently tapering upwards. 

Rh. G—Eull. 4J4, (with several everriatims ix the colour of 
the stem and the lilcsis.) 
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:184 	CRYPTOGAMIA. 	Agaricus. Hollow and 
Loose. BUFF. 

podo'sus. 

GILLS loose, faint dusky flesh-Colour, soft, pliable, tender. 
Puins convex, nearly flat when fully expanded, tender, watery, 

thin, 4 or .5 inches diameter. 
STEM hollow, shining, gradually tapering upwards, sometimes 

twisting, splitting into fibres, surface irregular, 6 inches 
high, near = an inch diameter. BOLTON. Pileus when 
fully grown sinking in the centre. 

.4g. repaudus. Bolt. ig..dryophyllus. Bull. Shady woods. 
Aug. Sept. 

Var. 2. Gills pale brown buff, numerous, irregular: pileus 
dark brown, flat, velvety : stem pale brown, short. 

Bull. 434. D. 
GILLS loose, pale brown or buff; numerous, irregular. 
Pluos dark brown, flat, centre depressed, surface velvety to the 

touch. 
.STE:a hollow, pale brown, short. juice milky, mild. Specimen 

and description from Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
Coplar wood, near Hereford. 	 Sept. 1791. 
Var. 3. Gills nearly white: pileus'reddish buff: stem red-

dish. 
Bull. 434; upper figures. 

GILLS loose, 4 or S in a set, nearly white, pretty closely set. 
PILEUS flattish, unequally waved at the edge, 1 to 1; inch over. 

reddish buff, sometimes streaked at the edge, dimpled in 
the centre. 

STEM hollow, reddish, paler and thinner upwards, 2 inches high. 
thick as a raven's quill. Root crooked. 

Edgbaston Red Rock plantations, amongst rotten leaves. 
Sept. 

AG. Gills pale buff, 4 in a set: pileus convex, pale build 
darker in the centre: stem light buff: root a knob. 

GILLS loose, pale buff; 4 in a set, not crowded. 
Piccus pale buff; centre rich brown buff, regularly convex, some' 

what plaited at the edge, f inch diameter. 
STEM with a fine hollow, cylindrical, pale buff, 1-1. inch hie,  

rather thinner than a crow quill. Root a small hata 
knob. 

In the Earl of Aylesford's Park at Packington, Warwick- 
shire. 	 Autumn' 

ardosia'ceus *AG. Gills brown buff: piles blue, convex : stem blue. 
Bull. 348. 

GILLS loose, brown buff, 4 in a set. 
PuEus blue slate colour, convex, centre depressed, inverted when 

   
  



CIWPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Loose. YELLOW. 

old, but the edge still turned down; 2= to 3 inches dia- 
meter. Flesh white. 

STEM hollow, grey blue, white at the bottom, tapering upwards; 
4 inches high; thick as a goose quill. BULLIARD. 

Ag. ardor:Wet-us. Bull. Pastures near Headington Wick 
Copse. Dr. Sibthorpe. 	 • Sept. 

(5) GILLS yellow. 

*Ao. Gills pale yellow, 2 or 4'iti a set: pileus pale yel- flaivus. 
low, conical, dry, thin, tearing: 'stem compressed, 
twisting. 
• Bolt. 68. 

GILLS loose, irregular, very broad towards the outer end, waved, 
at the edges, tender, primrose colour. 

Pn.eus conical, pale yellow, dry, smooth, silky, shining, tearing 
as it expands in several places nearly to the centre; 
to 4 inches over. 

STEM hollow, splitting, often compressed, furrowed and twisted, 
3 or 4 inches high, •k• inch diameter. Bovros. 

Mr. Bolton's name (Inceratus) has been before applied to a 
different species, vide Scnpoli n. 1 3 1 3. 

Dry banks and barren pastures about Halifax,. but rm. 
Botron. 

Ao. (LINN.) Gills brimgtone yelloti, 4 in a set: pileus equeslris. 
pale yellow, convex: stem yellow, cylindrical. 

Bolt. 65. (not Stkif. 79.) 
Agostipitatus, pileo pallido : disco luteo, /amellis 

rerein.suec. 	Gills pale sulphur colour, which readily 
distinguishes it. ?items convex, pale, centre yellow and marked 
with a tawny star. Stem naked, smooth. LINN. 
GILLS loose, narrow, moderately numerous, thin, pliable, dull 

brimstone colour, uneven at the edge. 
PILEUS convex, cylindro-conical when young, pale yellowish 

buff, bright yellow at the apex, 1 to 2 inches over; very 
thin and semi-transparent, showing the edge of the gills 
through, which gives it a streaked appearance. 

STEM hollow, readily splitting, pale dusky yellow, sometimes 
quite white, 2 to 4 inches high, thick as a raven quill. 
Whole plant very tender and brittle. 

Major Velley justly observes that this cannot be the 13th of 
Ray, which is the aurantius. Gills yellowish, unequal, distant. 
Pileus pale yellow, smooth, convex, gelatinous, transparent, 
chewing the insertion of the gills in a starry form round the 
apex, and the spot formed by the insertion of the stem forms the 
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28G 	CRITTOGAIMA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow,  and 
Loose. YELLOW. 

centre of the star. Stem long, tender, hollow. Mr. STACK,  
HOUSE. 

Ag.,equestris. Bolt. Pastures, Edgbaston Park. 
July, August,  

* Var. 1. Broader and shorter. Curtain evanescent. 
Bolt. 149—Bull. 563. 2. 

• GILLS loose, yellow, white when young, dirty brown when old, 
4 in a set, thin, tender. 

PILEUS yellow, convex, often somewhat raised in the centre, 
tearing at the edge when old, near 3 inches over. 

STEM hollow, yellow throughout, smooth, splitting, 2 inches 
high, thick as a goose quill. BOLTON. 

Ag. favidus. Bolt. On dunghills after rain. June, July. 
Pastures near Bath. In Herefordshire and Worcestershire. Mr. 
STACKHOUSE. 

Ag. (CURT.) Gills pale yellow, S in a set: pileus Immo 
orange, nearly flat: stem yellow above, velvety and 
dark brown below. 

Curt. iv. 40—Bull. 34-1—raill. 12. 8.9. 
GILLS loose, in contact with though adhering to the stem, pale 

yellow, 8 in a set. 
PILEus geintly convex, nearly flat with age, brown orange, glu-

tinous, irregular in shape, often curled at the edge, 1 to :3 
inches over. Flesh yellowish. 

STEN' hollow, dark brown and velvety below, top yellowish, 
thickest downwards, splitting, yellow within, 2 to 4 
inches high, 2-8ths to J-Sths of an inch in diameter. 

This has been confounded with A. sulcatus, well figured its 
Bolton 1:35, but though very much alike at first sight, the struck 
tore is sufficiently different to prevent their being again mis-
taken. 

Ray Syn. p. 9. n. 51. Ag. mutabilis. Huds. 615. 22, and 
Reih. 9.;h, seem to be this plant, but on their authority, sup-
ported by that of Mr. Woodward, the nvitabilis of Schaffer is 
introduced in its proper place. 

Ag. nigripes. Bull. Varies very much in size; grows is 
clusters, many from I root, generally attached to rotten wood. 
Oct. April, not uncommon. 

cruentastus. An. Gills pale yellow: piletts yellow brown, with red 
streaks : stem lidtt brwrett. 

GILLS loose, pale yellow, 4 in a set. 
FILM yellow brown with dark blood red streaks, convex rather 

bossed, ‘2,' inches over. 	led; very thick towards the 
stem, pale ) Mow. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA: FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 	257 
and Loose. GREY. 

STEsaollow, light brown, scored, cylindrical, f.")+ inches high, 
nears inch diameter, spreading out at the top so as to 
form one substance with the pileus. 

In the Earl of Aylesford's Park, Packington, Warwickshire. 
Autumn. 

A. Gills loose, yellow, 2, 3, or 4 in a set : pileus and stem auran'tius. 
pinky. 

Var. 5. Ag. aurantius. See page 263. 

(6) GILLS grey. 

AG. (Scow.) Gills silvery grey, uniform : pileus grey ovabs. 
brown, plaited : stein white. 

Curt. 101—Schair. 67. 68-rax. xii. 10.11. 
...GILLS loose, in contact with but not fixed to the stem; silvery 

• grey changing to black, very numerous, and so close set 
that it is hardly practicable to separate them; uniform, 
deliquescent. 

PILEUS brown white or silvery grey, egg-shaped to bell-shaped, 
with remarkable plaits or folds extending from the edge 
nearly to the centre, from :1 to 4 inches over. 

STEM hollow, white, brown at the base, tender, cylindrical, 3 to . 
4 inches high, 2-8ths to 3-Sths diameter, thickest down-
wards. 

Mr. Curtis has discovered that the sides of the Gills are 
connected to each other by very fine filaments, which accounts 
as he observes for the difficulty of separating them. I suspect 
Mr. Lightfoot's Ag. plicatus to be a different plant, for he de.. 
Scribes the gills as terminating short of the stem and leaving a 
vacant circle round the top of it. 

Ray Syn. p. 3. n. 	striate:. Hods. 617. Ag. jistee. 
At the bottom of a gate post. 	 13th Oct.  

• • 
AO. Gills grey, uniform: pileus white beautifully frosted: consper'str 

stein white. 
Ea/ 542.1. 

Qtr.:Ls loose, uniform, grey when full grown, but soon dissolving 
into a black liquor: quite white when young. 

Atreus watery white, but incrusted with beautifully white 
flakes; thin as tissue paper, very soon curling up and 
dissolving into a watery fluid replete with black seeds; 
1-} inch from the edge to the apex. 

-rtNc hollow, tapering upwards, pure white, 	inches high; 
thick as a raven's quill. 

   
  



289 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricns. Hollow and 
Loose. GREY. 1, 

Ag. stercorar;nr. Bull. On Dunghills, and in 'Poultry yards. 
June. 

.snomental.. Ag. (BULL.) Gills grey, uniforni : pileus grey, streaked, 
neus. 	centre brown orange: stem white. 

Fl. dan. 832. 2—Bull. 128—Battar. 27. D—Bolt. 39. C.-
Mich. 75.6. 

When mature, it is perfectly horizontal on its stem: Mr 
STACKHOUSE ; but it hardly remains an hour in this state, the 

• edge curls up, and it dissolves into a watery fluid containing an 
immense number of black egg-shaped seeds. 
GILLS loose, in contact with, but not connected with the stem, 

grey, very fine and slender, uniform, sometimes split; 
when young white. 

Pmzus conical, soon becoming flat, grey, centre brown orange, 
extremely thin, nearly transparent, edge uneven, 1 to a 
inch over. 

STEM hollow, beautifully white, cylindrical but rather tapering 
upwards, brittle, splitting, a little scurfy, 2 to 4 inches 
high, thick as a goose or a crow quill. 

When fully expanded the gills and the pileus appear as if 
composed of the same substance, but examined in a younger 
state the gills are quite white and the pileus the colour of horn. 
The striaks on the pileus are only apparent, and caused by the 
upper edges of the gills being seen through the very thin mem' 
branaceous pileus. 

Ag. radiates. Bolt. Ag. momentanons. Bull. Ag. crank' 
tut. 	dan. Pastures after continued gentle rain. 

Oct.—April' 
*Var.?. Gills grey, uniform : pileus tawny brown, strongly 

streaked: stem white. 
Fl. dan. 1134. 2—Bolt. 54—S (-Id: 201. 

GILLS loose, uniform, grey, changing to black. 
Pilaus egg-shaped, edge turned in, scolloped, reddish brown,  

2 ; inches from the edge to the at.ex. 
STEM hollow, white, 5 or (i inches high, inch diameter. Bot'r' 

Ag. rnfo.candidus. Scharff; Single or in clusters; on ;lit 
ground or on rotten wood. 

Ag. (ScniErr.) Gills grey, uniform, not reaching tilt 
stein : pileus grey, streaked, centre brown: stet(' 
white, tapering upwalds. 

Fl. dan. 119:.—Bolt. 20—Schajr. 100 and 216. 
GILLS terminating at some distance from the stem, tendLIP 

watery. 

cine'reus. 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus, Hollow and 	'289 
Loose. GREY. 

Pktus grey, plaited, conical, 11 to 2; inches over. 
STEM hollow, white, smooth, swelling below and tapering up. 

wards like the flowering stem of an onion; 6 to 8 inches 
high, 1-8th to 3-8ths diameter. BOLTON. 

Ag. fimetarins. Huds. 617. Ag. pullatus. Bolt. Rich 
meadows, or dunghills. 	 June. 

Var. 2. Gills 4 in a set: pileus semi-transparent: stem in 
appearance horny. 

Bull. 88. 
Guts ending short of the stem, so as to form a channel round 

it, grey, broad, numerous. 
Pktus semi-transparent, smooth, but sometimes deeply furrow-

ed, brown, flapping or hanging down at first, then turn-
ing up, tearing at the edge and then from its elastic na-
ture the segments turning up. 

STENt hollow, horny. This is well described by Bulliard, and 
though of such apparent firmness it dissolves into an 
inky fluid, the stem often surviving the destruction of 
-the pileus. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Ag. cinereus. Bull. Meadows and road sides. Powick near 
Worcester. Mr. STACKHOus E. 

Var. 3. Gills grey, in pairs, extremely narrow, not reaching 
the stem : pileus grey, conical, plaited, buff in click centre, 
patched with white pieces of the wrapper: stem white, taper-
ing upwards:" 
GILLS loose, terminating at some distance from the stem, dark 

litteus grey, 
very narrw, 2 or 4 in a set. 

g 	with white
o 
 blotches, the remains of the wrapper, 

conical, II inch high, centre light brown, or buff. 
'I'Etd hollow, white, covered with a beautifully white soft down, 

_ very tender, splitting, tapering upward, thick at the 
root, 7 inches high, thick as a duck's quill. 

*
AG. ().,INN.) Gills pale grey, uniforn1 : pileus mouse campanu-

grey, conical, blunt : stem grey, smooth. 
rail/, xii. 1. 2-01fich. 75. 9, referred to in F!. Suec. is 

'wholly white. This reference is rejected in Sp. Pl. but 
our  English botanists supposing the fig. 9, the only error, 
quote Mich. 75. ti, but this is Ag. momentaneus, a much 
smaller plant, has a pil.ur fiat 'when expanded, vet), 
thin, scored on each side, and a 'white 'woolly stem. 
—Schaff. 31, has a bright yellogo storm, and gills 4 in a 
set.)—Scherj. 211, is, I belitne, to be reckoned a campa-

nulatxs, wa,:ying chiefly in the gills being dragon in pairs, 
V... Iv. 

   
  



290 	 CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow arij 
Loose. GEEY. 

but whoever has attended to the inaccuracy 'with no140  
the gills are drawn in these plates, will hardlytbi0,  
that an objection. 

Ag. stipiratus, piled companulato striato pellucido, laurel' 
adscendentibus, stipite nudo. Sp. Pl. 

Gills ascending, grey or black. (Gills white. Fl. lapp. 501' 
Fl. Suec: ed. i. 10.540—Pileus grey, viscid, membranaceot* 
conical bell shaped. Stem naked, smooth, very long. LINT! 
Gills uniform, white or very pale grey. Pilau mouse gref,: 
conical. blunt, s  inch high. Stem hollow, grey, polished, ' 
inches high, thick as a swallow's quill. VAILL. par. p. 71. 

Meadows, pastures, and woods. 
*Var. 2. Gills whitish grey, turning black, uniform: pilt0  

yellow brown, bell-shaped, blunt: stem greyish. 
Schaff. 	9.9Z1., bottom at the left hand-Dod. 

1—Lob. ic. ii. 272—Ger. em. 15S('. 2-Park. 1321. 
Paill. 12. 5.6, another variety, with gills ix petite 
Battar. 27. E. Mr. Woodward. 

GILLS loose, uniform, pale grey and then black with dust. , 
Pn.s.us at first hemispherical, the edge tearing with age, 

from :he edge to the top. 
STEM hallow, greyish, roughish, 1 to 12 inch high, thick as 

raven quill. SCHAFF. HUDS. Very common on decal,' 
ing stumps. Pileus shaped exactly like a woman /  
thimble, with a small dimple at the top ; yellow brool 
streaked with black. Gills sooty grey, that is, powdere 
with black. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Ag. aposus. Huds. 619. Ray Syn. p. 7. n. 36. 'Ig. trot; 
comm. Schiff. On wet rotten wood. 	 Aug.—OP 

semi-ova'- AG. Gills brown grey to black, 2 or 4 in a set: pilct1f 
tus. 

	

	 light brown, smooth, half egg-shaped : stem cylitr 
dneal, white. 

Bolt. 53-Bull. 1(;4, varies a little from it, in having sso at' 
pearance of a ring, and the pileus being scored-II' 
dan. 1070. 

Guts loose, in contact with but not united to the stem, mode' 
rately numerous, 4 in a set, brown grey changing 1° 
black and deliquescing. 

Ptcrus light brown, or like,vory, polished, smooth, wrinkle)  
when old like wash-leather, bluntly conical, or rathe 
the shape of the broader end of an egg, 1;, inch iron' 
the edge to the apex, and as much across at the base' 
Flesh thin, white. 

   
  



CRITTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Loose. GREY. 

STEM hollow, white, smooth, cylindrical, pithy within, bulbous 
at the base, 5 inches high, thick as a goose quill. Hol., 
low. sometimes, very fine, and without pith. ' 

Curtain evanescent. Ring seldom perfect. 
Ag. atramentarems. Bull. if,. eiliarir. Bolt. Ag. L;cohr. 

Fl. dan. Cow pastures and dunghills. 	 June—Sept. 
Var. 2. Gills grey, mottled, 2 or 4 in a set: pileus pale 

brown, smooth, shape of half an egg: stem brownish, cylin-
drical. 

Bull. 58. 
GILLS loose, grey, mottled, turning black, broad, mostly in 

pairs, numerous, deliquescent, shorter gills narrow in 
proportion to the long ones, and often not extending to 
the edge of the pileus. 

Punts brownish white, smooth, satiny, exactly the shape and 
about the size of the broader half of a hen's egg cut 
across its longer axis. 

STEM hollow, cylindrical, brownish white, 2 to 3 inches high, 
thick as a erow.quill. 

Ag. papilionacerts. Bull. Edgbaston Park, 7th Nov. 1790. 

AG. (Cunris.) Gills grey, in pairs : pileus ash-coloured, plicat 
centre brown yellow : stein white. 

Bull. .54Q. f. —Curt. 20C—Batsch. 2—Battar. 27. B. C.—
(Not Fl. dan. 832. 2) 

C. ,LLS loose, not reaching to the stem, grey or purplish grey, 
changing to black, semi-transparent, deliquescing, not 
numerous, in pairs. 

Plum grey with a tinge of Yellow, centre brown yellow, co-,  
nical, flat when expanded, edge at first turned down, 
with age turning up, sides semi-transparent, plaited, 
centre with a small boss sunk in a hollow, to 1 inch 
over, centre underneath white, fleshy. 

STEM hollow, white, smooth, cylindrical, feeble, 2 to 3 inches 
high, thick as a crow quill. 

Curtaia very evanescent, its remains sometimes fringing the 
edge of the pileus. 

Ray' Sy,,. p. 9. n. 47. Ag. eishernerur. Bull. Ag. virgineur. 
liatsch. 

This has been confounded with the Ag. nromentaneur, but the 
kills being in pairs, and their approach to the stem limited by a 
'leshy circle in the centre of the pileus on the under side, are at 
411 times sufficient to point out the difference. 

Grass plats and new mown fields. 	 April—Oct. 
v 2 

   
  



292 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Hollow and 
Loose. GREY. 

exara'tus. 

cinetulus, 

rhomhoi-
dc'us. 

AG. Gills dirty grey changing to black, in pairs : piletO 
plaited and striped. 

Bolt 31-Bull. 8C-Sehalf. 32, very nearly the plant. 
GILLS loose; in pairs, dirty grey or brownish, changing * 

black. 
Pictus conical, afterwards expanding, smooth at first, when e 

panded scored and plaited, alternately brown and lea' 
coloured ; 1 	inch over. It dissolves the second (14 
into a brown liquor. 

STEM hollow, .whitish grey, 5 or 6 inches high, thick as a swat 
low's quill. Curtain evanescent, its remains only af 
pearing on the stem whilst very young. BOLTON. 

Ag. campanulatus. 	Huds. Ray Syn. 8. 41. Ag. 
Bull. Ag. eampanulatus. Bolt. Meadows, plentiful. Sept. Oc' 

Var. 2. Gills 2 or 4. in a set : pileus, plaits regular, cen0 
smooth, brown. Mr. STACEHOUSE. 

*AG. (BOLT.) Gills dark blackish grey, 4 in a set: OW 
brown bay with darker belts, conical : stem dirt 
brown. 

Bolt. 162, (not Schaff. 4.8.) 
Gills loose, dusky black, broad in the middle, tender, brittl' 

Pileus'a broad blunt cone, red-deer colour, with a broad V 
brown belt, which colour penetrates the whole substance; ^ to 
inches over. ,Stem hollow, dull dirty brown, cylindrical, 
inches high, nearly as thick as a goose quill. Bouroiv. 

Ag. suberosas. Bolt. On dunghills after rain. Pastures, Sou, 
Leigh, Oxford. Dr. SIBTHOEPE. 	 ' jbnc—Ja 

AG. Gills purplish grey, broad, 4 in a set : 
widely conical, very dark brown : stem light gri 
scored. 

GILLS loose, grey with a purplish tinge, broad, shoulderinA 
to the stem but not united to it, nearly rhomboids 
shape. 

FiLEtys very dark brown, shining, not viscit., cylindro-cont 4  
bossed, uneven at the edge, 1 to 1-1 inch high. 	r 

STEM hollow, light grey, cylindrical, scored, 2 to 2t iP‘ 
high, nearly as thick as a goose quill. 	 .1 

In the Earl of Ayyt'sford's park ; Packington, Ware,/ 
shire. 	 Auto' 	• 

   
  



"CilYPTOGAMIA. FUNOT. Agaricus. Stems lateral. 	293 
WHITE. 

13..STENIS lateral. 

(I) GILLS white. 

AG. Gills white, variously anastomosing pileus white, lalwrinthi- 
semi-circular, downy : stein laterai, brown white, 	fbernis. 
knotty. 

&hal: 43 and 44, resemble the plant, but the plate has more 
relater and the stem in lees knotty. 

GILLS decurrent, white, variously anastomosing, and though 
generally parallel, sometimes assuming the form of cir-
cular or angular cavities like the pores of a Boletus. 

Pazus white, semi-circular, irregularly scolloped at the edge, 
covered with a short Noolly down; 2 to 4 inches over. 
Flesh white. 

STEM solid, 4 or .5 inches long, thickness of a little finger, 
tough, very knotty, dirty brownish white. 

Plantations Edgbaston, on the ground amongst moss. 
13th Sept. 1791. 

AG. (BuLmAnn.) Gills white to yellow brown, the long ses'silis. 
ones forked : pilcus milky white, flat, thin. 

Bull. 159.-7m-1.14288—Boll. 72. 2.—Pet. gaz. 9.5.018. 
Wholly white, tender, brittle and pellucid ; in figure nearly 

lemi-circular, sometimes with three lobes. DICKSON. 
GILLS fixed, mostly uniform, splitting, 'white, changing to 

brownish yellow. 
011.aus white as milk, flat, thin, half an inch over. 
4Tar.t, or more properly perhaps, Root, a blackish knobby sub-

stance. 
Without a stem, growing by its side on rotten sticks, in 

hedges, Buckinghamshire, Mr. KNIPP.—From whom I first 
received specimens in the year 1787.—At first wholly white; 
14 time the gills turn yellowish, and in a dry season the u hole 
Plant dries and turns black before it decays. Mr. Woodward.—
( //it set extremely fine, unequal in length, pale brown, narrow. 
'''ices snow white, powdery, convex when young, flat and the 
edge deflected with age; thin, tough. The whole springs from 
%.ltind of pedicle, and never exceeds the size of a sixpence. 

"•11. STACKHOUSE. 
. Ag. invent. Jacquin and Dickson; but that n me had been 

given before to a well-established species. 
Ray Syn. p.22. n. b. Ag. 	Bull. ;lg. fie:b./lams. Bolt. 

°O rotten sticks, &c. under hedges, frequent. 

   
  



e94 	CRITTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Stems lateral 
WHITE. 

• 
05treet0• AG. (Jaca.1 Gills white, irregular, long ones oftc0 

branched at the base : pileus brown, smooth, thin' 
and wrinkled at the edge. 

Curt. 216-7aq. aunt r. 104. 
Grizs fixed, whitish, of various lengths, the long ones ofte 

forked towards the base and anastomosing. 
PILEUS' brown, smooth, rather shining, thin and wrinkled at tt'l 

edge, from 1 to 8 inches broad, from 2 to 10 inches lug 
or more, Flesh white, tough. 

STEM, or rather root, solid, tough ; penetrating deep into the 
cr.tck of the beech tree, on which it grew. 

Very much resembling the shape of an oyster, but hollow' 
underneath. It has a faint sickly smell. 

Mr. Woodward suspects that this in a more advanced age 
may be the Ag. conchatus. 
' 	Near Ditchincrham, Norfolk, on decayed ash. Mr. W000te. 

In clusters of 3 or 6 or more on willow, or elm. Mr. STA& 
HOUSE.--In a cleft in the bark of a large beech, near the toot; 

dgbaston Park. 	 Dec.—Jan' 
Var. 2. Prolifcrous, 
Gills pure white, unequal. Pilew dark olive colour, leathetP 

thin ; edge turned down, It rises from a sort of pedicic, froth 
whence ;, 2, 3 or more misshapen lobes proceed. From the 
lobes svher little lobes come forth. Description and drawi6 
from Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Powick, near Worcester. 

AG. Gills white, their sides studded with globular gland 
pileus dark brown : stem lateral, white. 

Bal. 426. 
Gm's white, very decurrent, studded with globular glands' 

which when dissected out and magnified appear lil 
prickly balls. 

Pn.cus rich dark brown, very large. Mr, Relhan measured 006  
which was t 8 inches by 11. Flesh very thick, white. 

STEM lateral, very short, white. BULLIARD. 
M, Bulliard tells us it grows on large trees, and on stun 

of trees towards the end of autumn and in winter. Mr. Rel; 
han found it at Babraham near Cambridge, and communicate 
this discovery to me. 

4g, glandulosus. Bull, 
0 

4imidia'tus. *AG. (ScHiEFF.) Gills whitish, branched : pileus rol 
brown and grey, semi-circular, convex, scaly, ticshY' 
turned in at the edge: stem lateral, whitish, 

glandulo'- 
'sus.    
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BnowN. 

Schaff. "33. 
GILLs fixed, only branched near the edge of the pileus. 
1'1LEDS greyish with reddish brown scales, I.} inch by .2-1'. 
&rem solid, inversely conical, fixed to the side of the pileus, 

full f inch long, and about as much in diameter. 
This differs from the Ag. ostreatus in being solitary, the 

pileus scaly, the gills not decurrent, branched towards the mar-
gin only, and not anastomosing at the base. It differs from the 
Ag. betulinus in being fleshy, convex, the margins inflected, 
and having a short stem. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Ag. campestris. Scharff.  On an old ash at Ditchingham. Mr. 
WOODWARD. 

(2.) GILLS brown. 

AG. (BuLtzAnn.) Gills rich brown, extremely numerousconehaitus. 
and irregular: pileus brown, shining, glutinous, 
the edge greatly turned in. 

Bull. Q98. 
Gtu.s decorrent, rich brown, very numerous, of every varying 

length from 7 inches to less than . an inch. 
Piccus brown, rather shining and glutinous, convex, or con. 

cave, edge rolled inwards and downwards, 7 inches from 
the root to the outer edge, and nearly as much in breadth, 
but its various contractions make its shape very irregular. 

' Flesh thick, brown white. 
ST514 solid, short, thick, brown. 

Ag. co:charm% Bull. Edgbaston, on large trees. 
3d Aug. 1791. 

Ao. Grits orange brown, not numerous, irregular: pileus aurantio-
orange brown, nearly circular: stun yellow brown, ferrugin'cus 
between central and lateral. 

Guts fixed, orange brown, thin, nor very numerous, of .1 or I. 
different lengths, not at all decurrenr. 

P1LEVS orange brown, dry, scaly, and cracking ; convex, nearly 
circular from 3 to inches over. Flesh yellow. 

STEM solid, more yellow than the pileus ; t Z  to :t inches long, 
T̀ inch diameter, sometimes swelling out into a globular 
substance near the gills ; lateral in the large but nearly 
'central in some of the smaller specimens. 

Grows in clusters, is of a rich orange brown, and throws 
utlt a great quantity of seeds 

from its gills, ith those which h
of the &ame colour. It connects the agarics with central stems w ave 

lateral stems. 

   
  



.t196 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI; Agaricus. Stems lateral. 
BROWN. 

At the foot of an oak gate post oft the side of the Birming. 
ham road near to Hales Owen. 	 Oct. 

palma'tus. *Ac. (BULL.) Gills red brown, '4 in a set, but irregular: 
pileus deeper brown red, flat; oblong: stem reddish 
white, eccentric. 

flabelliforc 
mis. 

Bull. 216. 
Gums, long ones terminating on a membrane which prevents 

their adherence to the stem ; few in number, very irre-
gular. BULLIARD. Unequal, lighter coloured than-the 
pileus. 

PILEUS brown red, flat, membranaceous, edge turned down. 
STEM solid, strong, inserted near the edge of the pileus. Sub-

stance very leathery and tenacious. The place of growth 
h very particular, viz. on the perpendicular side of a posts 
out of a knot in the solid undecayed wood, pointing first 
horizontally and then turning upwards. Description and 
drawMg from Mr. STACKHOUSE. M. Bulliard says it is 
found in Autumn on the squared sides of timber, and also 
on trees both healthy and decayed, at, the height of lit)  
or 80 feet. In Mr. Stackhouse's drawings the pileus 0 
about I or 2 inches over ; the stem about 1 inch highs 
and 1. diameter, but the figures of M. Bulliard are much 
larger, and more of a brown colour. 

• 
*AG. (BOLT.) Gills mouse brown, thin, pliable, 4 in A 

set : pileus Mouse brown, fiat, with narrow stripe$ 
near the edge. 

Bolt. 72. 3. 
Gnu fixed, 4 in a set, spear-shaped, soft and tender. 
Pazos smooth, semi-circular, brownish mouse colour, marked 

near the edge with 3 or 4 narrow concentric lines of 0, 
darker colour ; waved at the edge, near 1 inch broad and 
something more in width. 

STEM solid, very short, more properly perhaps to be considered 
as a root. BoaroN. 

Bulliard 140, seems a variety of this. 
4g. is/anus. Bolt. Grows upright on the ground. 	Oct' 

GAG, Gills yellowish brown, numerous : pileus smooth/ 
mealy, whitish : stem abort, variably eccentric. 

Schaff, 20s, 
Grus decurrent, mostly uniftrit, light yellowish brown. 
Pu,strs smooth, tough, leathery, mealy, whitish, with deer 

rust coloured tints near the stem, set upon the stem lik.s 

   
  



CriTTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Stems lateral. 
..BnowN. 

a leaf upon its stalk, but sometimes more central, and 
turned up like a funnel; 1 to 1i inch over, the edge cut 
into irregular segments. 

STEM solid, dark brown, to .! inch high, thick as a crow quill. 
Drawing and description from Mr. STACKROWSE. 
Ray Syn. p. 	n. 	Ag semipeiialatus. Schxff. Stumps of 

oaks, Aldenham, Salop. Hazle stumps, Powick, Worcester; fre-
quently growing in clusters. 

• Var. 2. Pileus about <of a circle, 1 inch diameter, entire 
at the edge. 

. 	Bolt. 714—Yaill. 10. 7—Ruzb. v. 10. 1. 2. 

Grows single or tiled; of a dry leathery substance, a smooth 
surface, and either a white or dull pale yellowish colour. 
Gu.Ls loin a ser, but irregular, narrow, short ones numerous. 
Pittus smooth, clothy. 
STEM scarcely any. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Ag. temineticlatfir. LIGHTFOoT. .4g. la/era/is. HUDSON. Ag. 
lateralis. Bolt. On decayed branches of trees. 	Aug.—Dec. 

4AG. (DzocsoN.) Gills ochre coloured, 8 in a set: pileus 
whitish, convex, variously shaped, almost gela-
tinous. 

&hay: 213—Bahr& 38. 
An inch or two in length, and half as much in breadth. Stem 

none. The whole of this Agaric is very soft and tender, so 
much so as scarcely to bear handling. Pi/fur pale brown or dirty 
white, simple or variously lobed, waved or wrinkled. Gills 
pale yellow. Mr. WoonwARD. Stem, or more properly perhaps 
rzr, a small dark coloured substance. 

rnolln. Schxtr. Ag. vulneraiut. Band:. In the pine 
grove at Kirkby, on moss. 

AG. Gills watery brown, 4 or 8 in a sct : pileus light yel- ficoi'des. 
low brown, surface cracked : st& .n short, light 
brown, clothy. 

Eatsch. 122—Bolt. 7!2. f.1—Bull. .157. 1, very lilt. it. 
Gilts fixed to the stem, watery brown, 4 to S in a set, con-

nected by numerous cross threads. 
Paws light yellowish brown, shewing in the cracks a darker 

ground, like the surface of a dried fig, from to 11 inch 
diameter, concave in the centre, edge turned down; 
sometimes rolled in, sometimes plaited like a cockle shell. 
Fled) whitish brown. 

S97 

   
  



1198 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Stems lateral. 
BUFF. 

STEM lateral, shprOardly to z inch long and half that in dia. 
meter; thickest upwards, light brown, clothy, 
Flesh reddish brown. 

ifig. stip/it-us. Bull. Ag. betulinus. Bolt. Ag. elepluests. 
Batsch. On an alder stump in considerable quantities adjoining 
to the west end of the large pool in Edgbaston Park. 

resupina'- AG. Gills light brown: pileus light brown, flat: stein 
tus. 	 very crooked; eccentric. 

• - 	Batseb. 124. 
Gnu loose, light brown, mostly 4 in a set. 
PILEus light brown, flat, thin, about of an inch diameter) 

generally reversed. 	• 
STEM solid, eccentric, crooked, shorter than the diameter of the 

pileus. 
Ag. Flurstedtiensis.: Batsch. Not Ag. resuisissertus of FL clan. 

On rotten wood over grown with short moss in Packingtoe 
Park. 	 Autumn. 

(3) GILLS buff. 

renifor'mis. AG. Gills pale buff, 4 in a set : pileus bright brown, kid.' 
ney-shaped, curled and waved at the edge. 

Bolt. 1.57. 
Guts decurrent, tough, flexible, moderately broad, pale bug; 

darker whenold, and sometimes scolloped at the edges. 
PILEUS bright brown or red deer colour, darker towards the stem' 

tough, fleshless, smooth like vellum, If, inch by 4. 
STEM I of an inch in length, and as much in breadth. Bot.Tox,  

Not Scharff. 43, 	; nor Mich. 65. 1. 
ilabellflormis. Bolt. Grows on the side of old trees. Feb. 

fetich19. Aa. Gills yellowish, mostly in pairs, broad, wide apart % 
pileus dirty buff, convex, edge turned in. 

GILLS fixed, brown yellow, gelatinous, mostly in pairs. 
Pn.rus convex, dirty brown buff colour, edge much rolled in, 

surface greatly wrinkled when old, clammy, 1 t to '24' 
inches over. 

STEM hard, thick, blackish, not i  an inch long ; it is perhaps 
rather a root than a stem. 

This has not been descritd. Its form is rather elegant, 
swelling out from the root-like stem into an oblong circular 
form, and raised like a cushion. The inside is gelatinous anti 
has an unpleasant smell, Several plants, viz. from 1 to 7, grow 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Steins none., 

from one root, tiled one over another. Specimen, drawing, and 
description from Mr. STALE tows. 

On the bark of willow trees, Powick, near Worcester, 

C. STENS none. 
11o. Gills grey, 2 to 4 in a set, limber, diverging from applica'tus. 

the centre of the plant • pilcus dark brown grey, ra- 
ther convex. 

Ag. acaulis inversus orbicularis cinereo.nigricans, lamcllis in 
Centro contingentibus, albido cxrulescentibus. Dicxsox. 

Borsch: t. . f. 
Plant sitting, fixed by the top of the pilcus, circular or ob. 

long, I inch diameter. 
dg. appIicatus, Batsch. On rotten wood. [Earsham, Nor-

folk. Mr, WOODWARD. Willow trees,- Powick, near Worces-
ter. Mr. STACKHOUSE.1 

AG. (LINN.) Gills reddish yellow, to reddish brown, betuli'nus. 
numerous, thin, very much branched : pilcus pale 
brown buff, cottony; irregularly semi-cireular, 

Ag. acaulis, coriaceus villosus, margin obtuso, lemellis 
anastomosantibus. Fl. suer. 

Ball. 346, the four lower figures—hull. 394—Bolt. 7.e. 
Bu.vb. v. 6—Fl. dan.776. 1—Bull. 537, seems to represent 
specimens of this and also of the fig. quercinus. 

SILLS in the younger plant 4 in a set, light brown, sometimes 
branched. 

PILEUS thin, when young fixed to the wood on which it grows, 
• the gills being uppermost; it then separates from the 

wood and turns up, as is more particularly explained in 
speaking of the Ag. quercinus. This, now upper part, 
As brown, or greenish, and woolly, consisting of concen-
tric circles formed in ridges. It is apt to contain blades 
of grass, or bits of sticks, perforating its substance, 
which only could have happened in its soft state. 

STEM none. Rather leathery than fleshy; belts variable, some 
more woolly. 

1,, Gills firm, seldom inosculating. LINN. Film always vil. 
1, -̀)se, and marked with concentric circles. OA irregular, va-
il
':3usly branched, but not forming laconx as in the Ag. querci. 

Bulliard :394 belongs to this species, and probably Schmff, 
„'• 	It has been confo ended with the Ag. quercinus, by sup-
fi
,

_4.ing it to be that species in its young state. Mr. Woomvaan. 
:111'6c: elliptical, tiled, from I to 2 inches over, chesnut brown, 
t,, shades, with concentric wavy circles, very velvety to the 

o1 a woody substance. OW/ shallow, whitish, thick, 
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'300 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Stem none. 
ish, rigid, not emitting seeds when lying upon paper. In its 
young state it ,is gelatinous like a Boletus. Mr. Sr.scoroust-
This species has been involved in much confusion, chiefly arising 
from its different appearance at different ages. Mr. Stackhouse 
sent me a young plant in its gelatinous state, which accorded, as 

. he observed, with Fl. dan. 776. I ; the pileus being white and 
the gills a rich deep saffron colour. Bulliard :340, the lower 
figures, seem the same plant when it has just attained its fires 
texture ; the colour of the gills darker and more of a purple 
oast. The other figures represent the plant in its older states, 
and of very different sizes, the colour of the gills being then a 
reddish brown, and the pileus somewhat paler but with wavy 
circular streaks of a darker hue. The figures in Bulliard 39 
are very exact representations of the specimens now.before me. 
It sometimes grows to the size of one's hand, enlarging by pro. 
liferous offsets from the edges, each offset having its own proper 
central point to which its gills are directed ; but in this case the 
gills in the centre of the aggregate plant become extremely con-
voluted and irregularly branched. 

Ray Syn. p. 24. n. 19. rlg. betulinus. Bolt. Fl. dan. 
Trunks and stumps of trees, not uncommon. 

Var. 2. Pileus green. 
Bolt. 158. 

Probably only old specimens'of the preceding, the green co-
lour occasioned by some other yet undetermined parasitical ve-
getable. 

Ag. coriateus. Bolt. On old pales. 	 Jan' 

al beus. 	AG. (LINN.) Gills brown buff, in pairs : pileus gently 
convex, semi-circular, velvety, brown grey. 

Ag. acaplis, laruellis bifidis, pulverulentis. Lim Ray Sy%. 
p. 25. n. 24. 

Schaff. 24E—Bull. 346, the upper figures to the right han' 
Weig. obi. 2. 6—Battar. 38. C. D.—Buxb. v. 7 . 1. 

Plant sitting, fixed by the edge of the pileus, woody, vary 
ing in the shades of its colours. Gills strong, but the surface 
downy. Pileus velvety to the touch, from to '2 inches over. 

Ag. alneus. Scharff. Ag. alneus. Bull. On decaying trurilzs 
of trees, particularly on the alder. [At Aldenham, Salop. Mr. 
STAcxisouse.] 	 Winter and Spring. 

cuerciinus. AG. (LINN.) Gills brown, waved, irregularly anastonios-
ing : pileus brown, marked ith concentric circles 
of various hues, semi-circular, flattish, soft anti 
clothy. 

Ag. acaulis, lamellis labyrinthiformibus. LINN. 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Agaricus. Stem none. 	301 

Sal. 352—Bolt. 73—Sch,rj: 57.-Battar. 38. J. 
ikf. 1. 2, in it: young :tam.—Ritz& v. 411. 	 • 

Guts very much branched, and anastomosing, thick, forming 
oblong, 'angular, and nearly circular cavities, especially 
towards the edge. 

,Pitaus woody, nearly semi-circular, or of no regular shape, 
marked with circular tiled ridges as well as with differ-
ent shades of colour, soft to the touch like buff leather or 
fine cork, 1 to .5 inches over ormore. 

STEM none. 
Mr. Bolton, who has accurately attended to the economy of 

• this plant, observes that in its first stage of growth the gills are 
uppermost, they , are then distinct, and branched, their sides 
united by minute lateral projections. In .its second stage the 
pileus is in part detached from the substance on which it grew, 
the detached part rises up to an horizontal position, increasing 
in size, while the other part remains fixed serving as a support 
to it. As it grows older, the lateral projections of the gills in-
crease in size, and filling up the interstices between the gills, 
give them the appearance of oblong.  pores. Mr. Bulliard in 
plate 442 has given us several varieties of this very singular 
plant, and Schaeffer 231 is one of monstrous or unusual growth. 
114r. Woodward observes that the union of the gills forming Ia. 
eunx, leaves it doubtful whether it should be placed with the 
Agarics or the Boleti. Mr. Stackhouse says that the pileus may 
he said to consist only of fructification, as it cannot be separated 
from the old wood without taking with it the part it adheres 
to : he also agrees with Mr. Bulliard that it sometimes appears 
so much like a Boletus as to occasion a doubt to which genus it 
should be referred. He further remarks, that in some of the 
thick, and to appearance solid specimens, the pileus is not 
thicker than a .shilling, that the gill is a thick leathery sub-
stance, little resembling the gill of an Agaric, and that it is the 
link which connects the Agarics with the Boleti. Ray Syn. 

n. 
ilg. garreinu I. Schaff. 	perch's; 1. Bolt. Common on 

old pales, stumps, and decayed trees. 
Var. 2. Pileus green, soft. clothy. 

Bolt. 7:J. I. 
h iLLII brown, waved, often connected, in no regular order. 
-rit.s us marked with concentric circles of various hues, from 

green to brown ; 1 to 7 inches over. Fkih woody, 

thin, white. 
It is possible that the green coat may 

Nov. 17',  

be a species of Bys. 

'48, but this idea did not occur whilst t1 plant was fresh. 
91 

 

   
  



900 	 CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Fistulina. 

FISTULYNA. PILEUS with separate tubes under- . 	neath., SEEDS in the tubes. 
hepaqica. F. Tubes very slender, unequal.: pilcus thick, soft, flesh 

coloured. 
Bull. 464, 497, and 74—Fl. dan. 1136 and 1137—Mich. 60. 

SchaIf. 119. 118. 117. 116. 120—Bolt. 79. 
TUBES white, to yellow red, unequal in length, very slender ; 

distinct from each other, not fixed side to side or buried 
in the substance of the flesh. 

PILEUS semi-circular,.flesh red, pulpy. 
STEM thick, red, lateral, sometimes wanting. BULLIARD ; 

whose admirable drawings should be consulted in order 
to gain a good idea of the structure of this very singu-
lar plant. When grown to a good size it looks exactly 
like a piece of beeve's liver. In the different -figures 
cited above the under surface appears of very different 
colours, which Mr. Bulliard attributes to the presence or 
absence of pink coloured roses which close up the mouths 
of the tubes, but are detached before the seeds arc poured 
out. This may in part account for the change, but it; 
may he observed that the tubes themselves are also 01  
different colours, viz. green, and brown red. BULL. 464, 
497, BOLT. 79, MICH. 60, and SCH/ErF. 117, 11$, 
forming the green tubed, and the others the red tubed 
species or variety. Not having had sufficient opportuni' 
ties of examining the plants in a recent state, I mention 
these circumstances in hopes that others who more fre-
quently meet with them, will attend to them at diffe-
rent ages, and determine the matter. The figure of Mi-
dit:1i is excellent, and the structure of the tubes did nor 
escape his penetrating eye, as appears by the dissected 
figures at the bottom. He remarks that the pileus is 
rusty red, the flesh blood red, the tubes dirty dull yellow, 
bordered at the mouth. MICH. p. 119. This plant at-
tains its growth in a few days, and is of short duration. 
BULL. Lobes elliptical, generally issuing from a short 
stem. In infancy it is viscid, pulpy, and exsuding on 
being pricked a bloody water : colour deep red. Whet' 
mature the upper side gets rough and hairy, and turns 
blackish red or deep chocolate. The under side does not 
assume the form of pares till a late period. It appears 
at first cream coloured, and is studded very beautiMlly 
with pear coloured pimple, interspersed with some of 
blood red. 	 • 

The pores and tubes arc extremely minute, being like so 
many needles huddled together, nor is the aperture of the tubes 
very discernible without being magnified. They arc hardly 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stenz central. 	303 
(I) TUBES WHITE. 

TUBES decurrcnt, very short, white, semi-transparent. Pores 
white, minute, angular. 

Antos rich brown, scaly, hallow in the middle, turned down 
at the edge, 2 inches over. 

44 whitish, its upper part covered with tubular pores, rather 
conical, i  inch long, and as much in diameter. 

Schaffer in pl. 12 i, has figured another plant with a smooth 

	

pileus,o 	which he thinks is the same, and calls them both B. e'er. On account of the uncertainty of their identity, I have 
f°4ght it better to give it a new riame ; to say nothing of the 

u tility of the old one. This species is subject to be over-run 

Sol y*  The pores are the open ends of the Tutus which present them- 

	

op 	to the eye upon turning up the pileus, previous to any dissection 
tit it10  piant. These apertures ;re sometimes of a different colour tr?ni 
the  'G 

Nb es 
dy of the Tubes, but that cannot be observed without separating 
. 

laoL. 

an inch deep. The flesh of the plant now appears city and 
stringy. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Fistuliaa buglossoides. BULL. Boletus hepatieus. SCHAFFER. 
Huns. 14g. porosus rube's:. RAY. Syn. 23. n. 12. Seems to 
grow only on oak, but not always on high trees. Mr. Wool). 
WARD.—On dead trunks, or in hollows of living trees. 

Sept. Oct. 

F. Tubes yellow white, slanting : pileus a leathery crust. pectina'ta. 
Bolt. 74—Ray Syn. 1.1. f. 5, at p. 23. 

Fixed by the pileus, the tubes uppermost. 
l'ileus the colour and consistence of a cow's hide, but softer, 

Von which are fixed the tubes, not united and contiguous, but 
SePaTate. Tubes, the central ones the longest, some near inch 
long. It grows in patches of various sizes, and no determinate 
Ilape. Colour white, to buff; browner with age, and black in 

In decay: 
4g. pecrinarus. Huns. Bol. obliput. BOLTON. 
The Bol. lachrymans may possibly belong to this. In 

111)0cis, and in cellars. RAY. BOLTON. 	 P. 

tOLETTJS. PILEUS with united tubes under-
neath. SEEDS in the tubes. 

STEM central. 
(1) TUBES white. 

Tubes white, very short : pileus concave, rich pcllu'cidus. 
brown, scaly : stein whitish, thick, short. 

Scharff.  122. 
   

  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNC T. Boletus. Stem coital. 
(1) TUBES WHITE. 

by the white and the yellow Reticularia of Bulliard. Schz1.-
fees' ph 121 is cited by Mr. Hudson as the B. subtomentosus of 
Linnmus, which see. 

Pool dam, Edgbaston. 	 6th Aug. 1791' 

.subfus'cus. BoL. (ScHIEFT.) Tubes white, very short : pilcus light 
brown, regularly convex : stern pale brown : rout 
conical. 

Schaff. 130, may serve to give some Idea of it, though ill' 
not the plant. 

TUBES white, 4- of an inch in length, pretty firmly fixed to the 
pilcus. Pores white or brownish white, very minute. 

PrLEUS light brown, smooth, uniform, clothy to. the touch, cow 
vex, 4 or 5 inches over. Flesh very white. 

STEM pale brown, covered with a beautiful white net-work over 
its whole surface, 3 inches high, and 2 inches diameter. 
Root conical. 

Much like the 1301. elephantinus in its habit, but differs ill 
the colour of its tubes, stem, and pilcus, as well as in the form 
of the latter. No part of it changes colour on exposure to the 
air. 

Edgbaston Park, under the large oak near the wall of the 
square stew. 	 Sepr• 

#yanesicens. BoL. Tubes white, brownish with age : pilcus brown+ 
convex, very fleshy : stem brown, rounded at the 
base. 

369. 
TUBES dirty white, of an inch long, not decurrent. Por:i 

small, nearly all alike. 
PILEUS brown, convex, very fleshy, from 5 to 8 inches over. 

Flesh white, changing to fine blue when exposed to the 
air. 

STEM brown below, white above ; 2 to 3 inches high, 	to 
near 2  inches diameter, cylindrical upwards, the lower 
part rounded and egg.shaped. BULL. 

Observed by Dr. Sibthorpe in the walks of Magdalen Col- 
lege, Oxford. 	 Sept. 

polypo'yns. BoL. Tubes white and very short : pilcus brown, irregu-
lar : flesh very thin : stern brown, rarely central. 

Bud trio. 
Toes where longest about 1-10th of an inch, in some places 

not 1.4t•th. Pores yellowish white, circular, so small :u 
hardly to be perceptible to the naked eye. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stem central. 305 
(1) TUBES WHITE. 

PILEUS flattish, but irregular, the edge cooped in, and depressed 
in places, cracking, from 3 to u inches over. Flesh not 
1-1fith of an inch in thickness. • When the pileus is 
quite central on the stem, it hangs flapping down on 
every side. 

STEM dark brown above, paler below, tough, thickening up-
wards, 2 inches long, I to 1 inch diameter. The stem 

• varies in every degree of eccentricity, from perfectly 
central, to perfectly lateral, in which last state it is well 
figured, though from small plants, in 

Bolt. 168. 
Mr. Bolton observes the change it undergoes when very 

old, and Mr. Bulliard has a figure which pretty well represents 
*11 in that state, .though I am aware it is an old plant of a diffe-

rent species. 
Bull. 360. 

But in their very old and _woody state these plants lose 
their distinguishing characters. 

Gathered in all the above different states at the foot of some 
paling in the old Worcester road facing the cottage by the Park 
Cate, Edgbaston. 	 June. 

13m.. Tubes white : pileus bay; flat, thin : stem brown.. )eptoce'- 
ish. 	 phalus. 

Jae?. misc.]. 12. 
TUBES white, very short. 
?taus tawny bay, flat, thin, leather-like; about I inch dia. 

meter. 
STEM pale or reddish brown, thick as a crow quill and about 2,1  

inch long. 
First observed in this island by Mr. Dickson, growing on 

rotten sticks. Fasc. iii. p. 21. 

ot, (BULL.) Tubes whitish : pileus red orange : stem 
whitish, rough. 

Bull. 236 and 439. f. 2. R. S. 
TUBES not decurrent, brownish white, 1-3d of an inch long, 

readily separating from the pileus. Pores brown white, 
circular or angular. 

IIILEUS convex, full orange red, viscid, 4 to 6 inches over, and 
sometimes much larger, thin at the edge, and without 
tubes for about 1-lath of an inch. Flesh yellowish 
white, not charging. 

Srats whitish, or pale yellowish white, rough with coloured 
pimples like the skin of a goose, thickest downwards, 

VOL. IV; 	 x 

aurantia'-
eus. 

   
  



306 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stern central. 
(2) TUBES BROWN. 

either rounded or pointed at the base; spongy within, 2 
to 32 inches high, 1- to 1 inch or more in diameter. 

Fir plantations at Barr, Staffordshire. , 	 June, 

(2) TUBES brown. 

BoL. (LINN.) Tubes pale yellowish brown, unequal in 
length : pileus brown or olive, clammy : stem thick 
pale brown with rusty stains. 

Boletus stipitatus, pileo glabro pulvinato marginato, pods 
compositis acutts, porulis angulatis brcvioribus. LINN. 

Bull. 60. 
TUBES pale yellowish brown, not touching the stem, the longest 

J.- to I inch long. Pores brown white, becoming more 
brown, and red brown with age. 

PtLEus convex, thin at the edge, dark brown to olive, or tawny 
brown, viscid; 3 to b inches over. Flesh very thick) 
spongy, white, not changing colour. 

STEM dirty white with reddish stains, white in the flesh, but 
sometimes with a reddish tinge, 3 to 7 inches high, and 

to 11- inch diameter. 
This species, though not uncommon,' has been the occasion 

of great confusion, partly because it had never been well figured 
before the 60th plate of M. Bulliard appeared, and partly from 
the Linn wan character holding forth the inequality of the pores 
as its most prominent feature. It is true, -the pores appear very 
much like a piece of sponge, both in colour and shape, and 
admit of great variety in size and figure, especially as we find 
seta of tubes together, opening with small pores, surrounded bY 
other longer tubes, which Linnaeus calls compound pores. This 
is a striking circumstance, but as it likewise exists in several 
other of the larger Boleti in Their fully expanded state, instead, 
of aiding the discrimination it has promoted the confusion of 
the species. Not less than ten of the plates of Schaeffer have 
been first and last given to this plant, though none of them re,  
present it except 103, and 104, which are varieties, and 134, 
and 135, which may also be varieties, but it does not appeal 
that they are known as British plants. 

Schaff.  103, is the B. luteus, with bright yellow tubes and 
pores, and a crimson and yellow stem. 
107, has green yellow tubes and crimson pores, and 

is B. rubiolarius. 
	 108, is a variety of Ale B. luteus. 

112, has green yellow tubes and pores, with an 
orange pileus. 

1:50, has lemon coloured tubes and pores, a dotted 
brick-red pileus, and a yellow and pinky stem. 

bovi'nus. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stem central. 
(2) TUBES BROWN. 

307 

Scharff. 133, is the B. lactifluus, with a milky or yellow 
juice. 

1%/licheli t. 68, 69, generally; 68. 1. and '68. 1, 2, more 

tarticularly have been referred to for the Bol. bovinus, also 
attar. 29 A. B, and 30. A. B; but notwithstanding a general' 

resemblance in the figures, the descriptions of the authors give 
little reason to believe that they are the plant. 

Edgbaston Park. 	 End of Oct. 
Var. Q. Tubes pale, yellowish : pores tawny : pileus bully 

brown: stem red brown, reticulated at bottom. 
Bolt. 85. 

Tubes not touching the stem ; pores round, small. 	Sept. 
Var. 3. Tubes brown white. Pileus brown, clothy. Stem 

dirty white, tapering greatly upwards. 
Bolt. 86—Schaj. 104, but the tubes represented more yellow 

than ours. 
TusEs not connected with the stem, brown white, sometimes 

greenish, hardly of an inch long. Pores dilute watery 
brownish white, irregular in shape and size. 

Pttzus warm brown, paler towards the edge, regularly convex, 
feels like fine cloth, cracking superficially at the edge, 
but not so as to shew the flesh. Flesh white, changing 
slowly when cut to a pinky cast. 

4Elt dirty white, pear-shaped at bottom and tapering upwards, 
4 or 5 inches high, -4- to I diameter. Flesh white, that 

• of the bulbous part changing slowly to a bluish, but that 
above to a pinky cast. 

Pastures, Edgbaston. 	 August. 
Var. 4. Pileus dark brown: stem rough with scurf' scales 

Pointing upwards. 
Bull. 132, and 489. f. 1—Schaff. 103. 

Stem more cylindrical than in the preceding. 
Pastures, Edgbaston, with the former. 	 August. 
*Var. 5. Ports white, angular. Pileus brown, scaly and 

tessellated. 
Dicks. 3. 2—Stop. ann. iv. 1. 5. 

Pores very white. Pileus dark brown, hard, about Q. inches 
'"er, the surface tessellated something like the cone of a fir. 
4'lern thick, 3 or 4 inches high. Drocsox. 

Found by Mr, Lightfoot in woods near Bulhtrode, Buck. 
togham. 	 August. 

tot.. Pores pale brown, oblong pileus yellowish brown, sub-squa-
with red brown scurfy scales stuni brownish, taper. nio'sus. 

21 2 

   
  



2.08 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stem central. 
(2) TUBES BROWN. 	, 

PILEUS 3 inches in diameter, the centre hollowed, the edge 
turned down, often splitting in dry weather. Flesb 
solid, pure white. 

TUBES pale brown, decurrent. 
STEM tapering downwards; brownish below, yellow brown 

upwards. 
It has the smell of the Bol. edulis. 
Grows in upland pastures amongst heath and furze. Mr. 

STACKHOUSE. 	 June. 

peren'nis. BOL. (LINN.) Tubes ochrey brown : pileus flattish, hol-
low in the centre, striated, marked with alternate 
circles of brown and tawny : stem red brown. 

stipitatus, perennis, pileo utrinque planiusculo. LINN. 

Bull. 28, coriaceus.—Schaf. 125—Bull. 449. 2—Bolt. 87—Fl• 
dam. 1075. 2. 

TUBES decurrent, ochrey yellow brown, not separating from the 
pileus, extremely short. Pores round or angular. 

PILEns flattish, hollow in the centre, striated with hairs, mark-
ed with alternate circles of brown and tawny; 1 to 1% 
inch over; leathery. 

STEM red brown, often eccentric, 1 inch long, thick as a raven's 
quill. 

M. Bulliard remarks the disposition of the pilei to unite 
when they happen to grow in contact with each other. 

Stem short, small, wiry. Ptletts very thin at the edge, cho-
colate colour when young, with a greenish cast when old. Port' 
irregular, small, snuff-coloured. The whole plant is leathery of 
woody, and frequently comes up so thick that the pilei run into 
one another. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Dean and Chapter Grove, Hereford, on old charcoal pits. 
Common hill wood, Fownhope. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Var. 2. Tubes, pileus, and stem cinnamon colour. 
Bull. 254—jail. coll.l. t. 2. 

Wholly cinnamon coloured within and without. 
TUBES decurrent. Pores angular. 
PILEUS flat convex, striated, thin, hollow in the centre, 1 inch 

over, soft and silky to the touch. 
STEM woolly, an inch high, and as thick as a crow quill. 

Ptleus thin, woolly, marked with zones ; very brittle when 
dry. DICKSON. 

Bd. cinnamomeus. Jacq. First found in this kingdom by 
Mr. Dickson, but given to us with no other habitat than the ge- 
neral one of—pastures. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stem central. 	3o9. 
(2) TUBES BnowN. 

*4101.. (LINN.) Pores tawny, "rather angular, of different sub-tomen-
shapes: pileus yellow, somewhat woolly stem to'sus. 
yellow. • 

Bol. stipitatus, pileo flavosub-tomentoso, poris sub-angulatis 
difformibus fulvis planis, stipite flavo. LINN. 

Mich. 68. 2. 
Pilau convex, fleshy, by no means smooth or clammy; sharp 

at the edge. Pores with blunt angles, the ends forming a piano-
concave surface. Stem smoothish. Fl. S.:sec.—This is intro. 
duccd on the authority of Mr. Hudson, who refers to Schmff. t. 
121, with yellowish white pores, and a whitish stem. 

In woods near Eshar, Surry. Huns. 	Sept.—Oct. 

toL. (BULL.) Tubes olive colour; pores rich red brown : rubcola'rius. 
pileus and stem red cinnamon. 

Bull. 100, and 490. 1-Schaf. 107. 
Turin olive colour, fixed to the stem. Pores rich red brown, 

variously shaped, but mostly oval. 
PILEUS red cinnamon, convex, soft to the touch and rather clam- 

my. 	Flesh thick, spongy, buff colour, instantly turning 
blue when wounded. 

STEM red cinnamon and bulbous below, yellow, reddish, and 
cylindrical above; spongy within and rich yellow, but 
instantly changing to a blue; 2-1,- to 3 inchei high, 4  to 
to 14:  diameter. 

In its young state the pares arc crimson, and the centre of 
the pileus of a chocolate colour. 

Edgbaston Park, under Spanish Chesnut trees. 	Aug. 

tot.. Tubes decurrent, red, or yellow red : pileus yellow, 
smooth, nearly flat: stern dirty yellow. 

Bull. 451-Sowerhy 34. • 

Toots decurrent, short, deep orange or earthy red. Pores 
browner, open, irregular. 

PILAUS yellow, fiat, thin at the edge, 3 inches over. Flesh 
'thick, tinged with yellow. 

STEM dirty greenish yellow, cylindrical, if to 2 inches high, 
3-Sths of an inch diameter. 

First found by Mr. Sowerby in Hainault Forest, towards 
Fhigwellrow, Essex, in tolerable plenty; who informs us that 
Its pungency on the tongue and throat is like that of a Cap--
ticutn. 

pipera'tus. 
   

  



310 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. toletus. Stew central. 
(3) TUBES BUFF. 

(3) TUBES buff. 

nummula'- BOL. (BULL.) Tubes very short, buff colour:, 	pileus co- 
rius. 	lour of horn, convex, dimpled: stem colour of 

horn, black at the base. 
Bull. 124. 

TUBES loose from the stem, buff, very short. Pores angular; 
general surface underneath the pileus concave. 

TIEEtis the colour of brown horn, with a black circle at the 
edge, gently convex, but hollowed in the centre; tough 
like leather, smooth, very thin, from i  to 1 Z  inch dia- 
meter. 

STEM colour of brown horn, black at the base, smooth, 2 inches 
high, thick as a goose quill. 	• 

Mr. Bulliard figures the stem as more or less eccentric, and 
says,they are always so, but the specimen from which the pre-
ceding description was taken, and others which I. have seen 
since, are exceptions to this observation. Mr. Dickson ob-
serves that it is chiefly found on slender rotten branches of hazle. 
He quotes the fig. of Bulliard, cited above, and in his second 
fasc. refers Bolt. 83, to this plant, but I think Bolton's is a dif-
ferent species. 

On a piece of rotten stick by the tall of the pool in Edg- 
baston Park, 	 thtli March, 1791. 

ni'gripes. Bor.. Pores ochrey red; tubes decurrent: pileus whitish: 
stem black. 

TUBES decurrent, very short. Pores minute brown buff' or 
ochrey colour. 

FILMS whitish, flattish, a little spotted, the size of a sixpence; 
the edge thin and slightly turned down. 

STEM black at the bottom, about 1 inch high ; thick as a crow 
quill. • 

Found by Mr. Stackhouse growing on the stump of an ash 
cut off and rotting, at Pendarvis, Cornwall. 

(4) TupE yellow. 

elephant?. Bot. Tubes yellow, short : pileus dead white, convex, 
nus. 	bit very irregular : stern yellow, thick and short. 

(Sch4.1. 134 and 135, nearly resemble it, except in colour.) 
Then yellow, the longest not mire than 1.:id of an inch, ad- 

hering firmly to the pileus, Pores very small, circular. 
'ii,Eus dead white, convex, but very irregular in shape, Iron, 

   
  



CRY PTOGAMIA. FuNGr. Boletus. Stem central. 311 

(4) TUBES YELLOW. 

to 4 inches over, downy in the depressed parts, cooping 
in, and so thick in flesh as to leave but, little space for 
the tubes. 

STEM yellow, 1 to 2 inches high, and nearly as much in dia. 
meter. 

I named it from its thick clumsy stem, and its general massy 
appearance. 

Red rock plantation, Edgbaston Park. 	Sept. 1791. 

130L. (BULL.) Tubes green yellow: pileus brown: stein cd'ulis. 
light brownish yellow. 

Fl. tlan. 1074—Bull. 494, very large. 
Timms greenish yellow, more than of an inch long, not fixed 

to the stem, readily separating from the pileus. Pores 
brown yellow, circular, small for the size of the plant. 

Pitzus pale or deeper brown, with rust coloured patches, nearly 
globular, and 5 or 6 inches over when opening, but,a flat 
convex and 7 or 8 inches across when fully expanded. 
Flesh white, attaining a greenish colour when wounded. 

STEM light brown or yellowish, 3 to 5 inches high, 1 i  diameter, 
tapering upwards. 

Mr. Bulliard reckons this a variety of the B. bovinus of 
Linn. 

Fir plantations at Barr, Staffordshire. 	• 	Aug. 
Var. 2. Smaller : pores large : pileus buffy, dark brown at 

the edge and fleckered with dark brown stains: stem yellowish, 
with rusty stains. 

• Pileus near 3 inches over. Stem 21 inches high, full inch 
diameter. Flesh white, turning greenish. 

In Packington Park. Also at Pendary is, by Mr. Stack- 
house, who observes that the smell is grateful,i 	and that the skin 
of the pileus readily strips off. 	 July—Autumn. 

513m.. Tubes yellow ; pores oblong, unequal : pileus thin, gregatrius. 
flattish, dark or pale chesnut: stein pale chesnut, 
pinky below. 

dan. 1018. 
'rims short. Pores small, angular, yellow. 
l'itEus reddish yellow, clammy, smooth, thin, flat, 2 to 4 inches 

over. Flesh white. 
STEM  insensibly swelling into the pileus, and expanding till it 

• loses itself in the rim; 3 to 4 inches high, 	inch dia- 
meter. 

I met with this in the summer of 1790, and marked its sln-
gularity in being fasciculated, before I saw the plate in the Fl. 
Oan. It is much eaten by insects. Mr. SrAmouss. 

   
  



312 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNQT. Boletus. Stem central. 
(4) TUBES YELLOW. 

Pendarvis, Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

lu'teus. *Bor.. Tubes deep yellow : pileus deep bay, striated : stem 
dirty white : ring permanent. 

Bol. stipitatus, pileo pulvinato sub-viscido, poris rotundatis. 
convexis flavissimis, stipite albido. Liam. 

Fl. days. 1 I35—Sehaf. 11.1—Hee/wig th. 	210. 
TUBES deep yellow, 4 of an inch long, readily separating from 

the pileus. Pores round, very small and regular. 
PILEUS rather conical, edge turned in, deep bay, darkest in the 

centre, striated with hairiness, viscid, S to 4 inches over. 
Flesh white, not changing. 

STEM dirty white, cylindrical, widening at the top, bulbous at 
the root. Curtain membranaceous, whitish. Ring per-
manent. SCHJEFFER. 

Woods and pastures. 	 Aug.—Oct. 

oliva"ceus. Bor.. Tubes bright yellow : pileus olive brown : stern 
brown below, yellow or crimson above. 

Bolt. 84—Schaf. 105, and 315—(ib. 108, seems to be a qv!  
riety.) 

TUBES bright yellow, the longest next the stem about 1 of an 
inch ; instantly turning blue when wounded. Pores 
bright yellow, round or oval. 

PILEUS olive brown, 3 to 4 inches over, edge turned down. 
Flesh yellow, instantly turning blue when exposed to the 
air. 

STEM brown below, bright yellow or crimson elsewhere ; 3 to 4 
inches high, * inch diameter. Curtain brown, fuga-
cious. 

Mr. Bulliard quotes Bolt. 84 as a synonym to his B. °mut-
lariusibut the latter has a yellow pileus with streaks, a perma-
nent ring on the stem, and the flesh not changing colour when 
exposed to the air. 

Church Lane, Edgbaston, hedge banks and' amongst moss. 
Sept. 

Var. 2. Pileus dark brown, woolly: stem crimson at the 
base. 

Tubes yellow: Stem pale yellow, the base crimson, aria 
streaks of crimson extending upwards. Flesh white, when cut 
changing slowly to faint blue, but ally so in places. 

In Packington Park. 	 , 	. 	Autumns 
Further observation may perhaps snew at to be distinct. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stem central. 	pia 
(4) TUBES YELLOW. 

1301.. Tubes yellows pileus blood red, changing to rich sanguideus 
red brown.: stem yellow, with broad crimson 
streaks. 

TunEs yellotv, a little decurrent, unequal in length, but mostly 
about 1-bth of an inch long, changing to deep blue when 
broken. Pores lemon yellow, angular. 

PILEUS crimson, semi-globular, f to If inch over • when old 
rich red brown, near 3 inches over, and the edge turning 
up. Flesh white, a little tinged with crimson next to 
the skin, changing slowly to a bluish cast when wounded. 

STEM, blotches or streaks of dilute crimson on a yellow ground, 
apparently twisted, I to 21 inches high, near 3-8ths 
diameter. In the larger specimens the base is bulbous. 

I have never found this species elsewhere than on the spot 
Mentioned below, and no author I meet with has figured it. 
In its button state the blood red pileus, the yellow and crimson 
stained stem, and the fine lemon-coloured pores render it a beau-
tiful object.' I once only found it in an expanded state as de-
scribed above, growing on the same spot, but am rather' doubt. 
ful as to the identity of the species. 

Between the large square stew and the wall, in Edgbaston 
Park. 	 Aug. 

13c1L. (BULL.) Tubes. yellow, decurrent: pileus gently chrysen'te-
convex, pinky red : stem yellow below, pinky up- ron. 
wards. 

Bull. 393. 
Tulin decurrent, yellow, 1-3d of an inch long, changing to 

greenish when broken. Pores yellow, round or oblong. 
PILEUS a flat convex when fully expanded, pinky red, 2 to 3 

inches over. 
STEM yellow below, pinky upwards, swelling below, but taper-

ing again at the root 2 inches high, I  inch diameter. 
Rookery, Edgbaston. 	 July, 

ot. Tubes brown yellow, a tittle decurrent : pileus flevus. 
orange, shining, viscid : stein yellow, 

Bolt. 169, excellent—(Bull. 33Q, nearly allied to it, but not,  
the same.) 

TUBES brownish yellow, a little spreading down the stem. Pores 
lemon colour, irregular in shape and size, the larger ones 
divided by partitions, the ends of the partitions shorter 
han the ends of t he larger tubes. 

Ptteus convex, edge rather turning up, deep orange when young, 

   
  



,314 	RYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Siena latc-rai. 
(1) TUBES WHITE. 

paler with'age, shining with a viscid varnish, 2 to 4 
inches .over. Flesh pale yellow, not changing when cut. 

STrm yellow, I to 3 inches high, cylindrical, # to k inch diame-
ter. Curtain white, connecting the edge of, the pileus 
with the stem, and leaving a ring on the stem. 

Mr. Bolton cites Bull. 332 for this plant, but it differs in its 
dry pileus with red streaks, and its white flesh. 

In several of the plantations in •Edgbaston Park. Aug. 
Very frequent in the pleasure grounds at Enville. June. 

lactifulus. Ern,. Tubes yellow, pileus red buff: stem bright yellow: 
juice like milk. 

Srh f. 133, (nearly the same.) 
TUBES in contact with the stem, yellow, less than a  of an inch 

in length. Poses bright yellow, very minute. They 
seem as if filled up by the exsudation of an inspissated . 
juice. 

PILEtis reddish buff; or fawn-colour, very convex, viscid, 2 to 
inches over. Flesh thick, white, solid. 

STEM bright yellow within and without, paler with age, to 21 
inches long, :3-btbs thick. 

When fresh gathered the plant abounds with white milky 
juice, not acrid. Its flavour is like that of the Ag. campestris. 
'When old the milk is less abundant. Schmffer's plant is de-
scribed as having a yellow juice, and the pileus, purplish red; 
in other respects they agree. 

Edgbaston Park. 	 5th Aug. 1791- 

EHtstricitus. *Box,. (Bot.T.) Tubes dirty yellow: pores minute: pi-
leus dirty yellow, convex, thin: stem dirty yellow, 
hard, tough, sometimes eccentric. 

Bolt. 170. 
TUBES the longest about a  of an inch. Pores pale yellowish co• 

lour, minute, regular, angular when magnified. 
PILEUS yellow brown olive, inclining to ash colour, gently con- 

vex, thin at the edge, smooth, tough, leathery, 1 to a 
inches over. Flesh thip, white. 	4,  

STEM dusky or yellowish, white within, cylindrical or com- 
pressed, hard, tough, 1 to 2 inches high, thick as a goose 
quill. BOLTON. 

Near Darlington, and North Dean near Halifax. 

STEM lateral. 
Os/  TUBES white. 

al'bidus. 	BOL. Tubes white, decurrent ; pores white : pilcus white) 
lobed: stem whitish. 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stem lateral. 	315 
(1) TUBES WHITE. 

lalf. 124. 
TUBES decurrent, white, not perpendicular to the pileus but slop-

ing so much towards the stem as to be nearly horizontal ; 
near the stem f of an inch long, shorter towards the 
edge of the pileus. Pare, white, angular, very irregu-
lar in shape, ragged at the end, often appearing sinuous, 
especially towards the edge of the pileus. 

PILEUS white, or buff and edged with white, a fan-shaped ex-
pansion of the stem turning up, and wrinkled at the edge, 
from Z  to 4 inches over ; often tiled. 

STEM solid, lateral, pinky white, sometimes onlfr a knob, but 
generally s  to 3 inches long, and 1-3d of an inch dia-
meter. 

The whole plant is white, but the whiteness depends on a 
very fine dense cottony substance, which is readily abraded, 
and then discovers a pinky tinge, and when more abraded a 
foxy brown. It is much perforated by the stems and leaves of 
grass, and grows on the ground, but attached to bits of decayed 
wood. 

Red rock plantation, Edgbaston, plentiful. 	Aug. Sept. 

*BoL. (JAcQ.) Tribes white : pileus chesnut coloured, rugo'sus. 
shining : stern hard, uneven, ches_.ut coloured, 
shining. 

Curt. 224—Bull. 7 and 459-7aeg. austr. 169—Batsch. 225. 
TUBES very white. Pores exceedingly small. Tnumi. Jap. t. 

. 	39. 
ViEsus flat, semi-circular, or more : highly polished, marked 

with concentric grooves ; edge thick, wrinkled, 3 to 8 
inches over. 

STEM lateral, chesnut-coloured, hard, uneven, shining as if var-
nished, 3 to 5 inches high, 1 to 2 inches in diameter. 
Sometimes without a stem. Mr. WooDwARP• • 

Bol. lucidus. CURT. Bol. obliguattif. BULLIARD ; who de-
scribes his plant as varnished in every part except where the 
pores are, but has not expressed it so in his figures. Pile:a ob-
lique, lateral, purplish brown, wrinkled in circular wavy lines, 
highly varnished, puckered at top, a wave of dirty white at the 
rim.. Pores very minute, dirty white. Stem thick, crumpled, 
Colour of the pileus. Mr. STAcxxotrse. 

Stumps of trees. Eversden and Linton Woods, Cambridge-
shire. [Ditchingham and Brome. Mr. WOODWARD.--WOOL 
}lope, Herefordshire. Mr. STAcxxousE.] 	July—Sept. 

* BOL. Tubes white : pileus brown, lobed, tiled : stern frondo'sus , 
black at the base, very irregular. 

   
  



a16 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stem lateral. 
(I) TUBES WHITE. 

Fl. elan. 952—Seheef. 128. 12E—Bob. 76—Barr. 126S. 
TUBES decurrefit, white, about 1-lath of an inch long. Parer 

very ,small, very numerous, circular, or angular, some-
times confluent. 

rums pale yellowish brown to deeper cinnamon, leathery, 
waved, lobed, sometimes jagged, lobes tiled one over 
another, 2 inches wide and rather more in length. 

STEM very irregular and misshapen, expanding so as to form 'the. 
pilcus, about an inch high, or more, sometimes almost co-
vered with pores, never central, black at the base, seve-
ral together in clusters, near an inch 'broad. RELHAN. 
DICKS. 

I saw one at Brome growing at the bottom of an old tree, 
which measured nearly 2 feet across, and the tiled lobes next 
to the tree more than 6 inches deep. Mr. WOODW. 

betuli'nus. Dot— Tubes pure white, very short : pileus pinky brown, 
edge curled in : stem black. 

Bolt. 159—(xot Bal. bet:Ili/sus, Bull. 312.) 
Tunes very white and short, from 1-10th to 1-50th ofan inch 

long. Pores very minute ; general surface concave. 
FILEUS smooth, oblong, convex, curled in at the edge, pinky 

brown, thin, flexible, often divided into tongue-shaped 
lobes. Flesh white, 	of an inch thick, very thin at 
the edge. 

STEM lateral, black, 1 to 2 inches long, f inch diameter. 
Whole plant leathery, tough, 2 to 4 inches wide, and 3 to 

inches long : looks when growing, and smells like the Ag. os-
treatus. The tubes do not separate from the pileus except in 
the older plants ; in the young ones I have found it next to 
impossible to detach them. 
• On the stump of an ash tree ; Edgbaston, 	May. 

BoL. 'rubes dirty or ochry white : pilcus golden yellow; 
variously shaped, jagged, curled : stem brown. 

Schaf. 316, 317. 
TUBES short, not separating : pores irregular. 
FILEUS very irregular, mostly hand-shaped and lobed, but jag- 

ged, twisted and curled. 
STEM woody, distorted, irregular, thick, porous. 

First observed as a British species by Mr. Dickson, grow- 
ing on trunks of trees ; he tells us it sometimes attains the 
height of 2 feet. Dicks. fasc. iii. 21f 

vitlamotsus.B0L. Tubes yellow white ; pores large, angular: pileus 
- pale buff, pencilled with feather-like seales, 

1 

cristalus. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stem lateral'. 	317 
(2) TUBES YELLOWISH. 

Fl. dan. 1196 and also 893-Scber.f. 101 and 102-Bull. 114 
-Bolt.77-Batsch. 41-Sterb. 13, and possibly 14. 

TUBES short, nearly white, slanting. Pores large, whitish, an, 
gular, varying much in size. 

PILEUS pale buff, adorned with feather-like scales of-ti deeper 
dye, sometimes with a tinge of red, semi-circular, or 

 fan-shaped, from 5 to 14 inches over. Flesh white, 
firm, elastic. 

STEM lateral, dark-coloured, white within, from 1 to 2 inches 
long, and as much in breadth. 

It has a rank fungous smell, and is apt to abound with mag-
gots. 

On the stumps of various kinds of trees; much crowded to.. 
gether. In the rick yard, Edgbaston, on the stump of an ash. 

June., 

(2) TUBES yellowish. 

Boi.. Pores yellowish : pileus dirty yellow : stem dark rangiferi'. 
brown, branched. 	 pus. 

Phil. trans. abr. x. pl. 20.f. 109, at p. 705-Blackst. fron. 
tispiece-Bolt. 138. 

TUBES decurrent, dirty yellow, ragged at the extremity. 
?HAUS an expansion of the stem, dirty yellow, oblong, about 2 

inches by 11. 
STEM dark brown, 12 to 3 inches high, thick as a swan's quill, 

' often with one or more lateral branches, splitting at the 
end into several horn shapedbranches, with yellow tops, 
or else expanding into the pileus. Root a congeries of 
brown substances as large as hasle nuts. BoL•rox.—The 
whole plant bears a resemblance to the palmated branch. 
ing horns of the larger species of deer. Professor Mar.. 
tyn, who first published an account of it, says, that his 
plant was 2 feet high. It was of a dusky red colour, in.. 
dining to black; the pores and the tips of the horns of 
a cream colour. 

Both Mr. Martyn's and Mr. Bolton's plants were found af-
fixed to a log of wood in a cellar. 

tot- (BULL.) Tubes buff colour, pores very small : pi- calce'oles. 
leus deep buff to Chesnut, hollowed in the middle, 
thin and waved at the edge. 

Rua. 46. Bol. ehgans, the cheviot c,Lured pileus ib. 445. 
2, the bill pleas; ib. 360, an old plant, which if it 
'was not for the decurrtnce of the pores on the stem would 

   
  



318 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stemless, 
(1) TUBES Wurrx. - 

also represent the Bol. poi pores in its old and wood) 
state. 	 • 

TUBES decurrent, the longest near of an inch. Pores buff co• 
lour, small, but not all of the same size. 

PILEUS deep buff to chesnut colour, firm and hard to cut, like a 
cork, hollowed near the insertion of the stem, thin and 
waved or curled at the edge, 2 to 4 inches over. 

STEM lateral, sometimes approaching to central, tough, white,' 
conical, gradually losing itself into the pileus and becom-
ing covered by the pores, so that it is difficult to decide 
its length, which however may be considered as near ail 
inch in the larger specimens, and 1-4th to 3-8ths 
meter. The plant is much crowded in its growth, so 
that the substance of one often unites with the substance 
of those adjoining it. 

Bol. elegans. Bull. 40. Stump of an. ash tree, rick yard, 
Edgbaston. 	 June. 

lateraslis. *Bor.. (BOLT.) Tubes yellow, very short : pileus dead 
yellow, thin, smooth : stem yellow. 

Bolt. 83—Battar. 34. A.—Fl. dan. 1075.1, is very like the 
plant, but the pores are nubile; possibly an omission irs 
the colouring. 

TUBES about a line in length. Pore.: circular, so minute as not 
to he discernible by the naked eye. 

hulls yellow, smooth, flat, very thin, leather-like, 1 to 2 inches 
in diameter. 

STEM lateral, dull yellow, gradually spreading out at its top so 
as to form the pileus, to near 1 inch long, 4  inch dia-
meter. Root bard, black. BOLTON, 

On the trunk of a fallen willow. 	 Aug. 

STEMLESS. 
(1) TUBES white. 

subero'sus. BOL. (LINN.) Tubes white, pointed : pores irregular : 
pileus white, convex, smooth, thin. 

Bolt.162—Bull. 482. F. 
Bol. acaulis, pulvinatus, albus, la vii, poris acutis difformi-

bus. 
Snowy white; soft as sponge. Lip. 
Pdens arched, thin, wrinkhd, soMetimes marked with zones, 

grey white, very watery when young. BuLLIARo.—Trebes of 
unequal lengths. Pileus white, downy when young, smooth 
when old, but made uneven ky rising bunches. Bowrox.—Tbis 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. , FUNGI. Boletus. Stenzlessr 	31g 
• (1) TUBES WHITE. 

is' known from its perfect resemblance to cork. Lobes thick. 
Pores irregular in their shape. Bull C. D. G. are redder than I. 

have seen it. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
Trunks of ash trees in Westmoreland, common. [ Plentiful 

near Bath, on stumps of trees. Mr. STACKHOUSE.] 

130L. (JACQ.) Woolly white, crustaceous, spreading ; medulla- 
pores on the upper surface only ; slanting. 	 pdnis, 

Jacq. mist. 1. 1 l-Bolt.1167, the lower figure-Mich. 63. 2. 
Crustaceous, white, spread thin, accommodating itself to 

the surface of the ground or of the rotten wood on which it 
rows, from 1 line to several in thickness, soft when young but 

firm. Pores very small, cylindrical, numerous, a little slant.. 
ing, covering the whole upper surface only. JAcoots. 

On rotten wood. Dim. 18, and decayed branches of trees. 
ltat H. n. 1041.—[I found this in a ploughed field near Bun. 
&ay, apparently growing on the ground, but on examination it 
arose from a decayed root near the surface. Mr. WOODWARD.... 
On the bark of fallen trees in the rookery, Edgbaston.] April. 

Var. 2. Pores very shallow. 
Bolt 166. • 

At first white, thin, and like white glove leather full of 
pores with short tubes, or rather resembling deep cells. In time 
these pores disappear, the plant becomes thicker and firmer, the 
edge lobed and scolloped, the surface leathery and smooth, but 
sometimes cracked. The edge then begins to separate from the 
Wood, the colour changes to pale brown, and at last to dark red 
brown ; it then becomes hard, dry and brittle, the border is 
more raised and the under side appears marked with black cir-
cles. In this state it remains for a long time and at last turns 
black and moulders. BOLTON p. 16ii. 

Bol. proteus. On decayed wood, and branches of trees, in 
damp situations. On the stump of a tree that had been slwn 
Off; Edghaston. 	 Oct.—Feb. 

130L. (BULL.) Tubes white to tawny ; very short : pileus salic'inus. 
semi-circular, whitish, smooth, thin, soft, leathery. 

Bull. 433. 1. 
Tubes hardly the tenth of an inch long. Pi/ems not marked 

with concentric circles, always smooth and thin, from 2 to 5 
Ihches over. It is seldom found in clusters ; always on sickly 
or dead willows. Sometimes it sends Out fibrous roots between 
the bark and the wood. Substance soft, leathery, not hard like 
eork ; its duration not more than 2 or j months. BULLIARD. 
This grows out of decayed willows ; it is dry and leathery ; 

   
  



320 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGT, Boletus. Stemless. 
(1) TUBES \shim. 

sweet smelling, pale brown. Pores oblong, resembling a honey 
comb in structure. Mr. StACKHOUSE. 

Bol. albus. HUDSON. On willow trees, very common. 
May—Oct. 

Var. 1. Pileus white, downy, scolloped and almost curled at 
the edge. 

Bolt. 78. 
TUBES white, turning to a dirty red when cut or bruised ; nearly 

1-10th of an inch long. Para very irregular in shape 
and size. 

Plums white, downy, when`this is rubbed off; red brown : 
inches long, 3 inches broad, thin at the edge, and wav-
ed, 12 inch thick at the base. 

Hedge banks, Edgbaston, fixed to half rotten wood. July. 
The specimens I have seen were larger than figured and de,  

scribed by Bolton ; the margins were lobed and waved, but 
not with so much elegance. Mr. Bolton's fig. being taken from 
a small plant, it might grow with more regularity. Mr. 
W000w. 

Ditchingham near Bungay, and at Diss, Norfolk. W000w. 

suave blens. BoL. (LINN.) Tubes very long, white changing to 
tawny : pileus smooth, semi-circular, white or 
tawny : flesh yellow brown. BULL, 

Bol. acaulis, supeme lxvis, salicinus. LINN. 

' 	Bull. 31C—I3alc. n. 4. B. suberosus. 
Tuns at first whitish, changing to straw colour, and then to 

tawny, especially at the ends, i  an inch long or more in 
large specimens. Pores irregular. 

PILAUS at first white, tawny, brownish and marked with con• 
centric circles as it grows old. Flesh white or yellow-
ish, compact, like cork. Diameter from 2. to 5 inches 
or more. Its odour penetrating and agreeable, but it 
loses this with age, and even in the }lounger plants when 
thin it is not always perceptible. ButLiAan. 

On the trunks of willow trees, in Autumn, not uncommon ; 
continuing about a year. 

Sometimes growing tiled one above another to a very lard 
size. Pileus frequently tinged with orange. The B. albus of 
Hudson is thicker at the base and more regular in its figure. 
Mr. WOODWARD. In its young state the whole outside of the 
plant is perfectly white. 

Bol. discoidens. Dicks. On old oaks and other trees, fre• 
fluent. Mr. WOODWARD. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAAIIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stemless. 	321 
(1) TUBES WHITE. 

I3ot. (LIGHTP.) Pores whitish, fringed, angular : pileusspon.gio'sus. 
brown, woolly. 

Bastar. 33. D, E, F, G, 	ii. 265. 2-7. B. W. 
831. 2. 

Sitting, horizontal, semi-circular, convex, sometimes as big 
as a peck measure. LIGHTFOOT. Very elegant when young, 
turning quite black when old. Seeds when ripe falling out in 
form of a yellow powder, and when examined appearing fasten-
ed to a slender hair-like thread like the beads of a necklace. 
These filaments often hang down, forming festoons, from the 
Under surface of the pileus. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Trunks of trees. [Mostly on elms, and often exceeding the 
trunk of the tree in diameter. Mr. WOODWARD.] 

it 1313 01.. (\VULFEN.) Tubes white : pileus orange colour- lechrymans 
ed, wrinkled, reticulated, with a broad, white, 
arched border. 

Yacq. Misc. ii. S. 2--Bolt. 167, upper figure-Stop. suit. 
9. 3. 

Stemless, leathery, half oval, one or two lines thick, 3 
inches long, 12 broad, smooth, flesh white. The under surface 
to contact with the wood or the walls, white, smooth, without 
Pores ; but the white border contains the pores, which are some-
times also found in the yellow part. The pores are circular, or 
luadrangular, or compressed, and contain water. WULFEN, in i 
Jacq. misc. ii. p. 111. 

in heaps on deal planks in places exposed to wet where they 

by 
with the walls. DICKSON. tasc. p.13 ; excluding 

151' the advice of Mr. Woodward the references to Ray and Hud-
6un. [On decaying wood in cellars frequent. Not uncommon 
°In gates and posts exposed to the weather, but in such situations 
'toes not spread much. Mr. WOODWARD.] 

1101L. (LINN.) Tubes white : pileus striped with different versi'color. 
t °lours. 	 • 

Bol. acaulis, fasciis dicoloribus, poris albis. LINN. 

Bull. 86-St-ha :ff. 268 and 26-Bolt.81-6flak. a. E-Battar. 
35. 4. 	 • 

Pores very minute : tubes very short, wearing out with 
8e. Mr. STACKHOUSE. Tubes very short. Por,s circular or 
ilgular, varying in size. 	Pileus thin, velvety, striped 
4  concentric circles of various colours, This plant is ery 
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3.2`2, 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stemless. 
(2) TUBES BROWN. 

common. In ,its first stages of growth the pores are uppermost, 
in time it quits its attachment by the pileus and reverses itself; 
as explained in the account of the Ag..quercinus. 

On trees, rails, and stumps. 	 P. 

(.9) TUBES brown. 

cuticula:6s. BoL. (Btrt.L.) Tubes dark brown, long: pores rich yel-
low brown : pileus dark'red brown, semi-circular, 
very uneven. 

Bull. 4G?. 
TUBES long, darker brown than the flesh. Pores minute, teg,u,  

lar, rich yellow brown, when turned sloping to the light 
exhibiting silvery reflections like the pile of velvet. 

Plums rich dark red brown, often whitish at the edge, strongll 
marked and made very uneven by concentric ridges ; 
sometimes one stratum of the plant laid on another ; 3 to 
5 inches wide, 1;: to 3 inches broad. Flesh thin, 
bro*n. 

On a dead alder stump below the cascade by the side of the 
brook, Edgbaston Park. 	 Dec,  

cryp ta'rum.BoL. (BULL.) Tubes rust coloured, very long: pileup 
rust coloured, thin, supine. 

Bull. 47 1+ — Dolt, 
Tula 1 on inch or more in length, comituting almost the 

wholo 4ubsiancr of the plant. Pores runty brown, very minutcf 
Pilen, thin, leathery, or spongy, soft, adapting itself to the 
wood on which it grows, and serving as a base on which the 
tubes are erected. BOLTON. }INWARD. In M. Bulliard's plate 
the plants are represented as growing in great masses, and cup,  
ping up. These grew in vaults upon hewn timber. Mr. Bo],  
ton found his on dry decayed boughs of hazle. In the course 
of time the whole plant assumes a woody texture, harder tha4,. 
cork, as is the case with a specimen sent nit by Mr. Gough of 
Kendal, which grew upon the rotten branch of a plumb tree,  
The pores in this specimen form eleven concentric circles, one 
laid against the other ; and it is probable that each circle is 
the growth of a year. The pileus, or the part by which it wa5 
attached, does not shew any marks of a regular increase. 

lab'vrinthi- BoL. (BULL. Tubes red brown, lon3 : pores sinuous 
pileus rugged, zoned, brick red. 

Bolt. 160—Bull. 491. I. 
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(3) TUBES RED. 

Tubes a  to "it inch long, reddish brown. Pores 'sinuous or la-
byrinth formed, greyish or reddish brown. Pileus rough, 
wrinkled, marked with distant concentric circles of a lighter or 
darker brown colour, semi-circular, 1 to 2 inches radius. Flesh 
woody, pale brown, veined, smooth. BOLTON. BULLIARD. Lobes 
many from one root, waved at the edge, pustulated on the upper 
surface ; reddish brown. Pores oblong, angular and sinuous. Mr. 
STAcisnousE ; to whose attentions 1 am indebted for a speci-
men. 

On old trees, and roots. [Trunks of trees cut off, or on the 
adjoining ground. Mr. STACKHOUSE.] 	 Sept. 

Lot. (BOLL.) Tubes grey brown : pores labyrinth-form- unitcolor. 
ed : pileus woolly, with zones of different shades 
of the same colour. 
Bull. 408, and 501. f. 3—Bolt. 163, young plants. 

Tubes 4  of an inch or more in length. Pileus thin, semi-
circular, leathery, mostly brown or red brown. BULLIARD. In 
habit much resembling the B. versicolor, but differs in the co-
lour and length of the tubes. Pileus sometimes green. 

On trees, stumps, and rails, not uncommon. 	 P. 

(3) TUBES red. 

	

BOL. Tubes very short : pores blu4gom coloured p.. 	; ; 
lets brownish or ash coloured, arched, arty, dun, 
fringed at the edse, 

( Bull. 366. Boletus imbricatus, is something like it.) 
Tubes very short and slender ; pores very minute, 131.issom 

colour. Pileus very thin, lobed ; lobes arched and hanging 
over each other, an inch wide and 11 long, leathery, deeply 
fringed at the edge, surface pustular, mottled, yellow brown or 
ash colour. Root and thickest part of the pileus like cork. De-
scription and drawing from Mr. STACKHOUSE. M. Bulliard's 
Sol. imbricatus seems something like it, but is a much larger 
end more luxuriant specimen, perhaps also in an older state, for 
the pores have a deeper shade of colour. It however is more 
bright in its tints, and wants the warty tubercles on the pileus, 
so that I dare not cite it as the same. 

Comb Wood near Bath. Mr. S rACKHOUSE. 

tt Var. 2. Pileus smooth, downy, sending out root-like suck-
ers from the under side. 

Substance hard, leathery. Dull blossom colour under. 
heath. It is rather yellowes than the preceding, and had some 
brown stria: on the pileus. 

Y 2 

   
  



324 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stemless:. 
(4) TUBES YELLOW. 

• 
Found near the former, of which it may be only a variety. 

Mr. STACKHOOSE. 

abietinus. Bor.. Pores angular, purplish changing to brown : pileus 
gently convex, wrinkled, woolly, greyish, whiter a 
the edge. 

Dicks. jam. iii. 9. 9. 
Stemless, generally tiled one upon another. Pileus thin, 

convex but flat towards the edge, wrinkled and knotted, cot-
tony, greyish paler towards the edge which is thin, and either 
scolloped orentire. Zones narrow, impressed. Pores angular)  
with 1 or 2 prominent teeth. DICKSON. 

On decaying trunks of larch trees. 

his'pidus. BoL. (BULL.) Tubes yellow red, fringed : pileus bright 
red brown, rough with bristly hairs, 

Bull. 210. 
Blood red when young, in middle age the pileus purplish 

brick red, the pores blackish tawny :, in old age black. The 
plant is stemless, soft, leathery, very fleshy, 4 inches wide. 
BULL. 

Chiefly on old oaks. Specimen sent me by Mr. Stack-
house. 

It is possible that this and the Bol. velutinus may not be 
specifically different. 

sulphu're-
• 

(4) TUBES yellow. 

Bor.. (BULL.) Tubes and pores sulphur colour : pileus 
bright aurora, streaked. 

Bull. 429. 
Sometimes grows very much tiled, the lobes 40 or more ; the / 

whole mass half a yard in length and a foot or more in breadth. 
In its first state it is soft like a custard. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 
TUBES yellow, not longer than 1-10th of an inch. Pores very 

minute, irregular in shape. 
PILEU5 nearly semi-circular, 6 inches radius, in shape like the 

under shell of a very large oyster inverted, colour bright 
aurora, streaked; thin edge bordered with yellow, for 
about 1-10th of an inch in breadth. Flesh thin, soft, 
white, sometimes stained r;d near the upper surface, but 
never yellow. Stern next ob none, but a thick mass neat 
2 inches in diameter fixes the plant to the tree. 

This is an extremely beautiful plant, and admirably depicted 
by M. Bulliard. The fine sulphur yellow of the pores flies of 
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(5) TUBES YELLOW. 

in a few hours after the plant is gathered. The aurora co-
lour appears on the yellow parts of the pileus wherever the 
surface is abraded. Some specimens grow double, one over an-
other, from the same •root. 

In the cleft of a large cherry tree at Edgbaston, where a si-
Milar one was gathered the preceding year, so that it appears to 
be an annual. 28th June. Woolhope, Herefordshire, and in a 
yew tree near Kidderminster. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Var. 2. Pileus pale yellow or buff, thick, tough, elastic, 
tiled. 

Bolt.75-Battar. 34.B-Scherff.132-46. 131, its young fiulisy 
state. 

Bol. toriateus. Huds. Bol. tenax. Lightfoot. In hollosys 
on the trunks of trees. 	 May—Sept. 

Var. 3. Pileus white. 
'rims yellow, not 1-20th of an inch in length. Pores yellow, 

Irregular. 
Plum White, covered with a very fine kind of woolly knap ; 

marked with 3 or 4 concentric depressed lines or fur-
rows; 4 or 5 inches over : thin and without tubes at 
the edge. 

On an oak post, at Soho, about a foot from the ground. 
Aug. 

tor,. Tubes brown yellow : pores pale brown : pileus veluti'nus. 
very irregular m shape, covered with a dense pile 
of a silvery grey colour. 

Tuns bright gold colour, changing to brown yellow : an inch 
long. Pores irregular in size, angular, light greyish 
brown, apparently woolly ; largest towards the edge of 
the pileus and oblong. 

l'ILEus a very large misshapen mass, covered with a stiff plushy 
pile consisting of upright hairs I of an inch high. Co.. 
lour silvery grey, or greenish, changing to brown 
orange, and at length to black. Sometimes 12 inches 
by 7, and tiled one over another ; the surface rather like 
a sponge, porous and cavernous : the colour varying 
from grey to green, from red brown to orange brown. 
Flesh several inches thick, chocolate coloured, with a 
rich red tinge, juicy. In the younger state of the plant 
the pile on the pileus consists of all colours from pale yel-
low to deep brown orange, and when magnified aprvars 
composed of stars radiating from a centre. It is very 
beautiful seen through an eye-glass, but its beau y is 
soon destroyed on account of its tender juicy state. Flesh 
tough, fibrous, brown yellow, 

   
  



3-6 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Boletus. Stemless. 
(5) TUBES GREEN. 

On trees, at Edkbaston, Oct. 1790 ; on the trunk of a fallen 
oak which had been stripped of its bark about 3 years before, 
near Beoley, in Worcestershire. Also near Yardley. Aug. 
Sept. 1792. 	 • 

Var. 2. Tubes yellow, fringed. Pileus covered with 'a 
black or brown shag. 

Bull. 493—Bolt. 161—Battar. 33. D. E. F. G. H. 
Thick, fleshy, soft, juicy. Tubes f inch long, yellow. Pi-

leus 4 inches by 7 ; flesh 2 to 3 inches thick. Consists of 1 
very large lobe, growing out of the upright trunk of an ash. It 
is very thick in proportion to its width. Pileus, its upper side 
very convex, of a snuff or brown colour, very shaggy ; it con-
sists of a thick skin or coat ;  border deep; furbelowed, project-
ing downwards considerably below the flat porous surface under. 
neath. Flesh woody, tough. Tubes near an inch long. Ports 
very minute, bright snuff colour. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Bol. vrllosus. Huds. 
Var. 3. Tubes and pores golden yellow, irregular. Pileus 

shaggy, golden yellow to orange brown. 
Bolt. 164. 

Tubes of an inch long. Pileus lobed, tiled. Flesh white, 
leathery. BOLTON. 

Grows on the ground, under oak trees. 

(s) TUBES green. 

jgnia'rius. Bor.. (LIMN.) Tubes green, grey, red, or brown : pores 
yellowish changing to red brown, very fine : pileu5  
shaped like a horse's hoof, smooth, red brown to 
blackish. 

F!. dan. 953, in a younger state, Bull. 82, and 491, E. F' 
In an older state ; 454 in its younger states—Wootiv. 2740' 
Schaf. 137 ; 138—Scop. subt. 22. 14,  and 2—Battar. 37' 
E—Trag. 940. 

Bol. acaulis pulvinatus lad is, poris tenuissirnis. LINN. 
Tubes of different lengths, greenish, or greyish red brown, 

Pileus grey brown, convex, tiled, centre depressed. LIN* 
Tubes very slender, equal, colour of tanned leather, in old plant° 
stratified, a fresh layer being added every year. Pileus vet! 
hard rubbing to a polish, marked with concentric bands or 
ridges, each broad ridge indicating the growth of a year, and :3  
br 4 small ones that of the different seasons of the year ; var)' 
ing extremely in colour. Flesh fibrous. M. BULLIARD. Size' 
from 2 to 7 or 8 inches over. 
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Trunks of trees.. 
Var. 2. Surface not so hard, not rubbing to a polish. Flesh 

like cork, not fibrous. 
Bull. 401—Bolt. ISC—Scbeef. 104Tourn. 330. 

Var. 3. Circular or elliptical and stratified in a cylindrical 
form. Pores downy. 

Description and drawing from Mi. Stackhouse, who found 
it on cherry trees, Powick, Worcester. 

On various kinds of trees. I have chiefly seen it on the 
cherry and the plumb *. 

*Bot. (LINN.) Tubes sea green : pores circular, equal : 
pileus white, convex, thick at the edge, uneven. 

13o1. acaulis pulvinatus inaqualis obtusus, poris teretibus 
qualibus glaucis. 

Exactly resembling a horse's hoof, white above, hardly vil- 
lose. Pores numerous, roundish. Serves for tinder. LINN. 

Trunks of trees. 	 Jan.—Dec., 
Var. 2. Colour uniform. RAY. Syn. 24. n. 15. 
On the trunk of an elm tree. HUDSON. 

RYD'NUM. Plant horizontal, hedge-hogged un-
derneath with awl-shaped substances. ' 

Oss. These awl-shaped bodies which Linnaus compares to 
the prickles of a hedge-hog, are soft, solid, conical, or cylindri-
calsubstances, emitting seeds from every part of their surface. 
1314.L. 

With a STEM. 

Hyn. Pileus semi-circular. LINN. sometimes circular. auriscalp'i- 
LIGHTF. 1042. 	 um. 

Curt. 190—Bolt. 90—Schee:if. 143—Fl. Ian. 1020—Rose 3. 2—
Mich. 72. S—Gled. 3; Boletus f. 5—Buxb. i. 57 .1—Buxb. 
hal. 1. row 2. 3, p. 129. 

May it not be only a variety of 1-1. imbricatum. LINN. 
This elegant little plant which is excellently described by Curtis, 

• It is used in Germany and some parts of England for tin. 
der. The Germans boil it in strong lye, dry it, and boil it again in a so-
lution of saltpetre. The Laplanders burn it about their habitations in 
order to keep off.  a species of the Gadfly which is fatal to the young 
rein deer. It has been used to stop the bleeding from arteries after am-
putations. Phil. Trans. vol. 48. p. 588. For this purpose the hard 
outer part is cut oft; and the soft Loner substance is beat with a hammer 
to make it still softer. It is best when gathered in August or Sepient• 
btr, 

fomenta'-
rius. 

   
  



328 	 CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Hydnum, 

is constantly to be found in Norfolk and Suffolk, in pine groves 
on a gravelly soil, of a sufficient age to bear cones plentifully. 

.On these, in a estate of decay, and on no other part of the plant 
have I found this flydnum. Mr. WOODWARD. Stem solid, 
brown, tapering upwards, rather hairy, if to 2 inches high, 
thick as a crow quill. Pileus kidney-shaped, brown, faintly 
marked with concentric stripes, somewhat hairy, from 1.3d to 
of an inch over. Prickles grey, conical, pointed. 

Under fir trees at Pendarvis, Cornwall. Mr. STACKHOVSE. 
On old rotten cones, and decayed branches and leaves of firs 
lying half buried in the ground. In a small plantation of Scotch 
pines, called Hardy's Grove, near Norwich. ROSE, ib.—[Pine 
Groves, frequent. Mr, WOODWARD.] 	 Sept. Oct. 

coralloi'des. HYD. (Scot'.) Stem whitish, very much branched 
branches flatted, the ends bent down. DICKS. 19. 

Fl. dan. 	390-Schaff.142-Mich. 64. 2-Clus. app. 
alt. 1S-Ger. em. 1582. 4-Park. 1323. 24-Ster6. 27. 
G, at p. 244, 

Large, sitting, tufted and branched, yellow white, not lea-
thery. Prickles slender ; branches towards the ends pendent. 
When young very like a cauliflower. BULLIARD. Stem branch-
ed, fleshy, white; branches roundish, thick, nearly horizontal, 
dividing into other smaller branches, the extremities very much 
subdivided. Pileus none. Prickles awl-shaped, crooked, paral-
lel and bundled. SCH/EFF. 

Hollow trunks of trees near Uxbridge. 	 Aug. 

florifoeme. 	(ScHiEFF.) Stem black at the base, woody or 
lathery : pileus turban-shaped, velvety, purplish. 

Schaff. 146, and 147. f. 2 ; 6-Bull. 453. 2-Mr. Wood. 
guard also authorises me to refer to the following figures 
Batsch 221. 222-Mich. 72. 4. 7-(Bull. 156, seems to he 
only a variety of ibis species,) 

Stem swollen at the base, covered with a thick woolly down, 
and blackish ; substance like cork, very ehlstic when pressed. 
Frequently 2 or more plants united at the stem and sometimes 
the pilci are also united. Padeus at first flat, or very slightly 
convex, afterwards concave, covered with a fine down resembling 
velvet to the eye and to the touch; of a fine ash colour, soon 
turning to reddish purple, and at length black. Priciles short, 
numerous, covering the inversely conical body of the pileus 
quite to the stem. Mr. W000w4o. First published as an 
English plant by Mr. Dickson, fasc. I. 19, to whom it was 
communicated by Mr. Woodward. The general shape is coni-
ol, -I to 1 inch diameter at the bottom, and 12 to 3 imlio 
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over at the top. Stem red brown. Pileus when young, lopped, 
White, set with shining particles ; when older convex but flat-
tish, assuming a gold colour, at length concave and scaly. 
Prickles tiled, pale red. SCHEFFER. 

Earsham wood, Bungay, Suffolk, but rare. Mr. Wool). 
WARD. 

livn. Prickles pale red brown. pileus red brnwn with 
darker scales : stern pale red brown or brownish 

Hydn. stipitatum, pileo convexo imbricato. LINN. 
Pileus pale flesh colour; unequal. Prickles whitish.• Stem 

smooth, whitish flesh colour. 
Bull. 409-Abbot. Fl. Bed. p. 319-Fl. dan. 176-Schal. 

140-Hethw. th. 37. 212, a maga. prickle, 213 seeds, 
214 threads with stamens from the stem-Pet. gaz. 92. 16 
-Batscb 43. 

Prickles red yellow. PiIeds convex, fleshy, pale brown, de.. 
Pressed in the centre, scaly ; scales blackish, raised, pointed. 
SOli/EFFER. 

Var. 2. Pileus, edge turned inwards. Stem whitish. 
Schaff. 273. 

Var. 3. Prickles whitish. Pilcus pale flesh colour, smooth. 
Mich. 72. 2. 

Pileus pale flesh colour, unequal. Prickles whitish. Stem 
smooth, white with a tinge of flesh colour. Fl. suec. 

Woods near Maidstone, Kent. [About Bungay, not un-
Common. Mr. WOODWARD.] 

ITYD. Prickles and pileus brownish yellow : stem paler : reran klum. 
pileus convex, smooth, waved at the edge. 

Hydnum stipitatum, pileo convexo lmvi flexuoso. LINN. 

Bull. 172-Bolt. 89-Schaff. 318 and 141—F1. dan. 310-. 
Mich. 72. :3-Vaia. par. 14. 6, 7, 8. 

Pileus often 6 or 7 inches diameter, with a short stem, exact-
'Y resembling the figure of Bulliard. Mr. WOODWARD. Firm, 
fleshy, brittle, tawny, yellow. Stem short, whitish. Film% 
Convex, waved at the edge. BULLIARD. Prickles bright cinna.. 
titon colour, slanting, sometimes cloven, soft and brittle. Pileus 
flat, smooth, cinnamon colour. Flesh white. Stem often fas.. 
(iculated, pale cinnamon, cylindrical. BOLTON. Pileus depres. 
4ed in the centre, crooked, much bent down at the rim, lea-
thery, dirty white or buff. Stem lateral, crooked, short, hori- 

imbrica'-
turn. 
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zontal or inclined. Prickles numerous, crooked, decurrent, 
brownish. Mr. STAcmouss. 

Woods about Bungay, not uncommon. Mr. WOODW ARD. 
Near Haughwood, Herefordshire, in a hollow road. Mr. STACK- 
HOUSE. 	 • 	 Sept- 

Var. 2. Prickles white : pileus and stem yellow white. 
Bolt. 88. 

Prickles 1 to 4 lines in length. Pileus smooth, convex, 
.sometimes lobed and gashed at the edge, fleshy, brittle, about 
3 inches over. Stem 3 inches high, Z  to inch diameter ; brit-
tle. BOLT. 

In a deep narrow lane near Halifax. 	 Sept. Oct. 

STEMLESS. 
CriSspUM: HYD. Nearly stemless, red brown, growing in clusters, 

leathery lobed : prickles tawny red, tiled. 
Schaf. 147. 1. 

Resembles the Hydnum floriforme, in every thing but shape, 
ind the want of a stem. Its mode of growth is not unlike that 
of the thin stemless Boleti. 

Found by Dr. Sibthorpe in a clover field near Whitney. See 
Fl. Oxon. p. 832. 	 Oct. 

Davie'sii. HYD. Sitting, tiled, yellow brown, with zones of a 
darker colour. 

Soave+ 15. 
Grows exactly like the Boletus versicolor, and from its co-

loured zones may readily be taken for it. Fan-shaped ; scarce-
ly -;-; an inch diameter. Mr. Sowerby speaks of it as a rare spe-
cies, discovered only by the Rev. Hugh Davies on a decaying 
apple tree in Llysdulas garden, Anglesea. 

erineceus. HYD. (BULL.) Heart-shaped, pendent, whitish : prickles 
tiled, at the ends awl shaped, yellowish brown. 
Them. ii. 24. 

Bull. 34—Buxb. i. 56.1. 
Pileus convex, whitish, or yellowish, not leathery, l to 3 

inches over. Prickles very long, yellowish, tiled, hanging down 
to the depth of 2 or 3 inches. Generally sitting, but sometimes 
when growing in a deep cleft, its base is elongated so as to 
form a kind of stem. But,tratuo. 

On old trees. 

Stidn'imum. HYD. (BOLT.) Sittin Er, tawny, woody ; prickles up-
right.  
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Bolt. 171. 
Semi-globular, adhering by its base to rotten wood, solitary 

or crowded, dry, tough, leathery or woody, 'grey with age, 
1-10th toi inch over. Flesh white. BOLTON. 

On a piece of rotten oak. 

tIvD. White, membranaceous, tender, spreading : pricklesdia'phanunt 
, short, undivided. 

• Substance tender, rather gelatinous, forming a thin mem-
brane, on the under side of which, pointing downwards, are 
found the prickle-shaped substances, of the same colour with the 
membrane. I know not how the Hydn. mucedo differs from 
this. 

Growing under a hollow bank, near Solihull, and found 
there 2 successive years by the Rev. Mr. Bree. 	Oct.—Nov. 

Tawny, membranaceous, spreading, the ends of the Barba-jovis 
prickles pencil-sluiped. 

Bull. 481. 2. 
I have pot seen it in frPit, but the representation of it in that 

state in Bulliard's figure is not unlike the fructification of the 
Byssus fulva in Plate xviii. f. 5. a. 

. On the under side of decayed wood lying on.the ground. 
Oct. 

• HELVEL'LA. Pileus. on a stem : smooth on 
both sides : seeds thrown out from the un-
der surface. 

IIELv. (BOLT.) Stem cylindrical, white : pileus hemis- agaricifor'-
pherical, white. 

Bolt. 98. 1. 	
mis. 

Stem t an inch high, not thicker than a pin. Pileus the 
size of a rape seed. Grows single or in clusters. BOLTON. 

Woods in moist and shady parts about the roots of trees, 
under mosses. About Halifax. 

Stem cylindrical, white, smooth : pileus lobed na'na. 
and crumpled, white above, brown underneath. 

Pileus snowy white, leathery, hard, crumpled and deflected 
in various forms; smooth and brown underneath ; about :3-10ths 
of an inch over. Stem white, solid, smooth, not at all wrinkled, 

of an inch high ; thick as a crow quill. Mr. STACKHOUSE ; 
Who found it growing amongst moss on a shaded bark under 
trees, near Pcndarvis, Cornwall. 	Aug.—Sept. 1791, 
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ITELv. Stern semi-transparent, ribbed, grOoved: 
lobes growing to the stem. 

Helvella pilco dellexo adnato lobato difformis. LINN. 

Sowerhy-3E-Bull. 466 and 19C-Sch4f. 151. 282. 162-A 
dan. 116-Mich. 86. 7 and 8-G1ed. 2. Elvela f. 3-Bat' 
ear. 3. B. G. 

When old turns quite black, which is the reason why Mimi• 
fer has figured it so many times. Mr. WOODWARD. It is ex-
tremely variable, the stem from 

z 
 to 2 inches diameter, from 11. 

to 4 or 5 inches high ; the colour from that of colourless horn to 
pearly, to brown and almost to black. The pileus not less va-
riable in shape and size than the stem. The specimens before 
me may be described thus : Stem or rather a bundle of stems, 
about 3 inches high, nearly pellucid ; connected together by 
places, often serpentine, ribbed and grooved ; from 1 to 
inches diameter. Pileus covering several stems united together, 
rather brownish, thin ; brittle and tender ; hanging over. Its • 
under surface seems granulated, and is of a pale brown. 

Near Bungay, but rather rare. Mr. WOODWARD. Close to 
the wall by the upper Stew, at Edgbaston. 	Aug.—Nov. 

florifor'rnis.HELv. Greyish brown, paler at the edges : stem Inverse-
ly conical, crooked, smooth : pileus funnel-shaped, 
the edge thin, curled and plaited. 

Bull. 46.5. 1-Schaf. 27S. 
. 	Grows single or in clusters ; substance leathery. ScHmrr. 
From 1 to 3 inches high : stem solid. Pileus from t to 2 inches 
over. 

Hely. crispa.. Bull. Found by Mr. Dickson in woods. 

caryophyl- 	(Dicks.) Almost sitting, leathery, in clusters: 
pileus funnel-shaped, cut at the edge, brown, with 
flock-like radiated scores. 
Bull. 483.6, 7, and 278-Schell'. 325-13iad. 7. 15. 

Grows solitary or in' clusters ; leathert. Pileus funnel-
shaped, brown, marked with concentric circles and radiating 
lines of darker and lighter shades of colour, variously cut and 
jagged at the edge, nearly 1 inch over. Stem tapering down-
wards, solid, brown, often crooked, thicker and lopped at the 
root, frequently eccentric, 1-..;(1 of an inch high, half as much' 
in diameter. St:firm. 

Oh the ground in plantations of firs near Bungay, Suffolk. 
Mr. WOODWARD in Dicks. [Near the ground on the inside of 
a turf wall inclosing a plantation of firs near Ampthill, Bedford-
shire, opposite Lord Ossory's Park on the right of the road to 
WO0bUID. Mr. KNAPP.] 
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RELY. (BOLT.).  teti-i very short :._pileus convex, flattish cartilagin'ea 
• scarlet, smooth. 

Bolt. 101. 1. 
This plant is firm, gristly, semi pellucid ; the colour deep 

orange, or scarlet. Stem solid, very short. Pileus smooth, ra- 
ther slippery ; border thin. BOLTON. 

On old walls and rocks among moss. 

RELIT. Yellow : pileus arched, edge rather lobed, pucker- gelatino'sa, 
ed underneath, gelatinous within : stem hollow. 

Bull. 473. 	daft. 719. 
Grows in clusters. Stem as thick as a goose quill, thicker 

downwards; about 3 inches high. netts near 1 inch in dia-
tneter. 

Found by Mr. Relhan at Hallwood, also at Wood-Ditton. Oct._ 
Var. 2. Pileus dusky olive brow'n : stem ricH yellow. 
Pileat 	to f inch over ; unequally lobed, and very much 

tolled in at the edge. Stem hollow, semi-transparent ; gluti-
nous from 2 to 2f inches high, of a beautiful rich yellow colour ; 
tapering upwards : sometimes forked at the top and bearing 2 
heads. 

In clusters under beechcs, in the Red Rock Plantation, Edg- 
haston. 	 Sept. 

tiErv. (Son/EFF.) Plant yellow : pileus sloping : stein clavetai. 
somewhat compressed. DICKS. 1. 19. 

ilopn. crypt. ii. 6. 1—Schaff. 149—Mich. 82. 	13. 7. 
8 and 9. 

Plant soft, fleshy, solitary or in clusters. Bleu: yellow, 
oval, compressed, slanting uneven at the edge, near 1 inch long 
dnd an inch broad. Stem solid, yellow, swollen at the base, 
tapering upwards, 13 inch high, 1-3d inch diameter at the base, 
I-0th at the top. SCH/EFFER. Grows in clusters. Sometimes 
22 inches high. Stem solid, tapering upwards. Pile us flatted 
4t top, the edge turned in and waved. Whole plant slimy and 
gelatinous. 

Woods in Autumn. Under beech trees, Pendan is, Corn-
Wall. Mr. STACKHOME. 

IIELV. Stem hollow, cylindrical, yellow : pileus yellow Rellia'ni. 
brown, with reddish streaks, conical. 

Sou? rby 11. 
Stem about 2 inches high, thick as a crow quill. Films 

acutely conical, hardly f an inch from the base to the apex, the 
edges slightly fringed. 
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First found by ihe 14.v. Richard Relhan, on the North side 
of Gogmagog Hills. 

aurea. 	HELP. (BOLT.) Stem short; yellow ; ,pileus umbrella- 
like, gold coloured. 

Bolt. 98. 2. 
Stem 1.10th to 2,10ths of an inch high, tapering down-

wards, solid. Pileus convex, flattish, thin at the edge, golden 
yellow above, paler underneath, .1-4  of an inch over. The plant 
is brittle, watery and semi-pellucid. BOLTON. 

Woods in moist watery places on sticks and stems of plants. 

fibulifoemis HELY. (BOLT.) Stem short, black r pileus' rather con-
vex, yellow : dusky black underneath. 

Bolt. 176. 
Stem solid, firm, a line in length. Pileus gently convex, but 

flat at the top, hard, smooth, slippery, hardly i  of an inch over. 
BOLT. 

On a branch of the root of an elm within reach of the 
sprinklings of a stream. 

gerugino'sa HELv. (OEDER.) ft. dan. ix. 7. With a stein ; very 
small, bright green : pileus of various shapes,  
DICKS. ii. 24. 

Fl. dam. 554. 2. 
Hardly a quarter of an inch in height. Pileus concave, ge,  

'nerally slanting, uneven at the edge and very irregular in shape. 
On rotten wood. 

HEt.v. (ScniErF.) Stem hollow, greyish : pileus inflated, 
angular, plaited, blackish. 

Bull. 242—Bolt. 95—Schaff. 320. 
Stem dusky white, greyish, hollow, uneven, twisted and fur,  

rowed, 2 to 4 inches high, thick as agooseor raven quill. Pi,  
lees pale olive to dark sooty colour, brittle, thin, very irregular 
in its shape, depressed into angles and lobes, 1 to 2 inches over. 
SCHAFF. &cr. BULL. Stem slenderer than in the H. mitra, 
not cavernous or wrinkled, elastic, soft. Grows many together, 
Pendarvis, Cornwall. Mr. S-raciarouss. 

Moist woods and hedges, not common. 

HEIN. Pileus flat, livid ; stem smooth. HODS. 633. 
Woods. 	 Aug.—Oct, 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Auricularia. 
• • 

AURICULARIA. Flat, membranaceous, fixed 
by its whole under side, but becoming de-
tached and turning up with age. SEEDS 
discharged slowly from what was the upper, 
but is now, in its state of maturity, the un-
der surface. 

Ons. These plants when young lie flat and are closely attach-
ed to the substance on which they grow, the upper surface being 
smooth, but the under surface shaggy with hairs which serve the 
purpose of radical fibres. After some time the attachment 
formed by these fibres loosens, and the plant turns up more or 
less, but remains still attached in some one part, either central 
or lateral. The smooth upper side is now become the under one ; 
and from this the seeds are discharged. The fibrous surface, 
now uppermost, continues shaggy or woolly, often becomes 
streaked or zoned in concentric stripes, and frequently assumes a 
variety of colours. A process similar to this takes place in 
some of the stemless Agarics and Boleti. See Ag. quercinus 
and Bol. versicolor. 

AUR. (BULL.) Perennial, leathery, thin, zoned above, ferrugin'ea. 
smooth underneath, but pimpled , brown, rusty 
red. 
Bull. 378—Smerby 2C—Bolt. 82. 1.—Mich. 66. 2. 

Grows very much tiled. The zones more apparent on the 
tipper than on the under surface, about I or 11 inch wide, and 
half as much in breadth. M. Bulliard observes that if a por-
tion of the under side be dissected from the upper coat, it ap-
pears perforated in the microscope. 

Helvella rubiginosa. DICKSON. RAY Syn. p. 22. n. 5, who 
describes it as 6 inches wide and 2 broad. Common on old 
pales, &c. near the ground. On an oak door in an area at Edg, 
,bas ton. 	 P. June. 

Aun. (Bot.T.‘ Annual, thin, flexible, curled and lobed 
at the edge; pale rust colour, with a yellow bor-
der. 

Sonnerby 25—Bolt. 17.11 
From 1 to 2 inches over; nearly flat. Upper surface soft, 

smooth, but uneven. Under surface veined, wrinkled, naked. 
BOLTON. 

On dry wood, and decayed branches of trees. 	Feb. 

A-tin. (BULL) Annual, membranaceous, soft, zoned and papyri ta. 
woolly above, smooth underneath, but pitted when 
old. 

33$ 
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Bull. 402. 
It varies greatly in size according to its age, from I to 4 or 

-5 inches over. When young the edges are fringed, when old 
scolloped and lobed The upper surface is greyish white, the 
under buff coloured and cellular. ROW ARO. 

Mr. ROBSON, of Darlington, authcrizes me to insert this as 
an English species. 

On the decaying trunks of trees. 

Ault. (BULL.) Leather-like thin, smooth, white above, 
pale brown underneath. 

BO. 436. 1. 
Spreading flat on the dead sticks to which it adheres ; brown 

white, soft to the touch, pitted or pustular almost like some of the 
foliated Lichens. The pile on the under surface by which it 
adheres, brownish. The edges turn up on every side, so that 
when its figure is circular it appears raised and fixed by its cen-
tre like a stemless Peziza. The circular pieces from a  to inch 
diameter : the oblong ones from an inch or more in width, to 
5 or 6 inches in length. 

On decaying peasticks lying on the ground, not uncommon. 
Aug. 

pbylac'teris.AuR. Biennial ; membranaccous, soft, smooth, curled or 
plaited at the base ; yellow white, changing to dark 
brown. 

Bull. 436. 2. 
Grows at the roots of trees, sometimes on stones, spreading 

- over and clasping them, but without any adherence by fibres. It 
varies much in form, extending some inches in length and in 
breadth; its edges (ringed. When young it is pale straw co-
lour, dark brown when older, and at length brown black. But- 
LIARD. 	• 

Found by Mr. Rellian in Madingley wood. 	Sept. 
Var. 2. Red brown, with darker veins. , 

Battrh.1‘21—Fl. dan. 1193. 
This plant was first shewn to me by Mr. Norris, who found 

it growing on sandy banks upon a heath near Bromham. It has 
a hard woody root or knot, from whence it expands in the shape 
of a fan, to the extent of of an inch. The substance is hard 
and stiff when dry, but readily,  imbibes moisture and instantly 
becomes as soft and pliable as wettgti glove leather. The uppet 
surface is much puckered and knotted, the under side marked 
with woody nerves radiating from the root, but rather laid upon 
the surface than imbedded in the substance. 'T he plant is of a 
dull reddish brown, the woody nerves very dark brywn. To 
time it becomes reversed, and the ends and smaller branches of 
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the nerves detaching themselves from the foliage appear like 
bristles. 

Further observations are wanted on its younger state. It 
will probably prove to be a new species. Mr. Norris says it is 
a perennial, and continues long unaltered. 

4g. tristis. Batsch. 

Aurt. (BULL.) Perennial, leathery, thin, woolly and zoned refleila. 
above, smooth underneath. 

Bull. 274 and 483. 1, 2, 3, 4—Sawerby, 27—Bolt. 82. a. c. 
b. e. 

Substance tough, cutting like hard leather, or cork. Often 
grows tiled. Upper surface like plush, varying from pale buff 
to deep yellow, when fully grown marked with zones of various 
Colours, as green, grey, buff, yellow, purple, brown. Under sur-
face (whilst young, the upper one) smooth, varying in colour 
from pale buff to deep yellow. From 1 to 2 inches wide, and 
about half as much in breadth. From the stems of grass and 
other substances with which it is often perforated, it is clear 
that it must have had a gelatinous consistence in its younger 
state. 

RAY Syn. p. 21. n. 2. Helvella millosa. Relhan. Boletus 
auriformis. Bolton. Helvella acaulis. Hudson. 

H. pineti. Linn. is a different plant. Does not perhaps 
agree very well with the genus Helvella, but as it has no ap-
pearance of pores even when magnified it has no pretensions to 
be arranged as a Boletus. Mr. Wool:iv/Alio. 

On stumps of trees and rotten wood, not uncommon. [On 
old stumps of trees in woods frequent. Mr. Woonwm,o.] 

P. Jan.—Dec. 

AUL (BULL.) Perennial : substance cartilaffinous tge-
latinous; woolly, spongy, ,grey brown alove, smooth, 
pitted, violet coloured underneath. 

Bull. 29C—Bolt. 172—Mich. 66. 4. 
M. Bulliard says that though it is mostly a portion of a 

lircle, yet sometimes the two edges unite, forming a cornucopia. 
Mostly about .2 inches one way, and half as much the other. 
Mr. Bolton observes that his specimens were not cellular on the 
%tside as represented by M. Bulliard. The under surface often 
With a bloom of a pale blue like that on plumbs. Gelatinous 
Underneath, Mr. KNAPP. Begins growing with the smooth 

e 
• MtLICC upwards, but the edge afterwards ,turns over, and then 
It grows tiled to a great extent, in the manner of Boletus ver... 
;c:olor. It is a very common plant, and though mentioned by 
'ay, is not noticed in Hudson. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Ilelvclla mesentersca. Dickson. Trcsnella corrugata. Relh; 
Vol.. I V. 

tremellui14 
• des.    

  



33B 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Peziza. Mth a Stem. 
P. 398, according to Mr. Dickson fasc. ii. 28. On rotten wood 
and stumps of trees. [On the earth at the edges of sawpits, 
and at the bottom of gate posts. Mr. KNAPP.] 

A. Jan.—Dec: RELH.—Oct. Nov. Mr. KNAPP. 

PEZI/ZA. Plant concave: Seeds on the upper 
surface only: discharged by jerks. 

With a STEM. 

P. Wholly white: stem slender: pileus glass-shaped,  
Thom. HALL. 2339. 

Mich. 86. 15. 
The young plants with their snow-white soft hairs contracted 

into a kind of globe resembling a Clathrus. DICKSON. Not  
bigger than half a hemp seed, thin as silk paper; and snow 
white. Mr. STACKHOUSE. About i-10th of an inch in heights 
and the pileus nearly as much in breadth. 

On trunks of dead trees. DicxsoN.—Rotten wood and 
sticks. Itzut.—[On moss on the trunks of apple trees; Powick,  
Worcester. Mr. STACKHOUSR. 	 Aug.- .Sept' 

Var. 2. Stem as long as the height of the pileus, very dis' 
tinct from it: plant wholly white, hair less. 

Growing in clusters on a rotten stick; Packington. 
Autum0' 

calycifor'- 
nns. • 

Glass-shaped, disc of the pileus tawny with a white 
border : stem white, thick. 

Hediv. stir,. ii. 22. B —Bauch 135. 
Pileus at first convex, with age turning up. 
On the trunks of trees and on the fallen branches of firs. 

Autuno' 

trunca'ta. P. White, conical, lopped, bordered. 
Stem scarcely distinct from the pileus. Pileus white 

slightly concave, bordered, not dotted. 
At Packington, growing on moss. 	 Autumr" 
I have seen a beautiful drawing of another of this kind ga: 

thered at the same place, but later in the year, in which the pt' , 
lens had attained a yellow colour, and the border was studd0.  
with brown specks. I apprehend this to be the satfte plant 1,0  
its more mature state, and the br•own specks to be the fructv 
lication. 

Runctaita., P, Turban-shaped, lopped, the disc Of the pileus white' 
dotted. LINN. 
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Bull. 252—Bolt. 127. 2—Fl. dan. 288. 

Seeds contained in pores, from whence they are thrown with 
an elastic force. GLED. cited in Linn. suec. in. 1275. The 
black dots consist of seeds immersed in the substance of the 
plant. Lim Stem dark grey to black, to 2 inch high, taper. 
nig downwards. Pileus an expansion of the upper part of the 
stem, concave, white, with black dots, 	to 	inch diameter. 
Substance dry, tough and elastic. BULL. BOLT. Mr. Wood-
ward thinks this may more properly rank as a Sphmria; and ob-
serves that it is very common about Bungay. 

On horse and cow dung, and dry dunghills. 
May—Oct. HUDS.—Winter and Spring. BOLT. 

P. Stern short: pileus glass-shaped : angular on the out- acetab'ulum 
side; with branching veins. 

Bull. 485. 4—Vaill. 13. 1—Mich. 8G. 1, 
The largest of the Genus; thin, brittle, smooth, transparent 

like wax. Stem woody, brown, short, branching up the base 
of the pileus, solid, nearly -} inch long, and f diameter. Pileus 
2`or 21 inches overt  greatly cupped so as to resemble a goblet or 
howl, I to 1 inch deep, waved at the edge, red brown within, 
pale brown without. Sometimes without the angular branch.. 
Ings from the root. BULLIARD. Nearly allied to P. cochleata, 
the external veins and the regular form constituting the principal 
differences. It grows near Bungay, but is not so common as the 

cochleata. Mr. WooDw. 
On rotten wood in hedges and Woods, rare. Sept.—May. 

P. (Huns.) Stern cylindrical : pileus slightly concave ; stipita'ta. 
brown; hairy on the outside. 

Soluerby 38—Bolt. 96—Fl. dan. 1200. 2—S4alf. 1G7—Bull. 
196. 

Mr. Bolton's figure well as to its habit, but the hairiness on 
the outside not expressed. Mr. WOODWARD. Stem solid, brown, 

to 3 inches high; thick as a crow or a goose quill, rather ta. 
Pering upwards. Pileus thin, brittle, semi-transparent, brown, 
gently concave, woolly on the outside,1 to 2 inches over. 

Woods near Guildford. Huns. Voods below Highfield 3 
tniles from Halifax. 	 Sept. 

P. (Dress.) Stern growing at the base to a blackish fun- tubero'sa, 
gous tuberous substance : pileus nearly bell-shaped, 
brown without, paler within. 

Bull. 485. 3—liedan. stir. ii. 10. B. 
'rem unequal, buried up to the head within the soil. Dicx9. 

z2 
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One to 2 inches high, thick as a crow quill, pale huffy brown. 
Pileus funnel-shaped, buff),  brown'within, darker brown on the 
outside, l-Cd of an inch high, and I ormore in diameter. Root 
fixed to a black brown mass, seemingly a dead root of the Ane,  
none nemorosa. HEnsvic. Stem 14.• inch high, rather thinner 
than a crow quill. Pileus wide funnel-shaped, 	of an inch 
over. BULLIARD. 

In grassy spots in woods, near London. 

radica'ta. P. (Dims.) Stem slender, tapering downwards; pileus
brown, hemispherical, smooth-: root simple, with 
minute fibres. 

Bull. 485. 2—(Reichard, in Besch der Berlin. gesellsch. 3. t,  
214. t. 4. f. 4. 5. 6, on the authority of Mr. Dickson.) 

Thin, brittle, smooth. Stem slender, i  inch long, furnished 
with a fibrous root. Pileus yellow brown, 	to 1 inch over, 
concave, shallow. BULLIARD. 

In woods, taking deep root in the ground. 	Sept. 

Stem brown, very short : pileus brown, nearly flat. 
Batsch 39. 217. 

Stem not quite 1-20th of an inch in height, and slender /11  
proportion. Pileus about as much in diameter, nearly flat, the 
edge a little turned up, not hairy. 

P. spudicea. Batsch. Relhan strppl. 2S. On a decaying 
stick; Edgbafton. 	 27th Nov. 1790' 

P. Stem very short and thick : Pileus more than semi-glo' 
bular, bell-shaped, pale buff, scolloped at the edge. 

11. 1, 2, 3—Mich, 86. 2. 
The distinguishing marks of this species, are the scolloped 

edge, and the greyish colour of the outer surface. *Mr. WOODS'''. 
Stem  of an inch high and half as much in diameter. Some' 
times there is no stem. Pileus pale buff, thin, transparent, scol' 
loped at the edge, shaped like the cup of'4an acorn; about 1  
inch diameter.—The scolloped edge, so remarkable in M. Buie 
liard's figures, is sometimes scarcely perceptible: whole plan‘ 
cream colour; outer surface, especially in the younger plants, 
frosted and granulated. The shape when growing luxuriantly 
varies from a saucer to a wine-glass and even a globe with 
very small orifice, and is sometimes an irregular confused mass. 
It is found from i  an inch to 2,tor 3 inches in diameter 
beautiful Peziza. 

Shrubbery, in mossy turf cby the side of the gravel walk, 
near the house at lidgbaston.--On soil in the hot-house at the 
Larches. 	 March—sepr. 

niinu'tula. P. 

cupula'ris. 
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P. Plant yellow: stein short, thick : pileus cup-shaped, chi-Vila. 
but shallow, and flat within. 

Haw. ii. 8. 
About 3 lines high when fully grown, succulent when of 

dnddle age ; smooth and of a fine yellow. Hanes. 
Found by Dr. Sibthorpe on rotten wood in Shot-over plan- 

tations. 	 . Sept.—Oct. ' 

P. (BOLT.) Stem hollow, gradually expanding into a fun- undula'ta. 
nel-shaped pileus ; red yellow and veined on the 
outside, rich brown within. 

Bull. 461—Schxdf. 157. 2—Bolt. 105. 2. 
Plant about It inch high. Pileus f of an inch over, mark-

ed with a few almost imperceptible veins on the outside, smooth 
Within, waved and curled at the edge. BOLTON. Schaffer has 
figured this plant extremely well, and calls it an Helvella ; but 
out of the numerous figures in the 157th plate, Mr. Bolton re-
fers only to fig. 2, though Schaffer makes no distinction. 
Busch refers to Schxffer's plate, without restriction, as his 
Agaricus aurora, which he himself has figured, though, indif-
ferently, pl. 9. f. 36. Bulliard calls it Helvella tubmformis, and 
makes also an unlimited reference to Schmffer 157. The plants 
represented by M. Bulliard are much larger than those of Mr. 
Bolton, and the gill-like veins much more distinctly marked. 
I believe this species is neither an Agaric, an Helvella, nor a 
Peziza, bur more properly belonging to the Genus Merulius. 

In woods, but not common. 	 Oct. 

P. Stern buff: pileus glass-shaped, crimson within, buff coccinica. 
on the outside. 

Bull. 467—Bolt. 10.1--Sviverty 12-1Vakot, P. eyathoider—
Jacq. austr. 63—Battar. 3. N. 0—Penn. Wales—Mich. 
86. 5. 

'Root short, white within. Stem solid, from 1-10th to I inch 
high ;  thick as a crow or a goose quill. Pileus thin, cupped, 
rather elastic, but brittle, deep carmine colour within, huffy un-
derneath, with mealy granulations. 

Peziza epidendra. Bull. and Sowerby ; by mistake called 

IA. 13 in the text. On rotten sticks in woods and wet hedge 
ottoms. [With a north or eastern exposure. Mr. WOOD- 

WARD.] 	 Spring—Autumn. 
Var. 2. Irregularly cupped, border waved, scarlet within, 

huffy or whitish brown on the outsides, stein none, but a bid, 
clack knotty root. 
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Bull. 474—Bolt. 10C—Scha;f: 148—Fl. dan. 657. 2—Batsci 
, 158. 

Shaped like a butter-boat. Mr. STACKHpUSE. This plant is 
most excellently figured by Bolton. -The colour is usually a 
bright deep orange above, and a dirty orange or yellow beneath, 
in which it differs from Bolt. 104, which is always a rich scare 
let within, and white and silvery without. It differs also in 
being irregular in shape,. never cup_shaped, except when very 
young, whilst the other is always exactly cup_shaped, and 
stands on a short pedicle. Whether Mr. Hudson's cyathoides 
be the elegant and very uncommon plant figured by Bolton 104, 
seems doubtful, neither Dillenius's fig. not short description in 
the Synopsis at all elucidate. the matter, and it certainly can ne-
ver be called yellow. The first of these is rather scarce, but the 
other is very common on decayed sticks under hedges in the 
spring. Mr. Bolton is certainly mistaken in asserting that his 
101 never emits any powder from its internal surface, for I have 
repeatedly by a slight Irritation, caused the mature plants to 
throw out clouds of smoke. If ought, therefore, according 
to his principles, to have been placed with the Helvellx. Mr. 
WOODWARD.—Thinner, more spreading and more irregularly 
cupped than the preceding; sometimes quite sitting, with 
small, nearly central root ; sometimes the root a pretty large. 
black knob, and sometimes it forms a short stem. 

Helvella coccinea. Bolt. Peziza coccinea. Bull. On the 
ground, amongst gravel and road sides; when it resembles the 
most sessile of the figures. I once found it on the stump of $ 
tree, with more of a stem and less spread out, forming the cow 
nection between the two'varieties. 

Malvern Hill, and Coplar Hill, amongst wet moss. Mr. 
STACKHOUSE 	 OCtA 

tu'ba. 	P. Plant yellow : stem thread-shaped t border flat.- 
Bolt. 106.1, 

See Merulius tubxformis. 

inflex'a, 	P. (BOLT.) Stem crooked : pilcus funnel-shaped, fringeJ 
- 	at the edge, pale buff. 

Bolt. 106. 2—Mich. 86. 13. 
Stem white, pellucid, always bent. Films pale buff within, 

funnel-shaped, fringed at the edges  Whole plant about i an 
inch high. BOLTON. 

On rotten vegetables in damp places in woods and about ti-
valets. In Nladingly wood, Cambridgeshire. Mr. RELHAN, 
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p.(Bovr.) Stem black at the' bottom : pileus funnel- ochroleu'ca 
shaped, dirty yellow within. 

Bolt. 105.1. 
Plant hard and leathery. Stem solid, black below, dusky 

Yellow above, near inch high, thick as a large pin. Filet,:
funnel_shaped, funnel-shaped,  ochrey yellow within, smooth, even at the edge, • 
about i of an inch over. BOLTON. 

• Near Halifax in several places. 

11. Stem short : pileus yellow, glass-shaped, border blunt, cyathoi'des. 
upright. 

R. Syn. 24. 4, at it. 478. 
, Stem very short. - Pileus flattish, but slightly concave, yel-
low, border smooth. RAY Syn. p. 18. n. S. AbOut t of an 
Loch high, and the same in diameter at the top. 

On rotten wood. 	 Aug.—April. 

P. (BATsc11.) Stem rather long, strap-shaped, firm, dis- calyc'ulus. 
tinctly inserted : pileus concave, hemispherical, ex- 
panding. 

Bull. 416. 3-Hedu.o. 	ii. 9. C-Batsch. 57-Mich. 86. 
14. 

The whole yellow, Stem 2 lines long. Pileus 2 lines wide. 
KELHAN. Its colour varies indifferent shades of yellow, and its 
ptleus is either nearly Hat, or cupped in various degrees .of hot-. 
lowness. The figure. •of Bulliard is excellent, and he well ob-
serves that it grows upon the annual shoots of branches. 

On rotten wood in Madingley plantations. August. On half 
rotten sticks, Edgbaston. Oct. On rotten wood. Nov. Dec. 
Mr. KNAPP. 

I". (BULL.) Stems slender tapering ; pileus slightly con- fructig'ena, 
cave ; pale yellow. 

22S-Bertsch 150. 
Opake, leathery, fleshy, funnel-shaped. Stem i  to a  inch 

high, tapering downwards, often bent in different directions. 
Priem 1-10th to 1-4th inch diameter, funnel-shaped, but the hol-
low above not deep on account of the thickness of the flesh. 

M. Bulliard says he only finds it on the coriaceus fruits as 
acorns, chesnuts, &c. and Batsch says his grew on the seeds of 
a hornbeam; but though the fruit of such trees may be its more 
common nidus, I found it growing in large clusters on a rotten 
stick in the month of Oct. 1791. Mr. Itelhan informed me, 
that  he had found the plant of Batsch in Madingley wood, but 
omitted to say on what it grew. 
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STEMLESS. 

cuticulo'sa. P. White; glass-shaped, membranaceous, thin at the 
edge. 

iii. 9. 11. 
Very minute. Found by Mr. Forster growing on putrid 

grass. Dicks. fast. iii. p. 22. 
• 

al'bida. 	P. Pinky white, saucer-shaped, quite smooth. 
From 4. to 4 of an inch diameter; whilst small shaped like 

a goblet, when full grown flat at the bottom but the edge always 
turned up like a saucer; perfectly smooth, thin, semi-transparents 
watery white, with a tinge of pink within. 

On the cellar floor at Greenbank near Birmingham, in' the 
joints of the bricks. 	 Sept, 

iflarginaita. P. (RELHAN.) concave, brownish ; edge flat, somewhat 
scolloped, snow white. 

Sa.werby 16—F1. Ian. 779. 1. 
Very beautiful, when viewed by the naked eye very much 

resembles the saucers of Lichen suhfuscus but examined with; 
microscope it resembles the eyelet holes of stays. I.ELH. Fro) 
this description I had supposed it might be the work of an ins 
sect, similar, except in colour, to one which is frequently found 
upon oak leaves, but on stating this doubt to Mr. Relhan, he 
very obligingly sent me specimens which at once convinced me 
it was a plant. It is not larger than the head of a pin. 

On decayed wood at Whitwell, near Coton, Cambridge. 
shire. 	 Sept. Oct, 

P. Brown, concave, wrinkled, shaped like an ear. 
Bull. 427. 2—Clus. ii, 276—Ger. em. 1581, (misprinted 

1481.) 1—J. B. iii. 841. 1—Sterb. 27. H. H. at p. 2440 
Black.w. 33-1—Mich. 66. 1—Gled. 4, the upper middlefig. 
—Battar. 3. F.—Garr. 115. B. 

This is either a Peziza or Helvella,.and not belonging to 
Tremella, which should be perfectly gelatinous. Mr. Woonw. 
Wide spreading, 1 to 2 inches over, soft hut cartilaginous, sit. 
ting, thin, fibrous and downy underneath, cupped, plaited, red. 
dish brown. BULLIARD. 

Tremella auricula. Huds. Oil rotten wood. [On old el. 
ders in gardens at Yarmouth. Niro WOODWARD.] 

A. Sept,—May' 
Var, 2. Dark olive colour. 

Bolt. 107. 

auricula.    
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One to 4 inches over. Smooth above; granulated under. - 
% cath. BOLTON. 

On a willow tree. 	 Feb. 
Var. 3. Dark olive above; blackish brown underneath. 

From 2 to 4 inches over; much curled in; brittle, cracking at 
the edge. It throws out a smoke like powder. On exposed 
gravelly soil, and under fir trees at Heathfield, 	June--Sept. 

P. Thin, brittle, brown, large, concave, irregular, the cochlea'ta. 
sides tearing and curling in. 

Peziza, turbinata, cochleata. LINN. 
Bull. 154-Sowerby 5-Bolt. }ti!'-Fl. dan.1077 . 	misc. 

ii. 17 .1-Batsch 157-Schaff. 274. 135. 150. 
Sitting, hemispherical, or ear.shaped, or spoon shaped, dark 

blackish brown above, white underneath, branching veins shoot-
ing from the centre. JACQUIN.—From 1 to 2 inches over, or 
inore, semi-transpareno, the form extremely variable,. the edge 
ooped in, cracking, tearing and then curling inwards. Varies 

in colour from a dirty straw to brown, and sometimes purplish. 
Mr. Bolton considers it as an Helvella, because it emits its 
seeds in form of smoke or powder when irritated, but the 
Pezizas possess the same property. The real difference between. 
them is, that in the Helvella the seeds are ejected from the un-
der, in the Peziza from the upper surface, as is well pointed out 
by M. BULLIARD.—P. cerea, 44. Bull. and Helvella visicu-
losa. Bolt. 175, seem only varieties of this. Mr. WooDwAan. 
I -have found it with a stem about 1-10th of an inch in 
length; these plants were from Z  to 2 inches over. 

Woods, on the ground, or on decayed branches of trees. [On 
a dunghill near Bath. Mr. STAG mouse.—Rookery, Edgbaston, 
On the ground, and on rotten wood.] 	Sept. Oct.--July. 

P. Concave, brown, pale at the edge. BOLT. 109. 	fus'ca. 
Bolt. 109. 2. 

Adhering by its whole outer surface, except the edge which 
is turned up; thin and of a pale olive colour; from ato near -1- 
inch over. BOLTON. 

In several places about Halifax, on old dry dunghills. 

I). Olive brown, flat, dotted; border turned in, smooth. stercora'ria. 
rail/. 13. 14-Bull. 376. 1-Scrwerby 18. 

Scarcely a line broad. 
On horse and cowdung, and on gravelly soil. [On the bark 

of a tree. Mr, Kritar.--About Bungay, common, Mr. WOOD. 
*ARO.] 
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• , • pine P. Grey white, nearly flat; with a brown yellow border. 

Batsch 26.140. • 
Fixed by the centre; at first concave, the edge rolled in; at 

length raised and the border depressed. Brownish at first, the 
centre paler, but becoming whiter, and sometimes tinted with 
oehrey pink. Substance fleshy, opake. B•Tscii. 

Found by Mr. Relhan in Madingley 'plantations, on the 
cones of fir. trees. 	 Sept. 

,ehryso'co- P. Concave, dull yellow, smooth, brittle, thin. 
ma. 	 Bull. 376.2. 

At first a hollow bladder, opening at the top, and when old 
nearly flat. Colour pale dull yellow to red orange. So small 
as not to be well distinguished by the naked eye. BULL. 

Found by Mr. Relhan near Gamlingay, on rotten wood. 
Sept. Oct. 

hepatica. P. Dark purple, with a hollow dot in the centre. 
Batsch 13S. 

Substance horny, colour very dark purple, or tawny-liver-co-
lour. Pileus circular, or kidney-shaped, with a hollow dot in 
the centre over where the root is fixed. Not more than I-20th 
of an inch over. BATSCH.-Mr. Relhan lately informed me 
that he had found this species at Wood Ditton. 

In woods on the ground amongst moss. Autumn. BATscx. 

purric'ca. P. (13ATsca.) Flattish, yellow red within, paler on. the 
outside ; edge thick, but little raised. 

Bauch 220. 
Substance hard and horny, thin, pale red, neither woolly not 

hairy, wrinkled on the upper surface; brittle when dry. 
Found by Mr. Relhan amongst the leaves of the Bryum mu. 

rale, on old walls at Ditton, Cambridgeshire.—On half rotten 
sticks at Edgbaston. 	 7th Oct. 1791. 

Scutellaqa. P. Flat, orange red ; border raised, hairy. 
Bob. 108—Bull. 10, and 438. 2—Sowerhy 24--Batsch 54.0 

Hed,us. stirp. ii. 3. A. 1 to 7—Hoffm. crypt. ii. 7. 3-
Schaff. 284—Ray Syn. 24. 3, at )4 479—Vadl. 13. 13-. 
Mich. 86. 19 and 17. 

Orange red within, buff on thetutside, hairy at the edge; 
about 1-,, th or 1-10th of an inch over, when young like a gob- 
let, flatter with age, but the edge still turned up. 

On cowciung, common ; also on rotten wood. March. Oct, 
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Var. 2. Smooth at the edge. 
Bull. 438. 3. 

Stemless ; orange-coloured, nearly flat; not fringed at the 
tdge, = of an inch diameter. 

Pez. fava. Huds. and Bot. arr. ed. ii. On cowdung, and 
amongst moss on a clayey soil, Edgbaston, common. 

Aug. Sept. 
Var. 3. Woolly and white on the outside. 

Soquerby 17—Bull. 410. 3. 
M. Bulliard observes that the pileus closes in dry and open& 

in wet weather. Flat, blood red, hairy; sometimes as large as 
a sixpence. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Specimen, and a beautiful drawing of it sent to me by Mr. 
.Knapp, who found it on dead sticks in a wood in Buckinghamsh. 
On bogs, Cornwall. 

Var. 4. Orange red : border white, divided into strap-
shaped segments rolled back. 

Very small, not above a thirtieth of an inch in diameter. 
Grows in circles, or in circular spots on the under side the 

leaves of Tussilago farfara. 
Bank of the pool dam; Edgbaston. 	 Aug. 

P. (BULL.) Large bladder-shaped, thin, brittle, dull yel- vesiculo'sa. 
low. 

Bull. 44 and 457. 1—Sowerby 3 and 4—Bolt. 175-,Scharff. 
• 
Nearly globular when young, the opening at the top enlarg-

ing as it grows older, but the edge is always turned in. The 
toot is a dark coloured hard knotty substance. The plant from 
2 to 3 inches diameter, or more, and nearly as much in height ; 
the substance smooth, moist, tender, brittle, dull ochrey yellow 
Within, paler without, and the surface granulated. BOLTON 
Approaches nearly to the Peziza cochleata, but does not tear like 
that, and if accidentally torn does not curl in spirally, neither 
does it jerk out its seeds like that. BULLIARD. 

Peziza cerea. Bull. and Sowerby, but the latter thinks that 
his pl. 3 is really distinct from pl. 4. On the ground on road 
tides, or on dunghills. 	 Spring and Autumn. 

P. Egg-shaped, woolly without, smooth and buff witbin.lanugino'sa. 
Fl. dan. 779. 2. 

This grows in large clusters, each plant when young and 
about the size of a small pea, egg-shaped, and entirely covered 
With pale brown wool pn the outside; the aperture at the top at 
first small, smooth, conical. Advancing in growth it becomes 
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" more flat, and open, so as to Corm a deep saucer-like cup. Sub,  
stance very tough, and cuts like hard leather. Varies in size 
from that of a•pin's head to it and even half an inch diameter. 

Pezizrz 'minutes. Dickson. On half rotten 'sticks, plants. 
tions, Edgbaston. 	 Sept. Oct,  

• • 
P. (Huns.) Hemispherical, brown and rough with hair; 

•without, smooth and sea-green within. 
Bull. 204-Hem. crypt. ii. 7. 6--Srhaf. 151-111. dan. 656. 

1—Mich. 86. 4—Gled. 2, Elvella, f. 8. 
Stemless, solitary or in clusters, leathery. Pileus concave, 

hemispherical, blue white within, smooth; brownish and hairy 
on the outside, uneven and hairy at the edge ; about -1; an inch 
over. SCHEFFER.—Thc internal surface nearly white, and per,  
fectly smooth; the external thickly set with short, rigid, brown,  
ish hairs. Frequent near Bongay. Mr. WOODWARD. Dia' 
meter sometimes as much as 2 inches : it is thin, brittle, serif ,  
transparent, nearly flat, but the edge turned up, and cooping in. 

Moistish woods, hedges, and moist rotten wood, and gravel 
pits. 	 Sept.—Oct,  

P. (Bcur.T.) Concave, clark green, the edge turned in; 
pale green and woolly without. 

Bolt. lop. 1—Bull. 376. 4. 
The size of a large pin's head; dark green, with a thick 

black border. BOLTON. The black border does not always 
exist. 

On decayed oak leaves, and on rotten wood. In the hark 
at Packington, on rotten sticks. 	 Autumn. 

cxnerea. P. (BOLT.) Blue; fringed at the edge. 
Bolt. 10S. 2. 

Adheres to wet rotten wood by a small central root • bright 
blue above, paler at the edge, and fringed with soft tale hairs; 
black and smooth on the outside; about ' of an inch over. 
BOLT. 

Under firs at Burk's Hall near Halifax. 	 Oct,  

viola'cea, P. Hollow, violet-coloured within, border and outside 
whitish, granulated. 

Bull. 438. 4. 
Very minute, fleshy, brittle, t mooch, sitting; the inside 

rough with black prominent dots. Dm,. 
Found by Mr. Relhan on the bark of a beech tree, at White 

Wood near Gamlingay. 	 Sept. Oct. 

cine'rca. P. Grey, reflected: border lobed, waved and curled. 

hisrpida. 
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Batsch 26. 137. 
When young circular or oblong, and more closed; when fully 

grown more expanded and irregular, when past maturity irregu. 
lady cushion-like with a pit in an imperfect disk, the edge with 
small lobes; loJaes short, broadish. Edge between the elevated 
lobes between depressed and indented, and therefore appearing 
curled. 	Substance horny or semi-transparent, ash-coloured, 
When moistish, the whole dark, but white when it begins to 
dry, and when dried membranaceous dirty white. BATSCII. 

Tremella cinereir. Bot. arr. ed. iii. Inside of decayed wil- 
lows and stumps of trees. 	 A. July—Aug. 

P. (LIGHTF.) Turban-shaped, hollow, flat or convex with polymort. 
age, wrinkled on the outside ; black above. 	pha. 

stirp. ii. 6. E—Batsch 50—Bull. 116. 460. 1—Fl. 
elan. 46-1—Schaff. 15P—Hall. enum. 1. 8, at t. 21, hilt. 

• 48.:, at iii. p. 116—Hofm. cryp. 2. b. 2. 
Sometimes solitary, more frequently in clusters. -.When ma-

ture, it emits a very subtile black powder in great quantities 
from its upper surface, though Hoffman says the seeds arc emitted 
from the under surface, which is not analogous to any other simi-
lar plant. It afterwards becomes more end more dilated and at 
length plane or even convex with the edge rolled back, and in 
its latest stage variously wrinkled and deformed. On old trees 
Which have been felled and are lying on the ground; frequent. 
Mr. WOODWARD.—Very well figured and described 'by the au-
thors quoted above. Schxff. 133, also seems to be cite plant in 
its • unexpanded state. The substance of the plant is very like 
the Caoutchouc or elastic rubber, but it is rather adhesive. The 
top is black and shining like pitch. The figure an inverted 
cone, i  an inch high, of an inch diameter at the bottom, .1 or 
1 inch at the bottom, or 1 inch at the top, fleshy, solid, brown 
on the outside. In its advanced state this plant is black above, 
brownish underneath, or entirely black, thin, of an undulating 
surface, and sometimes 2 or 3 inches in diameter, having a very 
different appearance to its young pear-shaped state. 

Tremella tarbinata. Hut's. .)03. On the trunks and branches 
of fallen oaks. [On the decayed branches of an oak; in Corn-
Wall. Mr. STACKHOUSE.—On the stump of an oak, Holloway-
head-lane, near Birmingham. On a fallen oak tree at the 
Larches.] 	 Sept.—April. 

P. Concave, black. Huns. 637. 
On cowdung. Huus.—On rotten wood. BOLT. 

Aug.—May. 

a'tra. 
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NIDULA'RIA. Fungus leather-like, bell-shaped, 
sitting: capsules -large, flat, fixed by pedicles 
at the bottom of the bell. 

Ons. Whilst the plant is young it contains a clear gelati,  
nous fluid, and its orifice is closed with a thin membrane, which 
tearing as the growth advances, the fluid evaporates, and the 
seeds, or rather capsules, then become visible. 

cbmpanula!-NID. Bell-shaped; border expanding ; smooth, shining 
ta, 	and grey within: capsules smooth. 

Peziza (lentifera) campanulata lenffera. LINN. 
Bull. 488—Bolt. 102. 1—So'werby 28—Schaff. 1SC—Faill. 

11. 6 and 7—Mich. 102, gathoiiles 1—Gled. 4, Fez. .1% 
S and 	184. 9—Pet. 107. 9—Battar. 3. I. A. L. 
M.—Fl. dan. 469.1-11qpn. cryp. ii. 8. 2. 

Stemless; inversely conical, from 4. to of an inch highs 
and nearly as Much in diameter at the top. Brown on the nut,  
side; dark grey and smooth within; the border flanching our. 
Substance leathery. Capsules fixed by threads to the inside o1 
the bell. Consists of a grey mcmbranaceous bell-shaped cup, 
rather downy on the outside; its edge entire and reflected. 
Within it are contained several compressed circular bodies, filled 
with a gelatinous matter and connected with the cup, each by 
a fine thread inserted into its flat side. When these threads arc 
fixed near the edge of the cup, the cases or capsules supported 
by them are found suspended on its outside. Mr. GOUGH. 

Woods, garden walks and fields. [Frequent about Bun ay 
Mr. Woommin.--Coplar Hill, Herefordshire, plentiful. NIP 
STACKHOUSE. In tht garden of the work-house at Erdington, 
near Birmingham.] 

stria'ta. 	NID. Conical, woolly on the outside, scored within: cap- 
• stiles woolly underneath. 

Sowerby 29—Bull. 40. A.—Bolt. 102. 2—Schaf. 178—Fl. daft' 
780. 1—Mich. 102, gyathoides, 2—died. 4. Peziza 
and 2—Vadl. 11. 4 and .j—Hoffm. cryp. ii. 8. 3. 

Very woolly on the outside, beautifully striated within,  
Full i inch high, regularly conical, brown. 

1'. ientifera. IL Linn. Woods, fields, and rotten wood,  
Earsham Wood near Bungay, Suffolk, Mr. WOODWARD.] 

Sept.—May,  

NtD, Conical but distended; dirty yellow; smooth: cap- 
sules smooth. • 	 • 
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Sowerby 30-Bull. 40. B. C. C. and 488. 9.-Scherf. 179, 
181-Mich. 102, Cyathoides, 3-filed. 4 Peziza f. 4-Ft'. 
dan. 105-Ray 1, 2, ; and c, one of the seed-like sub. 
stances-Holm. eryp. ii. 8. 1. 

Perfectly smooth both within and without; shaped like a 
crucible. All these species are at first closed by a cover, form-
ed of the outer coat of the plant, which tears and disappears as 
the growth advances, shewing the young progeny which fallout, 
and fix themselves by their radicle, forming new plants. All 
the three species are common here. Mr. WOODWARD. 

On rotten wood. 	 Sept.—May. 

Nip. Turban-shaped; pale bull'; with 5 teeth at the 
edge. 	, 

Smaller than a hemp seed. Colour pale buff: rather-woolly; 
segmenti or teeth at the edge broad, spear-shaped, regular. 
Membrane tough, whitish. Seeds, or capsules reddish brown. 

Several growing together on rotten twigs near the grate at 
dgbaston Pool. 	 Sept. 

NIA. Stern purplish, cup yellowish, bell-shaped, contain- minu'ta. 
ing globular capsules. 

Hopi.  2. 2. 
Minute, shining, shaped like a wine-glass, about a line 

high. Capsules about the size of poppy seeds. These burst 
With a jerk, splitting into several segments and discharging a 
White woolly substance. HOFFMAN. 

Cyathus minutus. Hoffm. Trich. minuta. Rellian, who de- 
tected it growing upon moss. 	 Sept. 

P'HAL'LUS. With a stem : pileus smooth on the 
under, with a network of cells on the upper 
surface: seeds in the cells. 

Pileus egg-shaped; full of cells : stem naked, esculen'tus. 
wrinkled. 

Bull. 218, B. D.-Schef.199.20, 299, 306-Bolt. 91-F1. 
dan. 53-Sterb. 10-Mich. 85. 1 and 2 ; 84. 1, 2, and 3-
GM. 2-Phallus f. 1, 2. 4, 5, 6, 7-Gars. 173-Clus. 
264. 1-Lob. ic. ii. 274-Dad. 481. 1-Ger. em. 1583. 1-
J. B. iii. 836. 2-Park. 1317. 1-Tourn. 329. ti-Bat- 
tar. 2. F. 

Has an agreeable smell. Stem hollow, naked, white, 1 to 2 

denta'ta. 
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inches high, Z  to 1 inch diameter. Filet's buffy or brownish, 
entirely united to the stem, from the size of a pigeon's to that 
of a swan's egg; cells very larc, angular like a honeycomb. 
Colour pale yellow, or buff, grows to a liirge size. Mr. W000w. 

Woods and hedges in loamy soil. 	 May. 
Var. 2. Small, black. 

Bull. 218. E. F. 
On sandy heaths, Norfolk. Mr. 'WOODWARD• 

impudi'cus. PH. Pilet's cellular above, smooth underneath, not united 
to the stem : stern perforating the pact's, and open 
at the end. 

Bull. 182-Curt. 199-Scheei: 198. 197. 196-Bolt. 92-0 
Mich. 83-filed. 2. Phallus f. 3-Fl. dan. 17.5-.-Ray cat. 
at p. 122. ed. ii-Battar. 2. A, B, C, D-Ste)tb. 30. B, 
C, at p. 276-C/us. ii. 295-Dad. 483-Lob. ic. ii. 275.-
Ger. em. 1583. 2-Park. 13'22: 13-7. B. iii. 845. I-. 

• Sterb. 30. B, F, G, at p. 276-Barr. 1258-3. B. iii. 
843. 0-Sterb. 30. A, D-Pet. fil. 17. 13. 14-7C/us. ii. 
286. 2-3. B. iii. 84.5. 2-Sterb. 30. I, H, at p. 276, and 
Barr. 1264, exhibit no appearance of a pileus open at tht 
end, but are probably the same. 

Though this plant is so intolerably fcctid that it is much 
Oftener smelt than seen, yet in its egg state it has no offensive 
smell. The odour resides in the green matter which fills the 
cells of the pileus, and is very soon devoured by flies, particu-
larly by the large blue flesh fly. In its egg-state it is about the 
size of a small pullet's egg, and remains many days before it 
bursts through. its wrapper ; but this being done, the steal 
pushes up with amazing rapidity, attaining the height of 4 or 
5 inches in a few hours. This offensive green matter contains 
the seeds, which may be seen by the assistance of a good mi-
croscope. Such as have courage to smell this matter closely, will 
find it much less disagreeable than at a dist:Ince ; for it then 
seems to have a slight pungency like that of volatile salts. Its 
odour very soon pervades a whole house. The wrapper is lined 
with a clear jelly like the white of an agg, but stiffer; within 
this is found the green matter, and within that the young plant. 
When it shoots up, the wrapper and the clear jelly remain at 
the root : the stem is hollow ; within porous and spongy like 
pith. 

[Very common in wet summers in hedge banks and thickets. 
In sandy situations frequent near Bungay. Mr. WOODWARD.] 
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PH. (Sculapp.) Pileus wrinkled, red, covered with a cani'nus. 
greenish matter ; conical, closed at tilt end : stern 
yellow, tapering at the bottom.. 

Curt.235—Schalf. 330, too highly coloured—Banar. 40. F. 
Egg the size of a nutmeg. Stem hollow, as thick as a swan's 

quill, near 3 inches high, pale orange, semi-transparent. Pileut 
conical, not larger than the stem, 	inch high, closed at the 
apex : covered with a thin coat of green scentless slime, which 
being removed, it appears red and wrinkled. Its growth is ra-
pid like that of the Ph. impudicus. CURTIS. 

Schmffer's figure not an exact resemblance of it as found in 
ngland. Mr. WOODWARD. 

This is a rare plant. First found in woods and shady places 
"tear Shrewsbury. EHRET. in Fl. Ang. 	 July—Sept. 

CLAVA'RIA. Uniform ; upright, club-shaped : 
seeds emitted from every part of its. surface. 

(1) STEM with a head. 
CL. (BATscH.) Stem hair-like : head club-like, termi- gy'rans. 

twin, longish, tapering at each end. RELHAN. n. 
1102. 

Bolt. 112. 1—Batscb 161—Willd. 7. 18. 
Stem 1..2d to 2.-3ds of an inch long, very,  slender, pellucid, 

qnoked at the bottom, twisting and untwisting as the air is 
twist or dry. Head oblong, near ¢ of an inch high, whitish. 
1lATSCH. The stem rises from a small bulb. RELHAN. 

On rotten straw and leaves, in woods and moist places. 
Sept.--Oct. 

Ct. Club awl-shaped, pale brown : root lentil-shaped. 
Bolt. 111. 1—Mich. S7.7. 

Stem 	inch long, smooth, slender, pellucid. Head 1 inch 
long, slender, spindle-shaped. BOLTON. 

Garden walks about Walthamstow. 	 Oct. 

pliacorhi'za. 

Stem yellow, cylindrical; pileus egg-shaped, cies- capita'ia. 
nut coloured, dotted. 

Bolt. 1304 Fl. dan. 340, and Bull. 463, 3, seem to be ,ves. 
rieties of this. ) 

Root black, spongy, surrounded by a thick wrapper which is 
ontinued with the stem. This is again incloserl in another, tif 

dry texture and brown green colour. Stem solid, smJuth, 
Vox.. IV. 	 A A 
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furrowed, twisting, soft, pliable, splitting, 2 to 3 inches high, 
I to 1  inch diameter.`Pileus long egg-shaped, f of an inch high, 
near inch diameter. BOLTON. 

Ramsden Wood, about Highfield-near Halifax. 

epiphyPla. CL. Club-shaped, very entire: head blunt, hollow, red : 
stem pale yellow. 

Dick,. iii. 9. 10. 
Plant about 2 or 3 inches high. Stem cylindrical : heatl 

long egg-shaped. 
In bogs, and on half rotten dead leaves. DICKSON. 

Spitthula. CL. (Dtcxs.) Head compressed, dilated : stem wrinkled. 
Sosuerby 35—Boh. 97—Fl. dan. 658—Schmid. 50. 

Stem white. Head yellow, egg-shaped, flatted. On being 
touched throwing up the seeds in form of a smoke, which rise 
with an elastic force and glitter in the sunshine like particles of 
silver. BOLT. 97. On touching them when in full perfeciion a 
smoke arises from the edges, thrown out with considerable force, 
and continues to rise some time, a circumstance common to all 
the Pezizas and Helvellas, and shewing this plant to have more 
affinity with them, particularly to the first than to the Clava-
rias. Bolton's figure represents the head more inflated than I 
have ever seen it. Mr. WOODWARD. 

[Woods near Norwich, Sept. Mr. CROWE. In a pine grove 
at Kirby, near Beccles, constantly appearing every year. Mr. 
'WOODWARD. In a fir wood at Johnston House near Lawrence 
Kirk. Mr. BROWN.] 	 August—Oct. 

milita'ris. CL. Club-shaped, very entire : head scaly or granulated. 
Var. I. Head scaly. 

&half. 290. 
About 4 inches high and near 2 in diameter at the upper 

and thicker part. Solid; orange brown. s 
In shady woods. 	 Oct• 
Var. 2. Head granulated; orange brown, or red brown. 
Scbmidel 5, 2 and 3—Bolt. 128—Vail. 7. 4—Fl. dan. 657.1, 
Var. 3. Head granulated ; yellow. 

Bull. 496. 1—Buxb. iv. 66. 2. 
Stem slender, tapering upwards; about an inch high, and then 

gradually thickening to form the Head, which is nearly cylin-
drical, but thickest in the middle, blunt at the end, granulated 
on its surface, 1 or If inch high, 2-laths to 3-10ths of an inch 
diameter in the thickest part. • 	• 
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out a Head. 

Moist woods and bogs. [Thorpe near Norwich, Dr. I. 
SMITH.] 	 * 	Sept, Oct. 

CL. Unbranched : head oval, supported on a stem. 	parasitica, 
Willd. bero1.7.17. 

This singular fungus is always fixed to a Lycoperdon. It 
!s very like the Cl. ophioglossoides, but differs in being softer in 
its substance, and sooner decaying. The head is never com-
pressed, as in that species, and is always coated with minute 
papilla. When old it is hollow at the top. WILLD. p. 405 ; 
Who gives its specific character thus: 

CL. parashica, clavata, nigra, simplicissima, stipite tereti, 
tnrpore oblongo tereti, obtuso papilloso—but I have preferred 
that of Mr. Woodward as being shorter, but yet sufficient. He 
ranks it as a Sphwria, with the following character. 

SPH. parent:tea simplex, stipitata, capitulo ovali. 
I am indebted for the knowledge of this plant to Mr. Wood.. 

Ward, and also for the following observations :—Willienow 
Calls the Lycoperdon on which this grows, L. s'cabrum, and says 
it differs from the Tuber cibarium, which it certainly does, but 
( do not see that 

i 
 it differs in any respect from our T. cervi-

tpm. This plant s never branched, though frequently growing 
in clusters, in one instance as many as seven together. Root 
Consisting of many long, wiry, brown fibres, with which it en. 
twines and covers the surface of the Tuber. but never penetrates 
its substance. Stem slender, about 1 inch long. Head oval, 
about -1 inch high, covered with minute Sphxrix. It differs 
from Cl. digitata, in size in standing on the stem, and in being 
Unbranched ; and from Cl. cupressiformis in having a longer 
stem, an oval head, and the spherules much more minute ; and 
from both in its peculiar habit, and the long fibres which form 
the root. Found on a heath near Norwich some years since, 
and sent me by Mr. Pitchford. Mr. WOODWARD. 

(2) STEM without a head ,•' mostly undivided. 
, CL. Undivided, solid, not granulated. 	 hercula'nea.  

Var. I. Club-shaped, depressed at the top, solid, surface 
Uneven, dirty yellow or orange. 

Ball.244-Schalf. 169-Schmidel 4. 1—Buxb. hal. row 2. 1 
p. 132-Batsch. 46-Mich. 87. 1. 2. 3 —filed. 1. Chi. 
varia f. 4. 
phtillaris. A Fl. suec. n. 1266. J HODS. 

This is the largest of the Genus; it is firm, undivided, 
greatly thickening upwards, solid, smooth, about 3 inches high, 

AA 2 
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' out a Head. 

and 1 or 2.in diameter towards the top. The shape in the 
larger specimens is very much like that of a long pear. 

Var. 2. Yellow or orange ; solid, nearly cylindrical, taper-
ing to a point. 

171-Schmidt1 4. 2-Bolt. 110. 1. 4. 5. 6, from the 
left hand-pot:WI. Mich.87. 5. 6. 9-Gled. 1. Clavaria) 
f. 1. and Mich. 87. 11-Chd. 1. Clavaria f. 2. 

Cl. pistillaris. S Huos. 
Dirty buff, thick as a thick reed at the bottom, gradually 

swelling to the diameter of an inch at top ; 5 inches high, sur-
face wrinkled, pitted, and puffed out. 

Amongst leaves and moss under trees, in Coplar Wood, He. 
refordshire. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Var. 3. Small, sharp pointed, solid, yellow., 
Bull. 463. 4. 

Not more than t an inch high. 
On a rotten stump at Edgbaston. 	 Sept. 
Var. 4. Whitish, solid, nearly cylindrical, tapering to 

point. 
Schmidt! 5. 1-Bolt. 110, the 2,1 and 31 from the left hand' 

Fl. dam. 837. 1. and 775.2-Wench. it. i. 3. 3-Mich. 
87. 12-Gled. J. 'Clavar, f. 5: 

Clay. vermiculattz. LICHTFOOT. 	• 
Woods and heaths in dry soil. 	 Oct. 
Var. '5. Dull yellow, solid, either entire and blunt, or cloven 

and tapering at the end. 	. 
//u//. 264. 

Yellow, brittle, smooth, when young undivided, flatted, 
grooved becoming forked with age; terminating in a taper 
point. BULL. 

Clay. bifurca. Bull. Cl. wermicularit. Lightf. Grows 
on the ground. 	 4 

Var. 6. Yellow, smooth, cylindrical ; when old forked at 
the end. 

Vail!. 8. 4. 
On rotten wood, amongst moss, in Edgbaston plantations. 

Aug' 
The plants of this and the following species were united by' 

Linnzus and Hudson under the rfame of Cl. pistillaris, but Hal' 
ler, and after him Lightfoot, 'very properly divided them ; far 
want, however, of attending to the circumstance of the indivi' 
duals being solid, or hollow, a circumstance which seems invV 
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riable, some confusion yet remained. We have now arranged 
them, guided by their structure, and as they naturally fall under 
two species, the third species of Haller and Lightfoot, called 
Ter.vritularis, and its varieties, associates with one or other of 
these two. In this disposition of these subjects I am happy to 
have the concurrence of Mr. Woodward, whose accuracy and 
industry have added so greatly to the value of this work, and 
who had, without any previous knowledge of my intention, ar-
ranged the plants in question nearly as they now stand. 

CL. Nearly clindrical, generally undivided, hollow, brit- pistilla'ris. 
tle, smooth. 

Var. T. Hollow, white ; thickest upwards. 

	

Sebmidel 15-Bull. 4G3. 1: A. L. 	75. 
Var. 2. Hollow, orange or brownish yellow. 

Bull. 463. 1. B. N. 0. 
These plants are very brittle, slender at the base, rounded at 

the end, sometimes, though rarely, cloven : 2 or 3 inches high, 
and as thick as a raven's quill. 

	

Woods, heaths, and dry hedge banks. 	Sept. Nov. 
Var. 3. Tapering to a point ; crooked, hollow, white. 

Mich. 87. 13. 
Cl. pistillaris. y Huds. Cl. wermkulata. Lightf. Woods 

and pastures. 	 Autumn.  

CL. Stemless; nearly of equal thickness : pal.; orange ;tubercula'- 
whole surface studded with tubercles, 	 ta. 

Schaff. 289. 
About 11 of an inch high and 1 inch diameter ; nearly of 

equal thickness but rather flatted, and sometimes. slightly cloven 
at the top. Colour pale orange, but the whole surface studded 
with deeper orange coloured tubercles which are broadest at the 
base, pointed and transparent at the apex ; the interstices filled 
With a whitish cobweb-like substance. 

The figure of Schmffer represents the tubercles very imper-
fectly, but they are mentioned in the description. Bull. 190. 1 ; 
gives a good idea of the tubercles, but that has a stem support. 
ang a head, and therefore belongs to the preceding sub-division. 

The circumstance of the tubercles appearing on every part of 
the plant is sufficient to distinguish this species from all others 
allied to it. 

It is a rare plant, and was found only once in the rookery at • 
.tdgbaston, growing on the ground. 	 Mg. 

CL. (Thcics.) Growing in tufts : stems very sample, very elveloi'de‘s. 
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branched. 

• 
thick, united at the base, inversely pyramidal, 
scored. JACQ. miss. ii. 99. 

Sche. 16.1-7ac7. mist. ii. 12. 3. 
When young fleshy : when fully grown woody, branched, 

compressed, somewhat funnel shaped, lopped, ,the edge plaited, 
curled, brown with a tinge of purple without, whitish or yellow. 
ish within. DICKSON 21. Inversely conical, about 2 inches high 
and 1 inch diameter. SCH/EFFER. 

Woods on the ground about the trunks.of trees. Aug. Sept. 

ophioglos- CL. Wholly black club7shaped, very entire, compressed, 
soi 'des. 	blunt. 

Schmid. 25—Bolt. 111. 	372—Fl. dan. 1076,2—Schaff 
327—Vail!. 7. 3—Batch 47—Mich. 874..Pluk. 47. 3. 

About 2 inches high, and near half an inch over in the 
' broadest part ; black, smooth, spatula shaped upwards, white-
within, and hollow when old. BOLTON. BULLIARD. I never 
could perceive any appearance of spherules on this plant. Mr. 
WOODWARD. Sometimes cloven et the top. Feels like• very 
fine cloth. 

Moist heaths and woods. Ancott bog, near 'Salop. Mr. 
AIKIN. 	 Sept. Oct. 

fimbriilta. CL. Undivided, hollow, closed and pointed, or open and 
fringed at the end. 

Greenish at the bottom ; white above ; hollow, tapering, 
close and ending in a single or double point ; or open at the end 
and surrounded with a dark coloured glandular fringe. The 
whole covered with a greyish powder. About the thickness of 
a pin and near half an inch high, 

Edgbaston, amongst moss, 	 27th Oct. 1790. 
cor'nea. 	CL. Red orange ; simple or cloven, nearly cylindrical, 

blunt, gelatinous, solid. 
Bosch 28, 161—Bull. 463, 4—Sofverby 40, 

Hardly of an inch high ; often sticking together from its 
glutinous texture, though horny and brittle when dry, BATSCH. 

Clay. aculeiformis. Bull. and Sibthorpe. Found by Mr. 
Relhan on decayed rails. 	 Sept. 

Dr. Sibthorpe, who found it upon decayed timber, in tim- 
ber-yards at Oxford, 	 Feb. 

(3) STEM branched. 
el 'egans. C. White : somewhat branched, upright, 

Belt. 115-Bull, 496.3. L. M. P. 
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Club-shaped or branched, 4 or ‘5 inches high, wrinkled, fur-
rowed, thick as a quill. Bovrort, Mr. Bulhard considers this 
as a variety of the coralfoides, but I think Mr. Bolton is right 
in keeping it distinct: It connects' the 'unbranched with the 
branched species. 

Under firs about Fixby Hall, near Halifax. 	. 	Sept. 

CL. (Drcics.) White, mealy, branched : branches short, farino'sa. 
lopped, finely scolloped. • 

Holm. in nov. act. dan. 1. p. 299.f. 6 : on the authority of 
Mr. Dickson. ii. 25. 

Solitary. Stem upright, somewhat angular, somewhat com-
pressed, branched. Branches unequal, short, thicker towards 
the ends, bluntly lopped. Whole .plant covered with a white 
meal, which being rubbed off it appears yellow: Dicxsoii. 

Woods on the chrysalises of insects. 

CL. (BULL.) Branched : flat, thin, membranaceous, jag- lacinia'ta. 
ged and fringed above. 

'Bull. 415. 1-7acq. misc. 14. 1—Schez.f. 291. 
Growing on the ground. From 1 to 2 inches high, branch- . 

ing, irregular in shape. Stems uniting at the bottom, purplish 
brown, covered with fine mealy white; which easily rubs off. 
Branches often like an expanded hand, whitish or yellowish 
brown, the ends jagged, set with several pointed projections and 
tipped with reddish brown. Substance solid, tough. 

Edgbaston Plantations. 	 21st. Aug. 1791. 

CLAY. Fan-shaped, lobed, rusty red : stem short, cylin- anthoceph.- 
drical, hairy. 	 ala. 

Bull. 452. 1. 
Stem near + inch high: cylindrical, thick as as a goose quill; 

expanding upwards into battledore-shaped segments scolloped at 
the ends. Plant leather-like, the colour of rusty iron, but paler 
Upwards. 

Bulliard's figures are nearly 2 inches high, and almost as 
ouch in breadth at the top, but Dr. Sibthorpe has cited Ray 
Syn. p. 16. n. 13 as a synonym, but Richardson describes that 
Plant as resembling a cauliflower, weighing 2 or 3 pounds, of a 
Yellowish green colour, and refers to Battar. is. A. which well 
iiccords with his description. 

Sibthorpe found his plant in Shotover Plantations, in Oct., 

CL. Branches crowded, very much divided and sub-livid- coralloi'de42. 
ed, unequal. 

Var. 1. Yellow., 
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fastigia'ta. 

Bull. 222-ib. 496. 3. 0. Q. and 358. B. D. E. and 496. N.-
Maj:174. 175. 285. 287-7. B. iii. 837-Barr. 126C- 

	

8. 4t-Tourn. 332. 	ii. 274. 2-Gar. 
1579.2-Park. 1318. 26, and.  Barr. 1266-S terb. 11. a! 
p. 96. 

	

Heaths, groves, and pastures. 	 Aug.--Oct. 
Var. 2. Whitish, or quite white, solid. 
Rauch 48-Bolt. 113. d.-Schail 170.•176. 286. 2S7 -Bull. 

358. e. 
Grows on the ground. 
Var. 3. Reddish. • • Stbaf 177-Barr. 1262. 125&-Mich. 83. 3-Glet1.1-Cla• 

varier. f. 7. 

Var. 4. Purple. 
Bull. 496. C.-Bolt. 113. b.-Sekor. 172-Barr. 1261-Pet. 

fir. 16. 1.5. 
Root very large, solid • branches numerous ; torts forked, 

beautifully tinged with purple. 
Amongst leaves under trees. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Var. 5. Pale olive brown. 
Bolt. 113, a. 

Pale brown, growing in, large tufts. General appearance 
like a cauliflower. Substance tender. Stems and branches so-
lid; half an inch or more in height. Roots closely compacted 
together forming a more resisting substance than the stems. 

Under the oak tree which hangs over the road down to the 
horse stew, Edgbaston, 	 4th Sept. 1791• 

Var. 6. Grey. 
Bull. 354. 	 • 

This species varies almost without end, but may always be 
distinguished from the pistillaris, by grow4ng from one base and 
being extremely branched. Mr. W000w alto. All the above 
plants are very brittle and tender, and it is said may be admit-
ted to our tables ; the white ones and grey ones I know may be 
gatpn with safety. 

CL. Yellow : branches crowded, very much divided and 
sub7divided, of equal might : (blunt.) 

Bolt. 112. 2; and 113. 2. b. c.-R. Syn. 24% 5, at p. 478," 
Buxb: iv. 66. 1-Sebaj: 174. 170. 172 and 291-Bug 
358. D. E. 
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branched. 

Whether this be a variety of the preceding, or a distinct 
species, seems doubtful. The principal difference is, that in the 
Clavaria coralloides the whole plant issues out of one thick and 
solid stem, which afterwards divides and sub-divides into very 
numerous branches ; but in this species they seem very slightly, 
if at all, connected at the base, where the distinct stems ire 
much attenuated, and are' either simple or slightly branched,' 
and lopped at the top. From these circumstances it may be 
thoug.ht to approach the Clavaria pistillaris, but I should con-
sider it as distinct from both. Vail. 8. 4. probably belongs to 
this as Bolton supposes. Mr. WOODWARD. Branches thickest 
upwards, lopped and flat at the ends. Yellow, white, or purple, 
full 1 to 3 inches high, and thick as a crow or a raven quill. 
BOLT. LIGHTF. SeH/EFF. It is evident from the inspection of 
the various figures, that some have been drawn, as Bolt. 112. 2, 
from plants in a young state. When something older, pointed 
teeth shoot out from the ends, and when older still these become 
larger and sometimes branched, so that the latter part of the 
Linnnan character, included in a parenthesis, would be better. 
omitted. Perhaps M. Bulliard is right in considering the fasti-
giata as only a flat-topped variety of the coralloides. 

Woods and pastures. 	 Aug.—Oct. 

CL. Branches flattish, grooved, the ends fringed ; grey, coria'cea. 
changing to black brown. 

Bull. 452. 2. 
Substance soft, but elastic ; grows bundled together like co. 

ralline ; about 2 inches high. Differs from the Cl. coralloides 
and Cl. fastigata in the longitudinal grooves, but is perhaps not 
spdcifically distinct. 

Found by Dr. Sibthorpe in Shotover Plantations, Oxford. 
shire. 	 Jan. 

CL. Pale yellow, repeatedly branched, taper-pointed, museoi'des, 
unequal. 

Sch.rjf. 173—Bolt. 114—Bull. 358, A. B.—R. Syr. 24. 7, at 
p. 	dam. 836. 2—Pet. gaz. 93. 4., 5—Gesn. ap. 
Cord. k. alr. 17. 153. 

This differs from both the preceding in having the extremi-
ties of the branches sharply pointed, but it agrees with the fas-
tigiata in being nearly distinct at the base, and with the coral-
loides in being much branched. Mr. WOODWARD. Yellow or 
brown yellow, from 2 to 5 inches high, branches like some of 
the shrubby Lichens, the branches always affecting forked divi-
sions, and terminating in pointed forks. Am not quite certain 
Of my reference to Bulliard, but still less certain that Mr. Bol-
ton has rightly referred to Bull. 2(4. 
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branched. 

Heaths and dry woods. [Pendarvis, Cornwall. Mr. STACK-' 
Boum] 	 Sept. Oct. 

digita'ta. CL. Black, thick, solid, conical, rough. 
Fl. dan. 900—Holm. cr_ypt. i. 4. 2—Bull. 220—Bolt, 129. h. 

—Schaff. 32',—Micb. 54. ord. '2, 4—Wieg. ohs, 3. 6. 
Substance like cork, tending to a cylindrical figure ; black, 

white within, t to inches high, to 3 inch diameter, sometimes 
rather branched, white at the top when young. Seeds lodged 
in little cells on, the surface, mixed with. a glary fluid. These 
cells are not very visible externally until the hairs fall off. But. 
pARD. This is always branched, several stems arising from 
the same thick base, which supplies the place of a root. If any 
of Bolton's figures are intended to represent this, they arc so iil 
executed as not to be safely quoted ; Mr. WOODWARD ; who 
considers it as a Sphxria, and dissatisfied, very justly, with the 
insufficiency of the Linnxan character, adopted by Mr. Hudson, 
proposes the following. SPH. digitata, ramosa, ramis subsessili. 
bus oblongis, apicibus obtusis. 

On rotten wood, 	 Aug.—Nov. 

rrypox'ylon CL. Very black, rough, compressed, powdery, branched, 
horned, or hand-shaped. 

Bolt 129. b. c. i. e. f.—Bull. 180—Wieg. ohs. t. 3.f. 5—Mich. 
55. ord. 1.1.—Walt. n. 7—Pet. gdz. 67.12—Battch 160. 

From 1 to 3 inches high, and to i across ; very woolly 
when young, and very black ; the tops tender and gelatinous 
whilst young, white, mealy; flesh white, fibrous, rather 
woody. The white tops turn brown and shrivel towards the 
end of winter, when the seeds ripen. Seeds in cells on the 
surface below the white part. 

On rotten wood. On the stumps of alders which have been 
cut down 6 or 7 years, plentiful, and in almost every variety ci 
shape and size. Pool tail in Edgbaston ark. It may be found 
all the year, but not plentiful in the summer. The tubercles 
first appear below the white extremities, on a less white part, 
and they are black. 

Var. 2. Flat, thin, inosculating ; but little hairy. 
Fl. dam. 713—Mich. 66. 3. 

No part broader than a pacokthrcad ; but variously run into 
one another. Mr. WOODWARO. 

Between two thick oak planks which covered a well. Wow),  
WARD. In a similar situation over a well in a cellar at Mr,  
Warltire's at Wolverhampton. I have seen it 2 or 3 feet long, 
and between the bark and the wood of a large elm in Edgbastv.1 
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park which had been shivered by lightning, I found it in the 
matted state mentioned by Mr. Woodward. 

Var. /3. Hudson, is the Boletus rangiferinus. 
The Clavaria Hypoxylon, and digitata, run so much into 

one another, that I do not see. how it is possible to establish 
them as distinct species, but have at present kept them separate 
in compliance with the opinions of Linnaeus, Haller, Hudson, 
Lightfoot, Bulliard, &c. 

The Rev.. Mr. Dickenson lately mentioned to me some cu-
rious  observations made by Dr. Waller upon these species, which 
seem decisive. The Dr. says that the plants described by. Lin. 
Oxus under,  the names of Clavaria hypoxylon, Clay. digitata, 
and Clay. ophioglossoides are but one and the same plant, which 
he proposes to call Clavaria villosa. The Clay. hypoxylon as 
described by Linnmus is the most common appearance of the 
MALE plant. The Clay; digitata is the most common appearance 
of the FEMALE plant ; and the Clay. ophioglossoides is only a 
Variety of the female. 

With regard to the Clay. digitata, so called by Linri, and 
placed by hun amongst the branched Clavarias, Dr. Waller 
observes that Linnxus has been mistaken in his application of 
the word tAgitatus, as by Toumefort, Vaillant and others, the 
word has been applied to two female varieties of the plant, not 
to signify that they were branched, but because their single head 
in figure and size bore a resemblance to a finger. 

The Clay. digitata, or female plant begins to spring at the 
tame time, (about the end of September) and in the same place, 
(in ,shady woods) with the male; but grows only to about half 
its height. Though they grow always in clusters upon the 
etumps of the same tree, yet they never both proceed from the 
same  root. After the male plant has shed its pollen in Novem-
ber, it continues to decay till spring,. when it withers quite 
away: ; whereas the female continues to grow vigorously till 
*out the middle of April, when the head, the seeds in it being 
tipe, bursts in several places and falls off. 

These facts sufficiently shew the distinction between the sexes. 

CL. But little branched ; bead conical, supported on a cupressi. 
stem. 	 for'mis, 

Mich. 55,2-Belt. 129. g. 
This plant seems to me to differ very essentially from the 
digitata. It is generally simple, or only once divided. 

Stem about = an inch high, supporting a head about the same 
length, which is always conical, resembling a cypress tree in 
ton-nature. Mr. WOODWARD. I had arranged this as a variety 
of the Cl, hypoxylon, but now place it as a distinct species on 
Mr. Woodward's authority, who reckons it, as he does the 
others of this tribe, as belonging to the genus Sphwria, anti 
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favoured me with the following specific character, from which 
the English character, given above, is taken. 

Sru. cupwifformis sub simplex, stipitata, capitulo conico. 
On decayed wood. Mr. WOODWARD.. 

TUBER. Stemless ; fleshy, solid, not becoming 
powdery; not opening at the top. 	• 

ciba'rium. Tun. (BULL.) Globular, solid, warty; without a root. 
Bull. 356—Mich. 102, Tuber—Gled. 5. 10, and 6.7—Toursb 

33:3—Matth. 544—Sterb. 32, the uppermost A.—Lonic. 
15-7. B. iii. 849—Dod. 486. 2—Lob. k. ii. Tubera ; 
Ger. cm. 1583. 8—Park. r319. 30—Ster6. 32, the mid-
dlemost A.—Ger. 1385. 3. 

Globular, of the size of a large plumb, whitish, rough with 
elevated dots, in the centre containing a brown powder like that 
of Lyeoperdon &vista, but in small quantity, opening with st 
rent. LINN. suer. n. 1281. It is found under the surface of the 
earth, at the depth of 4 or 5 inches. It has no proper root. 
Its colour dark, approaching to blackness. White within whet' 
young, but when old black with whitish veins. BULLIARD. 

Truffles. Trubs. Under ground in high woods and pastures. 
On the Downs of Wiltshire, Hampshire, and Kent.* 

Sept.—Map 

album. TUB. (BULL.) Tawny white, without a root, but rooted 
by its base : variously shaped, roundish, convex, 
hunched, somewhat wrinkled,solid, whitish. Dzcx- 
SON ii. 26. 

Bull. 404. 
Two to 3 inches long, and about 2-3ds as much in width. 

A section of its inside shews very like a piece of Rhubarb. 
BULL. Half of it lying*beneath the surface of the ground. 
Somewhat yellowish when dry. Nearly allied to IL. Taber' 
Dtcasow. 

Lycop. gibhossem. Dicxsorr. Woods.' 
Var. 2. Uniform, tanned leather colour within. 
About a fourth part buried; near 2 inches diameter; surface 

knobby and pitted; hairy in the pits ; substance uniform, Hite 
cork, colour not variegated. The whole mass perforated by 
stems of grass, so that it must have been above ground in a soil 
state. I suspect it will prove toobe a distinct species. 

	

Under a Spanish chesnut trei, in Edgbaston Park. 	Aug,  

* This is one of the esculent Funguses, and one of the best of their, 
Dogs are taught to hunt it, and when they' scent it they bark a little all' 
begin to scratch up the earth. Pigs likewise in Italy root it up, and thdil  
an attendant takes it from them. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Tuber. 	 365 

TUB. Globular, rather solid, rent; powdery in the cen-cervi'num. 
tre ; without a root. 

Mich. 99. 4—G/ed.' 5. f. 11—Sterb. 32, thi uppermost B.-. 
Gars. 115. if.—Lob. ic. ii. 276, Tubera cerv;na—J. B. iii. 
851—Park. 1319, the 2 figures on the right hand—Sterb. 
32, the lowermost B. 

(L. ceminum Bolt. 116, is L. spadiceum.) 

Tawny on the outside and granulated; the outer coat hard. 
Whitish 'or purplish within. About 1 I inch diameter. 
MICHELI: 

Woods and hedges. Cane Wood near Hampstead. Ray Syn. 
28.' In Devonshire. Huds. [In a wood near Woolhope, Here. 
fordshire. It grew just on the surface under a tree, and was 
split in wide fissures so as to resemble a cluster of chesnuts. 
MP. STACKHOUSE.] 

TUB. Globular but compressed, brown, reticulated, very solidunt. 
finn ;• blue black within. 

rail/. 16. 5, 6—Seherf. 188.f. vii. 
Globular but compressed. Diameter 1 to 2 inches. Inner 

coat tough and woody ; outer skin thin, brown, cracked, but 
hot papillose. Inside firm, solid, blue black, even from,  its 
Youngest state. It seems composed of black grains, imbedded 
In a grey cottony substance, so that when broken it ,appears 
more grey than when cut, for then the inside of the granules 
appear black from being cut through. Stemless. Root short. 
• Edgbaston, under an oak tree by the Pool. 13th Aug. 1791. 

Tun. Roundish, compressed ; radical fibres from the sur-
face, collecting so as to fonn a root. 

Bolt. 116—Mich. 99. 3. and D.—Sterb. 32. the 2 middlemost. radica'turia  
B. B. 

From 1 to 2 inches or more in diameter. Root none, but 
radical fibres are connected with different parts of its surface. 
When it rises out of the ground, the fibres which are undermost 
Unite themselves and form a kind of root. It is at first brown, 
and rough, and milk white within. When it is risen above the 
surface or the ground it assumes various colours, as yellow, or 
green, or reddish brown. The inside now changes to purple, 
Variegated with black veins, and at length becomes wholly 
black. The rind is very strong, and never breaks open like 
that of the Lycoperdons. BOLTON. 

Lycop. cervinum. BOLT. Lycop. spadiceum. DICKS. P The 
L. aurantiacum of Bulliard cannot be the same with this, for it 
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366 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Lycoperdon. (1) Wrapper 
permanent. 

is a real Lycoperdon, and opens at the top. Lyc. spadiceunt 
Schiff.  188 has been referred to this, but this solid stem and the 
habit do not agree. 

On heatl3s, rare. 	 April—Sept. 

1.:17.COPER'DON. Roundish, fleshy, firm: be-
coming powdery and opening at the top :. 
seeds fixed to filaments connected with the 
inner coat of the plant. 

(1) "WRAPPER permanent. 
colifor'me. Tire. Wrapper many-cleft, expanding : head spherical, 

depressed : fruit-stalks and mouths numerous. 
Dicks. 3. 4. 

Wrapper when ripe splitting into several segments which lie 
flat on the ground, expanded in form of a star. Head pierced 
with several mouths from which the dust escapes. DOODY in 
R. Syn. 28. Wrapper leathery, at first inclosing the head, 
when ripe splitting elastically into several segments; segments 
unequal, towards the ends marked with spots, the relics of the 
mouths of the head. Fruit-stalks supporting the head, several, 
short, near together, compressed, almost woody. Heal 
brownish, covered with a thin silvery pellicle, the upper surface 
pierced with holes, full of a brown dust. Mouths small, round, 
fringed, somewhat elevated. Dtcxs. This Lycoperdon springs 
from ,an egg which lies on a level with, or just below the 
surface of the ground. In this state it is nearly globular, but 
slightly compressed, of a dirty white, wrinkled, scaly; with• 
a short thick root terminated by a few fibres. Cut open it shews 
a soft leathery coat, covering another which is thicker and much 
more tough, filled with a white curd-like substance of Ms-
agreeable smell. As yet there was no appearance of a head. 
One found in August remained in this state to the end of Novem-
ber before it expanded; when in a single day it was entirely 
raised out of the ground and fully expanded. The root breaks 
off; and is left in the earth, and the inversion of the plant neces-
sarily raises it,  to the surface ; what was before the upper and 
outer part of the wrapper being now next the ground. This 
description of the method of opening applies to the L. stellaturn 
and L. recolligens as well as to this species. The head in the 
larger specimens is considerably compressed, of a brownish co-
lour, covered with a very thin pellicle of a beautiful silver grey, 

. 	peculiar to this species. The at enures are very numerous, 
slightly elevated and fringed with fine hairs. The pediclet 
which do not appear till the thick brittle cqat (which is common 
to this and the other stellated species) dries or peels off, are very 
numerous, woody, thread or strap shaped. In one specimen 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Lycoperdon. (1) Mapper 	367. 
permanent. 

they filled up a circle of Z  an inch diameter, and this had at 
least 40 apertures. In the small specimens the ehead is nearly 
spherical, and sometimes the pedicles and apertures are not more 
than 3 or 4 ; but these are hardly to be considered as varieties. 
Notwithstanding there seems to bd a sort of correspondence 
between the number of pedicles and of apertures, they have no , 
direct communication, nor any corresponding cells, the head 
forming a single Cavity as in the other species. The apertures 
are not accidental ruptures, but originally formed, for in an 
abortive plant, found in company with Mr. Stone, in which the 
dust never ripened, we observed a puckering of the skin in the 
same situation where the mouths usually appear. Mr. WOOD.. 
WARD. 

In the lane from Crayford to Bexley Common, Kent. DOODY 
in Ray Syn. X28.—Sandy banks near Mettingham, Suffolk ; and 
Cillhigham, and Earsham. Norfolk. Mr. SToxa and Mr. 
WOODWARD. [Near Hanley Castle, Worcestershire. Mr. Bal.. 
LARD.] 	 August. Sept. 

Lye. Wrapper many-cleft, expanding ;?segments un- stellaitum, 
. equal : head on a short stern, smooth : month 

tapering upwards, toothed. 
Bolt. 179-Gent. Mag. Feb. 1792-Bryant Lyc. f. 12,13,-14. 

16, 17.-Ray Syn. 25. 29. r. 1. f 	100. 2. 5, 

Schmid. 46. 
When fresh opened the head appears sitting, owing to the 

Thickness df the interior spongy coat of the wrapper. After a 
few days, this cracks, as represented by Mich. t. 1.00. f. 6, and 
Peels off, and then the stem appears. I apprehend it to be 
Owing to this that some authors' have described the head as sit, 
ting,-and others as supported on a stem, and it is therefore very 
difficult to ascertain whether they speak of this plant or of the 
I. recolligens. Head nearly globular; the mouth surrounded 
Ivith a fringe converging into a cone. The whole plant gene.. 
rally of a dirty white, but the head has sometimes a greyish 
tinge. WOODW. Mouth often smooth when first open, but in 
time splits into teeth. Mr. Roason. Head about 1 inch dia.. 
Illeter, bluish brown. Wrapper brown within, but bright sil-
very white on the outside. When kept under a glass, in a moist 
state, it gets the cadaverous smell of the Phallus impudicus, 
but in a lesser degree. 

-Hedge banks, pastures. [Hedge bank in a field called Little 
Marsh Croft, by the side of the road from Blimhill to Brineton. 

1
‘,11r. DicKENsox.-1-Iedge bank by the side of the great road 
t'om Coventry to Birmingham, near Stone Bridge. In Edg- 

"%ton Park.] 	 Sept. Oct. April. 
Var, 2. Head flatted : mouth long, taper ; teeth longer. 

   
  



368 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Lycoperdbn. (1) Wrapper' 
permanent. 

Bryant Lye. f. 19, the head only, but well expressed. Mr. 
WOODWARD. 

This, which is found on dry banks, usually amongst Ivy, is 
different from being smaller, and having the head' flat at top, 
and the mouth extremely conical. It is almost black when dry, 
and the Rays usually turn up at the point, but do not rise so as to 
covet the head in the manner of L. recolligens. Mr. WoomviAao. 

' fornica'tum LYC. (Huns.) Wrapper double; 4-cleft; arched: head 
smooth; mouth blunt, fringed : stem short. 

Schaff. 183—Phil. trans. abr. x. 20. p. 107 ; Blacks:. at 
p. 24, outer coat too smooth—Batsch 1G8—Bryant Lye. 15 
and 20—Battar 39. f. 4. 

The Rays may be sometimes 3 or 5, but only accidentally. 
The double wrapper adhering by the points which is never seen 
in any of the varieties of the L. stellatum is a grand distinctive 
mark, for the outer wrapper remains sunk in the ground, not 
being reversed and thrown out as in the stellatum, &c. Mr. 
WOODWARD. Wrapper 1 inch in diameter, rough and asb 
coloured on the outside, smooth and whitish within. Inner coat 
whitish within, reddish yellow without. Head oblate spheroidal 
brown, 6.8ths of an inch in diameter. Stem hardly of an inch 
in height. Dr. WATSON in Phil. trans. 

This plant in its expanded state, has a very singular and fan' 
ciful appearance. The Outer coat or wrapper remains in the 
ground, whilst the inner separating from it is raised up and bears 
the head upon its most elevated part, whilst the points of its seg-
ments remain united with those of the outer wrapper, so that it 
is a globe supported upon 4 arched rays, the 4 points of the 
arches resting upon the 4 points of the outer wrapper which form 
an inverted arch. See Linn. Tr. vol. ii. for an excellent disser-
tation on the Stellated Lycoperdons by THOMAS JENKIHSOTI 
WOODWARD, Esq. 

Meadows and pastures, at Buckebury, 1'0 miles from Reads 
ing, about Wickham, near Bromley, Kent; BLACKST.—Near 
Doncaster, TOFIELD in N. Ang.—Near Norwich on the slopes 
of old banks in a loamy soil, mostly in an eastern, and next to 
that a western aspect, commonly at the root of a shrub or tree. 
Baverer.—On the Links, Newmarket Heath. RELH.— U\lear 
Hanley Castle, Worcestershire. Mr. BALLARD. About Bache 
Green near Birmingham. Mrs. CORRIE.] 	Oct.—ja0' 

recolligens. Dec. Wrapper many-cleft, expanding; segments equal 
head globular, but flatted; stemless : mouth taper' 
ing upwards. WoonwARD, in Linn. tr. ii. 58. 

Schmid. 27 and 2R, f. 20 to 31—Bull. 238 and 471. 
Mich. 100. 3. 5—Gled. 6, Lycoperdon f. 2.—Bryant. fi 
3, 4, 5, 6. 10. 

   
  



'CRYPTOGAMI.A. FUNGI. Lycoperdon. (1) WraPper 
.permanent. 

The rays of the wrapper when. fully expanded seldom exceed 
I I inch, though I have found them twice that size. They are 
nearly equal, and regularly spear-shaped. Outer coat of a bright 
silvery White ; inner coat much thinner than in any other species, 
and does not crack and flake off, but soon, dries, when it ac. 
quires a chesnut colour; smooth, rather shining. Head coin. 
pressed, yellow white or dirty buff, perfectly stemless. Mouth 
conical, ciliated: Segments of the wrapper when dry entirely 
enclosing the head, when moist expanding and perfectly.  Alt. 
It may be made to.undergo these changes at pleasure by putting 
it in a saucer with a very little water, when in an hour or two 
It will expand and again contract if suffered to dry, This pro-
perty it retains for years if kept in a dry place. Plants of the 
Lycoperdon stcllatum often appear stemless, but in a few days 
they invariably shew the footstalk. ,The diameter of the ex-
panded rays varies from 1 to 4 inches, and the size of the head 
from that of a pea to an inch in diameter. WOODWARD. 

Earsham, Norfolk, and Mettingham near Bungay, Suffolk. 
WOOWARD. 	 . 

tv'so. Wrapper with many ragged clefts : head eylindri- cylin'dri- 
cal, stemless. 	 cum. 

Wrapper dark brown, torn into 7 or 8 unequal ragged seg-
Ments. 'Head paler brown, smooth, cylindrical, opening at the 
top; mouth platted, puckered. Three inches high, and if inch 
diameter. Internal structure like a honeycomb, but less re, 
gular. 

There is no figure of this species, and I have not seen it, but 
have described it from a drawing made by Mr. Gregory' Watt, 
from plants which he found in a plantation of firs in the neigh-
bourhood of Glasgow. 

tirc. Wrapper many-cleft, expanding: head globular; floriforimet  
stem long, slender, cylindrical. 

Bull. 371. 
Plant leathery, pale straw colour. The capsule splits open 

into 5 or 6 segments, which then resemble the petals of a flower. 
'& woolly matter replete with powder now comes into view, and 
'rider this a pear-shaped receptacle. BULL. 

Spharocarpus jlorifirmu. Bull. This curious species was 
'41.tst discovered 	England by Mr. Rclhan, growing upon 
"rpnum prziongum and rutabulum in Madingley plantations. 

Oct. 

tire. Head bell-shaped, powdery : stem ragged, woody. 
Phil. trans. hair. 16. at p. 493. 

Vox., IV. 	• 	 B s 

469 

   
  



.370 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Lycoperdon. (1) illi•appe 
permanent. 

Roots few, thin, whitish'. Wrapper egg-shaped, doubler 
with mucilage between the coats. Stem issuing from •the inner 
coat of the•wjapper, rather woody, .hollow, brownish, its sur-
face ragged. Pile= bell-shaped, smooth, covered on its upper 
surface with a thick layer of powdery matter, and bearing on 
its apex a cap formed by a part of the lacerated wrapper. Pm: 
der spherical, semi-pellucid, yellow brown. • The egg is about 
the size of a small hen's egg, and lies buried in sandy banks at 
the depth of 6 or 8 inches. The stem is from 7 to 12 inches 
long, though not more than 2 or 3 inches appear above the so-
face. The pileus is an inch or more from the edge to• the ape]t) 
and nearly as much in diameter at its base. Phil. Trans. v. 74* 
p. 423. This very singular plant was first discovered by Mt, 
t-lumphreys, and afterwards its progress in its' various states was 
carefully watched by Mr. Stone and Mr. Woodward, the lattet 
of whom sent an accurate description of it with 'a drawing to 
the Royal Society. In the Phil. Trans. it is referred to the ge: 
nvs Lycoperdon,• and Mr. Dickson has introduced it in his 
Fasc. Plant. Cr7ptog. p. 24, under the name •of Lycop. 
bides. Its habit, and the mucilaginous matter between the 
coats of the wrapper had induced me to rank it as a Phallus ; 
but in truth it is neither a Phallus nor a Lycoperdon, but a sort 
of connecting link between the two, and must probably form g 
new Genus. Its wrapper is said to be three-fold, and con' 
tinues rooted in the ground, but the stem, as it rises up, carric•° 
up almost the whole of the internal powdery wrapper attache) 
to its top, as also some yortions of the two outer ones torli 
away. from their bases in the same manner. Smith's spiceleg' 
p. 12. 

Sand banks near Norwich, Norfolk, and Bungay, Suffolk' 
Mr. HUMPHREYS, and Mr. WOODWARD in Dicks.--lEarshati) 
and Kirby, Norfolk. Mr. WOODWARD.1 	 Aug' 

Carpo'bolusLYc. Wrapper many-cleft: fruit globular, composed of 
seeds united together. 

Sowerby 22—Abbot. Fl. •Bed. p. 336.41. day:. 895—Mieb,  
101. 1. 2. 

Whitish, of the size of a pin's head, opening into an ea' 
panding border with' 5, 6, or 7 clefts. From the disc an oval 
vesicle as tall as the disc, leaps up, exploding its contents wicl) 
an elastic spring. FORSKAHL in Linn. This peculiar propertf 
of the Carpobolus, whence it hag its name, seems to remove if 
from the Lycoperdons, though die leathery sac containing the 
seeds brings them near together. If this be made a distinct 
genus, the Mucor urceolatus will associate with it. Mr. Wooa' 
WARY. 

   
  



CRYPTO,GAMIA. FONM. Lycoperdon. Wilz e 
Stem ,  

• 271 

On rotten saw dint. Bitowx ;n Dill. muse. 55. On rotten 
Wood in woods and hedges. Roos. AtYackington. • 

\ 	 Aug.—Oct. . 	. 	•  
• • r 	• 

kke. Wrappdr entire, i•ustj,  red, protruding a pellucid co• h
m
yd

m
ro
.
'pho. 

lourless border.• 	• 	• 
So is 	410. 2. 

The size of a small pin's head, in clusters, sating!  some. 
"hat woolly, rusty red ; opening at the top, but not splitting 
Into rays, and protruding a diaphanous globule, 

Peziza hydrophora.• Bull. On rotten wood. 

(2) With a-STEM. 
• 

LYC. Plant brown white: stein solid, cylindrical: head equi'num. 
globular, but rather hollowed underneath. 

Willdrn. 7. '20-Dill. 14. 5-Ray. Syn. 1...3-Bolt. 178, bid 
much larder than the other _figures, or than any specimens 
I have seen. 

Generally about f of an inch high. Head from the size of 
hempseed to that of a large pin3 globular but sometimes hot. 

lowed a little underneath, so as to resemble,the pileus of a mi-
bute Agaric with the edge turned in. The edge is filled with a 
reddish brown Mass of seeds and woolly fibres,' but I could ne-,  
\'er perceive a tendency to any partkular mode of opening, nor 
4ny appearance of it be;ng cut round&  as mentioned by Will-
tlenow. Dill. 14, 4, is, 'I suspect, a 'different plant. 

Lichen byssoides. Linn. Huds. and Bot. arr. ed. ii. Lycoier-
elan gossointim. Bolt. In •Gmelin'a 'edit. of Syst. nat. It i1 
liven under the name of Lich. byssoides, and again as Lycoper-
(ton equinum. J. Wynne Griffith, Es 4:  who furnished sped-
taens to Mr. Relhan, lately discovered it again on the decayed 
hoof of a horse, several of which he sent to me, along with the 

horizontally 
description. -" Substance leathery. Root spreading 

4orizontally under the lamina' of the hoof or horn on which it 
trows. Stem solid, very stiff; slightly compressed, white, but 
sometimes buff-coloured near the root; from 4  to 1-3rd of an 
Inch high. Head globular, compressed; surface cracked and 
'Ikaly, bursting indiscriminately, and filled with a light brown 
Owder. I never was satisfied that this plant was a Lichen, 
nt I have now specimens which incontestibly prove it to be a 

'Vcoperdon." 
„ 	Grows on the horns of cattle and sheep, but more frequently 
"11 the hoofs of horses which have been long exposed to, and 
4nftened by the weather. Mr. GRIFFITH. 

B 2 

   
  



3Z4 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Lyeoperdon. With 4 

peduncula'. LYC. Stem hollow, long : head globiilar; smooth: mouth 
turn, 	cylindrical, very entire. 

Bull. 294—Bastch 167—Tours. 331. E, F. 
Stem hollow, cylindrical, stiff, near an inch high, and thick 

as a swallow's quill. Head globular, to .1 inch diameter, ra-
ther compressed, aperture small, oblong, surrounded with a tu-
bular ring. Colour pale, ochrey. BATSCH. 

Meadows•  and pastures. [Common about London. Mr. 
WOODWARD.] 	 • Aug.—Oct. 

rerruco'sum LYC. Stem very short: root large: head globular, but 
compressed; olive brown, pitted. 

Bull. 24, 
Head yellow, pitted, like the remains of the small pox, the 

pits very minute and varying in depth; diameter 1 to 1-1 inch,  
Flesh white, changing to pinky when exposed to the air, woolly,  
Seeds pinky grey. Stem solid, very short, white, thickening 
into a large woody root. 

	

Edgbaston by the little pool dani. 	24th Aug. 1792. 

parasit'icum LTC. O'n a stem: head nearly: globular, tawny, brittle : 
seeds black. Mr. Wow). 

This elegant little plant was sent to me by the Rev. 
•
Mr. 

Wood, of Leeds; in the year 1784. It grows in clusters upon 
other plants; one cluster of those I received was attached to ; 
stem of grass, and another to a piece of: a Hypnum. The stall 
is cylindrical, yellow white, about 1-20th of an inch in length,  
The head globular, dull yellow or tawny, thin, brittle opening 
at the top and discharging a black.powder. Its size that of ; 
small pin's head. 	• ' 

In the neighbourhood of Leeds, Yorkshire. Mr. WOOD. 
Nov. Dee' 

aurantia'.. LTC. Sphmroidal; wrinkled at the base, furnished with 
cum. 	a short stern; segments at the opening, bluntly 

notched. 	 • 
Bull. 270—Vail!. 16. 9. 10—Mich. 99. 2. 

The stem or peck much plaited where it joins the root' 
The substance bluish purple, changing to tawny when the seed' 
are ripe. Its shape resembles that of a turnip, its colour varie9  
from pale greenish yellow, to orSnge or dull dirty yellow; its 
diameter from 1 to 5 inches. BULLIARD. Outer coat cracking,  
darker coloured than the inner coat. It is harder than soy 
other species, and opens at the side. Mr. STAcsnousa. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Lycoperdon. (3) Nearly 
.stemless; large. 

I am obliged to.  Mr. Relhan for the knowledge of this being 
an English specie-sov He tells me he found. it on 3 common near 
Derby. Mr. Stackhouse has since found it under trees, at Pen.. 
darvis, Cornwall. 	 Jan. 

,(3) Nearly STEMLESS; large. 

Lyc. (BULL.) Roundish, turban}-shaped, or thinner pro'teus. 
downwards: flesh white : 'seeds dark-coloured; 
skin thin; 'flaccid. 

Lycoperdon (Bovistaj subrotundu-m: lacerato-dehiscens. 
Lim and its varieties. 

Om. Growing on the ground, when young white, ir pinky 
grey; tawny,grey when full grown, and brown when old. Butt. 
Surrounded • with three coats ; the outer coat tender, easily 
abraded, the middle coat tough, leathery, smooth ; the inner 
coat connected with the substance. Bour. The arrangement of 
this species and its numerous varieties is taken from M. Bul-
lion!, whose figures a'nd.descriptions are far superior to those of 
,any of his predecessori. ' • 

Var. 1. great, Globular, sitting, very large.* 
Bull. 447—Schaff. 191-,Clus.ii.288—Dod. 484—Park. 1323. 

3.2—S terb. 28. C. E. 
Sometimes ps Much • 12' or 15 inches in diameter. 
L. Bovista. cì  Hops. L• Bovilla. I. LIGHTF. Bunt. Frog. 

chem. Puckefia. Pastures, and road sides amongst grass. 
Aug. 

Var. 2. onion-shaped. Globular but flatted. 
Bull. 435. 2—Sch‘eff. 184—Mich. 97, 3 and 4—Gled. 5. 5., 

Bolt. 117. c. d. e. 
Sometimes pointed at the top, sometimes a little tapering at 

the bottom. Surface smooth, or scurfy, or cracked ; sometimes 
almost prickly at the top. From to 1* inch diameter. Root, 
4 small bundle of black fibres. 

!geol. Bovista. 5. LIGHTF. Very common. 
Var. 3.. egg-shaped. Shaped like an egg, the small end 

downwards., 
Bull. 435. f. 3; and 475. 

" The fumes of this when burnt have a narcotic quality, and on 
this account it is sometimes made use (of to take a ,hive without de- 
stroying the bees. 	This, too us well I as the former is sometimes 
Itbed as a styptic. It is used to carry fuel in from a distance. 

'373_ 

   
  



:3.74 	CRYPTOGAMIA..• FUNGI. ,Lycoridsnion. (3) Near'iy 
.s(emless; large. 

• Often grows' 'in 'elitsteis.,  Soriletimei the Iower'part tapers 
••so•inuch mo tform A kind of stem; 	I surfaie is .smooth, or 
-granblated, setirfy;.L !'About •the siZoofokpi4eoni egg.-  Byte 
•tatian. 

, On old turf, common. 
Var. •1. perir,safid. Runnini idsensibly Into the preceding 

and succeeding yarieqes. 
• „ 

	

mat. 32: on 47,,. B. .D.:112.--..Ychal. 	 117. d. 
-Mich. 97. 5-To ern. 331. 	• 1), 	B. . in. 48. 2- •   

. 	• 	Gars. 27p. :ITS! ebl. .29, F. 	. 
One to 2 inches or more in diameteirsi :Tapering at • the 

-.base, sometimes so,ap to-give. a stern,Ii4cappearance. Surface 
smootba-or waptiAtedpr rough As if•priekly., .,$ubstance withiP 
grey, changing to brown, BULLIARD., 41:1, flusters. About 11 

.inch high, and diameter.' •Peat-shapeci, ,puckered towards the 
root,. not 6110 with aprst; therefore easily i fripressible. 	row" 
on thF.outiolo,, thick.,spt and rough with.asIng :dark brown pre. 
,minencies, on a grojima, of a lighter 	, Inside covered 
with a soft woolly suJstance,, amongst W114 the dust is Icidged. 

receptacle, or npore solid tuft of the "same -woollY substance 
• also rises up in tliniddle from the 'toot') Stich is the descric,  

tion of the smaller specimens, the.larger.ontf are shaped like the 
head of a knobbed walking stickl yarying greatly in size( 
from 1 to 2 inches high, and from; to !•1- in the greatest dia' 
meter; bursting at' thp top. •Colourl:''Whiq:; 'Surface sodded 

'with rising papilla:, of different-  ileigtif„ tome blunt, 'others 
pointed 'and black at -the points.' 'Stiids 'Oh' the steni part much 
fewer than on the globular part. Inside white when young,  
greenish grey when older, The bulbOus. part more.'solid, the 
stem part more cellular.  

Lycop. Bovista. HUDS. HUD,. L. Bovista. 2, Licwr 
Pastures, Edgbaston. 	 • ‘Aug.—Ocr• 

Nearly allied to this is another so'r which I have observed 
in old pasture land in, the month of May; after much rain. This 
is perfectly stemless, bur rather puck•erektowards the root; 
inches high, and as much in diameter at the top, which is flatted 
and set with pointed papilla' radiated at the base. There is ° 
small hollow within just above the base. The shape is•exaca 

, that of Bull. 450, f. 1, but he describes his as being smooth. 
Var. 5. cv;ater. 'Plaited at the bottom; turban-shaped; 

with or without a stem. 

Bull. 72, and 475, E.-Schljr. 1R6, 19c-Bolt. 117. a. 
When ripe and shedding its seeds, there appears like a part;' 

tion between the upper globular, and the lower stem-like parr; 

   
  



tRYPTOGAMTA. FUNGI. Lycoperdon. (3) Nearly  
stemless; large. 

And the contents of this !after parfare rather pithy than powdery 
and seed-like. 

Lycop. Bovista. ct. HuDs. L. Bovista. 5. LIGHTF. In woods 
and pastures; late in the autumn and in winter. 

'Var. 6. pitted. The lower stem-like part irregularly pitted. 
Bull. 52—Vail. 12. 16—Sch..t-jj: 295—Bolt. 117. f. 

Var. 7. rough. Prickly ; tapering at bottom so as to form 
4.  stem. 

Bull. 340. 
This gradually runs into the pear-shaped variety. The 

prickly coat readily separates. The stem-like part is separated 
from the head by a transverse membrane. From 1 to 21 inches 
in 'diameter. BULLIARD. 

Lye. Bovista. i }IUDS.. 
• Var. 8. pestle-shaped. Stem thinnest upwards. 

Bull. 450. 2, and 475, F. G. H. 1.—Fl. dan. 1139, and 
1140—Bolt. 117. g.—Vaill. 12. 16—Schaf. 187—Mich. 
97. 1—filed. 5. Lyeoperd. f. 9—Mich. 2—Mich. 98. 1. 

Surface rough or smooth. Stem generally thickening down 
inches

-.  wards. Globular part from I to 2 	diameter. Stem near 
3 inches high, and about 1 inch diameter. BULLIARD. 

Lycop. Bovista. n HUM. L. Bovista. 3. LIGHT,. WOOdSs  
[near Bath. Mr. STACKHOUSE.] 	Summer and Autumn. 

Var. 9. fiat-topped. Nearly cylindrical, but rather crooked, 
and tapering upwards; flat at the top, with a thin edge. 

Bolt. 117. b. 
Near the Red Rock, Edgbaston Park. 	 May. 
Var. 10. Stem very thick : pileus convex : the whole plant 

set with fine pencils of soft hairs. 
Brown yellow; from 5 to 6 inches high; the stem 2 and 

the pileus full 3 inches diameter. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

LYc. (BOLT.) Stemless; white, changing to black; a re- globo'sum 
gular globe, with only two coats. 

Bolt. 1184 terb. 29. H. 
Snow white when young, and white within; black in decay. 

¶pens with a very large aperture; diameter about 2 inches. 
sdouroN. 

Fields, very common. 

tyc. (BATscit.) Stemless; leathery, globular; when open 
the coat's turning ill ; half buried in the earth. 

defos'sum: 

375 

   
  



.770 	CRYPTOGAMIA.. FUNGI. Lycoperdon. (4) Stemless; 

13a. treh 229. 
Rudely semi-globular when ripe, If. to 2 inchell.diameter, 

compressed, and opening with large rents at th•top, when quite 
open the coats curl inwards. Base rude, knotty, buried in the 
earth. Skin thick, leathery, strong, dirty ,yellow white, or 
brown, very, uneven, but not rough. Powder brown dirt co-
lour, not evidently intermixed with woolly fibres, but brittle. 
BATSCH.—More leathery than any I have ,seen, with a, very 
large leathery root. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

Drawing sent me by Mr. Stackhouse, but no habitat. 

ardosia'ce- LYC. *(BULL.)•  Stemless.; nearly globular,' flexible; -pun,  
UM. 	plish lead coloue; red Within, changing to brown. 

Bull. 192, the 4 lower figures to the right hand...-Patieb 
166. 

Grows on the ground only. Exists long after the dispersion 
of the seeds, and rattles like parchment. BULLIARD. 

Common on sandy heaths in Norfolk, M;, V.VooDwAan
, 

(4) STEMLESS; small. 
gossyp'i- LYC. (BULL.) Head pear-shaped, white, cottony,. taper 

num. - 	at the base: seeds brown. 
Bull. 43.5. 1. 

, 	Head from 1 to 2-lOths of an inch diameter, wholly brown 
••when old. BULL. 

On rotten wood. 

pisifor'me. Lyc, Stemless, globular, rough : mouth perforated. 
7acq. mite.i. 7. 

The size of a pee; sitting, crowded, brownish, rough witb 
minute warts, opening at ,the top. Mouth smooth. Near!! 

' allied to the L. epidendron, but has only one coat, whereas that 
has two. JAco. Mr. Bulliard frOm inattention to this circurry 
stance has placed it as a variety of the L. epidendron. It 1# 
either tawny or smoke coloured, but always rough and warty, 
whereas the Lycoperdon epidendron is smooth. 

epiphyllum tYc. Clustered, parasitical : mouth many-cleft, torn: 
dust tawny. 

Small, sitting, tawny, variable in figure. RELH. ft. 9g3. not 
Lyc. epiphyllum of Lightfoot, which is Trichia turbinata. 

Border white, granulated. Centre red orange, powdery-
This powder is composed of egg shaped particles which arc pro. 
NW),  the seeds. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA, FUNGI. Lycoperdon. (4) Stemless; 
small. 

377r 

1 
The spots on the leaves of Sorbus aucuparia consist of mi-

me globules intermixed with wool-like fibres.. On examining 
many of them in different states I at length found a small mag-
got in some of the younger spots, so that the globules arc pro. 
bably its excrement, and the fibres the woody fibres of the 
plant unfit for its food. 	 Aug. 1798. 
' 	On the back of the leaves of Tussilago Farfara, very corn. 
Mon. Decaying wood, leaves, and mosses. [On the leaves of 
T. Petasites. Mr. Woonwiuto. On those of the Bartsia 
Cosa. Mr. STACKHOUSE.] 	 Aug.—May) 

Lyc. White, spherical, solitary, parasitical, sitting, con- inna'tum, 
taming a white powder, and opening at the top with 
many clefts. 

Ray Syn. 3.1. 
First observable like greenish tubercles within the outer cu-

ticle of the leaf on which it grows, from under which it 
emerges of a white colour and a widely conical form with a  
small pore at the top. This small opening gradually enlarging 
it becomes glass or pitcher-shaped, the edge tearing into numerous 
segments. The cavity appears filled with a white powder, 
mixed with wool-like fibres. The whole becomes yellowish and• • 
then brown, much resembling in this advanced age the fructifi. 
cation of a Polypody. Allied to the Lycoperd. epiphyllum, but 
differs from that in growing single, not in clusters, in being white, 
not orange coloured, and in the mouth not opening into or 9.„ 
but into many irregular clefts. Pulteney in Linn. Tr. ii. 311. 

Lycoperdon Anemones. ibid. Aeidium Aram. Relh. sun?. 
Conjuror of Chalgraves Fern. On leaves of the Anemone ne. 
rnorosa. Mr. Reihan has since seen it on the Adoxa moschatel-
lina, Carduus arvensis and Betonica officinalis. Mr. Gough 
also found it on the root-leaVes of the latter plant, in the month 
of May. 

LYc. (BATscx.) Blue grey: globular, rough and branny: cine'reum.  
seeds like sand, large, black, intermixed with zig- 
zag white fibres. 

Batsch 169—Mich. 96. 9. 
About the size of a pin's head; brittle. BATSCH. 
Found by Mr, Reihan on rotten leaves in Madingley Planta- 

tions, Cambridgeshire. 	 Aug. 

LYC. Small, globular, brittle : bark and dust purple. 	epiden'ardm 

   
  



378 	 CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Ileticularia. 

Pull. 503, and 192, the loaner left band and the upper righ 
h4nd figures.—Bolt.,  I Ley. l—Fl. dam. 720—Sehrep 
Buz& 	 2. A. 

This plant is globular, from = to i inch diam—eier. When 
unripe the flesh is red; when ripe, the seeds are pinky grey.' 

It is either, I. Orange coloured and smooth. 	. 
. 2. Vermillion coloured ; 'black at the bottom. 

5. Lead coloured; smooth:  
4. Bark greybrown ; salmon-coloured withini . 

This might have been referred to Reticularia 'Lycoperden)  
tut that it rents open at the top. From the size of a pea to 
that of a horse-bean. Having only one coat it might arrange 
with the Lyc. pisiforme. 

In clusters on the stumps of fir trees. 	 May. 
The tawny and smoke coloured varieties of M. Billiard be-

long also to the Lyc. epidendrum, but it does not appear that 
they have yet been found in this island. 

An elegarrt little fungus when fresh. Purple ;• frequently 
v.onfluent. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Lye. varialomen. HUDS. On rotten wood, after rains. [At 
Field Dolling, Norfolk, on an old block. Mr. WOODWARD. 
'About Pockington.] 	 Aug.—Oct. 

trag'ile. 	Lyc. (DicKsoN.) Parasitical, mostly sitting, inversely 
. ezg-shaped, brown : bark shining, brittle : meal 
black, with soft hairs intermixed. 

Dicks. 3.5. 
Pear-shaped, about 1-10th of an inch high, and nearly half 

as much in breadth. Stem, when any, membranaceous. It grows 
in clusters, and if the head when young should prove to be whit-
ish, transparent or bladder-like, it must be referred to the genus 
MUCOr. DICKSON. 

On ling, moss, leaves of,ivy, 

RETICULATIA. Roundish or oblong: soft 
arid gelatinous when young,; when older 
firm, friable, tearing open indiscriminately 
and. discovering seeds entangled in capillary 
fibres, reticulated membranes, or leather-
like cases. 

Ons. Never subterraneous; generally growing on other 
vegetables; seldom with stems, 4shion-shaped or globular. 
Sometimes serpentine in its figure. BULLIARD.-- It is nearly al-
lied to the genus Trichia, and also to some of the Lycoperdons. 

   
  



.CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Reticularia. 

It 'seems to include what Haller intended by his new genus Fu-
t/GO;  land probably a little more observation will demonstrate 
that neither the Fuligo of Haller, nor the Reticularia of Bul.. 
liard, can properly embrace the whole of the Other, and there. 
fore that both must be adopted. 

RET.Stem conical, head convex, flat underneath; whitish. 
Souuerby 13-Bull. 446. 1. 

The size of a large pin's head; white, opening at the top 
'end 'then discovering the fibrous matter and seeds of a reddish 
brown colour: Bulliard says the head is divided into cells. 

On dead leaves, sticks, and on moss, in woods and moist 
places. See Sowerby's admirable coloured plates of English 
Fungi; but in the text read pl. 13, not pl. 12, as printed by 
mistake, 

hemisphe-
rica. 

RET. Heads cushion-like, sitting, white, cottony. 	carno'sa.  
Bull. 424. 1. 

Nearly egg-shaped, larger than a pea, clustered together; 
fleshy ; harder with age, and filled with a black substance 
marbled with white. BULL. 

Mucor carnal:is. Dicks..fase. iii. 23. On rotten wood. Sept. 

RET. Stemless : capsule menibranaccous, somewhat ea- Lycopeep 
shaped, fibrous within. 	 don.  

Bull. 476. 1-Bolt. 133. 2-Mich. 95.1, Lycegala-Gled. 6. 
Mucor f. 1. a. 

Brown and somewhat pear-shaped when young; white and 
egg-shaped when old. From i- inch to more than an inch long, 
and half as much in diameter. BOLTON. 

Mucor Lycogala. Bolt. Lycoperdon fuscum. Huds. On rot. 
ten trunks of trees. • 	 Sept.—May. 

Var. 1. Silvery grey changing to brown ; powdery and 
brown within, 

Bull. 4.16. 4-S che. 19.5. 3. 
I was long doubtful under what gends this ought to be placed. 

It rents open indiscriminately, which excludes it from the 
Lycoperdons, and in its want of evident woolly fibres or mem-
branes, it appears to differ from the Reticularia, and the ,powder 
not being black excludes it from the Fuligo of Haller. But in 
the larger specimens and in its more advanzed stages of growth, 
the woolly fibres become sufficiently evident. I have always 
found it upon cloven oak rails. It is generally egg-s1 aped, but 
flatted on the side next the rail, to which it adheres by a large 
surface, without any evident root. It is from the size of a large 
pea to that of a Spanibh Chesnut. Its colour, brown, or reddish 

   
  



31301 	 . CWYPTOG-9.3,1IA. FUNGI. Reticularia. • 

brown like a chesnut; but this latter colour only appears- where 
it loses its outer skin, which is silvery grey. The .surface is 
smooth and shining, the whole substance very light, •and the 
coats very thin and brittle. The powder is of a reddish brown 
colour, and so extremely fine that the most powerful microscope 
is necessary to shew that its component particles are egg-shaped. 
When rubbed, upon the hand it prevents its being wet though 
immersed in water. 

This extraordinary plant groWs on decayed stumps of wood, 
rails,4cc and at first oozes out a white froth, which, in time, 
becomes more dense, varying greatly in shape and colour. 

April—Dec. 

sitiuo'sa. RET. White, oblong, waved, pointed. 
Bull. 446..3—Sowerby 6—Baisch. 170. 	• 

This consists of numerous oblong white streaks, raised above 
the surface of the bark on which they grow. They are about 
1-:;c1 of an inch long,. scarcely the 20th of an inch broad. 
They open on the upper side at a kind of seam which extends 
the whole length of the plant, and are filled with a downy 
matter. 

Discovered and drawn by Mr. Stackhouse, who found it on 
-the green bark of the willow, near to the bottom, where it lies 
in or near to the water. Mr. Sowerby found it in woods and 
under damp hedges, on various kinds of herbage. 

Lydnoi'des..RzT. White, cobweb-like. 
When magnified it appears beset with crooked spicula taper-

ing to a sharp -)oint. 
Found by Mr. Stackhouse overspreading a leaf of the Ve-

'ronica Chammdrys. 

tepti'ca. 	RET. Yellowish; viscid, slimy ; of various shapes. 
Schaff. 194—FI. dan. 77S. 

This always grows on decayed wood; is of a smooth uniform 
substance, not wrinkling like the Ret. ovata. In drying it 
forms a smooth, thin, shining coat, instead of the scales which 
'compose the outer coat of the latter. At first it resembles thick 
cream, or the running of cream cheese. .Mr. WOODWARD. 

Mucor septicus. Linn. On rotten wood, &c. [On old stumps 
of trees, frequent. Mr. WOODWARD.) 	 Sept.—May. 

Var. 1. Whitish. 
Bull. 4.24. 

Large, cottony and soft when young, brittle when old. Seeds 
in large membranaceous cells. BULLIARD. 

Reticularia hortensis. Bulliard. About Solihull, Warwick-
shire. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Reticularia. 	 t3s1 

Var. 2. Reddish. 
Scharf. 195. 

Have frequently seen it tinged with red, and sometimes more 
so than the fig. in Schmffer's plate. Mr. WOODWARD. 

• 
RET. Stemless, egg-shaped, mucilaginous, hairy, yellow- ovatta. 

ish : gills cellular, vanishing, turning to dust, black- 
' ish: seeds black, adhering to threads: SCHAFF. 

132. 
Schaff. 192— Bolt. 134—Mich. 96. 2—Bull. 980. 1. 

On moss or leaves bright yellow; on tanner's bark pale 
brown, and on this last it sometimes covers a surface of more 
than a foot diameter. Haller ranks it, as Lightfoot observes, 
under his genus Faigo, with the characters of which both this 
and Lycoperdon.epiyhylium correspond. Mr. WOODWARD. 

M. septIcus. Lightf. 1073. Mr. WOODWARD. Woods on 
grass and other herbage. 	 Aug. 

Var. Q. White, frothy, large, turning to a black powder. 
Bull. 326. 

I once found this on the stump of an elm which had been 
sawn off close to the ground, of a very great size, not less than 
f• inch thick in the mass, and from 1Q to 15 inches diameter. It• 
continued white about 5 days. 

Reticularia alba. •Bulliard. 
The reader is indebted to Mr. Stackhouse for the following 

history of this remarkable plant, the circumstances of which 
there is reason to believe also apply to the Retie. septica. 

Its first appearance is like custard spilt upon the grass or 
leaves. This soon becomes frothy, and then contracts round the 
blades of grass or leaves in the form of little tubercles united 
together. On examining it in its different stages under the mi-
croscope, it first appeared like a cluster of bubbles irregularly 
shaped, and melting into one another. In the second stage it 
appeared imbricated or tiled with open cells, the edges of the 
tells beautifully waved. A blackish powdery matter on the 
surface of the cells now gives the plant a greyish cast. In the 
third stage the wavy imbrication disappears, and the plant settles 
into minute tubercles united together. 	Some of these are 
closed, but many appear as if torn open, and out of the cavity 
emerge little downy strings with irregular shaped terminations, 
and other similar irregular bodies on the same strings, like the 
heads of some of the genus Mucor, but nothing of a net-a”rk, 
from whence Bulliard has denominated the genus. It seems 
tearly allied, in its last stage, to the Lycopeidons, and is not 
Very unlike the Retic. Lycoperdon, as tigured.by l3ulliard. 

Ret. Brown black, parasitical, fibrous within. se'getum. 

   
  



3B 	PRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. phreria. (I). Witk a stegto 
, . . 

Bull. 472. 2. 	• 	' 
This is the Smut, so frequently,  found upon the ears of dir. 

ferent sorts of growing corn, and also upon grasses, It consists 
of very minute egg shaped stemless capsules, at first white; but 
the thin whire coat soon bursting, it pours out a quantity of 
brown black powder, mixed with wool-like fibres. 	• Aug.* 

en tomor-
rhi'za. 

SMILE/MA. FRU.CTIFICATIONS mostly spherical, 
opening at the top, whilst young filled with 
jelly, when old, with a blackish' powider. 

Oss. Grows on the bark or wood of other pants, Capsules 
often immersed, so that their orifices only are btsible. 	" 

•II 

Ons. This genus hat been much enlarged, in consequence of 
the attention lately bestowed on the minuter Fungi, but I can. 
not consent to arrange any of the CLAVARTA under it, for 
though the discoveries of Micheli and some later ,,boianists, 
have shewn in some species of Clavaria an agreement in the 
structure of the capsules with those of the Sphxria, yet Schrnidel 
has demonstrated a similar structure in still other species of 
Clavaria, and it most probably prevails in all, so that the two 
Genera must on this ground•be melted into one, notwithstanding 
the very striking differences in other respects. Indeed, if this 
principle were allowed, it is probable that many of the Lichens 
must also be brought into the same Genus, nor is it easy to say 
where the confusion would end. Under this Genus several 
plants are placed which I am aware do not very well accord 
with their situation, but as our knowledge is not yet sufficient 
to enable us to strike out an unexceptionable arrangement of 
them, it is perhaps better to submit to the present inconvenience, 
than to increase the confusion by a premature attempt at refor. 
motion. Mr. Bulliard has divided the Sphmria of Haller into 
two Genera, viz. Hypoxylon and Variolaria ; his genus Sphzro-
carpus also contains one or two species, which some would think 
might associate with the Splixrias. But though I have not 
adopted Mr. Bulliard's method, for reasons just now assigned, 
yet I am persuaded that something like it w4 soon be thought. 
necessary. 

(1) With a STEM. 
Sm. Head roundish, brown, supported on a stem. DICKS. 

22. 

* In an ingenious paper in the Linn. Tr* Vol, S. the Rev. W. Kirbf 
has endeavoured to throw additional 	on this interesting subject, 
and seems to have proved the different kinds of blights to be principally 
occasioned by several minute, parasitical Fungi, and that the evil may 
be greatly eradicated by subjecting the seed to propor dressings, as 
washing with spring water, slaking with lime, 

   
  



CRYI'TOGAMIA. FUNGI. Sphwria. (1) With a stem 	353 

Dicks. 3. 3. 
Stem single or double, somewhat compressed,• 2 inches high 

and upwards. Head spherical, granulated on tht surface. Dim. 
This having been called a Sphwria by the authority abo'e men-
tioned, must stand under this genus, but the mode of fructifica-
tion does pot appear to have been sufficiently attended to. Its 
habit speaks it to be a MUCOR.. 

On the dead larvm of insects in woods near Bulstrode, Buck- 
inghamshire. 	 Autumn. 

Sp,H. Head egg-shaped, blue grey to sea green; stem glau'car 
short, slender. 

Bull. 470. 2—Bolt. 120. 2—Batsch 169. 
In the specimens and drawing I received from Mr. Knapp, 

the stems are rather more distinct than they are represented in 
Mr. Bolton's figtires. When young white, when old black with- 
in, the seeds dispersed amongst fibres, which 	refers it 
to the Trichia, though the fibres are less numerous, and do not 
§o completely fill the capsules as in that Genus. 

Lich. cxruleo-nigricans. Relh. 847. • Spheerocarpus 
:Wet. Bulliard.' On Braham Moor near Leeds. On a dead 
leaf Mr. KNAPP. 	 Nov. Dec. 

(2.) STEMLESS. 

Spa. Simple, clustered, snow-white, downy. Riau. tomento'sa. 
1107. Stemless, incorporated, somewhat downy. 
BOLT. 

Bull. -192. 1—Bolt. 125—Mich. .54. ord. 37. 5. 
Crust none. Spherules minute, globular, covered with a 

snowy down, sometimes confluent, marked with a few black mi_ 
nute dots, on losing their down turning black, become indurated 
nd permanent. Flesh black. RELH. suppl. ii. 31.—Fixed to 

the inner bark of dead branches, forcing its way through the 
outer bark. It is in clusters, each cluster about the size of a 
large mustard seed. BOLT. 
. 	S. obducta. BOLT. Decayed wood in Madingley planta- 
tions. Rr1.H.—On fallen decaying branches of trees. BOLT.—
Aug. Sept, RELH.—Feb. BOLT. 

SPH. Very white, in clusters, tubercled. 
Hofm. crypt. I. 6. 

Tubercles small, bellying, lopped and perforated at the top; 
white, but the perforation black. When the outer coat is sepa. 
sated, they appear entirely black. HOFFMAN. 

On the bark of trees in a wood near Gamlingiy. Mr. RELH. 
June, July, 

niv'ea. 

   
  



364 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Spharia. (2) Stemless. 
vir'ides. 	SPH. Simple, globular, greets : bark' granulated : -granules 

brown. B4OLT. 
.Bolt 121. 2. • 

About the size of a white mustard seed, green, when dry 
pale brown. BOLTON. 

On small sticks and stems of plants when in decay. 

sanguin'ea. Sat. Simple, egg-shaped, blood-coloured, perforated at 
the end. BOLT. 

Bolt., 121. 1.—Bull. 437. 3. 
Thickest at bottom, the size of a poppy seed, in clusters, 

opening at the top, blood red, .shining, white within. BOLTON. 
Hytoxylon nenictum. Bull. 171. On rotten wood beside 

,the spring of Elm Cragg Well, at Bell Bank near Bingley, 
Yorkshire. 	 • 	June. 

3no'ri. 	SPIT. Simple, clustered, scarlet, very small. WEIG. 01S. 
45. 

gregatria. 

Bolt. 120. 1-1,Yeig. ohs. 2. 11. 	, 
Crust none at all. Stherults in heaps, but not confluent, 

globular, very small, bright scarlet. Dtcics. Narlowest at the 
base, orange colour when young ; bright scarlet when full 
grown ; black in decay. BOLTON. 

On the decayed bark of trees. 

SKI. Simple, in irregular clusters, of a red lead colour: 
crust whitish, tender. WEIG. 0/4. 43. 

Wei:. obi. 2. 10. a. 
Crust thin, smooth, whitish. Sphtrules very minute, irre-

gularly crowded, often in a stellated form, closely compacted; 
red. DICKS. 

On the bark of trees, particularly the cherry. Feb. April. 

fragifor'mis.Sm. Dull red, clustered, resembling a strawberry. 
HALL. n. 2190. DICKS. 24. 

trot. i. 5. 1—Hall. mum. 2. 10, at t. 91, big. 471 
10, at ii. t. 48. 

When young red, when old black. Dicics.—Rdugh with 
granulations; substance bard, thick, hollow and black within. 
HALLER. 

On rotten wood. 	 • Sept. 

TremelloiC SIM. Compound, solitary, sometimes on a stem.: 
• des. 	 • 

   
  



	

CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Sphreria. (2) Stemless. 	383 

globular, purple, somewhat jelly-like. 	oh. 
46. 

Bull. 284—Weig. ohs. 3. 1—Bolt. 127. 1-1-14;11. crypt. i. 6.2 
—Dill. 18. (3—Mich. 95, 3—filed. 6. Muter. f. 8. a. 

This plant is not absolutely without a stem, but the Stem is 
very short, and nearly as thick at the top, entering into the sub-
stance of the bark on which it grows. In some specimens the 
top part is of a full vermillion, and the lower part of a yellow-
ish colour. In other specimens this order of colour is reversed. 
It is common in this latter variety to find young shoots growing 
up close to the stems of the older plants, the heads of which 
have the full vermillion colour. It varies from the size of a 
pin's head to that of a hemp-seed. Bolton's figure makes it 
decidedly a Sphxria, but the other figures do not. Hoffman 
says he has never found the spherules or capsules which consti-
tute a Sphxria • Bolton says he sometimes found them. Possi. 
bly there may be two plants, the one Male, the other Female. 

Tremella purparea. Linn. Huds. Lightf.—Spb. miniata. 
Bolt. On pieces of half rotten sticks, plentiful. 

Autumn, Winter, and Spring. 

SPH. Compound, convex, mosily solitary : pith mealy, lycoper. 
black : rind tawny, friable. WHIG. ohs. 47. n. doi'des. 
10. a. 

Welk. ohs. 3. 2. a. 
Parasitical, sitting, roundish, scattered, at first tawny, soft, 

succulent, when more advanced the bark falling, they become 
brown and indurated, at length opening, appearing quite full of 
a black compact powder. LINN. Syst. pl. iv. 62G.—Some glo. 
bular, others oblong, somewhat flatted, solitary. LINN. SY  st. 
hat. III. 234. 

Lycoperdon 'variolosuon. On the decayed bark of trees. and 
on sticks. 	 Jan.—Dec. 

SpH. (Bout.) Leathery, branched, tawny, spreading ; riccioi'dea, 
segments cloven. 

Bolt. 182. 
From I to 2 inches diameter; tough, hard, leathery, deep 

tawny, tending to orange colour. White within. Surface' 
roughish from the prominences of the tubercles underneath. 
tovroiv. 

On branches of sallow and hazel, when so decayed as to 
crush between the fingers. 

SKI. Crust olive green, inveloping the capsules which aremannnoisa, 
solitary, semi-globular,' black. 

Hop:. cv.pt. I. 3, 2-El, den. 107 	55. erd, 2. I. 
IV. 	 C e 

   
  



386 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Sphasria. (2) Slimless. 

Though growing many together, they are never united. Mr. 
WOODWARD. Surface rough with short upright hairs. When 
very old the apple appears to be formed of two coats, as was 
first obserJed by Mr. BROWN. 

S. usammiformis. Relh. n. 987. On rotten wood, and the 
roots of trees. 	 Sept. 

ettgoisa. 	SPH. Stemless, clustered, globular, ash-coloured, Avrink. 
lcd, large. BOLT. 

Bolt. 123. 2. 
From to it inch diameter, rough, hard and dry like wood. 

BOLTON. Not Sph. rugosa of WEIGEL. 
Southowram near Halifax, on the bark of the dead and fallen-

elm branches. 

max'ima. Sro. Large, thick, black, pustular. 
Bull. 487. 1—Holfm. cwt. I. 1.2—Bolt. 181—Mich. 54. ord. 

2. 1. , 
.Grey black, inflated, friable ; surface uneven ; cells distinct; 

from to + of an inch diameter, BULL. or more. 
On rotten wood, and decayed roots on the ground. 

fraxin'ca. Spit. Black; roundish, convex, dotted. HALL. n. 2192. 
Bolt. 180—Stki: 329. 

Convex, smooth without ; substance within consisting of a 
number of concentric layers composed of minute tubes or threads 
pointing from the centre. Irmr. Very irregular in shape, from 
4 to more than 1 inch in diameter. Pustules scarcely visible to 
the naked eye. RELH. Stepp/. i. 34. Sometimes from 2 to 
inches diameter; opening at the top when ripe and shedding a 
large quantity of black powder. It is eaten by a maggot, 
which also can eat through a deal board, as happened to the 
bottom and sides of a drawer in which I had kept some of these 
plants. This differs from the Sph. maxima in being more woody 
and shewing concentric circles when cut. It is generally more 
completely sessile than it is represented in thelfigures ; and in its 
younger state is of a dirty chesnut colour. 

Lycoperdoss fraxisseum. Huds.--Sph. comeentrica. Bolt. 00 
ash trees when rotten or in a decaying state, and observed on 
no other tree. RAY. [In large quantity on art old ash by the 
foot road between Thornbury and Alveston, Gloucestershire: 
and on an ash overhanging the road leading up the first bill be' 
twixt Queen's-ferry and Edinburgh' 	 May' 

(LIGHTF.) Black, convex ; flesh black. HALL. n' 
21 8 7 : stemless, incorporated,. tubercicd, brow" 
spherules of the same colour. BOLT.. • 

"lobercuIo' 
sa.• 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA: FUNGI. Sphwria. (2) Stemless. 
. Bolt. 123. 1-Wiig. ohs. 3. 2. I. c. 

About'L.10th of an inch over. It alWays grows on the in-
ner bark of the branch, forcing its way through the-outer bark. 
BOLT. 	 • 

On dried sticks, decayed bark of trees, LIGHTF. and rot-
ten wood. DILL.—Most commonly on hazel. Bon.. 

Sept,—Apr,i1. 

SPH. Simple, mostly solitary, neatly imbedded ; shining, nit'ida. 
black, crust sheath-like, cracked. WE121.Picics. 

Wrig. at. 2. 14. 
Crust pale brown or yellowish, cracked, inclosing the sphe. 

rules to half their thickness. Powder black. WEIG. obs. p. 45. 
On the bark of trees. 

Sell. Black, conical, pointed, solitary, very minute. 	acu'ta. 
Hojfm. cop. I. 5. 2. 

In damp shady places on small twigs stripped of their bark, 
we find black dots, the size of a poppy seed, rough to the touch 
but without any crust. These when magnified appear shining 
and conical, with an extremely fine perforation at the end, from 
whence issues in warm and moist weather a viscid glaucous 
fluid. HOFFMAN. 	 • Mr. Relhan found it on the decayed stems of nettles. Mr. 
Brown has.also found it about Edinburgh on the decayed stems 
of nettles, and not on any other plant. 	 Feb.—Apr. 

Sr.ii. Cup-shaped, black : capsules numerous, shining, corticalis. 
globular. 

Bull. 492. 2. 
Fixed so firm to the hark on which it grows, as scarcely to 

be separable. 
On the bark of elm trees. Mr. Relhan. 

SPH. Black, egg-oblong, clustered ; the points of the coronaita, 
capsules perforating the bark in pencil-like bundles. 

Hops.  crypt. I. 5.4 and 5. 
Oblong, small, black, shining, imbedded in the bark on 

which they grow. Capsules placed in a circle. Crowned by 
the styles projecting through the outer coat of the bark. These 
Styles are thickest near the end and perforated. HOFFM. 

Found by VII.. Relhan on decayed branches of trees. 
Sept. Oct. 

SPH. Shining black, globules on an uniform brown black ni'gra. 
ground.  

c c 
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588 	CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Sphmria. (2) Stemless.. 

Tubercles very small, perfectly convex, partly imbedded in 
the crust, not closely crowded together.' Ground or crust thin, 
uniform, smooth but not polished, nearly black. 

On the bark of oak trees in the pleasure grounds at Enville, 
Staffordshire. 	 July. 

SPH. Stemless, incorporated, black, shining. BOLT. 
Hem. crypt.. 4. 	432. 2—Bolt. 122. 1—Dill.18.7-- 

Weig. obs. 3. 3—Hall. enum. 2.• 9, at t. 91, hilt. 47.9) 
at iii. p. 8S. 

Intensely black, shining, hard, granulated, white within. 
Sph. discifOrmis. HOFFM. and his Sph. bullata i. 2. 1, is pos- 

sibly the same. 
On the outer rind of decaying branches of trees. BOLT. 

aggrcga'ta. SPIT. (RELti.) Black, clustered, sphwrical, mouth entire. 
1069. BOLT. 

Htfm. crypt. ii. 3. 3—Bolt. 122. 2—Lightf, 3), lowermost 
figure, at p. 962—Batscb 180. 

Small, black, about the size of and resembling the head of 
a black hair pin. REL14. SUpjd. i. 35. Very much resembling 
fine gunpowder, but white within. BOLT. Perfectly globular, 
the size of small pins heads ; grows in thick clusters ; princi-
pally on decayed stumps of trees. Mr. WOODWARD. 

Sph. Bombardica. BOLT.—Lycoperdon nigrum. LIGHTF.--•• 
Lye. aggregatum. HNDS..—Trunks of rotten trees and rotten 
wood ; mostly on such as have been sawn off: but sometimes, 
though less luxuriantly, under the loosened outer bark. 

Oct.--Sept. 

sulceta. 	SPIT. Stemless, incorporated, oblong, furrowed. BOLT; 
Bolt. 124—Mich. 54. ord. 37. 2—Hein. 3. 2. e. 

About the size of a flea, blackish, oblong, with a deep fur-
row extending from end to end. BOLTON. 

Lichen scriptus. p pulicaris. 1.10FITF. 4201. On decayed 
branches of ash trees. BOLT.—[Norfolk and Suffolk. Mr. 
WOODWARD.)—Mr. Griffith has shewn that this is not a Sphx. 
ria, but the old state of the Lichen tricolor. See page 23. 

bvsza tea. Sim. Simple, solitary, very small, black : crust snowy 
white, powdery. WEIG. DICKS. 

Weig. obs. I. 9. 
Crust white, powdery, spreading. WHIG. 43. 
On the bark of oak trees : [and on the trunks of ash about' 

Craig Lochart, Collington, an Woodhall in Scotland. Mr%  
BRowx.] 	 Jan.—March. 

depresisa. 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Tilchia. (1) With a Stem. 	389 

SKI. Black dots in clusters on a dark-coloured crust. 
Holm. veg. crypt. i. 2. 2. 

This is formed beneath the outer bark, and when that gives 
way it is seen wide spreading and investing the branch : of a 
black or black-brown colour, and cracked across. A line in 
thickness, and its figure roundish or kidney shaped ; brown or 
whitish when cut. HOFFMAN. 

On the authority of Dr. Sibthorpe, who observed it on the 
fallen branches of trees. 

stig'ma. 

Srrr. Black, rough, granulated, opening at the top : crust scrip'ta. 
white, with irregular black streaks. 

Dill. 18. 3. (the other figures quoted under Lichen scrip tics 
represent the crust only previous to the formation of the 
SphaTia..) 	• 	• 

The Lichen scriptus is only the ground of this plant, as spe-
cimens which Mr. Griffith favoured me with clearly demonstrate. 
The tubercles are at first about 'the size of a very small pin's 
head, and bordered with the white crust, but in time they grow 
much larger, lose the white border, become rough and granulat-
ed on the surface, more raised above the crust, and sometimes 
encompassed by a black ring. An opening next appears on the 
top of the tubercles, and this continues gradually to enlarge, the 
outer substance mouldering away, and at length there is only 
left a hollow black cup sunk in the crust. 

Lichen scriptus. On the bark of oak, birch, and other trees. 
Mr: GRIFFITH. 

Srft. Of various shapes, black; flesh white. DICKS. 23. bras'sicm. 
Hem. tem. ii. 5. 2—Boh."119. 2. 

Crust none. Spherules simple,. often confluent, of various 
shapes and sizes, from that of mustard seed to that of a pea. 
DICKS. 

Elvela B;assica.. HOFFMAN. Certainly not properly a  
Spbwria. 

On rotten leaves of cabbage, vulgarly supposed to be cab- 
bage seed, and oti rotten roots of parsneps ; common. 

TRICHIA. In clusters : mostly fixed to a mem-• 
branaceous base : capsules globular or ob,-
long : seeds escaping from its whole sui face 
through openings made by the separation of 
the fibres. 

   
  



ago 	CRYPTOGAMIA: FUNGI. Trichia. ) With a Slati• 

Oas. Capsule globular, oblong turban-shaped,- or nearly cy. 
lindrical, transparent, in colour and tenacity like cream. Opake 
when older, columnar, filled with woolly fibres, its coat com-
posed of a fibrous texture, at first compact, opening gradually, 
and then r4embling a lock of wool, the seeds escaping through 
every part of the surface. This includes also the Sphzrocarpus 
of M. Bulliard, which seems to differ only in consistence. 

(I) With a Sinm, 

nu 'da: 	Tnic. Rusty brown : stem hair-like ; capsule egg-shap-
ed, changing to cylindrical, perforated by the stem. 

Bull. 477. 1—Mich. 94.1. 2—Clathroidastum—Gled. 4—Ste. 
mionitis.f. 2. 5. 6. S—Bolt. 93. 1—Bosch 176—Fl. dan. 
216—S c hai. 297. 

Stem black, shining, extending through the capsule up to its 
top. Capsule white, egg-shaped ; rusty brown with age, and 
nearly cylindrical, the fibres of the coat opening so as to suffer 

 the seeds to escape between them. It varies in a longer or a 
shorter stem. The whole plant is from 3 to 5 lines high. 
BULL. 

Clathrsa nudes. LINN. On rotten wood, particularly in 
hollow stumps 	 May—Oct. 

Var. 2. Stem broadest at the base. Capsule always cylin. 
drical. 

Bull. 477. 2. 
Rusty brown. Capsule perforated by the stem. BULLIARD. 
On the stump of a fir, and on a decayed leaf of fir, in Coomb 

Grove near Bath. Mr. STACKHOUSE. 

denuda'ta. Taw. Stem very short : Capsule long egg-shaped, not 
perforated by the stem : cupped at the base. 

Bull. 502...1—Mich. 94. 1, Clathroides—Bolt. 93. 2-3aey. 
6—Batsch 177—Schaff. 297—Hall..enum. 1. 6, at 

p. 21,' hist. 48. 6, at p. 116. (Not Sthai: 297.) 
STEM brown, very slender, about 1-20th of an inch high. 

Woolly top 3-10ths of an inch high ; colour of red brick, 
composed of woolly fibres, set with small knobs, throwing out 
dust when touched. Dust the colour of vermillion ; when very 
highly magnified appearing composed of egg-shared substances. 
'The stem supports the woolly substance, which resembles a roll 
of carded wool, but does not extekd through it. Wholly red, 
except the apex, which is brownish. Capsule at first globular, 
oblong when older. JACQUIN. Stem hardly a line in length, 
not continued through the capsule. Capsule scarlet or tawny 

.red, egg-shaped when young, nearly cylindrical when old, its 

   
  



CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Trichia. (1) Igth a Stem. 

membrane it the base remaining entire. BOLTON. The capsules 
in Mr. Bolton's figures not so long, nor does the colour in the 
young state agree with our specimens. Description of Batsch 
at p. 265, very good. 

Clathrus deuudatus. TANN. On rotten wood in damp places. 
Near Bungay. Mr. WooDw.—On the stump of a tree ; Rook• 
ery, Edgbaston. 	 June=Oct. 

'nue. Stem short capsule globular, cut round; red. 	:ruTa. 
Bull. 368. 1-Schmid. 24. i. to viii. 

The place of this plant in a system is not easily determined. 
The capsule opens horizontally about its middle, like a snuff-
box, or like the S. vess. of the Anagallis ; the upper and under 
lid remaining entire ; therefore it does not agree with the genus 
Lycoperdon which opens only at the top, nor does it well ac-
cord with the Trichia, the capsules of which stretch so as to let 
seeds escape between the fibres, though in some species the 
lower part suffers no such separation of its fibres, more nearly 
resembling the plant in question. 

Lycoperdon rufum. Dias. 25.1. On rotten wood. 
July—Aug. 

Tnic. Stem very short, smooth: capsule tawny, globu--ful'va. 
lar ; wood tawny. 

Bolt. 93. 3-Bull. 3S7. 2-Hall. enum. 1.4. at p. 21, hist. 48. 
4, at ii. fr. 116. 

Stem white. Capsule varying in colour from scarlet to yel-
low brown ; when its texture opens, the lower part remains en-
tire on the stem. The whole plant not 1-10th of an inch in 
height. 

Spharocarpus Trichiades. BULL—C/a:brit, fulvus. HODs.—
Mucor fulvus. Lim On rotten wood. [About Bungay. Mr. 
WOODwAltD.] 	 May—Oct. 

Taic. 'White, globular, changing to deep purple or black; 4'4, 
shining : stem black. 

Bull. 407. 3.f. D. 
Capsule globular; dust red brown. Stem black, cylindri. 

cal, but flatted and broader at the base. 
Spkarocarpus albus. BULL. On rotten sticks. 

Tilt Capsule on a stem, whitish : wood yellow. 	fla'va. 
Bull. 407. 2-Bolt. 93. 4-Hall. enum. 1. 3 and 3i at p.21; 

hist. 48. iii. at p. 116. 
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This has been supposed to be the Mucor sphTrocephalus of 
LINN. which it may be, as Mr. Bolton remarks that the capsule 
turns black after the discharge of the seeds. 

Curb-raj/Ana. libps. 631. On rotten wood. June—Oct. 

Titre. Yellow, as if varnished : capsules gradually taper-
ing downward into a cylindrical stein. 

Bull. 417. 2. 
Stem short. Capsule not larger than the head of a pin. 

Seeds and wool yellow.. 
Sph,erocarpus pirffirmis. Butt.. Found upon decayed wood 

in Shotover plantations, by Dr. Sibthorpe. 	 Oct. 

nu 'tans. 	Taic. Plant yellowish : stern, very short : capsule very 
long, reclining. 

Bull. 502. 3. 
When young egg.shaped and white ; but when the capsule 

gives way its contents assume an oblong figure and a brown yel-
low colour. Hardly a  of an inch high. BULL. 

Observed by' Mr. Dickson on rotten wood. 

oliva'cea. Tare. Stem and capsule woolly, olive-coloured. BOLT. 
Bolt. 94. 2. 

On putrid weeds when thrown on a heap to rot for manure. 

furfurecea. TRIC. Stem thread-shaped, green : capsule globular, 
mealy. 

Schmid. 54..2.—Batich 178. 
Clathrus wireseens. HUDS. 632—Mucor furfuractus.,LINN. 

On the ground in the shade on the sides of roads and ditches, 
and on rotten wood. 	 May—Oct. 

globulirera.TRIC. Stem' thickest downwards : capsule globular, ash-
coloured. 

Bull. 48.1. :;—Bolt. 94. 1—Hall. hist. iii. t8. 2. at p. 116. 
Clathrus tpha.rocepbalus. BOLTON. Spheerocarp. globuye-

rut. BULL! RD. Mucor sph.erocephalus. Sp. p1. Clathrus 
rzerems. HUDS. In the cracks of old dry wood, at all seasons. 
BOLTON, 

recuti'ta. TRIC. Capsule on a stem, globular ; wool black. 
Batsch 23• 

• Head roundish, after bursting the lower half remains white 
and membranaceous, and upon it rests an egg shaped mass of a 

pyrifor'mis. 
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cotton-like texture. I..twx. suec. n. 1264. The figures of M. 
Bulliard are rather egg-shaped than globular, and taper down-
wards so as to form a stem, but in the plants now before me, 
the stem is thinnest upwards, and there is a hollow dot at the 
top of each unopened head. In an elegant drawing, by Mr. 
KNAPP, which accompanied his specimens, the stem is equally 
distinct as in the figures of Batsch. 

Cl. ater. Huns. 631. Cl. reestatus. Luis. Macor can. 
cellatus. BATSCH. 

On rotten wood. 	 May—Oct. 
[In a wood itt Bucks. 	 Nov. Dec. Mr. KNAPP.] 

TRIC. Permanent : stern awl-shaped ; black : capsuleLichenoi'des 
lentil-shaped, ash-coloured, or black. 

E. hot. 414—Dill. 14. 3. 
The bath black, pithy, elevated. Head hemispherical above. 

underneath piano-concave, with a round edge, resembling the 
crabs' eyes of the apothecaries; ash-coloured, of the size of 
poppy seed. LINN. suec. n. 1287. I was favoured with sped. 
mens by Mr. KNAPP, who remarks that he has never seen it 
grey, but always black. 

Nucor Lichenaides. Sp. P1. Lichen sphecrocepbalus. E. 
bot. On rotten wood. 	 Jan.—Dec. 

(2) STEMLESS. 

TRIG. Stemless ; in clusters : capsules cylindrical, taw- fragifor'mis. 
• ny red. 

Batsch 172. 
About 1-8th of an inch high, and as much in diameter, 

sitting in clusters upon a common membranaceous base of the 
same colour ; opening at the top and discharging its seeds, 
which, together with the fibres which connect them, are of a deep 
tawny saffron colour. BATscx. Rose red when young. Butt. 

Lycoperdon Tes.parinm. BATSFH. 8,01urrocariius jeragifer.. 
Buu.. 

Mr. Relhan informs me that he has found this plant in Ma. 
dingley Wood, and Wood-Ditton in Cambridgeshire. 

On rotten wood, and decaying trunks of trees, Spring. fOn 
the stump of an hazel, growing in considerable quantities : 
Powick near Worcester. Mr. STACKHOHSP.] 

Trim. Stemless; turban-shaped : wool yellowish. (HuDs. turbina'ta. 
63c.?. 8.) 

Mich. 94. 2, Clathroides.•Gled. 4. Steftion;t.f. 1, 3, 7, and 
enutn. 1. 7. at 1. 21, hut. 48. 7, at iii. p. i ie... 

   
  



394 	 CRYPTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Mucor. 

Bolt. 94. 3-Fl. dan. 655. 1-Stop. ann. iv. 2: 11-Batub 
173. 

Lycoperdon luteum. JACQ. in syst. veg. p. 982. RELH. n. 
1163. L. epiphyllum. LIGHTF. 1069.• On rotten wood. [Near 
Bungay. Mr., WOODWARD.] 	 Aug.-April. 

fusco'ater. TRIC. Brown black ; stemless : seeds yellow. 
Bull. 417. 5. 

Sphcerocarpus se:sills. Bull. Found by Dr. Sibthorpe on 
decayed wood in the plantations at Shotover, Oxfordshire. Oct. 

MU'COR. Seeds naked, or in transparent cap-
sules at the • end of the stem. 

aquo'sus. M. Stem long, pellucid : capsule a watery globule : seed 
roundish. 

Pet. gaz. 51.7. 
Observed by Mr. Dickson on putrefying paste; 

M. Stem undivided, supporting a single globular capsule. 
Bull. 480. 2-Fl. dan. 467. 4-Bolt. 132. 1-Mich. 95. 1. 

Mucor-Gled. 6, Mucor f. 3. a.f.f. 2. a.-Sterb. 31, more 
highly magnified. 

On putrid planks and other substances. 	Jan.-Dec. 

glau'eus. M. Stem supporting a head : heads roundish, incorpo-
rated. 

Fl. dan. 777. 2-Mich. 91. I. Asfiergillus ; f. .D.-Gled. 1. 
Byssus. 1. row 3.f. 4-Fl. dan. 840. 3, may be the same 
plant. 

On rotten apples, melons, and such like substances. 
• Jan.-Dec. 

ro'ridus. M. Stem hair-like : head spherical, like a dm-drop, with 
a black dot at the top. RAY Syn. 13. ii.,13. 

Bull. 480. 1-Bolt. 132. 4-P/uk. 11(i. 7-Pet. gaz. '105. 14. 
ilgaricus tenellus. HUDS. 621, according to. Relhan. On 

horse dung. 	 Aug. Sept. 

vrceola'tus. M. Soon fading : stem above bellying, transparent, like 
a dew-drop : head roundish, elastic, black. Dmic.s. 
25. RELH. n. 1062. 

Muce'do. 
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Fl. dan. 1080-Bolt. 133. 1-Dick:. 3. G. 
Stem yellowish, changing to a pellucid watery blue, belly. 

ing upwards. Head spherical, but depressed, black, shining, 
when ripe thrown off with an elastic force. DICKSON. This 
plant, having the property ' of ejecting the seed-vessel in the 
same manner that the Lycoperdon CarRobolus does, and the 
head, which is blackish grey, appearing to be replete with seeds 
like that, should the former be made a distinct genus, this might 
associate with it. The structure of it is clearly a membrane 
surrounding, and inclosingh the capsule in form of a round ball at 
the top of the stem, which, when ripe, is exploded to some dis. 
lance. This membrane is not fugacious like-  the Mucors ; a 
specimen, now 6 or 7 years old, still shews the remains of the 
collapsed membrane, though the capsules are fallen into powder 
and gone. Stem, after the explosion of the head loses its bel-
lying appearance, becomes cylindrical and crooked, in which 
state it will remain for years, if kept in a dry place. Mr. 
WOODWARD. 

On horse dung : to be found early in a morning. 	Aug. 

M. Stem black, brittle-shaped, set with brown woolly Em'bolus. 
hair. 
Hall. enum. 1. 1, at t. 21, hist. 48. 1, at p. 116. 

Rotten wood. 	 Jan.—Dec.' 

M. Stem branching ; fructifications finger-like. 	cespitoisus.  
• Bull. 504. 11-Bolt. 132. 2-Mich. 91. 4. Attergillut-Gled. 

1. Byssus row 3. f: 2. 
On rotten vegetables in woods. 

M. Stem undivided : fructifications radiating, termi- cru sta'ceus. 
nating. 

Var. 1. Rays of fructifications few. 
Bull. 504. 11-Mich. 91. 3-Asper:illus. 

Height 1 to 2-10ths of an inch. Fructifications beaded, is. 
suing in rows like rays from the top of the stem. 

Var. 2. Rays of fructifications crowded. 
Bull. 504. 10-Mich. 91. Q, Artergillut. 

On rotten vegetables, and corrupted food, in moist shady 
places. 	 Jan.—Dec. 

M. Stem bearing fructifications in biiches. (BOLT.) 	bostrytis, 
Balt. 132. 3—Bull. 504. 7-Fl. dan. 777. 1-Mirb, 91. 4, 

Botr ytis-G led. 1. Aystur, row 3.f. 1. 
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Height from 1 to 2.1.0ths of an inch. Fructifications like 
bunches of grapes. 

On a decaying plant of Boletus versicolor. 

eatseus. 	M. Crust rather leather-like : sterns very short : heads or 
seeds roundish, white, yellow, or scarlet. 

Bull. 504.2. 
Observed by Mr, Relhan on old cheese kept in a moist eel- 

lar, and on decayed leaves in woods. See Fl. Cantabr. Suppl. 
p. 39. 

auran'tius. M. Crustaceous : stems branched, creeping: seeds few, 
roundish, scattered, very minute, orange coloured. 

Bull. 504. 5. 
Of long duration. Found by Mr. Relhan on willows, by 

the 'rivers in Granchester meadow. 

chrysosper'-M. (BULL.) Extremely fine, yellow; consisting of stems 
mus. 	supporting yellow seeds, singly or in clusters. 

Bull 4~6. 4, a>rd 504. 1. 
Covering the whole surface of the plants on which they grow, 

and staining the fingers yellow. 
I have repeatedly found it, but always upon Boleti which 

grew in shady places ; generally on the Boletus pellucidus. 	• 
' Aug. Sept. 

It has the same Property of repelling wet that has been ob-
served in the seeds of the Lycopodium. A specimen now before 
me is not wetted, though it has been immersed in a fluid for a 
year. 

Jignifragus.M. Growing in spots ; white or green : stems very slen-
der, branched, interwoven seeds very minute, 
roundish, scattered'. 

Bull. 504. 6. 
At first white, then deep green, often but a few together. Fi-

gure of the, spots uncertain. White wood near Gamlingay. 
RELHAN. 

irgcn'tens. M. Spreading, white, consisting of extremely fine woolly 
filaments supporting seeds. 

This appears upon 'some of the smaller stipitated Boleti, co- 
vering the whole of the pileus and upper part of the stem. It 
is more durable than the M. chrysospermus. 

Under the large clump of beeches, Edgbaston Park. 
Aug. Sept. 

   
  



•CIIV`PTOGAMIA. FUNGI. Mucor. 
The Boleti on which either this or the M. chrysospermus 

,are found, are always in a very tender half rotten state. 

M. Bristle-shaped : seeds at the root. 
Mkb. 

Caverns and arched cellars. 

397 

lepro'sus. 

M. White : heads brown, sitting. 	 Erys'iphe. 
On decaying leaves. 	 Aug. Sept. 

M. Crustaceous, black : • capsules sitting. 	 granulo'sus. 
Bull. 504. 13: • 

Grows in circular spots of half an inch diameter, on the 
leaves .of the sycamore, occupying both surfaces of the leaf. 
This also has been observed by Mr. Relhan, but I doubt the 
propriety of placing it under the presentGenus. • 

THE E N.1). 
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AGARICUS 151 
acris 172 
adhmsivus 157 
adscendens 175 
adustus 173 
wrnginosus 254 
mstIvus 179 
arestis 1.59 
azmatochele 200 
albellus 155 
albus 215 
alectorolpphoides 

148 
alliaceus 	271 
alneus 	300 
alumnus 	216 
amethysteus 177 
amethystinus 176 
amethystinus 204 

256 
annulatus 	225 
annularius 	161 
annulatus 	267 
appendiculatus 

282 
applicatus 	299 
aquosus 260, 290 
araneosus 	198 
araneosus 	202  

Agaricus 
araneosus-viola- 

ceus 	204 
ardosiaceus 284 
argenteus 	239 
arvenszs 	226 
atramentarzus 291 
atro-albus 	238 
atro-rufus 	277 
aurantio-ferrugi- 

neus 	295 
aurantius 	191 
aurantius2.25,229, 

256, 264, 280, 
287 

auratus 	194 
aureus 	162 
auricomus 	239 
avellaneus 	221 
badius 	223 
Ladies 223, 240 
Letulinus 	298 
betulinus 	299 
bicolor 	291 
buccinalis 	146 
tabonts 202, 204 
bulbosus 	213 
cacuminatus 198 
ccerulescens 204 
cceruleus 	195 
ccesarius 	211 

Agaricus 	' 
crespitosus 	231 
calyeiformis 
candidus 	145 
carneo-albus 167 
carndo-11avus 264 
carnosus 	271 
campanulatus 261 

292 
campanulatus 289 
Campestris 225 
campestris 295 
canaliculatus 224 
caraidus 	152 
Cantharellus 148 
caryoplilillxus 209 
caseus 	,15.5  
castaneus 	163 
castaneus 251,262 
repestipes.9.45,229 
ceraceus s 	258 
chantarellus 148 
chocolatus 	245 
ciliaris 	291 
cimicarius 	171 
cintulus 	292 
cinerescens 	230 • ornereus 	288 
cinnanzonzeus 164 
cinnarnomeus 252 
circumseptus 244 
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Agaricus 
citrinus 218 

Agaricus 
crustuliniformis 

Agaricus 
fauve 	228 

clavceformis 154 227 
i
ferruginascens 

clavmfonnis 172 cryptarum 260 247 
clavatus 197 cum ulatus 161 fascicularis 	262 
clavus 220 cuspidatus 278 fibrosus 	243 
clypeatus 248 cyaneus 204 fibula 	173 
clypeolarius 2.7o cyaneus 255 ficoides 	297 
ckpedarizts 270 cyathiformis 152 fi/opes 	237 
coccineus 225 cyathiformis 164 jimetarius 	281 
collinitus 223 cyathoides 189 jinzetarius 	289 
collinus 219 cylindricus 280 jimbriatus 	154 
colubrinus 266 delicatul us 166 fimbriatus 	173 
col us 276 del iciosus 168 fimi-putris 	249 
coma/us 	• 281 aen1oJus 257, 260 fisstfs 	255 
compressus 238 denticulatus 152 fis/u/osas 236, 233 
conchatus 295 depluens 298 251 
concinnus 235 depressus 178 ,flabellatus 	293 
con °recta/us 161 des devins 235 flabelliformis 996 
congregatus 275 ditnidiatus 294 flatelliformis 298 
conzcus 	236, 257 dispar 272 fl avi cans 	262 
confertus 214 domestic's 282 flavidus 	205 
connatus 207 dryophyllus 283 flavidus 	286 
conocephalus 277 dulcis 170 flavipes 	976 
conspersus 287 durus 230 flavo-fi'occosas 194 
constrictus 195 ebumeus 152 flavus 	285 
contiguus 174 edulis 226 flexuosus 	171 
contiguus 176 elasticus 186 floccosus 	261 
conungens 279 elastic's 189 flurstedtiensis 293 
coralloides 162 elephantinus 194 foraminulosus 245 
coriaceus 197 emeticus 191 278 
coriaceus 217, 300 ephemerus 291 fragilis 	207 
corneus 224 (pip/Lyn/is 146 fragrins 	158 
cornucopioides 149 epiphylleus 221 fitgax 	287 
coronatus 	264 cquestris 285 fuliginosus 	274 
corruga t us 278 ericetosus 173 fulvus 	176 
corticalis 145, 233 ericeus 152 furfurosus 	180 
crassipes 180 ericeus 170 fuscescens 	276 
crassipes 186  exaratus 292 fitscvs 	190 
crenatus 248  excoriatits 268 fusco-albus 	273 
crenulatus 2.68 extinctori us 268 fusco-flavus 	246 
cretaceus 215 fletidus 299 fuko-pallidus 181 
croceus 193 farinaceus 232 fusco-purpureus 
moms 296, 257 fartnaceus 256 .295 
cruentatus 286 jarinulentus 219 fitsipes 	161 
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Agaricus 
galericulaius 

249 
Georgii 	222 
giganteus 	152 
glandi-calyx 	224 
glandulosus 	294 
glaucopus 	!02 
glutinosus 	161 
gnaphacephalus 

201 
gracilis 185 
grammopode 178 
graveolens 178 
bariseus 266 
hinnuleus 228 
,hippo-pinus 199 
horizontalis 220 
hyalinus 240 
hypni 247 
janthinus 242 
.iecorinus 
illitus 

168 
216 

incarnatus 254 
incurvus 173 
infundibuliformis 

150 
infundibuliformis 

153 
integer 190 
involutus 175 
irregularis 233 
kermesinus 22.5 
labyrinthiformis 

293 
laccatus 232 
lacer 179 
lacer 272 
laceratus 285 
laciniatus 247 
lacrimalis 244 
lacrymabundus 

282 
lacticaulis 	200 
lactifluus 	165  

1g0 
lanugmosus 228 
laricinus 	189 
lateralis 174, 297 
lateritius 263, 264 
latus 	227 
leucocephalus 219 
leucocephaltis 

185 
ligatus 	242 
lignorzan 	274 
lirnacinus 	160, 
limacinus196,208 
Listen 	156 
littorcus 	213 
livido-purpureus 

256 
livido-rubescens 

172 
livido-rubescens 

1.72 
,lividus 184, 227 
longipes 	217 
luridus 	230 
lustre 	265 
luteo-albus 276 
luteo-fuscus 222 
luteus 	192 
luteus 	22g 
luteolus 	148 
luturians 	257 

licopernoides 224 
ycopernoides .225  

macer S51 
maculatus 182 
mammosus 230 
Maritimus 178 

Agaricus 
marginatus 281 
meleagris 	270 
melleus 188, 161, 

162, 219 
melleus 	250: 
meinbranaceus 

'159 
membranaceus 252 
micaceus 	275 
minutulus 	229 
mollis 	155 
mollis 	297 
momentaneus 288 
moms 	2.50 
mouceron 	219 
'mucosus 	190 
multifrrmis 184 
muscarius 	181 
muscigenus 150 
mutabilis 	27g 
mutabilis 	286 
myodes 	182 
necator 	175 
nemoralis 	234 
nigripes 229, 286 
nitens 	153 
niveus 219, 293 
niveus 	231 
nobilis 	214 
nodosus 	284 
nuceus 	27/ 
nudus 	201 
nudus 	• 204 
o,besus 	154 
oblectus 	281 
obscurus 162, 188 
obsoleseens 187 
obsoletus 	200 
obsoletus 	201  
ochraceus 	2T3 
ochraceus 	194  
ochroleucus 176 
octogonus 	243 
odorus 	163 

Agaricus 
236 lactifluus 171 

lactifiuus-acris 
156 

lacti dulcis 171 
lactitl.plumbeus 

172 
lactill.zonarias 
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Agaricus 
oedematopus 209 
olivaceus 	212 

	

opacus 	180 

	

orcades 	217 
orichaleeus 199 
ostreatus 	294 
oval's 	240 

	

ovatus 	287 
ovoides-albus 214 
pallidus 210, 176 
palmatus 	296 
papilionaccus 291 
parasiticus 
partitus 
parvus 
pectinatus 
peronatus 
pileslarius 
pilosus 
piluliforrnis 
piperatus 
piperatus 
pistillaris 
planus 
plicatilis 
plicatilis 
plicatus 
plumosus 
plumbeus 
politus 
pomposus 
porcellaneus 
porosus-rubens 

303 

	

pratensis 	211 

	

proealtus 	219 
pnetextus 	192  

	

primula 	234  

	

procerus 	266 
pseudo_andro- 

	

saceus 	152 
pseudo-aurantia- 

cus 	181 

Agaricus 
rubiatus 	278 
rubiginosus 233 
rtfib-candidus 988 
rufus 	205 
russula 	1 91 
rutilus 	177 
saccharatus 268 
sanguineus 	159 
scaler 	184 
scariosus 	961 
semi-globatus 265 
semi-lunatus 213 
semi-ovatus 290 
semi-petiolatus 

297 
sericeus 	206 
scrosus 	165 
sessil is 	' 293 
sordido-flavus 197 
sordidus 	196 
spadiceus 	263 
spadiceo-grisetis 

282 
splcndens 	216 
spongiosus 	197 
squamosus 208 
squamosus 	962. 
stercorarius 269 
stereorarius 289 
stipitis 	187 
st riatus 273, 287 
stypticus 	298 
sub-creruleus 2.41 
subcarneus 	232 
subcarneus 260 
suberosus 	292 
sub-purpurascens 

201 
sul cams 	2.29 
tenelhts 	401 
tenuis 	 . 
teller 	245 • 
tener 	277 

Agaricus 
pseudo-c/ypeatus 

274 
pseudo-,moucerotz 

217 
psittacinus 	258 
pullatus 	289 
pulverulentui 252 
pulvinatus 	220 
pannh/s 	276 
puniceus 	192 
purpurascens 241 
purpureus 	241 

197 pustulates 183 
242 pyfamidatus 242 
233 quercinus 300 
303 quinquepartitus 
208 	 195 

.155 radiates 288 
166 radicatus 916 
273 	rameal is 	151 
169 ramfalis 152 
156 ramoso-radicatus 
154 	 207 
296 reniformis 298 
276 repandus 284 
291 resupinatus 298 
292 reticulatus 283 
185 rheoides 210 
239 rhomboideus 292 
205 rimosus 	199 
964 • rigidus 	210 
281 	risigallinus 	155 

rosell us 	167 
ruseus 	191 
roseus 	253 
rubecundus 254 
rubellus 	254 
rubens 	225 
rubens 	225 
rubeolarius 	232 
ruber 	191 
ruber 	206 
rubest;ens 	164 

VOL. IV, 	 D D 
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Agaricus 	Boletus 	 Boletus 
terreus 	183 vulneratus 297 igniarius 326 
testaceus 173 vulpinus 246 labyrinthiformis 
theiogale 	207 xerampelinus 210 	 322 
tigrinus 	155 xerampehnus 212 laciniatus 	323 
titubans 28o xylopes 	279 lactifluus 314 
tomentosus 275 xylophilus 245 lacrymans 321 
torminosus 170 zonarius 190 lateralis 	318 
tortilis 	205 Arcel 	 33 leptocephalus 3o5 
trilobus 	223 AURICULARIA 335 luczdus 	315 
tristis 	151, 343 	corticalis 	336 	luteus 	312 
truncatus 	193 ferruginea 	335 medulla-panic 319 
truncorum 290 nicottana 335 nigripes 310 
tubxformis 174 papyrina 	335 nummularius 310 
tuberosus 	216 phylacteris 	336 obliquus 309, 322 
turbinatus 273 reflexa 	337 olivaceus 312 . 

wnbelhferus 145 tremelloides 337 pel I ucidus 	303 
umbilzcatus 153 	 perennis 308 
umbilicatus 234 BOLETUS 	303 piperatus 	309 
umbonatus 	159 1-1  abietinus - 324 polyporus 	304 
umbraculum 158 albidus 	314 proteus 	319 
umbratus 	197 aMus 	32o rangiferinus 317 
unicolor 202 aurantiacus 305 rubeolarius 309 
vaccinus 196 aurzformis 344  rugosus 	315 
varius 203, 250 betulinus 	316 salicinus 	319 
varius 	236 bovinus 	306 sanguineus 313 
velatus 	161 calceolus 317 spongiosus 321 
velatus 	16 t chrysenteron 313 
velutipes 	286 cinnamomeus 308 
velutipes 	229 coriaceus 308,325  
vernalis 	214 cristatus 316 
verrucosus 182, cryptarum 322 

	

214 	 cuticularis 322 
versicolor 163 cyanescens 304 
villosu s 	166 discoideus 	32o 
violaceus 	203 	edul is 	311 
virgineus 152, 291 elegans 	318 sulphureus 

252 	elephantinus 3 to tenax 	325 
vus 	313 unicolor 323  

entarius 327 	 velu tinus 	326 . 
ndosus 	315  versicolor 	so 
garius 	1 311 villosus 	326  
aticuc • 	303 Bunt . 	313 

spidus 	324 BYssus 	340  

squamosus 	316 
suaveolens 	32o 
suberosus 	318 
suberosus 	321 
subfuscus 	304 
subsquamosus 307 
substrictus 	314 
kubtomentosus 

309 
324 

   
  



tyssus 
mrugzno.sa 

iantzqurtails 
aurea 
barbata 
Lotryoides 
canclelanus 
candida 
cryptarum 
Flos-aquae 
fulva 
incana 

lithus 
lactea 
nigra 
phosphorea 
purpurea 
rubra 
saxatilis 
septica 
velutina 

CLATHRUS 
ater 
cinereus 

• denudatus 
fiavus 
fulvus 
nudus 

INDEX TO VOLUME IV, 

Clavaria 	 Conferva 
141 farinosa 	 igs 
142 	fimbriata 

2 	fastigiata 	360 ff
u
uu

s
ri
c
cv
a
aat a  1 26 

139 
143 gyrans 	353 gelatinosa 132 
' 3 lerculanea 355 geniculata 134 3  . Hypoxylon 362 glomcrata 	138 
143 laciniata 359 2mbn cata 130 
144 militaris 354 intertexta 130 

	

140 muscoldeS 361 littoralis 	128 
142 ophioglossoides Inultifida 129 

2 	 358 nigra  129 
3 parasitica 355 mgrescens 138 
2 phacorhiza 353 nodulosa 436 

142 	pistillaris 355,356, nodulosa 	136 
141 	357 	 parasitica 	140 
141 Spathula 354 pellucida 137 
142 	tuberculata 	3,57 pen nata . 	139 

2 	vermiculans 356 conferva plicata 
143 vermiculata 356, 	 128 

	

plumosa 	139 
polymorpha 135 
purpurascens 1.36 393 

392 	 reticulata 130 
rigida 

392 	 rubra
r i  

	

vu la r i s 	125 

scoparia 

	

sericea , 	
129 

119 	 138 
133 	setacea 
135  spongiosa 13o 
139 tetragona 138 
126 tomentosa 128 
133 tubulosa 134 
137 tubulosa 	134 
126 vagabunda 1 37 
135 verticillata 131 
136 villosa 	139 
130 Conjuror of Chat- 
128 	paves E,rn 677  
131 Cod/ 	 -43 , 
126 Cocker 	33 ' 
133 Crow-silk 	125 ' 
139 C 1 atlas 4n:flu/us 33z 

recutztus 393 
sphcerocephalus 

 

393 
virescens 	392  

C LAVARIA 	353 
aculeiformis 358  
anthocephala 3,59 
Infurca 	356  
capitata 	353 
coralloides 	359  
coriacea 	361 
Cornea 	3,58 

. CURressiformis363 
.diguata 	362 
elegans 	358 
elveloides 	857  
cpiphylla 354 

141 	357 
CON FERVA 

xgagr.opila 
xrugmosa 
albida 
amphibia 
atra 

391 
	 127 

391136  
390 	 rupestris 	137 

125 
140  
129 
128 
127 
132 

bullosa 	127 
canalicularis 127 
cancellata 
capillaris 
ciliata 
coccinea 
con fragosa 
coral lina 
diaphana 
dichotoma 
elongata 
elongata 
equisetifolia 
fxniculacea 
fluviatilis 
fon ti nalis 
foci cola 
fuCoides 

D 2 

134 

403 
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Fucus 
104 membranaceus 

mills 
Dullesh 

Dulse 	99, 

FLvella caryophyl- 
4  lea 	151 
cornucopia 	15o 
punctata 	150 
purpurea 	82 

Endocarpon pusil- 
lum 	 51 

EUNICIIRBIA stricta 
4°4 

FisTuLINA 302 
Fistulina bu- 

glossoides 
hepatica 
pectinata 

Frog-cheese 
Focus 

aculeatus 
alatus 	94 
albidus 	itb 
amphibius 	114 

-angustifolins 91  
articulatus 	89 
asparagoides 115 
bifidus 	101 
biFurcatus 	107 
bulbous 	96 
capillaris 	113 
cartilagineus 116 
cartzlagineus 117 
caudatus 	112 
canaliculatus 97 
canaliculatus 

9  

102 
dasyphyllus 1io 
dentatus 	100 
diffusus 	110 
digitatus 	96 
distichus 	91 
divaricatus 
edulis 
endivixfolius 102 

84 
99 

esculentus 	92 
excisus 	98 
fieniculaceus 86 
fastigiatus 	108 
fastigzatus 	107, 

log 
fibrosus 	86 
filicinus 	116 
filiformis 	107 
fiformis 	92 
filum 	io6 
fimbriatus 	104 
fiagelgormis 113 
furcellatus 	109 
gigartinus 	109 
• herbaceus 	100 
holoseticeus 103 
holosttaceus 103 
Hypoglossurn 93 
incurvus 	113 
kaliformis 	88 
Italigenic, &c.io8 
laceratus 	101 
lacerus 	105 
laciniatus 	101 
laciniatus 	101 
lanceolatus 	102 

	

Ous 	114 

	

UARIS 	100 

	

(US 	103 
is 	i 92 

94 
ricak's 	109 
podioides 106  

membranifolius
9 , 

104 
multifidus 	105 
muscozdes 	111 
natans 	84 
nereideus 	116 
nodicaulis 	110 
nodosus 	83 
obtusus 	117 
ovalis 
ovatus 	lit 
palmatus 	121 
palmetta 	105 
pedunculatus 118 
phyllitis 	99 
pinnatifidus 105 
pinnatifidus  105 
pinnatus 	116 
plicatus 	112 
plocomium 	1i7 
plumosus 	118 
polyschides 	95 
prolifer 	103 
pumilus 
punctatus 
purpurascens 
pusillus 

98  pygmmus 
repens 	89 
repens 90 
rotundus 108 
ubens 93 

saccharinus 95 
saccharinus 99 
sanguineus 92  
scorpt mdes 114 
scoticus, &?c. 99 
sericeus it6 
serratus 90 
setaceus 
siliculosus 87 
siliquosus 86 

303 
302 
303 
373 
82 

121 Fucus 
121 	crispus 
12 t 	cristatus 

IS 

98  
99 

112 
98     
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Fucus 	 HelveIla , 	. Lichen 
spiralis 	91 	plana 	_334 3 cmruleo-nigri- 

Relhani 	333 	. cans 	9, 383 stellatus 	97  
subfuscus 114 retiruga 151 ceerulescens 59 
tamariscifolius 85 rubigtnoia 	335  can us 	19 

82 	calcareus tenuissimus 115 sat-co:des 	 5 
Thrix. 	115 villosa 	337 calicaris 	5o 
tomentosus i o6 Horned Moss 	41 CalVUS 	14 
tuberculatus io8 HYDNUM 	327 candelarius 	26 
variabilis 	114 auriscalp 	

candidus El 
ium 327 candicans 	17 

vermicularis 1 1 1 Barba- jovis 331 	 9 
verrucosus 113 coralloides 328 canescens 	9 
verticillatus 89 crispum 	33o' canescens 	9 

. verticillatus 	go Daviesii 	330 caninus 	68 
vesiculosus 	83 diaphanum 331  caninus 	68, 69 
punctarus 	405 erinaceus 	330  canus 	 , 9 Fungus .magnus 	floriforme 	328 caperatus 	.58  
vzrtdzs 	19,5 imbricatum 329 carnosus 	3=)-- 

minimum 330 cartilagineus 28 
repandum 31 GReen slake 	 329 centrilugus 

121 Hypo.tylon Pherm- 	cerinus 	23 
'CCUM 	 384  

Ilizle crottles 54 

	

Hazle rag 54 LICHEN 	1 
HELVE LLA 	331 	albus 	1 

acaulis 	337 alczcornz.r  35 
mruginnsa . 334 amphibius 	65 
agariciformis 331 ampullaceus 6o 
aurea 	334 anthracinus 62 
cartilaginea 333 antiquitatis 2 
caryophyl I ma 	apthosus 	69 . 

chalybeiformis 46 
ciliaris 	54 
ciliatus 29 
cinerascens 7 
cinereus 2 
cocciferus 38  
coccineus 15 
cochleatus 73 
compositus • 13 
concentricus 18 

332 aquaticus 66 concolor 	6t 
caryophyllaa 1,51 aquaticus 	66 confluens 	8 
clavata 	333 articulatus 	47 	coral linus 	16 
coccinea 342  ater 	17 corneus 	to 
crtspa 	332 at ro-albus 	4  ., corniculatus 	42 
dinudiata 	15o atro-cinereus 19  cornucopioides 39 
fi but iformis 334 atro-virens 	12 	cornutus 	38 f Icir i form is 	332  auranharus 	15 crassus 	2a fu I iginosa 	334 barbatus 
gelatinosa 	 48 crenularius 21  

333 betulinus 	4 crenulatus ..../.6.7..4 
 

membranacea 153 botryoides 
mesenterica 	 3 crispus 	75. 

56 	cristatus 344 Burgessii 	 74 mitra crocat us 24 	 1  
Dana 	

33e byssinus 	 .5 
331 byssoides 371 cloccus 	()% 
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flavus • 3 
floridus 49 
fluviatilis 66 
fluviatilis 76 
foliaceus 34 
foliaceus 35 
fragilis 4o 
fraxineus 56 
frigiduS 21 
frustulosus 19 

Lichen 	 Lichen 	 Lichen 
cupularts 	21 furfuraceus 	55  membranaccus 6o 
decipiens 25 fusco-ater ro miniatus 	65 
deformis 	37 fusco-lutcus '23 miniatus 	65 
deustus 	 62  Justus 	27 multifidus 	28 
Dicksoni 	 muralis 19 gclasinatus 7 	 28- 

. diffusus 	3i gelidus 	15 	muscicola 	44 
digitatus 	38 gelidus 	25 muscorum 7 
Dillenii 	62 geographicus 11 niger 	9 
elveloides' 14 gibbosus 	19 nigrescens 73 
endefolius 6o glaucus 	52 nivalis 	59 
Endocarpon 51 globjer 	4o obscurus 	27 
ericetorum 13 glohiferus 39 ochroleucus  45 
exanthematicus 22 glomuliferus 56 oculatus 	6 
excavatus 	18 gracilis 	36 Edcri 	so 
exilis 	46 graniformis 6 olivaceus 34 
fagineus 	4 granulatus 72 omphalodes 33 
fahlunensis 29 hecice 	25  pallescens 20 
fallax 	 59  pallescens 52 herbaceus 	 29 
farinaceus 50 hirtus 	45 pallidus 	20 

	

jasciculans 7 5  hispidus 	42 palmatus 73 
ferrugineus  14 horizontalis 71  Papillaria 44 
ferru-rsinosus 14 	Hypnorum 	2 t 	Perellus 	16 
filiformis 38 Jacquini 	61 parietinus 33 
fimbriatus 36 icmadophila 14 paschalis 	43 

	

flavestens 24 immersus 	5 perlatus 	67 
flavicans 	24 incanus 	2 pertusus 	15 
flavo-rubescens 15 incanus 	io pertusus 	18 
flavo-virescens 12 	Jolithus 	3 pezizoides 	21 

fucif. ' 	 ucophwus 27 pruinatus 19 

islandicus 42 physodes 
53 pilularis 	

31 
islandicus 	 7 
jubatus 	45 Pinastri 	59 5, 	plicatus lacimatus 	 49 
laciniosus 57 Wumbeus 59 
lacteus 	4  ,polydactylos.  68 
lacustris 	20  polyphyllus 64 
late-virens  57  polyrhizos 63 
lanatus 	46  polyrhizos 	•  62 
lentigerus 	26 proboscideus* 64 

uridus 	$  27 	prunastrt 	51 

argbalis 34  psora 	25 
armoreus  22  pubescens 47 

uteus 	24 prunastri 	52  

ielanostzctos 	17 pulicaris 22,  388 
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Lichen • 
pullus 	• 
pous 
pulmonarius 
punctatus 
pustulatus 
pyxidatus 
quadricolor 
quercyrolius 
querneus 
radiatus 
radiatus 
rangiferinus 
resupinatus 
rimosus 
roccella 
rufescens 
rufus 
rugosus 
rupestris 
rupicola 
saccatus 
sanguinarius 
sarcoides 
saturninus 

, saxatilis 
scopulorum 
scopulorum 

scruposus 
scutatus 
sepincola 
siliquosus 
simplex 
sinuatus 
splixroides 
spinosus 
squarnatus 
stellar formis 
stellaris 
stellatus 
stygius 
subluscns 

scriptus 	3, 395 	 58  
seriptus 22, 388 verrucosus 15, 58 
scrobiculatus 58 vespertilio 	74 

18 vulpinus 	48  
7o Liverwort ground 68 
72 Lungwort 	54 A fERDLIDS 
39 LYCOPERDON 366 I 

	

5 	Anemones 	377 
1111 androsaceus 

144 

. 	 145 

	

buccinalis 	146 
Cantharellus 147 
caryophyllxus 

151 
collariatus .,,,4.14.6 

\ cornucopoides 

74  arclostaceum 376 
14 aurantlacum 372 
44 b°"514  373,  374, 29 	375 
30 Carpobolus 
30 cervinum 

cinereum 
29 	col i forme 
20 cylindricum 

4 
4 
7 

69 tuberculatus 
13 tubformis 

	

3 	uncialis 
75 Upsaliensis 

	

12 	varians 
67 velleus 
6 venosus 

82 ventosus 
ventricosus 
vermicellaris 
vermicularis 

66 vernalis 
verrucarius 

32  
66 

5 

Lichen 
27 subimbricatus 1 
62 submarguialzs 7 
63 subulatus 4 
IR subulyormis 4 
63 sulphurous 
35 	sylvaticus 
24 	tartareus 
68 tenellus 	5 
11 tenuissimus 6 
37 	tiliaceus 

2 	torrefactus 
o trapeziformis 6 
o Trentella 7 
5 tricolor 	2 

tristis 

9 

377 
366 
369  

370 
365 

43 
24 
17 
63 
68 
15 
37 
40  
40 
14 

Lycoperdon 
8 defossum 
61 epidendrum 
1 	epiphyllutn 
O 394 
1 equinum 

floriforme 	
371 

71 	 369 
23 fornicatum 368 
5 fragile 	378 
o fraxineum . 386 

31  fuscum 	379 
61 gibbosui 	364 
1 globosum 375 
1 gossypinum 376 
2 gossypinum 871 

42  hydrophorum 371 
36 	innatum • 	377 
38 luteum 	394 

nigrum 	388 
parasiticum 872 
pedunculatum37t 
phalloides . 369 
pisiforme 	376 
proteus 	373 
recolligens 	368 
riffion 	391 
spadiceum 	365 
stellatum 	367 
variolosum 378, 

385 
verruCOsUni 372 
vesparzum 	393 

• 
149 • 

fatidus 	148 
fuscus 147 

375 
377 
374 
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hlenllius 	Nidularia 
infundibuliformis 	rninth 

150;  striata 
membranaccus 

150 Ontergreen 
150 
49 

149 pltellaria vesicu- 

muscigentts 
purpurcus.  
squamula 
tubmfortnis 

Peziza 
351 	punctata 
350 • radicata 

scutellata 
spadicea 

121 	stcrcoraria 
stipitata 
truncata 
tuba 
tuba 
tuberosa 

148 	laris 	9 

albida 	344 undulata 
atra 	349 vesiculosa 
auricula 344 violacea 
cxrulea 348 viridis 
calyciformis 338 PHALLUS 
CalyCl1111S 343 caninus 

chrysocoma 33
,
4
1
6
7  e

im
sc

p
u

L
l
i
e
d
n
ic
u
t
t
is
s terea 

cinerca 78, 348 Platisnia aquatr- 
citrina 	341 	cum 	66 
coccinea 	341 Ptqfist 	373 
coccinea 	342 
cochleata.. 	345  -pit  ET lc t; AR tA 
cornuccpzotdes  152  -ILL 
cupularis 	340 
cuticulosa 
cyathoides 
epidendra 
fructigena 
fulua 
fusca 
hepatica 
hispida 
hydrophora 

exa 
uginosa 
yera 
rginata 
nuta 
inntul a 
yea 
hroleuca 
nett 
lymorpha 
uncea 

Niucott' 	394 
aquostts 	394 
argentetts 	396 
aurantiacus 396 
botrytis 	395 
cancellat us 	393 
carnosus 	379 
caseus 	396 
cespitosus 	395 
chiysospermus 

umbelliferus 144 PEZIZA 	338 
undufts 149 acetabulum 339 339 

341  
347 
348  
348  
35' 
353 
351  
352. 

396 
crustaceus 395 
Embolus 395 
Erysiphe 397 
jukus 391  
,fierfuraceus 392 
glaucus 394 
granulosus 397 
leprostts 397 
Liclienoides 393 
lignifragus 396 
Lycogala 379 
Mucedo 394 
roridus 494 

378  
alba 	381 

344 carnosa 	379 
343 hemispherica 379 
341 hydnioides 380 
343 Lycoperdon 379 
347 ovata 	 381  
345 	hen tensis 	380 
316 segelum 381 
348 septhca 	38o 
371 sinuosa 	38o 
342  
347 Scotch bonnets 121 
35o 	Sea girdles 97 
344 Sca hangers 	97 
340 Sea laces 	107 
3415 Sea thongs 	95 
338 SPHtERIA 	382 
343 acuta 	387 
346 aggregata 388 
349 Bombardica 388 
346 brassicie 389 

338  
34° 
346  
34° 
34.5 
339 
338  
34 2  
148 
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byss:Icea 

(edtzta 
coconata 	2b7 corticalis 	387 depressa 	388 (.11tomoritiza 382 
trogiformis 	384 
fraxine., 	380 
glauca 	383 gregaria 	384 
lycoperdotdcs 385 
mrrnmyrat'll111 386 
rnammosa 	385 
maxims 	386 
miniats 	385 anori 
nigra 	87 
niu(14  4 

Tremella 
388 albida 
386 	allii 

amethyst ea 
arborea 
aurit ula 
cinerea . 
cinnabarina 
rorrugala 
crispa 
del iquescens 
diirormis 

84 

fit fra 	77 grantdata 	So 
ficmispitrrium 8o 

Juniperrna .78, 
Arken . 

81 
77 

344 
349 
" UL" 	118 

337 	al 	t 	00 80 
78  
8t 

TultEn 	364 76 album 	3b4 cm-Mum 
ciborium 	361 radicatum 	:365 
solidum 	365 

compressa 	123 
ce)yfervaiir 13I  
CorMita ,0 	0 • 
eripa 	, 

roc 	$112 
I 11. 4112.  1J9 

•-•,
%13 
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